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ABSTRACT

My doctoral dissertation is a commentary on the first book of the Ephesiaca of 

Xenophon of Ephesus. Many previous studies of this novel have highlighted its lack of 

consistency and literary quality, coming to the conclusion that the text we have is an 

epitome. Conversely, my analysis aims to offer a new interpretation of the Ephesiaca as 

an Bildungsroman, in which there is a progress from a physical conception of love to a 

more spiritual one.

In addition, I discovered that Xenophon refers consistently to the Odyssey and to 

the Platonic theory of love. The first model is at the origin of the structure of the novel, 

since the plot is constructed on the relationship between the two erotic protagonists’ 

nights and the former is compared with Aphrodite’ and Ares’ love, while the latter with 

the reunion of Penelope and Odysseus. In this way, Homer becomes part of the meaning 

conveyed by the whole text and Xenophon’s erotic ideal appears to be a close imitation 

of Penelope’s conjugal fidelity. At the same time, some textual references to the 

Phaedrus and the Symposium characterise the birth of the protagonists’ love and make 

the progress of their relationship a Platonic path toward their final reunion.

As a result, the Ephesiaca contains a coherent literary framework and this 

suggests that we are dealing with a text willingly constructed by the author: thus, the 

hypothesis of an abridgement becomes weaker.

I decided to adopt the commentary format as the best means of offering this 

new interpretation of the text. The final product is not a traditional philological 

commentary, but it aims at reading the novel as a work of literature. A long introduction 

anticipates the main topics of the entire dissertation.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

For the sake of brevity, I have used the following abbreviations of 

frequently occurring names throughout the commentary:

Xen. = Xenophon of Ephesus.

Eph. = Ephesiaca.

Char. = Chariton.

Ach. = Achilles Tatius.

Hid. = Heliodorus.

n. (as in the example 1.2.3 n.: KaXoq): parallel note that you may wish to 

consult.

In addition, as I have already shown in the list of the contents, every 

section has one abbreviation which will be used every time a lemma of the 

commentary refers to the introduction.

This is the list:

AIM = “The aim of the work”

GI = “General issues about Xen.”

NA = “Narratology in the Ephesiaca”

LI = “Literary interpretation”

APP = “Appendix”
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THE AIM OF THE WORK

One controversial topic in the study of Greek novels is the nature of Xenophon’s 

Ephesiaca: as is commonly known, this text is quite different from the other four that 

constitute the traditional corpus, because it has a ‘very simple style’1 and its central 

books contain passages that seem strangely abbreviated.

Over the past centuries, different interpretations of the nature of the novel have been 

suggested: above all, in 1892 Burger argued that the text that we have is an abridged 

version of the original. Since then, some scholars have questioned this theory: while 

Hagg 2004a directly and persuasively refutes Burger’s (1892) view, others suggest new 

explanations that rescue Xenophon as a consistent writer.

Above all, O’Sullivan 1994 illustrates that the text is constructed in a formulaic way, 

from single expressions to scenes, and concludes that it has an oral origin.2 Also Upton 

2006, comparing Xen. ’s novel with some passages of the Gospel o f Mark, addresses the 

issue of the orality, but from a new perspective: this would not affect the creation, but 

the reception of the novel.3 Similarly, Shea 2008, starting from the portrait of Anthia in 

the procession and the embroidery of the canopy,4 where the protagonists of the novel 

are depicted as statues, underlines the importance of ekphraseis in the text and suggests 

that it could be the script of a performance given in an aristocratic house in front of real 

ancient sculptures.5

A second explanation is literary: in Ruiz Montero’s (2003d) view, lexical repetitions, 

together with the frequent use of the particle kgu, suggests a literary “contrived 

simplicity”, a style adopted by other writers of the Imperial Era and described by some 

contemporary rhetors.6 Under this interpretation, Xen. would not consistently quote

1 Hagg 1983,21.

2 See esp. O’ Sullivan 1994, 30-98.

3 Upton 2006 expands on the general distinction made by Hagg 2004c between the composition and 
reception of Greek novels.

4 See Eph 1.2.5-7 and 1.8.2-3.

5 See Shea 1998. Another element that proves her theory is the final dedication to Artemis made by Xen. 
o f his work (see Eph. 5.15.2). On this passage see also Konig 2007, 2, who gives another interpretation: 
in his view Xen. wants to create an image o f  his text here as ‘being on the borderline between orality and 
literacy’.

6 For more on Xen.’s style, see Ruiz Montero 1982. On the literary “contrived simplicity”, see Rutherford 
1997, 118-123.
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from previous models, as the other novelists do, but he would draw from a smaller 

number of authors and without textual allusions. For instance, Laplace 1994 and 

Doulamis 2007 list some themes of the Eph. which have a Platonic and Stoic colour.

A third approach, then, is based on “narratology”, which shows that in the Eph. the 

author has control over the text.7 First, Garson 1981 and Konstan 1994 illustrate how 

the protagonists’ love story is built in a symmetrical way. Secondly, Morgan argues that 

Xen.’s originality lies in his introduction of a ‘new structure of pursuit, which is 

powered by the identically clockwise movements of his characters’.8 A similar 

conclusion is also drawn by Capra forth.: in his view the many interconnections 

between the journeys of Anthia, Habrocomes and Hippothous prove the existence in the 

narrator of an artistic intention, which follows the ancient model of the periplus and 

might be inspired by the structure of the Homeric Catalogue o f Ships.9 Chew 1998 and 

Bierl 2006, instead, try to explain why the central books of the novel are different: the 

former indicates the presence in Xen.’s representation of Eros of a shifting focalisation, 

which changes from external to internal at the beginning of the second book. The latter, 

conversely, describes the narrative style as irrational, as if based on a sort of “dream 

sequence”, which is absent at the beginning and at the end of the work.

The fourth interpretation is philological and more general: Thomas argues that Xen.’s 

text, as that of other novels, might be fluid and, therefore, other versions of it may have 

circulated in antiquity.10 Although this phenomenon is clearly in evidence in 

“biographic” romances, such as the Alexander Romance, Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri 

and the Life o f  Aesop,11 it might occur also in the Eph., because of the uncertain status 

of its text and the lack of a real name for the author (GI 4).12 Similarly, Hunter 1997

7 Since in the Eph. the narrator is mostly onniscient and external and important internal narrators are 
missing, I would use “author” as another definition o f the main narrator of the novel.

8 Morgan 2007d, 150. The importance o f travel in Xenophon is briefly noted also by Ruiz Montero 2007, 
268: ‘There isn’t any other novel so “touristic” and where so many proper names are mentioned, which 
belong both to people and to places’.

9 See Capra forth.

10 See Thomas 1998. The same issue is addressed by Sanz Morales 2006.

11 Sanz Morales 2006, 133-139, suggests that there were more versions also of Chariton’s novel.

12 See, among others, Capra 2008a. Sanz Morales 2006, however, does not consider the anonymity o f a 
text evidence o f the existence o f multiple versions o f it. In fact, he suggests that novels were considered 
“lazy” in the Imperial Era, and not seen as classical texts because of their entertaining function. 
Consequently, no attention was given to the perfection o f their editions and some of them were available 
in more than one version.
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argues that the peculiarity of the Eph. is its ‘open form’.13

Finally, Merkelbach’s theory 1962 needs to be considered separately. In his view, Greek 

novels, almost by definition, hide a mystic meaning and the coexistence in the Eph. of a 

lunar and a solar principle would suggest that the text that we have is a conflation of an 

original Isisredaktion and a later Heliosredaktion. Although this scholar rightly notes 

the lack of consistency in Xen.’s religious apparatus, there is no philological evidence 

for such an astonishing conclusion and, thus, this theory does not make a real 

contribution to the discussion of the epitome theory.

While the existence of so many different views on the Eph. proves that there is a surge 

of interest in this novel, at the same time, it demonstrates that a comprehensive study of 

this text is missing. The reason for this appears to be twofold: on the one hand, the 

importance of the “epitome theory” has inevitably provoked scholars to adopt a reactive 

approach in the study of the Eph., as if the confutation or the support given to Burger 

1892 was the only possible theme to explore. On the other hand, there are scholars of 

the Greek novels that still think that a writer such as Xen. does not merit proper 

consideration and does not require detailed study because of his simplicity.

As a result, since I started my PhD, I decided to fill this gap and, thus, my dissertation 

focuses neither on the epitome theory nor on the inconsistencies of the Eph., but aims to 

offer an alternative interpretation of the first book of this text. The core of this reading is 

that Xen.’s novel is an Entwicklung- and Bildungsroman, in which the protagonists, who 

at the beginning of the novel resist Eros, progressively discover what love is. This 

growth happens throughout a physical and spiritual journey, in which they first accept 

their desire, then have sex and finally, tested by numerous suitors, they are led to 

understand that true love is a bond based on reciprocal fidelity and which outlasts death. 

While this is the entire trajectory of the Eph., the first book already displays most of 

these motifs, because it includes three crucial events of the story which have an 

influence over the whole text: the falling in love, the wedding night and the oath of 

fidelity. Therefore, my study gives insights into the whole novel and I decided to adopt 

the commentary format as the best means of demonstrating the existence of this

13 See Hunter 1997, 199: ‘Xenophon’s open form makes Xenophon o f Ephesus one o f the most 
fascinating pagan Greek texts to have survived from later antiquity’.
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progression.14 The result is a commentary which is not philological, although it contains 

philological notes, but a literary study which follows the model of the recent book on 

Longus written by Morgan 2004.

In addition, this clear erotic framework which Xen. introduces is the fruit of an interplay 

with literary intertexts, which can be classified into five categories: along with the 

Odyssey, the archetype of every Greek novel, three main erotic traditions of antiquity 

enter the Eph., namely Plato’s dialogues on love, Greek epigrams and Hellenistic elegy, 

whose presence is mostly proved by parallels from Latin texts. Finally, there are also 

some echoes from Greek tragedy which enter the novel later. Each of these models 

plays a role in the construction of the ideal of love, since Xen. borrows from them a few 

expressions and a good number of motifs. To begin with, the Odyssey is the main 

hypotext of the Eph. and Xen. makes this clear by constructing the whole plot on three 

Homeric elements: first, the intratextuality between the nights of love which begin and 

end the protagonists’ journey is supported by the intertextuality with two different 

Homeric scenes. Second, “true love” for the protagonists concurs with Penelope and 

Odysseus’ fidelity and the oracle of Apollo, written as a subtle paraphrasis of the 

Odyssean prophecy of Tiresias, establishes the power that Eros has over the whole 

novel. Further, both Plato’s Phaedrus and Symposium support and enhance the Homeric 

model by placing symmetry and everlasting union at the core of the protagonists’ love. 

Third, whenever the erotic topic is directly addressed in the text, motifs shared with 

ancient epigrams and Hellenistic elegy give emphasis and psychological depth to the 

protagonists’ experience of love. Finally, when the protagonists are separated from each 

other, Xen. exploits tragic motifs to explore their sufferings and the persistence of their 

mutual feelings. This makes Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ developing approach to Eros a 

constant focus of the text.

Overall, the coexistence of all these elements leads me to conclude that we are dealing 

with a text written by an author who has a clear literary goal in mind and who possesses 

a good knowledge of the erotic tradition. This conclusion also speaks to the reason why 

a work like this has been written: as in Longus’ case, entertainment, which is the

14 There has recently been a fierce debate among the ancient scholars about the function and the utility of 
commentaries. As I hope to show with my research, I believe that commentaries are very good and 
desirable if  they aim to offer a comprehensive interpretation o f the text and not only a series o f long notes 
which lack connection each other. For this reason, I decided to follow Morgan’s (2004) commentary of 
Longus and to write not a traditional philological commentary, but a literary one. For recent discussion, 
cf. Gibson - Kraus 2002 and Most 1999.
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peculiar function of the Greek novel, is accompanied by an educative purpose which is 

extended from the protagonists to the readers. I hope with my commentary to highlight 

the content of this Bildung.

That being said, I am aware that, although this is not my starting point, a study of this 

novel has to address the issue of the epitome to avoid losing credibility. In my opinion, 

this discovery of an erotic and literary framework appears to confirm that the text that 

we have is a product of artistic quality and this makes its status as a summary less 

likely. In addition, I would take issue with O’Sullivan’s (1994) interpretation of the 

Eph.: all the repetitions which this scholar considers signs of the oral origin and fruition 

of the text are rather proof of the intratextuality which makes our novel a literary work. 

In addition, I do not see why their presence should imply an unwritten origin, given the 

great distance between Xen. and the period in which Greek society was oral. Finally, I 

consider my approach to the Eph. as close to the scholars who focus on the ‘contrived 

simplicity’ of the text and on the existence of narratological themes in the whole novel. 

At the same time, however, I believe that my work goes beyond their results, because it 

demonstrates how the indisputable simplicity of the Eph. is often accompanied by a hint 

of sophistication, which is not necessary to follow the development of the plot, but 

allows Xen. to establish closer connections within the text and to explore deeper 

nuances of love and fidelity.

A passage of the novel which clearly shows this double level of interpretation is the first 

oracle: on the one hand, Apollo’s words can be interpreted as a simple prophecy of the 

bad and the good that the protagonists will undergo (NA 1.2). On the other hand, the 

intertext with the Odyssey clarifies how it is also a foreshadower of the main events of 

the plot. The existence of these two lenses concerns also the dreams, which play a 

similar function to the oracle (NA 1.2), and the direct speeches of the protagonists (NA 

3), in which Anthia’s Platonic allusions give a moral foundation to her experience of 

lovesickness and introduce tension and competition in her relationship with 

Habrocomes.

That being said, I must confess that there are still some issues which cannot find a 

proper answer. It is especially difficult to assess the origin of the Eph.: while the 

geographical provenance of both the text and the author remains a grey area, the 

influence on Xen. of the moral interpretations of Homer might suggest a possible 

solution. Since this kind of reading was widespread in the Imperial schools, where also

21



the “contrived simplicity” was studied by rhetors, it is not unlikely that our novel came 

from this environment. However, the exact nature of this connection cannot be defined. 

As a result, with my commentary I hope not only to offer an accurate interpretation of 

the text, but also to present in a new form old questions; about the Eph. In order to make 

my interpretation more understandable, I decided to explore in an introduction the most 

important themes of the commentary, before the analysis of each chapter of the first 

book.
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SECTION 1: 

GENERAL ISSUES ABOUT XENOPHON

CHAPTER 1: THE CONDITION OF THE TEXT

Every study of the Eph., as the present one, must face the difficulty of dealing with a 

sole independent witness, which is the 13th-century F.15 This manuscript also includes 

the novels of Char., Longus and part of Ach., along with Byzantine texts. In accordance 

with Roncali (1996)’s description, it is small16 and its 140 sheets contain more than 50 

lines on every page. This high number of words suggests that this manuscript may have 

had a private destination.

Given this historical background, the condition of F is not good: as Zanetto argues, in F 

Ta grafia minuta e l’uso sistematico di abbreviazioni, oltre al cattivo stato del 

manoscritto, rendono ardua la lettura’.17 Finally, ‘il copista poi ci mette del suo, 

disseminando errori e imprecisioni di ogni genere’.18 As a result, the possibility that the 

text we read is not correct is high and an example of this is the frequent adoption of the 

smooth breathing instead of the rough one.19 In addition, Reardon 1982, 167 has 

investigated this risk in relation to Char., where it is possible to conduct this kind of 

analysis. His conclusions are that the version of Callirhoe in F contains a mistake every 

two lines: this high frequency inevitably raises the same suspicion about our novel. 

Within this difficult situation, O’Sullivan’s (2005) recent edition is certainly of great 

help, especially for the clarity of the textual apparatus and for the thorough collection of 

different readings. As Zanetto argues, the only limit of this scholar is ‘una certa

15 The complete name is “Florentinus Laurentianus Conv. Soppr. 627”.

16 Its exact dimensions are cm 17,3 x 12,8.

17 Zanetto 2008, 295-6.

18 Ibid., 296. Further, the manuscript ‘keine Kapitelteilung kennt’ (Schissel 1909, 62).

19 Cf. 1.10.8: F has aurou instead o f  the more correct aurou; similarly, in 1.15.4 there is aurou instead of 
aurou, in 1.16.5 aurr) instead o f auTTj and in 1.16.6 aurov instead o f aurov.
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ineguaglianza nella strategia ecdotica’.20 However, the adoption of a coherent approach 

is not easy, given the status of F and Xen.’s style, which is not always consistent. 

Although my commentary is not philological, I will try to work out the most difficult 

passages. Overall, the impression that the text might be wrong is recurrent. In the 

readings offered a recurrent criterion which I applied is to preserve the figures of 

speech. It is surprising how often Xen. adopts chiastic or parallel structures and in these 

second a variation often concerns the third member (e.g. 1.9.1 n.: s k e iv t o ) .  Second, 

Aristaenetus turns out to be very useful, as a good number of his passages recalls Xen. 

(G1 5). Conversely, the use of the other novelists to clarify some passages is not always 

helpful, because the words adopted by our author often have no parallels within the 

corpus and this anomaly opens a big question about the existence of a vocabulary 

peculiar to the novelistic genre.

Finally, special attention is deserved by Xen.’s use of parentheses in the first book: their 

presence is another sign of the instability of the text and in the first book there are seven 

cases: 1.2.2, 1.5.4, 1.8.1, 1.8.2, 1.13.1, 1.13.4 (bis). Overall, I would divide them into 

two different categories:

- three of them can be considered “functional”. Since they convey a new piece of 

information and their presence is related with other parts of the text, they seem to be 

part of the construction of the narrative (1.2.2, 1.8.1 and 1.13.4);
- the other four, which I would call “unnecessary glosses”, instead merely repeat an 

element already present in the text and, thus, they can be ascribed to the hands of the 

copyist.

In addition, as I will show in the commentary, the study of this second group suggests 

that the reason why these parentheses are introduced sometimes is a lack of 

comprehension of simple elements of the text. I wonder whether this might suggest 

something about the poor literary competence of the copyist and this would further 

increase the suspicions about F.

That being said, it is evident that it would be helpful to possess other witnesses to our 

novel. In this respect, some scholars have tried to study the possible relationship 

between the so-called “Antheia - fragment” and our novel. As Stephens and Winkler 

argue, ‘the names suggest that this piece belongs in some rather self-conscious

20 Zanetto 2008, 298.
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relationship to Xenophon’s Ephesiaca’2] and these are the pieces of evidence for this 

connection:

- ‘ Antheia and Euxeinos are characters in the Ephesiaca\

- Artemis and a temple [...] figure in his fragment;

- both Antheias find themselves in possession of poison’22.

That being said, however, ‘the plots, apart from the general similarities outlined above, 

are not alike’ and this makes it unlikely that the fragment was part of the Eph. As a 

result, nothing more than this general conclusion can be drawn: ‘the existence of the 

Antheia fragment increases our appreciation for the way in which these novels may 

have been interdependent’23.

Given the negative result of this comparison, new fragments of the Eph. are even more 

desiderata.

21 Stephens - Winkler 1995, 278.

22 Ibid.

23 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 2: XENOPHON, HIS DATE AND THE 

DRAMATIC DATE OF THE EPHESIACA

1) The date of the Ephesiaca and of Xenophon

As Ruiz Montero argues in her ‘Uberblick’, ‘nothing is known about the writer of the 

Ephesiaka’24 and the reason for this is the absence of testimonies beyond a single 

unclear one given by Suda.

Xevo(p(bv ’E(psaioq, iaxopiKoq- ’Ecpsoiaica- eaxi 8e epcoxuca pipAfa i ’ 7cspi AppoKopou 

Kai AvOlou;- Kai 7tspi xfjq noXscoq ’Ecpsoicov Kai aXXa.

To begin with, this source does not give any suggestion regarding the chronology: for 

this reason, the date of Xen. is a controversial issue and this difficulty is strengthened by 

the lack of internal references in the Eph. Usually, the text is thought by scholars to 

have been written in the second century AD and, thus, is classified as the second text of 

the corpus after that of Char., which is traditionally dated to the first century AD. As 

Ruiz Montero 1994, 1091-4 illustrates, the main reason for this is the mention in the 

Eph. of the eirenarch of Cilicia (2.13.3 and 3.9.5), an institution which is attested for the 

first time by epigraphs in 117 AD. The other terminus post quem which is usually 

accepted is the appearance of the governor of Egypt, a figure created in 30 BC, while 

the terminus ante quem is the destruction of the temple of Artemis in 263 AD. Finally, 

also language has been used to support this theory: since Xen. ‘is considered to aim 

more generally at Atticist Greek’25, the hypothesis of his belonging to the Atticist 

movement, which reached its height in the second century AD, would confirm the 

location of the novel in this period.

That said, as Tilg 2010, 88 states, the issue of the eirenarch has been more recently 

considered as less reliable, since this office could have existed before its first

24 Ruiz Montero 1994, 1088.

25 Tilg 2010, 90.
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attestation:26 as a result, new original proposals have emerged, which mostly place the 

Eph. in the first century AD. This shift is significant, because it suggests that the Eph. 

might have been written before Callirhoe, reversing the traditional order of the corpus. 

Since a change like this would certainly affect the interpretation of the text, it must be 

discussed before starting the commentary.

This is a list of the most interesting new theories:

- O’ Sullivan 1995, 168-170 dates Xen. to c. AD 50, in the light of his consideration of 

the Eph. as the oral text at the origin of the corpus;

- Bowie 2002, 57 argues that the common geographical setting which characterises 

novels such as Callirhoe, Ninus, Metiochus and Parthenope and the Eph. suggests that 

they might also share a chronological origin and this would predate our novel to 

Char.’s age;

- Konstan 2009 addresses the issue of the relative chronology between Char, and Xen. 

from an “ideological” perspective and speculates that the different focus between the 

two on conjugal fidelity might be better explained if the former, who is less rigid on 

this topic, was deviating from the latter, whose moral concern is overriding.

In my opinion, the different nature of these proposals paradoxically confirms that it is 

not possible to obtain incontrovertible evidence about Xen.’s date. While O’Sullivan’s 

(1994) interpretation of the text has already been dismissed (AIM) and this decision 

inevitably affects his theory about the date, it seems to me that the others also lack a 

solid foundation. Since the recently discovered papyri prove that a higher number of 

novels was circulating in antiquity than what has been preserved, it is not unthinkable 

that more stories set in Asia Minor had been written or that there was another novel 

which antedated Char. Finally, Konstan’s (2009) argument is suggestive but it could 

easily be reversed: Xen. might be focusing on a value which Char, was simply 

introducing as part of a wider range of topics.

For this reason, I would address this issue only from the perspective of the intertextual 

relationship between Char, and Xen. In this respect, Tilg, following the most common

26 Cf. Bowie 2002, 57: ‘We have no right to suppose that our earliest epigraphic testimony is exactly 
contemporary with the first institution o f such an office’ and Morgan 1996, 200 on this: ‘The inscription 
refers to the post en passant as if  familiar, and Xenophon's character is designated not by the title but by a 
periphrasis that does not necessarily denote formal office’. Rife 2002, 94 instead defends this terminus 
post quem by remarking that ‘an examination o f a wide range o f sources, including papyri, inscriptions, 
Roman law, and late Greek and early Christian literature, demonstrates [...] that the terminology 
employed by Xenophon for these offices corresponds with Imperial Greek literary usage’. However, this 
argument does not negate the possibility o f  an earlier origin o f the eirenarchate.
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view, argues that ‘a number of parallels in motifs and language suggest that Chariton 

rather than Xenophon is the borrower’27 and he mentions the displacement made by 

Xen. of some episodes as the main reason for this. In his view, a case in point is the 

departure scene, because the farewell of Chaereas’ father (3.5.4) does not appear in the 

Eph. in the analogous departure scene, but later in Corymbus episode related to the 

death of Habrocomes’ old tutor (1.14.4-5, n.: o xpocpsix;). Personally, I would agree with 

this theory and I would here add three further examples and another one in the 

commentary (1.14.1 n.: oi Aoutoi). First, the special focus on the male protagonist which 

characterises the beginning of the Eph. is better explained as a deviation from Char, 

than the other way round, because the prominence of the woman is more common in 

erotic literature and this is confirmed by the other novels (LI 2.1). Second, Xen.’s third 

dream appears a subtle version of two more traditional examples written by Char.: this 

makes the priority of the latter more plausible (1.6.2 n.: oracle, 6.1). Third, Xen.’s scant 

interest in the public dimension of the final reunion of his protagonists might be another 

deviation from Char.’s text, in which, in obedience to a simple circular pattern, marriage 

is evoked and celebrated by the crowd before the conclusion of the story. Since a public 

dimension characterises also the finales of Longus and Hid., Xen. appears here to be the 

deviant one (LI 5.5). In addition, Char.’s insistence in his conclusion on Babylonian 

objects and his mention of a GKf|vr| is a possible model for the Ephesian canopy. Since 

Babylonia is part of Callirhoe's setting, the hypothesis that Xen. is borrowing this 

object from Char, seems likelier (1.8.2-3. n.: the only ekphrasis).

Finally, I would speculate that the issue of intertextuality beyond the genre might also 

suggest the priority of Callirhoe. The approach of Char, and Xen. to their literary 

models is quite different, because the former clearly displays his intertexts, moving 

from Homeric quotations28 to precise allusions to other authors, such as Thucydides, 

Greek tragedy and comedy and Xenophon of Athens.29 Conversely, as I have already 

suggested (AIM), Xen. refers to his models more through repetitions of situations and

27 Tilg 2010, 89.

28 Cf. Fusillo 1990 and Robiano 2000.

29 On this, see Trzaskoma 2010, 219: ‘It is well established in the modem study o f the ancient novel that 
Chariton is familiar with and alludes to a range o f earlier classical literature’. For some specific studies o f  
Char.’s intertexts, see Papanikolau 1973a, 13-24 and Manuwald 2000 who both focus on citations, Fusillo 
1990, 35-41 on Homer, Hirschberger 2001 on epic and tragedy, Trzaskoma 2010 on tragedy (with detailed 
bibliography), Trzaskoma 2009 on Aristophanes, Borgogno 1971a on Menander and Trzaskoma forth, on 
Xenophon o f Athens.
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motifs than through textual links. As a result, the overall approach to intertextuality is 

more sophisticated in Char, than in Xen. and this conclusion is strengthened by 

Trzaskoma’s (2010) recent study of the presence of Greek tragedy in Char. The 

discovery of an allusion to Euripides’ Heracles, a text which was not part of the 

Imperial rhetorical education, suggests that ‘Chariton read well beyond the syllabus’30. 

In addition, his combined use of Homer and tragedy ‘creates a large super-structure of 

allusiveness spanning a large portion of the narrative’.31 That being said, an exception is 

constituted by the knowledge of Platonic motifs, because in this field our author shows 

a greater knowledge. In my opinion, if Char, read Xen., his sophistication would make 

his omission of Platonic references strange. Conversely, the hypothesis that Xen. read 

Char, and still ignores some of his models can be easily interpreted as a sign of his 

simplicity. As a result, it seems to me that there is no need to change the “traditional” 

sequence of these two authors. However, since the two novels have a good number of 

differences and we are not dealing with a relationship of filiation between the two, a 

definite conclusion cannot be drawn and during my commentary I shall consider also 

the other possibility, if it is admitted by the comparison between the single passages.

21 The dramatic date of the Ephesiaca

As with the date of composition, the dramatic date of the Eph. is difficult to establish. 

The reason for this is that Xen. does not seem to be interested in placing his novel in a 

precise chronological setting.32 This is evident in the beginning of the work, which 

recalls the start of folk-tales, since it is set like them in an atemporal dimension ( 1.1.1, 

n.: qv).

That being said, at a deeper look, the text seems to give two opposite time references. 

On the one hand, in his choice of places Xen. seems to look to the Hellenistic or 

Imperial world. As Oikonomou argues, ‘institutions like that of the eirenarch of Kilikia 

and the archon of Egypt are clearly Hellenistic’33 and in this framework I would also 

include the presence of Alexandria and possibly of Rhodes. While the former is clearly

30 Trzaskoma 2010, 229.

31 Ibid. Cf. Eur. Heracl. 1307-8 and Char. 3.10.6.

32 On this, see Morgan 2007a, 453: ‘there is no attempt to set a dramatic date’.

33 Oikonomou 2010, 11.
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Hellenistic, as it was founded in 331 BC,34 the latter has a slightly older origin (408 

BC), but then it became important a century after. Since Xen. defines Rhodes as psy&Xri 

Kai KaA,f| (1.11.6, n.) and the protagonists tour it, we are dealing with a potential post- 

Classical reference.

Conversely, if we look at the representations of the most important characters of the 

novel, from the protagonists to the pirates, they seem to recall a Classical world.35 These 

are the main arguments:

a) Habrocomes’ naibeia reflects the Classical ideal and not the Imperial one (1.1.2 n.: 

TtaiSslav);

b) Artemis’ portrait in the procession recalls the Classical Artemis (1.2.6 n.: xlTwv);

c) A departure scene like that of the protagonists from Ephesus is quite close to both 

Thucydides’ and Chariton’s ones, which are set in the past, and no other parallels are 

available from later literature (1.10.4-10, n.: 7capaaK£ud^£xo);

d) The antithesis between Greeks and barbarians which is described by Xen. in Tyre 

does not fit into a Hellenistic context, since in 332 BC this city was conquered by 

Alexander the Great and became Greek. The same conclusion is suggested by 

Corymbus’ and Euxinus’ piratical activity. To begin with, as De Souza 1999, 214 

argues, in the Imperial Era this phenomenon was suppressed. More specifically, when 

Cicero in the Republic speaks about the origin of the Romans (2.3), he makes some 

references to Archaic Greeks and to the advantages and disadvantages of their trade.36 

As part of this framework, he also mentions the existence of barbaric enemies: ‘ita 

barbarorum agris quasi adtexta quaedam videtur ora esse Graeciae; nam e barbaris 

quidem ipsis nulli erant antea maritumi praeter Etruscos et Poenos. alteri mercandi 

causa, latrocinandi alteri’.37 Interestingly, Phoenicians are here explicitly defined as 

pirates. As a result, his early historical context underlines the antiquity of this 

association: thus, the impression that Xen. has also a past world in mind is confirmed.

34 On this, see Said 1994, 217, who extends the same evidence to Antioch: ‘Xenophon’s heroes pass 
through Alexandria and Antioch, which were founded during the Hellenistic period, and they face Roman 
magistrates such as the prefect o f Egypt and the eirenarch o f Cilicia’ (Said, 217) and Eph. II 9.1 and II
12.2 for Antioch and III 9.1, III 10.5, III 11.1, IV 1.3, IV 3.3, V 2.2, V  4.5, V 4.11, V 5.8 and for 
Alexandria.

35 This is the same conclusion drawn by Oikonomou 2010, 11: ‘Xenophon’s novel presupposes an 
idealised world broadly based on perceptions o f the classical Greece o f the fifth and fourth centuries BC 
current at the time o f  the author’.

36 See Cic. Rep. 2.3.

37 Cic. Rep. 2.9.
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e) In twelfth chapter Xen. calls the part of the Mediterranean lying off Egypt xqv 

Aiyrmxlav KaXonpEvrjv Gataxxxav (1.12.3, n.). Since this sea was considered exotic only 

in Homer and in Classical Greece, with KaX,oop£vr|v our author might refer to an ideal 

past.

Overall, these two different indications require our interpretation. Since they are neither 

precise nor emphasised by Xen., I would consider their existence not the fruit of a 

mistake but the consequence of his lack of interest in this topic. That said, the 

emergence of a Classical context for the protagonists’ presentation needs to be further 

discussed. Since, as I will show, the Eph. can be divided into two models of societies 

and the civilised one coincides with the place where the protagonists live and share their 

love, I would suggest that Xen. is interested in an ideal perception of the world and the 

emergence in it of a classical background would fit well into this focus.

As this element is certainly more marked in the text than the choice of different places, I 

would conclude that the dramatic date of the Eph. has a Classical colour.
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CHAPTER 3: XENOPHON AND HIS HOMELAND

Unlike the date, the lemma of the lexicon Suda says something about the provenance of 

Xen., as it defines him as ’Etpsoux;. However, as again Ruiz Montero states, we do not 

know ‘whether our author really comes from Ephesus or if this origin stems from the 

place in which the novel is set’.38

Despite the absence of proper sources, many scholars have focused their attention on 

this problem.39 Although some offer good argumentations, they adopt a disputable 

approach, which consists of using the Eph. as the source. Thus, they draw a positive or 

negative conclusion on the Ephesian origin of the author depending on the quantity of 

details that they find in it. Nevertheless, in a literary text of the Imperial Era even a 

thorough knowledge of a place can simply be the consequence of the author’s study of 

indirect sources. Moreover, the Greek novel as a genre is generally interested only in a 

realism of coherence, but not of correspondence.40 As a result, research like this cannot 

result in a new assessment of Xen.’s homeland. That being said, however, if in this kind 

of analysis a closer reference to local traditions emerged, it would be at least arguable 

that our author had a more direct acquaintance with Ephesus, which could be personal: 

this would be a partial but new discovery about his provenance.

As I will shortly show, this possibility is not unlikely because of an unexpected 

connection. At first glance, nothing in the Eph. suggests this. To begin with, local 

features are missing in the most important Ephesian element, which is Artemis’ 

procession (1.2.2-5 n.: xrjq ApiEpiSoq) and the same conclusion comes from the other 

Ephesian issues, such as the portrait of Artemis (1.2.6 n.: xvxcbv) and the mention of 

seers and priests (1.5.6-7 n.: ciq xsX,oq). As a result, Xen. does not use his text to 

demonstrate a special knowledge of Ephesus.

38 Ruiz-Montero 1994, 1089.

39 On the one hand, Dalmeyda 1926, Avaert 1948 and Rohde I9604 consider an Ephesian origin and they 
are criticized by Perry 1967, Gartner 1969 and Lavagnini 1988. On the other hand, Henne 1936, Schwartz 
1985, Sartori 1990 and Hagg 2004b underline the existence o f a strong Egyptian mark in Xen. and, 
therefore, they implicitly allude to an Egyptian origin. Finally, Griffiths 1978 makes a sort o f  
compromise: he argues, in fact, that Xen. could have been Ephesian, but then he would have spent most 
o f his life in Egypt.

40 On the lack o f  proper realism in the Eph., see Schmeling 1980, 17: ‘Perhaps he had other goals than to 
write realistically about events and places’ and also Susanetti 1999, 141. On the lack o f realism in the 
novel as a genre, see Bowie 1977 and Ruiz Montero 1994, 1121.
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However, during my research on the realia of the novel, I found an interesting piece of 

evidence which comes from Strabo: when this author visited Ephesus in the first century 

BC, he found in the Artemision two artistic representations of Penelope and Eurycleia. 

Since in the Eph. the first heroine plays a very important role (LI 6.3), I decided to 

analyse this source in detail, in order to investigate whether it could shed a new light on 

Xen.’s focus on her.

Although we are dealing with a controversial kind of witness, since many Hellenistic 

works had been lost, these artistic products suggest that Xen. might have been 

influenced by this local tradition in his approach to Homer. Since it is unlikely that he 

discovered this without a personal visit to Ephesus, I would conclude that our author 

might be considered as a little more Ephesian than previously thought.

Given this general framework, I will now conduct a detailed analysis which starts from 

Strabo’s passage:

pexa 5’ ouv xov vedw to xcov aXkmv ava0r|paxcov 7t>ij0o<; eupea0ai rfj eKxipf|0 £t xa>v 

5r|pioopya>v, xov 5c 5f| pcopov eivai xa>v npa îxeAxnx; epycov arcavxa axe5ov xi 7tX,f|pr|. 

f|pTv 6 ’ eSsikvuxo Kai xcov 0pdocovo<; xiva, otmcp Kai to 'EKaxf|cn6v coxi Kai tf| Kpf|vr|t 

nr|V8Xd7cr| Kai f| 7tp£apim<; f| EupuicA îa.41

“After the completion of the temple a great number of offerings was made as an 

expression of the high esteem in which artists held this place and the whole of the altar 

was almost filled with the works of Praxiteles. I was also introduced to some works of 

Thrason, who built the statue of Hecate, the waxen image of Penelope and the old 

woman Eurycleia’.

1) Analysis of Strabo’s passage

This testimony can be considered reliable, because Strabo had grown up in Asia Minor42 

and it is likely that he personally visited Ephesus.43 Furthermore, it is promising, 

because it attests that Penelope and Eurycleia were represented in Ephesus. As Radt’s

41 The version o f the text is from Radt 2005, while the following translation is a personal adaptation from 
Heinemann 1960.

42 See Bowersock 2000, 15. Already Ramsay 1890 noted that ‘Strabo’s authority is naturally higher in 
Asia Minor than in any other country’.

43 See Radt 2005, 32, 12-4: ‘Strabon kannte Ephesos also aus eigener Anschauung’ . See also Dueck 
2000, 24: ‘Strabo’s visit to Ephesus perhaps explains his knowledge of the roads from this city to the east 
as based on a personal experience (14.2.29)’.
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(2005) new edition shows, the text itself has only one word which is difficult to 

understand, Kpf|vr|. At a deeper look, however, the meaning of other parts is not clear44 

and must be discussed.

a) Textual analysis
The first part of the passage shows the typical situation of every Greek cult: the 

Ephesian Artemision, which, after its first foundation in the eighth century BC, was 

rebuilt at the beginning of the Hellenistic Era,45 contained a 7tXfj0o<; of avaGrjpdxa46. 

This “congestion” happened xfj £Kxipf|aei xcov bTftnoupywv: this obscure expression47 

might refer to a public initiative in which artists were paid to produce works for the 

goddess48 or to win prestige through a ‘prize competition’,49 but the lack of historical 

proof does not allow us to resolve this issue.

Shortly after, Strabo adds that the altar of Artemis also housed works of Praxiteles, the 

famous Greek sculptor of the fourth century BC. This clear statement is followed by an 

ambiguous reference to Thrason’s production: we are not told who this man was, what 

kind of works he did and their date, what were their locations and their real identities. 

To begin with, the only source referring to Thrason is Pliny, who fits him into a category 

of sculptors who made ‘athletas autem et armatos et venatores sacrificantesque’.50 Since

44 This kind o f difficulty is recurrent in Strabo’s work, especially in his books on Asia Minor. See Nicolai 
2000, 227: ‘The historian who has to study Strabo’s Asia Minor deals with a text that is not completely 
clear’.

45 This rebuilding was promoted by Alexander the Great. The destruction is attributed to Herostratos, who 
in 356 BC ‘steckt das Artemision in Brand’ (Elliger 1985, 211).

46 On the accumulation o f  votive gifts typical o f Greek sanctuaries, see Rolley 1994, 35. The nature o f  
these dedications was completely different from the cultic image, which was only one (see ibid., 33; see 
also Burkert 1985, 93).

47 As Radt 2005, 32 argues, ‘Was mit dem Ausdruck “durch die Hochschatzung der Kunstler” gemeint it, 
ist nicht klar’. The manuscript B offers the reading eKfiipf)0£i, which, however, is clearly inappropriate to 
the context.

48 See, e.g., Vogel 1882,332.

49 Tozer 1893,302.

50 Plin. NH  34.91. An extant inscription reports the existence o f a statue dedicated to Artemis by Straton 
o f Pellene. Although this name has been identified with that o f Thrason, nevertheless, ‘from the form of  
the letters o f the inscription, Bockh supposes its date to be not earlier than the reign o f Trajan or o f  
Hadrian, in which case, o f course, the artist must have been a different person from the Thrason 
mentioned by Strabo and Pliny’ (Smith 18482, s.v. Thrason, 1107. See ibid. also for the reference to the 
inscription). As a consequence, Pliny’s hypothesis is the most plausible.
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the Latin writer does not add his activity as a painter, a.s he does with other artists,51 

scholars rightly assume that Strabo’s epycov designate statues. On the other hand, the 

date is more difficult to establish:52 Mactoux 1975, 89, in accordance with the 

rebuilding of the temple, proposes the fourth century BC, while the LIMC the second 

half of the second century BC.53 Despite this uncertainty, Strabo’s direct knowledge 

makes it plausible that Thrason’s works were displayed in the city in the second half of 

the first century BC.

Similarly, their location is not explicitly stated: we only know that they were close to 

Praxiteles’ statues. Thus, they could have been either inside or outside Artemis’ temple, 

since votive gifts were housed in the temple or in a stoa close to it.54 This uncertainty

makes their cultic value more difficult to assess.

In theory, the word owi£p opens another possibility: instead of being the genitive of the

relative pronoun, which allows us to attribute all three statues to Thrason, it could

correspond to the adverb ou or 07100, “where”:55 in this case, Thrason’s autorship might 

become unacceptable. Nevertheless, Strabo uses owrep without prepositions three other 

times in his work (cf. 11.4.5, 14.5.16 and 17.1.42) and in each of these occurrences it is 

the genitive of the pronoun. The last passage is the most significant, because in it owicp 

has a possessive value as in ours (si 6 ’ cpaaiv o Mcpvcov 6710 xa)v Aiyimxicov 

’Iapav5r|q Xiyeiai, x a i  o taxPopivGoq Mepvoviov av eir| Ktti to o  aoxoo cpyov oo7tep K ai 

r a  cv Ap68co K a i xa e v  0f|Pai<; ). In addition, the hypothesis of owtep as an adverb 

would require a translation of the following K a i with ‘also’ to dismiss Thrason’s 

authorship. However, the presence in the same sentence of other two K ai hints at a 

correlative value shared by the three conjunctions: thus, the adverbial interpretation is 

incorrect.

The final problem is the identity o f  the subjects. On the one hand, the meaning o f  

'EKaifjoiov, a variant o f  the more com m on term 'EKaxaiov, is straightforward: it usually

51 Before Thrason, Pliny mentions Protogenes and explicitly says that he was also a painter (‘Protogenes, 
idem pictor e clarissimis’, Plin. NH  34.91). For the same interpretation of Thrason as a sculptor, see
Vollkommer 2007, 899, s.v. Thrason (I), who defines him as a ‘griechische Bildhauer’.

52 See P. - W. 1894 Via, s.v. Thrason, 563: ‘Die Zeit des T. ist nicht zu bestimmen’ (Lippold, G.).

53 Vollkommer 2007, 899, s.v. Thrason (I), proposes more generally the Hellenistic age.

54 See Burkert 1985, 94. On the presence o f votive offerings inside the temple, a case in point is the
temple o f Olympia (see Paus. 5.12.4-8).

55 See LSJ, s.v. ocrcrEp.
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designates the presence of a statue or a chapel of Hecate56 and the former option seems 

here the likeliest,57 due to the nature of the other works and because it matches Pliny’s 

mention of the existence of a statue of Hecate in the Artemision.58 On the other hand, 

Penelope and Eurycleia are easily recognizable as ‘die Frau und die Amme des 

Odysseus’.59 In the whole Greek tradition the former’s name always refers to the 

Homeric daughter of Icarius and Periboea, while the latter’s designates not only 

Penelope’s old servant, daughter of Ops, the son of Pisenor,60 but also a Eurycleia 

daughter of Athamas and Themisto61 or mother of Oedipus by Laios.62 Nevertheless, 

since these last two characters appear in minor sources and in our quotation Eurycleia 

follows Penelope, her Homeric origin is indisputable.

Having clarified this point, two elements are still to be understood: the obelised word 

Kpf|vq and the option that Thrason’s works constituted a group.

First, as Radt’s (2005) apparatus reports, Strabo’s manuscripts offer two different 

readings: F has Krjpivrj, while B and C Kpf|vr| and the absence of a clear relationship of 

dependence among them allows both solutions.63 At the same time, scholars have tried 

to correct them with K o p lv r |, which then was transformed into K opr| or K oupr), K o ip a v q

56 On the cult o f Hekate ‘protectress o f  Ephesian crossroads’, see Aurenhammer 1995, 257-260. Her 
classical representation was triplicate.

57 See LSJ, s.v. 'EKaxrjcnov. On this meaning, see Kraus 1960, 40, who argues that 'EKaTrjcnov ‘ist 
gleichbedeutend mit 'EKaxaiov und bezeichnet nur eine Hekatestatue’. Cf. also M. Bieber in Thieme- 
Becker 1907-, vol. 33, s.v. Thrason I, 104.

58 On this connection, see P. - W. Via, s.v. Thrason (Lippold, G., 563). This is Pliny’s passage: ‘In magna 
admiratione est Hercules Menestrati et Hecate Ephesi in templo Dianae post aedem, in cuius 
contemplatione admonent aeditui parcere oculis; tanta marmoris radiatio est’. The fact that Latin writer 
does not mention the creator o f the Hecate allows this interpretation. On this statue, cf. also Brunn 1889, 
321 and LIMC 6.992, n. 103, s.v. Hekate. Pliny’s testimony has also been studied in connection with the 
location o f Thrason’s works: the Roman writer’s words ‘in templo Dianae post aedem’ literally might 
suggest that they were inside the temple. However, as Coulson 1980, 200 argues, “it is better, perhaps, to 
take in templo as meaning ev xtp iepw (that is, with reference to the entire precinct) and ‘post aedem’ as 
‘behind the temple’”. Further, ‘Pliny's remark on the gleam o f the statue's marble [...] makes it seem  
likely that Hecate’s work was not housed in a separate vaicncoq but simply stood in the open behind the 
Artemisium’ (ibid.). As a result, our previous hypothesis is supported and especially the former. On the 
other hand, Brunn 1889 and Overbeck 19723 are clearly wrong when they interpret Strabo’s expression 
pexa 6’ ouv xov vetbv like ‘post aedem’. On this, see again Coulson 1980, 200.

59 Radt 2005,33.

60 See Od  1.429.

61 See scholiast on Pi. P. 4.221; A.R. 2.1158; Valerius Flaccus 5. 461, 6.196, 197, 199; Apollod. 1.9.1. In 
this version, she is also the wife o f  Melas.

62 See scholiast on E. Ph.

63 On Strabo’s five manuscripts, see Radt 2002, VII-XIX. On their dependence, see ibid. XVII: ‘Meine 
Skepsis gegen unsere Moglichkeiten, die Abhangigkeitsverhaltnisse zwischen den Handschriften immer 
mit volliger Sicherheit zu rekonstruieren, ist dafur zu groB’.
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and Kapivr|. Radt 2005 in his commentary discusses all these variants: to begin with, 

Kpf|vr| is almost unworthy of consideration,64 because we needed ifj<; FIr|V£>A7tr|(; instead 

of the nominative to accept the existence of a spring.65 For this reason Muller 1853-8 

proposes adding £v fj, but in this hypothesis the copyist's intervention would have been 

exaggerated. Conversely, the other readings are more interesting: above all, the variant 

KT|pivTi is defended on a literary basis: Meineke 1904 uses as evidence an Ovidian 

passage where a picture of a woman is called ‘cerae’66 and is compared with that made 

by Laodamia of her husband Protesilaus, while Radt 2005 obverses that Philostratus 

refers to women ‘made up with cosmetics’.67 The other adjectives, instead, are 

conceived as Penelope’s epithets, but none seems to be appropriate: as Radt shows, ‘der 

Gebrauch [of KopTfi fur “junge Ehefrau” scheint schon kaum in Epos moglich, [...] 

geschweige denn in der Alltagssprache’, while Kotpavr| ‘nur im Maskulinum belegt 

ist’68. Finally, Kap(vr| might be accepted as ‘Klageffau’, but its common meaning is 

‘Carian woman’ and Penelope has no relationship with this Asiatic region.

Given this framework, Radt 2005 comes to a sceptical conclusion: in my opinion, 

however, he wrongly overlooks the material issue, probably starting from the right 

assumption that the Greek sculptors did not use wax for the final stage of their works,69 

but only during the intermediate process of “lost-wax casting”.70 Having said that, 

however, three cases constituted exceptions: first, the Roman masks which celebrated 

the dead71 and magical figurines;72 however, because of their originality, they do not 

suit our case. Second, some models of “lost wax” were simply transformed into

64 See P. - W. Via, 1894, s.v. Thrason, 563, where Lippold states that ‘mit der “Quelle” ist nichts 
anzufangen’.

65 This textual problem is overlooked by Mactoux 1975, who thinks o f ‘fontaine decoree par un groupe 
d’acroteres representant Penelope et Euryclee’ (89).

66 See Ov. Rem. am. 723.

67 See Philostr. Ep. 22: ouSe ev xalc, icr|p(vai<; xexa^ai yuvai^iv and LSJ, s.v. icf|pivo<;, II.3.

68 Radt 2005, 33.

69 They usually adopt other materials according to a scale o f values, in which marble and bronze are the 
richest ones, followed by wood, other minerals, such as combination o f lead, copper and zinc and, finally, 
chalk and plaster (see Rolley 1994, 58).

70 On this process, cf. Hodges 1963,42 and Bol, 1985, 118-172, esp. 125-7.

71 See Flower 1996, 6.

72 A case in point is Ov. Her. 6.91, where Medea makes wax figures o f her husband. See also Theoc. 
2.28-9, Virg. Eel. 8.80-1 and Hor. Sat. 1.8.30. Finally, this phenomenon also occurs in a novelistic text: 
see the beginning o f the Alexander Romance, where Nektanebos ettXoixxe ek Kripiou TiXoiapia (1).
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figurines, but this phenomenon was mostly limited to the earliest examples of Greek 

sculpture. Finally and more interestingly, a varnish made with wax, called ‘circumlitio’, 

was often applied in its pure state to marble statues and columns, so that its pale 

yellowish tint would slightly tone the white rock to a warmer shade.73 In my opinion, 

the mention of Krjplvr) Penelope might reflect the adoption of this technique and 

Philostratus’ passage may support this interpretation, since the effect of this patina 

would be comparable with that of make-up. As a result, I would follow Meineke 1904, 

895 and Page 1950, 228 and keep the manuscript reading icr|pivr|. Furthermore, this 

choice makes it likelier that Penelope’s statue was made of marble.

Compared to this issue, the existence of a group is easier to discuss: although Strabo’s 

text does not suggest any association between Thrason’s works, because of the linearity 

of his sentence, their topic gives an important clue. While Hecate’s monument seems 

independent, Penelope’s presence near Eurycleia cannot be casual: these two heroines, 

in fact, do not only belong to the same literary text, but in ancient iconography the latter 

appears ‘always accompanied by Ulysses or Penelope’74. Furthermore, in the 

Hellenistic Era sculpture groups ‘which told a story and studied the emotions of the 

protagonists’75 became popular: even on the hypothesis that our statues were not 

originally conceived together, it is likely that the Ephesians were considering them part 

of the same composition.

In conclusion, it is likely that Strabo in 29 BC saw near the altar of Artemis a Homeric 

group of statues, one of which was depicted with a wax-vamish.

2) Identification of the scene and its marital symbolic value

As ‘from the beginning of Greek society artists became the first critics and interpreters 

of Homer’,76 it is unlikely that our sculptor mixed generically two characters of the

73 See Ward 1914, 156. Sometimes this vamish-wax was also mixed with colours; this “variata 
circumlitio” was applied as a tinted vamish to walls, columns and statues, in order to protect and revive 
the colours.

74 LIMC Eurycleia, 103.

75 Boardman 19732, 231. See also Holscher 2008, 132: ‘Come gli dei, anche i miti tradizionali furono fatti 
rivivere nel periodo ellenistico in opere scultoree di grande formato e di impressionante effetto patetico.’

76 Lowenstam 1992, 174.
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Odyssey, he very probably had in mind a scene of the poems or a previous 

iconographical subject, which must be now identified.77

In the Homeric poem, the two women share the scene three times: firstly, in the fourth 

book, when Penelope accuses her servants, Eurycleia included, of their silence about 

Telemachus’ departure;78 the second episode is the famous washing of Odysseus’ feet in 

the nineteenth book79, where Eurycleia recognizes Odysseus, while Penelope fades into 

the background, because Athena distracts her mind.80 Finally, at the beginning of the 

twenty-third book the old servant tells Penelope that her desired husband has come 

back, but her mistress does not believe the news81. Given this framework, the second 

scene cannot suit our case, since Odysseus is its protagonist: this makes the 

identification of Thrason’s group more problematic, because in Greek iconography the 

washing of the hero’s feet is the most popular scene.82 On the other hand, the first or the 

third Homeric passages are not represented by Greek artists: the other two themes 

attested are Eurycleia spectator of the suitors’ massacre83 and Eurycleia witness of the 

reunion of the couple,84 but in both cases the old servant does not play the same central 

role as in Thrason’s group.

The only possibility of solving this impasse is offered by Roman iconography: in the 

first century BC some reliefs, named ‘Plaques Campana’, were produced, in which one 

of the two subjects is a pensive and sad Penelope with Eurycleia standing near her.85 As 
Hiller 1972 argues, a combination of these two characters alone coincides with the third 

scene aforementioned by us:86 the old servant, in fact, is on the right comer, as one who 

has just arrived to give an announcement, and Penelope clearly is not moved by it, but

77 On the general topic o f Greek Homeric iconography, cf. Lowenstam 1992 and Snodgrass 1998.

78 See Od. 4.716-758.

79 See Od. 19.357-479.

80 See Od. 19.478-479.

81 See Od. 23.1-24.

82 See LIMC Penelope, 19-28; LIMC Eurycleia 17.

83 See LIMC Eurycleia, 22.

84 See LIMC Eurycleia, 23.

85 Hiller 1972, 50 calls this “Penelope-Platte”. See LIMC Penelope 18 = Eurycleia 3 and 4. The reason for 
this denomination is that there is another Campana relief (see LIMC Eurycleia 17), which is called 
‘Odysseus - Platte’. This depicts the washing o f  feet, in which the hero is the dominant figure.

86 See Hiller 1972, 66 and Kader 2006, 53-54, who resumes the former’s view.
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remains desperate. Conversely, the first scene is less suitable, because in it Eurycleia is 

part of a big group of servants who surround Penelope, and, moreover, the former’s 

speech consoles the latter: neither feature appears in the Campana reliefs. Since the 

Roman works are usually fruit of an imitative process, it is very likely that these 

“Penelope” reliefs were inspired by an older original and this suggests that the Homeric 

scene of the twenty-third book was part of the Greek repertoire.

Consequently, I would conclude that Strabo’s group might have been a representation of 

this particular Homeric encounter.87 This statement also helps us to understand what 

value this work had for the visitors to Artemis’ temple: in Greek iconography Penelope 

started early to be depicted as a symbol of conjugal fidelity.88 If we compare Thrason’s 

works with this general attitude, it is easy to extend this value to the whole group.

3) From Thrason’s group to the Ephesiaca: the existence of a local Homeric 

tradition

The results of this analysis challenge the study of the Eph., because, probably around a 

century or a century and a half after Strabo’s testimony,89 this novel develops the same 

ideal (marriage) in connection with a city (Ephesus) defined as land of Artemis and 

through the same literary model (Penelope). These connections might be sheer 

coincidence or the sign of a local emphasis on Penelope, which could have inspired 

Xenophon. In theory, the former option is the likeliest, since Homeric iconography was 

very popular in Ancient Greece. In practice, however, from the available sources no 

other combination of Penelope’s and Eurycleia’s statues appears in both Greek and 

Roman art. Furthermore, only a statue of the heroine is previously attested, which 

comes from Persepolis90 and also the “holy” location is unusual: a Penelope was painted 

by Polygnotos in the temple of Athena Areia in Plateiai, but in this work the dominant

87 The same conclusion is alluded to by LIMC Eurycleia 1, since Thrason’s sculptures are classified with 
the Campana reliefs (ibid. 2-4) into the topic ‘Euryclee aupres de Penelope pensive’.

88 On this, see APP 3.2c.

89 See GI 2.1 for the controversial issue o f the date o f the Eph.

90 See Penelope LIMC 2 and Palagia 2008.
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figure was Odysseus during his victory over the suitors,91 while our heroine’s virtue was 

not depicted.

If the strength of this demonstration is limited by the unfortunate loss of ancient works, 

positive evidence is also available: being a Homeric group, Thrason’s work might have 

been one of the ‘grandiose mythological compositions about the archaic epic’92 which 

appeared in the first century BC. Although most of these works came from Italy, where 

Romans used the epic subject to build their bond with the Trojans and even with their 

enemies,93 there were also Greek exemplars among which there is an Odysseus group 

with Polyphemus, which was set in the Ephesian Nymphaeum of Pollio.94 In addition, a 

crucial event connected with this production has been the Antikythera shipwreck, which 

preserved ‘several figures at heroic scale that could be identified as Achilles, Odysseus, 

and perhaps even a Diomedes from the Theft of the Palladion episode’.95 Although 

Pergamon and Delos were usually thought as the possible origin of these works, 

Ridgway suggests an Ephesian provenance: ‘the East Greek city had been in fact the 

theatre of many Roman political events, so that Italian thematic and sculptural 

preferences would have been well known’.96

This hypothesis, together with the Polyphemus’ group, leads to the conclusion that 

Ephesus might have been an important centre of production of Homeric sculptures in 

the first century BC, and this role is interestingly attested only for this city and for 

Rhodes.97 Further, if Thrason’s group was really part of this artistic movement, its 

plausible date would become Late Hellenistic and our sculpture may fit into another

91 This comparison is also valuable, because this painting respects the afore-mentioned connection typical 
o f some votive gifts between goddess and heroine: the emphasis on Odysseus’ revenge hints, in fact, at 
the warlike nature o f the goddess.

92 Bol 2007, 312. See also Ridgway 2002, 69: ‘An interest in three-dimensional renderings of the heroes 
o f the Trojan wars is a phenomenon o f the first century’.

93 Ibid., 73.

94 See LIMC Odysseus, 85.

95 Ridgway 2002, 69.

96 Ibid.

97 Sperlonga’ statues are the most representative Rhodian products. See Plin. 36.37 and Stewart 1977, 76: 
‘that Sperlonga’ statues are not a mixture o f works originally diverse in origin is evinced by the common 
technique and surface finish o f the fragments’. Similarly with the Ephesian framework, which will be 
shortly given, also Rhodes seemed to have had a tradition of Homeric paintings, as a vase of the fourth 
century BC suggests (See LIMC Eurycleia 5). Also the famous Laocoon is considered Rhodian, as it is 
attributed to Agesander, Athenodorus and Polydorus. Unfortunately, its date is uncertain and oscillates 
from an Early Hellenistic to an Imperial one.
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general novelty: in this period, in fact, both Greek and Roman artists started to elaborate 

a ‘new system of figurative language’,98 where art ‘exemplified conceptual ideals’,99 

Consequently, in sculpture figures of gods and heroes expressed increasingly ‘abstract’ 

messages.100 This new framework would make Thrason’s connection between Penelope 

and marriage closer and, as a consequence, it would increase its thematic link with the 

Eph.

Finally, Classical and early Hellenistic Ephesus housed Homeric paintings, which might 

support this hypothesis of a local “epic” tradition and attribute to it an even earlier 

origin.101 First, in the second half of the fifth century BC the famous painter Zeuxis of 

Heraclea portrayed a special Penelope,102 in which her morality was stressed. In 

Mactoux’s (1975) view, it is not unlikely that this work was set in Ephesus, since his 

‘Menelas versant des libations’103 had this origin. One century later, Euphranor Isthmius 

depicted in Ephesus Odysseus feigning madness.104 Likewise, the contemporary painter 

Parrhasius, who came from Ephesus, 105 was keen on Homer too: according to Pliny, he 

represented a group of Telephus with Achilles, Agamemnon and Odysseus106, another 

Ulysses feigning madness107 and the dispute over Achilles’ weapons between Ulysses 

and Ajax.108 Finally, Apelles of Colophon is attributed with a painting of Artemis 

surrounded by a group of maidens offering a sacrifice, which, according to Pliny, was

98 Holscher 20002,68.

99 Ibid., 70.

100 Ibid., 72.

101 In Mactoux’s (1975) view, this would explain why ‘Strabon ne voit dans le couple Penelope-Euryclee 
rien d’insolite’ (90).

102 See Plin. NH  35.63: ‘Fecit et Penelopen, in qua pinxisse mores videtur’.

103 Reinach 1985, 233 =Tzetz. Chil. 8.388-391.

104 See Plin. NH  35.128-129: ‘Nobilis eius tabula Ephesi est, Ulixes simulata insania bovem cum equo 
iungens et palliati cogitantes, dux gladium condens’.

105 See ibid. 35.67: ‘Parrhasius Ephesi natus’.

106 See ibid. Plin. NH  35.71: ‘laudantur et Aeneas Castorque ac Pollux in eadem tabula, item Telephus, 
Achilles, Agamemnon, U lixes’.

107 See Plut. De. Aud. Poet. 3 = Reinach 1985 269.

108 See LIMC Odysseus 55.
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meant to imitate the Odyssean description of Nausicaa. 109 Unfortunately, the location of 

this painting is unknown, but, since Apelles later in his life probably became an 

Ephesian citizen110 and he produced for the Artemision the painting of Megabyzus’ 

procession,111 the hypothesis that also this “Odyssean” painting was displayed there is 

not unlikely.

If we consider these Homeric traces altogether, the existence in Ephesus of a local 

“epic” tradition becomes plausible and, thus, the possibility that Xen. was influenced by 

this increases.

41 The recovery of Brunn’s ft8361 idea: Thrason’s group as the original model of 

the Campana Reliefs

This hypothesis might be supported by a further element, which is suggested by a 

deeper look at the aforementioned sculptures. I have already argued that the Campana 

reliefs were Roman copies of a Greek original. Since 1829 the identity of these has been 

discussed by scholars:112 the more common interpretation is given by Hiller 1972, who 

discusses an original group composed of ‘die Sitzstatue der Penelope in der Version 

Torso Teheran (Kat. 4)113 mit der Statue einer stehenden Greisin zusammenbrachte’,114 

which would have been reinterpreted as ‘die neu gebildete Gruppc als Penelope und 

Eurykleia’.115 This demonstration is based on the presence of similarities between both 

statues and the Penelope and the Eurycleia of Roman reliefs. On the other hand, his 

choice of these two Greek sculptures depends on the presence in them of common 

features, such as the Severe style, same dimensions, inclinations of the body and 

position of the feet.116

109 See Plin. NH  36.96: ‘Peritiores artis praeferunt omnibus eius operibus [...] Dianam sacrificantium 
virginum choro mixtam, quibus vicisse Homeri versus videtur id ipsum describentis’. As Reinach 1985, 
342-3, n.2 suggests, ‘comme il s’agit dans ces vers de chasse et non de sacrifice, on a propose de corriger 
sacrificantium en silvis venantium, vagantium ou saltantium’.

110 See Str. 14.1.25.

111 See Plin. NH  35.93: ‘Pinxit et Megabyzi, sacerdotis Dianae Ephesiae, pompam’.

1,2 Thiersch is the first who proposed a connection between the Campana reliefs and Greek statues (445).

113 See also LIMC Penelope, 2.

114 Kader 2006, 53-54.

1,5 Ibid., 54.

116 See Hiller 1972,64.
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Given this framework, Hiller 1972 observes how the Campana reliefs house on the left 

two servants, whose representation marks a distinction from that of Penelope and 

Eurycleia, and he considers them early Hellenistic.117 This difference is interpreted by 

Hiller 1972 as the proof that they were not part of the original group, in which they 

were probably replaced by Odysseus, since his association with Penelope was a 

recurrent motif in Classical Melian reliefs.118 In my opinion, although Hiller’s (1972) 

theory is based on interesting arguments, it can be questioned. The first objection is 

unconsciously raised by Brunn 1889 in his old history of Greek artists: when discussing 

the Campana reliefs with Penelope and Eurycleia, he in fact observes how ‘das Geistige 

der Composition, das sich in ihr aussprechende Gefuhl, das Trauem und Sinnen, zeugt 

dagegen von einem so tiefen kunstlerichen Verstandniss und einer solchen Freiheit in 

Beherrschung aller Mittel, dass es bedenklich scheint, hier eine Composition der alten 

Zeit, der Kunst vor Phidias, anzunehmen’.119 This emotional feature seems in fact more 

Hellenistic than Classical.

Second, the hypothesis that the servants belong to another work because of their 

different style does not fit the eclectic approach that characterised Roman art: as 

Holscher argues, in fact, ‘in ogni fase della storia romana si e fatto ricorso alle epoche 

stilistiche piu diverse, dal tardo arcaismo fino al tardo-ellenistico’.120 In other words, the 

combination of Severe and Hellenistic styles might have depended on the choice of the 

original author and not on a late interpolation. Moreover, ‘premesse e inizi di questo 

linguaggio figurativo furono prodotti non a Roma ma nella Grecia del II secolo a.C.’, 121 

where artists started to resume the Classical style and then ‘portarono presto a Roma 

questa attitudine formale’.122 Interestingly, this part of the Hellenistic Era is the period 

when Thrason’s group could have been composed.

Thanks to these observations, I would speculate that Brunn’s following general question 

might have a positive and precise answer: ‘Sollte etwa zwischen diesen und den Werken

1.7 See ibid., 50.

1.8 See LIMC Penelope, 20-21 and Hiller 1972, 66: ‘Es ware denkbar, dab der romische Reliefbildner die 
beiden Magde als Ersatz fur eine im Original verlorene Statue gegeben hat’.

1.9 Brunn 1889,422.

120 Holscher 20002,14.

121 Ibid., 89.

122 Ibid., 90.
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des Thrason ein Zusammenhang anzunehmen sein?’123 In other words, Thrason’s works 

might have been the original of the Campana reliefs. On this hypothesis, the former 

were produced in the last part of the Hellenistic Era and then they were discovered by 

the Romans, following a route similar to that of the sculptures of the Antikythera 

shipwreck. At the same time, this interpretation does not exclude Hiller’s (1972), 

because his two Severe statues might have been Thrason’s model.

The reason why this new idea might be useful for our study of the Eph. is that it 

attributes a greater importance to our group: in fact, the production of Campana reliefs 

was truly significant, since it lasted from the Late Republic Era to the Imperial.124 

Further, as Kader argues, it had a “popular” development, as they ‘wurden [...] zur 

Verkleidung der Wande von Heiligtumem oder vomehmen Hausem verwendet’.125 

F in a lly , the recu rren ce  in them  o f  P enelope was the p ro o f  o f  the 

‘Heroisierungsprozess’126 which the heroine was receiving during the Augustan Era, as 

the consequence of the rise of women’s ‘Verantwortung und soziale Spielraum’.127 

If this Latin development originated from an imitation of Thrason’s group, we can 

assume that his statues were considered important and it becomes likely that the 

connection between Penelope the faithful wife and Ephesus was part of their fame. 

Thus, the hypothesis of the existence of a local tradition of Odysseus’ wife is 

strengthened and the secret of the connection between Ephesus and Ithaca might lie 

here.

51 Further traces of an Ephesian Homeric presence

Having said that, other sources seem to confirm that Ephesus was a land of Homeric 

traditions. First, Plato introduces in his dialogue Ion a homonymous rhapsode who 

comes from Ephesus. Unfortunately, as Woodruff states, ‘we know nothing about him

123 Brunn 1889, 422.

124 On this, see Mactoux 1975, 145: ‘ces bas-reliefs ne sont que quelques specimens de tout un ensemble 
de plaques murales a la mode au dernier siecle de la Republique et sous l ’Empire jusqu’au debut du He 
siecle’. Cf. also Bol 2007, 314, according to which the production of this relief was ‘an answer to the 
needs o f  the Roman artistic market and o f the new Roman houses’. More generally on Campana reliefs, 
see Borbein 1968, esp. 13-42.

125 Kader 2006, 49.

126 Ibid.

127 Ibid.
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but what Plato reveals in his dialogue’128 and in the text he omits particular features. 

According to Graziosi, ‘the fact that the known rhapsodes (not only Ion, but also 

Terpsicles and Cynaethus from Chios) tend to come from Ionia also suggests that 

Homeric traditions flourished in that area as late as the fifth century’.129 

Second, early Hellenistic Ephesus is connected with the story of two ancient scholars of 

Homer, Zenodotus and Aratus. The former, who is known as the first xcov 'Opf|pou 

5iop0coxf|<; xai xcov ev AXe^avSpeia pi(3A,io0r|Kajv 7ipouaxr|,130 was bom in Ephesus and 

his broad knowledge of the ancient poet is indisputable.131 However, the link between 

his works and his Ephesian origin is not demonstrable. Conversely, this possibility 

seems to concern Aratus from Soloi, who spent his formative years in Ephesus, 132 

where he had Menecrates as a teacher, ‘a grammarian as well as a poet in the Hesiodic 

manner’.133 The results of this education would be his ‘fairly reliable’134 critical edition 

of the Odyssey and the epic work Phaenomena. As a consequence, an early Hellenistic 

interest in Homeric studies seems to exist in this city.

A third witness is again Strabo: in his whole analysis of Ephesus, in fact, he surprises 

the readers by attributing ‘a supreme importance to the origin and to the development of 

the traditions of this city’.135 Particularly, he assigns to Ephesus the leadership in the 

Ionic Dodecapolis by mentioning the establishment in it of the royal seat of Ionians 

made by the mythical founder Androclus, Codrus’ son.136 This legend is quite 

interesting, because it contradicts the Classical version reported by Hellanicus and by

128 Woodruff 1983, 5.

129 Graziosi 2002, 84-5. Another connection is given by the linguistic correspondence between Ionic 
dialect and that used by Homer. On this, see also West 1988. Having said that, however, a specific 
connection with Ephesus is not attested and Ephesus is strangely not included in the list o f early places 
associated which claimed to be Homer’s homeland, like ‘Chos, Smyrna, Colophon and Cyme’ (Graziosi 
2002, 84).

130 Lexicon Suda, s.v. Zenodotus.

131 On this, see Pfeiffer 1968: ‘his Homeric studies may have included a treatise on the number o f days in 
the Iliad and a Life o f Homer’ (116-7).

132 See Pfeiffer 1968, 120.

133 Ibid.. See also lexicon Suda, s.v. Menecrates: dKouaxf)*; 6s sysvsto ypappaxiKou psv tou ’Eipsmou 
MsvsKpaxouq.

134 Pfeiffer 1968, 121.

135 See Bellucci 2000, 250.

136 See Str. 14.1.3.
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Panyassis, where ‘Miletus is the starting point of the &7totKia’.137 In Luraghi’s view, this 

change ‘could well reflect the Hellenistic and Roman Ephesus, the most important city 

of Asia Minor’.138 Personally, I would like to suggest a further reason that could fit into 

this interpretation. As I have already said, Ionia has always been connected with the 

origin of the Homeric poems. Since Strabo in his books on Asia Minor shows ‘a 

profound, nearly, obsessive interest in Homer’,139 I would speculate that his emphasis 

on Ephesus as the new capital of the Ionia could also depend on the fact that Homeric 

traditions were important in this city during the first century BC.140 

The last testimony is Aelius Aristides: in his oration Concerning Concord, which was 

performed in Pergamum in 167 AD, he asked different cities, especially Smyrna, 

Ephesus and Pergamum, to withdraw from the competition for the leadership. When at 

paragraph twenty-three he addresses the Ephesians, he praises the centrality of their 

7r6X.ic; in the Mediterranean Sea: oTpai 5s Kai 7tavxa<; oaoi cxr|Xxov 'HpaKAiotx; svxo<; Kai 

Tioxapou <Mai5o<;, oixstoupsvoix; xf]v "Ecpsaov opGcoc; av StavosiaGai, xouxo pev xrj xcov 

Xtpsvcov Koivoxr|xi, xouxo 5s xatq aXXctiq a7rdcaic; xmo5oxat<;.141 Then, after this 

geographical and maritime image, the orator defines Ephesus as a sort of exemplary 

homeland: 7iavxs<; yap cot; sit; 7iaxp(5a auxcav Kopi^ovxat Kai oiiSsiq ouxcot; ayvcbpcov 

ov8’ ouxcot; acpoSpa opoos xoit; cpavspoit; icbv, ooxit; ouk av ouyxcopf|osis xapisiov xs 

koivov xfjt; Aoiat; sivai xfjv 7toXiv Kai xfjt; xpsfa? Kaxa(pi)yf|V.142 Tlie image of Ephesus as 

an Ithaca might here be echoed. In addition, at paragraph thirty-six, when referring 

more generally to the whole of Ionia, Aelius stresses how Homer is the xoivoxaxot; o 

7toir|xf|t;: this suggests that the connection with the poet was still important in this area 

during the second century AD.

137 Luraghi 2000, 365.

138 Ibid.

139 Kim 2007, 363. See also Biraschi 2005, 83: ‘Since his undertaking has first o f all a paideutic and 
cultural nature, the reintroduction o f Homer must have seemed to him an important element in that 
perspective’. Although in this intent Strabo was encouraged by the Homeric studies developed in Rome in 
his time, his perspective is different from that o f Dionysius Halicamassensis and other Roman authors, 
who developed the theory of the ‘Ellenicita di Roma’ (Biraschi 2000, 68; cf. also Heath 1998, esp. 23-25, 
32-22).

140 On the role o f Ephesus as new capital o f  the Ionia, see Vibius Salutaris’ procession, which aims to give 
to the city ‘a specific form of the Ionian foundation story’ (Rogers 1991, 141).

141 See par. 24.

142 Ibid.
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This last testimony is not only important because of the value that it attributes to 

Ephesus, but also for its chronology: thus far, our attempted reconstruction of a 

Homeric presence has been made in connection with the age just prior to that of 

Xenophon of Ephesus. However, the history of this city shows a continuity between the 

first century BC and the first two AD, with an increase of its central role: relying on this 

fact and following Aelius Aristides’ indication, I would argue that it is very likely that 

the local Homeric tradition did not lose popularity in the Imperial Era.

Furthermore, the whole of Asia Minor during the Roman domination was full of 

intellectuals who were keen on a ‘Greek re-creation of the past’143 and used Homer to 

achieve this aim: for instance, ‘in Phrygia and adjacent areas of Asia Minor [...] 

Homeric names became especially popular’.144 Finally, as the moral interpretations of 

Homer and epitaphs show, the Hellenistic perception of Penelope as a symbol of 

marriage was still alive in the Imperial Period as well as the artistic exploitation of 

Odyssean themes145 and, thus, this framework suggests that the same continuity might 

have concerned our Ephesus.

As a result, it is possible to argue that Xen.’s double parallel between Anthia and 

Penelope and Ephesus and Ithaca might have depended on the presence of both an 

ancient and contemporary local Homeric tradition.

6) The implausible link between the Ephesian Artemis and Penelope

The discovery of this framework leads us to investigate whether Xen.’s Artemis might 

also be fitted into the same local background. Since in the novel she lacks local colour, 

the link with Ephesus could be proved by the holy location of Thrason’s group. 

However, Penelope’s and Eurycleia’s statues do not seem to perform a cultic function. 

In theory, we might be dealing with a heroic cult of Homeric heroines, since this 

phenomenon developed consistently in Ancient Greece from the eighth century BC.146

143 Bowie 1974, 200.

144 Ibid. 199.

145 Also Roman paintings confirm the Imperial persistence o f Odyssean themes: a fresco from Pompei has 
been preserved with the washing o f  Odysseus’ feet (see Penelope, LIMC 24), three contemporary ones 
with the recognition scene (LIMC ibid. 36-38) and a last one from Stabia (LIMC 39). All these works 
date in the I century AD.

146 The birth o f heroic cults was in fact connected with that o f epic poetry: see Burkert 1985, 206. Their 
focal point was ‘the presence o f  the tomb’, which ‘sometimes was substituted by chapels called 
heroa’ (Larson 1995, 9).
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Penelope, however, was involved in it only in the Arcadian tradition, as her tomb near 

Mantineia attests, 147 while Eurycleia was never worshipped. Therefore, it is implausible 

to attribute this function to Thrason’s group.148 Second, both heroines might have 

played the role of Artemis’ attendants:149 nevertheless, in Greece this goddess usually 

welcomed in her cult girls in whose life ‘aspects of the normal transition went wrong’150 

and Penelope and Eurycleia do not fit into this framework.

Finally, Artemis’ Ephesian cult could be connected with marriage and, thus, express this 

value through Homeric material:151 however, the different demonstrations given by 

scholars on this point are not satisfactory. Some highlighted the “multibreasted” 

representation of this goddess, but the interpretation of these breasts as symbols of 

fecundity is no longer accepted, as it occurs only in polemical Christian texts152 and, in 

fact, they are now identified with other objects.153 LiDonnici 1992 considers Artemis’ 

interest in marriage as part of her protective role of the Roman Ephesus, but direct proof 

of this is missing.154 Finally, Sokolowski interprets an Ephesian donation of clothes to 

Artemis in Sardis as the sign of her care of wives: this goddess, in fact, ‘often received

147 See Paus. 8.12.5; see also Larson 1995, 174, n. 3.

148 A further obstacle to the existence o f  a heroic cult in our case is given by the late chronology: it is 
difficult, in fact, to find heroic cults in the Hellenistic Era and, among the few that existed, some were 
part o f  new queen and courtesan cults. For example, Andromache started to be worshipped as the mother 
of Pergamos (see ibid., 16, n. 1 and Pomeroy 1990, 28-40).

149 This is another general attitude o f Greek sanctuaries, which often housed images o f hero or heroines 
that ‘were connected to the gods to which the statue or group were offered’ (see Rolley 1994, 12).

150 Larson 1995, 117.

151 Although some o f Artemis’ rituals in places like Brauron, Athens and Patrai (see respectively Dowden 
1989, 20-24, Plut. Arist. 20 and Paus. 8.18.11) were connected with marriage, local evidence is required: 
as Sourvinou-Inwood 1978, 102-103 clearly argues, ‘the study o f Greek divine personalities should be 
based on specific local religious units and rely on internal evidence alone’, because the Panhellenic 
conception o f  them does not correspond always to their local representations.

152 See Oster 1990, 1725.

153 The more popular view is given by Seiterle 1979, who interprets these protuberances as testicles o f  
bulls, that might have been offered to the goddess during her common sacrifices. More recently, Morris 
2001, 146, has suggested a Hittite origin for this decoration: ‘the appendages o f Artemis, transformed by 
a kursa, simply express in alternate form the ancient cornucopia, Greek “horn of Amaltheia’” . The 
cornucopia could match the hypothesis o f  a cult connected with fertility, but not with maternity: in fact 
‘there are plenty o f  other images, including male figures, who wear these appendages without maternal 
properties’, such as Zeus and the Tyche o f Smyrna (ibid., 146-147). Finally, Thomas 2004, 257 argues 
that ‘rather than drawing on the maternal aspect o f the indigenous goddess, the Ephesian identification 
represents her as the 7i6 tv u x  Oeptov, the mistress o f the animals, a role assigned to Artemis from the Iliad  
onward in Greek myth’.

154 LiDonnici 1992, 394. She adds also that this role could be supported by Artemis’ identification with 
Isis, whose nursing role was well-known. The existence o f an Ephesian cult o f this Egyptian goddess is, 
however, disputed: on this, see Walters 1995.
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garments in thanks for a happy marriage or fortunate childbirth’.155 Although this 

hypothesis starts from real evidence, it is undermined by the lack of the same votive 

gifts in Ephesus. If we combine this uncertainty with Pausanias’ information that the 

Artemision was forbidden to married women,156 it seems difficult to use Thrason’s work 

to demonstrate the marital competence of the Ephesian Artemis.

As a result, the discovery of Strabo’s statues seems to suggest that Xenophon’s use of 

Penelope and Ithaca in his novel resembles a local feature of Ephesus. Despite the 

absence of Artemis in this framework, this conclusion is significant: in fact, it does not 

only confirm the Odyssean framework of this text, but it might also shed new light on 

the mysterious identity of the novelist. Although the lack of biographical evidence still 

makes it impossible to assess his provenance, his awareness of Ephesian traditions 

suggests that he might have had direct knowledge of the city. This conclusion brings his 

complete name ‘Xenophon of Ephesus’ closer to the truth than previously thought.

155 Sokolowski 1965, 428. He analyses a sentence o f  death o f fourty-five inhabitants o f Sardis who were 
accused o f  maltreating a sacred embassy sent from Ephesus.

156 See Paus. 7.2.7.
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CHAPTER 4: XENOPHON AND HIS NAME

The lemma from the Suda does not only concern the origin of Xen., but also that of his 

name. In this respect, it is important to notice that the lexicon lists our Xen. among three 

other historians (iaxopiKoi) who have the same name: as Tilg argues, ‘this seems to 

point to a pattern behind this choice of name’157 and, in fact, ‘it is widely held that the 

author of the Eph. chose “Xenophon” as a pen name to establish a link with the 

historian Xenophon and exploit his authority’158.

While this conclusion is quite plausible, because the Athenian historian was one of the 

most important models for Imperial writers, it is less easy to understand to what extent 

and depth our author is using this prestigious comparison. Some scholars, such as Ruiz 

Montero 2003, explore this link from a stylistic point of view, showing how both 

Xenophon of Athens and our author write a similar kind of narrative along with a group 

of other authors. On the other hand, the hypothesis of a closer connection has recently 

been proposed by Capra 2008, who argues that the novelist owes a special debt to the 

Cyropaedia and, particularly, to the love story of Panthea and Abradates which is part of 

this work. Then, he explores why Xen. would have referred to this model and finds the 

answer in his desire to construct his novel as an anti-tragic work.

In my opinion, the strength of this study lies in how Capra 2008 proves the 

intertextuality between the historian and our author, which is based on the protagonists’ 

names. His argumentation starts from an old statement made by Bagnell Bury: ‘the 

author [Xen.] may have adapted the names of his hero and heroine, Antheia and 

Abrocomas, from Pantheia and Abradatas, of whom a touching story is told in the 

Cyropaedia of Xenophon the Athenian’.159 Capra’s (2008) declared aim is to prove the 

correctness of this intuition and to exploit it to trace a more detailed parallel between the 

two works. While the similarities between the names are self-evident, Capra argues that 

Panthea’s name was so popular in the Imperial Era that, as Lucian’s Eikones proves with 

its praise of Panthea, the association of Anthia with her was very easy to make. Second, 

Capra explains why Xen. slightly changed the form of the names: his hellenisation of

157 Tilg 2010, 87.

158 Ibid.

159 Bagnell Bury 1889,324.
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them would be a consequence of the ‘uncompromising contempt towards the 

‘barbarians’160 which is typical of his genre, as Kuch 1996 proves. In addition, it is 

evident that this little shift does not weaken the connection with the original names: 

‘imagine a contemporary writer, known e.g. as ‘Shakespeare of Sheffield’, coming up 

with a touching love story called, say, Curleo and Liliet: would anyone fail to detect a 

reference to the ‘real’ Shakespeare among the curls and the lilies?”161 In conclusion, 

every literate person of the Imperial Era would have understood which model underlay 

the names of Habrocomes and Anthia and Xen. was certainly using them to engage with 

Xenophon of Athens.

While this undoubtedly confirms the hypothesis of “Xenophon” as a literary nickname, 

it is more difficult to understand what our author is doing with the Cyropaedia. 

Although the demonstrated link proves Xen.’s interest in this work, a parallel analysis of 

the texts shows distant echoes more than real similarities. This makes it difficult to 

reach a final assessment of this relationship.

Capra 2008 provides us with a list of thematic correspondences:162

a) Cyr. 1.4.4: Araspas feels invulnerable toward love and is punished as Habrocomes 

(esp. 1.4.3 n.: xoT<; 6cp0aXpoi<;);

b) Cyr. 6.4.6: Panthea gives Abradates a new suit of armour and swears an oath of 

fidelity; this passage might be recalled by Anthia’s oath to Habrocomes (1.11.3-6);

c) Cyr. 6.4.11: the contest of beauty between the protagonists and the prominence of 

Panthea’s k&XXxx; over that of Abradates might be echoed by that of Habrocomes over 

Anthia in the Eph. (1.2.8);

d) Cyr. 7.3.16: Cyrus’ decision to build a tumulus for Panthea might be reflecting what 

Habrocomes states in his monologue near Ephesus (5.10.5).

Although Capra adds that Xen.’s novel ‘must be read against the background of

Panthea's novella, with an obvious subversion of its tragic features’,163 as the positive

end of the Eph. would prove, I would be more cautious about this conclusion. As I will 

argue in the commentary (1.4.3 n.: xoTq ocpGaXpoic), I believe that only in the first is 

Xen. probably intertexting with the Cyropaedia. More generally, it is interesting how

160 Capra 2008, 43.

161 Capra 2008, 30-31

162 See Capra 2008, 36.

163 Capra 2008, 37.
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Panthea, like Anthia, is focused on conjugal fidelity: as Tatum argues, in fact, ‘the 

author’s obvious desire is to create an image of a chaste wife’.164 A case in point is 

Panthea’s refusal of Araspas’ love, where she shows a total devotion to her husband.165 

Then, before the end of the episode, this virtue is again emphasised by Cyrus in his final 

praise.166 Finally, Panthea’s farewell to Abradatas is quite interesting, as the former 

shows a tragic stature. Since the heroine confesses her fidelity openly167 and, just before 

her speech, is compared with Odysseus, 168 a model which seems to work here is that of 

Penelope. Given this framework, it is not impossible that, like Helen (APP 4), Panthea 

inspired Xen. in the construction of Anthia, providing him with a tragic model of a 

faithful wife. However, this hypothesis is highly speculative.

164 Tatum 1994, 20. On this, see also Cataudella 1957, 75, who attributes to this “novella” ‘una funzione 
morale [...] di esaltazione della fedelta coniugale’.

165 See 6.1.32: H  8s cur£<pr|<j£ |iev Kai rjv 7naxr| xq> av5pi Kaircep &7tovTi.

166 See 7.3.12: eycb as Kai aoxppoawriq cvEKa Kai 7iacrr|q apExrjq Kai xaAXa xipfjaa) [...].

167 See 6.4.5: ei xiq Kai a k h r \ 7id)7roT£ yuvf| xov Eauxfjq av8pa pei^ov xrjq Eauxrjq v|n>xfjq exipr|C£v, olpai os 
yiyvtbcncEiv 6xi Kai Eyd) pia xovxcov Eipi.

168 Her tears, in fact, recall those o f the hero in front o f Alcinous, cf. Xen. Cyr. 6.4.3 and Od. 8.521-533.
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CHAPTER 5: THE CIRCULATION OF THE 

EPHESIACA IN ANTIQUITY

The circulation of the Eph. in the Imperial and in the Byzantine Era has never been the 

object of a thorough study and my commentary does not aim to remedy this need, 

because this topic would require the space of another dissertation. The reason for this 

silence lies in the difficulty of finding appropriate witnesses: even Photius, who gives 

pieces of information about the other Greek novelists, is silent about Xen. That said, in 

my study of the first book some important readers of the Eph. have emerged, who 

suggest that our text was read in antiquity by authors who lived both close to and far 

from Xen. This conclusion challenges the traditional scholarly view about this topic, 

according to which ‘the earliest sure reference is Gregory Pardus’.169 My demonstration 

starts from a Greek novelist and then follows a chronological order.

As a premise, I must confess that there is no certainty about which version of the Eph. 

was in the hands of these early readers. This does not allow us to use these witnesses as 

certain proof of the literary consideration of the Eph. in antiquity. However, they prove 

that this text had a greater fortune that is usually thought and suggest that chastity and 

fidelity were the most appreciated themes of the novel at every stage of the reception.

1) Heliodorus

To begin with, the Eph. was certainly part of Hld.’s library. This thesis, which was 

already developed by Schnepf 1887, can be demonstrated just by looking at Xen.’s first 

book.

The most significant passage of the Eph. which Hid. uses is the procession scene. As 

Xen., Hid. introduces a religious ceremony in Delphi, which includes the protagonists’ 

description, their falling in love and their subsequent lovesickness. In the commentary I 

will show how each of these parts recalls and expands on Xen.’s text (1.2.2-5 n.: rfjq 

Apt£pi5o<;). Second, the account of the first separation between Anthia and Habrocomes 

includes erotic motifs such as “painful separation”, “delay of the separation” and “to 

turn to see the beloved’s eyes”. Since in the novelistic corpus they appear again only in 

Hid. (table 2 , in LI 2.3) in the description of Arsace’s lovesickness, this makes the

169 Henderson 2009, 210.
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connection between the two passages plausible. Finally, in the scene of the fifth book of 

the Aethiopica the protagonists and Calasiris face the pirates as Anthia and Habrocomes 

do at the end of the first book. In addition, in Hid. the fisherman who hosts them in 

Zacynthus is a double of Aegialeus (1.13 intr., n. and Schissel 1909, 59).

As this framework gives a foundation to the intertextuality between Xen. and Hid., it is 

interesting to explore the reasons why the latter would be imitating the former. As the 

first link suggests, the main reason seems to be the similar focus on divine chastity, as 

the double parallel between the female protagonists and Artemis indicates. This 

connection is further strengthened by the fact that Xen. and Hid. have a moral concern 

and a sincere religious devotion which is not shared by the other novelists (for more, see 

U  2.3.bA). In addition, the fact that as sophisticated a writer as Hid. is borrowing erotic 

motifs from Xen. suggests that in the Late Imperial Era the Eph. was seen as a text 

worthy of literary consideration. In this second case, however, our uncertainty about 

what version of the Eph. Hid. was reading imposes a limit on this theory.

21 Apuleius

In Apuleius’ Metamorphoses the famous story of Cupid and Psyche has been defined by 

scholars as ‘a miniature Greek novel inserted into Apuleius’ text’ (Harrison 2007b, 213). 

In my opinion, the first part of this story might be intertextitig with the Eph., because 

there is a good number of shared narrative motifs, in which their sequence also seems to 

be respected.

Since it is very likely that Apuleius wrote after Xen., the result of this comparison sheds 

light on the former and especially on his use of Greek novels. At the same time, 

however, it appears important also for our novel, because this connection would prove 

how quick and wide the reception of our novel had been in the Imperial Era. Further, 

with the exclusion of the “epitome theory”, it would also imply that the Eph. was a text 

commonly accepted by Imperial early “literati”.

A study like this is undertaken by Harrison 2007b as part of his research about the 

presence in Apuleius of parallel cults drawn from the Greek novels. His main point 

about Xen. is that Apuleius intertexts with his oracle in the story of Cupid and Psyche 

and this parallel opens the possibility that the latter author ‘took from the former 

Xenophon’s characterisation of Isis as protector of the heroine and used this to
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characterise her relationship with Lucius’,170 playing ironically with the issue of chastity 

and introducing a gender shift. In my opinion, although this idea offers an unusual 

solution for the controversial issue of the presence of Isis, we would need further proof 

to accept it and the oracles are not so generous: to begin with, both the situation and 

content of Apuleius’ oracle do not coincide with those of the Eph, since Psyche’s 

disease is not provoked by love and Apollo does not give a message of final hope. 

Conversely, I would rather argue that the parallel between Xen. and Apuleius can be 

accepted if we start from the beginning of Cupid and Psyche’s story, in which the 

heroine emerges as a double of Habrocomes:

a) 4.28: Psyche’s beauty attracts many suitors, who worship her like Venus; this recalls 

Habrocomes’ outstanding beauty (1.1.1) and how the Asians adore him as a god (1.1.3).

b) 29: this huge tribute to Psyche generates anger and indignation in Venus’ mind 

(‘Haec honorum caelestium ad puellae mortalis cultum immodica translatio verae 

Veneris vehementer incendit animos’); this divine reaction is similar to that of Xen.’s 

Eros (1.2.1: Mrjvia [...] o ’'Epax;).

c) 30: Venus invites her son Eros to enter the scene of the story. The god is described as 

an audacious warrior (cf. ‘pinnatum ilium et satis temerarium’ and ‘quamquam genuina 

licentia'). Also this piece is comparable with the beginning of Xen.’s second chapter 

(2.1.1: cpiXdveiKO^ yap o 0so<; Kai U7iEpr|cpdvoi<; droxpalTqio^).

d) 31: Venus asks Eros to take revenge on Psyche and she defines her beauty as proud 

(‘in pulchritudinem contumacem severiter vindica’), introducing a possible connection 

with Habrocomes’ arrogance (1.1.4 n.).

e) 32: since nobody wants to marry her, Psyche becomes ill in her body as well as in her 

mind (aegra corporis, animi saucia). Also Habrocomes’ sickness, despite its different 

origin, affects both sides of his person (1.5.5: to acopa nav qcpaviaxo Kai q 

KaTa7l£7TCd)K£l).

f) 32: Psyche’s worried father decides to consult the Milesian oracle of Apollo, 

suspecting the existence of a divine hostility to his daughter. This recalls the decision 

taken by Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ parents to consult Apollo in Colophon (1.5.9).

170 Harrison 2007b, 216.
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g) 33: the two oracles are similarly long171 and have a similar content, despite their 

different conclusions. More precisely, the two texts share the motif of marriage as a 

death: cf. idq>o<; 0aX,apo<; (1.6.2, n.: oracle, v. 6) and ‘funerei thalami’ (2).

h) The two responses make the parents decide for the marriage of their children, 

although in Apuleius we are dealing with ‘ferales nuptiae’.

In my opinion, this generous amount of parallels makes an intertextuality between these 

two authors plausible, which would be focused on the comparison between 

Habrocomes and Psyche. The only important difference, along with the lack of hope in 

Apuleius’ response, lies in Habrocomes’ pride, which is only once ascribed to Psyche 

through Venus’ focalization. However, this omission could depend on the different 

gender: pride is considered less appropriate for a woman than for a man.

This observation leads me to a final speculation: Apuleius’ substitution of the male 

Habrocomes for the female Psyche, which is accompanied by a variation in gods, since 

Aphrodite enters the scene with Eros, reminds me of Callirhoe. In this novel, in fact, 

from the beginning Callirhoe is compared with Aphrodite because of her beauty (1.2.1) 

and both gods are actors of the plot. As a result, I would speculate that Apuleius was 

also including this other novelist in the construction of his story and that he might have 

introduced this gender shift for this reason.

This possibility of Apuleius’ subtle Use of two intertexts, which would expand 

Harrison’s point 2007b about the dependence of the author of Madaura on the Greek 

novels, is not only interesting for the study of the Latin author, but would also suggest 

something about the genre of the Greek novels. If Char, and Xen. were considered close 

hypotexts by a good writer like Apuleius, this might suggest that the Early Imperial 

sophisticated readers were already looking at them as part of the same group. In 

addition, Apuleius’ exploitation of the Eph. in a story which focuses on gods and an 

oracle confirms that Xen.’s focus on religion was appreciated in antiquity.

3) Lucian?

Although I am aware that this is the most speculative of the four hypotheses, it is 

interesting that in Lucian’s Eikones the protagonist Panthea is compared to Penelope, 

Nausicaa and Arete: eiKdoGco ouv Kai auiq [...] Kai Apqip Kai xfj Guyaxpi auxfjq xfj

171 See Harrison 2007b, 215: ‘Both oracles reply in verse at very similar length, in nine hexameters in 
Xenophon and in four elegiac couplets in Apuleius’.
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NauaiKdq, Kai ei xk; aX,Xr| ev pcysGsi rcpaypaxoov sacocppovrias 7ipo<; xf]v xoxqv (19). 

Since Xen. also is subtly associating Anthia with Nausicaa and Arete, and Anthia shares 

GocppocTuvri with Panthea, it is not impossible that Lucian was aware of the existence of 

the Eph. and was here imitating Xen.’s approach to Homer.

A hypothesis like this is very interesting from a chronological point of view: since 

Lucian wrote this work between 162 and 166 BC, he would constitute, as Apuleius, a 

very early reader of the Eph.

4) Aristaenetus

The dependence of Aristaenetus on Xen. has been noted by Mazal 1971 in some 

passages, but no one has drawn a final conclusion about this relationship. In my 

opinion, the intertextuality between the two is clearly proven by the following parallels:

a) in Aristaenetus’ sixteenth letter of the first book a timid lover manages to approach 

his beloved and to have sex with her. The positive result of his attempt is expressed by 

Aristaenetus with the words npdq dXA,f)Ax>u<; scpiXovcucoupcv 5i’oA,r|<; xrjq vuKxoq 

(1.16.35-37). This sentence overtly recalls Xen.’s expression scpiLovsucouv 8s 5i’6Ar|<; 

vuKxoq (Xen. 1.9.9), as no other Greek author combines this verb with the temporal 

complement;

b) in Aristaenetus’ seventeenth letter the expression pspr| xou ocbpaxog eyupvooaev av xa 

Suvaxa (1.27.27-9) recalls that of Xen. wedding night: exepa 8s xou od)paxo<; Eyupvcoae 

pspq xa Suvaxa. Since no other author apart from Xen.Eph. and Aristaenetus combines 

eyupvcoae with pepr| and xa Suvaxa, the intertextuality between them is here 

transparent.

c) in Aristaenetus’ seventh epistle of the second book a servant successfully pursues her 

mistress’s lover using Anthia’s question to Habrocomes in the wedding night (cf. 

Aristaen. 2.7.17-18 apa 5okcg aoi KaX,f| Kai pexa xqv aqv eupopcplav apsaKco aoi; and 

Xen. 1.9.4: see Sokcd ooi KaX,f| Kai psxa xf|v aqv eupopcplav apsoKco ooi;). Also here no 

other author writes this expression.

d) Aristaenetus’ second letter mentions a character called Habrocomes.

As I will show in the commentary, the first reason why the discovery of this link is 

important lies in the fact that the epistle writer can be used to correct Xen. in other 

passages which echo the Eph. In addition, since Aristaenetus, unlike the other readers of
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the Eph., explicitly intertexts with our novel, he can be used as the proof of the literary 

consideration which our version of the novel was receiving at the beginning of the 

Byzantine Era and suggests that the alleged epitome had been written before this period. 

Finally, Aristaenetus’ exploitation of Anthia’s eyes in his account of the Callimachean 

love story of Acontius and Cydippe might suggest that in antiquity our author was 

considered as close to Greek elegy and, more generally, that religion was the 

appreciated theme.

Conclusion

While I hope in the future to extend this study through a careful analysis of Byzantine 

novels, I dare to conclude that this brief framework seems to be enough to prove that the 

Eph. was more famous in the antiquity than is usually thought.
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SECTION 2: NARRATOEOGY AND STYLE

The use of narratological devices in the Eph. does not appear to be as complex as that of 

the other novelists. This does not mean that it is absent: a brief analysis of the text 

confirms that narratology plays a key role in Xen.’s. control over the whole novel. Our 

novelist introduces an apparatus of devices to continually remind the readers of the 

structure and the main events of the story. However, since the plot follows a simple 

pattern of pursuit between the protagonists, at a first glance Xen.’s exploitation of 

analepses and prolepses is basic.

That being said, however, two further nuances seem to emerge on further examination. 

First, as I have already suggested in the introduction (AIM), the oracle and the dreams 

establish subtler connections within the whole plot. Second, the analysis of analepses 

and prolepses shows that Xen. has a special aim in his writing: he is constantly trying to 

involve his readers in the protagonists’ emotions and this aim is achieved through the 

constant presence of direct speeches and the adoption of a wide range of dramatic 

techniques. Although some of these devices are not strictly narratological, I decided to 

collect them in this section, because they offer a reason why the narrative of the Eph. is 

not complicated. Along with the simplicity peculiar to our author. Xen. seems to focus 

more on the emotions of his protagonists than on the construction of an articulated plot. 

This preference given to showing rather than telling appears to be the most original 

stylistic issue of the Eph.

For this reason, in this section I will move from a more traditional analysis of analepses 

and prolepeses to a discussion of Xen.’s theatricality. My hope is to show how these two 

different elements serve the same purpose in the Eph.
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CHAPTER 1: ANALEPSES AND PROLEPSES

Analepses in the Ephesiaca 

Analepses in the Eph. can be both actorial and narratorial, but the former are more 

numerous and significant than the latter. Xen., in fact, is not interested in extended 

narratorial analepses like those of Chariton.172

First, I will analyse the actorial: since in the Eph. most of these passages ‘are in indirect 

speech’173 and have a distinctive style and function, I will consider them separately 

from those in direct speech and afterwards I will also look briefly at the narratorial 

analepses.

a) Actorial analepses in the Ephesiaca in indirect speeches

Xen’s actorial analepses in indirect speech consist mostly of lists of nouns, which can be 

either asyndetically or polysyndetically arranged: for this reason, they can be called 

recapitulations. Since it is possible to count 18 examples in the whole novel, this kind of 

analepsis is certainly the most important of the Eph.

If we collect the words that are included in these passages, there is a good number of 

repetitions and the most used concern the main events of the novel. This suggests that 

the first function of recapitulations is to help the readers to remember the plot:

- o  cpcoq: 3.3.1 (f|pda0r| Koprj*;), 3.5.2, 3.5.6 (xov AppoKopou spcoxa), 5.1.3, 5.9.12, 

5.12.3;

- partner: 2.9.4 (xov av5pa), 3.12.4, 5.1.3 (xf|v AvGtav), 5.9.12 (xov App0 K0 |ir|v), 5.10.4 

(xrjq Av0ia<;)

- f) naTpiq: 1.11.1, 3.3.1 (Asysi 6s o APpoKopr|<; oxi ’Ecpsaioq), 3.5.2 (noun), 5.9.12 (xf)v 

’Txpscov), 5.10.4;

- oi opKoi: 3.5.2, 3.5.6 (opicmx; xoix; 7tpo<; sksivov Kai xa<; rcspi xfjq ototppoauvriq 

auv0f|Ka<;), 3.12.4 (opKouc; xou<; 7ipo<; sksivov Kai xac; 7tepi xrjg oca(ppoauvr|<; 

<ruv0fjKa<;), 5.9.12;

- xa 5so|ia: 3.3.1, 5.5.5, 5.7.2;

172 See Morgan 2007a, 456.

173 Hagg 1971,276.
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- x] <X7ro5r||iia: 1.10.7, 3.3.1, 5.1.3 (xqv 7itaxvrjv);

- o yapog: 2.12.3, 3.3.1 (on eyripev abxfjv), 3.5.2

- oi 7raT8ps<;: 1.11.1,3.5.2,5.10.4

- o xp'n^dq: 1.10.7, 1.11.1. 3.3.1.

This list includes all the main ingredients of the novel, from the important events (oi 

opKoi, f] &7io5r||xla, o yapog and o xp^l^po?) to the main characters (partners, oi 

rcaxepeq), from a key topic such as o epax; to the main place (f| raxTplq): as a result, Xen. 

seems to really use recapitulations ‘to impress on the reader’s mind a number of main 

points’ (Hagg 1971, 276). Two exemplary passages concern respectively Habrocomes 

and his servants. The first consists in the protagonists’ account of his life to Hippothous 

in the third book: Asyei 8s o A(3poKopr|<; oil ’Ecpeoioc; Kai on  f|paa0r| Koprj<; Kai on  

syr||iev abxf|v Kai xa pavxeopaxa Kai xqv ouroSripiav Kai xouq 7ieipaxa<; Kai xov 

’Avj/upxov Kai xijv Mavxw Kai xa Ssapa Kai xf|v cpuyf|v Kai xov ai7io^ov Kai xf|v ps^pi 

KiAudaq oSov (3.3.1). As Hagg 1971, 269-270 argues, ‘a motive for a detailed 

recapitulation might be found in the need to show the concrete background to 

Hippothous’ reactions, described in 3.3.2-6. But if this were the main object, the 

selection of facts would look different’. As a result, the high number of events and the 

chronological order ‘are no doubt there largely for the benefit of the reader’. The second 

case is Rhode’s and Leucon’s account of their story to Habrocomes. Since the hero 

seems to be completely untouched by their speech, Xen. seems to introduce this passage 

only to repeat to the readers the servants’ plot.

That said, Fusillo 1996 argues that the reason for this technique lies in the ‘fruizione 

aurale’ of Xen’s work (55); however, in my opinion this hypothesis is not likely. Along 

with the more general rejection of the oral theory (AIM), there is a more specific 

objection. Since eventual recitations of the novel would have involved only parts of the 

story, not all the recapitulations would find their justification there, especially those that 

concern the whole plot. Thus, I would consider the presence of recapitulations as part of 

the simple use made by Xen. of narratological devices.

Having discovered this first function and recognized the correctness of Hagg’s theory, it 

seems to me that, apart from the two analysed recapitulations, all the others play subtler 

and different roles and I would divide them into four smaller groups:
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a l) “Psychological recapitulations”

Xen. uses five analepses to express the emotions of his characters and only in the first 

case (1.10.7) the protagonists are not considered, since they are “substituted” by 

Habrocomes’ parents. The most important feature of this group is that Xen. seems to 

deliberately choose the objects of this list to emphasise the particular psychological 

situation with which Anthia and Habrocomes are dealing. First, in 1.11.1 there is a 

correspondence between their feelings and the words pronounced by Megamedes in his 

farewell (1.11.1, n.: noXka swonvxsq). Then, in both 3.5.2 and 3.12.4 the protagonists 

remind themselves of their conjugal fidelity and this is quite appropriate to the context: 

in the first passage Anthia is waiting for the marriage with Perilaus and evevoeixo 5s 

apa noXkd, xov spcoxa, xouq opKouq, xf)v 7taxpi8a, xorx; rcaxepa*;, xqv avayiayv, xov 

yapov. One might wonder why in this passage, unlike the first two recapitulations, the 

issue of the journey is missing. The answer lies in the fact that Anthia is reacting to the 

possibility of another marriage and this makes her think of her relationship with her 

husband more than any other thing. An even more specific focus emerges in 

Habrocomes’ reaction to Cyno’s proposal of sex, where noXka apa cokotcci, xqv 

Av0iav, xoix; opKooq, xf|v 7ioAAxxia<; auxov oco<ppocn3vr|v a5iicr|oaoav. Finally, a similar 

pattern emerges in a recapitulation close to the end of the novel, in which Habrocomes 

expresses his desperation at the loss of his dearest people. Unlike the previous eases, the 

moral concern is substituted by the memory of the people who are dearest to him: 

ewoia xcov 5sivc6v 8iof|p%£xo, xrjq 7taxpi5o<;, xcov rcaxepcov, xrjq AvOtac;, xcov oteexcov

(5.10.4). As a result, these passages help to construct the protagonists’ characterisation.

a2) “Recapitulations in dialogues with a persuasive aim ”

In the second group recapitulations are part of dialogues that Anthia is having with other 

characters. Along with informing the readers about the plot, they originate from the 

persuasive strategy of the speaker and, thus, the choice of words is subordinated to this 

goal. In two cases the heroine uses her chastity as a persuasive device: in the first 

Anthia’s aim is to have the poison from Eudoxus (3.5.6), while in the second case to 

interrupt Hippothous’ lust for her (5.9.12). Interestingly, both lists are very similar to the 

most significant recapitulations of the first group:

- 3.5.6: xov AppoKopou epcoxa Kai xoix; opKmx; xoix; 7rpo<; 8K8ivov Kai xdc, rcepi xfjq 

a©9pocri)vr|<; ai)v0f|Ka<;;
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-5 .9 .12: xov AppoKopr|v, xqv ,'E(pecov, xov spcoxa, xoix; opKooq, xac; cropcpopaq, xa 

Xr|oxripia.

In my opinion, this similarity shows how Xen. is addressing internal audiences of the 

novel as well as the external one and this suggests that emotional involvement is a 

marked aim of his narrative. In addition, the fact that only Anthia adopts this kind of 

analepsis is a sign of her major involvement in the display of fidelity (LI 4.2c) and of 

her closer commitment to the oath which establishes this virtue as the main one of the 

novel (LI 2.5).

Then, the heroine twice shows her performative ability in the dialogue with Lampo. 

First, she persuades the goatherd not to commit violence against her by revealing her 

noble origin: 5ir|ysixai 5s qxic; rjv, xf|v rcpoxspav suyevsiav, xov av5pa, xf|v aixpaAxocriav

(2.9.4). The originality of this passage lies in the fact that this analepsis is the only 

passage in the novel where Anthia speaks about her suysvsia. Second, when Anthia asks 

Hippothous to forgive her murder of Anchialus, the account of her adventure in the 

ditch constitutes another recapitulation and moves the brigand to pity (5.9.10). Overall, 

these performative passages show how Xen.’s recapitulations cannot be considered as 

obvious and mechanical, but are part of the rhetorical ability which makes Anthia the 

bravest character in the novel (on this, LJ 4.2c).

a3) "Recapitulations which are part of recognition scenes ”

Two recapitulations are introduced by Xen. in scenes in which some characters discover 

new pieces of informations about others: the first concern Anthia’s recognition of 

Hippothous (5.9.7), while the second Leucon’s and Rhode’s identification of Anthia 

(5.12.3).

a4) “Recapitulations which motivate the action of the listeners”: finally, in two cases a 

recapitulation motivates the actions of a character. This happens when Habrocomes 

discovers where Anthia is in the recapitulation attributed to Lampo (2.12.3) and when 

the inhabitants of Pelusium tell the Egyptian governor about Habrocomes’ escape. This 

communication constitutes the origin of the punishment of the hero (4.2.1).

As a result, in the Eph. the recapitulations have first a structural aim and, second, a 

subtler range of functions, in which the character at the origin of these speeches is
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always emphasised. This articulated framework constitutes an originality in the 

novelistic corpus, because recapitulations are missing in Longus and Hid., while both 

Char, and Ach. prefer those in direct speech, which are few in Xen.. More precisely, in 

the work of the former author, ‘the actorial analepses are presented in direct speech, as 

part of one of the novel’s scenes’.174 In addition, they mostly play the other function of 

‘clarifying how much of the story a character knows’ (ibid.), which is extraneous to the 

Eph., with the exception of Hippothous’ story to Habrocomes in 3.3.3, which I will 

analyse shortly.

b) Actorial analepses in the Ephesiaca in direct speech

The actorial analepses in direct speech are eight and can be divided into two categories:

- three, which belong to Anthia’s laments (3.8.6, 5.5.5, 5.7.2), are composed of lists of 

nouns and, therefore, they can be considered as “psychological recapitulations”;

- the other five are instead ‘a fairly detailed retelling of a restricted part of the action’175 

and, thus, they cannot be classified as recapitulations. More precisely, they consist of 

two oral accounts made by Hippothous (3.3.3-5) and Chrysion (3.9.5-8), of a letter 

written by Manto to her father (2.12.1), and of the exceptional couple of speeches of 

the final night in Rhodes (5.14).

That being said, however, since this latter type performs a wide range of functions 

which is comparable with that of the former and of the analepses in indirect speech, 

Xen. seems to have conceived together all these passages, playing with a difference in 

length and sophistication.

Given this framework, I will now focus on the two different categories, in order to 

prove that they both perform subtle roles. On the one hand, the analepses pronounced 

by Anthia occur in the two most difficult situations of the heroine’s life, her “Scheintod” 

in Tarsus and her misadventure in the brothel. The first shows how Anthia reflects on 

her experience, since she compares the brigands who are carrying her away from Tarsus 

to Corymbus and Euxinos (3.8.6: ndX.iv [...] ^paxai Kai GaXaaaa, TiaXiv aixpaXxoTO<; 

sycD [...]). Thus, it is evidently part of her characterisation and it also provokes the 

readers to make the same comparison (see for more 1.14.3 n.: ii<; opaq). In the second 

and in the third Anthia makes a list of her past trials:

174 Morgan 2007b, 439.

175 Hagg 1971,274.
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- 5.5.5: oi xacpoi, oi cpovoi, xa bsopa, xa Xpaxfipia;

- 5.7.2: ai rcpoxspov ciupcpopai, xa Seapa, xa Xpaxripia.

The fact that these two passages are similar is certainly not casual: they work not only 

as a reminder for the readers, but they also show how the heroine knows that the 

experience of the brothel is the apex of her suffering. Since this episode is important for 

the construction of the Bildung of the protagonists (LI 3.2b), the recapitulation places an 

emphasis which goes beyond the mechanical repetition of events.

On the other hand, each of the analepses of the second category constitutes a reminder 

of the main events of the plot. In addition, on further examination, subtler function 

emerge. To begin with, Manto’s letter is comparable to the group of “recapitulations 

which motivate the action of the listeners”, because it makes Habrocomes decide to start 

the search for Anthia (2.12.2). This letter is also original because ‘it gives false 

information in some details (notably noXXa 5ia7ipa^apevr|v Kaxa about Anthia)’,176 as 

reasons for the heroine’s removal to Syria. Since Manto’s aim is to persuade her father, 

this existence of ‘tendentious reasons’ makes this recapitulation similar to 

‘recapitulations in dialogues with a persuasive aim’.177 Second, Hippothous’ and 

Chrysion’s oral stories have a special form, since they both lack superfluous details and 

contain differences of focalization: Hippothous’ account is focused on Anthia and not on 

Hippothous and his brigands as in the main narration (see 2.11.11 and 2.13.1-3), while 

that of Chrysion centres on Perilaus and not on Anthia (2.13.3-2.13.8, 3.5-3.8). In 

addition, Hippothous ‘is ignorant of Anthia’s identity’ (Morgan 2007a, 457): this 

element is crucial, because this is what leads Perilaus to describe the heroine and allows 

Habrocomes’ recognition of her. As a result, here Xen. is showing an interest in 

focalization which is unusual in his text. Finally, along with the form, the effect of these 

two passages on the characters of the stories is also noteworthy: in both cases they 

provoke two emotional reactions in Habrocomes. In both cases, he regains hope: in the 

first to find Anthia, while in the second to find her body, as the following exclamations 

prove cf. S7ci KiAudav xpa7nbps0a, 8K£ivr|v ^r|xf|ocop£v- (3.3.5) and aXka vuv pev oacpdx; 

xsOvrjKev AvGia Kai xaqxx; iacoq auxrjq saxiv evGade Kai xo acopa acp^exai (3.9.7). As a 

result, these passages have an effect which is comparable with those of the 

“psychological recapitulations”: the only difference lies in the subject involved, which

176 Hagg 1971,274.

177 Ibid.
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is not the speaker but the listener to the passage. This further proves the interconnection 

between analepses in direct and in indirect speech.

While the varied function of these passages already proves how Xen. has a sophisticated 

approach to them, the confirmation of this comes from the final dialogue between the 

protagonists in Rhodes, which is certainly the best written sample. To begin with, the 

artistic quality is proven by the fact that ‘it is rhetorically arranged’,178 as emerges from 

the substitution of the chronological order with a division into ‘logical categories’179 

and from the pluralization of most of the nouns, which leads to a generalization of the 

misadventures. Second, different functions seems to be intermingled here: since both 

protagonists try to prove their fidelity, this dialogue certainly has the same aim as the 

“recapitulations in dialogues with a persuasive aim”. At the same time, the topic focused 

on love and chastity, and Anthia’s insistence suggests to us also something about her 

psychology, thus recalling the “psychological recapitulations”.

This is the last confirmation of Xen.’s interest in the elaboration of this type of 

analepses.

That being said, comparison with the other novelists shows how, unlike the previous 

case, in the whole corpus this kind of analepsis is more explored. To begin with, as I 

have already stated, ‘large actorial analepses’ appear more distinctly in Char., who ‘on 

several occasions reproduces in full the participating characters’ re-telling to each other 

of courses of action which have already been narrated directly to the reader’.180 This 

pattern is exploited by Char, in many soliloquies which are characterised by ‘a 

tendentious and partial review of the character’s experience’181 and by Ach. in his last 

book. In fact, when in 8.5.1 Cleitophon makes a recapitulation of his life, he starts with 

a list of nouns that recalls those of Xen (see 8.5.1) but then he starts an account in the 

first person in which he purposely introduces distortions from reality to defend his 

chastity (see 8.5.2-8 and Hagg 1971, 284). Since this subtle level of ambiguity clearly 

surpasses what has emerged in Manto’s letter, Xen. loses his apparent originality and 

sophistication.

178 Morgan 2007a, 458.

179 Hagg 1971,273.

180 Hagg 1971,286.

181 Morgan 2007b, 439.
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Only the final dialogue can resist this competition: if we look at the end of the novels, 

Char, also contains a special recapitulation in direct speech, which is given by Chaereas 

in front of the whole population of Syracuse (see 8.7-8). Its aim, however, is the 

opposite of that of Xen., because it is ‘to reduce the private character of the story and 

make it the concern of all the people’.182 The same trajectory toward a public dimension 

concerns Hld.’s grand finale, which can be interpreted as a personal re-elaboration of 

the recapitulation.183 Overall, this comparison suggests that Xen. is exploiting the same 

motif as the other novelists. At the same time, since he omits a public dimension, this 

can be interpreted as a new reading of the zonoq which presents his novel as a ‘private 

and sentimental’ story (see Fusillo 1996, 57).

This hypothesis confirms how our author has the potential to create original and artistic 

analepses in direct speeches.

c) Narratorial analepses in the Ephesiaca

Unlike the actorial analepses, the narratorial ones play only ‘the most important 

function to effect transitions between and co-ordinate the separate narrative threads’.184 

On this technique, see NA 3c.

2̂  Prolepses in the Ephesiaca: a two-level-svstem

In the previous analysis it has been emerged that Xen. gives to analepses the basic 

function of reminding the readers of the plot and adds further nuances. This attitude 

becomes even more evident in the prolepses of the Eph. On the one hand, they play the 

simple role of foretelling to some characters and the readers whether bad or good is 

going to happen in the scene. Second, they introduce the same audience to a subtler 

anticipation of the different elements of the plot. For this reason, I decided to call this 

apparatus of prolepses ‘a two-level-system’ and I cited this earlier in the introduction as 

important proof of how Xen. offers two different lenses in the reading of the Eph.

Given this framework, I will now consider each type of prolepsis, starting from the 

elementary ones, which perform only the first function.

182 Hagg 1971,259.

183 See on this Fusillo 1996, 60: ‘Hid. riprende lo schema narrativo gia adottato da Caritone per il suo 
finale, amplificandolo e dilatandolo lungo tutto il decimo libro e facendolo culminare nello scioglimento 
del plot a svolgersi di fronte a tutto il popolo di Meroe’.

184 Morgan 2007a, 456.
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As Morgan clearly argues, in the Eph. prolepses can be categorised as:

- ‘narratorial’;

- ‘statements by the narrator about the intentions of the gods’;

- ‘prophetic dreams and oracles’;

- ‘actorial prolepses’.185

As I have already suggested, all these passages serve a simple function of foretelling 

that something positive or negative is going to happen. Since, as Morgan notes, this is 

achieved ‘without giving an accurate or coherent view of the way that the plot will 

actually develop’186, the effect that prolepses have on the narratees is more emotional 

than an increase of knowledge: they can bring hope or drive to desperation. As a result, 

we find here another way in which Xen. uses his narratological devices to mark the 

importance of emotions for his text.

The performance of this basic role is clear in the narratorial prolepses, which ‘deliver an 

immediate effect of foreboding’.187 The most significant case appears in 2.13.5: just 

before Perilaus’ pity for Anthia is transformed into an incontrollable love, the narrator 

comments: ei/ e 5e apa p£yaXr|<; apxrjv oop(popa<; o eX£o<; AvGia. Second, in the Eph. the 

only clear divine intention which is mentioned is that of Eros. The prolepses which refer 

to him allude to his fearful action of revenge, which similarly lacks more specific details 

(1.2.1, n.: pr|via, 1.4.5, n.: ’'Epax;, 1.10.2, n.: xov EtpappEvov and 2.1.2).

While these two categories are composed of simple passages, the third is certainly the 

most articulated, as Xen. chooses to introduce an oracle which plays a key role in 

relation to the structure of the whole novel and three dreams which are hyper-enigmatic 

passages. On the one hand, they perform the same basic function as the other prolepses 

with a focus on the happy ending. This emerges clearly in Apis’ oracle (5.4.11), which is 

exceptionally linear: its content, which literally coincides with the end of the novel 

(AvGla AppoKojj.r|v xaxu Xf|Y|/£xai avdpa xov auxrjq), cheers Anthia up. However, also 

Apollo’s oracle focuses on the polarity between bad and good, as is proven by the 

immediate emotional reaction of the protagonists’ fathers and of the protagonists 

themselves (1.7.1, n.: ouxe yap xiq and 1.7.4, n.: 7tavx6<; 5eivou). Similarly, Xen’s 

dreams, which ‘appear at pivotal moments of the narrative’ (MacAlister 1996, 198, n.

185 Morgan 2007a, 460.

186 Ibid.

187 Ibid.
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32), are prophetic and not subjective: in fact, they are twice defined as to ovslpov (cf. 

1.12.4 and 5.8.7) and three times as ovap (cf. 2.8.2, 5.8.5 and 5.8.6), while cvwrviov, 

which designates the second type, is omitted. In addition, they focus differently on bad 

or good: while Habrocomes’ first dream centres on the first negative pole (1.12.4 n.: 

dream), the second is focused on the positive, since it foretells Habrocomes’ liberation 

from the prison and his successful search for Anthia (2.8.1). Finally, in the last dream 

both poles are included, since the initial positive image of the wedding is transformed in 

the nightmare of a betrayal (see 5.8.5-6). Overall, the effect of these visions on the 

protagonists is emotional: after the first dream, Habrocomes 8xap&x0r| (1.12.4) while he 

becomes pucpa ebstanc; after the second (2.8.2). Conversely, Anthia, after her 

interpretation of her nightmare wants to commit suicide (see 5.8.9).

Finally, the same aim characterises the only ‘actorial prolepsis’ of the Eph., in which 

Hippothous reacts to Habrocomes’ account of his love story with a reference to the 

positive reunion between Habrocomes and Anthia (3.3.2). While the content of this 

passage fits well into the Eph., since it hints at the positive end of the story like the 

oracle, Hippothous’ encouragement is unexpected, because there is no clear proof in the 

novel that the brigand knows the destiny of the protagonists’ love. In theory, this 

reference might be interpreted as a narratological “mistake”. However, since 

Hippothous’ speech follows a recapitulation which contains Habrocomes’ life, I would 

rather interpret it as a deliberate provocation made by Xen. to his audience to read 

beyond the list of nouns and assume that he might have told Hippothous about the 

outcome foretold in the oracle. The discussion of this exceptional case, however, does 

not eliminate the comprehensive assessment that the first fruit of Xen.’s prolepses is to 

offer a reading of the novel as a simple sequence of good and bad events.

That said, in this third category there are many enigmatic images which are difficult to 

understand and constitute the starting point of the second function performed by these 

prolepses. The proof that this second level of interpretation was in Xen.’s mind is given 

by the reaction of the protagonists’ fathers to Apollo’s oracle, where they question the 

meaning of the single elements mentioned by god (1.7.1 n.: outs yap tic) .  Although 

these characters do not find an answer to all their questions, this passage seems to 

indicate that Xen. is interested in using the images of his oracle as foreshadowings and 

he is engaging his readers in a subtle game of interpretation.
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As I will show in the commentary, the result of this enquiry is unexpected, since 

Apollo’s response seems to play the role of scanning the events of the novel like 

Tiresias’ prophecy in the Odyssey, which constitutes its literary model (1.6.2, n.: oracle,

4). In addition, the logic of the connections between the events listed and those of the 

novel allows more than one interpretation: thus, we are dealing with both a systematic 

and unsystematic web of references and the last three verses seem to also contain an 

external prolepsis. In addition, this subtle proleptic function seems to concern the 

dreams. This is clear in the first dream, where the ‘narratorial statement’ Kai to 8sivdv 

eylvexo suggests that Corymbus’ episode is the fulfilment of Habrocomes’ dream, while 

the possibility of this association is then left to the readers in the second dream. 

Conversely, in the third this attitude is confirmed by Xen.’s explicit comment about 

Anthia’s interpretation of her vision (5.8.7). For this reason, in my analysis of dreams I 

would adopt this narratological approach as the key which can help to interpret these 

passages, giving more relevance to these than to oneirocriticism. Interestingly, both the 

second and third dreams seem to suggest something about the final outcome of the story 

and this makes their function even closer to that of the oracle. Within this framework, 

the most unexpected result of my interpretation is the suggestion that Anthia’s dream is 

another external prolepsis, which constitutes a parallel with the last part of Apollo’s 

oracle (1.6.2, n.: oracle).

31 Comparison with the other novels: the apparatus of dreams and oracles

Given this framework, a comparison with the other novelists helps us to understand 

where Xen’s originality lies. On the one hand, the other authors of the genre exploit 

more kinds and functions of prolepses: this emerges already in Char, in which, above 

all, there are ‘explicit narratorial prolepses’, which ‘provide a “formal reassurance” that 

what has just been told is not the end of the story’.188 Second, this author introduces an 

external actorial prolepsis, which concludes the novel (Char. 8.8.16) and, finally, 

‘statements by the narrator about the intentions of the gods’ are considerably more 

numerous.189

188 Morgan 2007b, 441.

189 See, e.g., Morgan 2007b, 443: ‘It is characteristic that the greatest number o f Char’s prolepses is 
associated in some form with divine activity’.
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On the other hand, Xen.’s originality lies in his combined use of oracle and dreams to 

offer prolepses which concern the end of the novel. In the novelistic corpus an 

‘apparatus of predictive devices’190 like this is exploited only by Hid., as Char, and 

Longus omit divine responses, while Ach. introduces only an oracle whose fulfilment is 

swift.

That said, the Aethiopica provides us with a somewhat more sophisticated proleptic 

system, which demonstrates Xen.’s approach to be more basic. Hld.’s originality lies in 

his insistent engagement of characters (and of the readers with them) in a game of 

interpretation of both oracles and dreams.

First, this technique already emerges in the oracle given by the Pythia in Delphi, which 

focuses like Xen.’s oracle on the whole plot. Immediately after its delivery, this 

response appears incomprehensible (2.36.1), so that Calasiris himself declares that 

Xpr|apoi yap Kai ovepoi xa noXAa xoi<; leAscn Kpivovxai (2.36.2). However, later in the 

text, when the priest is spending the night trying to interpret the oracle,191 he has a 

vision of Apollo and Artemis leading Theagenes and Charicleia by the hand. This 

provides him with an explanation of the oracle and, from this moment onwards, he tries 

to fulfil its message. First, he leads the protagonists to marriage; in 4.13.3 he even 

explains the oracle to Charicleia (Kai a pa i)7iepipvr|aKov xov xpqcrpov Kai o xi pouAoixo 

scppa^ov) and he leaves Delphi with them. Finally, the importance of this response for 

the whole novel is clarified by its occurrence at the end of the story, when each single 

element has become clear, as Charicles explicitly declares.192

On the other hand, the same approach becomes subtler with dreams, because Hid. 

emphasises the partiality or failure of the interpretative attempts made by the characters. 

This happens already in the first dream of the novel, in which Thyamis has a vision of 

Isis and Charicleia (1.18). His interpretation, which implies his sexual union with her, 

makes Hid. say: Kai xo pcv ovap xouxov ctppa^e xov xporcov ouxcoq auxcp xrj<; £7u0up(a<; 

£^r|youp8vr|<; (1.19.1). In addition, the apex of this freedom of interpretation is the 

concession given to the characters of a revision of their previous assessments. Our test 

case is again precious, since later in the text Thyamis, when he is in front of a marsh full

190 Morgan 2007c, 496.

191 Hid. 3.11.4: avitvoq xa xcpcota Sifjyov cm xfjq envrjq avco Kai k<xtco xr|V 7iepi xcov v e c o v  (ppovti6a 
axpecpcav Kai t o o  xpr)a(i°\} xa xeXevxaia xi apa Poutanxo avixvsnwv.

192 Hid. 10.41.2: ou yeyovoxog evOnpiov ton xpno nou t o o  e v  AcXquq o XapiK^fj^ e^apPave Kai xoi<; epyoiq 
PePaioupevov t o  nakai napa xoav Ostov 7rpoayop£V0ev r|i)picrK£v [...].
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of the blood of the battle, recalls his dream and interprets it as an anticipation of 

Charicleia’s death.193 Finally, it is surprising how the existence of false or different 

interpretations is not only an element of characterisation, but also it exerts an influence 

on the plot, since they ‘give rise to actions that in turn fulfil what the dream really 

foreshadowed’ (Bartsch 1989, 98). In our case, Thyamis is moved by it to pursue 

Charicleia’s love and this will lead him to hide her in a cave, from which the following 

step of the story originates.

As a result, while in the parallel construction of oracles and dream Xen. does more than 

Char., Longus and Ach., the comparison with Hid. does not allow us to call the proleptic 

system of the Eph. sophisticated.

41 Appendix: a note on Bierl’s interpretation

Bierl 2006 in his analysis of dreams suggests that ‘Xenophons fiktionale Erzahlung 

aufgrund ihrer imaginaren und onirischen Qualitat mit einer Traumsequenz in 

Beziehung zu setzen’.194 In his view this technique, which would characterises the text 

from 1.12.2 to 5.10.6-10, represents the whole of the protagonists’journey as an ‘Inner 

Reise’, 195 which is composed of three principles typical of our irrationality: 

‘ichdezentrierung, dissemination and Signifikantenkette’.196 The first emerges in the 

shared ‘conflict of emotions’ of the couple (1.9.1, n.: cksivto), which shows the lack of 

individual reactions while the second is suggested by the oracle, in which there is ‘der 

Sinnstreuung, die Eros bewirkt’.197 Within this dispersion, the protagonists as well as 

the readers are provoked to catch the different topics of the story through the 

‘Signifikantenkette’.198

In my opinion, this theory, like mine, has the merit of emphasising the existence in the 

Eph. of a subtle use of prolepses, which establishes different and not always transparent 

connections in the text. In this respect, his view can be taken as a partial answer to the 

epitome theory, because the emergence of a narrative control in the whole novel makes

193 Hid. 1.30.4: Kai rcpdq xa evavxia xcov 7tpoxepcov xf|v ovj/iv a\)V£paXX£v [...] .

194 Bierl 2006, 82.

195 Ibid.

196 Ibid., 85.

197 Bierl 2006, 87.

198 Ibid., 85.
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the hypothesis of its abridgment less plausible. Oracles and dreams, in fact, seem to 

occur at strategic points of the text and have many correspondences with other passages: 

the possibility that an epitome would preserve all these elements would require too 

attentive a epitomizer.

At the same time, Bierl’s (2006) interpretation of the journey as interior lacks evidence, 

because, as I will show in the Corymbus episode, Xen. seems to exploit the difference 

between the “phantastic” image of the dream and the concrete enemies which the 

protagonists have to face, like pirates and brigands. In addition, the language which 

describes their journey offers a framework of time and space, which betrays an interest 

in making the adventure real. Finally, his interpretation of the oracle according to which 

Apollo’s words find their fulfilment in the wedding night is not acceptable (1.6.2, n.: 

oracle, 9).

Overall, I have more sympathy with Bierl’s (2006) method and approach than with his 

final conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2: TIME IN THE EPHESIACA

n  Rhvthm

Like every narration, the Eph. is composed of “scenes”, in which ‘events are told in 

great detail and summaries’,199 which are characterised by ‘chronological arrangement, 

concentration on concrete facts [...] and a medium distance maintained throughout’.200 

Although, as Hagg argues, ‘it is very difficult to find the borderline between the two’,201 

in the first book scenes are more important. As the following list shows, ‘Xen. makes 

often things happen under readers’ eyes’:202

- 1.2.2-1.2.9: scene 1: description of the procession (number of details);

- 1.3.1-1.3.3: scene 2: falling in love of the protagonists (change of scene: temple);

- 1.3.4-1.5.1: scene 3: night of sufferings (direct speeches);

- 1.5.3-1.5.4: scene 4: second meeting at the temple (change of scene: temple);

- 1.8.1-1.9.9: scene 5: wedding night (change of scene: Habrocomes’ house and direct 

speeches);

- 1.10.4-1.11.1: scene 6: departure scene (number of details);

- 1.11.3-1.11.6: scene 7: oath (direct speeches);

- 1.12.1-1.12.2: scene 8: visit to Rhodes (number of details);

- 1.13.1-1.14.6: scene 9: Corymbus’ attack (number of details);

- 1.14.6-1-16.7: scene 10: the double erotic proposal to the protagonists (direct 

speeches).

This list confirms that in the first book a good deal of space is dedicated to scenes: this 

makes the basic rhythm of the narration slow and seems to invite the readers to focus 

not on the sequence of the events, but on the topics that are introduced.203 Interestingly, 

the presence of summaries characterises mostly the second part of the book.

199 De Jong 2007, 11.

200 H agg 1971,98.

201 Ibid., 87.

202 Liddel 1953, 57.

203 On the “reflective” value o f scenes, see Schissel 1909, 34, who focuses on the fourth Liebesnacht o f  
the protagonists: ‘die Liebesnacht die ihr vorausgehende Erzahlung [...] um kein neues Inhaltselement 
bereichert’.
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Overall, this priority of scenes over summaries in the first book constitutes an exception 

in the Eph.: throughout the whole novel the latter element is usually predominant and 

the pace of the narration is faster.204 This point is very important: as Xen. throughout his 

novel repeatedly introduces similar situations such as oaths, attacks on the protagonists 

and erotic proposals, rhythm seems to constitute the real difference between their first 

appearance and the following ones. In this respect, at the end of the novel there seems to 

be a return to the first book: in fact, in the protagonists’ dialogue in Rhodes and in 

Ephesus the rhythm slows down again.

In my opinion, the discovery of this pattern is significant, because it offers a new way to 

interpret the whole novel: the first book with its scenes has an exemplary value, because 

the readers would be helped by these richer passages to expand the content of those of 

the following books. In addition, it is interesting that, as the variation in the summaries 

proves, this change of rhythm happens before the end of the first book and coincides 

with the protagonists’ departure: as a result, the events in Ephesus are not described in 

the same way as the adventures outside of Ephesus.

Finally, in the first book, along with scenes and summaries there seems to be a third 

important element: a good number of sections is dedicated to the narratorial description 

of the protagonists’ emotions. Since there are eight paragraphs which perform this 

function (see 1.5.5, 1.5.9, 1.7.1, 1.7.4, 1.10.1-2, 1.11.1, 1.16.1), this feature must be 

considered as peculiar to this book and confirms Xen.’s interest in this topic.

2) Time

In the Eph. time scheme is generally ‘vague’ and its marking ‘stereotyped’ 205 As this 

feature is more evident in Xen. than in other novelists, we are dealing with another trait 

of his simplicity.

A first sign of this is his silence about internal chronological references: as Schissel 

1909, 58 suggests, the only suggestion of a time in the year might be given by the 

Ephesian feast for Artemis, since in the Greek world the celebration for the goddess

204 Schissel 1909, 46 similarly notes that the two Liebesnachten o f the fourth and the ninth chapter o f the 
first book gives the narration a frame which does not occur later in the novel. On the retrospective value 
o f Xenophon’s Liebesnachten, see also Schissel 1909, 8.

205 Hagg 1971,83.
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usually took place in March. However, the unlikely authenticity o f  this religious event 

makes this hypothesis speculative.

Then, Xen.’s lack o f  interest in a detailed chronology becomes evident in his constant 

use o f  “day and night”. Along with this pattern, Xen. also adopts more generic 

expressions o f time, as we discover from the following list:

- 1.3.4: 87C8i5f) eig imvov peoav: night A;

- 1.5.1: (bg 5e ripepa eyevexo: day B;206

- 1.5.2: xouxo 87ii tioAu eylvexo Kai nXeov ou8cv auxoig rjv: suspension;207

- 1 .8 .1:7tawuxlSe<; Ttyovxo and f|Koucrr|<; xrjg vuKxog: night B;

- 1.10.1: 87tsi5f| 5s f|p8pa eyevexo: day C;

- 1.10.3: xpovou 5e SieABovxog o^iyou: suspension;208

- 1.10.6: cog S’rjXBev f| xrjg ayaycoyfjg fjpepa: day D;

- 1.11.2: K<XKslvr|v psv xf|v f|pepav: mention o f  the day D;

- 1.11.2: 58i7cvo7coirjadp8Voi: reference to the lunch o f the day D;

- 1.11.2: vuKxog 87iiyivo|i8vr|g: night D;

- 1.12.1-2: day E;

- 1.12.3: oAayag f|p£pag ev xrj vf|acp pelvavxeg: suspension;209

- 1.12.3: K(XKeivr|V xe xf]v fjpepav Kai xrjv emouoav vuKxa ecpepovxo: day F and night F;

- 1.12.3: xfj 5e Ssuxspa: day G;

- 1.13.4: rjv pev 7iepi peaov fjfispag: midday o f  the day G;

- 1.14.6: Siavucavxeg f|pepaig xpiai xov TiXxmv: suspension.

Overall, this list reveals three important features o f  the Eph. First, the recurrent 

introduction o f  “suspensions” suggests that Xen. is often silent about the concrete 

connotations o f  the story and this feature fits well with his preference for imperfects 

instead o f aorists or historical presents at the beginning o f  the novel (1.1.1, n.: ouxog). 

Second, the occurrence in the first book o f  only six o f  the sixty days counted by Hagg 

confirms that in the first book the rhythm is generally slower than in those that follow. 

Finally, the fact that ten o f  the seventeen time indicators concern the protagonists’

206 I dediced to call this day “B”, because before the night A the action is set in the undefined time o f a 
day, which I would call “A”.

207 On the presence o f suspensions, see Schissel 1909, 57: ‘Die in ihm sich abspielenden Vorgange 
miissen langere, unbestimmte Zeit’.

208 Because o f this suspension, the night C is not described by Xenophon.

209 Because o f this suspension, the night E is not described by Xenophon.
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journey and their higher specificity (e.g. 1.13.4, n.: rjv pev Tiepi peoov f\p6pa<;) suggest 

that time becomes less vague at the beginning of the protagonists’ journey.210 This 

novelty, then, characterises the whole novel until the last scene in Ephesus, where Xen. 

introduces again three imperfects (5.15.3-4: 8irjyov, fjoav and Strjyev) instead of a 

detailed chronology.

In my opinion, if we combine rhythm and time, we might conclude that the events in 

Ephesus belong to a sort of atemporal framework, which contrasts with the temporal 

setting of the protagonists’ journey.211 Since the departure from Ephesus introduces 

Anthia and Habrocomes to the discovery of the hardship of reality, time with its 

concreteness seems to support this second element.

3) Simultaneity

Since symmetry between the protagonists is a typical feature of the Eph. (LI 5.3a2), it 

also affects the protagonists’ spatial arrangements212 and the narration of the events 

which shape the life of the couple. As a result, ‘the action switches between Anthia and 

Habrocomes more than thirty times’.213 While this is the general framework of the 

novel, the first book constitutes a partial exception: since the protagonists spend most of 

their time together, simultaneity is generally substituted by parallel structures, which 

underline that both Anthia and Habrocomes perform together the same actions.214 

Along with narratorial analepses (NA 1.1c), these are the expedients used by Xen. to 

describe the protagonists’ behaviour in the first book:

a) the repeated use of eic&TEpoq during the primary narration (see, e.g. 1.2.9, 1.3.4 [bis], 

1.5.9 [bis], 1.6.1, 1.9.1);

b) the rhetorical use of parallelisms with variations (see, e.g., 1.2.9);

210 On the more precise indication o f time in the second part o f the first book, see Schissel 1909, 9.

211 See Schissel 1909,47: ‘diese streng zeitliche Anreihung’.

2,2 See on this Konstan 2002, 9.

213 Morgan 2007a, 462.

2,4 On the special technique o f the first book, see Schissel 1909, 23, who states that ‘das paralleles Aufbau 
der Hand lung’ is ‘das Kompositionsprinzip speziell des rhetorisierenden I. b .\ The same scholar 
highlights the contrast which this notion produces with the other books: ‘Um einen Fortschritt zu erzielen, 
weicht daher in den spateren Buchem das Prinzip des Parallelismus dem eines nicht immer strengen 
Synchronismus’ (ibid. 26).
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c) the antithesis pev [...] 8s (see the following sentence of 1.5.1: psi pev [...] fisi 5s [...]), 

which is already Homeric;215

d) the use of adverbial expressions such as sv xouxcp (1.10.7 and 1.14.4; see also sv 

xouxcp xcp XPOvcP in 1-16.1).

As however, Morgan notes, with each of these four techniques ‘the simultaneity is only 

between the last sentence or so of the first section and the opening of the new one’.216 In 

addition, the last category, which would be the most used in a context like this, is 

extremely rare. As a result, the episodes or the action ‘are conceived as successive and 

in chronological order rather than simultaneous with temporal backtracking at 

transitions’.217 Given this framework, there are really few cases of simultaneity in the 

first book and in the commentary I will focus on these exceptions (1.5.1, n.: xauxa and 

1.13.1-4, n.: gxuxpv).

215 On this, see De Jong 2007b, 31.

2.6 Ibid., 464.

2.7 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 3: THE DIRECT SPEECHES OF THE 

EPHESIACA

As the fourth chapter of the first book clearly shows, Xen. is keen on introducing direct 

speeches in his novel. This decision is original: as Morgan argues, ‘in contrast to 

Chariton, the narrator of our novel is often content to let the characters speak for 

themselves: roughly two-thirds of the text can be classified as showing rather than 

telling’.218 This attitude is a clear proof of Xen.’s interest in emotions.

On the one hand, in the whole novelistic genre, as Crismani 1997 argues, direct 

speeches support the dramatic effect of the texts and give significant insights into the 

personality of the characters. This is particularly true and evident in laments, the most 

popular form of direct speeches in the novels. Birchall in his analysis of them supports 

this conclusion by showing that laments are similar to the rhetorical exercises 

ethopoiiai, whose purpose was to ‘portray the character and the feelings of the 

speaker’.219

On the other hand, since in the Eph. direct characterisation is avoided, the role of direct 

speeches in this text becomes even more marked. It is for this reason that I decided to 

dedicate this third chapter to their analysis. Leaving aside the already explored analeptic 

and proleptic values that concern some of them, I will now focus on their form and 

distribution throughout the Eph.

1) The forms of direct speeches in the Ephesiaca

For sake of clarity, I will divide the direct speeches into the categories of “dialogues” 

and “monologues”. The former class begins with “simple dialogues”, in which the 

distribution of the speech between the speakers is equal. Conversely, the introduction of 

more specific situations create more unbalanced dialogues with more peculiar styles and 

purposes, such as “proposals”, “threats”, “consolations” and “wishes”.

Within this framework, a special role is played by the so-called “dialogues in 

movement” (NA 4), whose speakers belong to two different parts of the scene. Finally, I

218 Morgan 2004a, 491.

2,9 Birchall 1996, 2.
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will also include in the “dialogues” the “stories” told by secondary narrators, on whose 

interactive function I have already focused in the previous chapter.

Unlike the dialogues, the classification of the monologues is simpler, since Xen. simply 

introduces “exclamations”, “laments”, “prayers” and “oaths”. Since the second are the 

most popular novelistic form of speeches, I will adopt here a more detailed 

classification: while some focus on characters’ feelings (see the subheading 

“sentimental”), they can also contain either ‘un colloquio con se stessi e la decisione 

oggettivata’220 taken by a character before starting an action, or be a reminder of one or 

more past events. Thus, I will define the second type “reflexive-deliberative”,221 while 

the third “summaries”.222

2i Dialogues in the Ephesiaca'. a list 

2a) Simple dialogues

- 1.9.2-3; 4-5; 7-8: Habrocomes and Anthia on the wedding night.

-1.11.3-4, 5: Anthia and Habrocomes on the ship.

- 2.1.2-4, 5-6: Anthia and Habrocomes after the first rivals’ proposal.

-5.10.10: Leucon and Habrocomes in Rhodes.

- 5.14.1-4: Anthia and Habrocomes in Rhodes.

2b) “Proposals” with possible “answers”

- 1.16.3-5: Euxinus to Habrocomes on behalf of Corymbus and 1.16.6: Habrocomes’ 

answer.

- 2.10.2: Apsyrtus to Habrocomes and 2.10.3: Habrocomes’ answer.

- 2.11.7: Lampo to Anthia and 2.11.8: Anthia’s answer.

- 2.14.2-3: Hippothous to Habrocomes.

- 3.2.15: Hippothous to Habrocomes.

2c) “Threats” with possible “decisions”

220 Ferrini 1990, 79.

221 See ‘monologhi deliberativi’ in Fusillo 1989, 37, n. 48.

222 See ‘monologhi riassuntivi dell’intreccio’ in ibid.
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- 2.3.5 and 2.3.7-8: Manto’s threat to Rhode and Rhode’s communication of it to 

Leucon (indirect; see ibid. lament); 2.6.5: Leucon’s decision.

-2.4.1-2: Leucon’s communication of Manto’s threat to Habrocomes; 2.4.3-4: 

Habrocomes’ decision.

- 2.6.1: Apsyrtus to Habrocomes and 2.6.5: Apsyrtus to Anthia.

- 3.11.5: Anthia to Psammis.

- 5.5.3-4: Rhenaea to Anthia.

2d) “Dialogues in movement”

1.10.9: Ephesians and protagonists’ crew.

1.14.3: Protagonists and their dying servants.

2e) “Consolations” with possible “answers”

5.9.6: Hippothous to Anthia and 5.9.7-8: Anthia’s answer.

5.12.5: Leucon and Rhode to Anthia.

2f) “Wishes”

1.10.10: Megamedes to the protagonists.

2g) “Stories” with possible “reactions”

-3.1.1-14: Hippothous to Habrocomes.

- 3.3.3-5: Hippothous to Habrocomes and 3.3.5-6: Habrocomes’ reaction.

- 3.9.4-6; 8: Chrysion’s story to Hippothous and Habrocomes, 3.9.6: Hippothous’ 

reaction and 3.9.7, 3.10.2-3: Habrocomes’ reaction (see also ibid. lament).

- 5.1.4-11: Aegialeus to Habrocomes and 5.1.12-13 Habrocomes’ reaction (see also 

5.1.13: Habrocomes’ prayer to Apollo).

- 5.7.6-9: Anthia’s ghost story.

3) Monologues in the Ephesiaca; a list

3 a) Exclamations

- 1.2.8-9: Ephesians’ exclamation on Habrocomes’ beauty.
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- 1.2.9: Ephesians’ exclamation on the protagonists’ marriage.

- 4.2.10: Egyptian governor on N ile’s miracle.

- 4.5.3: Anthia in the pit.

- 5.13.3: Rhodians’ reaction to protagonists’ reunion.

3b) “Laments”:

“Sentimental ”

- 2.8.1: Habrocomes when Anthia leaves his prison (sicLaiev).

- 2.11.4-5: Anthia to the goatherd (see esp. 2.11.4: aveKcbicuae is  Kai avcoSbpExo).

- 3.3.2: Hippothous shares with Habrocomes a lament about Hyperanthes’ death 

(<juvavsOpf|vr|a£v).

- 3.7.2-3: Perilaus about Anthia’s Scheintod (3.7.2: if)v £a0rjxa 7iepippr|^dpsvo<;, 

87ci7isad)v tcd acbpaxi, 3.7.3: 'O pcv xoiauxa eOpfjvei).

- 3.8.6-7: Anthia after having been kidnapped by the brigands (3.8.6: Oprjvouaa Kai 

65upopevr)).

- 4.6.6-7: Anthia in the ditch with dogs (4.6.7: xauxa ekeye Kai £7t£0pf|V£i ouvexox;).

- 5.8.3-4: Habrocomes in the quarry (5.8.3: nokkctKiq KaxoSupopEVoq xf)v auxou xbxqv).

-5.10.8: Habrocomes in Rhodes in front o f the stele (peya avcoSupexo, “& 7ravxa”

ekeyev “eycb Sooxoxnq [...] ).

“Reflexive and deliberative ”

- 1.4.1-3: Habrocomes after having fallen in love (1.4.1: cpd) poi xcov KaKcov, £cprj, xi 

7t£7iov0a 6uaxuxf|<;;).

- 1.4.6-7: Anthia after having fallen in love (1.4.6: xi co 8uaxuxfj<; 7i£7iov0a;).

- 2.3.7-8: Rhode to Leucon about Manto’s passion (2.3.7: cb Aeukcov dTCoLcbLopcv 

xeke&q- and 2.3.8: okottei xoivuv xi 5eT 7ioi£iv).

- 2.10.3: Habrocomes after Apsyrtus’ offerings (xi 8e ELEuOcpiaq £poi; [...] ekeivtiv [...] 

eupoipi; this is not a lament, but only a reflection).

-2.11.2: Manto after the discovery o f her husband’s love for Anthia (7raacov 

5uoTu%£axaxr| yuvauccov £ycb).

- 3.5.2-4: Anthia before being married to Perilaus (3.5.1: £7tau£xo 8e ouxe vuKxcop ouxe 

p£0’fip£pav SaKpuouaa).

- 3.6.2-3: Anthia before being married to Perilaus (3.6.2: q 5e avcoSupexo Kai £5aKpu£v).



- 3.8.1-2: Anthia after the discovery o f  poison’s ineffectiveness (3.8.1: crxeva^aoa Kai 

SaKpdaaoa).

- 3.10.2-3: Habrocomes after Anthia’s Scheintod: (3.10.1: p£ydtao<; dvco86p£xo, 3.10.3: 

xauxa eXsyev oftupopevoq).

- 5.7.1.2: Anthia in the brothel (peyaAa avaKcoicuaaoa “Oeu jioi xcov KaKcbv [...]”).

- 5.8.7-9: Anthia after her nightmare (5.8.7: avsOope te Kai av£0pr|vr|cj£).

- 5.9.5: Hippothous reflects upon the just-recognised Anthia (see esp. ibid. noTlh rcpoq 

aauxov aXoyi^Exo: this is the only “reflexive-monologue” where the lament is missing).

- 5.10.4-5: Habrocomes while approaching Ephesus (5.10.4: dvaax£vd^a<;).

“Summaries ”

- 5.5.5: Anthia in the brothel (icXaiouGa Kai o8upop£vr|).

3c) “Prayers”

“Prayers to gods

- 1.4.4-5: Habrocomes to Eros (1.4.4: v£viicr|Ka<; ’"Epcô  and 1.4.5. iK£xr|v e%e Ka<i> 

acoaov [...]);

-2.11.8: Anthia to gods and Artemis (0£oi Kai Apxepi ;caxpcpa [...] apeiyaoGe).

- 4.2.4-5: Habrocomes to the god Nilus (4.2.4: o 8e <X7topA£yac; ei<; xov rjXiov Kai xo 

pEupa i8cbv xou N eiXou “cb 0£d>v cpiXavOpcoTtoxaxE [...]” and 4.2.6: xauxa r|u£axo).

- 4.3.3-4: Anthia to Isis (4.3.3: rpixExo xrj ’la iS i axaaa npo xou ifipou- “cb p£yiaxr| 0£(5v  

[...]” and 4.3.5: xauxa euxexo).

- 5.1.13: Habrocomes to Apollo (cb xa rcavxcov f|piv A 710XX0 V xpf|aa<; xaXErccbxaxa, 

oiKxeipov [...]);

- 5.4.6: Anthia to Isis (£7ti xo xfjq "IaiSoc; ispov spxsxai Kai ikexic; yEvopEvrj “au ps” eucev 

“cb 8£07ioiva Aiyu7ixou [...]”).

- 5.4.10-11: Anthia to Apis (5.4.10 EXOouoa 5f) Kai f| AvOia 7ipoa7il7tx£i xcd A^iSi- “cb 

Oecdv ecpr| cpiXav0pco7toxax£ [...]” and 5.4.11: Eircouaa Kai KaxaSapuaaaa Ê rjEi xou 

i£pou).

- 5.11.4: Anthia to Helios (cb xa ndvxcov £cpr|0 £v av0pd)7rcov Ecpopcbv "HXie, povryv £p£ 

xf)v 5uaxuxfj rcapEXOcbv and 5.11.5: xauxa Dxys Kai rcoXXa £7i£8dKpu£).

- 5.13.4: Anthia and Habrocomes together to Isis (ibid. ooi a> pEylaxr) 0£a [...] x&Plv 

oiSapEv).
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“Prayers to human beings ’’

- 1.13.6: Anthia and Habrocomes to Euxinus (SecrctoTa [...] cpetaai).

- 1.14.4-5: Habrocomes’ old tutor to his pupil (1.14.4: it p£ KaiaX£i7i£iq, xekvov and 

1.14.5: ai>x6<; arcoKXEivov pc).

- 1.16.6: Habrocomes to Euxinus (£7uxp£\|/ov, Seanoza).

- 2.4.1-2: Leucon to the protagonists (2.4.1: xi 7roiobp£v, ouvxpocpoi; and 2.4.2: acooov 

ppaq).

- 2.4.5-6: Anthia to Habrocomes (2.4.5: 5£opou oou, [...] pf) 7tpo8q><; £am6v[...]).

- 2.5.6-7: Manto to Apsyrtus (2.5.5: oiKTEipov [...] nazep. [...] In  [...] £io7ipa£,ai [...]).

- 2.11.5: Anthia to the goatherd (aXXa Scoped coo, Aarcpcov ai7toX£, [...] 0a\|/ov).

- 3.3.5-6: Habrocomes to Hippothous (3.3.5: 'InnoQoe and 3.3.6: pf| p£ ekcov d5iKf|crp<; 

[...]).

- 3.5.7-8: Anthia to Eudoxus (3.5.7: ox> xoivnv por|0o<; f)piv y£vou [...]).

- 3.6.5: Anthia to Habrocomes (cb cpiX.xaxri Appoicopou yuxn, [...] 5£%o\) p£ [...]).

- 3.8.4-5: Anthia to brigands (3.8.4: otv5p£<; [...] xov Koapov [...] Kopî £X£ [...]).

- 5.5.6: Anthia to Clytus (aXX’, cb becnoza [...] pf| p£ £^’£K£lvr|v xf]v xipcoplav 

7ipoaydyri<;).

3d) “Oaths”

- 2.7.5: Anthia’s promise to Habrocomes.

4) A key role in the transmission of the message of the novel

Although this classification is intended to be as precise as possible, there are inevitable

overlaps between the different forms: for example, the first part of Anthia’s speech to

the goatherd has been classified as a “sentimental lament” and the second as a

“prayer” (2.11.4-5). Analogously, Anthia’s lament in the brothel (5.7.2), which has been

defined as “reflexive and deliberative”, contains also a recapitulation of the story and,

thus, it suits also the label of “summary lament”. On the other hand, it is interesting that

the “simple dialogues” seem to be a mere juxtaposition of the same kind of speeches

which are monologues in the Eph. A case in point is the dialogue of the eleventh

chapter, which is composed of two “oaths”. The reason for this is that ancient Greeks

did not draw a clear distinction between “monologues” and “dialogues” and never
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emphasised the solitude of the speaker. That said, there are two “stories” which 

constitute exceptions because of their content and function: as many scholars note223, 

Hippothous’ first account to Habrocomes (3.2.1-14) and Aegialeus’ one to Habrocomes 

(5.1.4-11) appear to be so close to the protagonists’ story that they constitute a parallel 

with them and seem to play an educative role for Habrocomes. For this reason, Morgan 

2007a, argue that they ‘function more clearly as didactic analogies’.224 

Given this formal analysis, I would like to stress how three of the four dialogues 

between the protagonists occur in the first part of the novel and, if we consider also the 

protagonists’ first monologues, three chapters of the first book are almost entirely 

dedicated to their conversation. In addition, Euxinus’ proposal to Habrocomes is 

certainly the longest one of the novel and it is immediately followed by a indirect 

speech, which seems to establish a device which will become more frequent in the 

following books (1.16.7 n.: o 5s KopupPoq).

Overall, the existence of this pattern confirms our analysis of the rhythm of the novel 

(NA 2.1) and the aforementioned exemplary value seems to concern particularly direct 

speeches. Although the rest of novel contains a similar number of speeches, with the 

sole exception of the fourth book, their form does not vary. For this reason, our author 

seems to display his rhetorical abilities at the beginning of this work: this confirms that 

the first book is important to understand the whole novel (AIM).

Finally, throughout the whole novel, there are two other episodes in which the number 

of direct speeches increases: Perilaus’ episode, with its three prayers (3.5.7-8. 3.6.5 and 

3.8.4-5) and six laments (3.5.2-4, 3.6.2-3, 3.7.2-3, 3.8.1-2, 3.8.6-7 and 3.10.2-3), and 

the last book. Since Perilaus’ episode makes Anthia reflect deeply upon her conjugal 

fidelity and at the end of the novel the same happens in the brothel and in Rhodes, this 

confirms how direct speeches play an important role in conveying the message of the 

novel.

5) A focus on the protagonists’ speeches: a first suggestion of Anthia’s leadership in 

the couple

223 On Hippothous’ story, see Schmeling 1980, 54: ‘Xenophon pictures the troubles o f Hippothous and
Hyperanthes as a love affair very much like Anthia’s and Habrocomes’.

224 Morgan 2004a, 491.
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DIALOGUES
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m a d e TOTAL

A 2/5 1/5 1,5/4 1/4 1/2 0,5/1 0/5 1/5 8/31

H 2,5/5 4/5 1,5/4 0/4 1/2 0,5/1 3,5/5 0/5 13/31

MONOLOGUES

EXCL
m a d e

LAM
s e n t i

m

LAM
ref-d e l

LAM
s u m

m

PRAY
d iv in e

PRAY
h u m a n

OATH TOTAL

A 1/5 3/8 6/13 1/1 5,5/9 6,5/11 1/1 24/48

H 0/5 3,5/8 4/13 0/1 3,5/9 2,5/11 0/1 14/48

Although these tables do not count the effective length of each direct speech, it is 

interesting to note that a high percentage of the speeches of the Eph. is delivered by and 

addressed to the protagonists. Out o f  a total of 79 monologues and dialogues, only 20 

concern other characters. These numbers confirm that Xen. focuses his story on Anthia 

and Habrocomes and suggest that direct speeches play an important role in their 

characterization.

Also, we can see that Anthia and Habrocomes share almost the same number o f  

speeches, 32 against 27. However, a subtler difference emerges if we look at the nature 

of  the different monologues and dialogues: Anthia, unlike Habrocomes, is more a 

speaker than a listener and she exploits a variety of speeches. This lack of balance 

introduces for the first time the hypothesis that Anthia might have a more active role 

through the whole novel (LI 5.2c).
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CHAPTER 4: MIMETIC AND THEATRICAL 

LANGUAGE

While in the previous chapters I have explored how Xen.’s interest in emotions involves 

different devices, in this last one of the section I will focus on the most evident sign of 

this attitude. As Lalanne argues in her analysis of theatricality in the Greek novels, 

‘Xenophon d’Ephese recourt pour sa part plus volontiers aux multiplex artifices que 

peut offrir le spectaculaire’.225 In my opinion, this statement is true and particularly suits 

the first book because of the higher number of scenes described by Xen. (NA 2.1V In 

this analysis, I will move from the simplest to the most sophisticated techniques.

1) Theatrical gestures and laments

A first feature which occurs repeatedly in the text is theatrical body language, which 

characterises the protagonists when they pronounce their laments (e.g.: 1.4.1, n.: 

Xapcbv). Its repetition, which is stressed by the adoption of formulae, makes this device 

a simple marker of laments (NA 3) and contributes to their tragic tone.

2̂  Description of extraordinary events

In the fourteenth chapter of the first book the fire of the ship appears to be the first cruel 

event of the novel and it can be compared with other ‘scenes de theatre macabres’,226 

such as the ‘torture ou cruficixion d’Habrocomes’ (Eph. 2.6.2-4 and 4.2.2-7), the 

‘sacrifice d’Anthia a Ares’ (Xen. 2.13.1-3), the ‘enfermement d’Anthia dans une 

caveme et tentative de viol’ (Xen. 4.5.1-6) and the ‘explosion de fureur de 

Rhenaea’ (Xen. 5.5.2-4).227 Overall, the main reason for this insistence seems to be 

mostly Xen.’s desire to hold the attention of the readers. This seems to be suggested by 

the author himself, when in the first book he explicitly comments on the fire by saying: 

rjv 5e xo Gsapa sXcsivov (1.14.2). A similar statement occurs also during the death of the

225 Lalanne 1998, 5.

226 Ibid., 13.

227 Ibid.
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old tutor (1.14.4-5, n.: o ipotpcuq)228 and again in relation to Habrocomes’ torture (see

2.6.4). In addition, the narrator seems to also to use spectacle to place an emphasis on 

the developing hardship which the protagonists have to undergo and this is clear in the 

episodes set in Egypt and which concern the male protagonist.

31 “Conflicts of emotions”

With this label Fusillo describes a technique typical of the Greek novels, according to 

which his authors ‘often describe the state of emotions of a single character or of a 

group of people as the result of a conflict between a series of feelings, usually listed in a 

cumulative manner’.229 From a stylistic perspective, the syntactical construction most 

adopted is the asyndeton, which since Classical prose ‘coexists with the tendency to 

abstract expressions’230 and, within this framework, Fusillo points out how Xen. ‘uses 

this xo7io<; in its purest form’ 231

As I will shortly argue, this conclusion is only partially true. For instance, it certainly 

suits well the last ‘conflict of emotion’ of the novel: after the protagonists’ reunion in 

Rhodes, the list of nouns which describes Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ feelings lacks 

depth, since it is composed of five obvious reactions.232 Conversely, there is a passage 

in the first book which, although it similarly concerns the protagonists (1.9.1), serves 

the purpose of characterising the protagonists, where their past shame is opposed to 

their present joy (n.: s k e iv t o ) .  The same aim concerns the rich list of emotions in 1.11.1 

(NA 1.1a and n.: 7toX,X,a ewouvisi;): although this passage technically is a 

“psychological recapitulation” and not a “conflict of emotions”, because it does not 

contain opposite feelings, it emphasises the emotions shared by the protagonists and, 

thus, it is clearly linked to that at the beginning of the wedding night.

228 On the emotional value o f this episode, see Schissel 1909, 16, where the tutor is defined as ‘eine in der 
Okonomie des Romanes unberechtigte Figur’, whose aim is to give the readers ‘eine die momentane 
Seerauberepisode riihrselig beleuchtende Oration’ (ibid.). Further, the request for pity is a pattern typical 
o f the Second Sophistic environment, as Philostratus shows in the Life o f  Apollonius, where the 
philosopher asks Scopelian to be ready to move the Eretrians to the same feeling (on this parallel, see 
Schissel 1909 17 andPhilostr. VA 1.23.3).

229 Fusillo 1999, 64.

230 Fusillo 1999, 65.

231 Ibid., 72.

232 5.13.3: f|5ovf), X67rq, (poPoq, f| xcov 7ipoxepov pvf|pr|, t o  xcov  pcXXovxcov htoq.
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As a result, I would conclude that these “conflicts”, when ascribed to the protagonists, 

become part of the characterization of the protagonists rather than being a mechanical 

list of feelings. In addition, the fact itself that this 107101; refers to the couple as a whole 

also supports the construction of the protagonists’ union and symmetry.

Finally, another conflict which in the Eph. has a peculiarity occurs in the third book, 

when the narrator describes the turmoil which happens in Perilaus’ house after Anthia’s 

Scheintod: Bopupo; ts  nokhq xcov Kara xf|v oiidav qv Kai 7ta0r| ooppiyfj, oipcoyf), (popo;, 

8K7iX,T]̂ i<; (3.7.1). This passage is significant, because it involves a collective audience 

and, since this reaction immediately follows the discovery of Anthia’s body, with this 

Xen. gives a theatrical effect to the whole episode. This links our author with the other 

novelists, in which there are more occurrences of the xo7io<; which ‘implies a group of 

characters and assumes more theatrical dimension’.233 As a result, we can see that Xen. 

enjoys variating this X0710;.

That being said, there are also nuances that are not introduced in the Eph.: Xen. is not 

interested as Ach. in pseudo-scientific theories.234 Furthermore, as Repath 2007 shows, 

again Ach. and Hid. address psychological issues through the help of the Platonic 

divisions of the soul, but Xen., like Chariton, is extraneous to this philosophical 

classification. This is certainly a trait of our author’s simplicity.

4) Audiences; crowd and protagonists

In the Eph. Xen. often introduces the events through the eyes of different crowds. The 

high frequency in the first book seems to draw a great distinction between public and 

private scenes: the first chapter in which crowds are not mentioned is the third, which 

focuses on the protagonists’ falling in love and, from there onwards, the life of Anthia 

and Habrocomes alternates periods of “privacy” and periods when other characters look 

at them.

More precisely, these are the passage where the crowd enters the action of the novel in 

the first book:

- 1.1.3, n.: Tcpoastxov, b: the Ephesians worship Habrocomes as a god;

- 1.2.7, n.: 87ti xou xepsvooc;: the Ephesians worship Anthia as a god;

233 Fusillo 1999, 67.

234 Ibid., 73.
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- 1.2.9, n.: f) 7repi aAAf|AxDV [...] So^a: the Ephesians create the fame of marriage.

In each of these cases, the involvement of the crowd creates a mimetic image, since the 

real readers are invited to have the same reaction as the Ephesians. In addition, in the 

third listed passage the Ephesians play a more active role than in the other ones, since 

they move the plot, inducing the protagonists’ desire for meeting each other. Since this 

case is a one-off in the Eph., Xen.’s use of the crowd can be considered basic: the Eph. 

does not contain anything comparable to Hld.‘s initial identification between the reader 

and the bandits (see Morgan 1991, 85-90 on the narrative role of novelistic crowds).. 

That said, it is interesting that after the Tyrian greeting of Anthia and Habrocomes 

(2.2.4) the crowd fades away and the intimate dimension acquires more importance. 

This trajectory finds its completion in the last book of the novel, where Habrocomes and 

Anthia become the real ‘audience’ of the novel: to begin with, the former’s desperate 

reaction to Aegialeus’ story (5.1.12) plays an important role, because it is the only case 

in the novel in which a protagonist’s reaction offers a clue which is needed to interpret 

this dramatic account. Without this, the fisherman’s account would have been difficult 

to judge, because of the strange love with the mummy. Finally, in the last dialogue in 

Rhodes both protagonists become literally the audience of the novel, since they tell each 

other all their misadventures. As I have already suggested (NA 1.1b), this produces a 

contrast with the public audiences which characterise the end of Char.’s and Hld.’s 

novels and might suggest that Xen. has a private readership in his mind.

Within this evolutionary pattern, there is only an exception, which occurs when in 

Rhodes the inhabitants celebrate the protagonists’ reunion (5.13.3). However, this 

passage seems to play just a structural role: as Schissel 1909, 31 suggests, this 

intervention of the crowd highlights the ‘vollig Paritat’ of the protagonists and, since the 

same effect is provoked by the Ephesians at the beginning of the novel, with their 

identical consideration of the protagonists like gods, here we are dealing with another 

sign of the Ringkomposition which characterises the Ephesiaca and originates from the 

median position of the protagonists’journey in the narrative.

51 “Dialogues in movement”

The last dramatic technique of the Eph. is the apex of Xen.’s use of theatricality: in two 

episodes of the first book our author introduces a dialogue which involves two groups 

of speakers, one of which is moving far from the other. In order to create a mimetic
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scene, Xen. insists on shifting the points of view of the action, so that the readers 

continually have to turn their attention from one speaker to the other. The effect is the 

creation of a dramatic scene, which fits very well into the context in which it is 

introduced. Both situations, in fact, contain a farewell: in the first case the protagonists 

are departing from Ephesus (1.10.9-10, n.: por) 8s), while in the second they are moving 

away from their ship, which is burning because of Corymbus’ fire (1.14.2-3, n.: oi psv 

steyov). Interestingly, both these passages explore the same topic, as they symbolise the 

protagonists’ separation from their homeland.

The importance of this technique is increased by the difficulty of finding a parallel 

among the other novelists. One is suggested by the use of the adjective e^aicooaxov, 

which Xen. introduces in the tenth chapter to stress that Megamedes’ words were heard 

by the people on the ship (1.10.10). Also Hid., who is considered the master of 

theatricality, adopts the same word in two of his five passages where different audiences 

of the novel interact. In the first, the inhabitants of Syene cry loudly in order to be heard 

by enemies (9.5.1), while in the second Charicleia speaks similarly to attract King 

Hydaspes’ attention (10.11.3). Conversely, in the other three passages the addressee of 

the sound is more generic (cf. 9.3.5, 9.27.1 and 10.35.1).

A possible parallel to this theatrical scene might also be found in Char. 8.6.10, where in 

the Syracusan harbour a mixture of the voices which come from the land and from the 

sea is heard; however, the technique is here less sophisticated, since no direct speech is 

involved.

Conclusion; Xenophon’s focus on the spectacular

That said, unlike the other novelists, our author does not introduce expressions which 

belong to the language of the theatre, apart from Hippothous’ definition of his love story 

as 7ioAA,f|v e/ovxa xpaycpSiav (3.1.3). This confirms that Xen. is more interested in 

spectacle than in recalling Classical tragedy. For this reason, Xen. seems to go against 

the tendency of the genre: as Lalanne argues, ‘les cinq romans se conforment-ils aussi 

bien a la definition aristotelicienne de la tragedie qu’a une conception plus modeme de 

la theatralite prenant davantage en compte la mise en scene et, en regie generate, la 

dimension du spectaculaire’.235

In conclusion, Xen.’s focus on emotions really has its own peculiarity.

235 See on this again Lalanne 1998, 6.
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SECTION 3:

IJTERARY INTERPRETATION OF THE

TEXT

This section of the introduction is the most significant, because it offers the main 

interpretation of the whole novel. As I have already suggested in the introduction 

(AIM), Xen. uses intertextuality and intratextuality to convey the message of his text. 

Since both these devices play an important role in the Eph., in this section I will focus 

on each of them in sequence. That said, I am aware that any attempt to draw a 

distinction might result in being artificial. However, I decided to do this for the sake of 

clarity. For the same reason in the first five chapters, which address the issue of 

intratextuality, I will include intertexuality within the genre and I will mention those 

models that are necessary for the comprehension of the passages of the novel. I hope in 

this way to show how the Eph. is carefully constructed by Xen. and I also invite the 

readers to guess the presence of the other intertexts which are presented in the sixth, 

seventh and eighth chapters.

CHAPTER 1: THE WORLD OF THE EPHESIACA

IIA  world divided into two societies

As Capra argues, ‘Xenophon of Ephesus is notorious for overwhelming his readers with 

both geographical and personal names’236 and, thus, he introduces many places in his 

novel. While this pattern often leaves the readers with the impression of an imprecise 

framework, it also suggests a deeper point: Xen. is not interested in detailed 

descriptions, but in offering a bipartite vision of the world in which a civilised society is 

opposed to an uncivilised one. This distinction starts from the existence in the Eph. of 

two kinds of cities. On the one hand, Xen. introduces 7toX£i<; in which entire populations

236 Capra 2007/2008, 1.
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live and share the religious life, praying and making offerings in public shrines. On the 

other hand, there are other cities which house neither public events nor institutions.237 

Each of these is merely inhabited by a family which exercises its authority over people 

who are subjected like slaves. In addition, in this second category most of the actions 

are set in the countryside near the urban centres.238

Although the first model clearly echoes what a Greek city was like, the reason for this 

division is neither geographical nor cultural, but is focused on the protagonists: the 

civilised society is the one where the protagonists live together, while the uncivilised is 

where they face different perils alone. For this reason, the first appears to be the good 

and ideal society, while the second the bad and closer to reality.239 In the following 

paragraphs I will look more carefully at the characteristics of the two societies. Finally, 

I dedicate the fifth chapter to the study of the society which is introduced at the end of 

the novel, which shows the final ideal of Xen. ’s text.

2) Civilised society: examples and main features

Without any doubt, Ephesus and Rhodes are the clearest representations of the civilised 

society: in the former the temple of Artemis, although distant from the city, is its virtual 

centre, since it is mentioned five times (1.2.2, n.: xfjc; Apxepibcx;, 1.2.7, 1.3.1, 1.5.3 and 

5.15.2) and the last occurrence is just before the end of the novel, where Anthia and 

Habrocomes offer the goddess an inscription which contains the account of their 

misadventures. In addition, along with the great procession, collective sacrifices to the 

goddess are constantly repeated (cf. 1.3.1, 1.8.1, 1.10.5) and, moreover, the whole 

population takes part in the celebration of the protagonists’ wedding (1.7.3, n.: pecrcr], 

and 1.8.1) as well as in their departure (1.10.4-10, n.: 7tape<JK8\)a^exo). Finally, the 

narrator also introduces another holy temple, that of Apollo in Colophon, as part of the 

Ephesian territory, where the protagonists’ parents request the help of the god (1.6.1, n.: 

to iepov). Religious and public gatherings also characterise Rhodes, since the whole 

population welcomes the protagonists with an eopxf] (1.12.2 n.: xqv eopxf|v) and then 

the protagonists make an offering to Helios (1.12.2, n.: oi ^eivoi). As a result, Ephesus

237 On this point, see Scarcella 1996, 244: ‘There is no portrayal o f politics and administrations’.

238 For this reason, it assumes some connotations of what Said calls ‘rural’ society, although the presence 
o f cities does not allow us to accept this definition.

239 On this distinction, see Alvares 1995, 397, who identifies the existence of a ‘locus eroticus insulated 
by wealth, fine breeding and the favours o f  the gods’ and of ‘a world [...] in which violence dominates’.
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and Rhodes are introduced as the environment in which the protagonists’ relationship 

grows: for this reason, we are dealing with an idealistic representation.

Finally, Ephesus is introduced as a rich city and wealth is mostly focused on the male 

protagonist: from the first lines we are told that Habrocomes belongs to one of the 

richest and noblest families of this city (1.1.1, n.: dvrjp) and the richness of the marriage 

ceremony (1.7.3, n.: peaif)) and of the canopy confirm this representation (1.8.2-3, n.: 

the only ekphrasis). Conversely, the only indication of wealth referring to Anthia is her 

Xixoov dtan>pyf|<; (1.2.6, n.). This status of the couple fits well into the traditional image 

of Ionia as a land of luxury. Athenaeus gives a clear proof of this, when he introduces 

the Ephesians in the list of luxurious peoples:240 their ipi)(pf| clearly emerges in the work 

On the temple o f  Ephesus written by Democritus of Ephesus, who describes local 

garments which interestingly include Persian and golden clothes. More generally, the 

whole of ’I©via is labelled through Callias’ expression xpucpepd xai KaM.iipa7i£^o<;.241 

Finally, this feature might be extended to Rhodes, because the protagonists dedicate to 

Helios a golden panoply (1.12.2, n.: oi ^sivoi), but the silence on its origin does not 

allow us to draw a definite conclusion. As a result, prosperity is part of Xen.’s civilised 

society. That being said, however, this element is not emphasised, because, as the 

marriage shows, Ephesus is less rich than other novelistic cities and especially than 

Char.’s Syracuse (1.7.3, n.: p£<rcf|, c).

Overall, this portrait of the civilised society also concerns Samos, Perinthus and Sparta: 

religion characterises the first (1.11.2: rr|v rf|<; "Hpa<; ispav vrjaov), while public feasts 

the other two (cf. 3.2.3: £opxrj<; £7tix©ploo xai 7iawi>xl5o<; and 5.1.5: rcawuxiSoq). In 

addition, Perinthus has a gymnasium (3.2.1: ev  yupvaoioK;), while in Sparta Aegialeus, 

like Habrocomes, belongs to the group of ephebes: both elements enrich the structure of 

the society (cf. 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 with 1.2.2). Finally, both Perinthus and Sparta include 

rich families (cf. 3.2.1 and 5.1.4). Their inclusion confirms the distinction drawn by 

Xen.: while in Samos the protagonists are still together, both Perinthus and Sparta are 

part of the ‘didactic’242 stories that resemble the main one and which hosts love stories 

(NA 3.4). For this reason, they support the idea that Xen.’s ideal society is focused on 

the protagonists.

240 See Athaen. 12.525c-e.

241 See Athaen. 12.524f.

242 Morgan 2004a, 491.
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Only Memphis is difficult to classify: the double mention of the temple of Isis (cf. 4.3.3 

and 5.4.6) and Anthia’s consultation of Apis’ oracle (5.4.8-11) certainly make this city 

important for the novel and similar to Ephesus and Rhodes. However, the absence of 

public events and Xen.’s detailed explanation of the original deliverance of oracles, in 

which young interpreters are involved (see 5.4.11: oi 7iaT5e<; rcpd ton isfisvm x; 

7ia(^ovi£<;), gives it an original touch, which seems to reflect the “exotic” interest in 

Egypt of our author.243

3) Uncivilised society; examples and main features

As Ephesus in the first society, Tyre, which is the first 7ioA,ic; of the uncivilised society, is 

its most appropriate representative. To begin with, the description of its spaces starts 

from the countryside, where Apsyrtus spends part of his life with his band (1.14.7 and 

2.2.1: 7rXr|alov 6s n  xoopiov). Later, when the scene moves to the city, it is limited to 

Apsyrtus’ house (2.1.5), which includes a familial temple (2.3.4: rd Ttaxpcoa £7ti xfj<; 

oiida<; icp a) and Habrocomes’ prison (2.7.1). In addition, Xen. attributes to the Tyrian 

family an element of despotism, which emerges in Manto’s uncontrolled anger and in 

Apsyrtus’ accusation of Habrocomes, which is made without considering any proof 

(2 .6 . 1).

A similar pattern concerns the following cities which are part of the protagonists’ 

journey, such as Antioch, Tarsus and Pelusium. To begin with, Antioch is not described, 

but Anthia goes to live £7t’dypdv (2.9.4) and the narrator refers to this place with three 

occurrences of to xcoplov (cf. 2.9.4, 2.10.1, 2.11.1): thus, neither the inside of the city 

nor the population is described. The same happens in Tarsus, where the scene is only set 

in Perilaus’ house and in two places out of the city, from where offerings for marriage 

come (see 3.3.7: ek tg>v xcopicov) and where Anthia is buried (see 3.7.4: Touq 7tX,r)alov 

if|<; no'kecoq xacpouq [...] £v xivi oiKppaxi). In addition, the narrator emphasises how 

Perilaus’ family is present to celebrate the marriage:244 in 3.3.7 we read oupjiaprjcav be 

auxco oi' T£ oiK£ioi Kai <ruyy£V£i<; and, afterwards the former sing the hymenaeus (3.6.1) 

and then assist Perilaus in the celebration of Anthia’s funeral (3.8.1). The only exception 

to this framework is the presence of 7toAAoi be Kai xcov 7ioMxcov at the marriage (3.3.7):

243 See also his consideration o f the mummy in Aegialeus’ story in 5.1.10 and Borgogno 2005, 483, n. 
186: ‘Questo singolare cenno alia mummificazione in terra siracusana e un’ulteriore prova dell’interesse 
dell’autore per la civilta egizia’.

244 For more on this, 1.7.3 n.: pEcrrri, c.
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Tarsus, although more allusively than Tyre, is part o f  Xen.’s uncivilised society. The 

same conclusion concerns Pelusium because o f  its legal system: the immoral Cyno 

involves the population in her plot against Habrocomes (3.12.6, where she goes evOa t o  

7iAfj0oq t c o v  npA,oi)aicoTcov rjv) and, as in Apsyrtus’ case, the accusation is proven 

without any interrogation.

Finally, the existence o f  the uncivilised society is also supported by the analysis of  those 

people whom the protagonists meet during their journey:

Table 3.1: The social position o f  the members o f  the uncivilised world o f  the Ephesiaca

E p h . N a m e P r o ta g o n is t  in v o lv e d S o c ia l  p o s i t io n

1.13.1 ff C o r y m b u s  a n d  
Euxinus

Anthia and Habrocomes Pirates

2.2.1 ff. Apsyrtus Anthia and Habrocomes Pirates / Brigands

2.3.1 ff. Manto, Moeris Anthia and Habrocomes Pirates / Brigands

2.8.3 ff. Lampo Anthia Others

2.11.9 ff. Cilician merchants Anthia Merchants

2.11.11 ff. Hippothous An t h i a  ( H a b r o c o m e s  
from 2.14.1)

Brigands

2.13.5 ff. Perilaus Anthia Political authority

3.4.1 ff. Eudoxus Anthia Others

3.8.3 ff. Brigands Anthia Brigands

3.11.1 ff. Merchants found in 
Alexandria

Anthia Merchants

3.11.2 ff. Psammis Anthia Merchants

3.12.2 ff. Araxus and Cyno Habrocomes Others

4.2.1 ff. Egyptian governor Habrocomes Political authority

4.5.1 ff. Anchialus Anthia Brigands

4.6.4 ff. Amphinomus Anthia Brigands

5.1.2 ff. Aegialeus Habrocomes Others

5.4.4 ff. Polyidus, Rhenaea Anthia Political authority

5.5.4 ff. Clytus Anthia Servant
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E p h . N a m e P ro ta g o n is t  in v o lv e d S o c ia l p o s it io n

5.5.7 ff. Attendants o f  the 
brothel

Anthia Others

To begin with, this list contains mostly enemies of the protagonists and the number of 

brigands is very high: after the pirates Corymbus and Euxinus, Habrocomes and Anthia 

have to deal with Apsyrtus, who is the chief of the same band (1.14.6, n.: i)7rr|pcTr|c). 

Then, in 2.11.1 Hippothous, the main ^paific of the novel, enters the action and 

Anchialus and Amphinomus are his companions. Finally, other ^paxui who play a 

significant role are the Egyptians who capture Anthia in her grave in Tarsus (3.6.3) and 

sell her to merchants in Alexandria (3.11.1).

Overall, their portrait reflects the main characteristics of the novelistic bandits, which 

are collected by Hopwood: ‘distinctive appearance’245 (see the description o f  Corymbus 

in 1.13.3 n.: v e c iv ig k ; ) ,  ‘drinking habits’246 (see the behaviour o f  Hippothous’ band in

3.10.4), ‘disorder’247 (see Hippothous’ attempted human sacrifice in 2.13.1-2), ‘own 

rules and punishments’248 (see Anthia’s trial with the dogs in 4.0.4-7)249 and ‘life in 

separated environments’250. Since we are mostly dealing with moral behaviour, 1 would 

conclude with Dowden that ‘the bandits of Xenophon [...] serve to indicate an extreme 

of  the unacceptable b ios’, since ‘they are particularly inclined to key philosophical 

negatives: sex, drink, and violence’.251 In addition, bandits do not worship Greek gods 

and only few of  them have a religious attitude which is comparable to a primitive form 

of  superstition and devotion. The first element concerns Lampo (2.11.7: Osouc SeSidx;) 

and Psammis (3.11.4: SsioiSaipovs*;), the second Hippothous and his sacrifice to Ares in 

the second book: although the god is Greek, the ritual does not belong to the Greek

245 Hopwood 1998, 201.

246 Ibid., 197.

247 Ibid.

24® Ibid., 201.

249 This scene is considered as a special example o f  the life o f the bandit comm unity by Dowden 2007, 
140.

250 See H opwood 1998, 201: ‘Bandits live well away from the haunts o f  normal m en’. See H ippothous’ 
forest in 2.9.11 and cave in 2.14.1, 2.14.5, 3.3.4, 4.1.5, 4.3.6, 4.4.1, 4.5.1, 4.5.3, 4.5.6 bis, 4.6.4. 5.2.3.

251 D owden 2007, 140.
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custom, being a violent human sacrifice (2.13.1-2). Finally, when bandits worship 

Greek gods, this appears an exception to their normal attitude. This conversion involves 

Psammis who starts to worship Isis (3.11.5), Amphinomus, the only “human” brigand of 

Hippothous’ band, who swears an oath by Helios (5.2.5) and Polyidus, who invokes Isis 

after having tried to rape Anthia (5.4.7). Thus, religion can be included in the criteria for 

Xen.’s division into two societies.

Having described the pattern of brigands in the Eph., it seems to me that it can also be 

extended to other inhabitants of the uncivilised society: to begin with, the merchants do 

the same job as pirates and brigands, since they sell goods and slaves (see Cilician 

merchants in 3.11.1). A case in point is Psammis, who is defined as dvGpoorax; (lappapoc; 

Kai tpaxuq (3.11.4). Then, the same attitude concerns the political authorities.252 The 

first is Perilaus, whose military violence emerges in his first action in the novel (2.13.4). 

The Egyptian governor, instead, is primitive in his approach to punishments, since he 

condemns Habrocomes only on the basis of the evidence of the inhabitants of Pelusium

(4.2.1). Then, also Polyidus enters the novel attacking and killing brigands (5.3.1) and 

the same attitude concerns his wife Rhenaea while approaching Anthia (see 5.5.2-4): 

there is no real difference between these different groups, which similarly point out the 

dangerous nature of Xen.’s uncivilised society. Finally, the category “others” includes 

Cyno, whose immorality has already been highlighted. A similar conclusion can be 

extended to the attendants of the brothel, who are traditionally incontinent people. 

Overall, only Lampo, Eudoxus and Aegialeus are exceptional, since they try to help the 

protagonists. However, the last two belong the civilised society, since Eudoxus comes 

from Ephesus while Aegialeus from Syracuse. The first, instead, although he has pity 

for Anthia, is unable to save the heroine because of his status of lowest slave of 

Apsyrtus (2.9.2: ic6v axipoicxTcov, ai7toX,a) nvi dypoiKcp). Thus, he decides to sell her to 

Cilician merchants and this will be the start of new misadventures for her (2.11.9). As a 

result, no member of this second society is a helper of Anthia and Habrocomes.

That said, the figure of Hippothous merits further consideration, since he is linked with 

both sides of Xen.’s world (for more, LI 4.5c): although he acts as a brigand, ‘like 

Habrokomes and Anthia, Hippothoos was bred and bom a Hellenic citizen’.253 

However, since his noble origin belongs only to his past, in the Eph. Hippothous is

252 Billault 1996, 120 call them ‘enforcers o f the law’.

253 Watanabe 2003, 5.
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clearly part of the uncivilised society. The reason why he leaves the civilised one is his 

violent murder of Aristomachus (3.2.10) and since that moment his rapacious nature has 

often moved his life, as the killing of many people and the acquisition of many goods 

show. As a result, his behaviour further clarifies why Xen.’s second society, unlike the 

first, can be called realistic, because it lacks any appeal and appears to be a mix of 

obstacles which can really harm the protagonists.

4) Slavery at the core of the uncivilised society

A social feature which further characterises Xen.’s uncivilised society is slavery. 

Although in the Eph. slaves belong to both societies, on closer examination their 

presence is stronger among the protagonists’ enemies: slavery constitutes the main 

activity of pirates and brigands254 and also political authorities adopt it to exercise their 

power 255 As a result, slaves easily become part of the rivals’ families and for this reason 

they are often defined as ouceTai, which mean ‘household slaves’ (LSJ) and has twenty- 

five occurrences in the Eph. Apsyrtus has many of them256 and Lampo’s introduction 

suggests a negative connotation which is part of this category.257 Then, also Perilaus 

(see 3.6.4), Polyidus (see Clytus in 5.5.4) and Hippothous in Sicily have slaves (see 

5.9.1 and 5.9.2).

In addition, in the civilised society the most important slaves are Leucon and Rhode, 

who have a special status, since they were raised together with the protagonists.258 For 

this reason, they are repeatedly called cruvxpocpoi (2.3.3, 5.6.3, 5.10.8, 5.11.1 and 5.15.4) 

and in Tyre Leucon and Rhode twice apply the same attribute to the protagonists (2.3.7 

and 2.4.1). Finally, this closeness is enhanced by personal names: 'PoSq, being the name 

of a flower, matches AvOia. Overall, this parallel makes them servants rather than slaves 

and confirms that slavery is more developed in the uncivilised society. Further, the only 

other example related to the protagonists is constituted by other Ephesian slaves, who

254 See Scarcella 1996, 250: ‘the profits o f  slave trade [...] are indeed considerable’ and 1.13.2, 2.2.1, 
2.2.5, 2.11.7, 3.9.1, 3.11.1, 3.11.3, 5.5.8.

255 See Wiedemann 1981, 6.

256 See two anonymous messengers in 2.2.5 and 2.12.1.

257 See 2.9.1: oiKETfl [...] twv dtipoidtoov, aircotap nvi aypouap.

258 On the realistic presence o f this type o f servants, see Wiedemann 1981, 1: ‘home-born slaves were 
more highly regarded than slaves bought from outside the household’ (7).
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are soon killed by Corymbus and never replaced (1.10.6, n.: oi JtoAAoi). As a result, I 

would suggest that normal slaves are not a fundamental part o f  Xen.’s ideal society.

This distinction leads to a final consequence which directly involves our protagonists: 

since Anthia and Habrocomes spend most o f  their journey in the second environment, 

they become slaves for a long part o f  the novel:

Table 4.1: Slavery o f  the protagonists in the Ephesiacci

P a s s a g e A n th ia H a b ro c o m e s M a s te r  /  M a s te rs

1.13.6-2.2.2 SLAVE SLAVE Corymbus and Euxinus

2 .2 .2 -2 .9 .3 SLAVE Apsyrtus

2 .2 .2 -2 .10 .2 SLAVE Apsyrtus

2.9 .3 -2 .11 .9 SLAVE Lampo

2 . 1 1 . 9
2.11.11

SLAVE Cilician merchants

2 . 1 1 . 1 1  - 
2.11.4

SLAVE Hippothous

2.11 .4-3 .8 .3 PRISONER Perilaus

3.8.3-3.11.1 SLAVE Brigands who opened 
Anthia’s grave

3.11.1 -3.11.3 SLAVE M e r c h a n t s  i n  
Alexandria

3 .11 .3-4 .3 .5 SLAVE Psammis

3 .12 .3 -3 .12 .6 SLAVE Araxus

3.12.6-4.4.1 PRISONER A raxus, governor  o f  
Egypt

4 .13 .5 -5 .2 .3 PRISONER Hippothous

5 .5 .4 -5 .5 .7 PRISONER Rhenaea, Clytus

5 .5 .7 -5 .9 .9 SLAVE Brothelkeeper

5 .9 .9-5 .9 .13 SLAVE Hippothous
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Overall, after the departure from Rhodes Anthia is always a slave or a prisoner and she 

regains her freedom only shortly before her return to Rhodes. The nadir of her condition 

of inferiority takes place in Alexandria, when Rhenaea cuts her hair (5.5.4). Conversely, 

Habrocomes’ slavery is shorter: he is first freed by Apsyrtus (2.10.2) and then, after the 

second enslavement made by Egyptian shepherds and by Araxus (3.11.2), he achieves 

his freedom through the concession of the Egyptian governor (4.4.1). That said, 

however, the effect of slavery on him is minor only in length of time: in Tyre 

Habrocomes suffers from tortures which are defined as typical of slaves (see 2.6.3: to 

ocopa 7iav rnpavi£pv paaavcov ar|0£<; ov oiKExuccov) and then in Egypt he has to face the 

terrible crucifixion and pyre (see 4.2.1 and 4.2.8). Thus, Habrocomes like Anthia knows 

the hardship of slavery.

This shared condition, which is obviously unusual for noble people like them, is 

stressed by Xen. in two other ways: first, through the aforementioned parallel between 

them and Leucon and Rhode, which becomes closer in Tyre. Second, in the whole novel 

Xen. rarely uses SobAoq, which, unlike oiKExr|<;, describes a pure slave who does not 

belong to the household and has heavier tasks. Interestingly, each of the four 

occurrences refer to the protagonists and are focalised: first, Habrocomes defines 

himself as SouAoq in his answer letter to Manto (2.5.4), then Apsyrtus and Cyno do the 

same with him (cf. 2.10.2 and 3.12.6) and Anthia calls herself 5obAr| in her tragic 

monologue to Helios (5.11.4). In addition, the word booAEia is exclusively pronounced 

by the protagonists and in emphatic passages: the first occurrence is the shared 

exclamation before the separation from their dying crew (1.14.3, n.: oi psv etayov), 

while the second is in Anthia’s lament to Habrocomes (see 2.1.5) which follows the 

same episode. Finally, the last two mentions belong to two monologues which seem to 

be conceived as a pair (cf. 5.8.3 and 5.8.8) and in which Habrocomes is commenting on 

his experience in the quarry and Anthia on hers in the brothel. Since all the occurrences 

of bouAEia coincide with the most significant example of slavery in the novel - 

Corymbus’ case because it is the first, while the quarry and the brothel are for the 

protagonists the hardest to bear - Xen. seems to use this word to emphasise their terrible 

destiny.

As a result, in the whole text Xen. is not only focusing on slavery, but also on the 

unusual involvement of the protagonists in it. Although the real reason for this focus has
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still to be understood, I would like to show how the extension of this pattern has no 

parallel in the other novels.

51 Comparison with the other Greek novels: Xen.’s special focus on the 

protagonists’ slavery

Since every Greek novel has many slaves259 and some of them are particular characters, 

as the servants ‘skilful at achieving criminal goals’,260 such as Hld.’s Thisbe and 

Cybele, quantity and variety do not constitute Xen’s originality. His novelty lies exactly 

in his focus on the protagonists as slaves: in the other novels no other main character 

lacks freedom for such a long time as Anthia and Habrocomes and slavery constitutes 

simply a transitional and brief moment of their life. The only other exception is Hid., 

who will be carefully analysed.

To begin with, Char, ascribes slavery to the protagonists, but only for a very short time. 

In the first book, Callirhoe is sold as a slave by Theron (1.11.2). However, as soon as 

the heroine displays her nobility and beauty in Miletus, ‘she very quickly regains the 

trappings of high position’ (Perkins 1995, 56). A similar pattern also concerns Chaereas, 

who becomes a slave of Mithridates, the satrap of Caria, at the end of the third book. 

His situation has similarities to that of Xen.’s protagonists: his hard task, digging,261 is 

not far from that of Habrocomes in the quarry (Xen. 5.8.2). In addition, both suffer in 

the body and in the soul and are unable to endure the hardship of their work.262 Despite 

this common framework, the two scenes have a different epilogue: in Char, his friend 

Polycharmus, who has been enslaved like him, finds the way to work also for Chaereas 

(4.2.2-3), while Habrocomes leaves Nucerium for Ephesus (5.10.1). This difference is 

emphasised few paragraphs later, when Mithridates’ slaves are condemned to tortures 

and crucifixion, as other prisoners have tried to escape (4.2.5). Although Chaereas 

seems to be going to face what Habrocomes has undergone (see 4.2.10), Polycharmus’ 

subsequent mention of Callirhoe moves Mithridates’ pity and interrupts the punishment 

(4.2.13-14). Conversely, Habrocomes has to try to work in the quarry and then, after his

259 Cf., e.g., Ach., where, in Scarcella’s view 1996, 241, ‘male and female slaves are everywhere’.

260 Billault 1996, 117.

261 See 4.2.1: <7Ka7tTcov.

262 Cf. Char. 4.2.2: Xaipeav epya^eaGai pf| SuvapEvov and Eph. 5.10.1: ouketi (pEpcov rone; Tcovouq.
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flight, his search for Anthia is still characterised by poverty (5.10.3) and desperation 

(5.10.4-5).

This difference might be further highlighted by the possibility that Xen. is here using 

Char, as his hypotext and this is very plausible, since the former displaces tortures and 

crucifixion, while the latter introduces them together.263 Part of this variation would also 

be Xen.’s exclusion of a friend, which places a further emphasis on the solitude and on 

the hardship of Habrocomes. As a result, while in Char. Chaereas’ slavery, like that of 

Callirhoe, is a one-off in the construction of the protagonist, in Xen. it is part of a more 

consistent framework.

A similar conclusion can be extended to the comparison between our author and Ach. In 

his novel both protagonists are imprisoned by the PouKotan in the third book (3.9.3 

onwards), an event which is anticipated by the painting of Andromeda and Prometheus 

(3.6.3). However, Clitophon manages quickly to flee away from these bandits, 

exploiting the arrival of soldiers (3.13.5-6) and, after her Scheintod, Leucippe joins her 

beloved (3.17.7). As a result, this imprisonment is short and the protagonists manage to 

face it with a certain amount of confidence.264 Then, later in the novel, only Leucippe is 

identified with a slave: when Melite and Clitophon arrive at Ephesus, on the road they 

meet a woman axoivoiai 7cax£taic; SsSepivri, SikcXAuv Kpaxouaa, ttjv K£(paAi|v 

K8Kapji£vr| (5.17.3). Lacaena - this is her fictitious name - has also suffered from 

torture, as her scar proves (5.17.6) and she expresses her condition with the antithesis 

sX£u0£pav pcv, cbq scpuv, SouXqv 8e vuv (5.17.3). This low status is recalled afterwards 

by Leucippe herself, when she writes a letter to Clitophon. Interestingly, she here uses 

the verb ok&titco, which is a possible intertext with Char., since it occurs in both 

novelists only to describe their episodes of slavery.265 That said, also in this case Melite 

immediately frees Leucippe from chains and has her cleaned by her servant and brought 

back to the city (5.17.10). While the physical suffering of Leucippe is comparable to 

that of Habrocomes and her hair to that of Anthia (5.5.4), her slavery is not, because of 

its short length.

263 See GI 2.1 for the issue o f  displacement and 1.14.1 n.: oi Xomoi for a wider analysis o f this parallel.

264 See Cheyns 2005, 279, who uses the expression ‘la grande sobriete de la scene d’emprisonnement, qui 
se deroule dans le plus grand silence’.

265 Cf. also Ach. 8.5.4, where Clitophon addresses Leucippe’s slavery and Char. 4.2.1,4.2.15,4.3.10 and 
8 . 8 .2 .
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An opposite conclusion is suggested by the analysis of Hid.: in the Aethiopica the 

protagonists are first imprisoned by Thyamis’ brigands in the first two books and then 

they are prisoners and slaves both in Egypt and in Ethiopia.266 More precisely, there is 

an episode in the eighth book in which a closer connection between Xen. and Hid. 

emerges: in Theagenes’ torture (8.6) the hero refers to the variety and cruelty of the 

aiidai (8.6.2): interestingly, this word is used three out of four times in Hid. with 

reference to this episode (cf. 7.25.4 above and 8.13.2) and occurs once in the Eph., 

when Apsyrtus foretells to Habrocomes the punishment he will undergo (2.6.1: xotq 

aMou; oiK8iai<; xf|v afjv ak lav  7ioif|oopai 7iapa5siypa). In addition, in the same episode 

Hid. introduces one of his five references to soul and body to emphasise Theagenes’ 

interior strength.267 This opposition recalls Xen.’s identical exploitation of this motif in 

relation to Habrocomes’ torture (2.4.4 above) and in this parallel of motifs also 

Charicleia’s pyre might be included, as it recalls Habrocomes’ fire (cf. Hid. 8.9 and 

Xen. 4.2.8-9). However, the lack of textual connections, the fame of the xo7io<; and the 

different conclusion make this hypothesis less plausible.268

As a conclusion, only Hid. focuses on the protagonists’ slavery like Xen.: although it is 

not possible to argue that the former is drawing this feature from the latter, this parallel 

proves that our author’s focus is not a common cliche of the novel.

That being said, one might wonder whether Longus could play any role in this pattern: 

since his novel is mostly set in the countryside, it contains many poor people and slaves, 

starting from Lamon and Myrtale, and specific differences are drawn between those 

who work as authentic slaves and those who are instead regularly paid. Within this 

peculiar context, Daphnis also has grown up as a servant. However, this condition does 

not bear any negative trait: as Scarcella argues, ‘there is “a social affinity” between the 

free aristocrats on the one side and the slaves on the other’.269 The opposition, which is 

at the origin of the mistreatment of slaves in the other novels, is only rarely introduced 

and in relation to the city: a case in point is Gnathon’s violent approach to Daphnis

266 See Scarcella 1996 on this: ‘Theagenes and Charicleia themselves are slaves: they are called 5ouXoi 
[7.24.1, 7.24.4, 7.25.4, 7.26.2] and also 5ouAou<; t o i x ;  a i x p a k a ) T O u < ;  [8.3.8]’.

267 8.6.4: t o  (iev awpa KaTa7rovo6|i£vo<; rf|v 5e \|/uxf|v ^  craxppoauvfl poowupevoq. See LJ 4.5a for the 
analysis o f the others occurrences o f body and soul in the Aethiopica and in the whole novelistic genre.

268 Unlike Habrocomes, Charicleia needs neither a divine rescue nor water to survive, because it is her 
virtue which preserves her.

269 Scarcella 1996, 258.
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(4.11.2). However, this pattern is not frequent and, thus, the closeness between Xen. and 

Hid. is not affected by this consideration of Longus.

6) Comparison with the other Greek novels: the emergence of a limited but 

meaningful antithesis

This discovery of the great involvement of Anthia and Habrocomes in slavery makes it 

clear that Xen.’s two societies are antithetical, since at the beginning of the text the 

protagonists are noble and rich inhabitants of Ephesus. This statement completes the 

first part of our analysis and leads us to start a deeper comparison with the other novels, 

in order to assess the value of this twofold division of the world of the Eph. The result 

of this study shows how Xen. is following a simple pattern. That said, I believe that this 

assessment does not only underline a lack of sophistication, but clarifies also how the 

Eph. has a special focus on the protagonists’ love.

a) The lack of geographic boundaries

To begin with, apart from Longus, who does not introduce travel in his text, the 

novelists usually construct the journey of their protagonists with the help of geography 

and their choice of places reflects the existence of different areas, among which Greece 

is distinguished from other lands. This is already clear in Char., who separates the West 

from the East through two geographic boundaries: ‘first the sea which separates 

Syracuse from Miletos (and Athens), and second the river Euphrates [...]’,270 which 

marks the beginning of the Persian world. In addition, since the second land is close to 

the borderline, it is possible to conclude that ‘Syracuse, Ionia and Babylon each host a 

distinct and distinctive section of the plot’.271 This twofold division is amplified by 

Hid., where ‘the complex action is thus distributed between three distinct geographical 

zones: Greece, Egypt, and Ethiopia’.272 The second land, Egypt, plays a similar role also 

in Ach., where it is opposed to Sidon and Ephesus. The interest of this novelist in 

geography is also confirmed by his introduction in Egypt of the PoukoXoi (3.9.2-3) and 

his special description of Alexandria (5.1-2).

270 Morgan 2007d, 143.

271 Ibid., 144.

272 Ibid., 152.
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Interestingly, the same desire does not seem to attract Xen.: it is not possible to divide 

the world of the Eph. into different areas. Greece is only echoed through Sparta, while 

Asia Minor, Egypt and Italy are not considered by Xen. as different parts of the world. 

This lack of characterisation has its nadir in the fifth book, where Syracuse in Sicily and 

Taras in Italy are not described and the Greek presence in these places is completely 

omitted. As a result, our author does not explore the real world through the medium of 

fiction: the protagonists simply move to reach each other and the direction which they 

follow, the periplus,273 has a circular form which suits well the absence of a meaningful 

route.

In conclusion, unlike the more common novelistic attitude, in the Eph. space has an 

abstract dimension.

bi The merely hinted opposition between Greekness and barbarity 

This demonstration leads to an inevitable consequence: along with his geographical 

silence, Xen. does not introduce cultural differences in his text. The only exception is 

his partial exploitation of the classical opposition between Greek and barbaric world. 

This draws another difference from the novelistic attitude.

To begin with, in Callirhoe the introduction o f areas which have a different ideology is 

evident: as Morgan 2007d, 143 argues, ‘since the centre is constituted by Syracuse, a 

fully developed democratic Greek nokv^, and the ultimate margins by the Persian 

empire, with its institutions of absolute autocracy, the romantic mapping of the world 

can easily be read as a culturally Hellenocentric one, with centre and periphery defined 

as respectively Greek and non-Greek’. Similarly, Hid. explores a wide range of themes. 

First, he introduces the issue of barbarity in a precise way: the PoukoXoi, the bandits 

who capture the protagonists at the beginning of the novel, are unable to speak Greek

(1.4.1). Since the incomprehensibility of language is at the origin of the ancient concept 

of barbarity,274 this passage establishes the identification between Egyptians and 

Barbarians. Other confirmations of this cultural division come from the description of 

Memphis, ‘whose imposing and barbaric architecture affects the characters emotionally 

and provides an atmospheric backdrop to the action’ (Morgan 2007d, 151; see 7.12.3)

273 See Capra forth.: ‘Xenophon’s travels, as we have seen, are arranged into geographical units, which 
are introduced clockwise’.

274 This criterion is already at play in Homer. See Ross 2005.
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and from the scene of necromancy which happens in Bessa (6.15.5-7.1.1). This second 

episode is very important, because it shows that in Hld.’s view foreign “worlds” are 

characterised by a foreign ethos. Finally, this model of barbarity is used more subtly to 

show how Ethiopia, the third pole of his world, becomes ‘an idealised Hellenic 

community’ because of the presence of the protagonists. This unexpected value is 

conveyed through ‘Theagenes’ victory over an Ethiopian giant in a wrestling 

competition’ (Morgan 2007d, 155), which symbolizes ‘the Greek skill triumphing over 

barbarian brutishness’ (ibid.). Finally also Ach. is not extraneous to barbarians, since 

also his Egyptian bandits do not speak Greek (3.9.2).

Conversely, the issue of barbarity is limited by Xen. to the Tyrian episode and, thus, it 

does not affects a bigger area. In the presentation of Corymbus’ episode our author 

refers five times the adjective papapog to Manto,275 one to all the Tyrians (2.2.4) and 

one to a servant (2.5.3). As a result, the whole society in Tyre is depicted as 

barbarian.276 Further, this representation also affects the behaviour of Corymbus and 

Euxinus, whose greed (see 1.13, n.: introd.) and violence make Habrocomes define 

them as barbarians.277 Although this pattern produces a contrast with the presentation of 

Ephesus and Rhodes as “Greek” cities, it does no longer appear in the novel, apart from 

two little exceptions. First, at the beginning of the third chapter there is the only 

reference to linguistic difference, which concerns the Cappadocians (3.1.2). However, 

since the Tyrians and the other members of the uncivilised society can easily speak with 

the protagonists, in Xen.’s mind language is clearly not a key element to differentiate 

populations. Second, shortly later, Xen. uses pappapoc; to feature Psammis’ superstition 

(3.11.4: Ssiai5aipov8<; 8s cpuosi pappapoi). As Morgan 2007d, 149 argues, however, this 

statement is not really important, since ‘Psammis’ behaviour is indistinguishable from 

that of all the other important men with whom Anthia is involved at various stages’. As 

a result, here, as more generally in the novel, barbarity is not the foundation of ethnic 

differentiation. This is particularly evident in Cyno’s case: although her immorality is 

bigger than that of Manto, she is not barbaric.

275 C f 2.3.5, bis; 2.3.8; 2.4.2; 2.4.5; see also 2.5.3, where a Phoenician servant receives the same 
definition.

276 On this, see also Kuch 1996, 218.

277 2.1.2: ti apa 7 t£ iao |iE 0 a  ev yrj PapPapcov, bPpE i napa6o0evi£<; [7rapaTG>v];
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This definitely proves that Xen.’s societies are not two different cultural worlds and 

gives the impression that Xen. is using the label P&ppapoc; without a deep aim but only 

as a way to make the first enemies of the protagonists more terrible for his readers’ eyes.

c) The simplicity and peculiarity of Xenophon’s model

In conclusion, while in the other novels it is easy to see ‘the growing accommodation 

[...] with real travel literature, resulting in a new interest in the physical settings of the 

story, an enhanced concreteness and specificity, and at last a sense of important and 

functioning cultural difference being explored and defined’,278 Xen. is not interested in 

this complex approach: his division of the world is simpler. The same point is suggested 

by another consideration: the uncivilised society of the Eph. lacks any land which is 

positive for the protagonists, as Xen.’s countryside is never a ‘sweet refuge’.279 

As I have already suggested, in my opinion this simplicity might be not only a sign of 

lack of sophistication but also the result of Xen.’s deliberate choice to focus his societies 

on the protagonists’ love. Thus, the presence or absence of the beloved becomes more 

important than the usual connotation of every specific place and distance is often 

painful to accept. This exclusive erotic mark also affects the protagonists’ movement: as 

Konstan argues, ‘Xenophon’s spatial arrangements are as complex as they are because 

he is expressing by means of them one aspect of the symmetry between male and 

female heroes, through the introduction of parallel movements’.280 

The emergence of this perspective is quite interesting: in Morgan’s view, another feature 

of the novelistic journey lies in the fact that ‘it becomes a metaphor for some inner 

affective or spiritual development’.281 This pattern seems to be unexpectedly part of our 

novel and makes our author particularly close to Longus, who, although he ‘eliminates 

the element of travel almost entirely’,282 makes the ‘journey between country and city 

[...] the road leading from childhood to maturity, from ignorance and sterile, if

278 Morgan 2007d, 150-1.

279 Scarcella 1996, 244. See, e.g., the coast o f Mytilene in Longus 2.12.2 and the grove at Sidon in Ach. 
1.2.3.

280 Konstan 2002, 9.

281 Morgan 2007d, 150.

282 Ibid.
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charming, innocence to responsibility and marital fecundity’.283 In other words, the 

erotic Bildungsroman, which is evident in Daphnis and Chloe, might also concern our 

novel, giving an originality to its system of societies.

This leads us back to the differences between Xen. ’s world and that of the other novels, 

in which cultural and political themes are explored. In particular, it is quite significant to 

compare Char.’s Syracuse with Xen.’s Ephesus. Unlike the latter, the former city does 

not only centre on the protagonists’ love, but it is also characterised by rivalries between 

the noble families (1.1.3), by the memory of the historical victory over the Athenians

(1.1.1) and by the physical gathering of the assembly (1.1.11). As a result, love does not 

eliminate the military and political sides (see 1.1.13, where the protagonists’ marriage is 

defined as a day q5iov xfj<; xcov sTtivudcov). The existence of this framework further 

clarifies that Xen.’s focus is instead more restricted. For this reason, the only way to 

explore his world is to study which kind of love characterises the civilised and the 

uncivilised society and in the following chapters I will explore this theme. In addition, 

since it is not unlikely that our author read Callirhoe (QI 2.1), it is not unthinkable that 

Xen. deliberately decided to focus his text on love.

283 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 2: LOVE IN THE CIVILISED SOCIETY

After the study of Xen.’s societies, I will start to look at how the erotic theme is 

explored in each of them. In the civilised society, the protagonists’ relationship contains 

the following elements:

1) Habrocomes’ (and Anthia’s) hostility to love (1.1.1 - 1.2.1);

2) Falling in love (1.3.1);

3) Lovesickness (1.3.1-1.6.2);

4) Marriage and first wedding night: sexual love; (1.7.2-1.10.2);

5) Oath and promise of fidelity (1.11.3-6).

Overall, the discovery of this sequence is enough to conclude that the protagonists’ love 

follows a progression: it is here that the definition of the Eph. as an Entwicklungsroman 

already becomes clear. In addition, since Xen. focuses on each step of his protagonists’ 

reaction to love, it seems plausible that our novel is also a Bildungsroman. That being 

said, the readers are progressively introduced to the discovery of this twofold dimension 

of the text and there are passages, such as the wedding night (LI 2.4) and especially the 

clash between the protagonists and the rivals (LI 4) in which this value emerges more 

clearly. I will comment on this at each stage.

In addition, as the fifth section of this chapter suggests, in the civilised society the 

fidelity between the protagonists is not yet achieved, but is only a desire shared by 

Anthia and Habrocomes. This is another sign of the progression which characterises the 

Eph.: the whole novel is needed to fulfil the protagonists’ deep wish.

1) Hostility to Eros

The Eph. starts from Habrocomes, the male protagonist, and from his arrogance towards 

Eros. This impious attitude is accompanied by an immoral preference for the beauty of 

his body, which overcomes that of his soul: both these features suggest that Habrocomes 

is an immature and selfish boy.

As a result, the novel becomes the story of Eros’ revenge against him (1.2.1, n.: 

pqvia284): the god makes Habrocomes’ meeting with Anthia happen immediately and

284 On this role o f Eros in the plot o f the Eph., see Ruiz Montero 1994, 1127: ‘Eros is the ‘Anstifter des 
Handlungsgefuges ’.
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provokes the following misadventures: in this respect, the introduction of the heroine is 

functional to the development of the hero and of the novel. The discovery of this pattern 

is very significant, because it gives a divine foundation to love, emphasising its 

uncontrollable nature and establishing it as the leitmotif of the novel.

This presentation of Habrocomes has always been connected by scholars to Hippolytus. 

In my opinion, however, the Euripidean tragedy is not here Xen.’s main intertext. As I 

will shortly show, the arrogance of the lovers (1.1.4 n.: ctppovei), as well as Eros’ 

revenge against them (see table 3 in LI 2.3) are two common Hellenistic motifs. Further, 

our author is characterising his protagonist as a Platonic epcbjisvoc;, like Lysis and the 

beloved described in the Phaedrus. This is a real surprise for the readers, who would 

have never expected to find a future husband in this role. This asymmetry constitutes 

the opposite of the Classical custom, according to which the male member of the couple 

had the leadership in the relationship. As a result, from the beginning Plato is an 

important presence in the Eph. which lies at the core of the protagonists’ relationship 

(for more, LI 7.3).

That said, if we compare this “prologue” with the other novels, Xen. appears to be both 

conservative and original. His exploitation of Eros is a common T07ro<; of the genre: all 

the novels use him as the personification of the ‘irresistible (not necessarily benevolent) 

power of love’285 and as an important actor in the plot. That said, however, Xen. has an 

original approach to this theme, because he clearly expresses the reason why Eros takes 

the lead in the plot: while Hid. follows Xen. in making Charicleia hostile to love like 

Habrocomes (Hid. 2.33.5), Char, and Ach. introduce a different pattern. In the former, as 

Cummings argues, ‘there is very little emphasis on the reason for the conflict of love, 

since Chaereas and Callirhoe are both notable for their passive acceptance of the 

emotion’.286 Only later in the text does Char, introduce Chaereas’jealousy as a reason 

for Aphrodite’s anger (8.1.3). Similarly, in Ach. Eros’ mistreatment of Clitophon lacks 

motivation.287 Finally, Longus constitutes an exception in the corpus, since his powerful

285 Morgan 2004, 179. See 1.2.1-2 n.: o 0ed<; for more on this.

286 Cummings 2009, 102.

287 Cf. 1.2.1: xooamaq uppeu; Epcoxoq TiaOtbv and 5.28.2 where Melite expresses her view.
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Eros is a benign presence, who as a shepherd (4.39.2) makes both Daphnis and Chloe 

grow.288 For this reason, in this novel no character resists love.289 

Similarly, Xen.’s decision to introduce Habrocomes before Anthia appears original 

within the corpus, where the female protagonist usually enters the action of the novel 

first: this happens clearly in Char., where Callirhoe precedes the hero290 and the same 

order appears in Hid.291 Both these cases follow the more traditional pattern according 

to which female beauty provokes the active male response. Only Longus describes 

Daphnis before Chloe, but his main aim is to underline a perfect symmetry between the 

protagonists (cf. 1.2.3 and 1.5.3). That said, in my opinion Xen.’s decision to focus the 

beginning of his story on Habrocomes does not exclude that also Anthia is actively 

involved in the main plot. Her representation as a aaxppcov Artemis seems to ascribe 

also to her a hostility to love (1.2.6, n.: 6cp0aA,poi, c). In addition, since she shortly 

develops an internal conflict and in vain tries to resist love, I would conclude that Eros’ 

action has also Anthia as his target. This increases the originality of Xen.’s first 

exploration of love.

- Appendix: a controversial issue: Eros’ disappearance from the Ephesiaca 

While Eros’ importance in the Eph. is indisputable, it is strange that after the beginning 

of the second book he no longer enters the scene of the novel. This lack of consistency, 

which appears to be a deviation from his continuous action in the other novels, has led 

scholars to use this argument as a proof of the epitome or to offer other explanations, 

like Chew’s (1998) narratological one.292 In my opinion, however, Eros is always 

present in the story as its leader and Xen. did not need to insist on him later in the text

288 See, e.g., 1.6.2: Tipcm upcov peXfi, but also 3.6.5, 4.36.2.

289 See Cummings 2009, 105: ‘Daphnis and Chloe are seeking love. It makes no sense for them to 
consciously fight against it’.

290 See 1.1.2 for the woman’s introduction, which is followed by the presentation o f the man in 1.1.3.

291 See 1.2, where Charicleia precedes Theagenes.

292 Chew 1998, 210 interprets Eros’ disappearance as the consequence o f ‘a shift o f focalisation’ 
according to which in the books that follow the first ‘the narrator tells the story mainly from the mortal 
characters’ points o f view ’, introducing an ‘internal focalization’. In my opinion, this theory is difficult to 
accept: to begin with, as Chew 1998 herself illustrates, in Egypt the presence o f  divine agents is important 
and constitutes a good objection to the existence o f this pattern. In addition, as I will show in the 
introduction o f lovesickness and in other passages, the internal focalisation appears already in the first 
book.
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as he does in the first book, because the extensive role of this god in the plot is fixed by 

the oracle (1.6.2, n.: oracle).

To begin with, the passages in which the god appears are not few and always present 

interesting elements. After the start of his revenge (1.2.1, n.: ppvia), Eros’ first victory 

comes at the end of the Ephesian ceremony, where he arouses in the protagonists the 

desire of meeting (1.2.9: Kai xauxa rjv rcpcoxa ’'Epcoxoi; xexvr|<; pctaxripaxa). The second 

achievement is Habrocomes’ falling in love with Anthia (1.3.1), which is accepted by 

the former after a vain attempt at resistance (1.4.4). That said, the god is still unsatisfied 

and plans a more terrible revenge: o 5e ’TEpcoq sxi cbpyl^exo Kai pcyaAriv xrj<; u7tepo\|na<; 

evevoeixo xipcopiav [xo] rcpa^aoGai xov AppoKopqv (1.4.5). After this narratorial 

statement fNA 1.2 and 1.4.5, n.), Eros is mentioned in only other two passages: in the 

Ephesian canopy his absolute power is symbolised by his control over Ares (1.8.2-3, n.: 

the only ekphrasis). This passage is also important for another reason: since Anthia is 

identified with the god of the war, we are dealing with another confirmation that the 

female protagonist also is part of Eros’ revenge which concerns the whole novel. The 

second occurrence confirms this, since in Tarsus Anthia expresses her consecration to 

Eros and Death (3.8.5: 6uoiv av&KEipai GcoTc;, "Epcoxi Kai ©avaxco). This even suggests 

an inner development: her submission to the unique real god which moves the plot has 

become devotion.

That said, it is strange that after the canopy and this brief passage Eros disappears from 

the scene of the novel. However, since in Apollo’s proleptic oracle (NA 1.2) the second 

verse introduces the motif of ‘love as the only remedy for love’, I will later demonstrate 

that Xen. seems to establish here Eros’ relation to the whole plot. This would make 

further explicit allusions unnecessary. A confirmation of this would come from 

Habrocomes’ lament after the Corymbus episode, where he connects the start of his and 

Anthia’s misadventures with both the oracle and Eros’ punishment (2.1.2: ap^sxai m  

pcpavxEopcva- xipcopiav qSq p£ o Geoc; xrjc; f>7t£pr|<pavia<; EicmpaxxEi). Finally, the 

hidden presence of Eros in the whole novel seems to have two significant proofs. First, 

two subtler representations of the god are suggested through the woman of 

Habrocomes’ dream (1.12.4, n.: dream) and Corymbus (1.16.2, n.: Xeyei, b). Second, 

when in the fifth book Habrocomes reacts to Aegialeus’ story, he uses the expression 

Epcoq dA,r|0ivd<; (5.1.12): this formula confirms that Epcoq remains a concern of this 

protagonist.
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A s a result,  I w ou ld  co n c lude  that E ros is the m ain  ac to r  o f  the w h o le  novel.

2) Falling in love

The falling in love of the protagonists follows the procession for Artemis in Ephesus. 

While this setting is typical o f  erotic literature, the desire which makes Anthia and 

Habrocomes yearn for their meeting does not arise in the traditional way, but through 

the fame of  the Ephesians. This fact is significant: from the beginning, the population of 

Xen.’s civilised society proposes itself as the origin o f  the protagonists’ love.

In addition, the precise moment of  the falling in love has an unexpected variation: 

Anthia falls in love with Habrocomes, but Habrocomes with Eros. This difference 

suggests that Xen. wants to exploit two different kinds o f  love, which will be further 

explored.

3) LQY£sickness

Immediately after falling in love, both protagonists are imbued with erotic desire, which 

is the origin o f  their sufferings. Since from this part onwards Xen. introduces a list of 

erotic motifs, I will analyse them in order to discover what is the nature and the origin 

of  the protagonists’ passion.

Before that, however, I would point out that Xen.’s narration contains four plot motifs 

that are not important to reconstruct the erotic background, but whose consideration 

helps to recognise how lovesickness is approached by the protagonists: ‘unfulfilled 

desire to confess the passion’ (1.4.7), ‘parents’ inability to recognise love and 

consequent worry’ (1.5.5-6), ‘vain request for help made to seers and priests by the 

parents’ (1.5.6-7, n.: eh; tcX.o<;) and ‘request for help made to the oracle by the 

parents’ (1.5.9). The importance o f  these themes will be discussed shortly.

Table 3.1: Lovesickness in the Ephesiaca

E ph. G re e k T y p e  o f  m o tif A /
H

A H

1.1. 5, 
1.4.2

" E p w id  ye p q v  o u S a  
evopiqsv

attempt at resisting 
Eros

*/

1.1. 5, 
1.4.3

ou§£ imoxaydri ico 0ecp pf] 
GeXcov

love and free will ✓
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E p h . G re e k Type of motif A/
H

A H

1.2. 1 "Ep(OC CpiXoVElKOq [ . . . ]  

sa ip d iE u sv

E ros’ attack ✓

1.2. 1 im£pr|(pdvoi<; d7iapaixr|Toc; E ros’ reven ge against 

the arrogant lovers

✓

1.3. 1 dXlGKETGU A v O i a  [ . . . ] ,  

pxxaxai 8c [...] A(3poKopr|c

fa llin g  in lo v e  at first 

sight

✓

1.3. 1 a7taX,X,ayf|vai ifjq  ovj/scoq 

eBsXcov odk ebbvaxo

ey e  fixation ✓

1.3.2 5 i8 k e ito  8c Kai A v 0 ia  

7iovr|poo<;

lo v e  as su fferin g ✓

1.3. 2 oX.oi^ [...] xoT<; ocpBaXpot^ 

t o  A ppoK opou  KaXXoq 
8ia p 80v SeyopevT]

to rece iv e  lo v e  

through the ey e s

✓

1.3. 2 c>ax>aio8v dv ti, iv a  

AppoKopriq aKouarn;

d esire to talk to 

attract the b eloved

✓

1.3. 2 pcpp  too o cb p a ioc  

8yU(iV(0GSV

d esire to d isp lay  the 

body

✓

1.3. 3 d7tr|)JaXTTOVTO >0)7r0Up£V0l painful separation ✓

1.3. 3 a A , X f | X o i ) < ;  P ^ 8 7 i 8 i v
808X,OVT8<;, 87TlOTp8(p6p8VOl

to turn one’s eyes 
toward the beloved

✓

1.3.3 u c p io x a p e v o i  n o X X a q  
n p o y d o c i q  b ia x p ip f j c
r|l)piCTKOV

delay of separation ✓

1.3.4 (bq 8c f]>i0ov EKaxepoq 
mxp’cauxov, 8yvo3oav xoxe 
oi KaKcbv cycyovciaav

love as evil ✓

1.3.4 8WOia 8KdtX8pOV U7rf|81 xfjC 
6\|/8co<; 0ax8pou

obsessive presence of 
the beloved’s image

✓

1.3.4 o Epcoq 8V auxoiq 
avEKaiexo

love as a fire ✓

1.3.4 t o  7i8pixx6v xfjc; f|(i8paq 
au^poavxec xpv S7ii0upiav

increase of passion ✓
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E ph. G re e k T y p e  o f  m o tif A/
H

A H

1.3.4 e m b p  eiq ottvov p e o a v , ev  

dGpoip y ivovxa i xcp Seivto

ap ex  o f  su ffer in g  in 

bed

✓

1.4. 1, 
1.4.4

saXxoKa Kai v sv iicp p a i to  b e  d e f e a t e d  b y  

E ros

✓

1.4. 1 7 r a p 0 8 V O )  § O D ^ 8 0 8 1 V  

avayK&Copai

lo v e  and sla v ery ✓

1.4.2 ou K apiep^oco vuv; attem p t at r e s is t in g  

Eros

✓

1.4.4 o 08o<; a (p p o5p 6 i8p oc v e h e m e n c e  o f  lo v e ✓

1.4.4 0 08O<; 8lXK8V lo v e  as o n e  w h o  

drags h is v ic tim s

✓

1.4. 4 o 0eo<; [...] a>60va lo v e  as su ffer in g ✓

1.4. 4 O0K8TI 5f] Kapi8pOOV failu re to resist E ros ✓

1.4. 5 TOY TUXVTCOV 5807t6 t11V E r o s’ p o w e r  o v er  

g o d s  and nature

✓

1.4. 5 ^iKpo<; bitter lo v e ✓

1.4. 6 5 i8K8u o  5e Kai A v 0 ia  

7iovf|pco(;

lo v e  as su ffer in g ✓

1.4. 6 O0K8TI (|)8p8lV S\)Vap8Vr| fa ilu re to resist Eros ✓

1.4. 6 7rsip(op8vr| touc TrapovTaq 

A.av0aveiv

a t t e m p t  at  h i d i n g  

erotic  p a ssio n

✓

1.4. 6 p a iv o p a i the lo v e r ’s m a d n ess ✓

1.4. 7 i i  to Tiepaq too KaKou; no lim it to e v il ✓

1.5. 1 8Kai8po<; auicbv 5 i ’oX.r|q 

VUKTOg U)50p8TO

nocturnal lam ent ✓

1.5. 1 e i /o v  5e Tipo 6(p0a^pd)v  

tat; o\|/£i<; Tag tavr&v
o b s e s s iv e  p resen ce  o f  

the b e lo v e d ’s im age

✓

1.5.2 t  a  a  d) p a  t  a  8 k  t  rj <; 
7i a  p 8 X 0 o i) a  r| q v  0  k  t  o  q
7I87TOVriKOTa

-s le e p le s s  n igh ts  

-p h y s ic a l ex h a u stio n

✓

1.5. 2 to p A ip p a  a 0 o p o v a sp ir itle ss  sigh t ✓
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E ph. Greek T ype o f m o tif A /  
H

A H

1.5.2 oi xp(OT£<; pXAxxypcvoi change in the skin’s 
colour (pallor)

✓

1.5.3 8ir|fi8p£i3ovTE<; evecbpcov 
817T81V to dXr)08<;

(poPcp 7TpO(; 8KQT8POUC
a iS o t ip e v o t .

-silence due to fear 
and shame
-neglect of the usual 
activities

✓

1.5.3 £ O T £ V a ^ £ V  d v  71 0 T 8 
AppoKopr|<; Kai edaKpoae 
Kai 7rpoari6x£TO xfji; KcSppc 
aKooouariq 8?̂ 88ivd)<;

erotic prayers and 
moans

✓

1.5.4,
1.9.8

X \ ) 7 i o o p £ v r |  p r\ 
7 r a p 8 i ) § O K t p i i 0 f |  
(popoupevp

jealousy ✓

1.5. 5 0UK8TI TO pe i paKl OV 
8KapT8p8l

failure to resist Eros ✓

1.5. 5 to acbpa Tiav rjcpaviaTO Kai 
n KaTa7C87tT(0K8l

-physical exhaustion 
-fall o f  the soul

✓

1.5. 6 t o  p 8 v k a  U  o <; 
papaivopcvov

fading of beauty ✓

1.5. 8 8 T 1 p a X ^ o v  O 8 p CO c 
aV8Kai8TO

love as a fire « /

1.5. 9 8K81VTO p£V 8lj 8KGtT8pOl(̂  
V O O O U V T 8 I ; ,  71 a V I)
87iia(paA.(b  ̂diaKeipsvoi

love as a disease ✓

1.5.9 ooov o i’)687T(o  T80\'r|^8a0ai 
7lpOa6oKcbp8VOl

love and death ✓

1.5.9 Ktt T 8 1718IV aUTCOV TT)V
aopcpopdv pf] Suvapevoi

silence due to fear 
and shame

✓

1.6.2 dpcpoTEpoix; pia vobooc; 
8X8i- A.uaic; 8V08V av8crrr|

l ove  is t he  o n l y  
remedy for love

✓

1.9. 7 8V08VT8q Trj 8prj KEVtpOV
t o t i

the goad of love ✓
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3â l Xen’s lovesickness: character focalisation and solution

To begin with, in these first chapters of the Eph. Xen. introduces different definitions of 

the passion that is affecting the protagonists: along with three occurrences of o epco<; 

(1.3.4 bis and 1.5.8) and one mention of f| £7u0upla (1.4.7), love is named to koikov 

(1.4.7), to Ssivov (1.5.6, 7), f| oupcpopa (1.5.6, 9) and f| vocoq (1.5.9, 1.6.2 and 1.7.1). 

While the last term is directly associated with lovesickness, the other three more 

generally designate a bad event. Evidence of this is found in the seventh chapter, where 

the same words describe the protagonists’ misadventures foretold by Apollo (1.7.4: 

7tavTO<; 5eivob, at crupcpopai and tcdv eaopsvcov koikgtv, n.). An identical connotation is 

implied also by the dramatic exclamation oi'poi tcdv kokcdv and (pen tgjv kokcov (see

1.4.1, n.).

That said, if we look more carefully at these “negative” definitions, it is striking how 

they are expressed only by the protagonists, their parents and the strange seers who 

come to visit Anthia. This is clear in Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s monologues, where the 

protagonists respectively say cpeu tcdv kcxkcdv (1.4.1) and ti to nspaq too kokou (1.4.7), 

but the other passages also suggest the same conclusion, despite the presence of indirect 

speech:

- 1.5.6: Kai o Msyapf|5r|<; Kai f| Eul7C7rr| Kai 7cspi rfjq Av01a<; Ka08iaTf|K8iaav, 

opcovTeq abrrjq to psv KaXAoq papaivopsvov, tt|v 8s ahlav on cpaivop8vr|v Trj<; 

cmpcpopaq: focalisation through the parents;

- 1.5.6: ei<; tsXoc; eiaayoum Tcapa tt|v Av0iav pavrsit; Kai iepsaq, foq 8Upf|aovTaq 

Anaiv too dsivov: focalisation through the parents;

- 1.5.7: Kai 7cpoo£7ioiouv<TO> cbq eir| to Ssivov £K tcdv i)7i:ox0 ov(cdv 08cdv: 

focalisation through the seers;

- 1.5.9: KttT£t7isiv auTcbv tt|v (jupcpopav pf) Suvapevoi: focalisation through the 

protagonists;

- 1.5.9: zskoq 7C8p7couoiv oi naxspsq sKarspcov siq Qsovq pavreuoopsvoi tt|v T8 airlav 

Trjq vooou Kai Tfjv a7taXXayrjv: focalisation through the fathers.

This frame of occurrences leads to the conclusion that in the Eph. lovesickness is 

focalised through the characters and, thus, is not the way in which Xen. approaches 

love. Second, a distinction must be drawn between the protagonists and their parents:
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the former are aware of being in love, while the latter do not recognise spcoq. This 

means that Xen. focuses love on Anthia and Habrocomes: what prevents them from 

accepting their passion is shame, which is typical of young and innocent people like 

them. This suggests that Xen. is introducing a new step in the construction of his 

protagonists: their hostility to love has here been transformed into fear. In addition, the 

inclusion of Anthia in this development is here more explicit than before, since her 

reaction to love is more active than that of Habrocomes. This is proved by the sequence 

of the following motifs which exclusively concern her: “love as suffering”, “to receive 

love through the eyes”, “desire to talk to attract the beloved” and “desire to display the 

body”. In addition, in her first monologue Anthia calls Habrocomes epcbpevoc; (1.4.7). 

This fact is significant, because it confirms the female leadership in the protagonists’ 

couple and, thus, the asymmetry which characterises it at the beginning of the novel. 

That said, the parents’ reaction is also important, but for another reason: their lack of 

recognition of love leads them to consult the oracle. This decision is very important, 

because Apollo’s words allow them to understand the origin of the passion and to decide 

in favour of the marriage of their children: this is important for the progress of the plot. 

In addition, the presence of the oracle, the divine institution peculiar to Greek 7ioX£i<;, 

strengthens the association between the protagonists’ love and the divine and social 

sphere. First, this pattern highlights how the oracle is important not only in the 

progression of the novel, but also in relation to the first part. Second, it emphasises the 

protagonists’ dependence on their civic and familial bonds. The role of the civilised 

society, which has already emerged in the falling in love scene, is here further 

highlighted by the failure of the seers’ and magicians’ interpretation, whose strange 

behaviour contrasts with the Ephesian environment and with the efficacy of the oracle 

(1.5.7, n.: eic; xeXoq). Conversely, family becomes important here, due to the parents’ 

active role. In addition, Anthia stresses it with her self-definition as 7iap0svo<; [...] 

(ppoupopevrj (1.4.7).

In conclusion, Xen.’s message is that the only way in which young lovers can accept 

their passion is through the help of civilised society, and that the real destination of love 

is marriage.

3b) Comparison with the other Greek novels: lovesickness
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The attribution of lovesickness to the protagonists is a totioc; of the genre: the only 

exception, which concern Ach.’s Leucippe, is not significant, because her feelings 

cannot be revealed through the internal narrator Clitophon. In addition, the character 

focalisation of this theme is similarly typical: this confirms that love is never conceived 

as an evil by the novelists and this fits their desire to propose in their texts a positive 

erotic message.

bl) Plot motifs

If we look more carefully at the role played by lovesickness in the plot of each novel, 

there are two other shared elements. The first is the presence of shame: silence concerns 

Char.’s Chaereas (1.1.8) and especially Callirhoe (ibid.), Ach.’s Clitophon (1.4.5 and 

1.10.2-3 for Clinias’ theoretical discussion of modesty) and Hld.’s Theagenes (3.17.1). 

Finally, Longus’ protagonists and Charicles, one of Charicleia’s fathers (3.18.2 and 

4.5.2), are silent too, but for a different reason: like Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ parents, 

they do not recognise love. The second common element is the choice of marriage as 

the destination of the protagonists’ love (LI 2.4).

That being said, every novelist adopts a different method to overcome the 

aforementioned inner impasse:

- in Char, the parents play the role of intermediaries for Chaereas (1.1.8), while the 

nurse performs a similar function with Callirhoe, giving her the news of the marriage 

(1.1.14);

- in Longus the spcoxoSibdoKaXxx; Philetas (2.7.2-7), a figure commonly attested in 

Roman Elegy, explains the nature of love to the protagonists;

- in Ach. Clinias (1.7.3) and Satyrus (2.4.4) play the same role as Philetas and then 

Clitophon decides to break his silence with a direct declaration (from 2.6.2 onwards);

- in Hid. Calasiris leads Theagenes and Charicleia to admit their passion (3.17.2 and 

4.10), while the doctor Acesinus reveals love to Charicles (4.7.7).

Overall, this list confirms how in the genre the basic starting point - the lack of an 

immediate confession of love - is then developed in different ways by the novelists 

through a deliberate interplay with the figures of interpreters. This makes it very 

important to analyse why Xen. might have chosen the oracle as his resolutive device.

In addition, on further examination, it is found that within the corpus another variation 

concerns the length of the protagonists’ shame: Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ silence and
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their consequent lack of initiative appear two distinctive elements, which are missing in 

both Char, and Ach. and have instead parallels in Longus and in Hid. The comparison 

with Char, is quite significant, since Chaereas’ behaviour is almost the opposite of 

Habrocomes’: as soon as the former recognises the contingent exhaustion of his body 

(1.1.8: ion owpaxoq auxco (pGivovxog), he immediately breaks his silence. Then, the 

origin of his disease is soon discovered by his friends (1.1.10: xfjv aixiav xrjq voaoo). As 

a result, given the hypothesis of the connection between the two authors (G1 2.1), it is 

clear that one is deviating from the other and, since Xen.’s posteriority seems more 

plausible, the focus on shame in the Eph. appears further marked.

Conversely, the slow reaction to love of both Daphnis and Chloe is close to that of 

Anthia and Habrocomes. Another possible parallel lies in Longus’ presentation of 

lovesickness within a symmetrical pattern.293 This parallel is interesting: as Longus 

clearly chooses this model to emphasise the erotic Bildung of his protagonists, the same 

function might be ascribed to Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ long silence and this will 

become clearer in the following stages of their relationship, where a progression will 

clearly emerge. Finally, Hld.’s case is even closer: although his description of 

lovesickness lacks symmetry, because Theagenes’ agony294 is clearly shorter than that of 

Charicleia,295 the latter explicitly addresses the issue of shame in her dialogue with 

Calasiris.296 In addition, her fear of love disappears when the prophet explains to her 

that marriage is a bond in which love and acocppoouvr| can go together (4.10.6). The 

same contrast is addressed by Habrocomes and Anthia in their first monologues.297 

Finally, the link between these two authors concerns also the choice of plot motifs: like 

Xen., Hid. exploits the xo7to<; of the parents’ failure in interpreting lovesickness and 

introduces in Calasiris the figure of a wizard who considers love as the evil eye (3.7.2) 

and performs a magic ritual in front of Charicleia. In this second case, his fictitious 

behaviour becomes clear, since Calasiris pretends to be e7ti cncr|vfj<; xrjq u7roKplascoq

293 See Pattoni 2005, 93: ‘a una sezione narrativa in cui la malattia amorosa dei due protagonisti e 
descritta nei suoi sintomi prevalentemente fisici (1.13.5-6 e 17.3-4) fa seguito un patetico monologo in 
cui ciascuno dei due pastorelli da voce al proprio tormento interiore’.

294 See 3.10.5-6 and 3.11.1 for the description of few symptoms.

295 Charicleia’s agony is often described by Calasiris in 3.7.1, 3.19.1, 4.4.5,4.9.3, by Charicles in 3.18.2, 
4.5.2 and by the doctor Acesinus in 4.7.7.

296 See Hid. 4.10.2: eaoov fie <nco7r(oaav SvaruxeTv, amoq cb<; pouXei yvcopioaq rrfv vocov, Kai rf|v youv 
aiaxuvriv KepSaiveiv, Kpu7itouaav a  Kai naaxeiv aaxpov Kai eicXaX^iv aiaxporepov.

297 On the expression o f this contrast in the novelistic corpus, see Cummings 2009, 63.
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(4.5.3), bums incense (ibid.: xov is  Xipavcoxov 80i)(ilcov) and whispers some prayers 

(ibid.: \|/i0upoi^ xoic; Kaxeu^apsvoq). This scene recalls Xen.’s brief mention of

the arrival at Ephesus of seers and priests, who simply diagnose that the protagonists’ 

sickness is a divine godsend (1.5.6-7, n.: eiq xsXoq).298 Finally, a plot connection with 

Hid. is suggested by the oracle too, since also the Aethiopica includes a response 

formulated by Apollo which plays a similar role in the love story of Theagenes and 

Charicleia (NA 1.2b). These connections between Xen. and Hid. require interpretation. 

First, the identical focus on acocppocruvr| and oracle is a clear proof that both authors 

share a moral concern (QI 5.1) and a sincere trust in the divine sphere. The first issue is 

particularly significant, since Hid. seems to focus this topic on Charicleia, because he 

wants to imitate Anthia, as their portrait and the connection of both heroines with 

Artemis suggests (1.2.2-5, n.: xrjq Apxspi6o<; and 1.2.6, n.: 6cp0aX,poi, f). In addition, this 

sharing of motifs offers the possibility of an intertextuality. However, this kind of 

relationship seems less likely here than in other episodes of the Aethiopica, apart from 

the presentation of the female protagonists (GI 5.1).

In conclusion, Xen.’s overall presentation of lovesickness aims to highlight how young 

people cannot accept love alone, because they are afraid of their passion.

b2) Erotic motifs

After the study of plot motifs, it is interesting to look how the other novelists deal with 

the erotic xo7cot introduced in the Eph. In the following table I will try to show whether 

Xen. is original in his choice of motifs. As a premise, I am aware that a more detailed 

study would be needed to cover this topic, since love is the most important issue of the 

novelistic genre, but this would go beyond the scope of my dissertation. For this reason, 

I will focus here on the differences between the erotic framework of the Eph. and that of 

the other novels. To achieve this aim, in the analysis I have also included the motifs 

which belong to descriptions of lovesickness which concern characters other than the 

protagonists, because they help us to assess the novelists’ knowledge of the erotic 

tradition. The most significant examples are Manto in Xen. (for more LI 3.2 and 1.16.2, 

n.: Xiyei), Dionysius (Char. 2.4.1) and the Persian king (6.7.1-2) in Char., Philetas 

(Longus 2.7.4-7) and Gnathon (4.17.3-6) in Longus, Melite (esp. 5.15.4-5) and

298 See on this parallel Cummings 2009, 61: ‘Heliodorus reflects the theme o f deception found in 
Xenophon o f Ephesus, albeit in a more developed and nuanced way’.
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Thersander (esp. 6.6.6-4) in Ach. and Demainete (esp 1.10.2), Arsace (7.8.6-7.9.4) and 

Achaemenes (7.23.5) in Hid.

Tabic 3.2: Comparison with lovesickness in the novelistic corpus2̂

E ph. T y p e  o f  m o tif N o v e lis tic  o c c u r r e n c e s

1.1.5,
1.4.2

attempt at resisting Eros Char. 2.4.4-5, 6.3.2, Hid. 4.7.1, 
4.9.3,4.10.3.

1.1.5,
1.4.3

love and free will Xen. 5.13.3, Ach. 1.10.6-7.

1.2. 1 Eros as a warrior Char. 1.1.4, 2.4.5, 4.7.6, 6.3.2, 6.4.5, 
Long. 1.7.2, 2.6.1, 2.7.1, 4.34.1, 
Ach. 1.1.13, 2.4.5, 2.5.2, 4.7.3, 
8.12.5-6, Hid. 4.1.1, 4.2.3.

1.2. 1 Eros’ revenge against the arrogant 
lovers

Char. 2.4.5, Ach. 1.7.3.

1.3. 1 falling in love at first sight Xen. 3.2.1, 3.11.3, 3.12.3, 5.1.5, 
Char. 1.1.6, Char. 2.3.6, Ach. 1.4.4, 
Hid. 3.5.4.

1.3. 1 eye fixation Char. 6.1.7, 6.4.5, Longus 1.13.5, 
Ach. 1.4.5, 1.13.5, 1.24.1, 2.1.1, 
Hid. 1.2.3, 7.8.6, 7.9.2.

1.3.2,
1.4.4,
1.4.6,
1.9.7

love as suffering “general”

1.3. 2, 
1.9.7

to receive love through the eyes Ach. 1.4.4. 1.9.4-5, 5.13.4, 6.6.3-4, 
6.7.5, Hid. 1.2.3, 1.2.9.

1.3. 2 desire to talk to attract the beloved Longus 1.13.5, Ach. 1.16.1, 1.19.1.

1.3. 2 desire to display the body

1.3. 3 painful separation Hid. 7.9.1

1.3. 3 to turn one’s eyes toward the 
beloved

Hid. 1.28.2, Hid. 7.9.1.

2991 have adopted the label “general” to designate motifs which are so common in erotic literature that the 
search for a specific m odel is not w orth conducting.
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E ph. T y p e  o f  m o tif N o v e lis tic  o c c u r r e n c e s

1.3.3 delay o f  separation Hid. 3.6.1, Hid. 7.9.1.

134 love as evil Char. 1.1.9, 2.4.7, Ach. 1.6.3, 1.9.2, 
5.25.2.

1.3.4,
1.5.1

o b s e s s i v e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e  
beloved’s image

Char. 2.4.3, 2.9.6, 6.4.5, 7, Ach. 
1.9.1, 1.19.2,2.13.2,5.13.4.

1.3.4, 
1.5. 8

love as a fire “general”

1.3.4 increase o f  passion Char. 1.1.9, 2.4.5, Ach. 1.6.3, Hid. 
4.5.2.

1.3.4 apex o f  suffering in bed Char. 1.1.8, Ach. 1.6.2-3, Hid. 1.8.1, 
3.15.2.

1.4. 1, 
1.4.3

to be defeated by Zeus “General”

1.4. 1,
1.4.4,
1.9.7,
1.9.8.

love and slavery Char. 4.2.3, Ach. 1.7.2, 5.2.6, Hid. 
3 .19.1,4.4.4,5.2.10.

1.4. 4 vehemence o f  love Char. 2.4.5, 6.3.2, Ach. 2.3.3, 4.7.4.

1.4.4 love as one who drags his victims. Ach. 1.4.5, 1.6.3,2.8.3,5.13.4.

1.4.4,
1.4.6,
1.5.5

failure to resist Eros Xen. 2.2.3, Char. 2.7.4, 3.1.1, 6.3.2, 
Ach. 2.5.2, Hid. 1.10.1, 4.7.1, 5.9.3, 
7.19.6, 7.23.2.

1.4. 5 Eros’ power over gods and nature Char. 6.3.2, Longus 2.7.2-4, Ach. 
1.2.1, 1.17-18, Hid. 4.10.5.

1.4. 5 bitter love Longus 1.14.2, 1.18.1, 3.14.3.

1.4. 6 attempt at hiding erotic passion Xen. 2.2.2, 2.11.1, Char. 1.1.8, 
2.4.1, Hid. 1.10.2 (failed).

1.4. 6 the lover’s madness Longus 1.25.2, 2.2.2, Ach. 2.3.3, 
2.37.8, 4.9.2, 5.19.4, 5.26.2, 6.11.3. 
Hid. 1.14.6, 1.15.4, 2.14.3, 4.2.3, 
5.20.6,5.29.5,5.31.2, 7.9.4, 7.23.1.

1.4. 7 no limit to love

1.5. 1 nocturnal lament Hid. 1.8.1.
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E ph . T y p e  o f m o tif N o v e lis tic  o c c u r r e n c e s

1.5. 2 sleepless nights Char. 2.4.3, 2.4.6, 2.9.6, 4.4.9, 6.1.8,
6.7.2, Longus 1.13.6, 1.14.4, 2.7.4,
2.8.2, 3.4.2, Ach. 1.6.2, 1.7.3, 1.9.1, 
Hid 3.7.1, 3.15.2.3, 3.18.2, 4.4.5, 
4.7.7,5.2.1,7.9.3,7.15.5.

1.5.2,
1.5.4,
1.9.1

physical exhaustion Char. 1.1.8, Longus 1.13.6, 1.17.4, 
2.8.2, Hid. 4.9.3.

1.5. 2 a spiritless sight Char. 2.8.1, Hid. 3.19.1,4.7.7.

1.5. 2 change in the skin’s colour (pallor) Char. 4.2.4, Longus 1.13.6, 1.17.4, 
Ach. 2.6.1, 3.7.3, 5.19.1, Hid. 3.5.6, 
3.19.1,4.7.7, 7.15.5.

1.5. 3,
1.5.9,
1.9.1

-silence due to fear and shame Char. 1.1.8, 1.1.14, 2.5.4, 4.1.9, 
5.5.9, Longus 1.17.4, Hid. 3.17.1, 
4.10.2.

1.5.3 -neglect o f  the usual activities
Char. 1.1.9, Longus 1.13.6, 1.17.4, 
1.18.2,2.8.2.

1.5. 3 erotic prayers and moans Hid. 7.7.5.

1.5. 4, 
1.9.8

jealousy Char. 1.2.5, 1.3.4, 4.7.6-7, Longus
2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.25.4, 3.26.1, Ach.
6.11.1, 7.3.7, Hid. 1.11.5, 2.8.1, 
2.8.5, 7.8.6, 7.10.6, 7.21.5, 7.29.1,
8.7.1,

1.5. 5 fall o f  the soul

1.5. 6 fading o f  beauty Longus 1.18.2, Hid. 3.19.1,4.7.7.

1.5. 9 love as a disease Char. 1.1.10, Longus 1.14.1 (bis), 
1.18.2, 2.7.5, Ach. 1.6.2-3, Hid. 
3.7.1, 3.11.1, 3.18.2, 4.5.2, 4.5.6, 
4.7.6-7, 4.9.3,4.10.2,6.5.4, 7.9.4.

1.5.9 love and death Char. 1.1.10, Longus 2.7.5.

1.6.2 love is the only remedy for love Char. 6.3.7, Long. 2.7.7, Ach. 
1.17.4,5.26.2,5.27.2, Hid. 4.7.7.

1.9. 7 the goad o f  love Hid. 1.14.6.
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Overall, this table shows how Xen’s erotic totcoi are mostly shared by the other 

novelists: the only blank spaces are:

- “desire to display the body”;

- “no limit to love”;

- “fall of the soul”.

This very small number suggests that Xen. has a limited originality in the use of erotic 

xo7ioi and this appears to be a sign of his simplicity. This impression is strengthened if 

we consider that there are many motifs which appear in other novels and are missing in 

Xen (see below table 3.4).

That said, before looking at these exceptions, it is important to remember that Xen. very 

probably wrote before Longus, Ach. and Hid. As a result, within the novelistic corpus 

the study of the origin of the motifs of the Eph. concerns only Char. In addition, if we 

accept the likely possibility that our author read him, all the motifs that appear in the 

Eph. and not in Callirhoe become interesting to analyse, since our author would be the 

first of the genre to introduce them. I provide here a list of them, with the reference to 

the other novelists who introduce them:

- “bitter love” (Longus);

- “delay of separation” (Hid.);

- “erotic prayers and moans” (Hid.);

- “love as one who drags his victims” (Ach.);

- “love and free will” (Ach.);

- “lover’s madness” (Longus, Ach., Hid.);

- “nocturnal element” (Hid.);

- “desire to talk to attract the beloved” (Longus, Ach.);

- “painful separation” (Hid.);

- “to receive love through beauty” (Ach.);

- “to turn one’s eyes toward the beloved” (Hid.);

Overall, it is interesting that in most of these cases only one other novelist uses the same 

motif as Xen., because this suggests that our author’s choice of these motifs does not 

follow a common trend. This becomes clearer in the case of Hid., who seems to draw 

two motifs from our author, namely “delay of separation” and “to turn one’s eyes 

toward the beloved” (1.3.3, n.: utpiaiapevoi).
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Given this list, it becomes important to see how lovesickness is described by the other 

Greek and Latin authors, in order to investigate whether Xen. might be drawing these 

themes from earlier models.

3c) Comparison with Greek and Latin erotic literature: lovesickness

Conducting an analysis of how lovesickness is addressed by Greek and Latin authors is

not an easy task, because many texts merit consideration.300 As is commonly known, the

first two are Sappho’s poetry and the Euripidean Hippolytus. Furthermore, in the

Hellenistic Era the two most significant examples are constituted by Medea’s

lovesickness in Apollonius Rhodius and by the description of love of Theocritus’

Idyllia.m

Then, the Augustan and the Imperial Eras offer a big collection: while Parthenius 

explores this topic in seven of his Erotica Pathemata (see 5, 6, 11, 13, 17, 31, 36), Latin 

poets are keen on lovesickness too. Virgil explores this topic with Dido302 and is 

followed by elegists such as Catullus, Ovid and Propertius303 and by Seneca with his 

Phaedra. Later on, in the first century AD, Valerius Maximus offers us the first version 

of the famous story of Antiochus and Stratonice, which explores the lovesickness of the 

former for the latter and was well known in the antiquity both in Greek and Latin 

versions.304 Finally, in the late Historia Augusia (Marcus Antoninus 19.12) and in

300 This topic in the Greek literature is carefully studied by Toohey 1992; however, I would take issue 
with his main thesis that the novelists’ lovesickness, being ‘depressive’ and not ‘manic’ (266), has its first 
model in Theocritus’ second Idyll. In my opinion, this distinction was not clear in ancient authors’ minds 
and, thus, I would consider also earlier models such as Sappho and Euripides as possible intertexts o f  
Xen. In this respect, I consider Lateiner’s interpretation 1998 as more adequate: ‘the nosos love-syndrome 
extends back to Theocritus and traces some o f its symptoms back to Euripides’ Hippolytus'’ (1998, 187, n. 
51).

301 A small description comes also from Herondas’ Mimiambi 1.56-60.

302 See Aen. 1.695-756 and 4.1-172. Other briefer descriptions concern Corydon in Eel. 2, Cornelius 
Gallus in Eel. 10 and Orpheus in G. 4.

303 See Catull. 64, Tib. 1.8, Prop. 1.5 and Ov. Am. 1.2, Her. 4 and 6 and Met. 3.339-510, with the story of 
Echo and Narcissus.

304 As Romani 2000, 275 resumes, ‘il racconto figura pure in Plutarco (Demetr. 38) e Appiano (Syr. 
308-362)’ and ‘cenni rapidi ne da Luciano anche neWIcaromenippus (15), nel Quomodo historia 
conscribenda si?  (35) e nel D e Saltatione (17, 347a-348a)’ (cf. also an echo in Pliny HN  7.29.5 and 123). 
Other two later sources are constituted by Julian (Mis. 347a6-348bl) and possibly by Aristaenetus (1.13) 
and a brief occurrence is also in Rufus o f Ephesus in his short treatise Hepi t c o v  Si ’spcora jwpeooovxcov 
(see ff. 157-160; on the sources o f this story, see Mesk 1913, 366). In addition, echoes of this story appear 
in two passages o f Latin novels, in which a woman suffers from the same lovesickness as Antiochus: the 
first is Apuleius’ stepmother at the beginning o f the tenth book (Met. 10.2-12; on Apuleius’ debt to 
Plutarch Demetr., see Florencis and Gianotti 1990, 101-2), while the second is the king’s daughter in 
Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri 17.22. Finally, Lucian’s On the Syrian goddess attributes to Stratonice also 
another lovesickness which involves her and the servant Combabos (19-27).
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Quintus Smymaeus (1.716-722) lovesickness leads to the achievement of a macabre 

cure through sexual congress, but both examples are chronologically too far from Xen. 

to be considered.

On the other hand, Galen also offers descriptions of lovesickness.305 Although this 

author has motifs similar to those of the novels, it is unlikely that his exploitation of this 

theme was connected with Xen. and not only for a chronological reason. As Amundsen 

argues, Galen ‘clearly recognised the psychosomatic basis of lovesickness and divorced 

it from the mystical realm, assuring his readers that there was nothing preternatural 

about it’.306 As a result, Xen.’s stress on the power of Eros offers an opposite 

interpretation of the same phenomenon.

Given this framework, the issue of readership must be explored, because some of the 

listed models might have been ignored by the novelists. On the Greek side, knowledge 

of Euripides in the Imperial Era is indisputable and the same conclusion can be 

extended to Sappho and Theocritus, as they were clearly read by Longus,307 while 

uncertainty concerns Apollonius Rhodius. On the Latin side, rather, this issue is more 

problematic. A connection between Latin texts and the Greek novels has recently been 

proposed by Tilg: ‘it is certainly true that, compared with the impact of Greek literature 

in the Roman world, reception in the other direction is by and large insignificant. It 

would be wrong, however, to assume that this direction did not exist at all’.308 As a 

result, it is not impossible that Xen. was able to read Latin texts and to use them for 

their composition. At the same time, another adequate and more natural explanation of 

these links is that our author was sharing with Roman Elegy the reading of Hellenistic 

Greek texts, which were later lost.

On balance, the lack of precise sources does not allow us to take a decision between the 

two options.

305 See, e.g., Galen, Praenot. 14.632-635.

306 Amundsen, 1977, 334.

307 On Sappho there is also the important testimony given by Plutarch, who in his version o f Antiochus’ 
story states: gysvEio id  rfj<; £a7r(poo<; SKEiva jtspi avtov navia. In Zimmerman 2000, 74’s view this 
statement, along with that o f [Longinus] De subl. 10.2, suggests that her poem ‘was indeed a textbook 
example’. Further, ‘the same poem was also often used as a basis for the exercise in paraphrasing poetry 
into prose’ (Zimmerman 2000, 74; see also Stark 1957, 325 and 334).

308 Tilg 2010, 279.
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cl) Plot Motifs: Xenophon s original exploitation o f the oracle in ancient literature 

Before collecting the different motifs, I would like to focus on the way in which these 

different cases of lovesickness are solved.

To begin with, we do not know of a literary text in which the oracle plays the same role 

as in Xen. and in Hid. Parthenius often introduces oracles, but his divine responses lack 

a connection with lovesickness (cf. 1.3.4, 1.6, 3.1, 5.6 and 35.3). However, there are two 

particular texts which contain a divine response related to erotic passion and I would 

like to analyse them briefly. The result of this study shows that Xen.’s focus on love and 

society might reflect the attitude of Classical Greece, with a possible link with Greek 

elegy.

First, in the following passage we find that a response about lovesickness was really 

given to an unidentified Diogenes in Delphi (L90 in Fontenrose 1978). The description 

of his request, Pythia’s answer and the relative conclusion is reported in a fragment 

collected by the Suda which Adler ascribes to Aelian (fr. 103 Hercher). As the oracle’s 

date is not given by Aelian,309 it is very likely that this text was older than the Eph., 

since the preserved Delphic oracles usually belong to the Classical Era.

- SUDA A 1145 = Aelian fr. 103 Hercher

Pythiae oraculum

o i l  Aioyevqc; efyev sparvxa 7cai6a Kai 7tiKpo<; cov 7taxf|p on cruvsyivfftcncs veoo paGupia, 

aAAa avslpycov abxov Kai dvaaxeAAcov ton 7to0oo paAAov oi to TtdOoq 7iapd)^uv£. Kai rjv 

too KaKou 8sivf| 87clxacn^- s^sppuri^exo yap o epcoq, Ep7ro5cbv ioxapsvou too Aioyevooq, 

Kai 8q xf)V 7iapouaav voaov paAAov e^riTcxexo o veoq. f)Kev oov sq AeX(pou<;, cb(; eobpa 

cpiXoveiKov ov xo kokov, Kai 5uoavaaysxo5v xe apa Kai 7t8piaXycov epcoxa si oi 

7i87taucy8Tai voggjv 7EOX8 o 7iai<;. f\ 5s (bq 8i5ev on 7iavu xi cppsvf)pr| yepovxa ou5s 

spcoxiKai^ cruyyvcbpova avayKai^ Xeysi xauxa- 

Arj^si ndic, ooq sptDxoq, oxav Koutpp veoxrixi 

Ku7ipi5o<; ipsposvxi Kaxa(pAs%0fj (ppevaq oiaxpco 

opyf|v ouv Tcpquvov apeibsa, pq5’ 87iixsivsiv 

kcoAucov- 7cpdaa8i<; yap evavxia ao io i Aoyiopoiq.

309 See Fontenrose 1978, 351: ‘the story has much resemblance to episodes of romances. It is impossible 
to say when Aelian supposes this event to have occurred, whether in his own lifetime or earlier. Hence to 
assign any date is pure guesswork’.
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rjv 5’ sq)’ i)cruxiqv eA0fl<;, Xf|0r|v xayoq e^ei 

(piXxpcov Kai vf|V|/a<; aio%pa<; Kaxa7iai3o£xai oppfjq. 

aKOvoaq xoivuv o Aioy£vr|<; xabxa xov psv 0opov Kaxeoxopeoev, £X7ri5o<; 5e U7t87tXr|o0r| 

%pr|Gxfj<;, eycov xrj<; too 7cai5o<; ococppOGUvqc; £yyur|xd<; a^ioxpscoq- Kai ev xabxcp peXxicov 

eysvexo o 7taxf|p, qpspcoGeu; xe Kai 7ipabv08k; xov Tporcov. xobxo xoi Kai o xpayucoq 

Aipcov o too EocpoicAeooq aTieSel^axo xfjq Avxiyovqq epcbv Kai 7tiKpcp ^oyopax©v 7taxpi 

xw Kpeovxi- Kai yap xoi Kai £K8ivo<; opoiax; eXaovopevoq ^((psi 7cpo<; xov spcoxa Kai xov 

7iaxepa xf|v vogov eXdGaxo.

‘Because Diogenes had a son in love and because he was a harsh father, he did not 

condone his son’s brashness, but shutting him up and hindering his desire, he sharpened 

the passion all the more. And the vehemence of the evil was terrible, for the love flared 

up. Since the father stood in his way, the young man was impelled even more into his 

present disease. When Diogenes saw that the ill was battling back stubbornly, he came 

to Delphi and in his vexation and distress asked if the boy would ever leave off being 

sick. And [the Pythia], since she saw that the old man was neither completely sound of 

mind nor indulgent toward the necessity of love, spoke as follows:

“The boy will cease from love when with lightness of youth he will have consumed his 

mind with the lovely passion of the Cyprian. Thus calm your pitiless anger and do not 

increase it by trying to prevent it, for you are acting against your intent. But if you 

arrive at composure, the magic (of love) will quickly be obliterated and he, being 

sobered, will cease from his shameful impulse”.

When he heard this, Diogenes calmed his passion and was filled with good hope, having 

worthy assurances of his son’s self-control; and thereby he became a better father, for he 

had become milder and gentler in nature. This, too, the tragic hero Haemon, Sophocles’ 

character demonstrated, when he was in love with Antigone and quarreled with his 

father Creon; for you see he likewise charged with a sword to his love and settled 

matters with his father in respect of the disease’ (Translation from Suda online).

Overall, although the uncertain date of this passage makes comparison with our novel 

difficult, its content shows some similarities. To begin with, the boy’s passion is
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described as a disease and as an evil (cf. o vocoq and to kgikov). Then his father 

Diogenes asks help from the oracle and the answer, which is given in hexameters, 

contains the same order pronounced by Apollo in the Eph.: only with the 

accomplishment of love his son will again find his self-control. That being said, 

however, since the beginning the father had recognized the nature of the son’s malady 

and, thus, the main topic of this passage is not lovesickness but his father’s concern that 

love might be an obstacle to his son’s oa>(ppocruvr|. This difference is significant and it 

means that we cannot take this oracle as a possible model of Xen. At the same time, it 

can still be considered as proof of a divine and moral concern very close to that of the 

Eph. belonged to the Delphic oracle. Since Delphi played a key role in the formation of 

the ideals of Classical Greece, this oracle might suggest that one of them was a civic 

and “religious” consideration of love. As a result, I would speculate that with his plot 

Xen. might be acknowledging this spirit.

The second text is more famous, since it is the Callimachean elegy of Acontius and 

Cydippe. As I will show in the following list, this text shares a good number of motifs 

with our novel. However, on closer examination, they do not seem to prove that the 

Eph. has an intertextual relationship with this text. As a result, another reason for these 

similarities must be found and I wonder whether the status of Callimachus’ text and its 

focus on Artemis might play a role. Greek Elegy has been considered an archetype of 

the Greek novel since Rohde I9604, 126-9, who underlines how this genre shares the 

traditional motifs of the protagonists’ beauty and nobility (e.g. Call. Aet. fr. 67.1, 8) and 

the happy ending (e.g. Call. Aet. fr. 75.52).310 In my opinion, however, the link between 

love, religion and society might be part of this connection. Although few texts have 

been preserved, the religious and civic setting of the Callimachean Elegy seems to have 

been common in Greek Elegy and I would speculate that Xen. could be drawing from 

this genre the scenario of his description of lovesickness.

Having illustrated the main result of this comparison, I offer here a list of the shared 

motifs:

a) fr. 67, 6: 87ti pou(povfr|v: as Anthia and Habrocomes, Acontius and Cydippe fall in 

love in Delos while attending a religious event.

310 On this statement, cf. also Rocca 1976, 43 n. 44 and Fusillo 1989, 197.
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b) 67.21: Cydippe’s eyes are described like Anthia’s ones (see 1.2.6, n.: ocpBaXpoi), 

while those of the male characters are overlooked;

c) 68: ie  occasioni in cui spicca la bellezza della giovane Cidippe sono i contesti 

rituali’ (D’Alessio, 477, n.59); similarly, Anthia spends her days in the Artemision (Eph. 

1.5.1);

d) 68-69: Acontius is surrounded by male lovers in school and in thermal baths: as 

£paarf|^, a late gloss of 8io7rvfjXxx<;, suggests, he is comparable to a Platonic £p6p,8vo<; 

and this situation might be echoed by Xen. in 1.2.8, when Habrocomes’ presence 

attracts all the ephebes;

e) 73.2: Callimachus uses an expression typical of Greek inscriptions to indicate 

Cydippe’s beauty (Ku5i7i7rr|v ooo’ epeouai KaXrjv); likewise, Xen attributes it to both 

Anthia (see 1.2.7: AvOla f| KaXf|) and Habrocomes (see 1.2.8: KaAxx; AppoKopr|<;);

f) 74: Acontius delivers a dramatic monologue, as does Habrocomes in Eph. 1.4.1-3;

g) 75.20-1: Cydippe’s father decides to consult Apollo’s oracle to discover the origin of 

her disease; similarly, in Xen. both protagonists’ fathers send messengers to Apollo’s 

oracle (Eph. 1.5.9).

h) 75.45: marriage is shortly followed by sexual union (75.45): the same sequence 

characterises the Eph. (1.8-9).

In my opinion, these parallels are very interesting, because they confirm the existence in 

Callimachus of a conception of society similar to that of the Eph., in which public and 

religious spaces are important and parents are strict towards their children. That said, 

however, the lack of intertextuality between the two authors makes this connection 

looser.

This conclusion is supported also by the relevance of some contrasts between the elegy 

and our novel:

a) 67.1-3: in Callimachus Eros’ intervention is a lesson given to Acontius (eSiba^e [...] 

rejcvqv); conversely, in the Eph. the god’s action - again called T8xvr|v (1.2.1) - is against 

the male protagonist and does not include any teaching (cf. Call. 70 and Xen. 1.3.1);

b) 75.12-15: Cydippe is afflicted by a vouaoq [...] iepqv, which is a serious and real 

illness, while Anthia is lovesick (Xen. 1.5.2); conversely, a link with her pretended 

“holy” disease in Taras is less likely, since this belongs to a different part of the novel: 

see 5.7.4-9);
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c) 75.22: in the oracle Artemis is revealed as the one responsible for the oath which 

forbids Cydippe’s wedding, since this act was performed in front of Artemis’ sanctuary 

in Delus (8 : K a ra  t o  Apxspiaiov). In Xen., by contrast, no oath is an obstacle to the 

wedding.

d) 75.43: the oracle’s response pushes Cydippe’s father to make the other marriage 

happen. This motif is missing in the Eph.

Overall, these last points confirm that there are some differences between Callimachus 

and our novelist: their existence makes our speculative hypothesis of Xen.’s debt to 

Greek Elegy not unlikely but ultimately difficult to assess.

c2) Xenophon s unparalleledfocus on erotic shame in the ancient literature 

Even more than the oracle, the two other main features of Xen’s lovesickness, the 

lovers’ never-ending shame and lack of initiative, remain unparalleled in the ancient 

literary context. In all the other explorations of this theme, the victim’s attempt at hiding 

his passion is soon interrupted and the lover decides either to confess his passion 

directly to his beloved or, more often, to ask the help of a intermediary. The second 

option occurs in the following texts:

a) the Euripidean Hippolytus, in which Phaedra makes a progressive revelation of her 

disease to the nurse;311

b) in Theocritus, where Simaetha asks her slave for help {Id. 2.95);

c) in Virgil, where Dido promptly speaks very soon with her sister Anna (see Aen. 

4.9-29);

d) in Seneca’s Phaedra, in which ‘the heroine does not make much of an effort to hide 

her passion from the nurse’.312

On the other hand, Parthenius introduces both approaches, as direct confession occurs 

twice (cf. 17.2 and 36.3), while the intermediary route is employed five times (5.2, 6.4,

13.1, 16,1 and 21.2). Furthermore, in Stratonice’s love for Combabos Lucian seems to 

vary the first theme, as the queen decides to drink in order to overcome her shame and 

talk (see 22: apa 5e ovvcp ciaiovxt 7iappr]cjlr| xo eccpxcxai). Finally, the episode in which 

shame is most emphasised is Apollonius Rhodius’ account of Medea, where the heroine

311 See, following Paduano’s classification 2000, her ‘rivelazione traslata’ in 207-231, which is followed
by the ‘rivelazione equivocata’ in 310-335 and by the ‘rivelazione diretta’ in 337-352.

3,2 Toohey 1992,281.
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strenuously fights with her modesty (3.645-664, 681-2) before making a false 

confession to a servant (3.688-692).

As a result, Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ inability to overcome their shame and speak is a 

feature deliberately chosen by Xen. This conclusion is strongly supported by the 

analysis of the different versions of Stratonice’s story, which all start from the 

protagonists’ shame and the introduction of worried and impotent parents. This impasse, 

however, instead of being solved with an oracle, is overcome by the intervention of a 

doctor, who plays the role of revealing the protagonist’s passion to his parents.313 

Although we are already familiar with this pattern because of Hid., it is interesting that 

this story was widespread at Xen’s time and Hid. himself seems to owe a debt to this. 

This leads me to conclude that our author’s choice of prolonging the silence might be a 

deliberate one, which would have probably appeared strange to Imperial readers.

The same conclusion is suggested by the analysis of Latin novels, where an 

intermediary always interrupts lovesickness. However, since these texts seem to be later 

than the Eph., they do not merit particular attention. Two examples are worth 

mentioning: the first is Apuleius’ story of the stepmother in the tenth book of the 

Metamorphoses, which constitutes one of the numerous re-elaborations of Phaedra’s 

lovesickness. While the heroine soon confesses her love to her son {Met. 10.3), as is 

typical, Apuleius addresses an apostrophe to doctors, in which he explicitly states that 

the experience in love and not that in medicine is required in order to understand love 

(ibid.). In my opinion, this invective seems to further underline how the involvement of 

medicine in the diagnosis of love was widespread in the Imperial Era314 and this 

confirms that Xen.’s omission of intermediaries might be not casual.

313 See Val. Max. 5.7.1, where, as Romani 2000, 275 notes, ‘ancora dubbia e l’identificazione di 
Erasistrato’: ‘hanc tristitiae nubem Leptinis mathematici vel [...] Erasistrati medici providentia discussit’), 
Plut. Demetr. 38.3 fEpaaicxpaxov 5e xov iaxpov aiaOeoOai pev on yal£iv(hc> eptovxoq auxov) and Luc. Syr. 
D. 17 ( 'O 6s ir|xp6<; Eyvco xf|v voucov epcoxa eppevai). Only two authors introduce a variation: the first is 
Appian, since “his” Eresistratus fails temporarily his diagnosis (see Syr. 310: ou8’ o 7r£pubvvpo<; iaxpo<; 
’Epaaiaxpaxoq [...] eixe x£Kpf|paa0ai xou 7rd0ou<;), because he focuses his attention only on the good 
condition o f Stratonice’s body and not on the anxiety o f her soul. This new elaboration is significant, 
since it introduces an opposition between sickness o f the body, from which love is excluded, and sickness 
o f  the soul (see 310: eikaaev Given xrjq i|n)xfj<; xrjv vooov, f| 5f| Kai Eppcopevr| Kai voaoucrp xo atopa 
cruvai0£xai). The same distinction appears also in Aristaenetus’ thirteenth epistle (see 1.13-6 and then 23), 
in which the protagonists have different names and the casualty o f the beloved’ appearance makes the 
doctor finally understand the nature o f  the disease.

314 Another reason for this “attack” might be a general discredit toward the medical profession: see on 
this Amundsen 1977, 320: ‘the references to physicians most commonly quoted from Greek and Latin 
authors o f the period o f the late Roman Republic and the Empire are decidedly slanted against the 
medical profession’.
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The second comes from the late novel Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri and is more 

traditional: lovesickness is explored in relation to the king's daughter and the doctors 

who are consulted ‘aegritudinis nullam causam inveniunt' (18). This failure pushes the 

victim to express her love to her father first with a letter (20) and then directly (22): 

thus, the silence is also here broken, unlike what happens in the Eph.

c3) Xen s minor but original exploitation o f  different erotic traditions 

After the study o f  plot motifs, the last step o f  this research focuses on literary motifs. As 

I did before, I have provided a list o f  the main occurrences of the erotic totcoi, in order 

to reach an assessment of  those which Xen. seems to introduce first in the novelistic 

corpus. For sake o f  clarity, in the following table I will write their names in italics.

Table 3.3: Comparison with lovesickness in the erotic Greek and Latin Literature

E ph. T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in G re e k  l i te ra tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in L atin  lite ra tu re

1.1.5,
1.4.2

attempt at
resisting
Eros

Theoc. Id. 30.12-23, AP. 5.93, 
5.179, 12.120.

Catull. 8.11, 12, 19; 76.11, 
13-14, Tib. 1.2.87-88, 1.4.5,
2.6.5, Prop. 1.5.12, 1.14.7,
3.2.5, 3.19.10, Ov. Am. 1.2.9,
2.9.6, 3.11.7, Her. 4.151,  
16.137, 16.189, Ars am. 1.84, 
1.127, 2.178, 2.273, Rem. am. 
423, 675.

1.1.5,
1.4.3

love and  
free will

Sapph. 1.23-24 L-P, Xen. Cyr. 
5.1.11, Theoc. Id. 30.28-29.

Tib. 1.8.8, Ov. Am. 1.2.17, 
1.4.65-6 Ov. Ars. am. 1.666, 
700, Rem. am. 268.

1.2. 1 Eros as a 
warrior

Soph. Ant. 781-90, Eur. Hipp. 
5 2 5 - 5 2 8 ,  AP.  5 . 1 7 9 . 1 - 2 ,  
5.180.1-2, 12.50.3, Ap. Rhod. 
3.275-4, Moschus 2.23.

“General” . Some examples: 
Tib. 1.1.75, Prop. 2.9.38, 
2.13.2, 3.11.6, Vcrg. Aen. 
1.689-90, Ov. Am. 1.11.12, 
2.9.3,2.12.13.28,3.11.49-52.
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Eph. T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in  G re e k  l i te r a tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in L a tin  l i te r a tu re

1 . 2 . 1 Eros’ 
revenge 
against the 
arrogant 
lovers

AP 5.176.4, 12.101.3, Plut. 
Amat. 757a.

T i b .  1 . 8 . 7 - 8 ,  P s .  T i b .  
3.6.13-14, Prop. 2.3.49, Ov. 
Am. 1.2.17-18, Apul. Met. 
4.31.

1.3. 1 falling in 
love at first 
sight

“General” . Few examples, Ap. 
Rhod. 3.284-298, 443-447, 
Theoc. Id. 2.82, AP 12.106.

“General’

eye
fixation

PI. Phdr. 253a, Luc. Eikones Prop. 1.3.19 Ov. Am. 2.17.12.

1.3.2,
1.9.7

to receive 
love 
through 
the eyes

PI. Phdr. 251b, 251c, 255c, 
Luc. Dom. 4.

Tib. 4.13.4, Prop. 2.15.12, 
3.10.15, 3.24.2, 4.4.32, Ov. 
Am. 1.10.10, 2.17.12, 3.3.42, 
Her. 15.234, 16.100, Ars. am. 
1.44, Rem. am 346.

.3.2,

.4.4,

.4.6

love as 
suffering

“G eneral” . Few examples: 
AP 5.106.2, 5.220.4, 12.49.4, 
1 2 . 9 9 . 6 ,  1 2 . 1 7 2 . 2  a n d  
1 2 . 2 1 2 . 2 .

“General”

1.3. 2 desire to 
talk to 
attract the 
beloved

Ps. Tib. 2.19.2, Prop. 2.23.16, 
3.23.18.

1.3. 2 desire to 
display the 
body

AP 5.69.3, 5.83.2, 5.104.4, 
12.40.1 and 12.161.4.

Ov. Am. 1.5.17-24, Ov. Ars. 
am. 3 .3 0 7 -8 ,  Apul .  M et. 
10.31.

1.3. 3 painful
separation

Catul l .  56 . 2 1 , 6 4 . 1 9 7 - 2 0 1 ,  
2 4 9 -2 5 0 ,  6 6 .29 -30 , Prop. 
2.8.29, 2 .9.9-15, Ov. Am.
I.4.61-2 Ov. Her. 5.45-50, 
1 0 . 3 1 - 4 6 ,  1 0 . 1 3 3 - 1 5 0 ,
II.91-2, 13.85, 18.117.

1.3. 3 to turn
o n e ’s eyes 
toward the 
beloved

Ov. Her. 18.118.
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E ph. T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in G re e k  l i te r a tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in Latin  lite ra tu re

1.3. 3 delay the 
separation

Tib. 1.3.15-16,  Ov. Her. 
2.94-5, 5.51-2, 13.85 and 
18.115, Ars am. 1.703.4 and 
2.689-690, Met. 11.461.

1.3.4,
1.4.7

love as evil Eur. Hipp. 48, PI. Phdr. 254b, 
Theoc. Id. 30.5, App. Syr. 315 
and 317, Luc. Syr. D. 17 and 
22.

Verg. Eel. 10.61, Sen. Phaed. 
90, 360

1.3.4,
1.5.1

obsessive 
presence o f  
the
beloved’s
image

PI. Phdr. 255d5-6, 255d9-el, 
Ap. Rhod. 3.453-6.

Verg. Aen. 4.83, Ov. Her. 
6.25, Pont. 2.4.8, hist. Apoll. 
reg. Tyr. 18.

1.3.4, 
1.5. 8

love as a 
fire

“General” “General”

1.3.4 increase o f  
passion

Parth. 17.2, 36.3. Apul. Met. 10.2.

1.3.4 a p e x  o f  
s u f f e r i n g  
in bed

Ov. Her. 8.105-114.

1.4.1,
1.4.3

to be 
defeated 
by Eros

“General” Ov. Am. 1.2.20, 22, 50; 2.9.6, 
Her. 4.153,9.26.

1.4.1,
1.4.4,
1.9.7,
1.9.8

love and 
slavery

Catull. 51.98, 65.14, Tib. 
1.2.97, 2.3.30, 2.4.3, Ps. Tib. 
4.5.13, Prop. 2.13.36, 3.11.2, 
Ov. Am. 1.2.18,2.9.11,3.11.3, 
Her. 12.83.

1.4.4 vehemence 
o f  love

Aesop. 54, PI. Leg. 837a, AP 
5.25.5-6, 12.16.2, 12.37.2, 
12.84.3, 12.85.4, Parth. 14.4, 
31.1, Nicol. fr. 12, Luc. Dial. 
D. 9.3.

Catull. 68.52, Tib. 2.1.79, Ps. 
Tib. 4 .12.1,  Prop. 1.1.4,  
1.9.24,3.21.6, Ov. Am. 1.2.17, 
46, Rem. 530.

1.4. 4 love as one 
who drags 
his victims

AP. 5.25.5-6, 12.84.3 and 
12.85.4.
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Eph. T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in  G re e k  l i te r a tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in L a tin  l i te r a tu re

1.4.4,
1.4.6,
1.5.5

failure to 
resist
Eros / love

Theoc. Id. 30.25-27, Parth. 
5.2, 13.1, 16.1, 17.1,36.3.

Tib. 1.8.8, Verg. Eel. 10.69, 
Ov. Am. 1.2.9-10, Ov. Her. 
4 .151-4, 8.38, Apul .  Met. 
10.2.

1.4. 5 Eros’
power over 
gods and 
nature

Hes. Theog. 120-2, Soph. 
Track. 441 ff., Eur. Hipp. 
1269 ff., PI. Symp. 178a-d, 
186a-b, 188d, AP. 5.177.5-6, 
180.6.

Sen. Phaed. 185.

1.4. 5 Bitter love Sapph. fr. 130.2 L-P, Eur. 
Hipp. 348, PI. Epigr. 8.2, AP
5.134.4, 5.163.3-4, 12.50.4,
12.54.4, 12.109.3.

Catull. 68.18, Tib. 1.6.2.84, 
1.9.20, 1.6.84, Prop. 2.8.3, 
Ov. Ars. am. 2.185.

1.4.6 the lover s 
madness

Sapph. fr. 1.17-18 L-P, Eur. 
Hipp. 241, 248, 1274, PI. 
Phdr. 249e3-4, Theoc. Id. 
2.82, 11.11, Parth. 27.1, 29.2, 
Luc. Syr. D. 21.

Catull. 63.4, 31, 38, 78, 79, 
92, 64.197.254, 100.7, Tib.
4.13.17, Prop. 1.1.11, 1.13.20,
2 . 6 . 1 7 ,  2 . 6 . 1 8 ,  2 . 1 4 . 1 8 ,  
2.15.29, 2.34.25, 3.17.3, Verg. 
Eel. 10.44, Aen. 4.69, 78 Ov. 
Am. 2.4.4, 3.11.25, Ov. Her. 
4.37-8, 6.131, 12.193, Ars. 
am. 1.372,  1.527,  2 .106,  
2.591, 2 .563, 2 .691, Sen. 
Phaed. 268, 339, 363.

1.4. 7 no limit to 
love

PI. Phdr. 254b2, Septuag. 
S a lo m . 14.27,  Max.  Tyr. 
12.6a.

1.5. 1 n o c tu r n a l
lament

AP. 5.120, 151, 168, 191,229. Seneca, Phaed. 370, Apul. 
Met. 10.2.

1.5.2 s l e e p l e s s
nights

Ap. Rhod. 3.751-2, Theoc. Id. 
10.10, AP 5.152.3, 166.1, 
191.4, 212.3, 215.1, 279.4, 
Gal. Praen. 14.631 and 635, 
Ruf. fr. 157.

Tib. 1.2.76, 1.8.64, Prop. 
1.5.11, 1.9.28, 1.11.3, 1.16.40,
3.15.2, 3.20.22, Verg. Aen. 
4.5, Ov. Am. 1.2.3, 1.9.7, Her. 
12.169, Ars am. 1.735, Met. 
3.396 and 437, Apul. Met.
10.2, hist. Apoll. reg. Tyr. 18.
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E ph. T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in  G re e k  l i te ra tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in L atin  lite ra tu re

1.5.2,
1.5.4,
1.9.1

physical
exhaustion

Eur. Hipp. 131-8, 174, 199, 
274-5, Theoc. Id. 2.89-90, 
Plut. Demetr. 38.2, App. Syr. 
311, Luc. Syr. D. 17, Galen, 
Praenot. 14.632, Jul. Mis. 
2 4 7 b 2 - 3 , a n d  2 4 7 c l - 2 ,  
Aristaenet. 1.13.9-10.

Plaut .  Trin. 225,  Catul l .  
64.189, Prop. 1.5.22, Ov. Am. 
1.6.5-6, Met. 3.396, 397-8, 
Val. Max. 5.7.1, Sen. Phaed. 
345, hist. Apo/l. reg. Tyr. 18.

1.5.2 a spiritless 
sight

Sapph. fr. 31.11 L-P, Ap. 
Rhod. 3. 962-3, Plut. Demetr. 
38.4, Luc. Syr. D. 17.

Sen. Phaed. 379-380.

1.5. 2 change in 
the s k in ’s 
c o l o u r  
(pallor)

Sapph. fr. 31.14-15 L-P, Eur. 
Hipp. 175, Ap. Rhod. 3.297-8, 
963 Theoc. Id. 2.88,, Plut. 
Demetr. 38 4, Luc. Syr D. 17, 
Galen, Praen. 14.632.

Prop. 1.5.21, Hor. Carm. 
1.13.5 ff., Ov. Am. 1.7.51, 
Ars. am. 3.269, 2.5.30, Val. 
Max. 5.7.1, Apul. Met. 10.2.

1.5. 3,
1.5.9,
1.9.1

1.5.3

- s i l e n c e  
due to fear 
and shame

-neglect o f  
the  usual  
activities

Sapph. fr. 31.7-8 L-P, Eur. 
Hipp. 40, Ap. Rhod. 3.648, 
Parth. 16.1; 36.3, App. Syr. 
309,312, Luc. Syr. D. 22, Gal. 
Praen. 63 1.

Sapph. fr. 102 V., Theoc. Id. 
10.1-6, 11.12-13,73-74.

Verg. Aen. 4.27, Ov. Her. 4.9, 
Val. Max. 5.7.1, Plut. Dem. 
38.5.

1.5. 3 e r o t i c  
p r a y e r s  
and moans

“General” . Some occurrences: 
Catull. 50.19, Tib. 1.4.71-2. 
Ov. Am. 2.2.66, Her. 6.73.75, 
16.229-230.262, Ov. Ars. am. 
3.795, Fast. 4.111, Apul. Met. 
4.29.

1.5.4,
1.9.4, 
1.9.8

jealousy Parth. 7.4; 15.3; 19. Prop. 1.5, 2.6.9-13, 2.20.1-8, 
2.34.19, Ov. Ars. am. 2.426, 
3.673-682, Rem. am. 768.

1.5. 5 fa ll o f  the 
soul

PI. Phdr. 248c7-8, Max. Tyr. 
11.10.

1.5. 6 f ad i ng  o f  
beauty

Theoc. Id. 2.83: t o  Se KaXVoc; 
e t d i K e i o
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E ph . T y p e  o f 
m o tif

P o s s i b l e  o r i g i n  a n d  
s ig n i f i c a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in  G re e k  l i te ra tu re

S ig n if ic a n t  o c c u r r e n c e s  
in L a tin  l i te r a tu re

1.5.9 love as a 
disease

Eur. Hipp. 40, 131, 176, 186, 
269, 279, 283, 394, 405, PI. 
Phdr. 2 3 Id, 238e, 244d and 
2 5 5 d ,  Ap.  Rhod .  3 . 6 7 6 ,  
Theoc. Id. 2.85, 30.1, Call. 
Epigr. 44, Parth. 5.2, 6.4, 
11.1, 13.1, 17.2. 31.2, 36.3, 
Plut. Dem etr. 38.3.2 (bis), 
Sor. Vita Hipp. 5, App. Syr, 
309, 312, Luc. Syr. D. 17 and 
22, Aristaenet. 1.13.11.

Plaut .  Trin. 269 ,,  Catul l .  
76.25, Tib. 2.5.110, Ps. Tib. 
3.4.19, Prop. 2.1.38, 2.4.11, 
Verg. G. 4.531-2, Aen. 4.90 
Ov. Rem. 81, 109, 115, 313, 
314, Apul. Met. 10.2, hist. 
Apoll. reg. Tyr. 18.

1.5. 9 l o v e  a n d  
death

Sapph. fr. 31.15-16 L-P, Eur. 
Hipp. 39, 139-140, Ap. Rhod. 
3.806-9, Herod. 1.60, App. 
Syr. 309.

Plaut. Trin. 239, Cat. 30.7, 
Prop. 1.6.26, 1.13.17, 2.1.47, 
2.3.45-46, Verg. Eel. 2.7„ Ov. 
Am. 2.7.10, Ars. am. 1.372, 
Val. Max. 5.7.1.

1.6. 2 love is the 
o n l y  
remedy for 
love

PI. Phdr. 252a, Plut. Demetr. 
38.5, Amat. 759b, Syr. App. 
312.

Tib. 2.3.14, Prop. 1.5.28, 
2.1.57-8, Verg. Eel. 10.60, Ov. 
Her. 5.149, Rem. 91-2, Met. 
1.523.

1.9. 7 the goad of 
love

Eur. Hipp. 38-39, 1301-3, PI. 
Phdr. 253e6-254al.

Overall, this analysis shows how many of these motifs are not only common in the 

novelistic genre, but also in erotic literature. While this is not surprising, it is striking 

that with Xen.’s unusual motifs this general tendency often fades away: this suggests 

that we are dealing with themes that are more original and the search for their origin 

becomes more interesting.

That said, the analysis o f  the two motifs that are exclusive to Xen. also sheds a light on 

the other themes: the first, “desire to display the body”, appear in Greek epigrams and 

the second, “no limit to love” and “ fall o f  the soul” , in the Platonic Phaedrus. These 

different traditions are those where also the other original motifs are attested:

a) Greek epigrams contains “desire to display the body” and “love as one who drags his 

victims and “nocturnal laments”;

b) Plato is the model for ‘to receive love through the eyes”.
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A third pole is constituted by Roman Elegy, which contains “desire to talk to attract the 

beloved”, “painful separation”, “to turn one’s eyes toward the beloved”, “delay of 

separation”, “nocturnal lament” and “erotic prayers and moans”;

Given this list, the remaining five motifs are more difficult to assess. Both “bitter love” 

and “the lover’s madness” are first attested in Sappho and in Euripides’ Hippolytus. 

While Xen. does not seem to intertext with the second work, although some scholars 

have argued this (LJ 2.1), I would argue that our author is not keen on Sappho: he 

introduces only three motifs peculiar to this poetess, while he omits five which appear 

in the other novelists.

- Sapphic motifs included: “Change in the skin’s colour”, “Silence due to fear and 

shame”, “Neglect of the usual activities”.

- Sapphic motifs excluded: “Blushing”, “Cold flushes”, “Face more green than grass”, 

“Sweat of love”, “Throbbing of the heart” (see table 3.4 below).

Since the second list includes motifs which construct an emotive reaction to 

lovesickness which cannot pass unnoticed by the partner, in my opinion they might have 

been deliberately neglected by our author: Sappho’s emphasis on the power of erotic 

desire might have appeared exaggerated to Xen. and not appropriate to more controlled 

lovers such as Anthia and Habrocomes (for more on this, 1.5.2 n.: oi 'xp&xeq).

As a result, I would speculate that, following the chronology, in both “bitter love” and 

“the lover’s madness” the third model might be the one that Xen. is following: while the 

former has many occurrences in Greek epigrams, the latter is explored by Plato. Thus, I 

would fit both into the previous threefold classification. For the same reason, both the 

motifs of “love as an evil” and that of “goad of love” seem to have a Platonic origin: the 

first is introduced by Xen. through a very plausible allusion to the Phaedrus (1.4.7 n.: xi 

to Tiepaq ton kcxkou) and the second appears only in the Hippolytus before than in Plato. 

Conversely, a more special consideration concerns “love and free will”: since in this 

case also Sappho’s model is unlikely, the Cyropaedia of Xenophon of Athens, which 

provides the second attestation of this, might be Xen.’s intertext, as I will demonstrate in 

the commentary (1.4.3 n. : xou; gov; 6cp0aA,fioi<;).

In conclusion, apart from this last exception, in the few cases where Xen.’s knowledge
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of erotic motifs appears to be original within the novelistic corpus, our author seems to 

follow three traditions:

- the Platonic theory of love;

- Greek epigrams;

- Latin elegy.

Xen.’s approach to each of these is different: while in Plato’s case there is a coexistence 

of motifs, textual allusions and puns (LI 7.1-2), in the two other cases Xen. recalls some 

themes, following McGill’s assumption 2000, 325 that many of the erotic Torcoi in the 

Imperial Era ‘stood as public literary property’. In addition, Xen.’s exploitation of these 

traditions seems to follow a criterion of appropriateness to the context. This is evident in 

his approach to epigrams, which appear mostly in two specific parts of the first book. 

The first is Habrocomes’ first monologue, where we find all the three original motifs 

introduced by Xen. Since this passage presents love as an uncontrollable force and 

contains a prayer to Eros, our author seems to use the epigrammatic tradition to increase 

the literary quality of the prayer and the forcefulness of his speech. The second is the 

wedding night (LI 2.4), in which the main reason for using epigrammatic motifs seems 

to be different: their emphasis on sexual love.

The same pattern can be extended to Roman elegy: Xen.’s elegiac motifs focus on the 

lovers’ first reactions to love and on their painful separation, in which two different 

views on love are combined: a stress on sexual desire and on the lovers’ sufferings. 

While the first connotation is also carried by Greek epigrams, the second seems peculiar 

to elegy. As a result, it seems to me that the reference to this model here would help our 

author to underline their pain and I would define the separation of Anthia and 

Habrocomes as an elegiac scene. Interestingly, a similar colour seems to concern also 

the way in which Habrocomes focuses on his interior conflict in his aforementioned 

monologue (1.4.4-5 n.: intr. a).

Overall, these hypotheses are significant, because they suggest that Xen.’s 

accommodates different literary traditions in his text according to the specific situation 

he is describing and this is a hint of sophistication. A final confirmation of this comes 

from Plato. Although this author is echoed throughout the whole novel, the 

intertextuality with him concerns essentially Anthia’s lovesickness and our author seems 

to view this theme as a starting point to emphasise Anthia’s unexpected leadership in
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this first step o f  the protagonists’ love (LI 7 4a-b). As a result, this analysis proves that 

Xen. could be a more literary author than is generally recognised.

Table 3.4: Appendix: erotic motifs missing in the Ephesiaca but present in the other 

Greek novels

E ro tic
TOTTOq

O c c u r r e n c e s  in  th e  o th e r  n o v e lis ts F a m o u s  m o d e l

beauty  like 
lightning

Hid. 1.21.3,5.8.5,7.10.3.

blushing Char. 2.5.5, 2.7.5, 3.2.3, 4.2.13, 5.3.8, 6.3.1; 
Long. 1.13.6, 1.17.2; Ach. 1.10.4, 3.7.3, 
4.17.5, 5.19.6; Hid. 2.7.1, 3.17.1, 4.10.4, 
4.18.2, 5.34.2, 6.9.4, 10.18.2, 10.24.2.

Sapph. 31.14 L-P

caressing the 
breast

Ach. 2.37.7.

cold flushes Long. 1.17.2,2.7.5. Sapph. 31.13 L-P, 
Theoc. Id. 2.106.

confession to 
a friend

Char. 2.4.6-8. Eur. H ip p .207-231, 
310-335 and 337-352.

c o n f u s i o n  
provoked by 
love

Char. 2.3.8. 2.4.7, 8.1.7, Ach. 2.6.1, 2.37.10.

e m o t i o n a l
displacement

Char. 6.4.4, Longus 3.26.1, 4.28.2, Hid. 
1.10.2.

E r o s  / 
A p h r o d i t e  
mystery cult

Char. 4.4.9, Ach. 1.2.2, 1.9.7, 1.10.5, 1.18.3, 
2.19.1, 5.15.6, 5.16.3, 5.25.6, 5.26.3, 
5.26.10, 5.27.4, 8.12.4.

PI. Phdr. 249c, 250b.

erotic wound Char. 1.1.7, 2.4.1, 4.1.9, 4.2.4, 6.3.3, 8.5.6, 
Longus 1.14.1, Ach. 1.4.4, 1.6.2-3, 2.7.6, 
2.13.1, 4.6.1, 4.7.4, 5.26.3, 8.12.7, Hid. 
3.7.5, 7.10.1, 7.10.3, 7.28.1.

f a c e  m o r e  
g re e n  t han 
grass

Longus 1.17.4. Sapph. 31.14 L-P.

honey-sweet
kisses

Longus 1.18.1, Ach. 2.7.6, 2.37.7, 4.8.1. Theocr. Id. 1.146.
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E ro tic
tottoc ;

O c c u r r e n c e s  in  t h e  o th e r  n o v e l i s ts F a m o u s  m o d e l

u n s t a b l e
emotivity

Longus 1.13.6, Hid. 3.10.5.

kiss and bite Long. 1.17.2, 1.25.2, Ach. 2.37.7. PI. Symp. 218a.

kiss and heat Long. 1.17.1, Hid. 1.9.3. Pd. fr. 123.5-6.

k i s s  a n d  
poison

Char. 2.8.1, Long. 1.18.2. Xen. M em . 1.3.12, 
Mosc. 1.27.

l o s s  o f  
appetite

Longus 1.13.6, 1.17.4,2.7.4.

loss o f  thirst Longus 1.17.4, 2.7.3.

l o v e  a n d  
hunting

Char. 6.4.4-6, Ach. Tat. 1.9.1, Hid. 2.25.1.

l o v e  a n d  
lamps

Char. 1.1.15-16, Hid. 7.9.1.

l o v e  a n d  
wine

Char. 4.3.8, Long. 2.2.2, Ach. 1.6.1, 2.3.3, 
Hid. 3.10.5, 7.27.3.

l o v e  h u r t s  
like a bee

Longus 1.14.2, Ach. 2.7.6.

m e l t i n g  
provoked by 
love

Char. 4.2.3, Longus 1.18.1, 1.21.1, 3.13.3, 
Ach. 5.25.5.

Thcocr. Id. 2.28

soul - ache Longus 1.13.5, 2.7.5. Ap. Rhod. 3.288-9, 
298.

s w e a t  o f  
love

Char. 4.2.13, Hid. 4.11.1. Sapph. 31.13 L-P

to talk only 
a b o u t  t h e  
beloved

Longus 1.13.5.

throbbing of 
the heart

Longus 1.17.2, 1.18.1, 2.7.5. Sapph. 31.5 L-P

wet eyes Hid. 3.7.1,3.19.1.
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4) Marriage and sea

4a) Marriage as an intermediate step in the protagonists’ life

After the oracle, the parents arrange the wedding of their children. This event is 

introduced by Xen. as a public occasion and following a standard Greek pattern (1.7.3, 

n.: p£<xrf| psv As it is clearly a new step in the protagonists’ love, it is important to 

assess what value it really has in Xen.’s mind. As Apollo’s oracle suggests (1.6.2, n.: 

oracle), marriage is the cure for the protagonists’ lovesickness and thus provides them 

relief. However, at the same time, it is shortly followed by misadventures: thus, it is 

only an intermediate step in the Entwicklung of the novel.

This statement is confirmed by the fact that marriage is often mentioned in the Eph.: 

Xen. ascribes the desire for marriage also to the protagonists’ suitors (Euxinus in 1.16.7, 

Lampo in 2.12.3, Amphinomus in 5.2.5 and Rhenaea and Polyidus in 5.5.1 and 5.5.3). 

Perilaus even celebrates a marriage which is very similar to that of Ephesus (2.13.8 ff.). 

This suggests that in Xen.’s mind marriage is an important element but it is not enough 

to achieve true love: only time and fidelity will make the protagonists reach the 

fulfilment of their love.

4b) Comparison with Chariton: the silence about marriage at the end of the novel as the 

proof of its “temporary” value

A confirmation of this assessment comes from the end of the novel, where Xen. does 

not explicitly refer to this event, although the protagonists meet again in Rhodes and 

return to the land of their wedding, Ephesus (for a development of this interpretation, LI 

5.4d). This creates an opposition not only with Longus, Ach. and Hid., who place 

marriages at the end of their texts, but also with Char. Although this author starts his 

novel with the protagonists’ marriage as does Xen., he then recalls it in the finale of the 

story: after the reunion of Chaereas and Callirhoe, Char, introduces a narratorial 

comment about their parade: m i 7ioAipou m i eipf|vr|<; rjv opou ict T^Siara, 87uviiaa m i 

yapoi (8.1.12). The reason for this lies in a new value assigned to marriage. In the first 

book this event appears to the Syracusans sweeter than the victory over the Athenians 

(1.1.13) and is the fruit of Hermocrates’ hands. Conversely, in the last book ‘the martial
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element of the victory celebration invests the couple with a new dynamic’,315 which has 

its foundation in Chaereas’ personal victory. As a result, in Char, marriage has a public 

resonance both at the beginning and at the end of the novel and it becomes the 

instrument for Chaereas’ heroic growth. This draws an important distinction between 

the two earliest novels: when Anthia and Habrocomes meet again, the Rhodians do not 

recall their wedding, but simply exclaim: 7taX.iv opwpev AppoKopr|v m i AvOlav to u <; 

Kakovq (5.13.3). Then, the protagonists share a prayer to Isis (5.13.4) and their thoughts 

on the wedding night. In my opinion, the reason for this silence lies in the fact that Xen. 

is more focused on the issue of their fidelity than on that event. Further, since in this 

case it is likely that our author is intertexting with Char., (1.7.3 n.: pscm) pcv f^5r|) this 

deviation from Char, would be deliberate.

4c! Comparison with the whole corpus: a standard exploitation of the motif 

Unlike Xen., the other novelists play also more subtly with marriage: Longus displaces 

the ceremony to the countryside, while Ach. subverts the traditional pattern. While he 

dedicates only a section of the last chapter of his text to his wedding, he spends many 

words on the attempted marriage between Clitophon and Melite: instead of using this 

issue to emphasise the start of a faithful union, he underlines the infidelity. This serves 

as proof that Xen.’s presentation of marriage is more standard and lacks a particular 

originality.

Finally, there is a last point which needs to be considered: our author omits any 

reference to the generation of children, while all the others include it:

- Char, does it directly through Callirhoe and Chaereas’ son (e.g. 3.7.7);

- Longus mentions Daphnis and Chloe’s son at the end of the novel (4.39.2);

- Ach. makes Melite refer to her and Clitophon’s future son (5.16.6);

- Hid. introduces 7tai8oyovia<; as a duty of marriage (10.40; see also 1.19.7, where the 

same concept is expressed by Thyamis).

Since, as Egger argues, Hld.’s statement is an ‘Attic convention’,316 Xen.’s omission is 

unexpected and might suggest a desire for going beyond marriage: see LI 5.6a for more 

on this.

3,5 Smith 2007, 94.

316 Egger 1994, 270.
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4d^ Sex as the distinctive aspect of marriage

Along with the standard public dimension of the Ephesian wedding, in the Eph. the real 

aim of this event is the first erotic consummation of the protagonists. This value is not 

only suggested by the dedication of an entire scene - the ninth chapter - to the wedding 

night, but by many other expedients:

- from the seventh chapter, sex is introduced as a dimension of marriage by the 

Ephesians, who defines Anthia as happy because f) 8e oi'co peipaidcp 

cruyKaTaicX,i0f|O8Tai (1.7.3);

- the wedding night is foreshadowed by the only ekphrasis of the novel, the union of 

Ares and Aphrodite depicted on the canopy, which is the most significant sexual 

relationship of the Odyssey, in addition, the object itself, having a Babylonian 

style, is a symbol which underlines different nuances of human desire, from wealth 

to lasciviousness (1.8.2-3 n.);

- after the consummation, Xen. emphasises the joy of the protagonists, which is the 

direct consequence of this act ( 1.10. In. : f)51ove<;).

That being said, it is significant how in this positive portrait some contrasting hints are 

introduced: Ares and Aphrodite’s love is often considered immoral, given its focus on 

pleasure (1.8.2-3, n.: the only ekphrasis, 3b). In addition, the protagonists’ joy is 

accompanied by forgetfulness of the oracle (1.10.2, n.: Eopxf)). In my opinion, the 

combination of the two elements confirms the previous definition of marriage as an 

intermediate step in the protagonists’ relationship: as this event is focused on the 

pleasure of sex, it does not involve all the qualities which a true love has and that will 

be revealed later in the novel. For this reason, Xen. does not seem to be saying that sex 

is immoral, but to suggest it as a partial conquest of the protagonists.

5ei The protagonists’ initiation to sex: the proof of an authentic Bildung 

Having shown the importance of marriage in Xen.’s progressive conception of love, I 

would also suggest that the same progression works as a pattern on a minor scale: 

within this scene Anthia and Habrocomes have a sort of initiation to sex, in which the 

event itself occurs at the end of the wedding night and of a crescendo of erotic motifs. 

The reason why both Anthia and Habrocomes need to walk along this path is to 

overcome their shame, which is still in them even after the revelation of their love and 

the celebration of marriage.
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To begin with, the existence of an Entwicklung is realised through an attentive use of 

erotic motifs, which help our author to reconsider all the previous feelings, such as 

desire, shame, physical exhaustion etc. in the new positive context of the presence of the 

beloved. Oveall, nine main erotic motifs are introduced by Xen. through his literary 

material:

1) Impatience, which from the beginning proves the new positive approach adopted by 

the protagonists toward love (1.8.1, n.: ppabuvsiv);

2) Shame and fear of erotic pleasure (1.9.1, n.: ucp’f|5ovfj<;);

3) Expression of erotic desire (1.9.2, n.: fj 5s eSdKpue);

4) Response to erotic desire (ibid.);

5) Spiritual union (1.9.5, n.: crupcpuviE )̂;

6) Suggestion of an everlasting union (1.9.5, n: Kaxappexwpsv 5s Kai xouq ax£(pavou<;);

7) Empathy (1.9.6, n.: oaa evevoouv 5ia xdjv xeiXecov bk yuxfjq sic; xfjv 0ax£pov \jn)%r|v);

8) Fidelity (1.9.8, n. xr|pf)aax£);

9) Sex (1.9.9, n.: x<Sv AtppoSixrjc; Epycov).

As this list already suggests, the order of these motifs is not casual and it suggests a 

progressive emergence of erotic desire which leads the protagonists to a reciprocal 

union and consummation. This trajectory is significant, because it introduces a new 

direction in the protagonists’ relationship. After the initial asymmetry and Anthia’s 

unexpected leadership, Habrocomes progressively tries to become more important and 

to acquire a more active role. On the wedding night this move is only part of the hero’s 

mind, since he calls himself Epaaxqv (1.9.4, n.), but it will shortly become concrete (LI 

2.5).

Second, the evidence that this Entwicklung constitutes also a Bildung for the 

protagonists is provided by the ekphrasis, which is directly seen only by Anthia and 

Habrocomes. This is not only suggested by the educative value which an Odyssean 

theme like Ares and Aphrodite’s love had in antiquity (1.8.2-3, n.: the only ekphrasis), 

but also by the fact that the first side of the canopy offers proleptic images of love 

which seem to be part of the aforementioned ninefold sequence (1.8.2-3, n.: ibid.). 

Finally, it is significant that the canopy, being an exclusive fabrication (1.8.2: qv §£ 

auxoiq) and focusing on a Phaeacian story, can be considered as a metaliterary image of
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the novel. As a result, Xen. seems to extend the educative aim of this passage to the 

whole novel: our interpretation of the Eph. as a Bildungsroman is here introduced by the 

author himself.

5f) An attentive introduction of erotic motifs: the confirmation of Xenophon’s 

dependence on three main traditions

Having revealed the main aim and focus of the wedding night, I would like to analyse 

the numerous erotic motifs introduced by Xen. As I did before, I collect them in a table:

Table 4.1: the motifs of the erotic consummation in the Ephesiaca

Eph. Greek text lype of motif

1.7.4
(bis.),
1.9.1,
1.10.1

rj AvGia pScxo pcv o n  AppoKoppv e^ei sexual pleasure

1.8.1,
1.9.4

ppaSuvsiv 8e rcavxa eSokei APpoKopp Kai 
AvGia

impatience of lovers

1.8 .2 ’'EpC0T£<; Tial̂ OVTEq Erotes playing

1.8 .2 oi pEV AcppoSixpv G£pa7t£i3ovT£c; love and slavery

1.8 .2 oi 8e iraiEUOVTEc; avapaxai axpouGoig lovers as sparrows

1.8 .2 oi 8e axscpavoxx; 7tA£KOvx£<; weaving of garlands

1.8.3 Entire section Ares and Aphrodite’s love

1.9. 1 ouxe 7tpoc£i7t£Tv Exi aXkr\ho\)(; f)5uvavxo 

[...] aiSoupcvoi, cpopoupEvoi

silence due to fear and shame

1.9. 1 EKEIVXO to lie in bed

1.9. 1 ucp’f|8ovfj<; 7iapEipEvoi weakness and pleasure

1.9. 1 7rvEuaxi6)vx£(; difficulty to breathe

1.9. 1 £7ta>.?i£xo 8 e avxoiq xa ocapaxa Kai 
EKpaSaivovxo anxot<; ai \|/u%ai

trembling of body and soul

1.9.2 crupPoXxx xf)<; £7iiGupia^ xa SaKpua sweet tears = tears symbol of 
erotic desire
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1.9.3 v8Kiapo<; 7roiip6x8pa tears sweeter than nectar

1.9.4 avavSpe Kai SeiAs cowardice of love

1.9.4 7toaov eppa5ova<; epcov %povov the slow lover

1.9.5 SdtKpOa |18V u7io6sxou to drink the beloved’s tears

1.9. 5 f| KaXf| ooo Kopr| 7tiv8xco 7topa xo epcoxucov the hair drinking tears

1.9. 5 <rupcpuvxe<; aAAf|AoK; avapvycopsv reciprocal union

1.9.5 KaxaPpsxcopev §8 Kai xoix; ox8(pdvou<; to dip the garlands with tears

1.9.6 xa xoT<; xe&eai cpiXouaa cruvr|pp6K8i kiss as an encounter o f lips

1.9.6 ooa 8V8voouv 8ia xa>v xeiXicov 8K i|/oxn<; 
xf|v Gaxspov \j/uxnv

kiss as the instrument for 

exchanging thoughts between 

the souls

1.9.7 cpiXouaa 8e auxou xouq 6cp0aX,poi)<; to kiss the eyes

Overall, this list shows how Xen. uses many literary motifs also to describe the 

protagonists’ sexual consummation. More precisely, along with three previous motifs, 

such as ‘love and slavery’, ‘silence due to fear and shame’ and ‘trembling of body and 

soul’, our author introduces a good number of new ones, which fit well into the context 

of an erotic consummation. Interestingly, also the “old” motifs are introduced in this 

new key: this shows a first hint of the variation which our author seems to adopt here. In 

addition, Xen. focuses particularly on two main elements of human body, tears and 

eyes, to suggest this progression. This physical and at the same time metaphorical 

approach to love is original in the novel and might correspond to Ach.’s pseudo

scientific explanations.

The emergence of this attitude suggests that we might be dealing with a part of the 

novel which is characterised by a rich literary framework, as happens with lovesickness. 

For this reason, I will conduct an analogue analysis of the motifs, in order to understand 

whether Xen. is following the same traditions that emerged before.
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Table 4.2: comparison with the motifs of the erotic consummation in the other novels 

and in the erotic literature

Eph. Type of motif Significant 
occurrences in 
the novelistic 

corpus

Significant 
occurrences in 
Greek authors

Significant 
occurrences in 
Latin authors

1.7.4 
, etc.

s e x u a l
pleasure

“General” “General”

1.8.1

1.9.4

impatience of 
lovers

Ach. 2.1.1, 
2.10.3,5.15.4-6

Call. fr. 75 Pf.,AP 
5.172, 12.114.

1.8 .
2

Erotes playing Ach. 1.1.13. A p . R h o d . 
3 .1 1 9 - 1 2 2 ,  AP 
5.214.1, 12.46.

1.8 .
2

l o v e r s  a s  
sparrows

Sapph. 1 L-P, 9-10, 
Arist. Lys. 723, Ath. 
9.46.

Apul. Met. 6.6.3.

1.8 .
2

w e a v i n g  o f  
garlands

“General” “General” “General”

1.8 .
3

A r e s  a n d  
A p h r o d i t e ’s 
love

Od. 8.266-367, PI. 
Symp. 196d, Ap. 
Rhod. 1.742-746, 
AP. 5 . 1 8 0 . 3 - 4 ,  
5.238.3-4.

Lucr. 1.29-40.

1.9.
1

to lie with the 
lover

Longus 2.7.7,  
2.10.1, 3.18.3, 
4.40.3.

PI. Symp. 191 e, 
Phdr. 255e, 256a.

Ov. Am. 1.13.5, 
2.4.34,  3.8.12,  
Her. 5.15.87, AP. 
5.300.2

weakness and 
pleasure

Cat. 64.99, Prop. 
1.13.15, Ov. Her. 
13.116.

diff icul ty to 
breathe

Longus 1.18.1, 
1.32.4, Ach. Tat. 
2.37.9.

Theoc. Id. 30.6. Apul. Met. 10.2.

trembling of  
body and soul

Sapph. fr. 31.13-4 
L-P, Ibyc. fr, 286 
and fr. 297 Camp. 
5, Luc. Syr. D. 17.

Prop. 1.5.15. 638, 
760.
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1.9.
2

sweet tears = 
tears symbol 
of erotic desire

Eur. Hipp. 525-5, 
AP 5.166.2. 5.177, 
5.178.4, 5.212.2, 
7 . 419 . 3 ,  12.72,  
12.132.6, 12.142.6, 
12.167.2.

1.9.
3

tears sweeter 
than nectar

1.9.
4

cowardice of 
love

Ach. 4.4.4, 4.5.1

1.9.
4

the slow lover Tib. 2.6.36, Ps. 
Tib. 4.11.6, Prop. 
1.6.12,  1.15.4,  
2.14.22, 2.33.25, 
Ov. Am. 1.8.76, 
3.6.60, Her. 2.23, 
6.17, 18.70, Ars. 
am. 2.357, 3.573.

1.9.
5

to drink the 
beloved’s tears

AP. 5.250.5-6, 
12.132.6.

1.9.
5

t h e  h a i r  
drinking tears

AP 5.145.5-6.

1.9.
5

r e c i p r o c a l
union

Longus 4.6.3,  
A c h .  1 . 3 . 3 ,  
3 . 1 7 . 7 ,  H i d .  
5.4.5.

PI. Symp. 191a, 
Plut .  A nt. 66.4,  
Phryn. PS 128.

1.9.
5

to  d ip  th e  
garlands with 
tears

A P  5 . 1 3 6 ,
5 . 1 4 5 . 1 - 3 ,  
5 . 1 9 1 . 5 - 6 ,
12.116.1-2.

1.9.
6

k i s s  as  an 
encounter of 
lips

AP 5.128, 5.171.3. Ov. Am. 3.14.9, 
Ov. Her. 13.117, 
15.319, Ars. am. 
1.682,3.650.

1.9.
6

ki s s  as the 
instrument for 
e x c h a n g i n g  
t h o u g h t s  
be tween the 
souls

AP. 5.14.4, 5.78, 
Ach. 2.8.2.
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1.9. to  k i s s  the Catull. 9.8-9.
7 eyes

Overall, this analysis seems to show that in this passage Xen. is more sophisticated than 

in his description of lovesickness, since no motif has a parallel in more than one 

novelist and, especially, in this comparison Char, never occurs. That said, each of the 

previous traditions is confirmed. Both Greek epigrams and Roman Elegy have a similar 

importance, since they are used by Xen. to describe the excitement of the protagonists 

and their numerous acts of love. This marks a difference from lovesickness, where 

Greek epigrams mostly emphasise the power of Eros as a god and Roman Elegy the 

suffering of the separation. Thus, Xen. proves here to be able to approach the same 

traditions to achieve different goals.

A similar variation concerns Xen.’s relationship with Plato: while Phaedrus is still 

mentioned but only in Anthia’s references to the past sufferings and to the traditional 

role of eyes in welcoming beauty, we find here a new exploitation of Aristophanes’ 

union of the beloved: also in this case, Xen. seems to move from a model where 

suffering is the main mark of love to one focused on the joy given by sex and union 

with the beloved. Overall, I would conclude that the wedding night constitutes the clear 

proof that Xen. is able to be a sophisticated author when he so wishes.

5) Oath and fidelity

Both Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s speeches on the wedding night end with a request to the 

partner to be faithful. These suggestions, however, are certainly not the main theme of 

their intervention, but only a final hint: an attentive reader might be even disappointed 

by the brevity of this reference, since marriage is a theme which naturally invokes 

thoughts of an everlasting companionship.

Having acknowledged this strange silence, it is significant that just two chapters later 

Xen. returns to this topic, as he introduces an oath between the couple which is focused 

on conjugal fidelity. In my opinion, the choice to address this issue in a setting which is 

separated from the sexual consummation is the sign that our author considers this 

moment as a new step in the protagonists’ relationship. In addition, the sophisticated 

style of Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ speeches seems to suggest that this topic is more
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important than the previous ones (1.11.3-5, n.: oath of fidelity, b-c). More precisely, the 

analysis of some expressions leads to an unexpected discovery: words, themes of the 

oath and the event itself are recalled during the novel while the protagonists deal with 

their erotic rivals. This is particularly true for Anthia, whose connection with fidelity 

seems stronger than that of Habrocomes. This discovery is very important, because it 

not only confirms the importance of fidelity in Xen.’s mind, but it also suggests that it 

becomes a protagonists’ virtue through the progression of their misadventures. As a 

result, the oath seems to play an “initiatory” role in relation to fidelity, allowing the 

author to accommodate it in the novel and to use its content as a cornerstone of the 

entire text (for this role, see also LI 4.3).

Finally, in Habrocomes’ speech there is a second hint at his progressive acquisition of a 

leadership: his promise to Anthia that he will not marry another woman includes a 

reference to building a new family (cruvoiKfjoatpi317). This suggests that Habrocomes 

wants to show his masculine personality and he is ready to take the leadership in the 

relationship, in order to make the everlasting and faithful relationship with Anthia 

possible.

The conquest of this ideal, however, is still far from the protagonists in the first book: 

after their first erotic Bildung, which has its conclusion in the oath of fidelity, a second 

phase starts, which is set in the uncivilised society. For this reason, I will now approach 

the second world of the Eph. from the same erotic perspective adopted in this chapter.

317 1.11.3-5, n.: oath o f fidelity, c.
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CHAPTER 3: LOVE IN THE UNCIVILISED SOCIETY

If civilised love corresponds to that o f  the protagonists and has its fulfilment in 

marriage, love in the uncivilised society involves more characters: interestingly, it 

mostly concerns pirates and brigands:

Table 0.1: The uncivilised lovers o f  the Ephesiaca

E p h . N a m e  o f t h e  lo v e r s P r o ta g o n is t  in v o lv e d S o c ia l  p o s i t io n

1.14.6 ff Corymbus Habrocomes Pirates

1.15.4 ff Euxinus Anthia Pirates

2.3.2 ff. Manto Habrocomes Pirates / Brigands

2 . 1 1 . 1
If.

Moeris Anthia Pirates / Brigands

2 . 1 3 . 5
ff.

Perilaus Anthia Political authority

3.8.3 ff. Brigands Anthia Brigands

3 . 1 1 . 2
ff.

Psammis Anthia Merchants

3 . 1 2 . 3
ff.

Cyno Habrocomes Others

4.5.1 ff. Anchialus Anthia Brigands

4.6.4 ff. Amphinomus Anthia Brigands

5.4.4 ff. Polyidus Anthia Political authority

5 . 9 . 1 1
ff.

Hippothous Anthia Brigands

5 .5 .7 -8 ,  
5.7

A t t e n d e r s  o f  t h e  
brothel

Anthia Others

This table shows how all the brigands are the protagonists’ erotic suitors and the other 

characters, such as Psammis, Perilaus, Polyidus and Cyno, can be compared with them, 

since they have a common violent behaviour which I will shortly describe. Finally, they 

progressively become more dangerous, as it is proved by the attendcrs o f  the brothel: in



Taras there are many potential suitors - not just one - and they are willing to pay for sex 

(5.7.3) and this combination of number, money and lust makes them the harshest 

enemies of Anthia.

Overall, this pattern seems to suggest that Xen. is connecting love to the conception of 

society, identifying civilisation with positive love which leads to marriage and lack of 

civilisation with instinctive love outside marriage. In the following paragraphs I will 

prove the correctness of this statement. Interestingly, the origin of this distinction does 

not lie in the nature of feelings: as the following list shows, both protagonists and rivals 

share the same epox;, S7ci0up(a and, to an extent, also the way in which passion is bom 

in them. What differentiates them is their personal answer to these feelings: unlike the 

protagonists, all the suitors prove to be active in love.

II The sharing of feelings between protagonists and rivals: the common language 

of eros

Throughout the Eph., the word epox; is related to the inhabitants of both Xen.’s 

societies:

- Protagonists’ epox;: 1.3.4 (bis), 1.5.8, 1.9.7, 3.5.2, 3.5.6, 5.1.3, 5.8.5 and 5.9.12;

- Rivals’ epcog: 1.15.3 (Corymbus), 1.16.7 (Euxinus), 2.3.3, 2.3.4 (Manto); 2.3.6 (Rhode 

and Leucon); 2.11.1, 2.11.2 and 2.12.3 (Moeris); 2.13.6 (Perilaus); 3.2.4 (Hippothous 

and Hyperanthes); 3.2.7 (Aristomachus’ love for Hyperanthes); 4.5.4: (Anchialus).

This list of occurrences is a sign of a wider tendency of the Greek novels, according to 

which ‘eros is uniform and motivates the meanest villains, male or female, in the same 

way as it does the protagonists themselves’.318 Within the same framework, the word 

87Ei0upla with its cognates can also be included.

- Protagonists’ 87ti0upia: 1.4.7, 1.9.2.

-Rivals’ 87ii0upia: 2.1.3 (Corymbus), 2.1.5 (Euxinus), 2.3.3, 2.4.5 (Manto), 3.12.3 

(Cyno), 4.5.6 (Anchialus), 5.7.3 (the guests of the brothel) and (5.9.11) Hippothous).

3,8 Konstan 1994, 41.
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Apart from one occurrence (3.8.1), 87u0upla always designates an erotic and physical 

desire and the same connotation concerns its cognate verb £7U0\)p£a> and dutoXxxueiv.

- Protagonists’ STuOopeco: 1.2.9, 1.10.1.

- Rivals’ 87H0Dpeco: 3.10.2 (brigands who open Anthia’s grave), 5.7.4 (attenders of the 

brothel).

- Protagonists’ d7toXxxi3co: 1.9.9 and 1.10.1;

- Rivals’ a7ioXxxu(o: 2.1.5 (Euxinus), 3.12.3 (Cyno) and 5.1.8 (Aegialeus).

Overall, the combination of these words appears to be in a way parallel to the military 

metaphor in which Xen. portrays love as an irresistible force which conquers every one 

(1.2.1-2, n.: o 08O<;). A final confirmation of this is provided by some other expressions 

which are part of the same basic erotic vocabulary.

- AMmcopai describes the falling in love not only of Anthia, but also of Manto (2.3.2), 

Perilaus (2.13.6), Aristomachus (3.2.6), Psammis (3.11.3) and Amphinomus (4.6.5);

- the formula 7iovf|pco<; 5iaK 8ipai, which is part of lovesickness, concerns not only 

Anthia (1.3.2 n., 1.4.6), but also Euxinus (1.15.4) and Manto (2.3.3 and 2.4.2);

-love as a fire concern the protagonists (1.3.4), Anthia (1.9.8), Manto (2.3.3) and 

Anchialus (4.5.4);

- the formula o u k st i K apxepeco, which expresses the motif of “failure to resist Eros” is 

referred twice to Habrocomes (1.4.4 and 1.5.5), but also to Corymbus (1.15.2), to 

Manto (2.3.3 and 2.5.1) and Hippothous (3.2.10);

- the formula ocpoSpov epcoxa, which expresses the “Vehemence of love”, refers to 

Habrocomes (1.4.4: o Oeoc; ocpobpoxcpoq, n.), Corymbus (1.14.7 and 1.16.4), Euxinus

(1.15.4), Manto (2.3.7), Moeris (2.11.1) and Polyidus (5.4.5).

Since these motifs focus on the violence and irresistibility of love, they are part of the 

same connotation expressed before. In addition, it is worth noticing how Manto’s 

presence is constant. Since she suffers from lovesickness, as do Anthia and 

Habrocomes, this means that this important theme too is not exclusive to the civilised 

society.
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2) The rivals* different approach to love

That being said, in the use of erotic motifs Xen. also draws an important distinction, 

since a good number of these is ascribed only to the rivals:

- birth of love because of a repeated sight: Corymbus (1.14.7), Moeris (2.12.1), Perilaus 

(2.13.6), Anchialus (4.5.4);

- increase of love through living together: Corymbus (1.14.7), Manto (2.3.2);

- care of the beloved as part of the strategy for conquering the beloved (08pa7tsuco): 

Corymbus (1.15.2), Perilaus (2.13.6), Psammis (3.11.3);

- confession to a friend: Corymbus (1.15.3), Manto (2.3.3-5);

- potential erotic persuasion: Corymbus (1.15.1 and 1.15.3), Manto (2.3.2);

-real erotic persuasion: Corymbus and Euxinus (1.15.6 and 1.16.7), Euxinus (2.1.5), 

Anchialus (4.5.2), Polyidus (5.4.5);

-potential violence (Pia^eaGai and uppi^siv): Corymbus (1.15.1), Euxinus (2.1.6), 

Lampo (2.9.3), Perilaus (2.13.8);

- real violence: (pia^saOai and u(3pl^siv): Psammis (3.11.4), Anchialus (4.5.4 and 4.5.5), 

Polyidus (5.4.5).

2a) Rivals’ action versus protagonists’ passivity

Overall, this list shows that the rivals adopt a subtle erotic strategy: they confess their 

passion to a friend, they pretend to take care of their partner, they try to persuade him 

and sometimes commit violence. In other words, the suitors are active in love.319 This

319 To an extent, also the motif o f the ‘birth o f love through a repeated sight’ might be considered as part 
o f this novelty: as this to7to<; leaves more freedom o f action to lovers than the “coup de foudre”, it can be 
interpreted as another sign o f a more active approach to love. That said, however, I would not emphasise 
the opposition between these two motifs, as love at first sight also concerns rivals:

- Love at first sight: protagonists (1.3.1), Psammis (3.11.3) and Cyno (3.12.3).
- Love as a fruit o f sharing o f life: Corymbus (1.14.7), Moeris (2.12.1), Perilaus (2.13.6).
- Not expressed: Anchialus (4.5.1, 2), Amphinomus (4.6.5 and 5.2.3) and Polyidus (5.4.5).

In addition, I would take issue with Konstan 1994, 40-41 who argues that ‘the passion o f Corymbus and 
Euxinus for Habrocomes and Anthia seems to have been stimulated as much by the character, or ethos, o f  
the pair as by their attractiveness’ (40-41). In my opinion, this statement lacks proof, because the pirates 
do not refer to the protagonists’ behaviour, apart from Habrocomes’ desperation (1.15.1). Conversely, I 
would rather interpret this longer falling in love as a possible narrative device. With this Xen. seems to be 
able to connect the second part o f  this episode, the dialogue on love, to the first, based on the pirates’ 
attack on the protagonists’ ship.
At the same time, since Moeris and Perilaus’ cases belong to more linear episodes, the prolonged time 
appears here to be a simple way to emphasise the strength of erotic desire. As a result, I would conclude 
that Xen. enjoys varying the two T07roi on the birth o f love, without following any clear distinction.
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idea is clearly expressed by Konstan: ‘the pirates are distinguished in their role as lovers 

from Habrocomes and Anthia by virtue of their active courtship of the beloved’.320 

Although action in love in itself is not negative, since it is typical of Greek erotic 

relationships, within Xen’s construction of this novel it seems to assume a negative 

connotation for three reasons: first, it is the exact opposite of the protagonists’ 

behaviour, which is passive. A character in which this clearly emerges is Hippothous, 

whose activity leads him to kill Aristomachus (3.2.10) and this interestingly constitutes 

the origin of his belonging to the uncivilised society (for more on him, LI 4.5). Second, 

the rivals’ passion has both protagonists as the dominated member, with no gender 

distinction. This makes the position of Habrocomes unnatural: being a man, he should 

play the dominant role in love and this unnatural position is expressed by the 

protagonist himself in his lament after the pirates’ proposal (1.16.2, n.: Xiysi, dl). 

Finally, the recurrent inclusion of violence inevitably portrays the rivals as immoral 

lovers.

2b) The existence of a climax in the rivals’ immoral love

That being said, the way in which the action is performed by rivals is not identical 

throughout the whole novel, because there is a distinction between the idea and the real 

performance of their active approach to love. Interestingly, those who limit themselves 

to the first element (Corymbus, Lampo and Perilaus) appear in the novel before those 

who pursue the second (Psammis, Anchialus, Polyidus). In addition, at the end of the 

Manto episode Habrocomes is offered liberation by Apsyrtus (2.10.2). Conversely, Xen. 

emphasises the immorality of Psammis by calling him explicitly av0poo7co<; [...] xpaxuq

(3.11.4) and Anchialus’ act of violence is so dangerous that it pushes Anthia to kill him 

(4.5.5). Finally, the peak of this activity is certainly the brothel, where Anthia is seen as 

an object in the hand of many suitors.

As a result, the erotic rivals become progressively more dangerous. The discovery of 

this pattern leads me to partially revisit the previous statement that both protagonists 

and rivals have the same erotic feelings. While this is certainly true in the first part of 

the novel, as the parallel between the protagonists and Perilaus’ wedding shows (LI 2.4,

320 Konstan 1994 39. See ibid., 36: the relationship between rivals and their beloved follows a pattern o f  
‘asymmetry o f power and feeling’.
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a), in the second part the increase of immorality and lust in the rivals seems to be 

accompanied by a silence on the protagonists’ sexual desire. This is proved by the erotic 

vocabulary: after the wedding night 87ti0upia, 87ti0upeco and ctTtoXxxuco are focused only 

on rivals but never on Anthia and Habrocomes. This distinction makes me conclude that 

physical and instinctive love progressively becomes a trait of the uncivilised society and 

the brothel, being a uncivilised society in miniature, constitutes again the clearest piece 

of evidence.

3) Comparison with the other Greek novels: an original focus on brigands as erotic 

suitors

This insistent and progressive exploitation of erotic brigands made by Xen. is not only 

significant in the Eph., but is also original within the generic corpus. All the other 

novels, in fact, include noble lovers among the main rivals of the couple. This is clear in 

Char.’s text, in which ‘tous les personnages amoureux de Callirhoe se situent a un degre 

eleve de l ’echelle sociale’:321 the suitors in Syracuse (1.1.2) are followed by Dionysius 

(1.12.6 ff.), the satraps Mithridates and Phamaces and the Persian king. Then, the other 

novelists also introduce noble rivals, although in a small number, such as Thersander 

and Melite in Ach.’s novel and Achaemenes in Hid. As a result, the Eph. is the only text 

which excludes these figures.

In addition, as I will prove in the case of pirates (1.13, n.: intr.), the number of erotic 

brigands is low in the novels: only Hid. introduce three of them, who are Thyamis, 

Trachinus and Pelorus. While on the second and the latter he might be inspired by Xen. 

(1.13. n: intr.), the first is a special brigand, as the following elements prove:

a) he is Calasiris’ son (1.19.4);

b) when he falls in love with Charicleia, he asks his companions to let him keep her as 

personal loot with a speech in which he ‘adopts an almost stoic philosophical 

persona’;322

c) among the reasons for having her, he includes the continuity of the family and 

Charicleia’s nobility (see 1.19.7-1.20);

321 Guez 2001, 102.

322 Watanabe 2003, 21. See also Hid. 1.14.6.
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d) unlike other erotic rivals, Thyamis asks the consent of the woman (see 1.21.2) and 

his moderation is acknowledged by Cnemon (2.17.4:7cpo<; to acocppovsotspov ap/ovroq 

apoipoooiv);

e) later on, when in the seventh book Thyamis is an arch-bandit threatening to destroy 

an entire city, we discovered that Arsace fell in love with him because he was vsavlaicq) 

%apisvTi Kai <XKpd£pvTi (7.2.2) and this passion is still alive years later (7.4.4). This lack 

of a true brutality distinguishes Thyamis even more from the other brigands and pirates.

As a result, Thyamis cannot be considered as a typical brigand as Xen.’s characters are. 

This allows me to conclude that in the Eph. there is a special focus on outlaw suitors. 

This pattern seems to conform to an elementary rule of fiction: we are dealing with the 

creation of a stereotyped and repeated model of “enemy”. This makes the novel a fight 

between good and bad people, in which the former progressively become better and the 

latter worse. While this is the basic foundation of the Entwicklung of the novel, I will 

show in the following chapter how this representation is the starting point for a deeper 

construction.
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CHAPTER 4: FIDELITY UNTIL DEATH

1) T hg >vMe_j<mrney of t he_p

While the behaviour o f  the erotic rivals becomes increasingly worse, it is important to 

study how it affects the protagonists throughout the whole novel: as Dowden 2007, 140 

argues, their encounter with brigands and suitors is a “crash” between two different 

kinds o f  existence. The result o f  this is that Anthia and Habrocomes refuse the 

uncivilised love and strengthen their fidelity. While this virtue is already introduced in 

the oath (LJ 2.5), the different ways in which it is progressively tested throughout the 

novel transform it into the heroic ideal o f  the Eph.

To begin with, I would investigate how the protagonists behave in front o f  the different 

suitors:

Tab le -L I: Thc_prptag Qn ists , reaction to their erotic suitors

E p h . N a m e  
o f  t h e  
lo v e r s

P r o ta g o n is t
in v o lv e d

P r o ta g o n i s t ’
r e a c t io n

O u tc o m e  
o f t h e  r e a c t io n

1.14.6 ff. Corymbus Habrocomes Cry and request 
f o r  t i m e ,  
desperation.

Not Applicable (the 
episode is interrupted)

1.15.4 ff. Euxinus Anthia Request for time, 
desperation.

N/A.

2.3.2 ff. Manto Habrocomes Letter and refusal 
o f  t h e  
relationship.

Negative: prison and 
tortures.

2.11.1 ff. Moeris Anthia Desperation. P o s i t i v e :  L a m p o ’s 
compassion.

2.13.5 ff. Perilaus Anthia D e l a y e d  
a c c e p t a n c e  o f  
marriage;
- Request for the 
poison;
- Decision to die 
o f  starvation

- Positive.

- Negative: failure o f  
suicide.
- Negative: failure o f  
suicide.

3.11.2 ff. Psammis Anthia False tale about 
Isis.

Positive.
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E p h . N a m e  
o f  th e  
lo v e r s

P r o ta g o n is t
in v o lv e d

P r o ta g o n is t ’
r e a c tio n

O u tc o m e  
o f th e  re a c tio n

3.12.3 ff. Cyno Habrocomes Negative reaction, 
p r o m i s e  a n d  
flight.

Negative: crucifixion 
and pyre.

4.5.1 ff. Anchialus Anthia Murder Positive: A nch ia lus ’ 
death.
Negative: punishment 
in the ditch.

4.6.4 ff. Amphinom
us

Anthia F e a r  a n d  
suspicion

N/A (A m p h in o m u s’ 
nature is exceptionally 
good).

5.4.4 ff. Polyidus Anthia F ligh t in to  the 
temple o f  Isis in 
Alexandria.

Positive.

5.5.7-8 Men o f  the 
brothel

Anthia Fiction o f  the holy 
disease and ghost 
story.

Positive.

5.9.11 ff. Hippothous Anthia Egyptian tale and 
p e r s o n a l  
confession

Positive.

Overall, this table shows how in the protagonists’ reaction to the erotic suitors there is a 

progressive growth o f  personality,323 which begins after the episode with the pirates. 

This concerns first Habrocomes, who cries at Euxinus’ proposal (2.1.1), refuses to have 

sex with Manto (2.5.4) and leaves Cyno’s house (3.12.5). Later on, it also involves 

Anthia, since in the last two books o f  the novel she kills Anchialus (4.6.5) and creates a 

false story to defend herself from the brothel’s lustful visitors (5.7-6-9). Since after each 

o f  these episodes both protagonists progressively emphasise their commitment to 

fidelity, I would conclude that the whole journey plays the same role of Bildungsroman 

which has emerged on the wedding night (LJ 2.4, 3).

That being said, it is possible to notice that there are differences in the way in which 

Habrocomes and Anthia experience a personal growth. On the one hand, the main

323 On this point I would take issue with Cheyns 2005, 275, who argues that the protagonists ‘sont 
fagonnes une fois pour toutes, et uniquem ent en fonction du modele qu 'ils doivent representer’. In my 
opinion, in X en .’s focus on fidelity repetition goes together with progression.
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pattern of the journey after the separation is Habrocomes’ search for Anthia: following 

the suggestion of the dream (see below, 5b and LI 7.4), the hero leaves Apsyrtus’ house 

to look for his wife (2.12.2). As a result, the former plays the active role of pursuer, 

which lasts until the final reunion in Rhodes and is emphasised by the formula xf)v 

AvOlav euplaKsiv, which has six occurrence in the novel (cf. 2.10.4. 2.12.3, 2.14.4,

3.6.3, 5.6.1, 5.12.2). During this journey, he twice refuses the erotic offers made by two 

rivals, namely Manto and Cyno.

On the other hand, Anthia meets six rivals more than her husband and, moreover, she 

does not only manage to preserve her fidelity, but she also defeat her enemies. The only 

exceptions are her Scheintod and Anchialus’ murder, in which, however, the negative 

outcome is used by Xen. as a way of continuing the plot. Conversely, Habrocomes’ 

behaviour is successful only from a moral point of view: he saves his chastity by 

sending a letter to Manto (2.5.4) and by fleeing from Cyno (3.12.5), but later on he 

cannot avoid being punished according to the “Potiphar m otif’: in the second book he is 

imprisoned and tortured (2.6.2-4) and in the fourth crucified and almost burnt (4.2.1-9). 

Further, in each of these cases the liberation is not the fruit of his initiative.

In addition, unlike Habrocomes, Anthia adopts different stratagems against her enemies. 

To begin with, in the Perilaus episode she asks for as delay of the wedding (2.13.8) and 

she decides to commit suicide by poison (3.5.7) and refusing food (3.8.2). Then, in the 

fourth book she tells Psammis a false story about her consecration to Isis (3.11.4-5), she 

goes so far as to kill Anchialus (4.5.5) and manages to escape from Polyidus (5.4.6). 

Finally, in the brothel she pretends to be affected by the holy disease (5.7.4) and she 

creates the strange story of a ghost (5.7.6-9). The last lie concerns her meeting with 

Polyidus, where she presents herself as Egyptian (5.9.7).

Overall, this pattern suggests that Anthia has a strong personality and that her fidelity 

has more public recognition than that of Habrocomes, and, thus, it appears to be more 

important.

2) The three main virtues of Anthia and Habrocomes: qcoypoquvii and avdpsta

While these conclusions are simply suggested by the plot, a deeper analysis of the text 

proves the existence of three themes which throughout the novel constitute the steps of 

the protagonists’ growth.
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2a) Asymmetry

When Habrocomes react to the episode o f  the pirates, he defines himself as avf|p (2.1.3: 

7iopvr) pev ctvii avbpoq yevopevco). Since in the Greek tradition this term designates the 

husband, who played the most important role in the conjugal relationship, this statement 

appears a declaration of Habrocomes’ acquisition of  a leadership in the couple. This 

sentence confirms what the hero has already suggested during the wedding night and the 

oath of  fidelity (LI 2.5) and introduces a more traditional asymmetry in his relationship 

with Anthia, after her unusual leadership of the beginning o f  the novel (LJ 2.1, 2.3a). 

Interestingly, this new pattern then becomes reality when the hero becomes the pursuer 

of  Anthia: as a result, the main plot motif of the novel can be interpreted as the effective 

realisation o f  the growth desired by Habrocomes. This proves the existence of a Bildung 

in the construction o f  the protagonists in the Eph.

2b) IcocppocTUvq

Along with this structural feature, Xen. also explores the reaction o f  Habrocomes and 

Anthia to the uncivilised society ascribing to them two cornerstones o f  ancient morality, 

such as ococppo<Ti)vr| and avbpEia.

The first virtue is the most important, because it is a byword for conjugal fidelity. This 

association is typical o f  the genre: although ototppoauvq, which is ‘primary among the 

Greeks’,324 from the sixth century BC onwards is linked with ‘a general idea o f  restraint 

or even abstinence’,32'' the Greek novel, following an attitude proper o f  the Imperial 

Era, accommodates aoxppocruvri in a marital context and transforms it into chastity in 

marriage. The following table collects all the places where the Eph. refers to this virtue:

Table 2b. 1: Xo3(ppoauvr| and its cognates in the Ephesiaca

EPH. VIRTUOUS
CHARACTER

SPEAKER <M>(pp(dV <T »<ppom )vn CT(!)<ppOV£fe)

1.2. 6 Anthia Narrator ✓

1.4.4 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

1.9. 3 Anthia Habrocomes ✓

324 North 1966, VIII.

325 Ibid., 21. See, e.g., the Platonic reflection on this virtue in Phdr. 237e and Symp. 196c.
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EPH. VIRTUOUS
CHARACTER

SPEAKER <TCO<ppOV aco<ppom)VT| acocppovcco

2.1. 3 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

2.1 .4 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

2.1 .4 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

2.5. 7 Habrocomes Manto ✓

2 .6 .4 Manto Apsyrtus
(focalisation)

✓

2.10. 3 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

3.5 .6 Anthia Anthia
(focalisation)

✓

3.10. 1 Anthia Habrocomes
(focalisation)

* excep.: 
otocppovtix;

3.12. 4 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

4.3 .4 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.4. 6 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.5. 5 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.5. 6 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.7. 2 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.8. 7 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.8 .9 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.14. 2 Anthia Anthia ✓

5.14. 3 Anthia Anthia ✓

As this table shows, acb(pp(ov and its cognates ooxppoveco, oco(ppooi)vr| and oco(ppovco<; 

occur twenty-one times in the novel, plus one case in which Anchialus is defined as pp 

auxppovouvTcc by Anthia (5.9.10). First, it is significant that this virtue is always 

attributed to the protagonists and discussed by the protagonists: this makes cxocppoauvr) 

the most important device used by Xen. to characterise Anthia and Habrocomes through
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focalisation.326 Second, it is not surprising that most of its occurrences match the 

episodes of the novel in which the protagonists battle against the suitors.

This construction works perfectly with Habrocomes, who in his speeches mentions 

GGxppoouvri after or during his meeting with the suitors:

-2.1.4: xf|v p£%pi<; apxi aco<ppo(TUVT|v ek 7tai5o<; poi auvxpotpov: after Corymbus’ 

proposal;

- 2.10.3: aXXa %apu; [...] 001, bscnom, o n  K ai t o  aXr|0£<; £pa0£<; Kai tfjq aco(ppocruvri  ̂

apEipp p£: at the end of Manto’s episode;

- 3.12.4: xfjv 7coXA,aKi<; auxov ococppoauvriv d5ucr)aaaav: after Cyno’s murder of her 

husband.

The only exception concerns the first occurrence, since it precedes marriage and, thus, 

is part of his internal fight against Eros to defend his status as 5uadtaoxo<; (1.4.4, n.:

APpOKOpOD TOO GG)(ppOVO<;).

Conversely, Anthia’s relationship with acocppocruvr| can be divided into two parts using 

focalisation as a criterion: while in the first two occurrences first the Ephesians (1.2.6, 

n.: 6(p0aXpoi [...] (popspoi 6s cb<; aaxppovoq) and then Habrocomes call her 

“chaste” (1.9.3, n.: p£0’oo f̂jv Kai <x7io0av£iv imap^ai yuvaud oobcppovi), from Perilaus’ 

episode onwards Anthia starts to personally use acbcppcov as part of her self-definition 

(3.5.6: Xiyei [..] xaq TtEpi xfjq aco^pocruvri*; cruvGf|Kag). This becomes even truer in her 

two prayers to Isis (4.3.4 and 5.4.6), in which she places her virtue under divine 

protection. Finally, two mentions of aoocppoowri concern the brothel episode and one 

follows her nightmare (5.5.5, 5.5.6 and 5.7.2). This progressive increase in the 

importance of this virtue confirms that the danger of the uncivilised society makes 

Anthia grow: this definitely proves the nature of the novel as a Bildungs roman.

That being said, in Xen.’s use of this virtue there are two nuances which merit special 

consideration. First, after Anthia’s Scheintod (3.10.1: KaX&q p£v Kai ococppovccx; 

a7co0avouaav AvOiav and nightmare ococppocruvri) and nightmare (5.8.9: epoi 5e 

d7ro0av£iv KaXdx; e^ei acocppovouar|) aaxppoauvr) is related to suicide. This connection 

is significant, because it includes suicide in the protagonists’ display of fidelity: on this, 

see LI 4.3-4. Second, in the final dialogue of the novel there is a further hint of Anthia’s 

special focus on this virtue: while she refers to herself as adxppcov (5.14.2) and stresses 

how much she has fought to defend this virtue, Habrocomes defines himself not as

326 See Schmeling 1980, 116: ‘this theme is present whenever either protagonist is on the stage’.
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cjcbcppoov but Ka0apo<; (5.14.4). Although these adjectives belong to a similar semantic 

sphere, the omission of the latter appears intentional, because Xen. does not generally 

avoid repetitions and KaGapoq is used only here by Xen. As a result, the narrator seems 

to confirm at the end of the novel that Anthia is more serious about ococppocruvr| than her 

husband. Further, it is interesting that in this passage the heroine adopts also the 

adjective dyvf), which has already appeared in the oath of the first book (1.11.4, n.: spoi 

psvsiq dyvf)). Since this word is originally related to gods, while Ka0apo<; means ‘pure’ 

in the literal meaning of ‘clean’ and often is associated with objects, Xen. might be here 

suggesting that Anthia’s virtue, unlike that of her husband, is divine and higher. This 

would confirm the importance of her fidelity.

2c) AvdpsTa

Along with acocppoauvri, a second classical virtue which concerns the protagonists is 

dvdpela: as I will shortly show, in the Eph. dvdpeia mostly coincides with the ability to 

defend conjugal fidelity in the most difficult situations and supports the emphasis on the 

heroine’s moral behaviour.

To begin with, the common translation of dvSpeia is ‘courage’ and ‘manliness’ in war 

and is generally opposed to deiAia, ‘cowardice’. That said, it also appears in other 

contexts and the most significant is the moral one. As Plato’s Laches (191d-e) and 

Symposium (194a) already show, dvSpeia designates ‘the metaphorical battle to 

overcome desires and pleasures’ (Jones 2007b, 95). Following this connotation, it is 

evident how this virtue is very close to accxppocruvT) and can constitute the active display 

of it.

At the same time, as De Temmerman 2007 argues, in erotic literature a virtue such as 

dvSpsTa is subjected to a ‘transfer of their normal connotations to the erotic 

sphere’ (106). As a result, in the Greek novels dvdpeia can also designate the ‘erotic 

courage’ which characterises the members of the couple who play the active role in the 

relationship.

Overall, as the following table shows, in his text Xen. adopts both the moral and the 

erotic connotations of dvSpsTa:
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Table 2c. 1: AvfipiKoq and its cognates in the Ephesiaca

EPH. CHARACTER
DESCRIBED

SPEAKER avSpiKoq avavSpoq ScTAoq

1.4. 1 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

1.4. 2 Habrocomes Habrocomes ✓

1.9.4 Habrocomes Anthia ✓ ✓

2.14. 2 Habrocomes Hippothous ✓

3.6. 3 Anthia Anthia ✓ ✓

Despite the lower number o f  occurrences, the fact that dvbpcia occurs as ococppocnjvr| 

always in character’s text suggests that it is part of the protagonists’ characterisation. 

This is certainly true for Habrocomes, who follows a path which leads him to display 

dvbpcTa. At the beginning of the novel, his lack of this virtue involves both the moral 

and the erotic connotations. While in his first monologue o pf-XP1 vl',v dvbpuco^ (1.4.1, 

n.) and co Tiavia avavSpoc (1.4.2) prove how his past control of emotions and refusal of 

sex have faded away, on the wedding night Anthia accuses him of being avavSpoq 

(1.9.4, n.), which points out his lack o f  erotic initiative. Interestingly, this definition is 

not fictitious, but ironically reflects his passive attitude towards love during the first 

chapters o f  the book.

That said, the last attribution o f av§pda to this protagonist reverses the pattern: 

Hippothous unexpectedly calls Habrocomes dv5pucov (2.14.2: opw yap as, cb geipaKiov, 

[...] Kai 6<p0fjvai KaXov Kai aXXxoq dvSpucov) at their first meeting. This occurrence is 

quite difficult to interpret, because the brigand has not met Habrocomes before. On the 

one hand, the introduction o f ocpOrjvai KaXov near dvSpiKov and after Hippothous’ 

presentation as a soldier (2.14.1) suggests that the brigand is here referring to the 

military concept o f avbpsia. However, the previous occurrences in the novel make it 

plausible that the readers were associating this passage also with another kind of 

avSpsia. In addition, there are two passages of the second book which suggest its erotic 

connotation: first, in his reaction to the pirates’ proposal Habrocomes defines himself as 

Gvqp in opposition to Tropvq (2.1.3: 7Copvr| pev avxi Gvbpoq ycvopevcp), displaying his
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acquisition of the leadership role in the couple. Second, later in the book he decides to 

pursue Anthia and this confirms his new active role (2.12.2).

That said, although Habrocomes has this growth in the novel, he does not achieve a 

“moral” manliness: this matches the suggestion given by the analysis of the plot that 

this protagonist is able to preserve his chastity but not to beat his enemies and display 

his virtue.

Conversely, from the third book onwards Anthia is often related to a moral dvbpsia. To 

begin with, when in Tarsus she decides to commit suicide, she states: ouk outcoq 

avav8po<; sycb ou8e ev xotq KaKotq 5£iAf| (3.6.3). Further, when in the fourth book Anthia 

kills Anchialus who tries to rape her, she implicitly displays the same virtue (4.5.5). 

Since in both cases the aim of Anthia’s action is to preserve her fidelity, we are dealing 

with an avSpEia which coincides with the ability to preserve chastity in marriage. In 

addition, the second passage includes the military value, since Anthia fights as an epic 

hero: as nothing similar is ascribed to Habrocomes, through avSpEia Xen. seems to 

place an unusual emphasis on his female protagonist.

Also the last two passages confirm this impression: after her terrible dream, Anthia 

describes her creation of different stratagems against the suitors by saying: xeyyaq 

accxppocruvriq vnep yuvaucaq euplcncco (5.8.7). In my opinion, the expression U7csp 

yuvaiKaq fits well into her status of dv5psTa. Moreover, in the same speech, Anthia 

shows that she is cpiAdrcovoq by saying: syd) jjev Kai 7covou<; uxcopevoo 7tavxa<; [...] (5.8.7). 

Since in Aristotle’s definition avSpEia is also accompanied by (piXorama, this passage 

further marks her possession of the first virtue. In addition, it emphasises the difference 

between the protagonists, because, unlike Anthia, Habrocomes lacks cpitamovia: in the 

fifth book, when he becomes so poor that he decides to work in the quarry, a lack of 

energy forces him to leave this job (5.10.1: oukexi (pEpcov xouq novovg SiEyvco). Finally, 

since in Greek mentality the ideal context in which a virtue such as avSpEia was 

exhibited was public, Anthia’s successful performance in the brothel can be read as the 

most appropriate example introduced by Xen: this further confirms how her conjugal 

fidelity has a public visibility which does not concern Habrocomes.
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3) Repeated themes in the protagonists’ speeches throughout the novel; other 

nuances of their conjugal fidelity

The analysis of these virtues has demonstrated that they are commonly part of the 

protagonists’ direct speeches. A more detailed analysis of these passages highlights the 

existence of some themes which the protagonists constantly explore, such as promises

of fidelity, consolation and suicide. Before providing a list of these occurrences, I would

like to state why these topics are important.

First, their repetition is a confirmation of the high number of suitors met by Anthia and 

Habrocomes, since their encounters with them are at the origin of these motifs. Second, 

Xen.’s exploitation of these motifs is not mechanical: the existence of a thematic 

variation, which reflects the oscillation of the protagonists’ minds from hope to 

desperation, and the suggestion of a progression within each area make these themes 

part of the Bildungsroman. Finally, a great number of these Torcoi come from the epic 

and tragic literary tradition: although Xen. seems not to refer to specific models, their 

presence supports the literary quality and the tragic tone of the laments of the Eph. (NA 

3 and 4.1).

3ai Fidelity in life as well as in death

1.9.3: Habrocomes expresses this theme in his final invitation to Anthia: this is the only 

passage in which this topic is not focused on the speaker.

3.5.4, 3.6.5: Anthia in Perilaus’ house.

3.10.3: Habrocomes after Anthia’s Scheintod.

4.3.4: Anthia in her prayer to Isis in Alexandria.

4.5.3: Anthia in her lament before Anchialus’ murder.

5.10.4-5: Habrocomes before going back to Ephesus.

3b) Consolation

1.11.1: the navigation for both protagonists.

2.8.1: Anthia’s presence for Habrocomes;

3.10.2: Anthia’s body for Habrocomes;

4.2.2: Anthia’s supposed death for Habrocomes;

5.1.11: the sight of Thelxinoe’s body for Aegialeus;

5.8.4: eupf|OEiv o s (Anthia) Kai too Xomou (juyKaxapubasaOai for Habrocomes.
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3c) Futility of life without the beloved

1.11.5: Anthia in her oath of fidelity.

1.14.5: Habrocomes’ old tutor before his death.

4.6.7: Anthia in the ditch.

5.8.4: Habrocomes in the quarry.

3d^ Proposed suicide in case of...

2.1.4: Habrocomes: Corymbus’ love.

2.1.6: Anthia: Euxinus’ love.

2.4.6: Anthia: Habrocomes’ love with Manto.

2.5.7: Manto: Apsyrtus’ refusal of taking revenge on Habrocomes.

3.10.3: Habrocomes’ rescue of Anthia’s body.

5.10.4-5: Habrocomes’ burial of Anthia’s body.

- Death as a display o f virtue

2.1.4: Habrocomes in reaction to Corymbus’ proposal.

5.8.8-9: Anthia in reaction to her dream and Habrocomes’ possible betrayal.

3e) Death or Burial with the beloved327 

2.1.6: Anthia, Corymbus episode.

2.4.6: Anthia, Manto episode.

2.7.5: Anthia, Manto episode.

2.11.5: Anthia, Lampo episode.

3.8.7: Anthia, after her Scheintod.

3.10.3: Habrocomes, after Anthia’s Scheintod.

5.8.4: Habrocomes, episode in the quarry.

5.10.5: Habrocomes, before his return to Ephesus.

327 As this theme is exclusively focused on the protagonists as a couple, I will here write the member o f  
the couple who addresses this and the episode in which it appears.
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4) Some interesting patterns at work throughout the novel

While this framework already shows the repetitions and variations of these themes, I 

would like to add some comments on them, in order to show the role played by these 

themes in the Bildungsroman. I will also argue that their presence might suggest that 

Xen., after the three erotic traditions, is here referring to a fourth one, which is epic- 

tragic.

First, the introduction in the novel of “consolation” follows a descending and then 

ascending climax: apart from the first occurrence, which concerns both protagonists, the 

desire for relief is entirely focused on Habrocomes and the change of situation provokes 

a shift also in his object of consolation.328 The result of this process is this sort of 

circular route, in which presence is the apex and death the nadir:

Presence of the beloved »  possession of the beloved’s corpse »  (exemplary) 

death of the beloved »  presence of the beloved’s corpse »  presence of the beloved.

The existence of this pattern appears a persuasive example of how Xen. has carefully 

built the protagonists’ approach to their difficult journey.

Similarly, “suicide” is the main thought of the protagonists when they react to the most 

difficult situations: this suggests that this topic also is part of the way in which Xen. 

structures his text. That being said, Xen.’s exploitation of this motif is combined with 

real attempts at suicide, in which Anthia is more involved than Habrocomes: while the 

latter tries to kill himself only once in prison (2.7.1), Anthia does it twice in Perilaus’ 

house (3.5.6 and 3.8.2) and once in the fifth book after her nightmare (5.8.9). This 

confirms that in the Eph. dvbpeia is related to suicide (LI 4.2b). In addition, the same 

topic is closely related to the desire for a shared death. This leads to a focus on burial, 

which is important for two reasons. From a thematic point of view it appears to be a 

way in which the protagonists express their desire for an everlasting relationship. 

Further, it inevitably recalls the epic exploitation of this topic. While the model of 

Achilles and Patroclus might be echoed in some passages (APP 1.12), the general

328 Along with these expressions, in the novel there are episodes in which consolation is materially 
brought to the protagonists, but because the agent of this is not the beloved, Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ 
desire is never fulfilled until their reunion in Rhodes. To begin with, Eudoxus offers consolation to Anthia 
(3.5.6) and he is followed by Hippothous (3.10.3, 5.9.13), who does the same before with Habrocomes 
and then with Anthia. Finally, Amphinomus twice consoles Anthia (4.6.7 and 5.2.4), while Hippothous is 
cared o f  o f by his ex-servants in Rhodes (5.10.12).
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existence of an epic colour seems to be part of that heroisation of the protagonists’ love 

which Xen. mostly achieves through his interplay with the Odyssey (LI 6.2).

Finally, also the motif ‘the futility of life without the beloved’ has a long literary history: 

a motif like this is already introduced by Andromache in her famous dialogue with 

Hector, when she states: ou yap s i’dX.Xr| soxai 0aX,7ccopf|, £7rsi av cru y£ Ttotpov £mo7tfl<;, 

dAA.’dxs’ (6.411-3). Since the Iliad is a model of the Eph. (LI 6.5), one might argue that 

in Xen.’s first oath, where this theme appears for the first time, Xen. was recalling the 

famous scene of Hector and Andromache. However, since no textual connection or 

motif shared with Homer emerge, this link is too loose to be accepted. On the other 

hand, Greek tragedy has more attestations of the same theme: cf. Sophocles’ Ajax 393 

(Tecmessa because of the absence of Ajax) and Sophocles’ Antigone 566 (Ismene 

without Antigone) and Euripides’ Orestes 1072 (Pylades without Orestes). Although 

none of these passages is Xen.’s hypotext, together they show how Greek tragedy has a 

focus on ‘futility of life’. Since this general conclusion can be extended to the other 

repeated motifs of the Eph., our author seems here to have in mind a fourth literary 

tradition, which focuses on Iliadic and tragic motifs and is used to describe the 

protagonists’ sufferings.

When compared to lovesickness, the distance between Xen. and his models is here 

greater: thus, there is no hint here of a sophisticated literary approach, but we are 

dealing with a simple choice which supports our author’s interest in emotions and 

theatricality (NA 4).

5) Three confirmations of Habrocomes’ less visible but deep Bildung

While the protagonists’ reactions to the uncivilised love occur mostly in direct speeches, 

Xen. seems to develop this idea also through three subtler narratorial devices: a 

philosophical exploration of body and soul, the second dream (2.8.2) and the 

introduction of Hippothous. Interestingly, as I will shortly prove, each of these elements 

mostly focus on Habrocomes. This proves that, although Anthia’s Entwicklung, Bildung 

and fidelity are more visible, as her actions and laments prove, Habrocomes also is part 

of this pattern and shares her virtue. In addition, since in relation to body and soul the 

hero is clearly aware of his growth and he expresses it in philosophical language, he 

seems there to achieve that moral and philosophical rcaiSda which he strangely lacks at 

the beginning of the novel (1.1.2, n.: 7iai§£(av, d).
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As a result, Xen. is interested in the development of both protagonists. This is not 

surprising, since the novel starts as the revenge of Eros against Habrocomes (LJ 2.1) 

and the exclusion of him from the progress of the text would have appeared very 

strange. However, what is unexpected is the more private dimension of his conversion, 

which seems to make it more profound and philosophical.

5al Body and soul

This first device is introduced very early in the novel: it is part of the first presentation 

of Habrocomes in the novel (1.1.2, n.: Ttaibelav) and consists of the relationship 

between body and soul.

In the Greek novels, as Cummings 2009, 147-163 shows, there are many occurrences of 

the word v|/uxn: its status as ‘the seat of ;c&0r| or emotions’ (149) gives it a key role in 

the recurrent descriptions of love. In addition, vjn)xf| is often connected with aoopa. In 

Greek literature this combination is a cliche which has two possible kinds of 

exploitation:329 some authors adopt it to describe the wholeness of human nature, of 

which body and soul are together part, or to mark an opposition between physicality and 

spirituality. However, as I will show, within the novelistic corpus only Xen. seems to 

exploit this combination in a consistent way: he twice introduces “body and soul” in the 

second chapter of this first book and then other three times later in the text. This 

suggests that this formula might be used by Xen. to enrich Habrocomes’ 

characterisation.

329 See Aesop 12.1 and 21.1 for the probably earliest use.
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Tabic 5a. 1: combinations o f  body (ocbpg)  and soul (v|/i>%ri) in the Ephesiaca

E p h . G re e k  te x t O w n e r  o f 
b o d y /  
s o u l

M e a n in g s R e la tio n  o f 
b o d y  a n d  

s o u l

1.1.2 oovr|v0si 5e abxco toTq
TOO

ocbpaxo<; KaXob; Kai 
xd ifje

ayaGa

Habrocomes beauty o f the 
body and the 
soul

connection

1.1.4 liyaXXcxo pcv Kai xoTq 
t  rj q y  i) x n q 
KaxopGobpaoi, TroXb 5s 
paXXov tco KaA.Xci xob 
otbfiaxcx;-

Habrocomes beauty o f the 
body and the 
soul

dichotomy

1.5. 5 t o  a  cb p a  7r a  v 
pcpdviaxo Kai \] M^X1! 
Kaia7rS7tTCbKSl

Habrocomes e r o t i c
suffering

connection

1.9. 1 C7rdXXexo 5c abxob; id  
o cb (i a  t a  K a i  
SKpaSaivovxo abxoie 
ai yoxai

Protagonists e m o t i o n a l
reaction

connection

2.4. 4 cxodoiv c£,ouaiav poi) 
xob acbpaxog, xr)v 
vj/oxgv 5c cXcuGcpav 
cxto.

Habrocomes s l a v e r y  o f  
t h e  b o d y  
v e r s u s  
freedom  o f  
the soul

dichotomy

Table 5a.2: other occurrences o f body (qtfrpg) in the Ephesiaca

E p h . G re e k  te x t O w n e r  
o f t h e  
b o d y

C o n te x t M e a n in g s

1.1. 6 KaXXci owpaxoq Habr. i n i t i a l
presentation

b e a u t y  o f  the 
body

1.2. 5 fjvGci 5c abxrjc; t o  

acbpa c7i’ebpop(pia
Anthia i n i t i a l

presentation
b e a u t y  o f  the 
body
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E p h . G re e k  te x t O w n er 
o f  th e  
b o d y

C o n te x t M e a n in g s

1.3.2 pcp r| too o cbparoq  
eyupvcocev

Anthia p r o t a g o n i s t s ’ 
falling in love

l a s c i v i o u s  
beau ty  o f  the 
body

1.5.2 t  a o cb p a x a  [ . . . ]  
7i£7covriK6ia

Protag. lovesickness erotic suffering

2 .4 .4 d7i£iA.£iTca v b v  [ . . . ]  

M a v t t b  i (p p Ka i  
Ppo^oix; Kai Trop Kai 
T iavia o o a  S uvaxai 
ocbpa dv£yK£iv oiketoi)

Habr. Manto episode body and 
mistreatment

2 .5 .4 Xpd) ocbpaxi cb<; oiketod Habr. Manto episode body and 
mistreatment

2 .6 .3 ai T£ yap 7iAr|yai to  
ocbpa 7rav p cp a v i^ o v  

(3aodvoov at*)0£<; ov
OUC£TlK<bV

Habr. Manto episode body and 
mistreatment

2 .7 .5 OllSc OOTIC GOO TO
ocbpa K0opr|O£i

Habr. Manto episode corpse

3.2. 13 £ y (b 58 TOOOMOV 
T)5\)Vr|0r)V TO Gcopa 
5iaocboai [...]

Hyper. H i p p o t h o u s ’
story

corpse

3 .7 .2 £7ri7T£GCOV TCO OcbpaTl Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3 .8 .4 (() £ 1 o a  O 0 £ 5 £ TOO 
ocbpaxoc

Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

life

3.9. 1 paOcbv TT]V [...] TOO 
ocbpaxoc; a7r6A£iav

Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3.9. 7 ioax; [ ...]  to Gcbpa 
G(b^£Tai

Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3.9. 8 Sd^ai t o  oco  pa Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3.9. 8 to o c b p a  acpavEt ;  
£7iolr|oav

Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3.10 .2 to ocbpa dcp£?o|Tai; Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse

3.10. 3 p£%pi 7100 TO ocbpa 
£0p(0

Anthia A n t h i a ’ s
Scheintod

corpse
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E p h . G re e k  te x t O w n e r  
o f th e  
b o d y

C o n te x t M e a n in g s

3.11. 1 O i 5c A.r|OTai [...] t o  

o c b p a  £ 0 c p a 7 i£ i ) o v ,  

^ r |io u v T £ c ;  a c i  t o v

( I ) V t ] O O H £ V O V

K at’a^ iav.

A nthia a f te r  A n t h ia ’s 

Scheintod
b o d y  and

m i s t r e a t m e n t

(a llu d ed )

4.2. 5 (ir|T£ t o  NdXou p eu p a  

p ia v 0 d r | 7 io t£  aSiKcoc 

&7toXo|i£VOD GCOpaTt

Habr. ep iso d e  o f  the 

cr u c if ix io n

co rp se  and  

con tam in ation

4.2. 8 apTi 5 c  Trjc; cpA.oyo<; 

p£>JwOuaq<; a7CT£o0ai 

t o o  ocbpaToq

Habr. e p iso d e  o f  the 

pyre

b o d y  and  

m istreatm en t

4.6. 1 opcbai t o v  AyxiaA.ov 
a v r |p r |p cv o v  Kai Tqv 

A v 0 i a v  7 r a p a  t c o  

a cb p an

A n ch . A n ch ia lu s

e p iso d e

corp se

4 .6 .2 6 |i£V Tiq Ct7lOKT£lVai

keA ^ucdv Kai ai)v0dvj/ai 

tco  Ayxia^oo acbpaTi

A n ch . A n ch ia lu s

e p iso d e

co rp se

5.1. 9 to ocbpa ou  T£0a;tTai T h elx . A e g ia le u s

e p iso d e

corp se

5.1. 10 to 5 £ o cb p a  auT rjc  

£ T £ 0 a 7 I T O  T a c p f i  

Aiyi)7UTia

T h elx . A e g ia le u s

e p iso d e

corp se

5.1. 12 A iy ia )a ;i [ ...]  p c y a d i  

7rapapo0ia to ocbpa to 

© cX^ivorn;

T h elx . A e g ia le u s

e p iso d e

corp se

5 .5 .2 aiKi^cTat to ocbpa A nth ia R h en aea

ep iso d e

b o d y  and  

m istreatm en t

5.7. 4 7rapdTai to ocbpa A nth ia e p iso d e  o f  the 

brothel

b o d y  and the

strateg ic

s im u la tio n

5.8. 3 ou  yap  ouv£i0ioTO to 

o c o p a  o u S ’ o A T y o v  

u 7t o  p a  A A,£ i v  e p y o i c ;  

eutovok; rj oKAr|poic;

Habr. ep iso d e  o f  the 

quarry

b o d y  and  

m istreatm en t

5.8. 3 TO ocbpa U7TOT£0£lKa 

S ou A d a

Habr. e p iso d e  o f  the 

quarry

b o d y  and  

m istreatm en t
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Table 5a.3: other occurrences o f  soul (\|/UYr)) in the Ephesiaca

E p h . G re e k  te x t O w n e r
o f

s o u l

C o n te x t M e an in g s

1.5. 1 d /o v  6s Tupo 6cp0aA.po)v xa<; 
ovj/sic xdc eauxw v, xa<;
eiKovaq 87ri Trjq
aAAqdov dva7rA.axxovx8(;

Protag. lovesickness P l a t o n i c  
combination of 
eyes and soul

1.9. 2 xfjc; v)/uxxjc a\)xf\q [ . . . ]  
7ip07rep7i:oi)or|<; [ . . . ]  xa 
5aKpoa

Anthia wedding night soul origin of 
tears

1.9. 6 o a a  8V 8 v 6 o d v  5 ia  xebv 
XeiAitov 8K v|/uxil<; xfjv 
Oaxepoi) v|/oxf]v $ ia  T°^  
(piAfjpaxoc 7iap87i8g7t8xo

Protag. wedding night c o n n e c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  ki s s  
and soul

1.9. 7 co [...] xo rcpcoxov evBcvxeq 
xfj ejj.fi Kevxpov V|/l)Xfi

Anthia wedding night P l a t o n i c  
combination o f 
eyes and soul

1.9. 7 xov cptoxa xov epov KaXcbq 
eic xf|v AppoKopou Vj/DXTIV 
cbbxiyrioaxs.

Habr. wedding night P l a t o n i c  
combination of 
eyes and soul

1.9. 8 8xex8 \\/\)xctq aq  uuxo i
itq eK a b a a x s

Piotag. wedding night P l a t o n i c  
combination o f 
eyes and soul

1. 11.
3

xfjc; yuxfjc pot 7tO08lVOX8p(X Habr. visit to Samos erotic epithet

1. 13.
6

cpeiaai §8 xrjc; v|/i)xrj<; Habr. Corymbus
episode

r e q u e s t  f o r  
s a l v a t i o n  
(opposition with 
s l a v e r y ,  c f . 
2.2.4)

1 . 16.
2

at xs v)/i)xai 8KpaSaivovxo Protag. Corymbus
episode

e m o t i o n a l  
r e a c t i o n  (cf .  
1.9.1)

2.4. 5 xrj<; M/Dxn<; [Kai] xr\q sprjq
58G7lOXa
(I f o l l o w  h e r e  H e n d e r s o n ' s  
c o r r e c t i o n  t o  O ’ S u l l i v a n ;  
o the rw i se ,  rfjq £|ifj<; has  no 
meaning)

Anthia Manto episode erotic epithet
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Eph. Greek text Owner
of

soul

Context M eanings

3 .3 .6 7i p o c a u T o b  a  o i 
<7to08ivoT8poi) ifj<;> vpuxnc 
'YjrspavGoix;

Hyper. after
Hippothous’
story

life

3 .5 .4 cb cpiXidiri poi 7iaacbv 
AppoKopou v|/i>xr)

Habr. A nthia’s
Scheintod

soul o f the dead

3.6. 5 co cpiA.iair| A p p o K o p o u
v|/i>xn

Habr. A nthia’s
Scheintod

soul o f the dead

5 . 12 .
2

O §8 8710108 pSV TT1V V|/l)xf|V 
87ii xcp 7capa6o^cp to o  
7ipdypaTo<;

Habr. Rhodes e m o t i o n a l
reaction

5 . 1 3 .
3

t o  i) t o  y a p  a u i o i q  
spobAxwio ai vj/uxou

Protag. final
recognition in 
Rhodes

e c h o  o f  t h e  
P l a t o n i c
Symposium

5 . 14 .
2

ifjq eprjq vpoxn̂  AppoiccSpr| 
5ea7roTa

Anthia last night in 
Rhodes

erotic epithet

Tabic 5a.4: Recapitulation o f body and soul in the Ephesiaca

Body /  soul Body Soul

Number o f 
occurrences

5 29 16

Distribution 
in the novel

I book: 4 II: 1 
> unequal: no after 
M anto’s episode

I: 4 II: 4 
III: 10 IV: 4 V: 7 
> fair distributiom

I: 9 II: 1 
III: 3 IV: 0 V: 3 
> high concentration 
in the first book

Distribution 
o f owners

Prot: 1 Habr: 4 
Anthia: 0 Others: 0 
> p r o mi n e n c e  o f  
Habrocomes

Prot: 1 Habr: 9 
Anth: 13 Others: 6 
> fair distribution

Prot: 5 Habr: 6 
Anth: 4 Others: 1 
> p r o m i n e n c e  o f  
protagonists
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Body /  soul Body Soul

List o f the 
m a i n  
meanings

- Beauty o f the body 
and the soul: 2.

- Corpse: 15;
B o d y  a n d  

mistreatment: 8;
- Beauty o f the body: 

3.

- Platonic combination 
of eyes and soul: 4;

- Erotic epithet: 3
- Soul o f the dead: 2;
- Emotional reaction: 

2;
-L ife: 1.

1) Analysis o f  the tables

To begin with, the first, third and fourth occurrences o f body and soul focus on the 

wholeness o f the human being, while the other two emphasise its division into two 

parts. Interestingly, this second value is focused on Habrocomes and the initial 

prominence o f the body is reversed in the Manto episode: this framework can be 

interpreted as a sign o f a development of the protagonist towards a more spiritual 

conception o f his self, in which soul constitutes the core o f his personality (on this, 

1.1.2 n.: 7rou5eictv). Similarly, the passages at 1.9.1 (n.: cttcxXÂ to) and at 5.13.3 are very 

interesting to compare, since they involve both protagonists and describe their reaction 

at the beginning and the end o f the novel. Although these scenes play the same role in 

the text, it is significant that in the former case both body and soul are mentioned, while 

in the latter only the soul, which is connected with the protagonists’ will. Although 

emotions are there still expressed and. thus, the reality o f the body is not really omitted, 

the exclusive presence o f vj/oxf| appears to place further emphasis on spirituality.

On the other hand, the hypothesis o f this progressive change might be supported by the 

analysis o f the occurrences o f the body: they seem to follow an evolutionary pattern in 

which the beauty o f the ocbpa, which is introduced in the first book, is abandoned and 

substituted by many episodes where body is mistreated. This “corruption" has its nadir 

in the Manto episode with Habrocom es’ imprisonment, where the protagonist’s body is 

heavily tortured and the blood disfigures his beauty. The peculiarity o f this passage is 

underlined by X en.’s only use o f a ipu  in the whole text (2.6.3) and by his formulaic 

repetition o f acpavtf/o and t o  ocopa Tiav (2.6.3 and 1.5.5, n.: t o  ocopa).

Finally, it is not unthinkable that in this negative consideration of the body Xen. is 

including another very popular image o f Greek thought: the association between ocopa 

and orjpa. This possibility might be supported by different devices:
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a) the repeated use of 5sopa in the novel, which starts from the oracle and is a frequent 

obstacle in the protagonists’journey (1.6.2 n.: oracle, 3);

b) in Homer the love of Ares and Aphrodite, which is the model of the protagonists’ 

love on the wedding night (LI 6.2), has a negative outcome, since Hephaestus entraps 

both gods with his chains as a punishment for their immoral act. Although Xen. does 

not introduce this episode in his representation, I wonder whether Habrocomes’ real 

orjpa might be interpreted as an allusion to Hephaestus’ trap. This would make the 

prison not only the punishment inflicted by Manto, but also a possible criticism of the 

fact that his first love has been too physical. This association might be also suggested by 

Anthia’s visit to Habrocomes in prison, when she embraces his chains as part of some 

gestures of affection (2.7.5 and, esp., 1.5.5, n.: to ocbpa).

c) a philosophical consideration of orjpa could also be part of Habrocomes’ second 

dream (2.8.2), because his liberation from the prison is there represented as a 

metamorphosis from horse to man (see below, b).

Overall, the inclusion of orjpa in Xen.’s exploitation of ocbpa is not unlikely.

Further, the same evolution of oo>pa seems also to concern Anthia: after the initial 

presentation of her beautiful body (1.2.5), from the third book onwards her ocbpa starts 

to be mistreated like that of Habrocomes, first by the brigands who sell her to Psammis

(3.11.1) and then by Rhenaea and during the forced exposure in the brothel (cf. 5.7.4 

and 5.8.3). In my opinion, this pattern seems to confirm what has emerged in the 

combinations of body and soul: the soul, unlike the beauty of the body, is the necessary 

component of the human being.

Having provided this framework, it is interesting to compare it with Xen.’s shift in the 

conception of love: the hypothesis of a more spiritual ideal of love clearly matches the 

progressive disappearance of ocbpa in the second part of the novel. This leads to the 

conclusion that Xen. might be deliberately using the traditional dichotomy between 

body and soul as part of the Entwicklung of the Eph.. Given this discovery, I would like 

to stress that it has an originality in the novelistic corpus.
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2) Comparison with the novelistic genre: Xen. s unusual focus on body and soul 

In the novelistic corpus these are the occurrences o f body and soul:

Xen. Char. Longus Ach. Hid.

ocbpa / \|/uxn 5 1 1 7 5

Above all, only Ach. and Hid. introduce it more than once: this makes Xen. the first 

author o f the corpus to exploit it consistently. In addition, the other novelists frequently 

use this combination, but they do not seem to connect it to the development of the 

novel. This gives the impression that they are using it merely as a cliche or as a motif 

which can be varied.

This happens clearly in Hid. On the one hand, body and soul are associated to describe:

a) authentic courage in battle (1.29.6: roiq e/Giaioic v|/uxqv t e  d p a  K ai ocbpa rcGqypevoi 

o u  p7i 171103 p e v ) ;

b) Thyam is’ value when he is appointed new priest (7.8.7: kavcbq ye f'yciv vj/uxric t c  dpa 

Kai ocbparoq rcpoq rdq rqq icpocruvr|q A^uoupyiac);

c) the sleeping o f the protagonists (2.15.2: ourtoq dpa t i o t e  ocbparoq TtdGsi Kai t o  

voepov Tfjq vi/uxrjq ouvopoXoyeTv qveaxeio).

On the other hand, Hid. introduces the dichotomy in two passages:

a) when the doctor Acesinus makes a distinction between diseases of the body and those 

of the soul (4.7.5: icxvq ocbparoq 7td6r| Gcpa7r£U£tv cnayyeX)xTa\ vj/uxqq 5c ou 

Tipopyoupcvcoq);

b) in the Arsace episode Theagenes’ condition in prison is described by the narrator with 

the following words: t o  p c v  a c b p a  K a T a n o v o u p c v o q  Tqv 6 c  y u x i'iv  £7ii ococppocruvr| 

pcuwup£voq (8.6.4). The existence o f a marked opposition and the association of 

ao3cppo<ruvq and vpuxH which gives pcopq to Theagenes recalls Habrocomes’ defence of 

his soul in his answer letter to Manto (2.4.4).

Along with these more habitual uses, the novelists also vary this combination. This 

technique emerges particularly in the only occurrences made by Char, and Longus. The 

former introduces the formula as part o f an apostrophe made by Dionysius to Callirhoe 

(5.6.2: t o  T ipicbTCpov cpoi o ib p a T o q  T£ K ai vj/oxfjq), which can be compared with Xen.’s
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erotic epithets based on \jAoxf| (1.11.3). On the other hand, the latter introduces our 

image in Philetas’ description of his lovesickness (2.7.5: TRyouv xqv \|/uxf|v, xrjv 

KapSiav 87caX.^opr|v, to ocopa eyoxopriv). This appears to be an expansion of Xen.’s 

third occurrence, because of the introduction of f| icapdia. That said, Ach.’s creativity is 

even more elaborate, as the following list shows:

a) in Charicles’ tragic end and in Leucippe’s Scheintod this novelist introduces the motif 

o f  the double death which concerns not only the soul, but also the body (cf. 1.13.4: Kai 

poi T80vr|Ka<; Gavaxov burXouv, \|/\>xfj Kai ocbpaxi and 7.5.3: vnv 8e xeGvr|Ka<; Gavaxov 

bmkovv, v(/uxrjq Kai acbpaxoc;);

b) Ach. exploits the combination to express emotions in a more articulate way: in 1.6.3 

he explains the xo7io<; of the night as the apex of erotic sufferings by saying: av be 

qouxia to ocopa 7ie5r)Gfj, KaG’auxfjv f| i|n)xn yevopevr| tco KaKcp Kupalvexai. Then, like 

Longus, he introduces KapSia in the description of Clitophon’s reaction to the false 

news of Leucippe’s death, in a passage which again recalls that of Xen’s lovesickness 

(7.4.1: xpopoq |X8V euGix; 7iepiexuGr| poo tco ocopaxi Kai f| KapSia pou eXiX-oxo, oAiyov be 

xi poi xrjq \jn>xn<; U7coX8X£i7cxo).

c) the issue o f body and soul is extended to the natural world, by ascribing it to the 

palm-tree (1.17.5 : avevj/u^e pev xf]v yuxfiv t o o  cpuxou, t o  5s ocopa cuioGvfjoKov 7ta?uv 

dV8^C07TUpr|O8 [ . . .] ) .

d) As in the Eph., body and soul are mentioned in a Platonic passage about love, where 

the image of the body, captured by the eyes, goes inside the soul (1.9.4: ocpGaX,poi [...] 

d7copaxxouoiv [...] xcbv ocopaxcov xa ei'ScoXxx- f| be xou KaXA,ou<; d7ioppof], 5i’auxcov ei<; 

xf|v yuxriv Kaxappeouoa).

Overall, Ach.’s passages clearly show how Xen.’s use of body and soul is simple. 

However, the lack in the former of a coherent exploitation of this motif leaves a mark of 

uniqueness to the latter’s “technique”.

Finally, there is a final nuance of Xen.’s originality, because his focus on blood in the 

mistreatment of the body has few parallels in the novelistic corpus: only Ach. associates 

it with Clitophon and Hid. does the same with Theagenes. While the former character is 

wounded on his thigh by Leucippe’s kidnappers (Ach. 5.7.2) and then heavily hit by 

Thersander (8.1.3 ff.), the latter enters the scene of the novel with his 7tapsid 

Kaxappsovxi tco aipaxi cpoivixxopsvri (Hid. 1.2.3). In both cases, however, the aim of 

using blood is not to underline the devastation of the heroes’ body, but to give them
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respectively an anti-epic and an epic portrait: only Xen. mentions aijia to address the 

dichotomy between body and soul. As a result, we are dealing with a deliberate 

exploration which supports the growth of a spiritual awareness in Habrocomes.

5b) The second dream as the metaphorical description of Habrocomes’ Bildung and of 

the whole novel

The second device by which Habrocomes is related to a moral progress is his second 

dream (2.8.2), which occurs shortly after the dramatic greeting made by Anthia to him 

in prison. This passage can be divided into three parts: while the first has his father 

Lycomedes as the main protagonist, the second and the third concern Habrocomes and a 

mare, which can be easily identified with Anthia. As is typical of Xen. ’s dreams and 

oracles (NA 1.2), this vision performs a simple “emotional” function, since it gives to 

Habrocomes a ‘Zeichen der Hoffnung’ (Liatsi 2004, 164 and 2.8.2). Similarly, it also 

plays a proleptic function, since Habrocomes dreams of his final reunion with Anthia, 

which constitutes the happy ending of the novel.

That said, however, the originality of this passage lies in its metaphorical nature (see 

Liatsi 2004, 164) and in its focus on Habrocomes’ adventures. All his life is here 

considered, from his father to his double metamorphosis and his relationship with 

Anthia. As I will shortly show, Xen. here offers a synthesis of his life and a 

confirmation of his Bildung.

In order to prove the truth of this statement, there are some enigmatic parts which need 

to be discussed:

1) ev saOrjn peAxxlvp: Lycomedes’ black clothes;

2) role of the father in Habrocomes’ liberation;

3) identification of the mare and protagonists’ metamorphosis from human beings to 

horses;

4) Habrocomes’ final metamorphosis into man.

1-2) Analepsis o f  the liberation from lovesickness

To begin with, Lycomedes’ black clothes are analysed by Plastira-Valkanou 2001, who 

shows that in Artemidorus they are associated with death and mourning and suggests 

that this feature is another prolepsis of the negative destiny of the protagonists’ parents 

(for another, 1.10.10, n.: 66ov). However, on further examination, the whole passage of
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Artemidorus which she mentions is more articulated: on the one hand, Artemidorus 

argues that for sick men wearing a black cloth acoxqplav 7ipoar|palv£i- ou yap oi 

d7to0avovT£<; aXk' oi xoix; ajioOvfjoKovxaq 7t£v0oi)vx8<; xoiouxon; ^P®VTai ipaxiou; (2.3). 

This last statement is significant, as it seems to imply that the death does not concern 

the dreamer and, following this interpretation, Xen. would refer to Habrocomes’ and not 

to Lycomedes’ death330. Furthermore, although shortly after Artemidorus declares that 

black clothes are usually negative (eoxi 5e Kai aXkcoq q psXaiva saOqg 7tacn rcovqpa 

rcAqv xcov xa XaOpaia spya^opevcov), Lycomedes might be included in the category 

which constitutes an exception, since his action in the dream is evidently positive. As a 

result, the use of oneirocriticism here is controversial.

This theory also seems to fail to explain Habrocomes’ liberation. The most immediate 

interpretation of this action would be to see it as a prolepsis of Apsyrtus’ liberation of 

Habrocomes (2.10.2), but the reason for the association between Lycomedes and 

Apsyrtus is not clear. Plastira-Valkanou 2001 argues that in Artemidorus there is an 

equation of fathers and masters (4.69: Kai xo oAov 68a7coxai yoveTq 5i5a<TKaAxn Oeoi xov 

auxov clonal ?ioyov). On the other hand, Liatsi 2004, 165 justifies the presence of the 

father as the most obvious for a young boy like Habrocomes: since he is facing a 

terrible situation, the memory of his father would be naturally the first to appear in his 

mind.

In my opinion, as with the first issue, none of these interpretations is definitely 

convincing. As with the other dreams (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 7 and 1.12.4, n.: dream), I 

believe that the focus of the analysis should be on the relation between this passage and 

Xen.’s analeptic and proleptic apparatus. In this respect, scholars are wrong to ignore 

the fact that Lycomedes’ search for Habrocomes is described with an expression which 

has a clear epic colour and recalls the adventures of Odysseus: ftAavtbpsvov Kaxa rcaaav 

yrjv Kai OaLaxxav (LI 6.5). Since, then, in the second part of the dream there is another 

journey, that of Habrocomes, in which the first part of the formula is recalled (stu 

7ioAA,f)v yrjv 5icoKovxa), I would conclude that this dream has a clear epic mark. A further 

proof of this might lie in the fact that Habrocomes is sleeping, since the sequence falling 

asleep - dream is already Homeric (see Regia Fernandez Garrido 2003, 362, with 

references in n. 56).

330 See on this Liatsi 2004, 167: ‘Es handelt sich in Habrokomes’ Traum also nicht um eine Voraussage 
des Todes seines Vaters, der im Traum schwarz gekleidet erscheint’.
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This discovery has an immediate consequence: being Habrocomes’ father, Lycomedes 

might be compared with Laertes, and his black cloth, at this point, would become the 

way in which Xen. imitates how Homer introduces his character: in the Odyssey Laertes 

is suffering to much because of his son’s absence that he is almost close to death (Od. 

1.188-193, 16.142-145 and esp. 15.352-357, where he explicitly asks Zeus to let him 

die). Thus, he constantly cries {Od. 4.110-2) and his death is even mentioned by 

Penelope in her cunning speech to the suitors {Od. 2.96-102, 19.141-7 and 24.131-7). 

The first reason why this Homeric interpretation is convincing is that it supports our 

“correction” to Artemidorus: Lycomedes, being a double of Laertes, would be mourning 

for Habrocomes’ death and not for his own. This possibility is also supported by the 

comparison with Char., in which black clothes are worn by Dionysius and Chaereas to 

mourn their wives’ death (1.12.6 and 3.4.4).

That said, it seems to be interesting that in the first book there is a moment when 

Lycomedes is explicitly afraid of Habrocomes’ death, which is his lovesickness (1.5.5). 

Since, then, the father proposes to cure his son by consulting the oracle (1.5.9), I 

wonder whether it is not possible to read this part of the dream as an analepsis of that 

episode. This reading would imply that lovesickness is metaphorically compared to 

prison and, since it includes the suffering of the body and is the origin of the sex 

between the protagonists, this analogy might enrich the association between ocopa and 

orjpa which has already emerged in the novel (see below, a). Overall, this interpretation 

seems to work better than that of Plastira-Valkanou 2001, because it allows us to 

“avoid” the difficult parallel between Lycomedes and Apsyrtus and it offers a more 

precise explanation than that of Liatsi 2004, without excluding it.

Within this new framework, the only element which is still enigmatic is the mention of 

Lycomedes’ wanderings. In my opinion, since an epic formula such as rcXavcbpevov 

Kara rcaoav yrjv Kai OaXaxxav in the Eph. works as sign of an Odyssean identity (LI

6.5), it seems to encourage the reader to see in Lycomedes an echo of Laertes. As a 

result, what has to be understood is why Xen. is comparing Lycomedes with the father 

of Odysseus. In my opinion, since the whole dream refers to Habrocomes’ life, here 

Xen. is simply including Habrocomes’ father in the Odyssean framework which 

characterises the whole novel. This increases the parallel between Habrocomes and 

Odysseus (LI 6.3) and that between the Bildungsroman and the Odyssey, on which see 

respectively LI 6.3 and 6.2.
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3-4) Habrocomes ’spiritual growth

Similarly with the first part of the dream, the second and the third part have also been 

subjected to different interpretations. There are two main issues discussed by scholars: 

the parallel between the protagonists and horses and the double metamorphosis of 

Habrocomes, which are evidently connected one with the other. To begin with, the 

presence of these animals might have a very simple explanation: the horses could be 

read as a prolepsis of what Habrocomes does when he travels on horseback in search for 

Anthia (2.13.4). However, as Morgan 2007, 463 states, ‘the dream seems to predict 

more than this’ and I would agree with him, given the big picture offered by this 

passage.

There are three main views about this association:

- horses are a habitual symbol for lovers; this is what Plastira-Valkanou 2001, 141 

argues comparing Artemidorus (prol. 4, 4.46). This identification is confirmed by the 

mythological story of Poseidon chaser of Demetra, in which the former manages to 

have a relationship with the latter only after the transformation of both in horses (Paus.

8.25.5).

- horses are immoral animals, since they are symbols for instinctive people and 

instinctive lovers.331 The correctness of this judgment is proved by Adamantius’ Book o f  

Physiognomy, in the part which focuses on this kind of animals: ‘Equus animal erectum 

est atque exultans, in certando animosum, victoriae cupidum, non impatiens laboris. 

homines ergo qui ad huius animalis speciem referuntur, capillo erunt tenso rubeo, genas 

habebunt maiores, collum longius, nares magis patulas, labium inferius demissum, erunt 

calidi in venerem, iactantes sui, contentiosi nimium, sapientes minus’ (Anonymus 

Latinus, 118).

- as Capra 2007/8, 9 argues, the identification of Habrocomes with a horse might work 

as a ‘sovrapposizione funzionale con il “cavallo rapido” Ippotoo’. In other words, with 

this image Xen. might be suggesting an overlap between the two characters, which I 

will later discuss (see below, LI 4.6b).

On the other hand, Habrocomes’ metamorphosis is studied by Konstan forth., who 

argues that ‘although the account of the dream is quite brief, the symbolism seems clear

331 Cf. Liatsi 2004, 169: ‘ein GroBteil der antiken Tradition sieht im Bild des Pferdes den animalischen 
Aspekt der menschlichen Sexualitat symbolisch ausgedruckt’ (169) and Bierl 2006, 84: ‘vor allem 
fimgiert das Pferd als Symbol der Initiation des jungen Menschen auf dem Weg zur Reife’).
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and significant: just as in Apuleius, the metamorphosis of the protagonist into an animal 

and back into human form can be taken as an allegory of the hero’s fall and subsequent 

deliverance’ (1-2).

In my opinion, this view is certainly right, because the attribution of an inferior status to 

Habrocomes’ identification with a horse is clear in the dream, where these animals are 

opposed to to human beings: for this reason, they are not merely used as a parallel with 

lovers. In addition, Habrocomes is a lover also when he again meets Anthia: as a result, 

the horse might more specifically refer to the instinctive side of eros which 

characterises the protagonists in the first development of their love in Ephesus (LI 2.4). 

Conversely, the final reunion in love (LI 5.3) would be considered as a deeper stage 

reached by the protagonists, since Habrocomes is there man and no longer horse.

As a result, I would conclude that the whole dream is a description of Habrocomes’ 

Bildung: after the prison constituted by lovesickness, the first liberation would make the 

protagonist a horse - thus a instinctive lover - and then his journey would lead him to 

maturity.332 Although the emphasis is clearly on Habrocomes, the fact that also Anthia is 

described as a mare allows us to extend this development to her.

In Konstan’s (forth.) view, there are further confirmations of this interpretation: the first 

comes from the presence of Isis, who appears both in Xen.’s and Apuleius’ novel. Since 

the time of Herodotus this goddess was closely related to metamorphosis, because of 

her identification with Io. This heroine was transformed into a cow and after long 

travels and travails finally recovered her human form.333 In addition, two early Christian 

texts, the story of Peter’s incarceration in Acts 12 and Perpetua’s account of her final 

days in her Passio, seem to ‘belong to the same world of narrative and experience’ as 

the Eph., since ‘both cases involve a vision of deliverance from prison on the part of a 

superior figure’. The parallel with Acts is especially interesting, because in this passage, 

after the vision of the angel, Peter is welcomed in Mary’s house by a servant called 

Rhoda (12.13-16), whose name recalls that of Xen.’s Rhodes. As Konstan forth, himself 

points out, it is difficult to assess what kind of connection there was between these texts, 

but since ‘the story of Peter’s imprisonment will have circulated at once in oral form’ 

and in the first century AD ‘there was a flourishing Christian community in Ephesus’,

332 See Konstan forth, on this: the dream ‘suggests that the travels, trials and triumph of the protagonists 
in Xenophon's novel may themselves be read as a narrative o f spiritual progress’.

333 See Konstan 2010, 3 and Hdt. 2.41.3.
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the possibility of a reciprocal influence is not unlikely and also Perpetua’s story might 

be part of this interaction, since ‘she shares with the heroes and heroines of the novels a 

capacity for endurance’.

Finally, the interpretation of this dream as meaningful for the whole novel is also 

significant for another reason: Habrocomes’ second dream results in being closely 

connected with Apollo’s oracle, with which it shares the Odyssean background, the 

presence of an analepsis and a prolepsis and an allusion to the protagonists’ final destiny 

(1.6.2, n.: oracle). More deeply, as the divine response, this vision appears as a summary 

of the whole novel. This increases the importance of this message and gives to it the 

same metaliterary image.

5c) Hippothous as an antagonist of Habrocomes and a supporter of his Bildung 

As I have already stated, the unexpected use of animals in Xen.’s dream also suggests 

that the protagonist, becoming a horse, is associated by Xen. with Hippothous, an 

important character of the novel whose name clearly recalls the same animal.

This hypothesis leads us to explore the nature of this character: although in the 

description of the uncivilised society I briefly alluded to him (LI 3.2a), it is difficult to 

find a proper place for him in the world of the novel, since he belongs to both societies. 

His Perinthus and his love for Hyperanthes are clearly comparable to Ephesus and the 

protagonists’ love (3.2.1 ff.) and, thus, his origin lies in the civilised society. 

Nevertheless, after his murder of Aristomachus (3.2.10) and Hyperanthes’ death

(3.2.12), he becomes a brigand and, thus, he enters the uncivilised society.

Without any doubt, this role of “bridge” between the different worlds of the novel 

performs a structural function: Hippothous is the ‘Heifer’ of the protagonists,334 because 

in the third book he helps Habrocomes to look for his wife (3.3.6), while in the fifth he 

buys Anthia from the brothelkeeper (5.9.5) and he leads her back to Ephesus (5.11.1-2).

334 Capra 2007/2008, 9.
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For this reason, Hippothous shares the travel pattern with the protagonists335 and in this 

respect Habrocomes is associated with him.

While this function is accepted by every scholar, it is more difficult to assess whether 

Xen. is interested in exploring the morality of Hippothous and what is his final 

judgement about this. Interestingly, Alvares 1995 and Watanabe 2003 give both a 

positive answer to the first interrogative, while they offer two different answers to the 

second: the former scholar interprets the entire life of Hippothous as a Bildungsroman 

from a violent to a human behaviour and argues that the reason for this change lies in 

his friendship with Habrocomes. As a result, in this view Hippothous would follow the 

same path as the protagonist, moving from the status of a instinctive “horse” to a human 

one. Conversely, Watanabe 2003 attributes to Hippothous a consistent performance of 

masculinity, which contrasts with Habrocomes’ passivity. In this case, Hippothous, 

paying a closer obedience to his name, would stay a horse for the whole novel, without 

becoming man as Habrocomes.

In my opinion, a careful analysis of the text of the Eph. shows that Xen. deliberately 

invites his readers to accept and work on the parallel between Habrocomes and 

Hippothous in relation to the dream. This is significant: the moral focus of that passage 

proves that Xen. is interested in a moral exploration of the figure of Hippothous and 

confirms the correctness of Alvares and Watanabe’s approach to him. In addition, the 

negative nature of horses in the dream might also suggest that the author’s key to 

interpret the brigand’s behaviour is not positive.

In my opinion, this impression, which is similar to Watanabe’s thesis 2003, has further 

proof in the novel: despite his initial genuine desire for love, Hippothous is a violent 

man, who behaves as a citizen of the uncivilised society. Conversely, Habrocomes is a 

pure man whose life is only moved by his devotion to Anthia. For this reason, it seems 

to me that Hippothous’ immorality emphasises Habrocomes’ morality by contrast and 

that the former does not undergo the same metamorphosis into man as the latter. Only in 

the final episode of the novel does the distance between the two seem to be minimised 

or eliminated, but the lack of progress suggested by Alvares 1995 makes this conclusion 

functional to the plot more than a real conversion: on this, see LJ 5.5.

335 See Alvares 1995, 354: ‘Hippothous is the unifying link between the separate story-lines of Anthia 
and Habrocomes’.
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1) The confirmation o f the parallel: the encounter o f Habrocomes and Hippothous at 

the end o f  the second book

After the dream (2.8.2), Hippothous enters the scene of the novel when he captures 

Anthia and Cilician merchants (2.11.11) and, few chapter afterwards, he personally 

meets Habrocomes and starts a friendship with him.336 This scene in itself very 

important, because the plot establishes a link between the brigand and Habrocomes and 

with this parallel Xen. seems to invite his readers to follow the development of their 

relationship throughout the whole novel. More importantly, this passage has some 

echoes of the second dream: this confirms that Hippothous is evoked in Habrocomes’ 

vision and allows us to consider Hippothous as an immoral character, as the horse is. 

This nature makes him an antagonist of the protagonist. These are the proofs of this 

connection:

a) During the meeting with the brigand Habrocomes behaves as the dream has asked 

him to do, as we read: ^Atii^s 5s Kai o AppoKoprjc; sv xfj TtoXXfj 7cXavfl xfjv AvGiav 

supf|G£iv (2.14.4), which describes why Habrocomes swears an oath of fidelity with 

Hippothous. First, Habrocomes’ hope is the same feeling which the protagonist has after 

the dream (2.8.2: susAtuc; r|v). Second, the formula if)v AvGiav suplaKsiv (LI 2.5) 

appears a possible reminder of the dream, in which Habrocomes xsAoq supsiv xf|v i7t7iov 

(2.8.2). Third, sv xfj TcoXXfj 7iXavr| has the same Odyssean colour as the expression srci 

7ioXXf)v yrjv Subicovxa (2.8.2), which also refers to Habrocomes’ search for Anthia. As a 

result, this framework might recall that episode in the readers’ mind.

b) When Hippothous and Habrocomes decide to rest together, Xen. strangely focuses 

his attention on horses and especially on the former’s. In my opinion, this appears a 

further signal that the author wants his readers to connect Hippothous with these 

animals, as the dream suggests. Therefore, when the characters decide to leave together, 

we read xoix; 17ctiou<; avsXappavov (2.14.5). Immediately after, Xen. adds a parenthesis 

which seems to be superfluous: rjv yap xa> 'l7nroGocp MTioq sv xfj uXp Kpxmxopsvoc; 

(2.14.5). On closer examination, however, it can be interpreted as a deliberate pun on 

the brigand’s name. Since in the Eph. the presence of horses is very rare and they only 

occur in two general descriptions, which concern the Ephesian procession and

336 I agree with Alvares 1995 that Schmeling’s (1980, 56) interpretation, o f a homosexual relationship 
here lacks proof.
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Psammis’ load (1.2.4 and 4.3.2), I would accept the hypothesis of a subtle interplay with 

them.

Having established this original link, I will now explore how the immoral Hippothous 

behaves in the novel and how his parallel with Habrocomes is developed after the 

second book. Since the stages of this relationship are numerous, I will present them in 

sequence.

2) Hippothous’immorality throughout the whole novel

I) THE FIRST APPEARANCE IN THE NOVEL

Hippothous is introduced in the Eph. as an outlaw and warlike man, who captures 

Anthia and Cilician merchants (2.11.11) and decides to sacrifice the former to Ares 

(2.13.1-2). As Alvares 1995, 399 acutely notices, the presence of this god, to whom 

Hippothous is devoted, recalls his erotic “epiphany” on the Ephesian canopy (1.8.2), but 

here the narrator clearly emphasises his warlike nature. The same result is provided by 

his portrait in his first meeting with Habrocomes, where he appears cbrckicrpevcp (2.14.1). 

As a result, as the dream seems to suggest, Hippothous is introduced as a violent man 

and this might constitute both a parallel and a first difference from Habrocomes. The 

former is admitted by Habrocomes’ intemperate behaviour in Ephesus (LI 2.4), while 

the latter by the start of the new phase of his life which consists of his search for Anthia 

(LI 4.2a).

II) THE SHARING OF LOVE STORIES

The second step of this parallel lies in the sharing of their love stories (NA 3.4V Despite 

the similarities which characterise Hippothous’ love for Hyperanthes, it is indisputable 

that Hippothous’ murder of Aristomachus (3.2.10) and his flight (3.2.11) again shows 

his intemperance. As a result, although Watanabe 2003 argues that Hippothous behaves 

properly,337 I would instead highlight the persistence of a violence in his attitude, in 

continuity with his first introduction in the novel. This conclusion is also supported by 

Xen.’s conception of societies, according to which Hippothous’ exile marks his passage 

to an uncivilised world (NA 3.2a).

337 See Watanabe 2003, 14: ‘Hippothous emerges [...] as an elite urban Greek male who acts in ways 
appropriate to his station’.
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III) THE FAILED COLLABORATION BETWEEN HIPPOTHOUS AND 

HABROCOMES

The third step of the relationship between Hippothous and Habrocomes happens shortly 

after, when

the former offers to help Habrocomes in his search for Anthia (3.3.6). Although Alvares 

states that ‘at this point Hippothous’ heroic friendship for Habrocomes is fully 

developed’,338 this promise is not maintained in the course of the novel: in the following 

chapters Xen. describes the immorality of Hippothous’ companions, who get drunk

(3.10.4) and massacre entire villages (4.1.1). As the first event coincides with 

Habrocomes’ flight, no real friendship is established between the two heroes. As a 

result, despite the initial attempt, also in this case Hippothous’ intemperate behaviour 

marks a distinction from that of Habrocomes.

IV) HIPPOTHOUS’ VIOLENT BEHAVIOUR IN THE FOURTH AND FIVE BOOKS 

Interestingly, in the last two books of the novel this difference increases instead of 

fading away. To begin with, Hippothous’ punishment of Anthia for her murder of 

Anchialus (4.6.3) suggests that the brigand has not lost his intemperate attitude, while 

Habrocomes keeps preserving his purity trying to find Anthia (4.4.2). Similarly, when in 

the fifth book Habrocomes is suffering for love and working in Syracuse with 

Aegialeus, the narrator underlines how Hippothous desires new activity and new 

devastation (5.2.1-2). These two paragraphs are significant, since the actions of the two 

heroes are described as very close one to the other. In addition, at the end of the same 

chapter the narrator describes Hippothous' terrible massacre of Areia, whose name 

recalls that of Ares (5.2.7): Hippothous' behaviour seems to coincide with that of his 

first presentation in the novel, without any positive evolution.

That said, however, a chapter later Hippothous casts away his weapons after the fight 

with Polyidus’ band (5.3.3). As Alvares 1995 writes, the phrase a7topphj/a<; xa 07cXa 

appears another deviation from Hippothous’ first appearance in the novel (2.14.1) and, 

thus, the scholar interprets this act as Hippothous’ renunciation of his violent way of 

life. In my opinion, this statement is only partially true: although Hippothous no longer 

attacks people, his subsequent actions in the novel are not moved by a deep aim like that

338 Alvares 1995, 401.
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of Habrocomes. In Sicily the brigand looks for supplies (cf. 5.3.3 and 5.6.1) and his 

adventure has its apex in his marriage of convenience with the old Sicilian woman

(5.11.1). Interestingly, shortly after this event, the narrator emphasises Habrocomes’ 

desire for wealth: Sisyvco 5e TrXsoaat psv st<; ’IxaAiav, obvf|oao0ai 5s oucsxaq cbpaioix; 

xai Bsparcodvac; Kai aXkr\v 7tspipoAf|v oorj ysvoix’av avSpi sbSaipovt (5.9.2). Thus, 

Hippothous’ goal does not seem to be different from his aim expressed in his first 

meeting with Habrocomes, in which the brigand declared: i'copsv oov KiXudav psv 

acpsvxsq £7ri Ka7t7ia5oKiav Kai xdv sksT IIovxov Asyovxai yap oucsiv avSpsq suSaipovsq 

<svxab0a> (2.14.3).

Finally, when Hippothous buys Anthia from the brothel-keeper, his behaviour is not that 

of a “convert”: the reason for this transaction has no deep justification (5.9.5) and, when 

he falls in love with her, his instinctive desire seems again to overcome him (5.9.11). 

Overall, in my opinion all these elements confirm the persistence of an intemperance in 

Hippothous’ behaviour and makes Alvares’ (1995) hypothesis of a moral progress of the 

brigand in the fifth book unacceptable.

If there is a change, it is only occasional: first, just before his encounter with 

Cleisthenes, we are told that Hippothous sps(ivr|xo 5s asi rob AppoKopoo Kai xobxov 

avsopstv r|uxsxo, 7ispi 7toXX,ou 7ioioupsvo<; Koivcovfjoai xs auxco xou pioo 7tavxo<; Kai xcbv 

Kxripaxcov (5.9.2). This desire to share xa Kxijpaxa and the use of the verb koivcovsco 

seem to suggest that Hippothous is here establishing a friendship with Habrocomes. As 

Konstan 1997, 77 argues, among the various features of (pilia listed by Aristotle there 

are ‘wishing the other well, condoling with a friend, enjoying the time spent 

together’.339 Second, the brigand quickly restrains his violence towards Anthia (5.9.13). 

Overall, in these two situations Hippothous shows an untypical moral behaviour, but it 

appears to be part of his structural role of making the protagonists’ reunion happen. As a 

result, I would not see in it a profound conversion, but an anticipation of the end of the 

novel (LI 5.5).

339 See also the Memorabilia o f Xenophon o f Athens 2.4.6, in which Socrates describes the qualities of a 
good friend by saying: o yap ayaGoq cpiXoq eauxov xdiiei rcpd*; rcdv t o  iXixxKov t< 3  cpitap Kai xrjq xcav i8iwv 
KaxatTKsnfjq Kai xd»v k o i v c o v  7tpa^£cov [...]. In addition, see Konstan 1997, 70 on Koivtovia as the technical 
Greek term for ‘partnership’.
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CONCLUSION

On balance, I would confirm that the parallel established in the dream between 

Habrocomes and Hippothous works in the novel. While in the first case the characters 

partially share an intemperate behaviour, what follows is different: Habrocomes 

progressively becomes a deep lover and achieves his union, while Hippothous shows 

different features of his violent attitude. Only in the fifth book, and especially at the 

end, the latter’s behaviour approaches more that of the former, but a certain amount of 

intemperance still characterises the brigand. As a result, Bierl 2006, 84 seems right, 

when he defines Hippothous as ‘das triebhafte Alter ego’ of Habrocomes, because ‘sein 

Homosexualitat wie auch die aggressive, erotische Neigung gegen die Heldin 

verkorperf.

As a result, I would conclude that, unlike Habrocomes, Hippothous remains horse and 

in this way he helps the readers to recognise the progress of the protagonist.
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CHAPTER 5: 

THE FINAL VICTORY OF A SOCIETY IN LOVE

1) What happens at the end of the novel? The victory of love in the protagonists’ 

reunion

As is proper in fiction, the brothel episode, which constitutes the peak of the danger for 

the protagonists, results in the defeat of the uncivilised society.

That being said, in accordance to the circular pattern typical of the novels, our natural 

expectation would be to return to the society of the beginning of the novel. 

Nevertheless, this does not happen: the encounter between the protagonists happens in 

Rhodes and not in Ephesus and the former city is not the Rhodes of the first book. As a 

result, Xen. does not locate the reunion of the protagonists in a clear social background. 

In my opinion, this suggests that in his view love takes priority over society: the 

division of the world which is typical of the Eph. seems to be here interrupted to create 

space for love.

2) The Rhodes of the fifth book as a pretextiorthe protagonists’love

This conclusion emerges more clearly if we look at the Rhodes of the fifth book. Unlike 

that of the first book (LI 1.1), in this city the action of the novel is set for a long 

narrative time: the most important place is the temple of Helios, which is visited by all 

the main characters, from the ex-servants to the protagonists, and creates opportunities 

for mutual meetings (5.10.6, 5.10.7, 5.10.9, 5.10.11, 5.11.4 and 5.12.3). This “religious” 

focus, which recalls that of the Ephesian temple of Artemis, becomes striking when the 

narrator mentions the public feast dedicated to Helios, the so-called “Halieia”, ‘which 

was celebrated every four years’340 (5.11.2). Thus far, the parallel with the first Ephesus 

seems to be established and one might conclude that civilised society has already won 

out over the uncivilised one.

On further examination, however, this conclusion cannot be really accepted, because 

Xen. introduces a series of variations. Since in the novel no other £opxf| with 7top7if| 

occurs apart from the initial one, the readers are clearly invited to make a close

340 Oikonomou 2010, 268. As Arnold 1936, 435 argues, the origin o f this feast dates shortly after the 
foundation o f  the city (408 BC), but it is not attested by inscriptions until the close o f the fourth century 
BC and next appears on an inscription o f the second century BC.
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comparison between this event and Artemis’ procession. Interestingly, the result of this 

emphasises their mutual differences: in Rhodes Xen. omits the description of the 7iop7rf| 

and he adds this detail: svxauGa 7iapfjaav o A eukcov Kai f) 'Po5r|, ou xooobxov xfjq 

£opxf|<; psGs^ovxsg, ooov ava^xf|aovxs<; ei xi 7ispi Av0ia<; 7n30oivxo (5.11.13). This lack 

of interest in the procession is confirmed by Anthia, who enters the temple before the 

end of the ceremony (cf. 5.11.3 and 5.12.1), and by Habrocomes, who does not even 

take part in the procession (cf. 5.12.2 and 5.13.1). While the absence of the latter is part 

of the narrative strategy of delaying the protagonists’ recognition, the former’s 

behaviour is surprising, given her pious portrait at the beginning of the novel. In my 

opinion, these facts break the Ephesian pattern: while the ceremony there was serving 

the purpose of generating weddings, here it is only a pretext for the meetings which 

prepare the recognition between the protagonists.

Overall, this shift seems to suggest that in the new Rhodes, unlike the first Ephesus, 

maturation of love does not need the help of the society, but follows its own rules. This 

notion becomes clearer at the end of the episode, where the protagonists meet together 

and only afterwards the whole population gathers to celebrate the event and to thank Isis 

for this gift (5.13.3 and 4): this produces a contrast with the first Ephesus, where the 

divine oracle instead was the reason why the protagonists married. As a result, I would 

conclude that in the fifth book Xen. is deemphasising the importance of society to focus 

on the autonomy of the protagonists’ love. For this reason, it becomes very important to 

analyse what kind of eros Xen. is here introducing.

3) The core of the new erotic ideal of the society in love

Without any doubt, the core of this search lies in the final Rhodian night, where the 

protagonists share their misadventures. As I have already suggested in AIM, this event 

must be read in relation to the Ephesian night, since they are both key elements of the 

plot, and for this reason, after an analysis of the second episode, I will compare it to the 

first one.

3 a) An invincible fidelity

Without any doubt, the night in Rhodes focuses on Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ 

confession of their personal achievement of fidelity. As a result, it appears to be the 

fulfilment of the oath of fidelity between the protagonists (LI 2.5). This leads me to the
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first conclusion: the new ideal of this society in love does not differ from the last step of 

the first society in nature, but in depth: as the protagonists here show, their whole 

journey has served the purpose of increasing their acoq>pocruvr|. In addition, since Anthia 

illustrates her whole story here, Xen. seems to offer another metaliterary image of his 

work, after that of the Ephesian canopy: his novel is comparable to the drcoXoyia made 

by Anthia and Habrocomes of their personal fight to preserve their fidelity (5.15.1: 

xabxa 5i’6A,r|<; vukxoc; dXXqAoi<; dnehjyovvzo). In this respect, this new ideal appears the 

result of their victory over the uncivilised society and, thus, it is presented as both the 

product and the achievement of their Bildung.

3 b) Symmetry

Along with this first value, the protagonists’ reunion in Rhodes also leads to the 

achievement of the symmetry launched on the wedding night (LI 2.4, e). Their 

recognition is quick and generates a common reaction, which involves the whole of 

their personality:

- soul (5.13.3: xobxo yap auxoiq e|3ouXovxo ai \|/uxai);

- body (ibid., 7iepiXdpovx£<; dXXqXoix;);

- emotions (ibid., Karaite 8c abxoix; 7toAXa apa 7ia0r|, r|5ovf| [...]).

In addition, the Rhodians celebrate their reunion with an exclamation which underlines 

their unity (5.13.3:7taXiv opcopcv AppoKopqv Kai AvGiav xouq  K aX ouq). As a result, the 

development of the protagonists here finds its fulfilment.

4) The more original nuances of the new erotic ideal of the society in love

While fidelity and symmetry are the main values of Xen.’s new ideal of love, the 

comparison with the wedding night and the whole novel offers other minor nuances. As 

I have already shown in LI 2.4, the most significant ingredients of that event are:

- wealth;

- homeland;

- sex;

- marriage;
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- proposal of symmetry made by Anthia.

At a quick glance, it is striking how none of these elements seems to be important in the 

final reunion of the protagonists:

- Habrocomes arrives poor in Rhodes and regains his wealth only when he meets his ex

servants (5.10.12);

- the reunion happens in Rhodes and not in Ephesus;

- neither sex nor marriage are explicitly mentioned;

- in the dialogue Habrocomes’ brief answer to Anthia gives the impression of a lack of 

symmetry in the couple.

As I will argue shortly, the issue here is not that Xen. is excluding these element from 

his final ideal of love, but he is introducing a shift of emphasis: fidelity and symmetry 

are more important than any of these and this increases the originality of his new erotic 

ideal. The pieces of evidence which can be used are again suggested by the Entwicklung 

of the novel and one episode deserves particular attention, which is Aegialeus’ story. 

The reason for this importance lies in the fact that after the fisherman’s account there is 

the only explicit comment made by Habrocomes about his Bildungsroman. Since the 

protagonist states: Kai vuv aX,r|0cb<; |i£pa0r|Ka on spco<; aX,r|0iv6<; opov f|Ama<; oi>% £%£t

(5.1.12), we are invited to consider Aegialeus’ experience as a positive model.341 The 

main reason for this is that Aegialeus offers the example of a love which outlasts death 

and, thus, it has already achieved what Habrocomes is trying to experience with Anthia. 

That said, this story offers also minor suggestions, which I will explore shortly.

4a) The priority of true love over money

As I have shown in LI 1.2, wealth is part of Xen.’s civilised society. Conversely, in the 

final Rhodes this element is no longer mentioned. Another proof of this shift is given by 

servants: while in the first book Anthia and Habrocomes leave Ephesus with a group of 

them (1.10.6 n.: 7coAAx)i), after their death they are never replaced. This omission fits 

well into the attitude of the entire fifth book, in which wealth seems progressively to 

lose importance. The first evidence about this is given by Aegialeus’ story: despite his 

belonging to a rich family (5.1.14: xcov xa rcpcoxa ek e i 5uvap£vcov), after his 

misadventures the fisherman states: fipcTq 8e evxavOa bifjyopcv (zv) d7iopiq pcv xcov

341 On the role o f Habrocomes as an audience o f the novel, NA 4.4.
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£7UTT|5£lcov (5.1.9). However, this change does not mean the loss of happiness: f)8op£voi 

8k Kai Tiavxcov &7ioXan£iv 8okouvx£<; (ibid.).

Then, Habrocomes himself, despite his high status, suffers from coiopia 8k xcov 

£7cixr]8£icov (5.8.1; cf. 5.10.3: o pcv oHya £%cov xa £7iixf)S£ia) until the meeting with 

Leucon and Rhode (5.10.12). In addition, this episode does not give happiness to him, 

because xco 8k rjv ovdkv AvOlaq xipiroxcpov (ibid.). Finally, this progressive detachment 

of Habrocomes from wealth seems to be underlined by Xen. through the contrasting 

parallel with Hippothous: unlike the protagonist, the brigand manages to recover wealth 

as soon as he becomes poor (5.9.1) and this is evident when he marries the old Sicilian 

woman (ibid.; L4.5c). As a result, Xen. seems to suggest that true love does not need 

money.

4bl The priority of true love over homeland

While the wedding night is celebrated in Ephesus, the last night is set in Rhodes: this 

leads us to address the controversial issue of the shift of cities. In the history of the 

studies of the Eph., the key role played by Rhodes in the fifth book has always puzzled 

scholars and is at the origin of Merkelbach’s interpretation of the novel (AIM), in which 

the Rhodian cult of Helios is the most important proof of the Heliosredaktion. Since, as 

I have already argued, this theory is not based on enough pieces of evidence, I would 

instead offer a narrative interpretation of this phenomenon, which again starts from 

Aegialeus’ account. His love story is a story of opposition and contrast with his 

homeland and it is significant that the fisherman defines himself as ou8k Emx&pioq

(5.1.4): since this adjective is used repeatedly in the first chapter of the novel in relation 

to Habrocomes and his family, Xen. seems to be deliberately opposing Aegialeus to the 

protagonist. Since, however, the experience of the fisherman is positive, we can 

conclude that Xen. is deemphasising the importance of homeland and proposing the 

priority of love to it.

In addition, later in the book, the protagonists themselves seem to become aware of this 

motif, as in their last two monologues Ephesus no longer gives them comfort, as their 

desire is to meet one another.342 This consideration of homeland appears a novelty in the 

protagonists’ conception, since in Perilaus’ episode, conversely, the memory of Ephesus

342 Cf. Habrocomes’ statement in 5.10.4: cpsn t o o v  k o c k c j v ■ eiq ’'Ecpeoov i'^opai fiovoq Kai naipacnv 
6<p0r|ao|iai roiq cpauToO xwP^ AvOiaq and that o f  Anthia in 5.11.4: vuvi 5e 5ouA.r| pev d v t’eXxuOcpaq, 
aixpaA.toioq 5e rj 8i)an>xn<; frvri xfjq paKapiaq. Kai eiq TEipeoov spxopai povr) [...]).
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was a source of joy for Anthia (3.4.3), although she was already suspecting her 

husband’s death (3.5.3). As a result, Xen. seems also here to undermine the role of 

homeland to stress the importance of love and I would accept this hypothesis also to 

explain the substitution of Ephesus with Rhodes.

That said, as in the case of wealth, we are not dealing with a rejection of the value of 

homeland, because the protagonists eventually return to Ephesus: the value of this event 

will be shortly discussed (see below, 5).

4ct The priority of true love over sex

Unlike poverty, the role played by sex and marriage in the society in love appears to be 

more difficult to discover. To begin with, in his final night Xen. does not explicitly 

mention sex, because he only says that all the characters dvsTcauovxo (5.13.6) and, 

particularly, AvGia av£7tau£xo psxa AppoKopoo (ibid.). Since ava7iauopai is commonly 

used in the novel to express the habitual action of sleeping (1.11.6, 3.2.11, 3.10.4, 

5.11.2) and the only exception is on the wedding night where, however, the erotic 

meaning is given by the introduction of 7i£pi(puvxs<; (1.9.9), one might argue that we are 

dealing with a deliberate omission.

In my opinion, however, Xen. leaves this act as implicit: the Odyssean night, which is 

the model of this event (Od. 23.296 and LI 6.3), as well as that introduced by Char. 

(8.1.17 and APP 2.2) includes sex and, thus, Xen. would have had to give a more 

explicit signal than silence to omit it. That said, I would rather interpret this omission as 

the proof that our author is here focusing on a different form of love, in which the 

conversation between the lovers is more important than the erotic consummation.

This novelty first emerges in the Rhodian final night, in which the protagonists talk 

together, both with the other characters (see 5.13.5: rcoAld Kai 7toiKiAa 7tapa rcavxcov xa 

Sirjyfipaxa [...] 7iap£^£X£ivov x£ £7ii noXv xo <Tup7ioaiov) and alone (5.14). In addition, 

two other examples come from the fifth book. The first again belongs to Aegialeus’ 

story: while in his life the fisherman often enjoyed having sex with Thelxinoe (5.1.5), 

after her death he states: £%(£> yap pcx’cpauxou Kai aci (piAxo Kai cruvcipi (5.1.9). Then he 

adds: act xe aw; £p<rr| XaXcb Kai ouyKaxaKcipai Kai cruvEucoyoupai and [...] auxr) ps 

7capapu0£ixai pX£7iop£vr| (5.1.11). Although verbs like auvcipi and ouyKaxdKEipai can 

be used to describe sexual relationships, it seems to me implausible that Aegialeus is 

suggesting such a macabre thing. As a result, I would rather read in these actions the
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emergence of a kind of love which is “spiritual”, as is based on two actions: speaking 

(Ixikcb) and looking (pX£7topevr|) at the beloved. Interestingly, after this episode 

Polyidus, an erotic rival of Anthia, unexpectedly adopts a similar approach. After his 

presentation as a brigand (5.3.2) and his attempt at raping Anthia (5.4.5), moved by pity 

and by respect to Isis he restrains his erotic violence and swears an oath of chastity 

(5.4.7). That said, it is interesting that Polyidus’ passion for Anthia does not disappear, 

but is transformed into a new form: abxapK£<; yap abxcp qnAxmvxi eSokei Kav pX£7teiv 

povov Kai XuXeiv auxrj (5.4.7). Since Xen. introduces the same verbs as in Aegialeus’ 

episode, these two passages seem to have been conceived together. This supports the 

impression that a new ideal of love is here emerging. In conclusion, unlike love in the 

first Ephesus, Xen.’s new ideal has its focus on a spiritual form.

4d) The priority of true love over marriage

As with sex, Xen. introduces explicit references to the protagonists’ marriage neither in 

the last scene of the novel nor in the entire final book, in which only Rhenaea alludes to 

her yajioq (5.5.1, 5.5.3).343 Unlike the previous case, however, the omission is only 

apparent; since on the final night in Rhodes the protagonists are clearly compared to the 

most important married couple of the Greek tradition, namely Penelope and Odysseus 

(LI 6.3), marriage is clearly present there. In addition, in LI 2.4 I have argued that 

silence might be the consequence of the fact that Xen. focuses here on conjugal fidelity 

and he considers marriage simply as the ceremony which starts the relationship of the 

couple.

That said, since in the analysis of the fifth book subtler themes have emerged, I would 

add a second speculative hypothesis, which is again suggested by Aegialeus’ story: his 

love for Thelxinoe is authentic but not marital, since it is bom in opposition to the yapoq 

wanted by Thelxinoe’s father for his daughter (5.1.6.7). As a result, Xen. might be here 

suggesting that a sincere and everlasting erotic passion is even more important than 

marriage. In my opinion, a statement like this also sheds new light on the protagonists’ 

relationship: while the marriage in the first book is realised through the help of their 

parents, they are now pursuing love as their personal ideal. In addition, one might 

wonder whether Xen. aims to criticise the model of his first society. In my opinion, this

343 I would not consider here the expression yapcov ayvf|v introduced by Xen. to designate Amphinomus’ 
promise o f not having sex with Anthia, because it is a formula in which yapcov does not explicitly refer to 
marriage.
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is not the case, because since Aegialeus’ story is heard by a mature Habrocomes, it has 

to be read in the context of this growth.

4e^ Beyond fidelity: a speculative extension of true love beyond the closure of the novel 

Having reached a better understanding of Xen.’s final and new ideal love, there is a last 

“strange” theme which must be explored: the impression that, unlike the wedding night, 

in the Rhodian one symmetry might be less stressed or even missing. Although with 

their recognition the protagonists achieve their union (LJ 5.3b), in the final dialogue 

Anthia appears worried about Habrocomes’ fidelity.

As I will show in the analysis of the oracle (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 5), this impression works 

well with the interpretation of the Eph. as a story which, as the Odyssey, might have a 

continuation after its closure. In our case, this would include another separation of the 

protagonists and a subsequent definite reunion, that T<xcpo<; GaXupoq prophesied by 

Apollo. In my opinion, Anthia’s anxiety might be here the sign of this.

To begin with, unlike in Ephesus, Anthia speaks before her husband. Since this is the 

only dialogue of the novel in which this happens,344 her primacy is here emphasised. In 

addition, this stress is confirmed by the protagonists’ feelings and by the quality and 

content of their speeches. First, Habrocomes is completely unemotional in this scene, 

since his words are introduced by (pqai (5.14.3) while those of Anthia by eicXaev 

(5.14.1). Second, as I showed in NA 1.1b, in this passage Xen. displays an unusual 

rhetorical ability, but this concerns only Anthia’s speech, which, unlike that of 

Habrocomes, includes a concrete list of her misadventures. Overall, these elements 

confirm that ‘this pair of speeches appear to be [...] unbalanced’ (Doulamis 2003, 96). If 

we combine this element with the beginning of the protagonists’ reunion, it seems to me 

that the Rhodian night has an opposite direction to that of the Ephesian one, since it 

goes from symmetry to asymmetry. This trajectory appears a possible threat to the union 

of the couple.

Finally, the conclusion of Anthia’s speech is significant: apparently, her questions to 

Habrocomes about fidelity are made simply to stimulate Habrocomes’ positive answer 

and lead to the final confirmation of fidelity. On further examination, however, their 

form establishes two interesting parallels with other passages of the novel. In the first

344 Cf. the other dialogues in 1.4.1-3 and 1.4.6-7, 1.9.2-3; 4-5; 2.1.2-4, 5-6, 7-8, 1.11.3-4, 5 and Doulamis 
2003, 94.
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question Anthia adopts the words which describe her jealousy at the beginning of the 

novel (1.5.4 n.: 5f|X.r|), while the second question refers to the possibility of 

Habrocomes’ betrayal of the oath. This theme has already been explored by the heroine 

after her second dream, which contains the only other allusion in the novel to an 

infraction made by her partner (5.8.9: AppoKopqc; pev yap si Kai xob<; opKou<; 

7tapap£|3r|K8 [...]). Since this nightmare happens only six chapters before this, it is not 

unthinkable that Anthia is still shocked about that revelation. In conclusion, there seems 

to be a tension in the relationship which is focused on Anthia and in my opinion the 

final sentence Kai paSlcpq erceiftov aXAf|Aou<;, 87cei xobxo qGcAov (5.15.1), which offers a 

final image of the couple in concord, is too short to release the tension.

As a result, I would speculate that Xen. is giving further depth to his final ideal of love, 

by establishing its truest fulfilment after the end of the text. Within this hypothesis, at 

the end these subtle worries would not be negative, but they would work as a prelude to 

the achievement of a more perfect union between the protagonists. For this reason, this 

apparent contrast can also be considered as part of the Entwicklung and of the Bildung 

of Anthia and Habrocomes.

5) The last scene in Ephesus; the final step of the Bildungsroman

After this analysis of the new ideal of love in Rhodes, there might be the expectation 

that the novel has reached its conclusion, as the Bildung of the protagonists achieves 

there the two deepest features of their love, fidelity and symmetry. That being said, in 

the last chapter of the novel Anthia and Habrocomes return to Ephesus. This fact 

requires our interpretation: one might simply argue that Xen. is here paying debt to the 

circularity of the text which is proper to the genre. In my opinion, however, there is 

more in this last scene and this is suggested by the way in which Ephesus is described. 

Unlike the city of the first book, this new Ephesus is focused on the protagonists. 

Although the narrator writes that the whole population was informed of the return of 

Anthia and Habrocomes (5.15.2: 7tpo87C87ru<xxo 5c xr|v acoxr|piav abxcov f| 7toA,i<; arcaaa), 

the Ephesians do not perform any actions. Only the protagonists make prayers, 

sacrifices and offerings to Artemis (ibid.). Shortly after, we discover that they are joined 

by two other couples: the one composed of the old servants and that constituted by 

Hippothous and Cleisthenes (5.15.4). As these characters seem to share the new ideal 

which emerged in Rhodes and constitute three families, the new Ephesus appears a sort
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of “social realisation” of true love. This is significant: since in the Greek tradition 

heterosexual love has the social value of guaranteeing the continuity of the society (see 

on this PI. Lg. 636a-d), we are not dealing with a mechanical closure, but with 

something that Xen. deliberately seems to place as the final step of his Bildungsroman. 

That said, however, this new society includes a couple which is strange from a number 

of points. While the presence of the ex-servants is not surprising, since they are already 

compared with the protagonists in Tyre (LI 2.4), the presence of Hippothous is 

unexpected, since he is a brigand, he plays the role of immoral antagonist of 

Habrocomes (LI 4.5c) and his beloved is a boy and not a woman. While I will shortly 

focus on this last aspect (see below, 6), I would argue that the overall reason for his 

integration lies in the rules of fiction: before the end of the novel Xen. wants even his 

violent character to become positive and this certainly emphasises the power of Eros, 

which constitutes the only reason for this transformation. This priority of love to class 

makes the last Ephesus a very special society, which is different from both the first and 

the second ones of the Eph. and I would call “society in love”.

61 The controversial presence of Hippothous. and Cleisthenes: homosexuality 

enters the new “society in love”

While the transformation into oiko<; of the protagonists and the ex-servants’ relationship 

is a natural consequence, the presence of Hippothous and Cleisthenes is less easy to fit, 

as they are both men and a few chapters before Xen. describes their relationship as 

pederastic.345 This leads us to look carefully at the passage of the last chapter of the 

novel which concerns them. To begin with, since Xen. states that Hippothous will spend 

his whole life in Ephesus (5.15.4: Sisyvco 8s Kai o 'taoOocx; sv ’Ecpsaco xov Xourov 

KaxaPiajvai xpovov), the subsequent repetition of o 'I7i7i60oo<; Sirjysv sv ’Ecpsaco psxa 

APpoKopoo Kai AvOiaq (ibid.) implies that Hippothous and Cleisthenes’ union is 

supposed to be permanent like that of the other two couples.346 That said, it is more

345 Cf. 5.9.3: Ei7rexo 6s abxco petpaiaov xcov tv  XiKe)aa eu yeyovoxcov, KXaaOevriq xouvopa, Kai 7rdvxcov 
pexeTxs xcov 'I7t7ro06ov Kxr|pdxoov and 5.13.6: 'I7t7i60oo<; 8 e  K a i  xo peipaiaov xo e k  IiKsXiaq xo 
aKoXooOfjaav ei<; ’IxaXiav iovxi abxqo, o KXeia0£vr|q o KaXo<;.

346 See Konstan 1994, 39, who speaks o f ‘an enduring domestic association, comparable to marriage’. See 
also Watanabe 2003, 36: ‘as adoptive father and son, Hippothoos and Kleisthenes are now incorporated in 
an institutional grid that guarantees the permanence o f their co-habitation, even though the erotic 
component may be gone’
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difficult to understand what kind of relationship the two are having: the expression 

7tai§a Tioiqaapcvoq (ibid.) requires our interpretation.

As I will shortly show, the reference to adoption which is hidden in this expression and 

the parallel between heterosexuality and homosexuality which underlies the whole 

novel suggest that in Xen.’s mind true love goes beyond marriage and might involve 

homosexual people. That said, however, the way in which this extension is applied 

seems incomplete.

6 â  Adoption as the interpretation of naX8a 7toir|Gdp.£voq

While 7ioioupai is typically used by Greek novelists with a predicative to express the 

establishment of a social relationship, especially marriage,347 only Xen. introduces 

7iaT5a noioupai: this originality has to do with his interest in adoption, because the 

formula auxov 7taT8a 7toiobpai commonly describes this social institution. This already 

emerges in the Iliad, when Phoenix remembers when he adopted Achilles (9.494-5: 

b X lh  ge 7iaT5a, Gcoiq etcieIkeV AxiAAcu, 7ioi£b|ir|v). Then, Herodotus relates the same 

expression to the Spartan institution (6.57.5: Kai qv n q Gexov 7iaT5a 7roi££aGai eGeAxi, 

PaaiAicov evavxiov 7ioi£eaGai) and Demosthenes does the same with an Athenian case 

of adoption. In his oration Against Boetus, the accuser Mantitheus attacks his adopted 

brother, because he has asked to have the same name as him. In his view this claim is 

illegitimate and creates confusion. Interestingly, the most common terms used here for 

the act of adoption are again 7toioupai (4, 6 , 31, 29 and 33 bis) and 7tolr|oiq (20).

While this framework is provided by the analysis of these technical words, Xen.’s 

relationship with adoption is also highlighted by intratextuality. Above all, 7iaT5a 

7ioioupai also appears in Cyno’s episode, when her husband o pcv 5f) ’Apa^oq r\yana xov 

AppoKopr|v Kai 7iai5a £7ioi£ixo (3.12.4). This suggests that Araxus might have adopted 

Habrocomes, although this idea is not further developed. In addition, in Lycia Leucon 

and Rhode are sold 7tp£opuxp xivl, oq auxobq £i%£ pcxa 7tdcrr|q £7cip£X£iaq, 7iaT5aq auxou 

vopi^cov (2.10.4), while in Syracuse Aegialeus vneSi^axo 8£ xov AppoKopr|v aapcvoq 

Kai 7iaT5a cvopi^cv auxou Kai fiya7ia 5ia<p£p6vxa>q (5.2.1). Although this second formula 

with vopi^£iv is less technical than the previous one, in Greek vocabulary it can refer to 

the act of the adoption. Again in Demosthenes’ Against Boetus the status of sons of the

347 See, for instance, Iloionnai yuvaiKa in Char. 7.6.7, Ach. 5.14.2, 6.11.3 and Hid. 4.18.5, while Longus 
uses 7roiou|iai avdpa in 3.25.2.
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two contenders is described with the sentence 7taT8a<; S7roif|aaxo xouxou<; o 7iaxf|p, <x7id 

xouxoo K ai vopi^eaOai (29), in which auxov 7tat8a vopi^opat shares with 7toiobpai a 

technical connotation.348 Other similar occurrences are in Herodotus, when he describes 

the Libyan tradition of assignation of babies to parents349 and in Philo Judaeus, who 

introduces 7iaT8a vopi^siv to express the possibility that human beings may not be 

adopted by God.350 Finally, Dio Chrysostom defines Castor and Pollux as oi Aio<; 7taT8s<; 

£vopla0r|oav (61.11). As a result, the Lycian master’s and Aegialeus’ acts might be 

compared with Araxus’ and Hippothous’. That said, however, the text admits two 

possibilities: we might deal with a real action or only with an expression of a feeling.

On further examination, in both episodes Xen. seems to support the first interpretation. 

First, in the Lycian’s case Xen. states that the reason why the master 7taT8a<; auxou 

vopi^cov (2.10.4) is that Kai yap axsKvoq qv (ibid.). Then, in the fifth book, we discover 

that the same person has appointed Leucon and Rhode as his heirs: TsOvqKoxot; [...] 

§EG7i6xoo Kai xov KAfjpov (rjv 8s 710 Au<;) 8Kelvoi<; KaxaXi7iovxo<; (5.6.3). This framework 

confirms that we are dealing with a real adoption: in ancient society, this institution 

‘enabled a person of standing, but lacking descendants, to continue his line and to 

ensure that his own interests were protected in old age’ (Lindsay 2009, 41). In addition, 

‘in the case of both Greece and Rome, adoption appears to be largely for the 

rich’ (ibid.), as in the Lycian’s case. Finally, the immediate acquisition by the Ephesian 

servants of an inheritance fits well into the most effective method of adoption, which 

happened when the adopting father was still alive: in fact, ‘in an inter vivos adoption the 

adopted son had immediately uncontested rights to his inheritance’ (Lindsay 2009, 44), 

without the need of a will required by the ‘adoptions by will’ (ibid.). Similarly, 

Aegialeus’ act contains two other social hints of adoption: within this social bond, ‘the 

adoptive son during the lifetime of the adopter was expected to engage in a relationship 

with his adoptive father replicating a biological father-son relationship’ (ibid., 43). This 

fact might be echoed by Xen.’s attribution of dya7iaco to Aegialeus (5.1.2). Further, ‘the 

adopted son makes much [...] of the fact that he had performed all due rights over his 

adoptive father after his death’ (Lindsay 2009, 44). This element might be also recalled

348 See also ibid., 33 for another occurrence o f the same verb.

349 Hdt. 4.180.6: ’E tteciv  5e yuvaud t o  rcaiSiov a5pov yevr|Tai, cru(icpoiTcom £<; xwoxd oi avSpsq xplxov 
pqv6<;, K ai tip av oucr| xuv av6pcov t o  rcaiSiov, xouxou nalq vopi^Exai.

350 See On confusion o f  tongues 148: ei pf|7tco ucavoi Geou 7tai5eq vopi^EaOai yEyovapsv.
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by Xen., as Habrocomes, on his way back to Ephesus, stops to offer libations at 

Aegialeus’ grave (5.10.3). As a result, the Lycian master’s and Aegialeus’ decisions 

seem to be real acts of adoption and I would extend this conclusion also to Araxus’ case. 

This possibility is facilitated by the presence of the more technical formula.

Overall, the emergence of this framework is very important, because it can be used to 

shed a new light on the final passage of the novel: I would consider Hippothous’ 

relationship with Cleisthenes as the fourth adoption of the Eph.

This discovery allows us to express a final judgment on the last scene of the novel. To 

begin with, there is no doubt that adoption is a kind of relationship which fits well into 

the social dimension of the end of the Eph. Through this institution Hippothous does not 

only have Cleisthenes with him in the present, but he will also be able to leave all his 

goods to him when he dies. As a result, the brigand has found the way to create a new 

oiko<; and from this perspective Hippothous’ family can be compared to that of the 

protagonists and of the ex-servants. In this respect, it is possible that Xen.’s silence 

about the protagonists’ son, which constitutes an exception in the genre (LI 2.4c), might 

serve the same purpose of assimilating these relationships: the coexistence of natural 

and adopted sons might have shown a contrast between them.

That said, however, the construction of this parallel is not perfect. First, since adoption 

implies a father-son balance, the basic symmetry of the married couples does not 

concern Hippothous’ love. Second, it is not clear whether in this kind of relationship 

homosexual love was still practised. In my opinion, the second topic is less relevant, 

because Xen. is also deemphasising sex in the protagonists’ relationship and, thus, he 

seems to be uninterested in this issue. In theory, the permanence of homosexual love is 

allowed by how adoption functioned in the Roman world. As Lindsay 2009, 71 argues, 

‘there was no requirement to be married in order to adopt, and it might be suspected that 

many of the Roman adoptions occurred in bachelor establishments where there was no 

longer a female partner, or perhaps never had been. It was in fact a possible alternative 

to marriage’ . As a result, since Xen. could be influenced by this institution, I would not
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exclude that in his mind adoption could include a sexual connotation.351 However, 

Xen.’s silence makes this assumption a mere speculation.

Conversely, the lack of symmetry is more significant, because the novelist is more 

explicit about the balance in the relationship and this final comparison seems to be a 

way in which he addresses the wider issue of a comparison between heterosexuality and 

homosexuality. This discovery is significant and invites us to check whether he explores 

this topic throughout the whole novel. Since the answer is positive, in the next section I 

will focus on it.

6b) The parallel between heterosexuality and homosexuality in the Ephesiaca 

In the Greek novel as a genre the introduction of homosexual relationships is not a 

recurrent ingredient, given its ‘strikte heteroerotische Orientierung des grieschischen 

Liebesromans’ (Effe 1987, 96). Against this general attitude Xen. introduces a good 

number of homosexual loves, as the following list proves:

- 1.14.7: Corymbus’ love for Habrocomes;

- 3.2.2: Hippothous’ love for Hyperanthes;

- 3.2.6: Aristomachus’ love for Hyperanthes;

- 5.9.3, 5.13.6: Hippothous’ love for Cleisthenes.

The existence of these four relationships seems to suggest that our author is interested in 

this topic and this hypothesis is further stressed by the fact that Char, instead completely 

ignores homosexuality (see again Effe 1987, 97: ‘Homoerotisch-Paderastisches wird 

ganz ausgespart’).

Given this originality, I would like to show how Xen. explores homosexuality through 

these examples. To begin with, as I will further discuss in the commentary (1.16.2, n.: 

teyei, esp. e), Corymbus’ love is described in parallel with both Euxinus’ and Manto’s 

heterosexual passions.352 This particularly emerges in Euxinus’ proposal, where, in 

Konstan’s view 1994, 39, ‘the model of marriage draws to itself and subtly informs the

351 Further, the use o f Trout; might support this conclusion, since in Greek language this word was the 
common definition o f the passive partner o f a homosexual relationship (see on this Dover 1978, 16: ‘In 
many contexts, and almost invariably in poetry, the passive partner is called naii;’). Although Xen. uses 
mostly this noun to indicate ‘son’ or a generic ‘boy’ (for ‘son’ see 1.1.1, 1.10.5, 1.10.7, 1.10.9, 1.10.10, 
2.10.4, 2.13.6, 2.13.7, 3.4.4, 3.12.4, 5.1.2, for ‘boy’ 1.1.5, 1.7.2, 1.12.1, 3.2.10, 5.4.9, 5.4.11, 5.5.8 and 
5.7.7), in Hippothous’ story the most technical use appears (3.2.10: eupicncco ouyKaTaKEipevov tq 7rai6i) 
and this does not exclude that the readers could here recall this connotation.

352 Se, on this, Konstan 1994, 37: ‘this episode presents a homoerotic and heteroerotic passion in strictly 
parallel terms, emphasized by the fact that each lover pleads the case o f the other’.
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pederastic pattern’. Thus, in Xen.’s first presentation of homosexuality there is a sort of 

overlap with heterosexuality: Corymbus’ love is uncivilised as that of every rival’s love 

because of the performance of an active role: gender shift does not play a role here (LI 

3.2a).

The second episode in which homosexuality is explored concerns Hippothous’ account 

in the third book. In this case also Xen. addresses this topic in relationship to 

heterosexuality: his love story recalls that of the protagonists and this is confirmed by 

the fact that Habrocomes is close in age to Hippothous and that Hyperanthes’ name 

recalls that of Anthia.353 Given this starting comparison, I would argue that, at a deeper 

level, Hippothous’ love-story shares a conception of love very similar to that of the 

protagonists.354 This conclusion is suggested by the analysis of Xen.’s text: the 

brigand’s love for Hyperanthes is genuine, as well as his desire to spend his whole life 

together with Hyperanthes. In addition, both lovers share the same feelings: cpiX,fipaxa 

K ai vj/aucrpaxa come from each of them (3.2.4) and also the former’s plan to kill 

Aristomachus is something that the latter is aware of (3.2.10). Finally, Xen. clearly 

produces a contrast between this story and the pederastic courtship of Aristomachus, 

which appears to be a particular version of uncivilised love (LI 3).355 The emphasis here 

is on the immorality of Aristomachus, who corrupts Hyperanthes’ father to fulfil his 

erotic desire (3.2.7).

Overall, this framework suggests that Xen. is here doing something more than in 

Corymbus’ case: he does not only ignore the gender differentiation, but he is also trying 

to include homosexuality in the ideal love which concerns the protagonists and, thus, in 

their search for symmetry. That said, the only reason why this attempt fails is the tragic 

outcome of Hippothous’ story (3.3.2 and NA 1.2): thus far, homosexuality appears to 

differ in length from heterosexuality.

The reason why this sequence of passages is significant is that they confirm that Xen.’s 

exploration of homosexuality at the end of the novel belongs to a bigger picture and, 

thus, we might expect that Xen. will offer there his final assessment about this topic. If

353 See NA 3.4 on the didactic role played by this story and Morgan 1996, 175 on the issue o f  names. For 
more on the parallel between Habrocomes and Hippothous, NA 7.4b.

354 I here take issue with Morgan 1997, 175 and Watanabe 2003, 7, who, instead, argue that Hippothous’ 
relationship with Hyperanthes is pederastic as that established by Aristomachus. In my opinion, intra- 
textuality within the story offers the best criterion for the interpretation o f this problematic passage.

355 For this reason, Hunter 1997, 197 defines Aristomachus’ love for Hyperanthes as ‘a perverted form of  
classical pederasty’.
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we again look at the relationship between Hippothous and Cleisthenes, this assumption 

becomes true. On the one hand, although Hippothous has lost Hyperanthes, the fact that 

he finds another boy, Cleisthenes, and starts a new relationship appears the first sign 

that homosexual love can also last, despite the change of the beloved (5.9.3). Then, the 

transformation of this love into adoption makes this relationship stable: this seems to 

suggest that Xen. has reconciled the main difference between heterosexuality and 

homosexuality. At the same time, however, the lack in Hippothous’ relationship of that 

symmetry achieved by the protagonists marks a distinction, which goes in the opposite 

direction to Xen.’s previous attempt with Hippothous and Hyperanthes. In my opinion, 

with this issue the identification of heterosexuality and homosexuality shows its failure. 

In conclusion, I would argue that our writer does his best to make his ideal of love 

universal and to open his society to all those who are interested in eros, including 

homosexuals. He might also eliminate real children and omits explicit references to 

marriage to facilitate this aim. Nevertheless, at the end, Xen. seems to conclude that the 

purest form of love, which focuses on fidelity and symmetry, can only be achieved by 

heterosexual couples: this is the final message of the novel.

6cl Xenophon’s position on homosexuality in his literary contemporary context: a brave 

and original attempt

That said, within the Imperial literary context Xen.’s attempt at establishing a parallel 

between homosexuality and heterosexuality appears to be original and “brave”. As I 

have already suggested, Xen.’s novelty already emerges in the novelistic corpus, in 

which only Ach. and Longus introduce homosexuality and neither of them makes a 

homosexual relationship last as a heterosexual one. As no other example comes from 

Imperial literature, I would conclude that Xen.’s final inclusion in Ephesus of the couple 

composed of Hippothous and Hyperanthes is really original.

To begin with, in Leucippe there are two homosexual stories ‘die eine ahnliche Funktion 

wie die Hippothoos-Erzahlung bei Xenophon haben’ (Effe 1987, 99): both Clinias’ love 

for Charicles (1.7-1.14) and that of Menelaus (2.35) constitute parallel narratives to 

Clitophon’s love story. This is evident in the first one:

a) Cleinias and Clitophon are affected by the same SovXzla (1.7.2).
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b) Charicles is almost the same age as Cleinias, since there are only two years of 

difference (1.7.1); similarly, Clitophon is nineteen years old (1.3.3) and, thus, he should 

not be much older than Leucippe, whose age is unknown;

c) Charicles has to deal with a dangerous second love wanted by his father for an 

economic reason (1.7.4). Similarly, Clitophon’s father wants to marry him Calligone, 

his step-sister (1.3.2).

Given these parallels, the only difference between these two stories lies in Charicles’ 

unexpected death (1.12.2). This is interesting: Ach. manages to create a reciprocity 

between the homosexual lovers, but not to ascribe to them an identical duration. This 

makes Charicles’ story even closer to Hippothous’ one, opening the possibility of an 

influence of Xen. on Ach., which, however, is difficult to prove. That said, however, no 

evolution concerns the former in the progress of the novel: in its simplicity the second 

story of Menelaus confirms the sad destiny which is typical of the novelistic 

homosexual lovers and duration is the reason why heterosexuality is better than 

homosexuality. In addition, since Ach.’s initial proposal of symmetry in Charicles’ story 

is no longer discussed, it lacks importance: Xen.’s consistent approach is missing in 

Leucippe.

This difference becomes greater in Daphnis and Chloe, where Longus adopts an 

ironical approach to homosexuality: his only homosexual lover Gnathon is ‘a man of 

low station’ (Konstan 1994, 29), whose immorality and lustfulness impedes any 

virtuous comparison with the protagonists’ love. As a result, Longus does not use 

homosexuality to explore heterosexuality.

Finally, the Imperial literary context beyond the novels shows how Xen.’s discussion 

about gender and love was widespread in his contemporary world. Three sources are 

particularly interesting for that topic: the epigrams of the Greek Anthology, Plutarch’s 

Amatorius and pseudo-Lucianus. Overall, short duration and asymmetry appear to be 

the main features of homosexuality.

To begin with, some Greek authors of epigrams, such as the Byzantine Eratosthenes 

Scholastichus and Agathias in AP. 5.277 and AP 5.278, focus on asymmetry as the 

difference between heterosexuality and homosexuality. Plutarch does the same in his 

Amatorius (770c: povov ... ouScv X rcoXicoaa aKpa^cov Kai pimaiv, dX9i’d%pi

idtpcov Kai pvr|pdxcov 7iapapsv£i) and then he points out reciprocity as the difference 

between the two. Finally, in Pseudo-Lucian’s Amores, although homosexuality wins the
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“battle” against heterosexuality, Charicles’ defence of the latter is based on the same 

topics. First, while the homosexual lovers are condemned to wither (21: to 5’ ev v 8 6 tt|ti 

7iapa|isTvav av0o<; ei<; yfjpaq auxoix; papalveiv 7ipocopov), the pleasure of heterosexual 

love lasts longer (25: Kai to yc 7ip<x>Tov sycb 7idaav a7ioXauaiv fjyoupai Tsp^voTepav 

eivai tt)v  xpovicoT8pav). The second point again concerns reciprocity: Charicles makes 

this invitation to his rival: n  8’ ou^i twv fi8ovcov Kai ra<; avTutaGev; psraSicoKTeov, 

87i8i8dv 8  ̂i'aou rotq SianGsioiv oi ndcxovxeq eucppaivcovrai; (27).

In conclusion, it seems to me that Xen. was aware of the contemporary debate about 

love and gender and it is possible to read his valorisation of homosexuality as a personal 

contribution to this discussion.

71 Comparison with the other Greek novelists: Xenophon’s ideal society of love

This final focus on an ideal of love, which includes Xen.’s attempt at universalising it, 

leads me to compare again his treatment of societies with the other novels. As in the 

first division, also this final model focuses on the protagonists and on love. At this 

stage, however, the parallel with Longus becomes more significant: Xen.’s proposal of a 

society of love, which constitutes a different kind of civilised society, is comparable to 

the former’s choice to make the protagonists return to the countryside after the 

discovery of the life of the city (4.37). In Longus’ case there is an utopia - the bucolic 

one - which takes priority over the ordinary world.356 In our case, it is love which takes 

priority and an utopian feature can be ascribed also to Xen.’s construction.

At the same time, the comparison with Char., Ach. and Hid. confirms or strengthens the 

differences already apparent in the first part. This is particularly true with the first 

author: since the author of Callirhoe builds his novel ‘as a journey from the centre to 

the periphery and back’ (Morgan 2007d, 43), the Syracuse of the beginning of the novel 

is not different from that of the end, as the repetition of marriage has already shown (LI 

2.4, b). In addition, at the end of the novel Chariton does not fail to address the political 

issue and to display Chaereas’ military glory (8.6 .10357) and that of his companions, 

who are officially granted citizenship as a reward (8.8.13). Finally, Chaereas tells the 

whole population his story (8.7.9-8.8.11), while in Xen. the protagonists’ dedication to 

Artemis limits the knowledge of their adventures to the readers of the novel.

356 On the difficult interplay between the two worlds in Longus, see Morgan 2004, 15-16.

357 This happens where the arrival o f  the ships in the harbour is described.
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These differences show how Xen. is radical in his focus on love.

A different emphasis concerns also Hid., who at the end of the Aethiopica makes the 

protagonists’ marriage a collective celebration which includes a public procession to 

Meroe (10.40.3). Further, the Ethiopian society plays the role of legitimising 

Theagenes’ and Chariclea’s love: this is more than what the Rhodians do with Anthia 

and Habrocomes (5.13.3). Only Ach. does not mention the whole population at the end 

of his text, as Clitophon briefly mentions his wedding (8.19.2) and that of his sister 

(8.19.3). However, this silence is part of general lack of interest of the narrator in 

depicting the social environment of Tyre and Byzantium and, thus, it lacks the shift 

which happens between the introduction and the end of the Eph..

As a result of this comparison, I would conclude that Xen.’s “society in love” in 

Ephesus has a deliberate focus on love which makes him more original than is usually 

thought.
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CHAPTER 6: XENOPHON AND HOMER

1) Introduction

Thus far, the intratextual analysis has demonstrated the two main threads of the Eph.: 

the uncontrollable power of Eros and the journey which is undertaken by the 

protagonists and makes them become mature lovers.

In this chapter I will demonstrate that both topics are introduced by Xen. with the help 

of the Homeric model: the Odyssey is the foundation of the second thread, while both 

the Iliad and the Odyssey are used by Xen. to portray Eros as the only enemy of the 

protagonists. Overall, the way in which Xen. refers to Homer is twofold: he draws from 

him epic scenes and motifs and, at the same time, he makes his own style Homeric by 

creating expressions which resemble in the form and in the content those of his 

model.358 The influence of the Odyssey on the Eph. is evidently greater than that of the 

Iliad: the former poem affects every level of Xen.’s narration, from the plot to the 

construction of scenes, characters and single expressions. For this reason, I would 

conclude that, rather than defining the Odyssey as the main intertext of this novel, it is 

more appropriate to see the Eph. as a paraphrasis in prose of the Odyssey. This 

conclusion leads us to revisit the traditional way in which novelistic intertextuality is 

conceived: Xen.’s lack of interest in direct allusions to Homer, which usually appears to 

be the sign of his scant literary knowledge, can be rather interpreted as the fruit of his 

different approach to the model: our author does not want to quote from the Odyssey, 

but to write his novel as an Odyssey. Since the same “technique” seems to concern 

Xen.’s exploitation of the Symposium (LI 7.3e), we are dealing with a new kind of 

intertextuality, which, in my opinion, constitutes an originality in the Greek novels 

(APP 2.1).

Finally, since the message of the Eph. is focused on love and not on war, this 

paraphrasis of the Odyssey is not literal, but has a peculiar erotic and moral focus, which 

seems to owe a partial debt to Imperial moral interpretations of Homer.

2) Xenophon and the Odyssey; structure and scenes

358 This argument can be related to O’Sullivan’s (1994) analysis o f the style o f the Eph., in which he 
demonstrates how Xen. uses many formulae and some repeated scenes. However, I will identify a smaller 
number o f expressions, in which also the content is epic. See below, LI 6.4.
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The presence of the Odyssey in Xen’s mind is not surprising, since, as Graverini argues, 

the novelistic genre is an ‘epica borghese’,359 in which three Homeric zonoi always 

occur:

1) the combination of love and adventure;

2) the reunion of the couple at the end;360

3) the importance of secondary narrators.

While each of these elements is part of the Eph., in this novel there is something more: 

the Odyssey lies at the core of the text. As I argued in the introduction (AIM). Apollo’s 

oracle and the two nights of love of the protagonists are the pillars of the structure of the 

novel and the Odyssean model underlies both.

2a) Apollo’s oracle and Tiresias’ prophecy

Apollo’s oracle intertexts with the prophecy of Tiresias (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 4). This 

parallel, which is subtly introduced by Xen., helps him to reveal the strong proleptic 

value of the oracle: Apollo’s words foretell the main events of the plot of the Eph. in the 

same way as the Odyssean adventures are foreshadowed by the Tiresias. Thus, Xen. 

seem to learn from Homer how to structure his text. In addition, the existence of this 

model opens two interesting possibilities.

The first is the identification between Poseidon and Eros: as the former’s wrath, caused 

by Odysseus’ blinding of his son Polyphemus, is at the origin of Odysseus’ 

misadventures, Eros’ anger appears to be the responsible for all the trials that are listed 

in Xen.’s oracle. The discovery of this parallel clearly proves that our author is 

proposing an erotic reading of the Odyssey, in which love plays the role of sea. At the 

same time, it offers a key to interpret the first passages of the Eph. in which Eros’ anger 

is mentioned (cf. Xen. 1.2.1 and 1.4.5). The phrase used at the beginning of the second 

chapter - prjvia [...] o ’'Epox; - ,  which immediately recalls the first line of the Iliad (see 

below, LI 6.5 and 1.2.1, n.), might subtly allude to the beginning of the Odyssean story: 

0eoi eAiaipov anavxeq voocpi noa£i8dcovo<;- o 8’da7t£px£<; p£V£aiv£v dvn0£cp ’OSuarji 

ndpoq qv yaiav 1k£g0gu (Od. 1.19-21). Given this initial link, I would speculate that 

Xen. might be using the parallel between Poseidon and Eros throughout the novel and 

this might shed further light on the debated issue of the “disappearance” of the latter in

359 Graverini 2006, 36.

360 On this, see also Ruiz Montero 2003b, 347.
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the novel, which occurs after the destruction of the protagonists’ boat (LI 2.1). Since in 

the Odyssey Poseidon’s anger is not mentioned again after the destruction of the 

Phaeacian ship (Od. 13.164-5) and in the Eph. the boat, being Ephesian, is Phaeacian 

(LI 6.2c), this coincidence might be not casual, but the fruit of a subtle imitation 

produced by our author.361

Second, this Odyssean intertext might suggest that both Xen.’s divine response and the 

whole of the Eph. allude to an untold conclusion of the story in Egypt (1.6.2, n.: oracle,

6). As a result, through Homer our author would be testing the borders of the novelistic 

genre and giving an original metaliterary definition of his text: as the Odyssey consists 

of an endless repetition of journeys, the Eph. would be seen as a never-ending sequence 

of erotic adventures.

2b) The two Odyssean nights of Anthia and Habrocomes

The Odyssean colour of the two erotic nights of the novel is created in different ways. 

In the first episode Xen. uses the only ekphrasis of the novel, that of a Babylonian 

canopy, to portray the Odyssean love of Ares and Aphrodite as a double of the 

protagonists’ passion (1.8.2-3, n.: the only ekphrasis). As I will demonstrate in the 

commentary, the introduction of this model creates a second metaliterary image of the 

Eph. as a Phaeacian tale, in which Xen. identifies himself with Homer. This definition 

also reflects the aim of the whole novel: the Phaeacian tales were intended to entertain 

their audience362 and this function is certainly performed the Eph., being a novel. 

Conversely, in the second night the epic model directly inspires the actions of Anthia 

and Habrocomes, who share their misadventures like Odysseus and Penelope in Ithaca 

(AEP. 1.6). The reason why this Odyssean passage is significant is that it focuses on 

conjugal fidelity and, thus, it provides a contrast with Ares’ and Aphrodite’s love, which 

was strongly used by Greek writers as a symbol for lustful and uncontrolled love. Since 

Xen. exploits this contrast in this text,363 the Homeric nights support the Entwicklung of 

his erotic ideal. In addition, in both events the protagonists are the only characters of the

361 For similar re-elaboration o f Poseidon’s anger in Petronius, see Morgan 2009, who focuses on the 
Homeric origin o f Priapus’ wrath.

362 See Plut. Mor. 1093c on this: xiq 5’ av <payoi 7 t£ ivcov  Kai 7rioi 5iv|/cov xa Oaiaiccov ridiov rj dieXQoi tov 
’OSvaaeax; coroXoyov rrjq 7tAavTj<;;.

363 For his awareness o f  the interpretation o f  Ares and Aphrodite’s love, see LI 6.6 and 1.8.2-3, n.: the 
only ekphrasis, 3b.
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novel who are aware of the Odyssean model: in the wedding night only Anthia and 

Habrocomes see the canopy and, thus, the moral teaching of the representation is 

addressed to them. Similarly, in the Rhodian night, they literally become Odysseus and 

Penelope. As a result, the Odyssey seems to be used also to support the nature of the 

Eph. as a Bildungsroman. This is not surprising, since in the Imperial Era this poem was 

a common source of 7tai5eia. That said, however, it is more unusual that the teachings 

of this text are transferred to the erotic sphere.

Further evidence for this identification between the Bildung of the Eph. and the Odyssey 

comes from Habrocomes’ reaction to Aegialeus’ story: in this passage, where the 

process of education is overtly revealed by Xen. (LI 5.4), Habrocomes defines himself 

as Odysseus (5.1.13: sycb 5e 7tXxxvcopai pev Kara rcaaav yrjv xai QaAxxcaav; LI 6.5). This 

suggests that he is aware of his Odyssean status and that his growth is an Odyssean 

journey. The same conclusion can be extended to Anthia because of some of her 

monologues in the fifth book fAPP. 1.5).

2c) The Odyssean nature of the societies of the Ephesiaca

Along with the oracle and the two erotic nights, the Odyssey supports also Xen.’s 

establishment of the civilised and uncivilised societies and of the final one: the first is 

compared with Scheria, the second with the imaginary world of the Phaeacian tales and 

the third with Ithaca.

The link between Ephesus and Scheria is clearly established by the parallel between 

Anthia and Nausicaa (1.2., n.: intr.) and by presence of the canopy (1.8.2-3, n.: the only 

ekphrasis, 1-2). Then, this pattern affects the Rhodes of the first book, which is an 

Ephesus in miniature: the motif of the protagonists’ divine visit echoes Alcinous’ 

interpretation of Odysseus’ arrival at Scheria (1.12.1, n.: £7ii6r|p(av). Overall, this 

comparison suggests an interesting feature of the civilised society, which is its ideal 

nature. Since Scheria does not know human tensions and wars (Od. 6.270), it constitutes 

a happy and utopian society and this fits well the atemporal frame of the beginning of 

the Eph. (1.1.1, n.: rjv). A second feature suggested by Scheria is wealth and prosperity, 

as the splendour of Alcinous’ palace proves (see Od. 7.84-97) and this trait is part of the 

representation of the first Ephesus, as Habrocomes’ origin and canopy show (1.1.1, n.: 

avfjp).

Conversely, the Rhodes and Ephesus of the fifth book are associated with Ithaca. The
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former becomes Ithaca because it houses the final dialogue o f the poem, while the latter 

is already identified with Odysseus’ homeland in Eudoxus’ episode (APP 1.2). Since in 

the Odyssey Ithaca, unlike Scheria, is considered as a real 7ro)ac, which is dominated by 

tensions between its inhabitants, Xen. seems to emphasise Homer to stress the realism 

o f his final society in love. This becomes particularly true in Ephesus, where the 

Odyssean model becomes stronger: as Odysseus, after his reunion with Penelope, goes 

to visit Laertes in order to re-establish his okoc, Anthia and Habrocomes do exactly the 

same in the last chapter o f the novel (LI 5.7), as they make sacrifices to Artemis, build 

graves for their parents and invite two other couples to build two new families. As a 

result, the entire novel appears to be a journey from Scheria to Ithaca: this pattern is 

another confirmation that Homer is used by Xen. to construct the Entw'icklung o f his 

novel. That said, Xen. seems here to deviate from the Odyssey, although his final 

Rhodes and Ephesus appear more realistic than the first ones, their focus on love 

maintain an idealistic and utopian hint. As a result, here X en.’s approach to Homer 

appears to be subtle.

Finally, the uncivilised society contains episodes which resemble those o f the Odyssean 

voaroc. As in Hid., ‘the reader’s recognition o f the Homeric hypotext activates a whole 

scries o f meaningful resonances’:364

Table 2.1: The correspondences between scenes o f the Ephesiaca and Odyssean 

episodes

Episodes of the Ephesiaca Episodes of the Odyssey Link for the 
demonstration

first part o f the Corymbus 

episode

episode o f the Oxen of 

the Sun

1 . 1 2 . 3 - 1 . 1 4 . 1 ,  n. :  an 

Odyssean interpretation

s e c o n d  p a r t  o f  t h e  

Corymbus episode

Calypso’s meeting with 

Odysseus

1.16.4-5, n.: si)5aipocn)vr|v

Manto episode corrupted version o f the 
Nausicaa episode

APP 1.1

Perilaus episode corrupted version o f the 
Nausicaa episode

APP 1.2

364 Morgan 2009, 35.
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Episodes of the Ephesiaca Episodes of the Odyssey Link for the 
demonstration

Cyno episode - Circe episode
- Clytemnestra’s 

murder o f

- APP 1.7 
- APP  1.8

Anthia in the ditch with 
Amphinomus

- Odysseus’ visit to 
Hades through the 
indirect allusion to 
Cerberus;

- meeting between 
Odysseus and 
Amphinomous, the 
good suitor o f the

- APP 1.9 

- APP. 1.9

Habrocomes in the quarry Polyphemus in the 
quarry

APP 1.10

Anthia in the brothel Circe episode. APP 1.11

To begin with, this high number o f correspondences gives a strong support to my 

interpretation o f the Eph. as a paraphrasis in prose o f the Odyssey: almost every single 

episode o f the protagonists’ journey appears to be a rewriting of the poem. More 

precisely, the uncivilised society o f the novel seems to follow a pattern o f foreignness 

which is similar to that o f the Odyssey. X en.’s focus on brigands (LJ 1.3) seems to recall 

the kind o f enemies whom Odysseus encounters, which are not part o f his world 

because o f their violence (Od . 9.141). That said, there is an interesting difference which 

requires interpretation: some characters o f the Odyssey, unlike those o f the novels, 

belong to an imaginary world.

On further inspection, this deviation appears to be very interesting, because Xen. 

transforms his models following a consistent pattern, according to which the Odyssean 

supernatural figures or places become human beings or spaces:

- the sin against the Oxen o f the Sun »  the drunkenness o f the protagonists’ sailors;

- the monster Scylla and the Nymph Calypso »  the pirate Corymbus;

- Circe »  Cyno;

- the Underworld »  ditch;

- Polyphemus’ cave »  quarry;

- C irce’s palace »  brothel.
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Overall, this “operation” made by Xen. seems to follow two criteria. The first depends 

on the genre: since the novel must avoid the imaginary world, Xen. creates realistic 

representation. The second is a moral and erotic concern, which transforms all the 

Odyssean suitors, who are not always erotic characters in the poem, into immoderate 

rivals in love in the Eph. This fact is very important, because it confirms the definition 

of the protagonists’ journey as an erotic Odyssey. In addition, the appearance of 

Polyphemus and Circe towards the end of the novel is significant too, since these 

episodes are the most dangerous for Odysseus and his companions. Thus, the 

progression itself of the trials of the Eph. has a Homeric debt.

Finally, this kind of transformation is not original on the part of our author, but it was 

typical of a particular kind of Homeric interpretation, the rationalistic one, where 

Homeric figures such as Scylla, Calypso and Circe were no longer considered as 

supernatural creatures, but were compared to courtesans. As a result, our author seems 

to show here his interest in contemporary interpretations of Homer (for more, see below, 

LI 6.6). Finally, this human presentation of supernatural epic characters inevitably 

generates an ironical effect, which seems to provide that amusement which confirms the 

definition of the novel as a Phaeacian tale.

2d) Two subtler exploitations of the Odyssey in the first book of the Ephesiaca: a 

“touristic” interpretation and a “comic” interpretation

While the influence of the Odyssey on the structure is so strong that affects the entire 

novel, in the first book our author seems to introduce two minor different reading of the 

Homeric poem. Interestingly, in both cases the aim of the author appears the same as 

before: supporting the nature of the novel as a Bildungsroman.

1) The “touristic ” reading o f  the Odyssey

The coincidence between the protagonists’journey and the Odyssey is not immediately 

apparent: as I will later argue, the protagonists’ parents seem to interpret their children’s 

journey as a touristic Odyssey (1.10.3, n.: cog oiov is), in which the vobg which is typical 

of Odysseus is not involved (cfi, by contrast, Od. 1.3: 7ioAM)v 5’av0pdmcov !5sv aaxea 

Kai voov eyvco).
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Interestingly, when Anthia and Habrocomes visit Rhodes, their behaviour seems to 

indicate that they have taken seriously their parents’ view: the city is introduced as a 

vfjooq psyaXri Kai KaXr| (1.11.6, n.) and the protagonists e^iaTOprjoav the city (1.12.2, 

n.) and then leave it without being affected in their character and reactions.

2) The comic reading o f the Odyssey

Although these two passages create the expectation that Anthia and Habrocomes might 

have a pleasant and easy journey, the pirates’ attack eliminates this possibility, as real 

misadventures and hardships enter the protagonists’ life. The plot itself, with its focus 

on the cruelty of Corymbus’ and Euxinus’ action, introduces this shift and leads us to 

think that a different kind of Odyssey has begun.

On further examination, Xen. also seems to suggest this with a new approach to his 

model. Shortly after the protagonists’ departure from Ephesus, we find a number of 

details which come from Homeric descriptions of navigation. This pattern begins in the 

departure scene, in which there is an echo of Telemachus leaving Ithaca, and continues 

in the description of the ship and of its different manoeuvres (1.10.8, n.: Kai eXucto). A 

case in point is the depiction of the Phoenician pirates, which is quite close to those 

made by Odysseus in his false tales (1.13, n.: intr.). Since in the first part of the book 

only the imaginary Odyssey is echoed, I would conclude that in the second part Xen. 

deliberately focuses on the realistic Odyssey to portray the beginning of the journey. As 

a result, Homer is also used to underline that the hardship of the protagonists has begun.

3) Xenophon and the Odyssey; interplay with the protagonists

3a^ Xenophon’s interplay with Homeric characters

Along with this structural role, Xen. exploits the Odyssey also for the construction of his 

protagonists: he introduces the generic connection of Anthia and Habrocomes with 

Penelope and Odysseus and, more subtly, he associates Anthia with other Homeric 

characters. This web of associations enriches the Bildung of the protagonists, with a 

special focus on the heroine.

To begin with, Anthia plays three different Homeric roles in the novel: at the beginning 

she is associated with Nausicaa, then in the Perilaus episode she is compared to both 

Arete and Penelope and the parallel with Penelope continues until the end of the novel.
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This pattern is not invented by Xen., because he follows a progression which is already 

present in the Odyssey, according to which ‘each new protagonist [...] becomes an alter 

ego or “mirror” of the main protagonist’.365 Conversely, Habrocomes is compared only 

to Odysseus: no trace of Telemachus, who is his natural alter ego in the Homeric poem, 

is detectable in the novel.

While in APP I will further explore the individual comparisons (see APP 1.3-5), I would 

like to emphasise here that this interplay with Homeric characters follows the moral 

development of the Eph. This is particularly true with Anthia, whose personality is 

completely identified with Homeric figures. First, in Ephesus her status as a young 

virgin in love makes her a Nausicaa who tries to hide and controls her unchaste desires. 

Then, in Tarsus, she becomes Arete and Penelope when she begins to know the 

importance of fidelity and this gives her the possibility of defending this virtue from the 

attack of her enemies. As I argued in LI 4.2c, this attitude becomes evident in the fifth 

book, when Anthia’s association with both Penelope and Odysseus becomes evident. 

Part of this construction is also the introduction of Cyno as a double of Clytemnestra 

(APP 1.8), since in the Odyssey this heroine is symbol of infidelity in marriage and, 

thus, an anti-Penelope.

Similarly, the parallel between Habrocomes and Odysseus is important, because the 

latter’s voaxo<; is the model of the former’s pursuit of Anthia and, thus, the Odyssean 

hero supports the Bildung of Habrocomes. The nature of this association focuses on 

love: Habrocomes is essentially Odysseus the lover. That said, this parallel seems to 

lose importance in the fifth book, where Habrocomes lacks Odysseus’ courage (APP

1.4): this leaves the space to Anthia to become another Odysseus (APP 1.5) and this 

transformation places further emphasis on her role of Penelope. As a result, this 

framework proves that the Odyssey lies at the core of the erotic ideal of the novel: both 

Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ ocotppocruvri is compared to that of Odysseus and Penelope 

and Anthia’s dvSpsia is a mix of the abilities of the two Homeric characters.

Finally, the importance of the Odyssean fidelity in the Eph. seems to be suggested also 

by Apollo’s oracle, in which dvf|voxa spya establishes an identification between the 

entire journey of the novel and Penelope’s toils, rather than with Odysseus’ 

misadventures (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 4). Similarly, in the final dialogue in Rhodes, Xen. 

places a clear emphasis on Anthia as the ideal wife: this means that Penelope’s fight for

365 Svenden 1983, 24; on Nausicaa as a ‘paradigm for Penelope’, see Van Nortwich 1979, 270.
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chastity lies at the origin of the Eph. more than the glorious and varied adventure of 

Odysseus (APP 1.6). This leads us to a significant conclusion: this focus on Penelope 

appears to lie at the heart of Xen.’s erotic reading of the Odyssey. The ancient epic 

heroism is substituted by a new heroism, which is exclusively based on love and 

fidelity. For this reason, the Eph. assumes the status of an epic novel.

3bl The “traditional” origin of this interplay with Homeric characters 

Given this rich framework, it becomes interesting to investigate whether Xen.’s 

approach to Penelope has a particular origin. Overall, her exploitation as a symbol of 

conjugal fidelity was so widespread in the Greek world that every reader of Homer 

would have recognised it. Evidence for this is given by Plutarch, who in his Moralia 

states: OiAo7cXouto<; f| T&evt], (ptArjSovoq o n&pi<;- cppovipoi; o ’OSuaosuq, ochcppcov f| 

IIrjv£Ari7n] (Mor. 140f; for more, see APP 3.2). As a result, the only avenue for finding a 

more specific answer lies in Xen.’s knowledge of the Ephesian statue of Penelope, 

which is possible but not certain (GI 3.6). The same impression of dealing with a 

universal reading is suggested by Xen.’s introduction of Arete and Odysseus the lover: 

while the former’s link with marriage is also attested by late epigrams (APP 3.1), the 

erotic characterisation of Odysseus is evident in erotic literature (APP 2) and in the 

common interpretations of Homer.366

Conversely, the presence of Nausicaa deserves special attention: Xen.’s interplay 

between Anthia’s chastity and her desire for wantonness in Ephesus seems to go beyond 

the Homeric construction of the heroine and to follow the moral interpreters of Homer 

(1.2, n.: intr., 3).

4̂  Xenophon and the Odvssev: stvle

A last feature in which our author seems to imitate Homer is language. Along with the 

important intertext which is constituted by 7iapa7copm) (3.5.8, APP. 1.2), Xen. employs 

a series of expressions whose style and content appear to be epic.

The presence of “epic formulae” in the Eph. was first discussed by Hunter 2008, 690: 

when Xen. describes the final dedication of the inscription to Artemis and uses the 

words av£0£aav Tcavicov oaa i£ £7ia0ov Kai oaa sSpaaav, the scholar adds this

366 See e.g. Pseudo-Plutarch, 185, who states that Homer av8poq 5s 7ro0ov tfjq auxov yuvaiKoq sv tea 
’05uaasT 7iapiaTr|aiv). For more on the Homeric interpretations, see below LI 6.6.
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comment: ‘it is tempting to believe that when Xenophon of Ephesus’ characters set up 

at the end of the Ephesiaka a graphe rcavxcDv oaa is  ercaGov Kai oaa ebpaaav (“of all 

they had suffered and done”), the epic heritage of the novel resonates strongly’.

On further inspection, I believe that there are more examples like this in the novel:

- 1.6.2: §Eiva 7ra0r| (oracle, 4, n.); this expression seems to be an echo of the prologue of 

the Odyssey, where Odysseus is the man who TcoXAa 5 ’ o y’ ev 7iovxcp 7ta0£v akyza (Od.

1.4);
- 1.10.3: qp£>Ja5v xe yap aXkr\v o\|/£a0ai yfjv Kai aXkaq noXeiq (the second interpretation 

o f  the oracle given by protagonists’ parents, 1.10.3: co<; oiov xe, n.); this long sentence 

appears to be related to the previous verse o f  the same prologue: noKk&v 8’av0pd)7tcov 

i'5ev aaxca (Od. 1.3);

- 1.10.10: 65ov 5uaxu%fj p£v dX,A,’dvayKaiav (Megamedes’ definition of the 

protagonists’journey, n.);

- 2.8.2 : 7cXav6pevov Kaxa rcaaav yfjv Kai OaXaxxav (Lycomedes’ arrival to free 

Habrocomes from prison in his second dream, LI 4.5b);

- 2.8.2: £7ii ;toXAf|v (p£p£a0ai yrjv (Habrocomes’ search for a mare in the last part of the 

dream, LI 4.5b);

- 4.3.6: qxu; xe eir| K ai 7co0ev (questions about Anthia’s identity; cf. also 5.4.4, where the 

same formula is adopted when Polyidus is involved in the same task);

- 5.1.13: eycb 5e nLavcopai pev K axa  Tiaaav yfjv K ai OaXaaaav (Habrocomes’ self- 

definition in his reaction to Aegialeus’ story);

- 5 .9 .7 :7tE7i:ov0a pev ev AiyuTCXto 7io>wAfr [....] Kai 5eiva [...]. 5.9.8: 8iapor|xa pev yap Kai 

evSo^a 7t£7t6v0apEV [...] (Anthia’s self-presentation to Hippothous);

-5.14.1: d7ceiX,r|cpa ae 7ioXA,f]v yfjv 7cXavq0eiaa Kai 0aXaaaav (Anthia’s self-definition at 

the beginning of the final dialogue of the novel).

Since most of these expressions belong to direct speeches and, more precisely, three are 

self-definitions of the protagonists, they seem to be emphasised by Xen. In addition, 

they occur at both the beginning and at the end of the novel. As a result, I would suggest 

that Xen. is aiming to create a sort of Odyssean vocabulary in his text to increase his 

debt to his poem. In this respect, the fact that in the first two formulae the connection 

with the Odyssey is closer than in the following ones might be the sign that Xen. is 

giving a foundation to this pattern.
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5) Xenophon and the Iliad: a less articulated relationship

Unlike that of the Odyssey, the presence of the Iliad in the novel is less consistent: it 

seems to begin at the beginning of the second chapter, where Eros’s anger may be 

compared to that of Achilles (1.2.1, n.: prjvia), and then is recalled in the expression 7rup 

ai5r|Xov of the oracle (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 3) and during Corymbus’ attack (1.14.1, n.: 

£V£7ipr|0£). In this episode, the formula £V£7tpr|0£ if)v vauv is an Iliadic allusion and the 

whole action of the pirates is presented as an epic enterprise.

Overall, since Corymbus’ action is not only warlike but also erotic, the Iliad appears to 

be subjected like the Odyssey to an erotic interpretation: like Achilles’ anger, also 

Corymbus’ fire can also be a symbol of the dangerous action of Eros and this idea is 

supported by the identification between Corymbus and the god which is made by 

Euxinus in his speech (1.16.2, n.: Myei). As a result, the typical motif of Eros as a 

warrior has an Iliadic colour in the Eph.

That being said, it is more difficult to find further uses of this model. Certainly, in the 

episode of the pirates the inclusion of epic motifs makes the scene more serious and this 

interacts with the twofold use of the Odyssey: it supports the moral side by making this 

fight more challenging for the protagonists, as well as the comic and entertaining side, 

since pirates do not deserve the status as heroes.

On the other hand, it is less clear how far Xen. wants to interplay with the Iliadic 

characters. In my opinion, unlike the Odyssean characters, Iliadic figures neither are 

consistent models of those of the Eph. nor enrich the personality of the protagonists. 

Only brief parallels seem to appear in the second part of the first book and we cannot be 

sure whether all the readers were able to detect them.

First, the comparison between Corymbus and Hector when the Ephesian ship bums in 

fire might emphasise the barbaric and hostile nature of the former. Shortly after, 

Euxinus’ invitation to Corymbus to search for an erotic ycpac; suggests an identification 

between the latter and Achilles, which would fit well into the initial comparison 

between Corymbus and Eros (1.16.2, n.: Xcyci). That being said, the first association 

does not seem to be taken further, since Habrocomes is not Achilles. This uncertainty 

confirms that the main purpose of using the Iliad is to support the traditional motif of 

the militia amoris.
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This conclusion is significant: since Eros the warrior in the Eph. is compared in the 

oracle with the Odyssean Poseidon, it seems to me that the Iliad is used by Xen. to 

support the interplay with the Odyssey and not as an independent intertext.

6) The moral interpretations of Homer: allegories and rationalisation

Throughout the analysis of Xen.’s approach to the Odyssey I have been showing how 

his moral reading of this poem seems to share elements with traditional interpretations 

of Homer. This possibility has emerged particularly in relation to Ares and Aphrodite’s 

love, the transformation of supernatural characters into humans and the parallel between 

Anthia and Nausicaa. While in the commentary and in APP 1 I will explore the 

individual connections further, I would like to provide a little background to these 

interpretations, in order to demonstrate the likelihood that Xen. was aware of them and 

the difficulty in establishing this with certainty, because of their popularity.

Overall, two different approaches to the Iliad and the Odyssey share a moral concern: 

while the allegorical interpreters argue that ‘alle origini del mito c’e una verita di tipo 

etico espressa simbolicamente’,367 for the historic-rationalistic interpreters ‘a monte del 

mito c’e una storia che poi ha assunto connotati fantastici’.368 As a result, while the first 

ancient scholars focus on the existence of moral values which are incarnated in the 

Odyssey, the second humanise the divine creatures and identify human events at the 

origin of the mythical accounts.

Although we are dealing here with two different theories, in the Imperial Era it was 

common to find overlaps between the two: as I will shortly show, only at their origin 

were they separated, but then they progressively intermingled with each other. On the 

one hand, the allegorical interpretation, with a focus on ethics, probably begun in the 

sixth century BC with Theagenes from Rhegium and then had an important diffusion in 

Sophistic Athens, where the first scholars defended Homer from Xenophanes’ criticism. 

Within this context, a positive evaluation of the Iliad and the Odyssey is ascribed to the 

sophist Antisthenes, who was probably followed by Alcidamas. Afterwards, every 

important philosophical school dedicated part of its doctrine to Homer. Since this study 

always had an interaction with the world of the schools and with the reflection of other

367 Ramelli 2004, 205.

368 Ibid.
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writers, it progressively gave birth to a sort of collective moral interpretation of the epic 

poems, which is clearly established in the Imperial Era.

Great evidence for this is given by several writers, who offer many insights into this 

tradition: the most famous are Heraclitus with his Homeric Allegories, Plutarch with 

How a young man should read poetry and Pseudo-Plutarch with Essay on the Life and 

Poetry o f Homer. In addition, Maximus Tyrius in some of his orations and Athenaeus in 

his Deipnosophistae often discuss passages from the Homeric poems, as scholiasts. 

While the destination of Heraclitus’ work is unclear, all the others belong to the world 

of the Greek school of rhetoric: Pseudo-Plutarch’s treatise ‘had its origins in the 

classrooms’369 and Plutarch’s dialogue targeted students of a slightly higher level of 

education.370 In addition, this second work offers the significant image of how active 

and critical the readers of the Homeric poems were supposed to be: Plutarch argues that 

5ei 5e pf) SeiMk; pr|5’ coa7t£p brco SEioiSaipovlaq ev icpco cppixiEiv arcavxa Kai 

7ipocno)vsiv, aAAa GappaAicoc; E0i£,6p£vov eTucpcoveiv pqScv rjxxov xob “opGax;” Kai 

“7ip£7t6vxco<;” xo “ou k  opGccx;” Kai “on 7tpoar|K6vxco<;”.371 In addition, Plutarch reveals 

how common it was for ancient readers to adopt a moral approach. Finally, both 

Maximus Tyrius’ and Athenaeus’ text contain material of popular knowledge: thus, their 

connection with the world of rhetoric is very plausible.

Overall, this framework makes it very possible that Xen. was aware of these 

interpretations, although no definite proof is available.

On the other hand, the rationalistic approach, which might be inspired by Aristotle, 

concerns Palaephatus, Heraclitus, an anonymous writer of On incredible things and 

Conon. Although these authors are not famous, in the Imperial Era this kind of 

interpretation is widespread in different kinds of texts: a case in point is Heraclitus’ 

Homeric Allegories, who introduces hints of this theory. In addition, Palaephatus lived 

in the second century BC, but his work was quite widely known in the Imperial literary 

context. As a result, the hypothesis of Xen.’s acquaintance with this second tradition is 

also plausible. In addition, since his reference to it involves more than one episode of 

the Eph., his knowledge of the rationalistic theory seems to be more explicit than that of 

the allegorical one.

369 Lamberton 2002, 187.

370 Hunter 2009, 169: ‘Plutarch’s concern is no less than paideia

371 Mor. 26b.
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CHAPTER 7: XENOPHON AND PLATO

After Homer, the most important model of the Eph., Xen. introduces some intertextual 

allusions to Plato and, specifically, to his Phaedrus, Symposium and Lysis. Although 

some of them have already been mentioned in the discussion of the first steps of the 

protagonists’ love (LI 2.3-4), I will here discuss them further to demonstrate the breadth 

of Xen.’s approach to Plato. Overall, the connections between these two authors make it 

plausible that the latter is not only used by the former to support the construction of 

lovesickness and the wedding night, but his influence also concerns some topics which 

have emerged as part of the Bildung and the Entwicklung of the Eph.

In order to achieve this aim, I will also address an issue of readership: unlike the Iliad 

and the Odyssey, the inclusion of Xen. in Plato’s readership is less evident and must be 

proved.

1) Intertextual connections with Plato: review

- 1.1.3: rcpoaeixov 5s (be; 0ea>: “worship of the beloved as a god”: cf. 06oi av cb<; 

ayaA-paxi K a i 0sc5 xoi<; 7iai5iKOi<; (Phdr. 251a).

- 1.1.4: scppovei: “the proud lover”: c f .  a pa oi K aX oi, 87iei5av xiq auxoix; 87iaivfj K ai auxn 

cppovf|paxo<; 8p7i(7rXavxai K ai pEyaXauxia<;- (Ly. 206a).

- 1.1.6: 07101) yap AppoKopTiq oq)0Eir|, o u x e  ayaApa Kax8(palvexo o u x e  eucgw  ETxfjvEixo 

“comparison of the beloved with a statue: cf. 0uoi av cbq ayaApaxi Kai 0eco xoiq 

TiaiSiKotq (Phdr 251a).

- 1.2.1: SuaaXcoxoq: “the impregnable lover”: cf. O u k o u v  ooco av peyaXxxuxoxepoi cbaiv, 

SuoaAxoxoxepoi yiyvovxai (Ly 206a).

- 1.2.6: pun on (paibpoi;
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- 1.2.8: ndvxeq iSovxsg AppoKopr|v ekeivcdv etieX&Oovxo [....], £xp£\|/av 5e xag oxj/eiq 

£7c’aux6v pocovxEg dnb xrjg 0sag £K7i£7iXr|Yp£voi [...]: “the priority o f Habrocomes’ 

beauty over that o f  the others”: cf. obxcog £K7t£7iXr|Yp£voi xe Kai x£0opopr|p£voi rjoav, 

fivuc’EiafjEi [...] o65sig aXXoa’£pX£7tsv abxcov, obS’oaxig opucpoxaxog r|v (Chrm. 154c).

- 1.3.2: xo APpoKopoo K&XXog siopsov 5£xop£vr|: “the flow o f beauty”: cf. Ss^apEvog 

yap xou KaXXoug xf|v a7ioppof|v 5ia xcov oppaxcov (Phdr. 251b and spcog 5e [EKaXcixo], 

0X1 £ap£l Ê CO0£V Kai OUK OlKEia EGXiv f| pof] aUXT| XCp E/OVXl, aXX’ETTElGKXOg 8ia xcov 

oppaxcov (Cra. 420b).

- 1.4.4: cb5bva and 1.4.6: oSuvoopai: “love as a disease”: cf. oxav 5s %copig y£vr|xai Kai 

auxpf|crr| [...], f) v|/oxr) oioxpa Kai o5uvaxai (Phdr. 2 5 Id).

- 1.4.6: £(p’AppoKopri paivopai: “the lover’s madness”: xabxrig psxsxcov xrjg pavlag o 

Epcov xcov KaXiov £paoxr]g KaXctxai (Phdr. 249e).

- 1.4.7: xi xo Ttspag xou KaKou;: “love as evil”: cf. oxav pr|5sv f) nepaq KaKOu (Phdr. 

254b2).

- 1.5.1: Tag sucovag £7ii xrjg yuxng aXXf|Xcov avarcXaxxovxEg: “obsessive presence o f the 

beloved’s image”: sucova rcXaoavxEg xfjg v|/uxrjg Xoycp (R. 588b 10) and n£pl7iXaaov Si) 

abxoig e ĉoOev svog EiKova (ibid., 588dl0). Pun on avarcXaxxco.

- 1.8.3: ’'Epcog auxdv wSfiysi: ob yap e%ei ’Epoxa Apr|g, aXX’Tipcog Apr) - A(ppo5ixr|g, 

cog Xoyoq [...] (Symp. 196d).

- 1.9.5: cupcpbvxsg aXXf|Xoig avapiywpEv: “union o f love”: cf. 7i£pipaXXovx£g xag x£̂ Pa  ̂

Kai oup7iX£Kop£voi aXXf|Xoig, £7ii0upobvx£g aupcpbvai (Symp. 191a).

- 1.9.7: Ev0£vx£g xrj sprj Kcvxpov vj/uxff “the goad o f love”: see 7ro0ou KEvxpcov 

u7EO7cXr|<j0fi (Phdr. 253e6-254al).
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- 5.13.3: xouxo yap auxou; ePouXovxo ai \|n)%al: “the real desire of the souls”: cf. aXLo xi 

pouXx)pevr| EKaxspou r\ vj/uxfl Sf|X,r| coxlv (Symp. 192c-d)

- 5.13.5: raxpE^exEivov xe E7ti 7ioXn xo cupTtoaiov: pun on Symposium.

2) Xenophon, Platonic intertexts and readership
To begin with, this web of passages suggests that Xen. was intertexting with the 

Phaedrus: this is not surprising since this dialogue was commonly read in Imperial 

schools and by Imperial literati.372 In addition, the discovered allusions focus on the 

same three chapters of the Phaedrus which are dedicated to the erotic pavia and to the 

lover’s welcome of the beauty of the beloved. This concentration makes it more 

plausible that Xen. was reading this part of the Platonic text. This hypothesis is also 

supported by the fact that one of the puns of the novel concerns the title of this dialogue 

(1.2.6 n.: 6cp0aX,poi, e).373

A similar conclusion can be extended to Xen.’s relationship with the Symposium: 

although the number of references to this dialogue in the Eph. is smaller, the Symposium 

had the same popularity as the Phaedrus in the Imperial era.374 In addition, Xen.’s final 

introduction of a pun on xo ouprcooiov (5.13.5) appears a possible reminder of this 

dialogue. As a result, Xen. seems to refer to both Plato’s erotic dialogues and it is 

significant that these allusions are well distributed in the whole text: they start at the 

beginning with the setting of the novel and then are concentrated at crucial junctures in 

the plot, such as the presentation of both characters, the religious procession, the falling 

in love, the development of the erotic passion, the consummation of love, and the final 

recognition: this supports the idea that Xen. is deliberately exploiting these models and I 

will shortly explore this topic.

On the other hand, Xen.’s debt to the Lysis, the Charmides, the Cratylus and the 

Republic is more problematic, because these dialogues were not commonly read by 

erotic writers. As I will show in the commentary (1.3.2, n.: ava7i£7cxapEvoi and 1.5.1, n.: 

xa<; Ekovaq), it is not unlikely that the passages from the last two dialogues were

372 On the Phaedrus as ‘the most widely read Platonic dialogue’ in the Imperial Era, see e.g. Herrmann 
2007, 209.

373 See ibid. also for the value o f puns on Plato.

374 See Tarrant 2000, 201, who underlines how both dialogues ‘were extremely popular, having a wide 
appeal among the literate classes.
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circulating independently from the original texts in the Imperial Era and this makes it 

plausible that Xen. was using them as an indirect source. Conversely, the cases of the 

Lysis and of the Charmides need to be explored, since these dialogues were not part of a 

common background. Overall, their reception in the Imperial Era is more difficult to 

assess: first, ‘their aporetic structure and the lack in them of any clear doctrinal 

statements in general was a considerable impediment to them being studied seriously by 

later Platonists - and hence a ticket to relative obscurity’ (Tarrant 2000, 102375). The 

Platonic handbook, however, which is attributed to the Middle Platonist philosopher 

Alcinous, contains an echo of the Lysis: in the chapter about ‘friendship and 

love’ (33.4), we find that the person who tries to gain the object of his love is not going 

to reach it by Oprmxcov ou5’£7tatvcov xa TtaiSuca. In his edition of this text Dillon 1993, 

204 adds the following comment: ‘certainly the point about not spoiling the beloved 

[...] seems to owe much to Lysis 205b-206b, where Socrates is instructing Hippothales 

in how not to approach his beloved’. In the same text, scholars suggest two other 

possible references to our works: the expression o^uxrjq Siavoiaq, which states the 

purpose of mathematics as ‘the sharpening of the intellect’ (7.2), although is plainly 

based on Republic 525d, might be borrowed from Charmides 160a, where r) avxtvota is 

described as o^uxr|<; [...] xfjq vj/i)xfj<; (see Dillon 1993, 86). Finally, the thesis that there is 

a neutral mean between the states of virtue and vice (30.2) ‘can appeal to the authority 

of Plato in Phaedo 90a and Lysis 216d’ (ibid., 184). In addition, Charmides is recalled 

by Hermogenes in his work On forms o f Style (2.6), where 175a is considered as an 

example of BTCieiKEia, as o uk  oAXya 7 iap a  xcp IIAxxxcovi, svOa av o ZcDKpaxr|<; exn xi Aiyeiv 

7tepi auxou.376 Finally, in the late Prolegomena philosophiae Platonica, which dates to 

the sixth century AD, Lysis, Euthydemus and Charmides are mentioned together as 

Platonic dialogues which, in the sceptic view of the Platonic Academy, ‘contain many 

examinations of both sides of an issue’ (Tarrant 2000, 11).

Overall, this catalogue of passages does not provide strong evidence that Charmides and 

Lysis were read in the Imperial Era. In addition, the people who read this kind of 

Platonic manuals were mostly philosophers and, thus, these witnesses could be 

unknown to Xen. That said, however, the most significant link in the Eph. concerns a 

passage from the beginning of the Lysis and the hypothesis that at least this section of

375 For these reasons, Dillon 19962 does not mention them in his index to The Middle Platonists.

376 Cf. on this De Lacy 1974, 8, and Rutherford 1997, 49, n. 43.
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the dialogue was known by our author is more plausible. As Plutarch argues,377 the 

openings of Platonic dramatic dialogues were orally performed in the Imperial Era and, 

thus, they were known by enlarged audiences. Since the incipit of the Lysis does not 

contain philosophical issues, but it simply describes an erotic and theatrical scene, it 

might fit into this group.

For this reason, I would accept the possibility that Xen. knew this Platonic piece and, 

therefore, his motifs of “the proud lover”, “the impregnable lover” and “the priority of 

Habrocomes’ beauty” might be borrowed from this work. Conversely, I am more 

sceptical about Xen.’s relationship with the Charmides, also because the word which 

our author would be drawing from this dialogue is very common in Greek literature.

3) The Platonic foundation of the symmetry achieved by Anthia and Habrocomes

3 a) Initial asymmetry

Having established a connection between Xen. and Plato, I would like to demonstrate 

that the latter lies at the core of the relationship of the former’s protagonists. As I argued 

in LI 2.1, Habrocomes’ presentation as an epcbpevoq is shaped through the exploitation 

of Platonic models. This is especially proved by the plausible comparison with the 

Lysis, which is established by 5uodX,coxoq (1.2.1, n.), but other signs of Xen.’s debt to 

Plato are Habrocomes’ definition of KaAdcncaiayaGo*; (1.1.2, n.: ooxoq), his being 

worshipped as a god (1.1.3, n.: rcpoasixov) and as a statue (1.1.6: outs dyaX.pa) and his 

arrogance because of the praise he receives from the Ephesians (1.1.4: 89pov8i, n.).

In addition, the Platonic model underlies Anthia’s active reaction to love. Among the 

motifs focused on her in the falling in love scene, a key role is certainly played by the 

themes of the reception of the flow of beauty (1.3.2, n.: dva7C£7ixa|j,Evoi<;) and by the 

Platonic words used in her first monologue, such as palvopai (1.4.6, n.) and xi xo 7cepa<; 

xou KaKou (1.4.7, n.). Further, since the adoption of Platonic language does not concern 

Habrocomes, this rhetorical pattern again increases her leadership in the couple, since 

she is paradoxically more educated than Habrocomes.

377 See Plut. Mor. 711c: the Platonic dialogues which can be classified as xwv Spapaxncwv, tovq 
etaitppoxaxouq £K5i5aaicovxai TcatSei; w ax’arc o axopaxoq Xeyeiv.
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In conclusion, in the beginning of the Eph. the construction of the couple seems to have 

a deliberate Platonic foundation.

3b! The proposal of symmetry

When in the wedding night Xen. ascribes to Anthia the proposal of a union with 

Habrocomes (LI 2.4c), Plato is again very important. In the middle of her speech Anthia 

introduces the verb aupcpbvxsc; (1.9.5, n.). As this word is a plausible intertext with 

Aristophanes’ speech in the Symposium, Xen. seems to identify the couple’s new ideal 

with the Platonic ideal of symmetry, which coincides with the union between the halves 

that had been separated.

3c! A more traditional asymmetry

In the subsequent establishment of a more traditional asymmetry between Habrocomes 

and Anthia, in which the former is the pursuer of the latter (LI 4.2a), Xen. does not 

introduce direct allusions to Plato. However, the contrasting comparison between 

Habrocomes and Hippothous, which runs parallel to his search for Anthia, appears to be 

a possible Platonic echo (below, 4b).

3d! The fulfilment of a symmetry

When at the end of the novel the protagonists are re-united in Rhodes, the model of the 

Symposium is again echoed in Xen.’s comment: xobxo yap auxou; ePouAovxo ai 

(5.13.3). Following Laplace 1994, 445’s suggestion, this phrase could be a Platonic 

allusion. When in Aristophanes’ myth the meeting between halves happens, their mutual 

embrace does not satisfy them, because aXko xi pouXopevri SKaxepou r\ 6f|A,r) eaxlv  

(192c-d), which coincides with an everlasting love. Since a sentence where f| is 

the subject, pouLopai the verb and the object a pronoun occurs again only in the Eph., 

this passage from the Symposium here inspires our novelist. Thus we find that Xen. 

seems to introduce a frame to his text, according to which both the first allusion to 

symmetry and its achievement come from the same Platonic model.

3e! The Ephesiaca as a new Symposium

Overall, this discovery of a progression of Platonic intertexts in the Eph. is significant, 

because it suggests that this model affects the core of the message of the novel and this
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is particularly true in relation to the final erotic ideal. While invincible infidelity (LI 

5.3a) has a clear Homeric foundation, the other main value, symmetry (LI 5.3b), is also 

revealed as having a Platonic origin. This discovery is significant: it shows that Homer 

and Plato are used together by Xen. and it proves that the latter also has a great 

influence on our author. As a result, I would speculate that the more spiritual eros of the 

final part of the Eph. might be part of his relationship with Plato.

To begin with, in the aforementioned passage from Aristophanes’ speech the proposal of 

an everlasting love coincides with a sharing of life and death between the lovers {Symp. 

192e: sox; x’av ^rjis, dx; sva ovxa, Koivfj apcpoxspoix; £rjv, Kai srcsiSav a7ro0&vr|X£, e k e i 

an ev  'Ai5ou avxi 8uoiv Eva eivai Koivfj xeG vecoxe). Since Xen. clearly introduces the 

fulfilment of the first ideal in the last chapter of the novel378 and alludes to the other 

with xd(po<; GaXapoq in the oracle (1.6.2, n., 3) and in Aegialeus’ story,379 the topic of 

fidelity might also have a Platonic colour. Second, since the Platonic model refers to 

both hetero- and homosexual love380 and is not focused on marriage, the impression that 

Xen. is proposing an ideal of love which goes beyond this social institution and gender 

might find its confirmation in Plato (LI 5.4d and 5.6). Finally, it is not impossible that 

Xen.’s original focus on a “society in love” (LJ 5.5) has a Platonic foundation too. In the 

Symposium Phaedrus includes in his praise of Eros his key role of conductor of human 

life. This god, in fact, shows his power over kinship, social position and wealth: o yap 

Xpfl av0pcb7toi<; f|y8ia0ai 7iavxd<; xou |31ou xoTq psMxmai KaXccx; picbasaGai, xobxo ouxe 

cruyysvEia oia xe £p7toi£iv obxco KaXxix; ou xe xipai ou xe 7tXouxo<; oux’ aXXo ou Sev  gx; 

Epax; {Symp. 178c5- dl). Then, shortly after, Phaedrus expresses his famous desire for a 

society of lovers: si ouv pr|xavf| xiq ysvoixo cogxe 7roXiv ysvcaGai r\ axpaxorccSov 

Epacxcov xe Kai 7iai5iK<uv, ou k  eo x iv  onwq av apsivov oiicrjaEiav xryv sauxwv rj 

d7C£xop£voi Tiavxtov xcav aioxpwv Kai cpiXoxipoupEvoi 7ipo<; aAAxiXooq, Kai paxopsvol y’ 

av |i£x’ aXA,f|Xxov oi xotouxoi vikcoev av oXlyoi ovxe<; cbq enoq £17ieTv navxaq dv0pdt)7iouq 

(ibid., 178e3-179a2). Xen.’s new society in love could be a revisitation of this ideal.

378 5.15.3: cnkoi tou Xouroi) 8ifjyov EopTfjv ayovxe<; tov |i£T’dXXf)X(ov fiov.

379 5.1.6: cbjiooafiev GXXf|Xoiq 7roXXdia<; e^eiv Kai pexpi Oavaxov.

380 See on this Hunter 1997, 193: ‘Aristophanes, in fact, offers an explanation for both hetero- and 
homosexual eros’.
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As a result, the involvement of Plato in the last chapter of the Eph. seems to be 

significant and this leads me to a final speculation. Since the protagonists’ final dialogue 

is to cjup7ioaiov (5.13.5), Xen. might be here suggesting that his whole novel is a new 

Platonic Symposium. As with the Odyssey, our author would write his text trying to 

emulate his model and not focusing on allusions.381

As is commonly known, in the Symposium Plato expresses his ideal of love through 

Diotima’s proposal, which consists of a promotion of spiritual love that implies a 

rejection of the physical.382 Since Xen. does not exclude sex and physicality from his 

final ideal love (LI 5.4a-c), his Symposium would appear a less radical version of the 

Platonic one. In this respect, one could argue that Xen. is more following Hephaestus’ 

words in Aristophanes’ speech than Diotima herself.

4) Platonic themes in the Ephesiaca

While the Platonic mark of Xen.’s symmetry has its origins in Platonic allusions and 

then Xen. freely expands on it, I would like to show that there are two topics of the Eph. 

which are important for the Bildung of the novel (LI 5a, c) and might have a Platonic 

inspiration: the dichotomy between body and soul and the comparison between 

Habrocomes and Hippothous based on horses. This discovery is significant: since both 

themes concern Habrocomes’ Bildung, the influence of Plato on the male protagonist 

here becomes stronger and fills the gap that the Platonic construction of Anthia had 

created. That said, since these two topics lack intertexts with Plato, the connection 

between Xen. and his model is looser here than in the case of symmetry. For this reason, 

I would simply see in them the existence of a Platonic colour.

4a) The Platonic origin of the “body and soul” theme

381 On the originality o f  this technique, see LJ 6.1.

382 Cf. Symp. 210 b6-7: pexa 5e xauxa xo ev xaiq \|/oxai<; K a k l jo c , xipubxepov f|yf|aaa0ai xou ev xw cwpaxi 
and Symp. 210c5-6: the final aim is to understand that xo 7tepi xo ocopa KaXov apucpov xi f|yf|cexai eivai.
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Although the dichotomy between body and soul is exploited by some authors of Greek 

literature, Plato is certainly one of those who place a special emphasis on it.383 A focus 

on their dichotomy already occurs in Socrates’ Apology, where Socrates states that the 

aim of every human life should be the cultivation of the soul and not of the body (29d7- 

e2). The reason for this is that acopa is an obstacle in the path which leads to the 

knowledge of the truth. This notion emerges clearly also in the Phaedo: cooq av t o  aropa 

B ĉopev Kai cyup7cscpupp£vr| r\ f|pa>v f| v|/o%r] psxa xoiobxoo KttKou, ou pr) 7coxs Kxr|a6pe0a 

ucavax; ou 87ii0upoup8v■ (papev 5s xouxo sivai xo aXr|0e<; (66b5-b7). Finally, Plato 

enriches this topic by adopting the image of the awpa as a ofjpa {Phdr. 250c5-6), 

eipypo<; {Phd. 82e3) or Seapa {Phd. 67dl-2), from which the soul has to be freed.

Given this framework, since Xen. is keen on Plato, it is not unlikely that he was 

considering these topics as Platonic. A confirmation of this comes from the text: the 

phrase f) \|/uxf| Kaxa7i87rxwK8i (1.5.5, n.) appears a possible allusion to the Platonic fall of 

the soul.

4bl The Platonic origin of the two horses. Habrocomes and Hippothous 

For a similar reason, Xen.’s introduction of the metamorphosis of men into horses and, 

especially, the parallel established between Habrocomes and Hippothous might recall 

another Platonic theme: the Phaedrus’> myth of the chariot with the contrast between the 

impudent and the virtuous horse. This idea, which is already suggested by Bierl 2006, 

84, works very well with Hippothous and his status as intemperate horse, which can be 

easily compared with the uppeax; Kai ahiCpveiaq 8xatpo<; {Phdr. 253e). Conversely, 

since Habrocomes’ morality is opposed to Hippothous’ behaviour, the protagonist might 

be identified with the horse who is xipfjc; 8paaxf\<; pexa aco(ppoc7UVT]<; xe Kai ai5ou<; 

(253d).

In my opinion, because of the considerable fame of this Platonic myth, the association 

of these characters with this model was very easy to make and this hypothesis is also 

supported by the fact that Ach. also plays with this idea giving the name Leucippe, the 

“white horse”, to his protagonist. Thus, I would accept this association’s existence and I 

would add a final speculation. In the Platonic dialogue the charioteer plays the role of

383 See, e.g., the definition o f human being in the Phdr. 246c5-6: ^coov to  oupjtav eicXf|0r|, vj/i)%f| Kai aajpa 
7tayev, BvrjTov t ’coxev e/rwvopiav. For later philosophical uses, see Dobbin 1998, 100, who states that the 
opposition between the slavery o f the body and the freedom o f  the self ‘was common also in Cynic 
popular philosophy and adopted by the early Fathers as Christian doctrine’.
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guiding and controlling the horses and his task especially targets the intemperate one. 

For instance, when he sees the real nature of beauty and chastity, sSstos re Kai O8(p0eioa 

avsrcsasv mixta, Kai apa f|vayKaa0r| si xoimiaco sAxboat xa<; fjviaq obxco acpoSpa, 

a>ax’£7ri. xa ia%ia apcpco Ka01oai xd) i7i7ico (Phdr. 254 b7-cl). Since at the end of the novel 

Hippothous renounces his violence, Xen. might be implying that he is the charioteer 

and, thus, he is playing a role comparable to that of Plato, taming not only Habrocomes, 

but also Hippothous. This speculation would fit well into the Platonic foundation of 

Xen.’s final ideal of love. In addition, as with Homer, our author would be subtly 

identifying himself with his model (LI 6 .2).

In conclusion, all these hints seem to confirm that the Bildungsroman of the Eph. has a 

Platonic, as well as a Homeric colour (LI 6.2).

4c) The interesting example of the novel written by Chion of Heraclea 

A possible confirmation of the existence of these two Platonic themes in the Eph. can be 

given by the study of a text which seems to owe a similar debt to Plato. I am referring to 

the epistolary novel written under the name of Chion of Heraclea, which has been 

recently dated to the second half of the first century AD384 and which is chronologically 

close to the Eph.

My purpose in mentioning this work is neither its unusual genre - we are dealing with 

‘the only example of a novel in letters’ (During 1951, 18) - nor its content, which is the 

story of Chion, a disciple of Plato who left Athens to go to kill Clearchus, the tyrant of 

his city Heraclea. My interest lies in the fact that, although ‘adventure, not instruction or 

protreptic, seems the object of the text’ (Konstan 1990, 272), the novel presents some 

topics, which ‘recommend philosophy [...] as a means of mastering the fear and pain 

associated with the body’ (ibid., 273). More precisely, one of these topics concerns 

precisely body and soul. It is Chion who claims that the slavery imposed by Clearchus’ 

tyranny is not able to affect his soul: f | psv ouv Tcaxpiq sv xotouxoiq KaKou; K ai k ivSuvok; 

saxiv, syd) 5s, si psv auxo scp’ sauxob pouAoio xobpov cncs7ixsa0at, K ai 7cavu aa(paXf)<; 

sipi. SouXslav yap xauxpv sycoys vopl^co, rj psxa xcov aoopaxcov K ai xaq vjn)%a<; 6 9 ’ 

sauxf|v sysi- f| 5s xrjq psv vj/uxn<; ouS’oxiouv dwtxopsvri, xo 5s aw pa povov s^ouaa ou5s 

5ou?isla xuy/avsiv spoiys S o k sT (14.3). This clear exposition of the well-known

384 See During 1951, 9-16 on the issue o f the date.
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dichotomy, which also occurs in other parts of the letter, recalls the same pattern found 

in Xen. In addition, Chion’s remark about the limits of slavery echoes those expressed 

by Habrocomes to Manto, as he explicitly refers to freedom: Clearchus ou5e7iot£ yap 

poo xf|v xj/Dxryv xsipwoerai, sv fj to S o uXo v  rj to sXcuGspov. Finally, along with these 

motifs, both the author of Chion’s letters and Xen. adopt a ‘simple and straightforward 

style’ (During 1951, 19) in the presentation of these themes.

Overall, the reason why this parallel might help our interpretation of the Eph. is that in 

the epistolary novel the debt to Plato is certain. Although ‘the anonymous author of 

Chion’s letter was certainly not a philosopher, nor was he an original thinker with a 

philosophy of his own’ (During 1951, 21), ‘every idea of any philosophical importance 

can be explained as a reminiscence of his browsing in Plato’s writings’ (ibid.). As a 

result, the fruit of this presentation is ‘une vision egalement romanesque et mythique de 

l’enseignement de Platon’ (Billault 1977, 33). In my opinion, Xen, might be doing the 

same as Chion giving a Platonic colour to his exploitation of body and soul and of the 

“two horses”- myth.
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CHAPTER 8: 

CRITICISM OF DOULAMIS’ “STOIC” THEORY

While in the previous chapter Plato has emerged as the philosophical model of the Eph., 

Doulamis argues that Stoicism has an influence on the Eph., which is difficult to 

establish, and he is open to the possibility that ‘Xen is consciously allusive to this 

philosophical school’.385 This thesis must be discussed, because the presence of a Stoic 

framework might challenge or affect our interpretation. In my opinion, however, the 

elements which the scholar identifies as Stoic in the Eph. do not allow us to accept his 

theory. For this reason, I would argue that the Eph. lacks a Stoic background and this 

further proves the plausibility of my reading.

In a passage from his article, Doulamis 2007 argues that the link between the Eph. and 

the Stoics is ‘possible and attractive’ (159) In addition, he introduces as a proof of this 

connection the sharing of an a<psAf)<; style in Xen. and Epictetus’ works. While the main 

point of his theory, which is developed through some passages of the novel, needs to be 

examined, I would immediately dismiss the second, because acpstaia is such a wide 

stylistic principle that it cannot prove a closer link between these two authors.386

To begin with, the following table list the passages analysed by Doulamis 2007:

385 Doulamis 2007, 172.

386 On acpeXeia in literature, see e.g. Ruiz Montero 2003.
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Table 0 , 1; Analysis o f  the passages listed by Doulamis as Stoic

E ph C o n te x t S to ic  
c o n c e p t s  

a c c o r d in g  to  
D o u la m is

S to ic  w o r d s  
a c c o r d in g  to  

D o u la m is

In tra te x tu a lity
a n d / o r

in te r te x tu a lity

1.4. 3 H abrocom es’ 
resistance to 
Eros

D i s t i n c t i o n  
between the true 
nature o f things 
and perception 
o f  t h e m ,  
p r o a i r e s i s ,  
vulnerability o f 
the  b ody  and 
m e n t a l  
willpower.

- i o i ^  o o Tq 
6 ( p 0 a L p o i < ; ,  
Ol)%i GOl.
- eav 0£Ax|i;.

Xen .  C yr. 1 . 23 .4 ,  
5.1.11.

1.4. 7 A n t h i a ’ s 
q u e s t i o n  
a b o u t  t h e  
limits o f her 
passion

Control o f 
emotions.

o i  rj <; 
e n i 0 i) p i a q 
opoq.

- to 7tcpa<; tou

KCXKOl).

- Arist. Top. 140b 28, 
Ga l .  D e p l a c i t i s  
H i p p o c r a t i s  e t 
Platonis 4.2.3, 4.4.2, 
Favorin. fr. 96, 19.

- see ‘the limit to 
love’ in table 1, 2 and 
3 in LI 2.3.

1.16.
3

E u x i n u s ’ 
p r oposa l  to 
Habrocomes

A ccep tance o f 
t h e 
o v e r w h e l m i n g  
destiny, refusal 
to blame others 
f o r  t h e i r  
misfortunes.

- eiKoq pev £7U 
xrj oupcpopa
(p £ p 8 l V
yaAimcbq.

- 581 §8 G8 Tfj 
tuxp 7ravia 
^oyiGaG0ai.

2.1.4 H abrocom es’ 
r e f u s a l  to 
Euxinus

Choice o f death 
t o  a v o i d  
i m m o r a l  
behaviour.

T80\’p^opui be 
Tipotepov Kai 
cp a v o u p a  i 
V 8 k p o q 
GCOCppCOV.

Philostr. Ep. 1.64.
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E p h C o n te x t S to ic  
c o n c e p t s  

a c c o r d in g  to  
D o u la m is

S to ic  w o rd s  
a c c o r d in g  to  

D o u la m is

In tra te x tu a lity
a n d / o r

in te r te x tu a l i ty

2.4.4 H abrocom es’ 
a n s w e r  t o 
Leucon

S o u l  a s  t h e  
f o u n d a t i o n  o f  
t rue  f r e e d o m,  
d i s t i n c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  t h e  
b o d y  a n d  
d e l i b e r a t e  
choice.

S l a v e r y  a n d  
mistreatment o f 
the body.

- Sou^oq pev 
8 i p i 

[ . . . ] .  8XODOIV

e£,oi)criav poo 
ion acbpaxoc;, 
xpv vj/uxpv §8 
e X e u O e p a v
8X0).

-Tcavxa o o a  
5 u  v a t  a i 

a  6> p a 
8 V 8 y K 8 l V  

oiKSTOl).

- 8 K (b V 

d d iK fjc cu .

§onA.o(;/8A.8i)08p6<;: 
Xen. 1.16.3, 2.10.2,
5.11.4.

ocbpa oiKXTOi): Eph.
2.5.4. 5.8.3 ( t o  acbpa
l)7TOT808lKOt 5oi)X£ia).

Periandcr 2, PI. Apol. 
3 7 a 5 ,  P s - P h o c .  
Sententiae  51, Eph. 
2 . 1 0 . 2 ,  3 . 3 . 6  a n d
3.5.4.

2 .5 .4 H abrocom es’ 
l e t t e r  t o  
Manto

Freedom  from  
slavery, death a 
r e s o l u t i v e  
option.

8 1 T 8 

(X 7IO K T 81V 81V

0 8 X 8 I <; , 

e x o i p o g .

To begin with, none o f these passages is intertexting with Stoic texts; moreover, two 

have other models, such as the Cvropaedia o f Xenophon from Athens (1.4.3, n.: xoiq 

ooTq 6(p0cx^poi<;) and Plato’s Phaedrus (1.4.7, n.: t o  7t8pa<; t o o  k ( x k o u ) .  As a result, the 

only way to discover a Stoic presence is through identifying some shared themes. 

Although this possibility fits into X en.’s general approach to intertextuality, it is 

significant that our author does not introduce textual links between the “Stoic” passages 

o f the first and the second book and other parts o f the novel: this suggests that the 

“Stoic” presence does not affect the whole novel.

This makes it crucial to analyse the individual passages mentioned by Doulamis 2007. 

As I will shortly prove, the Stoic topics described by the scholar are not really explored 

by Xen. As a result, I would consider the listed passages not as Stoic, but as a reflection 

o f the more general philosophical patina with which our author is familiar or part o f  the 

Platonic exploration.
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a) The first passage is part of Habrocomes’ first speech and will be analysed in the 

commentary (1.4.3, n.: xoT<; croic; ocpGaXpoic;). The discovery of a plausible debt to 

Xenophon of Athens weakens the possibility of a Stoic influence.

b) A negative conclusion can be also ascribed to the second passage. Along with the 

Platonic intertextuality of to Tispac; too koikcO (1.4.7, n.), a wider issue arises here: in 

the Eph. the control of emotions, which is ‘a central tenet of Stoicism’,387 evidently does 

not concern the protagonists, since they often express their sentimental reactions to 

events. The only sphere in which this feature might be accepted is the erotic one, where 

both Anthia and Habrocomes display their acocppocwri, but this virtue is Classical and 

not Stoic (LI 4.2a).

c) In Euxinus’ proposal Doulamis identifies as Stoic tenets the invitations to accept 

destiny and not to blame others for one’s misfortunes. However, both topics are too 

generic to be considered as derived from this philosophical school.

d) Habrocomes’ expression of his desire to commit suicide is one of the many epic- 

tragic themes of the novel and we would need more precise language to consider it a 

philosophical exception to this pattern (LI 4.3-4).

e, f) In the last two passages the Stoic presence appear more promising, since 

Habrocomes twice addresses the concept of “true freedom” which is central to 

Epictetus’ teaching. In addition, as the second occurrence is part of the “body and soul” 

topic, it deserves further consideration.

At a first glance, this positive impression is supported by the unusual presence of 

intratextuality, which concerns the opposition between eXsoGepoc; and SooXoc; and the 

formulae eiccbv dducrjaai and ocopa oucsxoo. In addition, the third passage refers to the 

mistreatment of the body, another topic related to “body and soul”. On further 

examination, however, we find that these shared expressions are not Stoic. First, the 

formula cxcbv dducrjcai was part of the common vocabulary of the Imperial Era, as 

attested in Pseudo-Phocylides’ Sententia 51: "Ocrnc; eiccbv dduceT, koik6<; avf|p. Further, 

Xen. also adopts it in protagonists’ monologues which belong to a completely different 

context (cf. 3.3.6 and 3.5.4): thus, this formula cannot be defined as Stoic. Second, the 

opposition between eXeuOepia and dooXda is so recurrent in the Greek literature that it 

appears to be a common Tonog. This conclusion can be easily drawn by looking at the

387 Perkins 1995, 79.
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following sententia of Aesop: ’EtanOspov aSbvaxov Eivai xdv 7td0£ai Sootavovxa (40). 

Within this cliche, BteoOepla is associated with the spiritual aspect of humanity, while 

SouXsla with the physical one, as Sophocles witnesses: ei acopa SobAov, akX’ o vob<; 

£X£u08po  ̂ (ff. 940 Radt). In addition, if we want to find a plausible model, freedom of 

the soul is part of Platonic and Cynic vocabulary. Plato uses it in the Theaetetus 172d 

when he establishes a connection between freedom and philosophy: KivSovEoouaiv oi 

£v 5iKaaxr|pioi<; Kai xoic; xoiouxok; ek  vecqv KuXxvSobpEvoi rcpoq xoix; ev cpiXoaocpia Kai 

xrj xouxS e Siaxpiprj x£0papp£von<; (b<; oucExai npdg eXsvOspovg zeOpacpOai. More 

broadly, as Dobbin shows, ‘other Platonic sources affirm the freedom of the mind 

relative to the body, starting from Timaeus, where freedom of the mind is stronger than 

the bound of the body’.388 On the other hand, ‘£?i£\)0£pia was a watchword of the Cynic 

school’ (Dobbin 1998, 202). As a result, the opposition between £X£o0£pia and 8onA£la 

is not an exclusively philosophical topic and, among philosophers, the Stoics do not 

appear to be particularly focused on it.

This conclusion can be extended to the “slavery of the body”, although with a different 

demonstration. Unlike the previous one, this theme is often explored by Epictetus, as 

the following passage proves, in which human life is described by a suppositious pupil: 

dcp£<; ri|ia<; d7t£A,0£iv oOev £Xr|X,u0ap£v, acp£<; XnOfjvai 7toxe xcqv 8 £apcov xouxcov xcov 

Ê rjpxripEvcov Kai papouvxcov. £vxau0a Xxjaxai Kai KXi^xai Kai SiKaaxfjpia Kai oi 

KaXoupevoi xupawoi 8 okouvx£<; e^eiv  xiva ecp’ fjpiv E^ouaiav 8ia xo acopaxiov Kai xa 

xouxou Kxf|paxa. acp£<; Sd^copEv auxoiq, oxi ouSevoq E^oucnav’ (1.9.14-15). As Dobbin 

1998 argues, however, the context of this passage is clearly Platonic, since the ban on 

suicide addressed by Epicurus was a key argument of the Phaedo (see, e.g., 61b-62e). 

This is not surprising, since, as Long 2002, 158 shows, ‘Epictetus’ recollection of the 

Phaedo is certain’ and, overall, he ‘has a deep and ubiquitous affinity for the Socrates of 

Plato’s dialogues’ (ibid., 16).

Overall, this framework makes me conclude that Doulamis’ (2007) Stoic interpretation 

of the Eph. is not acceptable and that, conversely, the attribution of a Platonic origin to 

some of his listed passage is more plausible: this supports our interpretation. That said, 

there is still something interesting in Doulamis’ theory. Since his passages are numerous

388 Dobbin 1998, 70. See Timaeus 41b2/6: 6 i’ a  Kai e7r8i7tep yeyevriaGe, dGavaxoi pev ouk eo te  oi>5’ 
aXutoi to  7td(i7tav, [...], rfjq Efirjq PoiAfiasooc; (isi^ovoq eti Ssapoij Kai KupiajiEpoo h ixovzeq  ekeIvcov oi<; 
OT’EyiyvEcOE ooveSeictGe Cf. also PI. Leg. 875c-d, Plut. Parsne an facultas 5, [Plut] D e Fato 574A, 
Calcidius 180b-l81, Plot. 3.1.8.
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and all belong to direct speeches, they seem to confirm the more general trend that 

emerged in the analysis of Plato: philosophy is part of the growth of the protagonists.
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SECTION 4: COMMENTARY ON THE

FIRST BOOK

CHAPTER 1

Introduction: the presentation of Habrocomes

The first chapter of the novel focuses on the introduction of the male protagonist. Since 

the story of the novel starts only at the beginning of the second chapter (1.2.1, n.: 

pr|vi<x), the first chapter appears to be the prologue of the Eph.

Three are its distinctive features:

- a focus on Habrocomes: his priority over Anthia (LI 2.1), his idealised 

characterisation, which is composed of different elements, from his wealth to his 

Tiaibcia and his status as Platonic spcbpcvoq (LI 7.1), makes this passage rich in themes 

which will be explored later in the novel;

- the lack of ‘direct characterisation’: as De Temmerman forth, argues, this choice might 

stem from Xen.’s interest in acpetaia and is an element typical of the entire novel, in 

which Habrocomes and other characters often reveal their thoughts through their actions 

and their speeches (NA 3).

- the use of verbs which set the action in an indefinite past and underline the 

repetitiveness of Habrocomes’ life. This stylistic issue confirm that the story of the Eph. 

has not yet started.

1.1.1: rjv sv ’E(psoco avrip: the best way to understand the beginning of the Eph. is to

compare it with that of Char., who introduces his novel with an authorial statement in

which he reveals his name, his social role and the nature of the work (1.1.1: na0o<;

spcoxiKov). In addition, he mentions Hermocrates as o ZupaKoaicov axpaxriyo^, ooxoq o

viKfjoaq A0r|valoi><; (1.1.2): this ‘locates his story at a fairly precise date in the past and

links it to historical figures’ (Morgan 2004b, 453). Overall, the two passages show that

Char, is an ‘obtrusive primary narrator’ (Morgan 2004b, 479), who wants to presents his

work as a Classical historian. In addition, since ‘on several occasions in the novel he

uses the present tense of institutions of the Persian Empire’ (ibid. and see, e.g., 6.8.6-7),
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this narrator is also ‘fictitiously configured as more or less contemporary with the 

events he relates’ (Morgan 2007c, 480). Finally, apart from the first sentence which 

constitutes a prologue, the narrator of Callirhoe is ‘omniscient’ and ‘external’. 

Interestingly, only the last two features occur in the Eph., in which time is instead set in 

a generic past (OI 2.2) and the readers are introduced neither to the name of the author 

nor to the title of the work. In addition, ‘since the narrator at the very end of the novel 

refers to the protagonists’ lives after the end of the story (5.15.3), he is not configured as 

a contemporary of the events he narrates; but there is no indication by how much the 

story antedates the act of narration’ (Morgan 2007c, 489). This lack of references is so 

marked that it must be the way that Xen. intended to present his work.

Two possible perceptions seem to be created: as Hagg 1971, 120 argues, on the one 

hand the very beginning of the text ‘is not far from the traditional opening of the folk

tale: ‘Once upon a time there w as...’” . This interpretation is further developed by Ruiz 

Montero 1981 and 1988, who shows how the link between the Eph. and the same genre 

is also suggested by their sharing of narrative motifs and situations. Finally, Scobie 

1979, after having compared this beginning with that of the fable of Amor and Psyche 

in Apuleius {Met. 4.27: ‘Erant in quadam ciuitate rex et regina’), uses the connection 

with folk-tales to develop the theory of an oral fruition of the text (for a judgment on 

this, see AIM).

On the other hand, the presence of an omniscient and not intrusive narrator might 

suggest a link with Homer, who is very familiar to Xen. (LI 6). Although the first 

perception is clearly more significant, it can coexist with this second one, since the first 

part of the first book is shaped with the parallel with a particular land of the Odyssey, 

Scheria, which has an aura of fairy-tale (LI 6.2c).

Finally, if we accept the hypothesis that Xen. wrote after Char., we could add that the 

readers of the Eph. who were aware of Callirhoe might have felt lost after this 

introduction. As a result, they might have asked themselves a question about the origin 

of the author and the parallel with Homer might have come in their mind.

1.1.1: avfjp raw xa 7ipa>Ta sk si Suvapsvcov: this expression is the first “formula” of the 

Eph., as it occurs also in 2.13.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.5, 3.9.5 and 5.1.4. The existence of many 

repetitions like this is the foundation of the different theories about the Eph., from the 

oral approach to the rhetorical one (AIM). Interestingly, this first example already plays
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an intra-textual role: the third and last occurrences of this formula refer to Hippothous 

and Aegialeus, whose love-stories work as a double of the main one (NA 3.4). As this 

exploitation starts from the beginning, I would argue that Xen. is suggesting the readers 

to consider consistently this possibility in the entire text.

In addition, Xen. mentions here the wealth of Habrocomes’ family, which reflects a 

novelistic xoTtoq (see Letoublon 1993, 20-25 and 61-64 and LI 1.2) and corroborates the 

novel’s introduction as a folk-tale, since it has an idealistic origin. Interestingly, as I 

have already noted (LI 5.4a), this element will be progressively detached from 

Habrocomes: this suggests that wealth is not a necessary component of Xen.’s final 

society in love.

On the other hand, unlike the narrator, homeland acts in parallel in Xen. and Char.: 

Habrocomes shares some similarities with Dionysius, who is introduced by Char, as 

rcXouxcp Kai yevsi Kai nmSeta xa>v aAAxov ’Icbvcov uneps/ovra (1.12.6). Then, his house is 

characterised by to  psyeGoc; Kai xfiv TtoXuxstaiav (1.13.1) and Callirhoe is invited to rest 

ev rep KdMXaxco xcov oiicripaToov (1.14.3). Finally, this connection might be supported by 

the common resistance to Eros (1.4.1-3 n.) and by the belonging of both their cities to 

Ionia: since in the Eph. there is no parallel for Syracuse, it is not impossible that Xen. 

decided to make Dionysius his protagonist and this hypothesis would explain why in 

our text the political and public dimension are missing (LJ 1 6c).

Finally, on a lexical point of view, xcov xa 7tpcoxa ekeT 5uva(i£vcov is rightly considered 

by Zanetto 1990, 235 as an example of Xen.’s ‘ricerca di una dizione netta, precisa, 

quasi asettica’, which does not generally belong to a sophisticated style.

1.1.1: AuKopf|5r|<;: Lycomedes is the first of the thirty-three out of forty-four characters 

of the Eph. that receive a name from Xen.: this high number is already discussed by 

Dalmeyda 1926, who in his introduction to the edition of the text states: ‘L’auteur ne 

met jamais en scene un personnage [...] sans lui donner un nom’. In Hagg’s (2004) 

view, the reason for this abundance lies in the intricate plot of the Eph., in which the 

protagonists meet many secondary characters. Since Xen. does not have time to 

describe each one in detail, their names ‘function as a substitute for characterization 

[...]: they are in some cases the only really individual trait which the author bestows 

upon a character’ (201). For this reason, in the whole commentary I will pay a special
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attention to names. A first attempt to classify them is made by Hagg 2004, who divides 

names into three categories:

a) ‘significant’, whose etymology is meaningful;

b) ‘literary’, which occur in previous texts;

c) ‘realistic’, which are attested by papyri.

Overall, the existence of these three categories is not rigid: there are cases where more 

than a feature is acceptable.

In addition, Ruiz Montero 1994, 1108, divides further the ‘significant’ names in other 

three groups according to the following criteria:

a) ‘Funktion des Person innerhalb des Handlungsgefliges;

b) Tatigkleit;

c) Physischen Eigenschaften und moralischen Qualitat’.

The most significant examples for each of these classes are:

a) Hippothous and Manto;

b) Aegialeus, Perilaos

c) the protagonists and Cyno.

In the present case, Lycomedes potentially belongs to each of Hagg’s (2004) categories: 

the etymology of this name is clear, since it is composed of Auko<; and pf|5opai, but it 

also belongs to the literary tradition (in the Iliad Lycomedes is a son of Creon, see II. 

9.84, 12.366, 17.345.346, 19.240) and is attested in the Imperial world (Hagg 2004, 

220; see also other occurrences in Strab. 12.58.560, Paus. 8.27.6, Arr. An. 2.1.5). That 

being said, however, since Lycomedes’ role in the novel does not have any connection 

with both the meaning of the name and the Homeric hero, the hypothesis of a ‘realistic’ 

name appears the most plausible (see on this also Borgogno 2005, 383).

Along with the issue of the name, it is also significant that Habrocomes’ father enters so 

quickly the novel and this is the first sign of the importance of the protagonists’ parents, 

which is a novelistic xonoq. As Billault 1996, 119 argues, in the Greek literature their 

appearance constitutes a novelty: while in Greek and Latin comedy, the genre in which 

parents are mostly introduced, they tend to create obstacle to their sons, in the Greek 

novel ‘all mothers and fathers of heroes [...] behave in exactly the same way towards 

their children. They do not oppose their children’s love affairs’. This is particularly true 

for the Eph., where the parents play a decisive role in the happening of the
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protagonists’ marriage (LI 2.3b 1) and Lycomedes appears also in Habrocomes’ second 

dream, where an echo of Laertes reinforces his protective role (LI 4.5b).

Within the novelistic corpus the only exception is constituted by Ach.’s novel, where 

Clitophon’s father wants to force his child to marry Calligone (2.11.2-8, 2.15.1-2).

1.1.1: Toutco ico AuKopr|§8i: this close repetition of Lycomedes’ name and the emphasis 

placed by the demonstrative are considered by Ruiz Montero 2003 as two features 

typical of the popular Greek narrative and, more specifically, of the ‘chained’ style, the 

Eipopsvrj. Since this polyptoton of the name appears at the very beginning of the 

text, I would suggest that Xen. might be here suggesting to his readers that his entire 

novel must be read as a simple text.

1.1.1: yuvaiKoq e7tixcopia<;: the local origin is the second element which characterises 

Habrocomes’ family: along with wealth, it certainly contributes to the ideal presentation 

of the male protagonist. Unlike the previous, this element is attributed to Anthia’s 

family: the belonging of her family to Ephesus is the only piece of information that the 

narrator tells us about her social position in the first book (1.2.5, n.: eyxGopioov), along 

with her frequentation of the temple. Only later, in the second book, the heroine will 

reveal her noble origin to persuade Lampo not to commit violence against her (2.9.4 and 

NA 2.1a2). Finally, since the same adjective eTtixwpioq is also related to Artemis’ 8opxf| 

(2.2.1), this suggests that Xen. is emphasising the role played by homeland in this first 

scene of the novel and this statement is confirmed by the attribution of ercixcbpux; to 

Hyperanthes (3.2.2) in his parallel love-story (on the function of this story, NA 3.4).

That said, as in the case of wealth, homeland is another theme which will progressively 

lose importance in the novel (LI 5.4b).

1.1.1: yiveiai: as Mann 1896, 26 argues in his detailed analysis of the verbal tenses of 

the Eph., ‘ungemein haufig findet sich das Praesens historicum’, so that ‘fast zwei 

Drittel aller Indikative des Prasens sind von dieser Art’ (1.2.1, n.: pr|viq). Montero 

2003 considers this abundance as another trait typical of the style of the popular Greek 

narrative. In my opinion, a verb like this contributes to the atemporal framework of the 

story.
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1.1.1: nalq: in Letoublon’s (1993, 23) view the inclusion of an only child in 

Habrocomes’ family might reflect a historical attitude, since in ancient Greece after the 

Archaic era the birth of children decreased. At the same time, I would argue that this 

element might also play a literary role: it seems to emphasise the uniqueness of 

Habrocomes and, thus, it might be part of his idealised portrait.

1.1.1: 0epiaioi)<;: unlike from the first name of the novel, this is ‘literary’: in the Greek 

mythological tradition Themisto refers to different characters, such as Ipseus’ daughter 

and Athamanthes’ wife or Nereus and Doris’ daughter or Areas’ mother. While these 

characters do not have any connection with our story, it is interesting that in the 

“Antheia-fragment” (GI 1) the same name is borne by a woman who appears in a scene 

“ dominated” by the Amazons. In my opinion, this link might be significant: since these 

mythological warriors were at the origin of Artemis’ dance in Ephesus, also Themisto 

might have been linked with Ephesus. As a result, the appearance in the Eph. of this 

character might constitute a local Ephesian trait.

1.1.1: outo<; o AppOKopq<; del psv Kai KaG’qpspav siq KaAAoq qu^sio: this sentence, 

which describes the progressive nature of Habrocomes’ beauty, starts a longer 

description of the protagonist, which is composed of habitual attitudes. From a stylistic 

perspective, it is interesting how most of these actions share the imperfect with the 

beginning of the novel. More specifically, the idea of repetitiveness is expressed by the 

two hypothetical periods which Xen. here adopts (cf. 1.1.5 and 7), which describe the 

routine of Habrocomes’ life. Further, the protasis of the former contains an iterative 

optative (1.1.5: aKouoai). Finally, repetitiveness is also suggested at the end of the 

section by the relative clause introduced by ojtoo, ‘wherever’.

This discovery is significant: since Xen. usually introduces hypothetical periods only in 

direct speeches (esp. 1.11.3-5, n: oath of fidelity, b), the inclusion of an example also in 

this chapter seems a device deliberately chosen (for its function, 1.1: introd.).

1.1.1: AppoKopqi;: Habrocomes is certainly a ‘significant’ name’, being it is composed 

of appoq and Kopq: its meaning is ‘with delicate hair’ (LSJ) and, thus, it belongs to Ruiz 

Montero’s (1994) third category, in which both a physical and moral connotation are 

conveyed. In addition, it is also a ‘literary’ name: in Herodotus’ Stories AppoKopqq is a
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son of Dareius killed at the Thermopilis and his brother is Hyperanthes: ev 8e 5f) K ai 

Aapslon 8vo nctiSsq, AppoKopqc; re K ai 'Y7t£pav9r|<; (7.224). In my opinion, the 

existence in this passage of two Xenophontic names makes it more plausible that Xen. 

was drawing from Herodotus.

While this twofold origin of the protagonist’s name does not appear controversial, the 

graphic form of AppOKopr|<; is strongly discussed by scholars, because in the 

manuscripts there is an oscillation in the breathing (see Papanikolau 1973: ‘cum spiritu 

leni legitur nomen AppoKopr|<; in codice, raro cum aspero’). As a result, editors of Xen. 

come to different conclusions: Dalmeyda 1926 and O’Sullivan 2005 adopt in the whole 

text the rough breathing, while Papanikolau 1973 prefers the smooth. While the former 

justify their decision through the parallel between AppoKopqq and appoc;, the latter uses 

as a criterion the higher frequency in F of the smooth breathing. That said, Ruiz 

Montero adopts an original approach, as she proposes to ‘respetar la lectura habitual del 

codice, y no realizar correccion alguna con respecto a este nombre’ (1981, 88). This 

decision is based on the fact that ‘por la progresiva debilitacion del espirito aspero en la 

epoca imperial, la pronunciacion del aPpo- no se diferenciaria de la de appo-, por lo que 

el nombre resultaria para los griegos del II s. d.C. dotado del medesimo significado 

concreto en cualquiera de los dos casos’ (Ruiz Montero 1981, 87; see for similar ideas 

also Lejeune 1872, 282 and Dalmeyda 1926). In my opinion, this hypothesis is the most 

valuable one, because it provides a plausible explanation of the oscillation which occurs 

in F. In this respect, it might be also interesting that the lack of rough breathing is a 

common mistake of F in the first book (see (311).

Finally, Herodotus’ possible intertext does not help to solve this issue, since his choice 

of the smooth breathing might depend on his adoption of the Ionic dialect, in which the 

rough breathing is not usually used.

1.1.1: paya 8f| n  xpf|Pa: this expression includes two difficult textual points, the lack of 

the genitive which usually follows the apposition p£ya XP0Pa an^ the presence of the 

genitive yavopavou, which agrees with KaXtanx; but not with the meaning of the 

previous sentence.

The existence of these problems induce Hirschig 1855, Dalmeyda 1926 and 

Papanikolau 1973 to accept Tresling’s (1792) old expunction of d)pai6xr|Ti acbpaxo*; 

wtEppaXXooap, in order to make K&XXmx; close to p£ya 5f| xi XP̂ IP01- This choice,
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however, does not seem convincing, because p£ya 5f| xi xpqpa is an emphatic 

expression which suits well the beginning of the novel and leaves the presence of 

yevopsvou unclear (see O’ Sullivan 1982, 54: ‘their deletion does not give an entirely 

satisfactory text anyway’). In addition, as Borgogno 2003b, 31 adds, psya 5f| xi XP0Pa 

seems to find its completion in the mention of the beauty of the body. Finally, psya xi 

Xprjpa occurs frequently in texts previous to the Eph. without the genitive (e.g. Emp. 

113, Timaeus J 124b, Xen. Cyr. 1.4.8, Plb. 8.7.7, 12.6; 9.22.6, Vitae Aesopi, Vita PL vel 

Accursiana, p. 248) and its elimination would also contrast with Char., who uses this 

expression at the beginning of his novel, although with the genitive (1.1.1: Oaupaoxov xi 

Xpfjpa 7iap08vou). As a result, I would keep the second part of the sentence, interpreting, 

as O’Sullivan 1982, 54 does, (bpai6xr|xi as a ‘dative of respect or of cause’.

That said, Palairet 1765 places Kai ouxs with <xoi>ooxou before k&XXouc;, creating a 

genitive absolute where xoiouxou establishes a link with the previous sentence. Then, 

O’ Sullivan 2005 slightly changes this reading introducing xoaouxou. In this way, both 

authors give a sense to this second part of the sentence. In my opinion, Palairet’s (1765) 

reading is more correct than O’Sullivan’s (2005) one: xoiouxo<; KaXkoq is an expression 

more common than xoaouxoc; KaXXoq to designate an extraordinary beauty. The former 

is introduced by Char. 2.4.7, where Dionysius is praising Callirhoe, by Longus 4.17.7 

and 4.18.1 with reference to Chloe and in Joseph and Asenath to the male protagonist 

(6.7 and 13.11). The latter, conversely, occurs only once in Hid., when Cybele 

comments on the beauty of her master Arsace (7.9.5). As a result, I would consider 

xoiouxou as more plausible. A possible objection to this conclusion might be that when 

the Tyrians are struck by the protagonists’ beauty, we read xoaauxr|v iSovxec; eupopcplav 

(2.2.4). However, the presence here of another noun does not allow us to use this as a 

real parallel for the present passage. In addition, xoiouxoq is referred to beauty later in 

the Eph., when the brothel-keeper welcomes Anthia in Taras (5.5.8: o Se i5(bv k &XXoc; 

o io v  outico 7ipox8pov 8xs0£axo). Thus, I would definitely keep xoiouxou: this means that 

Xen would be the only novelist who relates xoiouxov KaXXoq to the male protagonist. 

This confirms that his focus on Habrocomes is special.

1.1.1: (bpaioxrjxi acbpaxoq uTTEpPaXXouap: beauty is the first feature attributed to 

Habrocomes and it will be shortly extended to Anthia (1.2.5, n.: xo k <xXXo<;). Unlike 

wealth and homeland, this theme is an etiquette which characterises the protagonists
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throughout the whole novel. The reason for this does not only lie in the fact that the 

protagonists of the novel must be beautiful, but seems to reflect a narrative role: Anthia 

and Habrocomes’ beauty is the device used by Xen. to make some characters interact 

and some “attack” the protagonists.

Interaction concerns the different crowds of the novel, namely the Ephesians (1.2.7 and 

1.2.8), the Rhodians (see below 1.12.1) the Tyrians (1.14.4) and the Rhodians again at 

the end of the novel (5.15.3). Conversely, attack concerns the numerous rivals of the 

protagonists (LJ 3) and in this case beauty is not mentioned by them, but by the 

protagonists themselves, who blame it for the harm that brings to them (2.1.3, 2.11.4, 

5.5.5 and 5.7.2).

Finally, the special connection between the protagonists and beauty is confirmed by the 

fact that in the novel it is difficult to find other characters who are beautiful: the only 

exceptions are Hyperanthes and Telxinoe, who are double of the protagonists, and 

Cleisthenes, whose beauty is functional to his role of Hippothous’ Epcapsvo^ (LI 5.6b). 

On the other hand, Manto’s and Moeris’ beauty does not really have to be taken into 

account: Xen. explicitly states that Manto is less beautiful than Anthia (2.3.1: rjv 5b 

KaXf) Kai (bpaia yapcov f̂ Sri, ttoAu  6 b too  Av0ia<; K&Xkjovq vneXzinsxo), while Moeris’ 

beauty is only briefly alluded to by Manto (2.12.1: o KaXbq Moipu;).

As a result of this framework, it is possible to conclude that Xen. considers beauty as a 

distinctive feature of his protagonists. That said, unlike Char., our author does not 

explicitly introduce the link between k&AAo <; and suysvsia (1.1.6 and 2.1.5), apart from 

the brief reference in the Lampo episode (2.9.4 and NA 2). This omission suggests that 

Baslez’s (1990, 115) statement that that Te monde des heros romanesques est le monde 

des ‘bien-nes’ (Buyeveic;)’ appears to be less significant for our novel.

1.1.1: ocbpaxoc;: although Xen. insists on Habrocomes’ beauty, he does not describe it. 

This omission is common in the archaic Greek literature and iconography, where Ta 

bellezza degli eroi e delle donne non e mai descritta, e sempre semplicemente enunciata, 

o tutt’al piu rilevata con un confronto’ (Pasquali 1942, 141) and the beautiful is 

considered as ‘tipico’ (ibid. 140). A case in point is Agido’s description made by 

Alcmane in Parth. 39-49, where the young girl is compared to the sun with the 

expression 6po> oDi’aXiov.
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The reason for this silence might reflect a religious attitude: as Zeitlin 2003, 78 argues, 

‘from the earliest times, the Greeks saw something divine in beauty’ and, thus, they did 

not describe human beauty, but they attribute to it a supernatural nature (cf. Bianchi 

Bandinelli 1960). A result of this approach is the strong association between human and 

divine beauty which is typical of the Greek world and, thus, the idealisation of the 

former.

That said, however, the presence of this pattern in the Greek novel is surprising, because 

in the Hellenistic Era portrait became popular in art due to the promotion made by 

Alexander the Great. Then, shortly after, this technique an interest in physical 

description of human beings also entered many literary genres such as ‘die Biographie 

und Geschichtschreibung, Sophistik, Physiognomik und Epistolographie’ (Jax 1936, 

151) and also poetry (cf. Theoc. 10.24-37 e Verg. Buc. 7.37-38). In Dubel’s (2001, 56) 

view, the reason why this novelty did not affect the novel is Teffet d’un choix poetique 

autant que d’une strategic esthetique’, which aims at including the protagonists in ‘un 

univers topique’. In addition, the French scholar argues that, in relation to secondary 

characters, the novelists adopt a ‘principe general d’economie’, according to which 

‘seuls les details fonctionnels sont retenus par le romancier’ (Dubel 2001, 30).

Overall, this general argumentation suits our novel, where Anthia is described as a 

goddess, because of her comparison with Artemis (1.2.6, n.: xixoov), while the secondary 

characters do not merit a particular characterisation: only a few details are given about 

Manto (2.3.1) and Cyno (3.12.3). In addition, unlike Longus and Hid., who introduce a 

brief description of their male protagonist (cf. Longus 1.28.2 and 2.20.3 and Hid. 

2.35.1, 7.10.3-4), our author omits that of Habrocomes, as does Char. As a result, Xen.’s 

approach to human beauty conforms to the generic attitude.

That said, on further examination, Anthia’s description might constitute a partial 

exception: the description of her eyes seems to show the influence of phyisiognomic 

treatises (1.2.6, n.: ocpOaApol): for this reason, this passage requires attentive analysis.

1.1.2: ouxo<; o APpoicopriq [...] id  xrj<; ayaGa: the second section of the first

chapter introduces the two sides of Habrocomes’ beauty, which concerns his body and 

his soul. The narrator emphasises his exploitation of this classical dichotomy by writing 

a sentence which has a chiastic arrangement: in the first part Habrocomes’ beauty is 

twice underlined, while xa xrj<; i|n>xn<; ayaGa constitutes a proleptic reference to the
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hero’s spiritual virtues, which are analysed in the following sentence starting with 

rcaiSslav. Overall, this twofold portrait makes him a model of the KaAdKayaGia, the 

famous Greek ideal of ‘nobleness’ (see, on this, Bourriot 1996, 129 and Jaeger 1939, 

273): this suggests that Xen. is interested in the aristocratic ideal, although he does not 

stress the link between nobility and birth.

As is commonly known, it is Plato who gave to the kalokagathia a philosophical 

foundation and his dialogues are often populated by young KaXoucayaGol (see Capra 

2004, 189: ‘in Platone i dialoghi sono popolati da fanciulli che - come Liside - sono o 

almeno dovrebbero essere non solo e non tanto belli, ma “belli e buoni’” ). Two famous 

examples are Charmides and Lysis, who are both defined in their homonymous 

dialogues as tc&vd KaXoq Kai ayaGoq (cf. Char. 154e and Lys. 207a).

The existence of this pattern is significant, because it gives a first clue that Xen.’s 

aristocratic ideal might have a Classical and, possibly, a Platonic foundation.

Having said that, it is significant that in the fourth section Xen. introduces again the 

same dichotomy, but giving priority to the body: f)yaX,X£xo fXEV Kai xoiq xrjg vj/D%fjc; 

KaxopGcbpaat, 7toX,\) 5s paXXov xa> KaXX̂ i xou acbpaxoq: see 1.1.2 n.: rcaiSelav (for a 

more detailed discussion of “body and soul”, LI 4.5a and LI 7.4a).

1.1.2: <juvf)vGsi: this is the first pun made by Xen. on the name of Anthia, as it is comes 

from avGo<;, ‘flower’, which is a cognate word of this verb. With the origin of this name 

and the current game Xen. is certainly anticipating the beauty of the heroine (for more, 

1.2.5, n.: AvGia). This confirms our author’s interest in names and, interestingly, other 

puns on the protagonists’ names occur later in the text: see 1.2.5, n.: t̂ vGei, 1.8.2-3, n.: 

the only ekphrasis, 2a7: xa avGrj (pepovxcq for Anthia and 1.9.5, n.: f| KaXf) aou Kopr| for 

Habrocomes.

Within this framework, also the name of Y7tepdvGr|(; can be included, as it appears to be 

a variation of AvGia and this link is supported by the definition of Hyperanthes as avQoq 

kAa)xov (2.3.13), which appears on his epitaph.

Finally, at the end of Hippothous’ story, the brigand confesses his desperation to 

Habrocomes by saying: cyd) 5’Y7i£pavGr|v iSciv oukexi bnvfjoopai (3.2.3). Immediately 

after, Hippothous eSeucvue xe xf)v Kopr|v Kai ê eSoikpuev auxfj (3.3.3): in my opinion, 

the presence of Koprj few words after 'YnspavGriq appears to be a possible pun on the
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name of both protagonists, which would subtly confirms Xen.’s interest in this kind of 

games.

1.1.2: 7tai5slav ... yupvaapaxa: this period, which seems to be the list of Habrocomes’ 

id  xrj<; vfuxrjq ayaGa, is divided into three clauses: the first two share a parallel structure, 

while the third is a nominal sentence. Since the whole meaning is not straightforward, I 

will carefully analyse the most important words, starting from the first clauses.

ai naiSgia and poucriKf|

Ilaideia and poooucf| are certainly the key words of this sentence: while the first is the 

word traditionally used by Greeks to describe the ‘education which “makes 

men’” (Goldhill 2001, 17), the second ‘encompasses those skills over which the Muses 

presided’, such as ‘singing and dance, memorizing and reciting (or singing) of the 

traditional poets, and competence in playing musical instruments, notably the 

lyre’ (Robb 1994, 192). Since Xen. is relating to both these terms a verb which 

expresses the action of training, namely psXsxaoo and doKEco, Habrocomes is here 

introduced as a man who is committed to a comprehensive education of himself.

Given this general idea, more precise points must be made. To begin with, the 

construction of both sentences appears slightly odd. n&aa 7iai5sia occurs frequently in 

Greek literature to designate ‘the totality of the education’ one can receive: a case in 

point is Plato’s passage from the Republic, where Socrates includes this formula in his 

recapitulative idea of state: E isv  xabxa psv 5f| tbpoAdyr|xai, a> D oxukcgv, xrj psXXouar| 

aKpcoq oucstv tcoXs i  Koiva<; psv yuvaucac;, koivoix; 5 s 7tat5a<; sivai Kai Ttaaav 7iai5siav, 

cbaauxGx; 6s xa E7iixr|5Eupaxa Koiva sv 7ioXs:pcp xs Kai £ipf)vr|, [...] (543a). Also Flavius 

Josephus uses ndca 7iai5sla to express the whole of the Hebrew education (AJ 10.194: 

Tiaaav sxolpcoq s^spaOov rcatSsiav fjxiq fjv rcapa xotq ’Eppaiou; Kai xoiq XaX5akn<;). That 

said, the presence in the Eph. of a verb like psX^xdco does not immediately accord with 

a comprehensive term like 7tai5sia: as a result, I would translate here this noun with a 

more specific and concrete term ‘discipline’: ‘he practised every discipline’. This 

interpretation works well with the second clause, where pooaucfi has instead a specific 

meaning, since it refers to ‘art over which the Muses presided’. Thus, this second phrase 

can be translated as ‘he trained himself in any musical art’, where ‘musical’ 

unfortunately deemphasise the importance of the correspondent Greek word.
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Overall, the study of these two clauses leads us to a first important conclusion: 

Habrocomes’ education is part of the cultural phenomenon of the Greek TtaiSsia. 

Through this term, Xen is alluding to the Greek attitude ‘of defining their particular 

place in their world through claims to superior culture since (at least) the fifth century 

BC’ (Whitmarsh, 2005, 13). As is commonly known, this strong appreciation of Greek 

culture had its origin in the Classical Era and then in the Imperial Era there was a 

revival of it. Although both phenomena shared the word 7iai58la, they have a different 

focus: the first was essentially promoted by the Athenians 7iS7tai58up8voi of the fifth and 

fourth century BC (see Robb, 1994, 183-213), who were attentive readers of Plato and 

Xenophon of Athens. Conversely, the second was led by the members of the Second 

Sophistic movement (see Whitmarsh 2005, esp. 3-22, and Chew and Morgan forth.). 

Although the Greek novel as a genre shares some features with the second kind of 

Tcaidela (Whitmarsh 2005, 86-9), Xen. seems here to allude to the first one and the first 

hint at this lies in the mention of pouaucrj. This word, in fact, includes a wide range of 

activities which lose importance where the oral culture was overcome by the literary 

one: for this reason, Aristophanes calls pouaucf| apxata rcaiSeia (Clouds 961 ff). This 

discovery is quite significant, because it might shed new light on the social world of the 

Eph.

b) 0f|pqf uinaoia and 07tAx)paxla

The focus on training which has thus far emerged also concerns the following activities, 

which are called cruvf|0r| yupvaapaxa. The introduction of 0f|pa, utTiaoia and 

07iXopaxla appears to be another allusion to the first kind of 7 ta i5 e la , since these 

disciplines are typical of Classical Greece. Proof of this is the Cyropaedia of Xenophon 

of Athens, in which hunting is defined as the best preparation for war (1 .3 .3) and Cyrus 

learns to ride a horse (1.2.10). In the following analysis, I will enrich this 

argumentation.

1) 0qpa: the ‘educational value’ of hunting is addressed by Xenophon of Athens in his 

Cynegeticus, in which he argues that this activity ‘called for self-denial, endurance, and 

hard physical effort’ (Anderson 1985, 107). More precisely, at the end of his first 

chapter, where he gives a list of the mythical heroes who loved hunting and thereby 

acquired virtue, he declares: 8K xouxcov [Kuvxiyeaicav] yap ylyvovxai xa eic; xov rcotapov 

aya0oi 8i<; xe xa aAAa 8^ arv avdyicri Ka^caq voetv Kai te y s w  Kai rcpaxxeiv (1.18).
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Conversely, for his emulator Arrianus ‘hunting meant a good morning’s gallop, and he 

very honestly does not claim too much for the hunting field as a school of 

character’ (ibid.). This difference suggests that the ideal exploitation of hunting was 

proper of Classical and not of Imperial 7iai5sia.

2) ut7cacria: as Spence argues, in Athens ‘the idea that equestrianism was a suitable 

medium for educating royalty and the upper elechons of society frequently surfaces 

during the Classical period’ (1993, 93). In this Era, in fact, cavalry played an important 

role in the numerous battles fought by Greeks. In addition, as care of horses was 

expensive, this activity was prerogative of aristocratic people: as a result, ‘the Athenians 

basically perceived their cavalry and cavalry class as a group of wealthy aristocratic 

youths’ (202). This framework suggests that vjinama suits well Habrocomes’ aristocratic 

and wealth nature. Finally, it is interesting that the theme of ‘riding’ and ‘horse- 

exercise’ is the subject of two other treatises written by Xenophon of Athens, the 

Hipparchikos and the Peri Hippikes. The existence of these sources, as well as the 

decline of Athenian cavalry in the Hellenistic Era, gives further proof of the Classical 

nature of Habrocomes’ 7tai8sla.

3) 07tXopaxia: this word refers to ‘fighting with heavy arms’ (LSJ), which is the 

distinctive sign of hoplite warfare: interestingly, ‘the hoplite was the most important 

offensive land arm of the polis and, despite some changes in the way war was waged, 

this remained so in most of Greece until the late fourth century’ (Spence 1993, 165). 

This activity was ascribed to young aristocratic Athenians during the Classical Era and 

Plato includes it in the education of young people {Laws 813d-e). As a result, Xen. 

seems here to pay tribute to this ancient valorisation of hoplite fighting. This conclusion 

is confirmed by the story of the term orcXopaxia, which is mostly related to Classical 

Greece. This link emerges in the following occurrences:

- Xenophon of Athens refers 07iXopaxia to Phalinus, a Greek experts on military tactics 

{An. 2.1.7: Kai yap 7cpoa£7ioi£iio S7ricrrr||i(Gv sivai xcov apxpi xa^sig is  Kai orcXopaxiav);

- with the same term Ephorus describes the Athenians who fought in Mantineia (fr. 54J: 

7cpd<; 5s xouxoiq Kai 07i;Xopaxia<; paGfjasu; sv Mavxivsiai Tipokov supsGqaav Aqpsou t o  

xsxvqpa KaxaSsl âvToq);

- the same focus on Classical Athens occurs in Theophilus’ fable (fr. 17: o psv OaXay^ 

spaGs Tcapa xfj<; AGr|va<; xa 7tspi xqv 07iXopaxiav).

Finally, in the Imperial era only four authors use 07iXopaxla:
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- Philo does this in his description of a man who lacks military experience: ox>5e yap 

cxepov xiva KXEivopcvov e i5 e v  ouSe T̂ mcriTO ttco xalq 07iAopaxiai<;, ai pfiAixai Kai 

rcpoyupvaapaxa TiaiScov etp’ f)yspov(a xpecpopevcov eiai 5ia xoix; EVioxapEvooc; TioAEpoix; 

(Leg. ad Gaium, 30);

- two medicine writers see in orcAopaxia the origin of diseases (see Diosc. Ped. De mat. 

med. 5.46.1: appo^Ei 5e oxopaxucoic;, K£K07icop£voi<; 81’ orcAopaxiav fj i7i7iaalav 7ioAA,r|v 

and Galen, De Ippocratis liber epidemiarum, Kuhn 17a, 838 on therapies and 17b, 8)

- Dio Cassius uses 07rAopaxia with the Roman meaning of ‘gladiatorial combat’ (e.g., 

HR 37.46.4, 43.22.3, 51.23.1, 69.6.1).

In my opinion, this second group of passages proves that in a Greek context the 

Imperial exploitation of orcAopaxia was rare. As a result, I would speculate that also this 

term might have been introduced by Xen. having a Classical activity in mind.

This leads me to conclude that Habrocomes is keen on the first kind of rcaiSEla and this 

discovery also pushes the ‘dramatic date’ of the text back (GI 2.2): Habrocomes is 

training to become a Classic 7t£7tai5£upevo<;. In addition, it is not impossible that our 

author owes here a debt to Xenophon of Athens, who was particularly interested in 

hunting and cavalry. Finally, further confirmation of this Classical portrait might come 

by Xen.’s omission of athletics, which were instead part of the Imperial concept of 

7iai5eia (see Jones 2007b, 113: ‘The number of Imperial inscriptions commemorating 

athletic victors, together with treatises and other texts on athletics, suggest a 

contemporary concern with the display of masculinity through physical endeavour in 

the gymnasium’).

c) Further suggestions: possible references to rhetoric

Since Xen.’s portrait of Habrocomes places an emphasis on practical activities, I would 

also speculate that cpcAExa might subtly recall pEXixai, the rhetorical declamations 

which were part of Greek education (see Whitmarsh 2005, 20: ‘The peAext) was a 

speech given in the persona of, or addressed to, a famous figure from myth or ancient 

history from the classical period’). Similarly, in ancient Greek also yupvaopa, which 

generally means ‘exercise’, sometimes designates rhetorical training or even ‘text

books’ (LSJ and Theo Prog. 1): as a result, it it is not impossible to read this term as 

another reference to rhetoric.
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d) Conclusion

Overall, this rich description of Habrocomes’ 7iai8da seems to emphasise his ideal 

characterization. That said, the fact that Xen. calls these activities id  xrjq v|n)%f|<; dya0& 

(1.1.2) appears strange. In Jones’ (2007b, 84) view this suggests a lack of ‘moral 

dimension’ in Habrocomes. In my opinion, this assessment is correct: the protagonist 

seems to consider the activities of this body as activities of this soul and this suggests 

that he has not yet discovered what his v|/oxf| is (LI 4.5a). Further, his lack of spiritual 

virtue can also be confirmed by his arrogance towards Eros.

This discovery works well in the interpretation of the novel as a Bildung: since in the 

Greek perception 7iai58(a ‘is a process, not an overnight acquisition, suggesting that it 

cannot be possessed by the young’ (Jones 2007b, 45), this behaviour of Habrocomes can 

be interpreted as a consequence of his young age, which will be soon revealed (1.2.2, n.: 

e^KcdSeKa). As a result, I would suggest that from now onward the readers of Xen. 

could expect a moral evolution of the hero.

A confirmation of this interpretation is provided by Char., who constructs similarly 

Chaereas’ figure: at the beginning of the novel his starting 7tai5ela, which is suggested 

by his noble origin (1.1.3) and his frequentation of the gymnasium (1.1.5), is contrasted 

by his jealous anger, which ‘marks him out clearly on as a hot-headed youth’ (Jones 

2007b, 46). Then, throughout the novel Chaereas manages to acquire a mature rcaiSsia 

through his personal experience.

1.1.3:7rpoasixov 5e cbq 08(5:

a) The famous xonoq about divine beauty

As Di Benedetto 1987 states, we are here dealing with an old xonoq: Tessere simile ad 

un dio era un modulo espressivo tipico del linguaggio omerico quando si voleva mettere 

in evidenza l’eccezionalita di un uomo nel suo manifestarsi e nel suo agire e in Saffo 

stessa lo troviamo piu volte in contesto epitalamico’ (31). Two famous examples are 

Odysseus’ praise of Nausicaa as a possible goddess (see Od. 6.149-152) and Sappho’s 

definition of Hector and Andromache as 0eo<£>iK8Ao[i<; (fr. 44.23; for secondary 

bibliography, cf. also Pattoni 2005, 86 n. 128 and Schmeling 2005, 45).

The fortune of this commonplace in the Imperial Era is proved by Lucian: in his Essays 

in portraiture defended, Panthea makes a critic to her portrait made by Lycinus and
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Polystratus: syd) 8e as ouS’sKsiva r^loov, xaiq i)p<mvai<; TcapaGscopsiv ps FIr|vsI67cri Kai 

Apfjxp Kai Osavot, o u / oncoq Oecov xai<; apiaxaix; (7). In the reply given to her Lycinus 

proves to be aware of the literary motif which he is using: Ei 5s Kai oxi pdAioxa as  

amaiq SKslvaic; Eucaaa, o u k  spov xobxo, ou5s eycb ^pwxoq xabxr|v sxspopr|v xf|v o5ov, 

aXXa 7ioAAoi Kai ayaOoi 7ioir|xal, Kai paAiaxa o 7ioXXxr|<; o ooq "Opr|po<; [...] (24).

In addition, this motif is also popular among the Greek novelists. In Char. Callirhoe’s 

S7ii(pdvsiai like a goddess are ‘noch mehr als diejenigen des Habrokomes, der Antheia 

und der Charickleia’ (Kerenyi, 1971, 97), she is identified with Artemis (1.1.16, 4.7.5), 

a Nymph or a Nereid (2.4.8, 3.2.15, 6.3.4, where she is like Thetis) and Aphrodite 

(3.2.14, 4.7.5, 5.9.1, 8.6.11). Furthermore, the heroine is also compared to goddesses, 

namely again Aphrodite (1.1.2, 2.2.6), Artemis (6.4.6) and to a generic one in 3.9.1. In 

Xen., the same motif is attributed to Anthia, who will be shortly compared to Artemis 

(1.2.7 n.: dvsp6r|as) and both protagonists are considered as gods by the Tyrian 

population (2.2.4). Finally, Hid. uses this xotio<; for Charicleia: in 1.2.6 the heroine is 

compared to Artemis or Isis, while in 1.2.1 more generically to a goddess. Conversely, 

neither Ach. nor Longus are interested in this theme: their ‘sehr sparsam angewandten 

Floskeln’ (Kerenyi, 1971, 97) occur in the first description of Leucippe, where the 

heroine is compared with Selene (1.4.3), and in the comparison made by Longus 

between Daphnis and Apollo (4.14.2).

Despite this traditional background, this passage of Xen. maintains an originality, 

because our author refers this zonoq to a male character. Since only Plato in the Greek 

tradition makes the same exception, where the sp a a x f |< ;  in front of his beloved Ouoi a v  

cbc; a y a X p a x i  K a i Geco xoiq naiSiKOiq (Phaedrus 251a), this passage might be part of the 

Platonic presentation of Habrocomes: see LI 7.3a.

Finally, it is interesting to note that Xen. does not follow Char, and Hid. in introducing 

also the comparison between a character and a hero of the Greek tradition (cf. Char. 

1.1.3, where Chaereas is likened to Achilles, Nireus, Hippolytus and Alcibiades, and 

Hid. 1.10.2, where Cnemon is a new Hippolitus and Hid. 1.10.2, 2.35.1 and 4.3.1, 

where Theagenes is a new Achilles): the reason for this difference seems to be both his 

lack of sophistication and his different approach to intertextuality, according to which 

he does not directly mention his literary models (GI 2.1).

b) The role of the crowd
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Along with the presence of this famous to;io <;, it is also significant that Xen. introduces 

it focused on the Ephesian population. The involvement of the crowd in the life of the 

protagonists is another typical novelistic theme, which plays a double role: it is a crucial 

element of Xen.’s civilised society (LJ 1.2) and it also performs the function of being ‘a 

channel through which information passes to the reader’ (Morgan 1991, 91). For this 

second value, see NA 4.4.

1.1.3:7cpoo8Kuvr(aav i56vis<; Kai 7tpocrr|u^avio: this pair of verbs, which occurs also in 

1.2.7 and in 1.12.1, strengthens the crowds’ consideration of the characters as gods, as 

their attitude towards them becomes real worship. Traditionally, these verbs are used by 

Greeks in cultic contexts and Xen. himself uses them in relation to real gods: in 3.11.5 

Psammis falls down in front of Isis (tf|v 0edv rcpoaeicuvEi), in 5.4.11 Anthia prays to the 

gods after Apis’ response (Ttpoasuxsiai ioi<; 0eoT<;), in 5.10.7 Habrocomes does the same 

with Helios in Rhodes (7cpoo£u^aa0ai x<x> 08(5) and shortly after Anthia reminds the 

same god of her past sacrifice (5.11.4: oe 7ipoa£icuvouv).

That being said, the appearance of 7ipoaKuveco suggests a further observation. As is 

commonly known, in ancient Greece prostration was typical of the worship of gods, 

while it was not accepted towards kings and superiors, because this was considered an 

Eastern and impious behaviour. For this reason, when Alexander the Great started to ask 

people to kneel in front of him, he found many opponents among the Greeks. Given this 

framework, one might wonder whether also Xen.’s worship of the protagonists was 

considered immoral by Greeks. In my opinion, since our author relates 7ipoaKuv8oc> to 

Habrocomes and Anthia when he overtly considers them as gods, the answer seems to 

be negative. In short, 7ipoaicuvr|ai<; follows and does not create a divine comparison. 

Even the other novels confirm this conclusion: as I show in the following table, in each 

of the authors 7ipooKuvr|ai<; concerns gods and characters considered as gods. In 

addition, Char, and Hid. introduce 7ipoaK6vq(yi<; in an Eastern context and the second 

author defines it as a not Greek and immoral attitude: when Theagenes refuses to 

worship Arsace, the queen comments: ‘Euyyvcoxe - euiev - cbq (melpcp Kai êvcp Kai to 

oXov "EAXr|vi Kai xpv 8K£i0£v u7C£po\|/iav Ka0’ fjpajv voaouvn’ (7.19.2). Since this 

pattern is clearly different from the worship of the protagonists, I would use it to 

exclude an impious connotation from Xen.’s occurrences.
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Finally, Char.’s exploitation o f  this motif is significant for two reasons: first, Callirhoe, 

who is often worshipped as Aphrodite, and, at the same time, is devoted to the goddess, 

appears a very plausible model for Anthia, who worships Artemis and is worshipped as 

Artemis. Second, Char.’s exclusive focus on Callirhoe gives another proof that Xen.’s 

extension o f  this T07to<; to Habrocomes is original.

Table ad 1.1.3: Use o f  TtpocTKUveoj and 7rpoGKi')vpan; in the traditional corpus o f  the 

Greek novels

Nov To worship a god To worship characters 
as gods

To worship a superior 
(Eastern TrpomcuvriCTu;)

Char. 1.1.5, 2.3.5, 3.6.3, 
8 .4.10 (A phrodite), 
3.8.6 (Nemesis).

1.1.16, 2 .3 .9 , 3 .9 .1 , 
3 .9.5, 3 .12.4 , 4 .1 .9 , 
5.3.9 (Callirhoe).

5 .2 .3 , 5 .3 .3 ,  5 .3 .11 , 
5.4.8, 5.8.9, 5.9.1, 6.7.3, 
6 . 7 . 5  ( b i s ) ,  6 . 7 . 6 ,  
7 .5 .15, 8 .5 .5 , 8.5.12 
(Persian King).

L o n g
us

2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.24.1,
3 . 28 . 1  ( N y m p h s ) ,
2.24.2 (Pan).

3 . 9 . 2  ( D a p h n i s ’ 
admirers)

Ach. 3 . 23. 1  ( M e n e l a u s ) ,  
8.8.8 (Ephesian priest)

Hid. 2 . 2 6 . 5  ( D e l p h i a n  
P y t h i a ) ,  1 0 . 6 . 2  
(Egyptian gods)

3.17.2 (Calasiris) 7 . 1 7 . 3 ,  7 . 1 9 . 1 . 2 . 3 ,
7.25.1 (Arsace), 9.12.3,
9 . 2 7 . 1  - 2 ,  1 0 . 2 5 . 1 ,  
(Hydaspes).

1.1.4: fxppovei: after the description o f  Habrocomes focused on the Ephesians, we are 

here introduced to another trait o f  his personality: due to his fame and beauty, he is 

proud and haughty. The apex o f  this behaviour is showed by his contempt for Eros. 

Because o f  this attitude Habrocomes has often been compared by scholars with the 

Euripidean H ippolytus, but also other models have been mentioned, namely Theocritus' 

Daphnis (see Ruiz Montero 1994, 1098: ‘die Verachtung des Eros erinnert an den 

‘Hippolytos’ des Euripides und den Daphnis’ des Theokrit’) and Narcissus (see 

Schmeling 1980, 23).
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As I suggested in LI 2.1, Xen. is not directly engaging with Euripides (APP 4.4): 

Habrocomes’ arrogance is more simply part of the Hellenistic xonoq of “Eros’ revenge 

against the arrogant lovers” (table 3 in LI 2.3). In this respect, I completely agree with 

Crismani 1997, who argues: Taccenno alia giovanile refrattarieta all’amore da parte di 

Abrocome e alia vendetta di Eros [...] e solo un omaggio alia tradizione: nell’elegia, nei 

drammi di Euripide, ma non diversamente nella Nea, Eros si abbatte improvviso sulle 

sue vittime, trionfando facilmente dei loro animi’ (56). In addition, Theocritus’ Daphnis 

and Plato’s Lysis appear to be two possible intertexts (see below a and b). Finally, 

following Harrison’s (2007b) view, Xen. ’s focus on arrogance and punishment might be 

the source of Apuleius’ story of Cupid and Psyche (on this, £1 5.2).

a! Habrocomes like Daphnis

The version of Daphnis’ story which might interest us comes from Theocritus, who 

introduces some variations on the traditional account of the hero’s life. The common 

version, which is attested by a good number of sources, is illustrated by Hunter 1983, 

22: ‘Daphnis was the child of Hermes and a Nymph and was exposed in the open, found 

and reared by nymphs [...], became an oxherd and a wonderful singer and was himself 

loved by a nymph. He promised the nymph that he would have nothing to do with any 

other girl and when he broke his promise, either voluntarily, or according to some 

reports, under the influence of alcohol, the nymph deprived him of his eyesight (cf. 

Diod. Sic. 4.84, Ael. VH 10.18, Parth. 39, Schol. ad Theoc. 1.65, 7.73, Serv. ad Virg. 

Eclog. 8.68, Phylarg. ad Virg. Eclog. 20).

Conversely, Theocritus’ first Idyll focuses on a different kind of story (64-145): the 

shepherd is wasting away in the east of Sicily (68-9), when is visited by Hermes and his 

fellow-herdsmen who enquire as to his trouble. Then, Priapus tells him that a Ktbpa (82) 

is looking for him and the god calls him bbaspax; tk; dyav Kai apf|xavo<; (85): Daphnis 

makes no reply, but ‘sees his bitter love through to the end appointed by fate’ (92-3). 

Then something unclear happens: Aphrodite claims that Daphnis vowed to defeat Eros, 

but he has now been defeated. The shepherd responds angrily to her and he decides to 

commit suicide.

The sequence of the story has some obscure points. Hunter 1999, 63 offers the most 

plausible interpretation: ‘minimally, we may infer that Daphnis is “in love”, perhaps
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with the girl who is searching for him, but refuses to satisfy that love, even though he 

knows that that refusal means death’. As a result, the aforementioned adjective Suacpcoq 

might be translated as ‘perverse with regard to love’, because Daphnis is not taking an 

easy opportunity. However, other scholars have also proposed ‘hopelessly in love with 

another girl’, suggesting that Daphnis might have not been an enemy of Eros, but he just 

had a negative experience with his beloved.

If we accept the first of these interpretations, we are dealing with a pattern of arrogant 

refusal of Eros which might be familiar with Xen., as it is recalled by Habrocomes’ 

story. Since Theocritus, as Longus proves, is one of the authors read by Greek novelists, 

the possibility that our author was deliberately playing with this model is not unlikely. 

However, since no textual allusions are introduced, his knowledge seems to be limited 

to the outline of the myth.

Finally, Daphnis’ story is similar to that of Narcissus: when this boy is sixteen years old, 

the nymph Echo falls in love with him. Like Daphnis, Narcissus refuses her love and 

Nemesis takes revenge on him, making him fall in love with his reflection in a pool. 

Since Narcissus is not able to obtain the object of his love, he dies of sorrow by the 

same pool. That being said, the possibility that Xen. was referring to this story is more 

difficult to accept, because Eros is here not mentioned and this myth was not clearly 

attested in Greece. Its first literary occurrence is in Ovid Met. 3.339, while in the 

iconography ‘the myth of Narcissus was widely illustrated in the Roman world from the 

first cent. A.D. onwards’ (LIMC VI, 709).

In short, I would conclude that Habrocomes is probably Daphnis in Xen.‘s mind but not 

Narcissus.

bl Habrocomes like Lysis

Since the parallel between Habrocomes and Lysis is clearly introduced at the end of the 

second chapter (2.1.2, n: 5uaaA,coxo<;), it might also involve the issue of pride (LI 7.1), 

confirming the identification of Habrocomes with an sptbpevo*;.

1.1.4: KaxopGcbpaoi: in the Greek tradition KaxopOcopa generally means ‘success’ and 

becomes ‘virtuous action’ (LSJ) in a philosophical context. In my opinion, Xen. is here 

using the first meaning, because he wants to highlight that Habrocomes is practising and 

performing 7iai5sia through hunting, cavalry and hoplite warfare (1.1.2, n.: 7iai5eiav). In
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this respect, icaxopGcbpaxa adds a new feature to the previous definition of these 

activities as xa xrfe v|/oxrj<; dyaGd (ibid., d).

Despite this shift, Habrocomes’ lack of distinction between body and soul seems here to 

continue (U  6.2): this term, like xa dyaGd, does not refer to authentic spiritual actions. 

In addition, this contrast might be here strengthened if we accept the existence of a 

philosophical colour in KaxopGcopa: in Stoic language the plural of this term is used to 

denote the control of passions which is typical of them (see, esp., Phil. Leg. Alleg. 1.97), 

and this attitude is clearly not part of Habrocomes’ behaviour, as his arrogance proves.

1.1.5: on  sic; Kakoq amoq: in this sentence the text is unclear, since F has svi, while 

Cocchi’s editio princeps sig, which is here accepted by O’ Sullivan 2005. This numeral, 

however, when it means ‘the only’, is usually followed by a superlative of the adjective 

or by oiog and povoq: as a result, Cocchi’s (1726) reading is disputable. In addition, 

Dawe 2001, 304 adds further criticism: first, he suggests that in the context of this 

passage the whole expression with ei<; ‘is an unlikely claim to be made even by 

someone as vain as Habrocomes’: his pride would have certainly led him to use the 

superlative KdAAxcxoq after eiq. In addition, there is no palaeographic reason to 

transform £vi into sic;. As a result, he develops a new idea, according to which ‘there has 

been a false word division and the original was oxi mica k&Mxi aux6<;’ (ibid.). This 

reading is supported by Homeric parallels: in II. 9.130 and 272 the imperfect of vucdco is 

referred to the beauty of Agamemnon’s Lesbian slaves, while in II. 23.742 to the silver 

crater offered by Achilles to the athletes during Patroclus’ games.

Following Capra’s (2008b, 14) view, I would propose to accept Dawe’s reading, as it 

emphasises Habrocomes’ beauty and is based on a common palaeographic mistake like 

diplography. O’Sullivan 2005, who is attracted by this proposal, at the end does not 

accept it, because in his opinion the usus of the novelist would suggest the existence of 

a present instead of a imperfect. However, this statement appears to be weak: the same 

construction (ktyco with a declarative clause introduced by cbq or oxi) again occurs in 

two other passages of the novel with a past tense (2.3.1 and 5.5.7).

Having said that, this discussed phrase is also worth analysing for the motif which it 

introduces: the prominence of an extraordinary beauty in a group of beautiful young 

people. As it often appears in the beginning of the Platonic dialogues, it seems to be part 

of the peculiar presentation of Habrocomes (LI 7.3a).
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1.1.5: ’'Epcoxa: Eros is the first of the divine presences of the Eph.. Unlike Artemis and 

most of the gods of the Greek novels (see Calderini 1987), Eros has no connection with 

local cults: this suggests that its role in the novel is essentially narrative: as I have 

already said, Eros is the real actor of the plot (LI 1.1) and, in addition, he is used by 

Xen. to ‘feature a power struggle between the persons and emotion’ (Cummings 2009, 

95): see 1.2.1-2, n: o 0£d<; for more.

1.1.5: pf| Ostaov: this participle introduces the motif of the ‘attempt to resisting love’, 

which is a common erotic xo7io<; (see table 3 in U  2.3). For a more intense and personal 

expression of the same motif in Habrocomes’ first monologue, 1.4.1-3, n.

1.1.5: e^spaLev: as Capra 2008b argues, this is a strange aorist, which does not accord 

with the near verbs, which are all imperfects. The hypothesis of an aplography, already 

suggested by Hemsterhuys, seems adequate, because the same anomaly occurs in 1.2.5, 

where F has u;i£p£paX£xo and cruvepaXExo, which are interpreted as imperfects by 

Locella 1796 and Cocchi 1726. Since in that case the context discourages us from 

accepting the existence of immediate actions, I would follow the two Italian scholars 

and change also the present one, trying to build on the usus of the author.

1.1.6: a7iscpaiv£ xe caoxov ,'Epa>xo<; navxbq Kpdxxova Kai k&XXei aobpaxoq Kai 5i)vap£i: 

also this passage is uncertain, because in F there is the close repetition of KaXXlova and 

k&XXei. While Papanikolau does not change this reading, O’Sullivan 1982, 5 argues that 

‘KaXXlova KaXXci is completely inept and KaXXlova bovapci is nonsense’. In fact, ‘it 

seems very likely that an original Kpclxxova became K&XXiova by assimilation to 

KaXXci’. Borgogno 2003, 32 reveals that the paternity of this reading has to be attributed 

to Dalmeyda 1926, who proposes Kpdxxova in his apparatus as an alternative to 

Hercher’s expunction of Kai KaXXci ocbpaxo<; Kai buvapci (‘Kai k&XXei ocbpaxoc; Kai 

5uvap£i del. Hercher. Quae si non deleas reponere possis Kpdxxova pro KaXXiova’.

1.1.6: 07eoo yap AppoKopr|<; otpGdri, oi3x£ ayaXpa Kaxccpaivcxo ouxc cucobv £7ifjv£ixo: 

with this sentence Xen. makes a comparison between the beauty of Habrocomes and 

Eros’ statues. The comparison between human beauty and a statue is a famous xonoq of
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the erotic literature, in which usually the statue portraits a god (see Lier 1914’s words: 

‘in alia etiam sententiarum ratione puella cum dea comparata in poesi amatoria occurrit; 

digna enim existimatur, quam, cum sit pulcherrima, artifices exemplar sibi sumant, si 

quanto iis Venus vel alia dea sit effigenda’, 9). As a result, this theme is really similar to 

that of the divine comparison (1.1.3, n.: 7tpoa£ixov) and also in this case a significant 

occurrence comes from Lucian. In his Essays in portraiture, which precedes the 

aforementioned Essays in portraiture defended, Lycinus decides to build the first part of 

his portrait by using many famous sculptures and paintings: in this way, he makes our 

to7to<; the key feature of his work and, as most of his models depicted are goddesses, 

also the previous xonoc, is included (6-8).

Also the novelists are keen on the parallel between human beauty and statues: in Char., 

when Callirhoe carries her son among her arms, the author adds this comment: dxpOq 

Gsapa KaXXiaTov, oiov o u t e  ôyypacpo<; £ypai|/£V o u x e  7t).doxq<; enkaGsv oiks 7ioiqxq<; 

iaxopqos p£%pi vuv- (3.8.6). This formulation of the motif is very close to the 

aforementioned passage of Lucian. In Hid., on the other hand, as soon as the brigands 

see Charicleia in the initial scene, p£xrjx0ai *6 ayaA,pa 5ia xq<; Kopqq u7r’dypouda<; 

EiKa^ov (1.7.2). Similarly, when Charicles meets her for the first time, for her beauty 

naq ocpGa^poq [...] erc’auxqv cpepexai Kai o7tou 5q xaivopevq vacbv q Spopcov q ayopcav 

KaGa7CEp apxexu7iov ayaXpa rcacav o\|/iv Kai 5iavotav ecp’cauxqv ETttaxpetpEi (2.33.3). 

Then, in the last book, when the same heroine is ready to sacrifice herself, she has the 

same effect on the audience: nzpionxoq £cp’ui|/qAou radai y£y£vqp£vq, Kai 7ipo<; xou 

axqpaxoq xfj<; crxoXrjq aya^paxi G eou nteov q Gvqxrj yuvaiKi rcpooEUca^opEvq (10.9.3). 

Having proved the popularity of this xo7to<;, as in the case of the previous xonoq, Xen. 

constitutes an exception, because he attributes it to a male character (see 1.2.8, n.: oioq 

for a second “male” occurrence of this motif). This anomaly again recalls the Platonic 

Phaedrus (LI 7.3a). Also Meleager dedicates includes this xo7to<; in his epigram 

dedicated to the boy Praxiteles (AP 12.56, 1-4):

Eucova p£v napiqv ^©oyAnqioq avua”'Epcoxoc;

npa îx£A.q<;, K\mpi5o<; 7iai5a xxmcoaapcvoq- 

vuv 5 ’ o Gecov KaXA,iaxo<; "Epax; Epvj/uxov ayaA,pa 

auxov aneiK.ovicaq enXaoe npa^ixcX-qv.

This testimony is interesting, because Meleager designates the statues with the same 

two words used by Xen. and by Lucian: Eucova and ayaXpa. This proves that these
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terms were popular in the Augustean and Imperial Era. However, since the Phaedrus 

was a well-known text, it is not unlikely that Meleager like our author was drawing this 

motif from Plato too: this would confirm the Platonic colour of Xen’s occurrence. 

Finally, in the second chapter Xen. introduces a portrait of his female protagonist which 

can be compared with a famous statue of Artemis (1.2.6, n.: xiT(0V)- As he does not 

mention this model, he seems to vary this motif: instead of expressing the comparison 

between the heroine and the statue, he subtly describes the former as the latter. In this 

literary operation, our author might be again compared with Char, and with Hid. In 

Hunter’s (1994, 1074) view, the former would be inspired by the Aphrodite of Cnidus in 

his Callirhoe’s description of the second book (2.2.2), while the latter’s first portrait of 

Charicleia has been compared with statues of Artemis at rest (1.2; see on this Colonna 

1987, 56, n. 2: ‘in questa prima descrizione di Cariclea alcuni studiosi hanno colto la 

reminiscenza di una qualche statua di “Artemide in riposo”; in effetti non e improbabile 

che Eliodoro abbia avuto in mente qualcosa del genere e si sia abbandonato al gusto 

dell’EKcppaau;’). Since, however, in his passage Char, describes merely the skin of the 

heroine, only Hid. is comparable with Xen. Since both authors portray Artemis and Hid. 

repeatedly shows his dependence on Xen (GI 5.1), it is not unlikely that he owes him a 

debt also in this case. As a result, Xen.’s subtle variation of this Torax; seems to be 

original in the novelistic corpus and this increases the importance of studying each of its 

elements (1.2.6, n: x ^ v ) .

1.1.6: oute a y a X p a  KaxEcpaiVExo: this sentence is not clear, because the verb means 

‘become visible, appear’ (cfr. LSJ, s.v., 918.) and there seems to be something missing. 

For this reason, some new readings have been proposed:

- Peerlkamp 1818 simplifies K ax E cp a iv sx o  into £ (p a iv £ x o ;

- Dalmeyda 1926 introduces <KaXdv> before the verb and this conjecture is accepted by 

both Papanikolau 1971 and Borgogno 2005;

- Bianchi 2003, 172 replaces K axE cpaivE xo with 6 i£ c p a iv £ x o , because this other 

compound verb means ‘stand out’ and occurs with this meaning in AP 2.1.285-6 with 

reference to a statue of Apollo. In this case, the copyist would have been induced to a 

mistake by the presence in the same chapter of other compound verbs with K a r a - ,  like 

K a x a y eX d co  (1.1.5, 1.1.6);
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- Zanetto, as Capra 2007/2008, 14 reports, proposes Kaxe^iXdio: Xen. would be here 

referring to the Greek custom of kissing the statues of the gods, which happened in 

ancient ceremonies.

Overall, this variety of readings proves that this passage is controversial and, in my 

opinion, none of them is convincing:

- Dalmeyda’s (1926) proposal because it eliminates the parallelism with the second part 

of the sentence;

- Zanetto’s (in Capra 2007/8) idea because K axacp iX ^ op ai never occurs in the passive 

form in Greek literature.

- Bianchi’s (2003) proposal because 5ia(palvopai does not have other occurrences in the 

Eph.

Given this framework, I would speculate that the manuscript reading is the likeliest 

reading. Since in its absolute use Kaxoupalvopai also appears in the eleventh chapter of 

the first book to describe the appearance of Rhodes to the protagonists (1.11.6: 

Kax8<palv£xo 5£ f| 'Po6(cov vfjaoq), I would suggest that Xen. might be here introducing a 

poetic fight between the visibility of Habrocomes and that of the statues.
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CHAPTER 2

Beginning of the action: the presentation of Anthia in Artemis’ Ephesian 

procession

With this chapter the action of the novel begins, because Eros starts to take revenge 

against the arrogant Habrocomes. The god’s success is immediate: he prepares the 

falling in love of the protagonists by introducing Anthia on the scene and making her 

encounter with Habrocomes possible. For this reason, the introduction in the novel of 

the female protagonist appears to be functional to the broader theme of Eros’ initiative 

(LI 2.1).

In addition, this chapter introduces us to the reality of Ephesus, which is focused on a 

religious event of the city, a procession to Artemis’ temple: its existence opens the 

possibility that our author might show his closeness to Ephesus, but no positive answers 

are given (GI 4.1).

Finally, Xen. also uses this passage to introduce more personal and deeper features of 

Anthia, such as her identification with Nausicaa (LI 6.3.1), which I will explore in this 

introduction: this suggests that Xen. is also interested in the development of his female 

protagonist and not only in that of Habrocomes.

INTRODUCTION: ANTHIA LIKE NAUSICAA

In the description of the Ephesian procession Xen. seems to have a Homeric model in 

mind: Anthia is introduced as the Odyssean Nausicaa and the Ephesians are associated 

with the Phaeacians. This double parallel, which is here started, is then continued in the 

fourth chapter with a special focus on Anthia.

While the model of Scheria seems to be part of the ideal connotation of the first 

Ephesus of the novel (LI 6.2c), the parallel between Anthia and Nausicaa introduces the 

sequence of Homeric heroines to whom the female protagonist is compared (LI 6.3a). 

Within this parallel, Xen. seems to make Anthia more lascivious than Nausicaa: as I will
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shortly show, this deviation from the model might have been inspired by the moral 

interpretations of the Odyssey (LI 6.6).

1) Anthia like Nausicaa: a chaste virgin, shameful and full of respect for her 

parents

To begin with, I would like to show how the parallel with Nausicaa is constructed by 

Xen. Five parallels of motifs occur in the second chapter:

a) Anthia enters the scene of the novel as the leader of a group of virgins (1.2.5: ppxs 5s 

xrj<; tcdv 7iap0Evcov xa^scoq AvOia, 0uydxr|p MsyappSoix; Kai Em7ntr|<;) and Xen. adds 

that her beauty surpasses that of the others (ibid.: 7toX,u xa<; aXkaq wtspspaXsxo 

rcapOsvoix;). In the Odyssey, when Nausicaa has washed the clothes in the river, she is 

dpcpmoAoiai psx£7rp£7cs TiapOsvoc; a8pf|<; {Od. 6.109; on this parallel, see Dowden 1999, 

233: ‘The motif of the girl like Artemis of course originates in the Odyssey, where 

Homer [...] colours Nausicaa [...] as the leader of the dance group. [...] Thus this 

“myth” [...] is adopted in an entirely appropriate context, almost 800 years later, by 

Xenophon of Ephesus’).

b) Anthia is indirectly compared to Artemis through her portrait, which recalls that of 

the huntress goddess because of the xlxcov (1.2.6, n.), the vsppic;, the xo^a and aKovxs<;, 

Similarly, Nausicaa is compared to Artemis who goes hunting with her nymphs {Od. 

6.102-108).

c) Shortly after Anthia’s appearance, Xen. tells that the Ephesians TcpoasKuvpaav her cb<; 

’Apxspiv (1.2.7, n.: sm  xou xspsvoix;). This recalls how Odysseus starts his famous 

apostrophe to Nausicaa: Touvoupai as, avaaaa- Osoq vu xic; rj ppoxo<; saai; si psv xic; 

Osoc; saai, xoi oupavov supuv sxouaiv, ApxspiSl as sy(b ys, Aioc; Koupp psyaXoio [...] 

{Od. 6.149-151).

d) In front of Anthia some Ephesians xouq yovsiq auxrjq spaKapi^ov (1.2.7, n.): the verb 

paKapi^co belongs to the literary xo7io<; of the paKapiapoq, which has its first model in 

Odysseus’ approach to Nausicaa, when the hero says: si 5s xlq saai ppoxcov, xoi S7ii 

X0ovi vaisxaouai, xpiapdncapsq psv aoi ys 7iaxf|p Kai Tioxvia pf|xpp [...] {Od. 6.153-4).

e) The falling in love between the protagonists is preceded by the birth of the fame of 

their beauty, which makes both Anthia and Habrocomes desire to meet each other. This 

special use of fame might have its origin in Nausicaa’s worry that the Phaeacians could 

create a cprjpu; about her relationship with Odysseus: xiq 5 ’o8s NauaiKda £7isxai KaXo<;
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xr|8 psyag xs ŝivo<;; tcou be piv sups; 7ioai<; vu oi saasxai auxfj (Od. 6.276-277). The 

same idea is repeated shortly after: psXxspov, si Kaon) Tisp sranxopsvri 7roaiv sopsv 

aMoGsv- (Od. 6.282-283).

In addition, Anthia’s monologue in the fourth chapter includes another parallel:

f) Anthia is worried about her love because she is rcapGsvoc; sy© cppoopoopsvr| (1.4.7). 

Similarly, Nausicaa admits to be afraid of her parents’judgement, when she makes this 

general statement: Kai 8 ’aA,A,p vspsaco, q tic; xoiabxa ys pe(pi, r\ x’asKqxi (pitaov 7taxpd<; 

Kai pqxpoq sovxcov, avSpaai piayqxai, 7ipiv y’ap(pa8iov yapov sXGsiv (Od. 6.286-288).

In conclusion, Anthia is clearly compared to Nausicaa by Xen. and the focus on this 

parallel is on the first part of the Odyssean scene, where Alcinous’ daughter is 

introduced and then meets Odysseus. This is important, because most Homeric scholars 

agree that the nuptial theme is central in this Homeric episode (see Ingalls 2000, 12: 

‘Nausicaa’s role is to sound the marriage theme, and marriage is a central focus of the 

Nausicaa episode’). This is proved by Athena’s apostrophe to Nausicaa (Od. 6.27: aoi 

8s yapoq axe86v soxiv) and that of Nausicaa to her servants, where she calls Odysseus 

her tcook; (Od. 6.244). The importance of marriage is also underlined by Odysseus who 

praises familial harmony with the following words: 0 0  psv yap too ys Kpsiaaov Kai 

apsiov, r\ oO’opotppovsovxs vof|pacn.v oikov sxrpov, avfip f|8s yvvrj- (Od. 6.183-185). As 

a result, since Anthia is a Nausicaa in front of Odysseus, this literary parallel legitimates 

her status of a girl yearning and ready to marry Habrocomes.

In addition, as Alcinous’ daughter is concerned about her love and does not want to act 

without the consent of her parents, Anthia lives the same dilemma, since she is 

restrained by her shame and her obedience to her parents. Both these values are quite 

significant, because they are part of Xen.’s civilised love: as a result, the epic model 

seems to be also at the origin of Anthia’s view of lovesickness.

21 Xenophon’s variations on the Homeric model: Anthia is a potential spaqTifo

Within this framework, some differences between Homer and Xen. can be noticed. Two 

are less significant: the Ephesian crowd twice plays the role of Odysseus (points c-d) 

and the fame generated by them is not negative, as the Homeric cprjpiv aSsuKsa (Od. 

6.273). Both changes appear the simple consequence of Xen.’s adoption of the 

novelistic motif of the crowd’s adoration (1.1.3, n.: rcpoosixov, b). Further, the positive 

consideration of the Ephesian crowd might be also influenced by the echo of the
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Platonic young population of the gymnasia (LI 7.3a): our novelist seems to exploit two 

models here.

On the other hand, Anthia’s worries about her love are more explicit than those of 

Nausicaa and this establishes an interesting difference from the model. Although some 

scholars, such as Anderson 2009, suggest that in Homer Nausicaa behaves in an 

ambiguous way towards her parents and that she appears more sexy than she was 

supposed to be (see 24: ‘though acquainted with shame and the customary restrictions 

governing a maiden’s tongue, she cleverly circumnavigates these restrictions’), in my 

opinion this is not true, since Nausicaa preserves her status as a virgin. Her silence 

about her marriage in the meeting with her father should not be interpreted as a trick, 

because it is caused by shame (Od. 6.66-7: ai'5sxo yap Gatapov yapov e^ovoppvai Tcarcpi 

cpiAxp). In addition, her decision to go to wash the clothes is inspired by Athena {Od. 

6.25-40) and not by her lustful desire. Finally, in the encounter with Odysseus she never 

loses her modesty: her bravest act is her decision not to flee from Odysseus, as servants 

do {Od. 6.139-140), but this is required by the plot, which demands the introduction of 

the hero in the action. As a result, I would consider the Homeric Nausicaa as a heroine 

who, despite her love, is able to preserve her fidelity and control. This clarification is 

important for the following points of my argumentation: unlike her, with her passion 

Anthia sometimes shows a hint of wantonncss.

To begin with, when in her first monologue Anthia says: rcapGevoi; 7cap’pXmav cpco Kai 

o5ovcopai Kaiva Kai Kopp pp 7rpe7tovxa (1.4.6), she focuses on love as a incontrollable 

passion, which is not a Homeric theme. This suggests that the parallel between the two 

is not perfect: Anthia is more active in her erotic initiative than Nausicaa. This 

difference is first introduced by her acceptance of Habrocomes’ beauty as an spaaxpq 

(LI 2.3c), which makes her feel she has overstepped the boundaries of a virgin (1.3.2, n: 

6i£K£ixo). In addition, Anthia’s thought of speaking aloud to attract Habrocomes’ 

attention (1.3.2, n: eXaAposv) and showing him parts of the body (1.3.2, n: pepp) has no 

parallel in Homer (on Anthia’s special erotic initiative, see Schissel 1909, 33: ‘Anthia 

selbst die Grenzen jungfraulichen Schamgefuhles auBer Acht laBt’).

While, as with the Ephesians, one reason for this deviation lies in Xen.’s exploitation of 

the Platonic model (LI 2.3c and 7.3a), the key to understand this new approach lies in 

the moral interpretations of Homer, whom Xen. seems here to acknowledge.
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Conversely, the influence on him of the Hellenistic and novelistic consideration of 

Nausicaa appears to be less relevant.

3) A possible influence on Xen. of the moral interpretation of Nausicaa

In Plutarch’s How a young man should read poetry there is a passage which is quite 

significant: the author includes Nausicaa’s behaviour towards Odysseus in the group of 

Homeric passages in which more than one interpretation is acceptable, because of the 

ambiguity of the text (see Mor. 27a: 07coi) S’doacprj xa xfjq yvcGpqq, 5iopiaxsov ouxco 7cco<; 

£cpioxdvxa<; xov vsov). Plutarch offers two different explanations: si psv f| Naoauaxa 

^svov avSpa xov ’OSuaasa Gsaoapsvq Kai 7ia0ouoa xo xfjq KaXu\|/ou<; 7td0o<; npdq 

abxov, axs 5f| xpucpwaa Kai yapcov wpav s^ouaa, xoiauxa pcopaivsi 7rpo<; xaq 

GspaTiaiviSa 

[Od 6.244-5]

\|/£Kxsov xo Gpaaoq ai)xrj<; Kai xqv aKoXxxaiav si 5s xoiq Xdyoiq xou avopoq xo q0o<; 

sviSouaa Kai Gaupaaaaa xf|v svxsu^iv auxou 7ioXbv vouv s^ouaav su/sxai xoiouxcp 

ctuvoiksTv paXXxw f\ 7cX,coxiK(p xivi Kai 6pyr|ciiKcp xcov 7coX.ixcov, a^iov ayaaGai (Mor. 27 

A-B).

This double interpretation suggests that the Imperial readers of the Odyssey considered 

Nausicaa not only as a chaste woman moved by Odysseus’ virtues, as the second 

interpretation states, but also as an incontinent and impudent lover, as the words xo 

Gpdaoq and xqv aKoXaalav prove. The same alternative is witnessed by the scholiast 

Q.T., who makes this comment on Nausicaa’s desire of marrying Odysseus: 5okouotv oi 

Xdyoi drapers!*; rcapGsvcp sivai Kai aKoXxxoxoi (Schol. on Od. 6.244-6). At the same time, 

the same scholiast adds a reference to the opposite and positive judgement, which, being 

attributed to the historian Ephorus of the IV century BC, was probably available at 

Xen.’s time: ’'Ecpopoc; psvxoi xoi3p7caX.iv S7caivsi xov Xoyov cb<; s^ sdcpuobq npoq apsxqv

In my opinion, the first interpretation of Nausicaa as a licentious heroine is closer to the 

Anthia of the first book of the Eph. than the authentic Homeric Nausicaa. As a result, I 

would speculate that the difference between the two might be not the fruit of Xen.’s 

personal deviation from the model, but the consequence of his adoption of this moral 

reading of the Odyssey. In this respect, it is interesting that the scholiast’s expression 

d7ip£7csi<; rcapGsvcp conveys the same message as our novelist’s phrases xcov 7tap0svoi<;
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7ips7c6vxcov Kaxacppovouoa (1.3.2) and mpGcvoq [...] epca [...] Kai Kopp pf| 7tpe7rovxa 

(1.4.6), which both concern Anthia.

Possible confirmation of this hypothesis is offered by the introduction of Manto in the 

second book, who is clearly introduced as a double of Anthia. Intratextuality provides a 

parallel between the two young girls: their suffering is expressed with the same formula 

(cf. 1.3.2 and 2.3.3: Sieksito 7iovf|pco<;). Then, in her letter Manto declares: pr|Kexi 

tpspeiv 5nvapsvr| anpeneq pev iacoc; 7tap0evcp, avayKatov 5s (piXoucyp 5eopai (2.5.1). 

This recalls Anthia’s statement in her first monologue: 5e Kai xcov 7iap08voiq

7ip87iovxcov Kaxatppovobaa (1.4.2). That said, there is a difference between the two: 

Manto is more epaaxqq than Anthia, since she oversteps the boundaries of a virgin. She 

loses her temper (2.5.5) and generates a similar reaction in Apsyrtus (2.6.1). This 

outcome is related by Xen. to their barbaric origin (2.3.7 and 2.4.2). As I will show in 

APP 1.1, also Manto is compared to Nausicaa by Xen. Although her behaviour appears 

immoral, it fits well into Plutarch’s first interpretation of the Homeric heroine, in which 

0paao<; and dKoXaaia define her behaviour towards Odysseus. Further, the parallel 

between Manto and Calypso (APP 1.1) makes the link closer, since it is included in 

Plutarch’s interpretation of Nausicaa.

As a result, I would use Manto to confirm that Xen. was aware of the immoral 

interpretation of Nausicaa: our author would be exploiting it for both Anthia and Manto, 

with a difference in emphasis.

41A possible influence on Xen. of the novelistic interpretation of Nausicaa

On the other hand, the influence of the literary and iconographic tradition on Xen. 

seems to be weaker. In the Classical Era Nausicaa does not undergo any particular 

change: she ‘est essentiellement un personnage homerique’ and ‘de la litterature 

ulterieure, il ne reste au sujet de N. que des bribes’ (LIMC 6, 712), such as fragments of 

Sophocles’ play Nausicaa or the Washerwomen (cf. TrGF IV Radt. F. 437-439) and 

fragments of two comedies (cf. The Washerwomen or Nausicaa of Philyllius, PCG VII 

F 8 and Nausicaa of Eubulus, PCG V F 68). Although their unstable textual status does 

not allow us to draw any definitive conclusion, these works do not suggest the existence 

of an evolution of Nausicaa’s legend: they only attest that her bath was the most
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important scene and this topic was also probably depicted on the Polygnotus’ painting 

described by Pausanias (1.22.6), the only preserved artifact of Nausicaa’s iconography. 

The only exception to this framework is constituted by another tradition which 

‘mentionne un mariage de N. avec Telemaque dont elle aurait eu un fils’ (LIMC 6, 712), 

which is first attested in Hellanicus and Aristotle (Ithak. Pol fr. 506), as Schol. Eust. 

Horn. Od. 16.118 (FGrH4F156) proves: ApiaxoT8Ar|<; 5’sv ’IOaKpaicov noXxTsiai Kai 

'EXkdviKoq be Tr|X£paxov psv cpaai Nauaucaav yfjpai xpv A ^ k iv o o u . Unfortunately, 

nothing more is known about it and, thus, it is difficult to assess whether in this version 

of Nausicaa’s life the heroine was behaving as a more active lover. A positive answer 

might be suggested by the same scholiast who, after the sentence just quoted, refers to 

the weddings between Telemachus and Nausicaa and between Penelope and Telegonus 

and then adds this comment: 7ispiTid x a u ia  Kai k sv t] poxOqpia. However, it is not clear 

whether this judgment also concerns the former couple.

That being said, in the Hellenistic and Imperial Era there is a revival of the tradition of 

Nausicaa. Latin literature offers us the first model: Virgil exploits Nausicaa’s figure in 

the Aeneid, where ‘the dominant model for the books 1-4 is Odysseus’ soujoum among 

the Phaeacians’ (Oliensis 1997, 305). Here ‘the Homeric role of Nausicaa is shared out 

between Dido and Venus’ (ibid., 306). The parallel between Dido and Nausicaa is 

evident, since it characterises the whole episode and depends on the regal role shared by 

them; further, as Dido is the queen of Carthage, she might be also compared with Arete. 

On the other hand, Venus’ link with Nausicaa is subtler and is confined to the first book, 

where she is the first to welcome Aeneas on the new land and is described as like 

Artemis (Verg. Aen. 1.314-320).

This double comparison is quite significant: both Dido and Venus suggest that Nausicaa 

is transformed from virgin into an active woman who tries to achieve her love. The 

existence of this antecedent of the novel is important: although Xen. does not seem to 

have read Virgil, Char, did this (on this, see Tilg 2010, 261-297) and, therefore, the 

novelistic treatment of Nausicaa might have been influenced by the Latin poet.

Given this hypothesis, in our genre the introduction of the heroine does not follow an 

unique pattern: while in Char. Callirhoe is a Nausicaa who arouses fantasy, in Longus 

she is identified with the unconscious lover Chloe. Finally, Hid. introduces a clear 

double of the Homeric heroine, Nausiclea, who is given by her father as a wife to 

Cnemon. However, on further investigation, only Longus goes beyond a brief mention,
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introducing Nausicaa as an spacing who is more active than in the Odyssey. That said, 

unlike Anthia and Manto, Chloe lacks any moral concern. As a result, the influence on 

our author of the novelistic treatment of Nausicaa is limited to the common emphasis 

placed on her erotic desire. Thus, it appears to be less relevant than that of the moral 

readings of the Odyssey.

â  Chariton

When in 6.4.6 Artaxerses imagines Callirhoe, he explicitly compares her to Nausicaa by 

quoting her Homeric simile with Artemis. Although this parallel is not further explored, 

it is surprising that ‘Odyssey 6.102-4 [...] is quoted, unfairly recalling an episode not 

without sexual tension, but altogether more chaste’ (Morales 2005, 122). Since 

Nausicaa’s image here answers the King’s ‘mounting lust’ (ibid.), the portrait of the 

heroine does not coincide with the Homeric one.

Another passage in which Nausicaa appears is in the second book, where Char, alludes 

to Odysseus’ arrival at the Phaeacian island through Plangon’s invitation to Callirhoe to 

remove her salt (2.2.1-4). Here, however, Char.’s focus is not on Plangon as Nausicaa, 

but on Callirhoe as Odysseus: both share the salt (cf. 2.2.2: ex paxpaq OaAxxaar  ̂ [...] 

ttjv aaiv and Od. 6.137: xexaxcopsvoc; aXpr|). The only hint at Nausicaa is the definition 

of Plangon as a ^cdov obx a7ipaxiov (2.2.1): this emphasis on her active character might 

echo the role attributed to Nausicaa by Virgil.

At the same time, from a broader perspective it is interesting that Char, identifies 

Miletus with Scheria: this creates a parallel with Xen.’s Ephesus and strengthens the 

similarity between Dionysius and Habrocomes (1.1.1, n: avf|p). Since both cities are 

described by novelists as rich centres, the association between Scheria and prosperity 

finds here its confirmation (LI 6.2b).

frl Longus

After Char., Longus compares his protagonist Chloe with Nausicaa at the beginning of 

his novel: when the former falls in love with Daphnis who is having a bath (1.13.1-5), 

‘Longo riprende una scena tipica dell’eros omerico, quella del bagno dell’eroe, [...] e su 

di essa innesta il motivo deH’innamoramento, desunto dalla letteratura amorosa. [...] 

Nello specifico, lo spunto per questa operazione sembra provenire dal celebre episodio 

del bagno di Odisseo dopo l’incontro con Nausicaa in Od. 6.223 ss.’ (Pattoni 2005, 78).
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The correctness of this conclusion is proven by the numerous analogies between Longus 

and the Odyssean passage (see Pattoni 2005, 78-84 for a list). That said, the novelist 

places an erotic emphasis on the scene: he makes Chloe directly wash Daphnis and then 

he describes Chloe’s falling in love with Hellenistic motifs (see Pattoni 2005, 95-97) 

and a Platonic sentence (cf. Longus 1.13.5: o  ti psv ouv znaaypj o uk  q8si and Plato 

Phaedr. 255d, following Morgan 2004’s suggestion). Although Chloe is not conscious 

of what she is doing, her behaviour is definitely braver and more active than that of 

Anthia. Thus, Longus, clearly takes a step further than Xen. and his lack of interest in a 

moral concern makes him even more distant from our author.

ci Heliodorus

Finally, in the Aethiopica the comparison with Scheria is introduced from the second 

book onwards, when Cnemon, Calasiris and Charicleia are hosted by Nausicles in 

Chemmis. Before this event happens, Calasiris appears to Cnemon near a river as does 

Odysseus in Scheria (cf. 2.21.3: evaXncav xai<; oxOaiq Kai 66\\%6v xiva xa> pciOpcp 

7ioXMki^ avco Kai Kdxco 7capa0£cov and Od. 6.85: Ai 8’oxe 8i) 7ioxapoto poov 7iepiKaXl£’ 

ikovxo). Shortly after, both men are hosted in a house of an old man, Nausicles, who is 

hunting, and they are welcomed by his daughter Nausiclea (2.22.1). This new scene, her 

name and the fact that she is described as f̂ Sr) yapou cbpala (ibid.) makes this girl 

clearly Nausicaa and her father Alcinous (see, on this, Anderson 1997’s synthesis, 306: 

this scene is a ‘loose modernization of Odysseus' tale to the Phaeacians’).

After the beginning of this comparison, Hid. introduces other parallels:

a) In 5.16 a big banquet is held in Nausicles’ house, which recalls the Homeric one (see, 

e.g., Od. 7.182-184; on this see Dowden 2007, 147: ‘The link to the Odyssey is fairly 

clear’), and the master repeatedly asks Calasiris to tell his story (5.16.1), revealing again 

his association with Odysseus. The same role of storyteller is then played by Cnemon in 

6 .2 .

b) At the end of Calasiris’ story, Nausicles encourages Calasiris to find Theagenes: 12 

Tiaxsp [...] crb 8s siq xo 8̂ fj<; youv 8u0upo<; eivai [...] (5.33.4). This seems to echo 

Alcinous’ promise to Odysseus.

c) In 6.6.2 Nausicles extends the same invitation to all his guests (for a subtler 

consideration of this figure in relation to Alcinous, see Dowden 2007, 147).
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d) In the whole episode Charicleia is Penelope and this emerges clearly in 6.8-9, when 

Cnemon’s marriage with Nausicles makes her feel desperate about her union with the 

dead Theagenes.

Overall, this framework confirms the existence of the Odyssey as the hypotext of this 

long scene. At the end of this, the Homeric model is varied: before the protagonists 

leave Nausicles’ house, Chariclea understands that Cnemon has fallen in love with 

Nausiclea (6.7.8: *H 5s XaplK^sia xov i s  Kvf|pcova sk  noXk&v f̂ Srj ouppaAAouaa tou 

NauoucAsoix; S7ri to Onyaxpiov s7txor|psvov). When also Nausicles acknowledges this, 

he offers to his daughter Cnemon, one of the alter egos of Odysseus in the novel (6.8.1 

and APP 2.4b4) and, unlike Homer, the wedding is quickly celebrated. As a result, 

“Nausicaa” here becomes a wife. However, since this does not depend on her initiative, 

in this portrait the heroine lacks the activity introduced by Longus and, thus, is not close 

to Anthia.

d  ̂Petronius

Petronius compares Nausicaa to Trimalchio in accordance with his comic and ironical 

approach to Homer (APP 2.6): in 27.1 the latter ‘is playing ball when first seen by 

Encolpius’ (Harrison 1998, 583, n. 10; see Sat. 27.1). The contrast with the Homeric 

model is here remarkable: although Trimalchio, like Nausicaa, is ‘inter pueros capillatos 

ludentem pila’ (cf. Od. 6.99-100), he is a ‘senem calvum’, who treats his servants badly 

and asks one of them to carry a chamber-pot for him. For this reason, Encolpius 

ironically describes Trimalchio’s actions as Tautitias’. Part of this parallel is also the 

bath scene, into which Trimalchio, Encolpius, Asciltus and Giton take part.

Given this framework, the comic nature of this allusion is indisputable (see on this 

Walsh 1970, 43) and, thus, this passage does not have any connection with Xen.’s 

Nausicaa.

e) Apuleius

In Apuleius Nausicaa enters the scene of the novel once and, then, the Phaeacian 

episode is evoked another time without the young girl. In the second book Nausicaa is 

Photis, who welcomes Lucius (2.7). However, as Harrison 1990, 197 argues, ‘the 

stupefaction of the hero at the sight of her attractions, and his rhetorical congratulations 

to the one who is to enjoy them, recall and invert Odysseus’ and Nausicaa’s meeting on
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the beach’: as in Petronius, a comic reading is also here dominant. As a result, the 

parallel with Xen. is not significant.

The Phaeacian episode is then recalled in the story of Amor and Psyche: Psyche is 

compared to Odysseus when in the divine palace she finds the attractions which 

Odysseus experienced in Scheria, such as bath, food and songs (5.2.3-3.5). However, 

unlike Odysseus, Psyche is trapped by these seductions (see on this Morwood 2010, 

109: ‘opposite to Odysseus’ immovable decision of going home, Psyche’s commitment 

to the delights of her life in the palace is trapping her in a space that her emotional 

health demands that she should leave’). Although this parallel places an emphasis on the 

prosperity of the Phaeacians, the absence of Nausicaa does not allow us to use it to shed 

light on Xen.’s Anthia.

5) The implausihle hypothesis of a parallel with Phaedra

Laplace 1994, 451 offers another interpretation of Anthia the £paoxr|<;, by suggesting a 

comparison with the tragic Phaedra. In Laplace’s view, this connection would be 

especially proposed by the following monologue delivered by Phaedra:

56axr|vo<; sycb, xi 7iox’£ipyaadpr|v;

7ioi 7iap£7cAxxy%0r|v yvcbpr|c; ayaGfjq;

Epavrjv, £7C£aov 5aipovo<; dtp.

CpEU (p£U xXf)pCGV.

paid, 7taX,iv pou Kpuvj/ov K£(paX,f|v, 

ai8oup£0a yap xa XcXsypcva poi.

KpU7cx£- Kax’oaacov Saicpo poi paivEi

Kai £7c’aiaxpvTiv oppa x£xpa7txai.

xo yap 6p0ouo0ai yva>pr|v o5uvai,

xo 5e paivopEvov kokov- aXXd KpaxEi

pf| yiyvwaKovx’&TtoXioGai (Eur. Hipp. 239-249).

Overall, in this passage two themes are similar with those of the Eph.:

- Epavriv (v. 241) and xo 5e paivopEvov KaKov (v. 248), which both designate Phaedra’s 

madness o f love, are echoed by Anthia’s expression: ccp’APpoKopp paivopai (1.4.6);

- ai5oup£0a (v. 244) and £7i’aia%uvr|v oppa x£xpa7ixai (v. 246) express erotic shame, 

which is similar to Anthia’s reaction to love.
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That said, however, these parallels are not really close, because the situation of the 

heroine is different from that of Anthia. To begin with, the debt of both authors to the 

Platonic model is enough to justify the sharing of the first theme. Then, on closer 

examination, the second motif is not identical: while Anthia is a young girl like 

Nausicaa, Phaedra is an experienced woman, who is already married and falls in love 

with her stepson: thus, her love is immoral from the beginning. This feature was clear in 

the perception of the Greek novelists, since Hid. compares both Demaenete and Arsace 

to her (see Rocca 1976).

At the same time, the topic of lovesickness does not establish a valid connection either, 

because there are many other occurrences of it in erotic literature (LI 2.3c) and, in 

addition, Char, deliberately makes Callirhoe lie on her bed like Phaedra (cf. Char. 1.14: 

ettI xfj<; ko1tt|<; 8yK£KaX,upp£vr|, KXaiouaa Kai aicojraxja and Eur. Hipp. 131-4). Since 

Xen. omits this motif, his description of love does not betray any intention to follow 

Euripides. As a result, in the description of Anthia Xen. exclusively focuses on a 

slightly immoral version of Nausicaa.
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ANALYSIS OF THE LEMMATA

1.2.1: pqvia: the first sentence of the second chapter, which is the first narratorial 

prolepsis of the Eph. (NA 1.2), describes the first action that happens on the scene of the 

novel: Eros’ anger against Habrocomes. As this present tense follows a sequence of 

imperfects and of repetitive actions (1.1: introd.) and moves the plot, I would interpret it 

as a historical present instead of a real present which has a gnomic value. Having said 

that, it is striking how prjvia in its position at the beginning of a sentence seems to recall 

pfjvit;, the first word of the Iliad: this appears to be a way found by Xen. to emphasise 

the anger of Eros (LI 6.5). This interpretation seems to have two further confirmations: 

to begin with, this sentence is one of the rare narratorial statements in the Eph. about the 

intentions of the gods and this fact gives relevance to its content (for the most 

significant parallel, 1.4.5, n.: ’Epco<;). Second, in the novel Xen. introduces other 

associations between this god and the Iliad (LI 6.5): thus, this present passage appears 

the foundation of Xen.’s connection with the Iliad. Having said that, this wrath might 

also echo another divine anger, that of Poseidon in the Odyssey against Odysseus (LI 

6.2a).

Finally, from this point onwards ‘narration is subsequent’ (Hagg 1971, 62). That said, 

surprisingly the first indication of relative chronology of the Eph. appears only in 1.2.8 

with cbq 5e 7tapfjX0s to xcov 7tap0£vcov 7iXxj0O(;. This means that the introduction of 

Anthia in the procession is not described as a new event but follows the flow of the 

description of the ceremony. The rare occurrence of these temporal indicators supports 

the existence of an atemporal framework at the beginning of the novel NA 2.2).

1.2.1-2: o 0eo<; [...] etpjikiaaq [...] saxpaTsoev:

al The military image of Eros in the Ephesiaca

The ‘irresistible (not necessarily benevolent) power of god’ (see LI 2.1) enters here the 

scene of the Eph. and assumes two traditional images: Eros is both a warrior and a fire. 

The former appears for the first time and is more emphasised than the latter, which 

starts at the end of the third chapter (see 1.3.4 n., o epcoq).

The military image of Eros is a T07ro<; typical of both the erotic and the novelistic 

literature (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). Xen. uses it consistently in the first chapter to
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feature the struggle between love and Habrocomes. Following Cummings 2009’study 

on ‘Eros as an Opponent’ (95-113), I would like to offer here a synthetic scheme of how 

this metaphor is developed by Xen. To begin with, in erotic literature the scenario of the 

conflict introduced by Eros is basic and is composed of ‘the cause and initiation of 

hostilities, the duration of conflict with any sub-events, and the outcome of the 

conflict’ (96). In the Eph., however, the second part is only briefly introduced by 

Habrocomes in his monologue (1.4.1-3, n.: H.’s first monologue): the largest emphasis 

in Xenophon is upon the end point of the process’ (99). In fact, as soon as Habrocomes 

falls in love, the emotion personified as Eros starts to hold Habrocomes (1.3.1, n.: 

KaiEixs 5e auxov syK£ip£vo<; o 0£o<;), introducing the first occurrence of another image: 

the emotion holding the lover.

Second, it is also significant that, unlike other metaphors and motifs of the Eph., Eros as 

a warrior has his exclusive target in Habrocomes. Anthia is linked with the god only at 

the end of the third chapter, but just briefly: the origin of her passion is directly 

Habrocomes. This difference seems to lie in Xen.’s choice of making Anthia a Platonic 

lover: thus, her relationship with love is conceived as her welcome of the beloved’s 

beauty. Despite this difference, both protagonists share love as a fire (1.3.4, n.: o £pco<; 

and 1.5.9, n.: £xi paXAxiv o £pco<;) and a concern about the morality of their passion.

In the following scheme I list the different stages of Xen.’s metaphor:

1) Cause and initiation o f the conflict (1.2.1).

- Cause: o 0£o<; [...] u7iepr|<p&voi<; d7iapalxr|xo<;.

- Initiation: £̂ f|X£i be x£%vr|v Kaxa xou pcipaKlou.

- Victim: Habrocomes (Suaataoxoq).

2) Duration o f the conflict (1.4.2-3)

Since this part comes after the defeat, is not real, but virtual: it happens only in 

Habrocomes’ mind.

- 1.4.2-3: Resistance: ou Kapx£pf|<KD vuv;

3) Outcome o f the conflict (1.3.1-1.4.1; 1.4.4-5)
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- 1.3.1: Defeat: r|xxfjxai \mo ’'Epoxoq AppoKoprjq. ‘A person affected by an emotion can 

be defeated by an emotion’ (Cummings 2009, 97).

- 1.3.1: Emotion’s hold of the lover: Karci/c 5e auxov syKEipevoq o Oeoq.

- 1.3.2: Capture: r\v aixpdtaoxo<; xou 0£ob.

- 1.3.4: Emotion’s hold of the lover: o epcoq ev £Kax£poi<; rjv aKaxda%£xo<;: the emotion 

is not only inside, but prevents the victim from doing any action.

- 1.4.1: Capture: o xcp Oeco XuiSopoupcvoq caXxoKa;

- 1.4.1: Defeat: v£vlicr|pai;

- 1.4.1: Slavery: 7iap0£vcp 5ooA£U£iv avayKa^opai;

- 1.4.4: Tyranny: ph|/a<; caoxov dq yfjv.

- 1.4.4: Defeat: v£vlicr|Ka<;;

- 1.4.4: Slavery: xov ndvxcov 5£07c6xr|v.

Victims:

- Habrocomes for the entire period.

- Anthia: only 1.3.4.

Overall, this list confirms that Xen.’s focus is on the irremediable action of Eros, which 

repeatedly defeats Habrocomes and makes him his slave. In the single lemmata I will 

look more in depth at some of the listed expressions.

bl Comparison with the other Greek novelists: “militia Amoris”

In addition, if we look at the other novelists, Xen.’s reflection on the cause and conflict 

of love emerges as a possible element of originality: although all the other authors of the 

corpus exploit the same metaphor, Xen. is the only one who is really interested in its 

entire progress. On the one hand, Longus and Ach. introduce neither the origin nor the 

interior fight started by Eros; in the former love is a positive presence which 

progressively wins, while in the latter the military image starts from Clitophon’s defeat 

from love and focuses on the “outcome of the conflict”. On the other hand, Char, and 

Hid. are closer to Xen.: the former introduces the conflict, but mostly in relation to 

Dionysius and Mithridates (1.4.2), while the latter’ presentation of Charicleia seems to 

be inspired by Xen. Charicles’ announcement that Charicleia is in love seems to 

intertext with the Eph.: £dX,ooK£v i) 5uodX,coxo<; Kai v£viicr|xai fj 5oaKaxapaxnxo<; (4.7.1).
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The connection lies in the Platonic adjective f| 5do&X,coto<; (1.2.1, n.), which has its other 

novelistic occurrence in Xen. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that Hld.’s 

occurrence belongs to a part of the text where Hid. seems to owe a greater debt to our 

author (1.2.2-5, n.: tfjq Apispi8o<;). As a result, Xen.’s attribution to Habrocomes of the 

origin and the conflict of love is an original exploitation of “militia amoris” in the 

novelistic corpus.

That being said, the way in which the other authors of the genre explore the third phase 

of this metaphor is more sophisticated than that of Xen. This emerges particularly in the 

extension of this image to interpersonal relationships: in the other novels the war is not 

only that between Eros and the protagonists, but also the battle played by the rivals one 

against the other. In my opinion, the lack in the Eph. of this level of exploration might 

be interpreted as a sign of his simplicity.

Finally, it is also important to remember that there is also another way in which in erotic 

literature this metaphor is introduced, in which the lover plays the role of Eros and tries 

to win his beloved. This is a common motif of Roman Elegy, as Ovid witnesses with her 

famous sentence: ‘Militat omnis amans, et habet sua castra Cupido’ (Ovid. Am. 1.9.1). 

While this variant is echoed by Xen. only in the wedding night, where Anthia and 

Habrocomes ecpiAovsucoov 5s 8i’oA,r|<; vukto<; 7ipo<; aAA.r|Aoi)(; (1.9.9), is more exploited 

by the other novelists, as the occurrences of (pi>Av£iKO<; and tpiXovsuda prove (1.2.1, n.: 

cpiXoveiKxx;).

c) Comparison with the other Greek novelists: Xen.’s poor exploitation of the images of 

Eros

Another field in which Xen. proves to be less sophisticated than the other novelists is 

the characterisation of Eros: to begin with, he omits the traditional Hellenistic 

representation of this god as a playing child, whose ‘most obvious attributes are the 

wings and the bow and the arrow’ (Morgan 2004, 179). The reason why this image was 

popular lies in the fact in that Era Eros definitely gained the status as Aphrodite’s son. 

While his features as a child appear in Char. (4.7.6), Longus (1.7.2, 2.6.1, 2.7.1, 4.34.1), 

Ach. (1.1.13, 2.4.5, 2.5.2, 4.7.4, 8.12.5) and in Hid. (only wings in 4.2.3), Xen. alludes 

to them only in the canopy, where there are Erotes players (1.8.2-3, n.: the only 

ekphrasis), but no more detail is given about them.
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More deeply, Xen. does not exploit the Hesiodic idea (Theog. 120 ff.) of ‘Eros as a 

cosm(ogon)ic power)’ (Morgan 2004, 179), which also belongs to Orphic cosmogonies 

and appears in all the other novels: in Char, it is introduced by Artaxates in his dialogue 

with his king, in Longus by Phileta, in Ach. by Clitophon in his speech to Satyrus and in 

Hid. by Calasiris in a dialogue with Charicleia (see in “Eros’ power on gods and 

nature” in table 2 in U  2.3). The only hint at this portrait in the Eph. might be the 

epithet xov rcavxcov Sbgttoxtiv used by Habrocomes (1.4.5, n.), but it is too generic to 

suggest that Xen. is alluding to this tradition. Further, our author is not interested in 

Eros as the ‘principle of natural growth and continuity’ (Morgan 2004, 179). This is less 

surprising, since this association only appears in Longus (2.7.3).

Overall, these different approaches to Eros are synthesised in Plato’s Symposium, in 

which ‘Phaidros (178a6 ff.) affirms the Hesiodic view; while Agathon (194e4 ff.) calls 

Eros the youngest of the gods and ever-young; between comes Eryximachos (185e6 ff.), 

who extends the power of Eros to the entire creation’ (Morgan 2004, 179). Thus, our 

author seems to ignore this Platonic dialogue this text in relation to this topic. Similarly, 

Xen.’s is also poor in his selection of Eros’ attributes: apart from cpiXov£iKO<; (1.2.2, n.) 

and acpobpoxepoq (1.4.4, n.), which are typical of novels, and rciKpoc;, which is proper of 

the entire erotic tradition (1.4.5, n.), he prefers generic terms such as d7rapalxr|xo<; (1.2.1 

n.) and xov 7c&vxcov Searcoxriv (1.4.5 n.). Conversely, the other novelists’ list of epithets 

is richer and enlarges the sphere of competence of the god:

- Char. 1.1.12 5r|payooy6<;;

- 2.6.4 soeXm<;;

- 3.2.5: vupcpaycoyo<;;

- 3.9.4:7repfepyo<;;

- 4.4.5: andxaiq xa P̂£l Kai SoXoiq;

- 4.7.6: cpiXoKaivoq;

- 6.1.9: £pa>vxo<; oupPoi>Ao<;;

- 6.4.3: son  yap i'Siov "Epcoxoq <xo> cpiLoKoopov;

- 8.5.14: Kowpov;

- Longus 4.18.1:6 "Epccx; ttoisi oocpioxa

- Ach. 5.25.6: mention of Eros’ puoxf|pia (on the fortune of this xonoq, see ‘Eros / 

Aphrodite mystery cult’ in table 4 in U  2.3);

- 5.27.4: auxoupyoq Kai auxoax,e6io<; ao(piaxf|<;.
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- 5.20.4: Eros the teacher of words: cf. aXTJt Kai abxo<; aoi o ,rEpco<; tmayopEuoa and 

5.27.1: 5i5doKsi yap o ’'Epcoq Kai Abyoix;. The same idea is at the origin of Longus’ 

consideration of Eros as the writer of his work (2.27.2: dTTSGTtaoaxe 5e pcopcov 

7iap08vov, rjc; ’'Epcoc; puOov 7ioifjaai 0eA£i). In this case, ‘Sappho’s description of 

Eros as pu0O7i:XdKO<;, “weaver of stories”, is the model’ (Morgan 2004, 193 and 

Sapph. 188 LP). A first hint at this role appears in Longus 1.11.1, where Eros is the 

moulder of an episode of the story (xoiavSc O7iou5f)v ’'Epcoq dv£7iXao£).

-H id. 4.1.1: Eros the narrative force: dyoovo0£xouvxo<;, oifiai, Kai ppaftebovxoq 

’'Epcoxo<; Kai Si’ a0A,r|xcov Suo xobxoov Kai povcov ob<; £^£u^axo pcyiaxov aycbvcov xov 

i'Siov a7iocprjvai (piXovciKrjoavxoq.

In conclusion, Xen.’s representation of Eros can be defined as simple: our author is 

more interested in his function in the plot than in his characterisation.

1.2.1: cpiXdvEiKoq: the first problem raised by this adjective is that in the Greek tradition 

(piXdveiKÔ  is usually interpreted as a variant of qnXbviKoq: the origin of this 

identification would lie in the Alexandrians’ consideration of £i as an allophone of I, 

which became then common in late antiquity. The reason why this association is 

problematic is that the two adjectives do not have the exact meaning, because they have 

two different etymologies: while (piXoviKÔ  means ‘fond of victory’ (vucq), (piXoveuox; 

‘quarrelsome’ (v£uco<;). Since Hld.’s manuscripts contain both variants of the same 

word, this suggests that in Imperial Greek the existence of two distinctive terms was 

still admitted: as a result, ’'Epcoc; cpiXovEucoc; might also here indicate either Eros who 

likes to cause quarrels or, following the late development of the term, Eros who is fond 

of victory. In my opinion, the original connection with vcikoc; is more plausible. To 

begin with, the previous mention of pqvia and the following introduction of 

u7i£pr|(pdvoi(; a7iapa(xr|xo<; (1.2.1) suggests that Eros is starting a fight against 

Habrocomes. In addition, the prologue of the Iliad includes the idea of contention 

between Agamemnon and Achilles (II. 1.6: Siaoxfjxriv cpiaavxc), which would suit the 

other reference to the latter’s anger (1.2.1, n.: pqvia). Finally, the same meaning also 

characterises cpiXov£iK£co (1.9.9), the cognate word which is used by Xen. to express the 

sexual fight between the protagonists in their wedding night. The stress on strife there is 

suggested by the following participle (piAoxipobpcvoi xlq cpavaxai paAlov cpcav (1.9.9). 

That being said, as I noted earlier, in this second passage this metaphor has a different
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meaning, since there is a translation from ‘the relationship between the emotion and the 

person affected’ to that ‘between the two people affected’ (Cummings 2009, 109). 

Having clarified this textual difficulty and shown this final shift which occurs in Xen., I 

will now look more carefully at the occurrences of erotic (piXovEucia in the novels: since 

this adjective is referred to Eros at the beginning of Char., its position in the narration 

suggests that it might play an important role in Callirhoe. Since also Xen. uses this 

adjective for his first definition of Eros, (piXovsucoc; appears to be a key expression to 

understand how both novelists are approaching the metaphor of love as a warrior. In 

addition, this parallel opens the possibility to interpret the other novelists’ occurrences 

as an answer to these models: this increases the importance of this word and its 

dissimilar uses confirm the different approach to love as a warrior which has been 

before outlined.

To begin with, TEpccx; cpiA,ov£iKO<; enters Char.’s novel in the fourth section of the first 

chapter (1.1.4): we find here the only military action of Eros which concerns the 

protagonists, since the god wants to create a marriage between the most rival families of 

Syracuse. This context clearly leads us to accept here the meaning of <piXov£iKo<; as 

“quarrelsome”. After this mention, Eros’ action is focused on Chaereas’ rivals: the god 

is cpiAoveiKoq towards Dionysius and the Persian king (cf. ’'Epax; in 2.4.5 and 6.4.5). 

These two occurrences are significant, because they suggest that the god enjoys 

fighting: this is the same pattern that we find in the Eph. That said, at the same time 

Char, introduces a variant: not only Eros is <piAAv£iKO<; against the rivals, but the rivals 

themselves become cpiXovcucoi one against the other: after an anticipation of this in 

1.2.2, in which the erotic battle in Syracuse is compared with gymnastic competitions, a 

clearer example of this new motif appears in 4.4.1, where Callirhoe is defined as the 

contended aGXov. Then, in 5.8.4 all the rivals are described as erotic warriors (£ovf)0r|<; 

pcv ouv Kai 7tpox£ipo<; Ttaai xoiq dvx£paaxai<; 7toX£po<;) and, finally, this pattern is 

extended to the temporary rivalry which Statira has toward Callirhoe (5.9.2, where the 

former rcaoav acpciaa yovaiKdav cpiXovcudav cuvooaxepa xfj KaXXipop 5ia xrjv xipfjv 

cycvexo). As a result, in Callirhoe Eros is also cpiXovciKoq in another sense: he enjoys 

causing troubles from distance. While in the first case Char, links Eros to secondary 

characters as does Xen. with Habrocomes, Char.’s second approach is completely 

missing in the Eph. As a result, (piXovEKoq confirms the results of the previous analysis 

of the image of love as a warrior (1.2.1-2, n: o 0eo<;, b).
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In addition, in this case the parallel between Char, and Xen. is particularly close, 

because the only other author before them who associates £pco<; and (piAdveucoq is 

Gorgias in his Helen’s Encomy (see 4: wt’epcoTÔ  is  (piXovucou), where the “modem” 

variant of the adjective appears. However, the absence of a god and the complete 

different context make the connection between this passage and the novelistic ones 

implausible (on this I take issue with Laplace 1994, 455). As a result, the hypothesis 

that one of the two novelists is drawing <piXov£iKO<; from the other is very likely and, 

since Xen. introduces only two occurrences and gives to them a different meaning, his 

dependence on Char, is more probable than the other way around.

Finally, in the other novelists this theme does not occur frequently: an erotic use of 

(ptX6v£uco<; and cpiAovcuda appears only once in both Ach. and Hid, who seem to 

introduce these words only to acknowledge a novelistic motif: the former describes the 

erotic battle fought by Thersander against Leucippe as a (piXovcuda [...] £pcoxucr| 

(6.18.5), while the latter stresses Eros’ role in the life of men by saying: ppap£bovxo<; 

’'Epcoxoq Kai 6 i’a0A,r|xa>v 5uo xobxoov Kai povoov ouc; £^£U^axo peyioxov aywvcov xov 

i5iov a7to(pfjvai cpiXov£iicr|aavxo<; (4.4.1; in the novelistic corpus there are a few more 

occurrences of this cluster of words, but they are unrelated with love: cf. Longus 1.27.3, 

where the contest concerns music, and Ach. 4.12.3 and 5.1.6, where it concerns 

elements of the earth). In my opinion, since Char, and Xen. use (pi>AveiKO<; and 

(piAov£uaa in relation to the whole novel, I would speculate that Ach. and Hid. might be 

subtly doing the same. Since the former focuses the first part of the novel on 

Clitophon’s battle to conquer Leucippe and the second on that played by Melite with 

Clitophon and by Thersander with Leucippe, the hypothesis that cpiAovcuda is also here 

a leading principle of his text is acceptable. Hld.’s case is even clearer, because his 

passage can be read as a synthesis of the whole novel. In addition, this author attributes 

twice the same verb to the destiny’s action towards men (4.19.8: ’12 xrjq d|0£iA,ucxo\) 

Ka0’figG)V xou 5alpovo<; (pilov£uda<; and 7.14.5: xou Salpovoq 7uavxa%o0£v poi xqv xou 

7taxpo<; 7rpoor|Y0P̂ av Tmpucoyai cpiXov£iKf|oavxo<;): this appears to be a possible 

extension of this motif to who really leads human life.

In conclusion, I am suggesting that (piXovcucoq and (piXovcuda have a sort of 

metaliterary value in the entire novelistic corpus.
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1.2.1: i>7i8pr|(pavoi<;: this word, which is the definition of Habrocomes’ hostility to love 

(LI 2.1), is here introduced for the first time in the novel: as De Temmerman 2007, 99 

notices, apart from this case, where the reference is generic, all the other occurrences of 

this adjective and of its cognates u7C8prj(pavia and U7tepr|(paveQ) ‘apply to the male 

protagonist Habrocomes’ and are focused on different speakers: Habrocomes relates 

U7t8pf|<pavia to himself in two of his monologues (1.4.5 and 2.1.2), while Anthia, 

Euxinus and Manto refer to him the same appellative (1.4.6, 1.16.5, 2.5.2 and 2.5.5): 

thus, U7iepf|(pavo<; is an element typical of Habrocomes’ characterisation.

Further, this sequence of passages suggests that this cluster of words might be part of 

the Entwicklung of the novel. First, the existence of a gap between the narrator’s current 

definition of Habrocomes’ arrogance and the future awareness of the character is a sign 

of the importance of direct speeches, which reveal how the protagonists develop their 

personality (NA 3). Second, the fact that two rivals accuse Habrocomes of being

i)7i8pf|cpavo<; suggests that the initial arrogance of the protagonist, which is his personal 

sin, is transformed into a proof of his refusal of rivals’ erotic proposals and, thus, of his 

chastity, which is no longer a personal “sin”.

Finally, Xen.’s focus on this issue invites us to study its possible origin. As De 

Temmerman 2007, 100 again notes, o imepf|(pavo<; is a type of Theophrastus’ 

Characters, in which this kind of man is described as ‘someone who refuses to comply 

with the requests of others and does not want to come into contact with others’. That 

being said, the novelty of our Xen.’s approach, which is typical of his whole genre, 

would be to accomodate this model in an erotic context (see De Temmerman 2007, 106 

for the description of this phenomenon: ‘Most of the character-types [...] transfer their 

normal connotations, exemplified in Aristotle and Theophrastus, to the erotic sphere, 

with the result that characteristics traditionally associated with a certain character 

become erotically coloured’).

Since in Habrocomes’ first monologue there is also a connection between avSpeia and 

warfare, which was typical in Greek ethical discourse (on this, see Jones 2007, 113) and 

especially in Aristotle’s moral treatises, it is not unthinkable that our author was aware 

of part of these works and that he was drawing from them some types like the present 

one.

This hypothesis might be supported by the lack of u7tepf|cpavoc; and cognates in Char, 

and in Longus, who does not introduce them with reference to an erotic arrogance
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(3.30.5 and 4.19.5). This lack of literary parallels makes the relationship with ethical 

treatises plausible. Conversely, both Ach. and Hid. have two occurrences each of these 

terms, which are both in character’s text and recall the second exploitation made by 

Xen. of this concept. Hid. shares the same purpose as our author, since he makes 

Achaemenes and Cybele address Theagenes with the epithet u7iepf)(pavo<; (7.25.1 and

7.25.2). On the other hand, Ach. plays with his usual irony, since Clitophon’s chastity is 

not maintained throughout the novel: in the first occurrence it is Satyrus who refers to 

this (5.11.6: o 8e ouk oi5a xi 7ta0d)v u7rspr)cpavEi), while in the second Melite calls 

directly the protagonist xov U7cspf|q>avov in her prayer to Leucippe (5.22.6).

That said, in my opinion the existence of these four occurrences is not enough to 

consider U7ispr|cpav(a a novelistic xo7io<;. In addition, both novelists might be 

deliberately echo the Eph., especially Hid., whose Arsace is a double of Manto. For this 

reason, I would still consider Theophrastus as a possible model of Xen. and the same 

possibility might concern the motif of the “cowardice of love” introduced on the 

wedding night (1.9.4, n.: avav5pe Kai SsiAe).

Finally, there is another term which ascribes arrogance to Habrocomes, which is 

ooPapo<; (1.4.7, n: aoPapoq). Since this adjective, unlike 67t£pf|(pavo<;, is popular in the 

novelistic corpus, it might confirm that the novelistic word for arrogance was not the 

one so frequently used by Xen.

1.2.1: d7tapaiTr|TO<;: since this adjective, which means ‘inexorable’, is linked by Greek 

authors to other gods, we are not here dealing with a specific epithet of Eros (1.2.1-2, n.: 

o Geoq c). Its attribution to divine figures occurs in Plato’s Laws (see 907b: Geoi [...] 

sioiv [...] 7tapa to 5ucaiov cbq 7cavxd7raaiv d7rapaixr|xoi), in Demosthenes, where 

d7iapalxr|T0<; is the epithet of Justice (see In Aristog. 1.11: xf)v dTrapalTrjTov Kai aspvqv 

A1kt|v), and in Pausanias where Nemesis (see 1.33.2: Gscov pdAxaxa dvGpamoic; 

vppioxaT<; eotiv a7iapaixriTO<;) and Zeus (see 7.25.1: to 6e 'IkegIou prjvipa [...] eotiv 

d7capairr|Tov) are addressed. Finally Maximus Tyrius offers us some passages where 

a7iapaiTr|TO<; is related to a generic divinity (see esp. 5.3a: aoxpenxov to GeTov Kai 

dx£V£<; Kai d7iapaiTr|TOv).

That being said, if we look at the etymology of this adjective, we might interpret it as a 

prolepsis of Eros’ refusal to accept Habrocomes’ prayer in the fourth chapter. This 

would make its presence here more sophisticated than what appears.
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1.2.1: TEXvrjv: the mention of this noun creates a Ringkomposition in the second chapter, 

since at its conclusion we will find: xabxa qv 7ipa>xa xrj<; ’'Epcoxoq xexyr|<; pEtaxqpaxa 

(1.2.9). On this artistic device, see Schissel 1909, 32: ‘Vervollstandigt wird das Bild 

Konzentrischen Baues der Szene durch die Erwahnung der sie veranlassenden x£jcvr| des 

Amors an ihrem Eingange und SchluBe’.

1.2.1: 5uod?icoxo<;: in the Platonic Lysis Socrates, after the allusions to the pride which 

characterises beautiful men, makes this comment: Oukouv ogco av psyaXauxoxspoi 

cbaiv, Suaataoxoxspoi yiyvovxai (206a). While the sharing of the theme makes the 

connection between this passage and the Eph. not impossible, the analysis of Sooataoxoc; 

in Greek literature shows that we might be dealing with an intertextual connection 

between Plato and Xen.

Overall, most of the occurrences of 5i)odA,coxo<; in Greek literature concern hunting or 

war and it is impossible to quote here all these references, given their high number (see, 

e.g., for the former, Lysis 206a and Philo, De post. Caini 18, while for the latter DH 

1.66.2 and Plut. Mor. 181c). In addition, in Soph. OC 1723 Svaakanoc; is describes the 

power of evil, while in PI. Ti. 51a the adjective has the different meaning of ‘hard to 

comprehend’.

Given this framework, only Plato and Xen. use Suoataoxoq in erotic contexts. This 

originality is confirmed by the novelistic corpus, where both Char, and Hid. once adopt 

this adjective in a military context (cf. Char. 8.8.9 about the impregnable Tyrus and Hid. 

2.24.1 on dangerous brigands). The latter, then, uses 6uaaX.coxog in relation to sleeping 

(Hid. 4.4.2). Only another passage has an erotic meaning: when, always in the 

Aethiopica, Charicles tells Calasiris about Charicleia’s falling in love, he exclaims: 

sAXxokev f| SuaaAxoxoc; Kai vevlKqxai f| 8oaKaxapaxnxo<; (Hid. 4.7.1). Although the 

adjective has here become a noun, this expression seems to reinforce our argument: as 

Charicleia shares with Habrocomes the same resistance to Eros and Hid. surely wrote 

his text after our novelist (GI 5.1), we might be dealing with an intertextual connection 

between the two. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, as Schissel argues, Hld.’s 

couple of verbs 8<xtac>K£v and v£vlicr|xai seems to echo Xen.’s analogous combination in 

Habrocomes’ first monologue: saXooKa Kai vsvucripai (1.4.1; see Schissel 1909, 64: 

‘Somit ist die Heliodorstelle in ihrer Gesamtheit eine bewuBte Kompilation einzelner
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xenophontischer Inhaltsformeln’; within this parallel, Schissel 1909, 63 even speculates 

that Hld.’s SuoKaiap&xnToq might be inspired by Xen.’s SoaaXcGioc;). In addition, since 

Hid. is keen on Plato, I would speculate that with this intertext Hid. was not only 

referring to Xen., but also to the philosopher and this increases the possibility that few 

centuries before our author was doing the same.

As a result of this framework, I would conclude that Xen. might be deliberately 

intertexting with the Lysis and this hypothesis would strongly support the interpretation 

of Habrocomes as a Platonic spcbpevoc; (LI 7.3a).

Finally, two interesting parallels of SucraXxoioc; appears in Daphnis and Chloe, where 

Philetas describes Eros as aGfipaioq (2.4.3) and then the god defines himself 

5ua0f)paio<; (2.5.2). Since, as Pattoni 2005, 305, n. 22 argues, these two epithets 

‘alludono a una prerogativa meno ffequente di Eros, che piu spesso nelle metafore e 

assalitore e non preda’, it is not unthinkable that Longus was here looking at Xen. or at 

Plato, but no definite proof is available.

1.2.1: EpcoxiKcov cpappdKcov: this definition of the expedients adopted by Eros against 

Habrocomes is an expression created by Xen. While in Greek literature cpdppaxov has 

two main meanings, namely ‘medicine’ and ‘philtre’ (LSJ), in the novels only the 

second is introduced in its literal way. The first example comes from our novel, where 

cpdppaxov is the poison that Anthia asks repeatedly in Tarsus (3.6.1), while in Ach. there 

are two cases: while an Egyptian soldier prepares a filter to conquer Leucippe (4.15.4: 

(pdppaxov 8pcoTo<;), Melite asks Leucippe to offer her a cpdppaxov to conquer Clitophon 

(5.22.3:7rapaax£ cpappaicov).

That said, in the novels there is a subtle connotation: as Cummings 2009, 68 argues, 

‘both aspect of the dual nature of cpdppaxa appear as metaphors in the novels’ in 

relation to love. Within this erotic connotation, the first meaning - ‘cure’ - is attested and 

is more frequent than the second: it has many occurrences in Longus, where Philetas 

establishes this as a to7co<; by stating: ’rEpcDTO<; yap ou6ev cpdppaxov and then proposes 

his three famous remedies (2.7.7). Then, later in the novel (pappaxov occurs other five 

times with the same meaning (1.22.3, 2.8.5, 2.9.2, 2.10.3, 3.14.1). On the other hand, 

Char, uses once (pappaxov and Ach. twice (see “love is the only remedy for love” in 

table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). Conversely, only three passages offer the second meaning of 

“philtre”: Longus connects the image of poison with kisses (1.18.2) and with Daphnis’
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reaction to Chloe’s nudity (1.32.4), while Char, introduces a ‘visceral variant’ of the 

poisoned kiss (2.8.1).

Given this framework, I would argue that Xen. is here exploiting the second 

metaphorical value: Eros might be using his philtres in his action against Habrocomes 

(for famous parallels of this motif, see Theoc. 2.15, Ov. Ars Am. 2.105-6 and Prop. 

2.1.51). That said, since on the wedding night our author introduces also the other 

meaning of cpappaKov as an erotic “cure” (1.9.3, n: Ttavxog): I would speculate that in 

the present passage Xen. might be subtly anticipating that Eros’ revenge is not only a 

punishment against Habrocomes, but also the start of a process which will lead him to 

discover how love is great. This suggestion would ideally work as a parallel of the 

second verse of the oracle (see above, “love is the only remedy for love”).

A similar ambivalence is introduced by Longus in the conclusion of Phileta’s speech, in 

which, although in the opposite order, the first meaning of (pappaicov is ‘medicine’, but, 

as Morgan 2004, 184 argues, the reader could also interpret it as a ‘love philtre, a way to 

promote and achieve love’ (for more on this whole topic, see Cummings 2009, 66-69).

1.2.2: qyexo be xfj<; ApxepiSoq 87ux6pio<;: this sentence opens the first big “scene” of the 

novel. For the importance of scenes in the first book of the Eph., see NA 2.1.

1.2.2-5: xfjq Apxepi8o<; 87uxcbpio<; eopxf| ... syxcopicov: Artemis’ feast is the first 

Ephesian element of the Eph.: thus, it requires a thorough analysis.

a) The peculiar story of the Ephesian Artemis

Artemis is the second divine presence of the novel after Eros. Her presence in a literary 

text is not surprising, since this goddess ‘not only enjoys one of the most widespread 

cults, but is also one of the most individual and manifestly one of the oldest 

deities’ (Burkert 1985, 149) and her mentions ‘sont naturellement tres nombreuses dans 

la litterature grecque et latine’ (LIMC 2, s.v. Artemis, 618). That said, since Artemis is 

introduced within the Ephesian context, we must investigate the possible influence of 

her local cult on Xen.’s portrait.

Overall, in Archaic Greece there are two Artemis: the first is the Eastern Artemis, whose 

name ‘appears among the gods of the Lydians and of the Lycians (Burkert 1985, 149) 

and it is identified with either the Asian Grandmother, or with Cibele or Anahita. The
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celebrity of this goddess is associated with her particular multibreasted image. The 

second is the Greek Artemis, who at her origin had two different identities: ‘zwei Seiten 

ihres Wesens ragen uber die anderen hervor: sie ist teils (besonders auf dem Peloponnes 

aber auch anderswo) die in der ffeien Natur waltende Gottin, teils die 7toxvia 0r|pcov und 

groBe Jagerin’ (Nilsson 1957, 179). That said, however, they very quickly mingled 

together, as it is proved by the Odyssean description of the goddess in the simile with 

Nausicaa, where Artemis is both goddess of the nature and huntress (Od. 6.102-109). 

Within this cultic story Ephesus plays a significant role, since in this city the tradition of 

the Eastern Artemis met the Western one. Originally, the first to be worshipped there 

was the former, who was considered not as a Greek divinity but as ‘eine Verkorperung 

von Asie’ (Burkert 1999, 60; see Tim. Pers. fr. 791 Page 140 and 160, where this Asian 

epithet occurs). Then, when the Greeks colonised the city, they introduced their cult of 

the goddess which prevailed over the previous one. The most evident sign of this 

novelty was their choice of a small place near Ephesus as a new place for the birth of 

the goddess, whose name Ortygia was in deliberate competition with the Ortygia of the 

Island of Delos (h. Horn. Ap. 14-18). Along with this innovation, however, the Greeks 

did not completely abolish the Eastern cult, as they maintained three elements: the 

eunuch priests called ‘Megabyzoi’ or ‘Megabyxoi’ (see Hdt. 1.92.1 and Str. 14.641), the 

multi-breasted statue of the goddess and the ’E(peoia ypappaxa, painted table that ‘seem 

to have been written indistinctly on the feet, girdle and crown of Artemis’ (Arnold 1989, 

15; see for more 1.5.6-7, n: si<; xeAo<;).

This gave birth to a sort of syncretic cult, which lasted a very long time: it was still 

strong in the Imperial Era (Knibbe in Koester 1995, 142) and it faded only in the late 

431 AD, when Ephesus housed the Third Ecumenical Council, an event which is 

considered as the proof of the abolition of Pagan cults in this city (Scherrer in Koester

1995,2).

In conclusion, Artemis is a goddess very important in Ephesus. However, as I will 

shortly demonstrate, Xen. does not seem to acknowledge this tradition in his portrait of 

the goddess throughout the whole novel.

b) The possible connections with the Ephesian reality

At first glance, Xen.’s description seems to lack references to Ephesian details: above 

all, the combination of a temple, a ceremony and a goddess is a typical sequence of
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every tcô k; in the Classic as well as in the Imperial Era (cf. on this Burkert 1985, 225: 

‘the living religious practice of the Greeks is concentrated on festivals’ and Van Nijf 

1999, 176: ‘Greek festivals play a central part in civic life under Roman rule’). Second, 

Anthia’s portrait recalls that of a Greek Classical Artemis different and not of the 

Ephesian one (1.2.6, n: x^®v).

As a result, in the Eph. the only “realistic” trait of the goddess lies in her presence: Xen. 

seems to lack originality, as he adopts here a technique which is typical of the entire 

novel: the mention of the god of the place which is touched by the protagonists.

c)The mention of the Artemision

A similar lack of local colour concerns Xen.’s mention of Artemision (to iepov): our 

author does not describe any detail of this temple, which was still a very active religious 

center in the Imperial Era, despite its early foundation in the eighth century BC (on its 

importance in the Imperial Era, see Pliny 36.95: ‘Graecae magnificentiae vera admiratio 

exstat templum Ephesiae Dianae CXX annis factum a tota Asia’; for few historical 

details, see GI 3.1). The importance of this shrine depended only on its religious 

activity, but also on the social function performed in the life of Ephesus and of Asia 

Minor: it was the place where an ‘international KapitalzufluB’ was available (Burkert 

1999, 65 and cf. Xen. An. 5.3.7 and DC 31.54) and it had also the privilege of being an 

‘Asyl’ (ibidem, 66; see also Pd. fr. 174), whose mythical founders were the Amazons 

(see Call. Dian. 237 and Etym. M. 402, 8 ff.). As a result, Xen.’s silence on this temple 

is not surprising, since its importance was certainly clear in his readers’ mind. That said, 

our author also reveals to be disinterested in the “touristic” approach which occurs in 

the eleventh chapter of the first book and, especially, in other novelists (1.11.6, n: 

peyaXri).

d  ̂The most complicated issue: the study of Xenophon’s ceremony 

Unlike the Artemision, Xen.’s mention of Artemis’ procession is rich. To begin with, a 

religious procession as the place where the protagonists fall in love is a T07io<; of erotic 

literature and in LI 2.3a I speculated about the connection between this event and the 

oracle in Xen.’s ideal love. My purpose now is to focus on the ceremony itself, since 

Xen. informs us about the development of the whole procession and assings a role in the 

ritual to his protagonists. As a result, their erotic encounter happens only at the end of
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the event when the sacrifice in the temple begins (1.3.1: H<; ouv £T£T£>£gto p£v f) 

7top7rr| [...]) and their forced separation coincides with the end of the ritual (1.3.3: t o t e  

p£v 0uoavT£<; a7rr|MaxTTOVTo). This pattern draws a difference from the traditional role 

of ceremonies in erotic literature, which are usually only the pretext which makes two 

young people leave their house and meet on the road, as it happens in both Theocritus 

(see Theoc. Id. 2.70-72; 82-83) and Char, (see 1.1.5). As a result, Xen.’s exploration of 

this motif appears to be more extensive than usual. This originality makes the 

comparison between this ceremony and the Ephesian ones very important, since this 

emphasis might have a local origin. On further inspection, however, this does not seem 

to happen.

To begin with, three main ceremonies were dedicated to Artemis in Ephesus (cf. 

Portefaix 1999, 613, Rogers 1999, 241 and Knibbe 1995, 153): the older Ephesia and 

Artemisia and the feast for the birth of the goddess at Ortygia (see Str. 14.1.20). The 

former was part of a pan-Ionian festival, which was celebrated every four years in the 

Panionion until the fourth century BC, when it was moved for safety reasons to a place 

out of the city (see Thuc. 3.104 and D.H. 4.25). The existence of the Artemisia, instead, 

is only attested by some inscriptions and literary texts (see Arnold 1972, 17, n. 4). 

Overall, these three Ephesian events do not match Xen.’s description: as the 

aforementioned sources report, they in fact involved the whole population (families 

attended the first and probably also the second ceremony, while in the third only boys 

vied for honour) and were led by male priests. As a result, what Ruiz Montero 2007, 

268 argues appears the most reasonable conclusion: ‘since many years we are no more 

sure that the description of Xen.’s initial procession is realistic’389. Thus, even without 

accepting Nilsson’s and Gartner’s great scepticism (cf. Nilsson 19573, 243 and Gartner 

1969), Xen.’s ceremony might be better interpreted as a literary representation of any of 

the adolescent rituals dedicated to Artemis in Classical Greece, such as those attested in 

Brauron, (see Dowden 1989, 20-24), Athens (see Plut. Arist. 20, who describes the cult

389 Scholars also discuss whether the lack o f music in Xen.’s procession might be also considered as 
another proof o f the anti-realism o f the description: as Bowie 1990, 83 argues, in the Imperial Era ‘in 
worshipping traditional gods traditional texts will still have been sung’ and, in particular, we know that 
‘hymnodoi were attached to the cult o f Artemis at Ephesus’. Having said that, however, Bowie 2006, 78 
suggests that ‘perhaps these upvco6oi sang only inside the temple precinct, and it does indeed seem that 
the elaborate procession set up by C.Vibius Salutaris in AD 104 involved the carrying of statues without 
any accompanying singing. Perhaps Ephesian readers would think Xenophon was getting it right’. As a 
consequence, this issue is still controversial and, thus, it cannot be used as part o f the demonstration.
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of Artemis Eukleia) and Patrai (see Paus. 8.18.11). Therefore, the introduction of this 

event does not seem to depend on the local cult of Artemis.

Interestingly, however, there are two sources which might suggest the existence of 

another Ephesian ritual. Since this other ceremony appears closer to that of Xen. than 

the previous ones, I will now focus on both.

1) Calame and the Etymologicum Magnum

The first source is a lemma from the Etymologicum Magnum, which speaks of the 

Artemis Daitis’ cult in Ephesus (on this feast, cf. Heberdey 1904): in his study of 

choruses of young women in Ancient Greece Calame discusses this passage and 

connects it with the Eph.

Aaixi<;- xonoq ev ’E(psacp. Eiprpai and xoiauxr|<; aix(a<;. KAupcvr| 0uyaxr|p paaiXeax; pexa 

Kopcov X8 Kai 8tpf|p cov ei<; xov xo7iov xouxov 7iapayevopevr|, e%ouoa 8s Kai ayaXpa 

Apxepiboq, psxa xf]v ck xou X8 ipG)V0 <; TiaiSiav Kai xspvyiv, ecpr| 5eiv xf)v 0edv 8uco%8ia0ai. 

Kai ai pev osXiva Kai aXka xiva cuvayouaai, aveicAivav oi 8s s(pr|poi, 8K xg>v  7cX,r|aiov 

dXoTxriylcov aXaq Aapovxeq, 7tap80r|Kav xfj 0ecp avxi 8aixoq. Tfi 5 ’ s£rj<; sviauxco pr) 

xouxou yevopevou, prjvig xfjq 0eob Kai Aoipoq KaxeXaPe, Kai Kopai Kai veoi 

5i8cp08lpovxo- ouv e5o0r|, 5T ou e^pupevioavxo xfjv 0eov, Kai 5aTxaq auxfj

snsxsXsvav, Kaxa xov xcov Kopa>v Kai xcov 8cpf|Pcov xporcov. Kai ck xou cruppavxoc; 

rcauaapevou xou Xoipou, q xe 0eo<; Kai o xo7io<; arco xfjq 5aixo<; Aaixiq 7ipocrr|yop8b0r|. ,VH 

and xou Au8ov xiva Ka7ir|Xov auxo0i Kaxoucf|aavxa 7iapexeiv xa npoq xf)V 5alxa xoT<; 

87ti^8voup8voi<;. rHv 8s xo Kupiov auxou ovopa ’'Ecpeao^- cup’ ou Kai f| 7t6Xi<; (252.11 ff.).

‘Daitis: a place in Ephesus, as is explained by the following aition. Clymena, daughter 

of the king of the city, went to a place outside of the city accompanied by boys and 

young girls and carrying a statue of Artemis. After having played and enjoyed 

themselves in a field, Clymena told them to prepare a banquet for the goddess. The girls 

found celery and then they reclined on the grass. The boys instead, after having picked 

up salt from the near salt-pits, offered it to the goddess in place of a meal. The following 

year, however, this ritual was not repeated and the young people suffered a visitation of 

cosmic anger and an epidemic sent by Artemis: they were all killed. Then an oracular 

response was pronounced: people started again to propitiate the goddess and to offer her
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a meal, following the fashion used by the young boys and girls. After this fact, the 

epidemic stopped and the goddess and the place were called from this meal Daitis. 

Then, a Lydian tavern-keeper who was living there offered food to the guests. His 

chief’s name was Ephesus, from whom the city’s name derives.’ (Calame 1997’s 

translation, slightly changed).

As Calame 1997 notes, ‘this passage, in explaining the epiclesis “Daitis” [...], describes 

both the ritual and the founding legend of this cult, [...] which consists of a meal offered 

to the goddess by the Ephesians’ (94) and he argues that Xenophon’s description shows 

a ‘certain verisimilitude’ with this passage: both texts, in fact, share the presence of 

boys and girls in a ceremony for Artemis, a female and noble leadership of the ritual and 

the location of the ritual in a place out of Ephesus. Overall, these connections leads him 

to suggest that the present passage of the Eph. is the ‘final important source’ (95) of the 

Daitis ceremony. As a result, in his view Xen. is describing this specific Ephesian event. 

That said, although some of the listed similarities are true, there are differences between 

Calame’s passage and that of Xen. which do not allow us to accept his conclusion. To 

begin with, this description is not the ai'xiov of the ceremony, but of the place Daitis in 

Ephesus, where the meal to Artemis was offered: since Xen. does not allude to this 

place, the issue of location cannot be used as an element of comparison. In addition, this 

ritual is a described as a very early ceremony, which then did not continue throughout 

the Ephesian story: this makes its existence at Xen.’s time implausible and, therefore, it 

is more difficult to understand from where his knowledge of this event might have 

come. While these two points complicates Calame’s theory, the following two make it 

unlikely: in the Eph. the transport of Artemis’ statue and the meal are missing. While 

Xen. might have decided to subtly hide Artemis’ statue in Anthia’s portrait, in my 

opinion his silence on the meal, which is the main ingredient of Calame’s source, 

constitutes an objection which cannot be overcome. The only possible allusion in the 

Eph. to this event might lie in the list of the objects carried by the participants of the 

procession, where icava - ‘basket of reed’ or ‘bread-basket’ are included (1.2.4, n: id 

icpd). However, these are the ‘characteristic three-handled baskets which contained the 

vital prerequisites, practical and symbolic, for the sacrifice’ (Parker 2005, 224) and they 

traditionally carried sacred barley: they were not used to bring food for banquets and,
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thus, they cannot be considered a hint at the Ephesian feast. As I result, I would not 

accept Calame’s hypothesis.

2) Menander and an Ephesian Sentvocpopia

In a fragment of Menander’s comedy The Cithara Player the Athenian Moschion tells 

his father about his love affair abroad with an Ephesian woman. In this account, the 

romantic story has its origin in an Ephesian procession (a reference to a possible 

connection between Xen. and this passage is already made by Alperowitz 1992, 18): 

potabv

ei<g xi)v "Ecpeaov eneaov............

rrj<; Apxspidog rjv xrj<; ’Ecpsalag yap xoxs 

Seurvotpopia xk; TtapGsvcov staoGepcov 

siScov Kopr|v evxauGa Oavioo ye xou 

Eucovupeccx; (92-97).

‘Arrived at Ephesus I fell (in w ith)...

For then there was a solemn procession where food was offered by free-born virgins to 

Artemis the the Ephesian. I saw there a maiden, daughter of Phanias of the Euonymeus 

clan’.

The reason why this source is curious is that Menander places like Xen. a falling in love 

in an Ephesian procession. That said, the preserved fragments of this comedy do not 

lead us to argue that there is a connection between Xen.’s and this text. In addition, 

despite the appearance, there is no proof that this fragment hints at the Daitis 

procession. As a result, we are dealing with a suggestive source which, however, at the 

end simply shares with our novel the literary exploitation of the procession as the place 

of the falling in love.

To begin with, what prevents the connection between Menander’s description and ours 

is again the issue of food, which only occurs in the former. Second, the connection 

between Menander and the Etymologicum Magnum is discouraged by what Gomme and 

Sandbach 1973, 416 argue. These scholars do not believe that Menander’s Seucvocpopla 

is a local event, since ‘it is not possible that a participant in the procession was Attic, as 

Phanias’ daughter is’. In addition, Ssurvocpopiai were famous events in Athens, where 

they were part of the Oschophoria (on this feast, see Parker 2005, 211-217, with
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references to Greek sources) and probably of a ritual attributed to the Cecropids (see 

Philoc. 328 FGrH F 183: deurvocpopla yap ecm to (pspeiv Seircva xaix; KeKpo7to<; 

Ouyaxpacnv "Eparp Kai Flavdpoacoi Kai AypabXxov [...] and Parker 2005, 216, n. 110 on 

this). Thus, it is likelier that Menander was creating this “Ephesian” event from his own 

Athenian perspective.

That said, one might object that two Imperial epigraphs from Ephesus attest the 

existence of a bEurvocpopla like this: the first inscription dates to the reign of Antoninus 

Pius (see I. Eph. 221, 5-6: xf|<; Apxepiboc; 5survoq>6pia xrj<; Osou) and the second was 

written in the third century AD (see I. Eph. 1577, a, 9-10: xrj<; 5survo<popiaicfj<; 7iop7irj<; 

b, 5ei7Ev[ocp6poi). However, the chronological distance between Menander and these two 

processions is great and, thus, it is not likely that these epigraphs were referring to the 

event mentioned by the comedian. Finally, on closer examination, in Daitis procession 

food is not carried as in Menander and the word Seurvocpopia is missing.

As a result, this source cannot be use to shed more light on Xen.’s procession. For this 

reason, I would conclude that Xen.’s emphasis on the procession does not depend on his 

will to establish a particular connection with Ephesus. Conversely, it is simply a marked 

sign of the importance that religious life has in his civilised society (LI 1.2 and 2.3a). In 

addition, this focus on Artemis, which is connected with Anthia, places an emphasis on 

the heroine’s chastity, which will be kept by her after the marriage with Habrocomes. 

That said, I am aware that other scholars offer interpretations of Xen.’s feast which 

underline its universal character (see Nilsson 1906, 244, who compares this procession 

with the art of looking for a wife in a ceremony which was typical of ‘viele nordliche 

landliche Feste’) and its social function: as Fusillo 1989, 197, ie  feste sono il momento 

piu favorevole alio scambio fra i sessi in societa caratterizzate dalla segregazione 

femminile’. In fact, as Hagg 1983, 123 adds, ‘the only opportunity for young people of 

both sexes to be together without their parents supervising them’. In my opinion, these 

observations are true, but I believe that Xen.’s social and moral interest is here more 

important for the ideology of the novel. Thus, I consider these last views too generic.

e) Heliodorus’ dependence on Xenophon’s procession

Finally, Xen.’s procession is the passage which clearly proves that Hid. read the Eph. 

(GI 5.1). In addition the peculiar nature of this parallel, which lies in the combination of
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marital love and i religion, confirm how these two novelists are similarly keen on these 

two topics.

In the Aethiopica, like in our novel, the protagonists’ fall in love occurs during a long 

procession which is set in Delphi. The structure of this event is well summarised by 

Pouilloux 1984, 699, n. 25: ‘au 2.34.3 les Enianes envoient une delegation (Gscopia) 

pour faire un sacrifice (Ouala) sous la conduite de Theagenes (apxiOswpo*;), car il y a 

une xsipaeiripu; concomitante aux Pythia; mais on note (2.34.7) qu’on procede a un 

£vayiapo<; en l’honneur de Neoptoleme. La procession est decrite dans ses diverse 

parties (3.1 and 2) et on cite l’hymne en l’honneur de Thetis et de Neoptoleme (3.2.4), 

la triple lustration autour du tombeau de Neoptoleme (3.5.2), le sacrifice (3.5.2), le 

banquet (3.10.1), avec la danse de la pyrrhique (3.10.3)’. Overall, Hid. himself stresses 

the exceptionality of this event by defining it as ovopaatf|v ev oAiyai<; yevop£vr|v

(3.1.2).

Interestingly, the erotic encounter between his protagonists happens only in the fifth 

chapter of the third book (3.5.3-4), when the procession is finished and the participants 

have just entered the sanctuary to make sacrifices (3.5.1-2). Afterwards, their separation 

coincides with the end of the ceremony (3.6.1: eAiAoto pirv r\ 7ro|i7rf]). Since the same 

situation occurs in the Eph., Hid. might depend on our author for this combination. This 

hypothesis is supported by more connections, which, following Schnepf’s (1887, 11-14) 

analysis, suggest that Hid might be intertexting with Xen.

a) The protagonists of both rituals play similar roles: Charicleia is like Anthia associated 

with Artemis (2.33.4), as the inclusion of bow and quiver in both their presentations 

immediately suggests (cf. Xen. 1.2.6 and Hid. 3.4.6), while the male leader of the 

procession is Theagenes (2.34.1), who is accompanied, like Habrocomes, by a group of 

ephebes (3.3.2).

b) Hid. introduces like Xen. the motif of the competition of beauty (Eph. 1.2.8, n: 

7iavT£<;): above all, his Charicleia and Theagenes are introduced in sequence like 

Habrocomes and Anthia (Hid. 2.33.3-4 and 2.34.1). Then, Hid. twice offers a physical 

description of Theagenes (cf. 2.35.1 and 3.3.5) and this spectacle persuades the whole 

population to consider him the most attractive (Hid. 3.3.8). However, despite this 

success, when Charicleia appears her beauty wins the competition (3.4.1). Finally, this 

rivalry does not eliminate Delphians’ admiration of the whole couple, which leads them
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to think that their union is divine (3.4.8: xf|v yap npdq Oaxcpov auxcov cru^uyiav i'aa Kai 

aOavaalav qyov).

Overall, only two variations emerge in this comparison between Xen. and Hid.: an 

inversion of gender, in which Charicleia plays the same role as Habrocomes, and the 

definition of her as xpv ^aKopov xrjq Apxepi5o<; (2.35.3). These differences suggest that 

Hid. is placing an emphasis on Charicleia’s divine heroine, making her a heroine an 

even chaster version of Anthia (for more, see below, e2).

c) In both Xen. and Hid. the protagonists, after their falling in love, stare at each other 

and have a late separation (cf. Xen. 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 and Hid. 3.5.5 and 3.6.1).

d) Hid. seems to introduce two precise textual links with Xen.’s procession: at the 

beginning of the third book, when Calasiris would like to get quickly to the conclusion 

of his description, he states: ’Enel 5s r\ 7cop7rf) Kai o cruprcaq £vayiapo<; sxsXiaGri (3.1.1). 

Interestingly, Xen. describes the same moment of the ceremony with: Xl<; ouv 

exsxsXcoxo pev f| ;iop7xf| (1.3.1). Since the combination of xeXeco with 7top7rf| in the 

meaning of ‘procession’ occurs elsewhere only in a passage of Flavius Josephus (see BJ 

1.228: Aaprcpav 8s 7cop7rf)v [...] £X£A,r|a£v) and in one from Plutarch (Mor. 242a: AA,A,r| 

7iop7cf|v xcXouaa 7tav5r|pov t)koug£V £7ii xfjq 7tapaxa^£co<; vucav xov oiov), where, 

however, the verb is active, the textual link between the two novelists is here likely.

e) Charicleia’s tunic is defined as aA,oupydv 7to5f|pr| (3.4.2): this recalls 

Anthia’s x^wv dAoopyr|c; (1.2.6, n: aXoupyriq), with which there is only a difference in 

length. Interestingly, the union of x^dw and dloupyfiq has no other occurrences in 

Greek literature, apart from a passage of Plutarch’s Romulus (see 26.2: aXoopyfj pcv yap 

eveSuexo xit®v) an^ ° f  Pollux’s Onomasticon (see 4.120: cvlaiq 8i yuvai^i Kai 

7iapa7crixu Kai cruppExpia, o7i£p egxi xvtmv 7to5ripr|<;, dXx>upyf|g kukA,©). Since, however, 

the first belongs to a Roman context, as Romulus is wearing a toga together with this 

tunic, and the second is a list of actors’ dresses, I would again accept the textual 

connection between the two novelists.

As a conclusion, I would argue that in the description of the main procession of his 

novel Hid. is intertexting with Xen.

2) A particular bond between Anthia and Charicleia
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Having reached this final statement, I would like to suggest an interesting consequence 

of this intertextual parallel. While Xen.’s influence on Hid. concerns erotic motifs, such 

as physical beauty and falling in love, and the structure of the whole episode, the 

inclusion of the religious event into this parallel is less evident. On further inspection, 

however, also this issue finds its place in the comparison: although in his description 

Hid. is keen on Delphian traditions, Charicleia’s role as a priestess lacks any source and 

this suggests that Hid. might here has in mind Anthia. This conclusion is quite 

interesting: since this parallel would focus on the religious role played by both heroines, 

the sharing between the two novelists of a similar religious and moral concern would be 

strengthened.

Without any doubt, Hld.’s description suits well the Delphic environment, since 

Neoptolemus’ cult was locally promoted by Thessalians (see Pouilloux 1984, 693: 

‘L’adaptation du recit au cas de Neoptomeme revele sinon d’abord un savoir exact des 

rites delphiques, du moins une grande familiarite avec les divers aspects de ce culte 

heroique’). Further, although the novelist’s introduction of the Aenians as leaders of the 

procession is ‘une nouveaute que le reste de la tradition ignore’ (694), the Imperial 

Aenian coinage and the belonging of this group to the Thessalians make a procession 

like a plausible historical event (Pouilloux, 1984, 694-5). As a result, Theagenes’ role in 

the procession seems to reflect a realistic element and Hld.’s knowledge of Delphi 

appears accurate and possibly based on a direct knowledge of local traditions.

At the same time, it is evident that this author is also drawing information from literary 

sources. A case in point is his description of Neoptolemus’ sacrifice, which is influenced 

by Pindar’s Seventh Nemean (43-47) and Philostratus’ On Heroes (52.3-54.1). The 

former author mentions the location of Neoptolemus’ tomb and the existence of 

processions and sacrifices around it: thus, there is a loose connection with Hld.’s text, 

where the same elements occur. On the other hand, the parallel with Philostratus is more 

significant, not only because this author is generally in Hld.’s mind (see Colonna 1987, 

13: ‘da Filostrato, autore dQlYEroico, della Vita di Apollonio, delle Immagini, Eliodoro 

ha preso qualcosa in ogni pagina del romanzo’), but also because he precisely tells us 

that the Thessalians, as in Hld.’s description, dedicate a hymn to Thetis from their ship 

(cf. 53.10 and Hid. 3.2.4), cry as soon as they have reached the tomb (cf. 35.11 and Hid.

3.5.2) and use baskets to carry the victims (cf. 35.13 and Hid. 3.2.1). This suggests that 

Hld.’s procession is the fruit of a collection of both realistic and literary elements. In
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addition, in this passage Philostratus is not referring to the Delphian heroic cult, but to 

that of Achilles in Troy: thus, Hld.’s source of inspiration is not only local.

At first glance, this conclusion appears linear and supports our hypothesis that Hid. is 

only drawing from Xen. erotic motifs. However, Charicleia’s cultic role does not seem 

to fit into this framework. First, her status as Artemis’ priestess in Delphi lacks local 

attestation, since in this sanctuary the only woman who played this role was the Pythia, 

who is a person different from our heroine (see e.g. 2.35.4 and Dillon, 2002, 98: 

‘Women priests mainly, but not exclusively, served goddesses, and the main exceptions 

were women priests in Apollo’s cults. Here the main focus of attention is the women 

priests at Delphi, responsible for giving oracles [...]’). For this reason, when Charicleia 

gives a prize to Theagenes for his victory in the race, Pouilloux 1983,268 comments: 

‘Cette mention est en effet la seule a attester la presence de la pretress d’Artemis’. 

Second, Hid. seems to be worried about Charicleia’s role, because he justifies three 

times Charicleia’s presence with a reference to a local tradition: this happens at the 

beginning of the procession (2.35.3: ovj/ei [...] Kai xr)v XapucXciav xf|pspov, si pf| 

rcpoxspov si5s<;, aup^apsivai yap Kai xf|v ^aKopov xrjq Apxspi5o<; xrj 7iop7xfi Kai xotq 

svayiapoiq xou NsoxcxoXipou rcaxpiov), at the end (3.5.4: xouxo yap s0o<; o rcaxpux; 

biayivcboKsi vopog) and during Theagenes’ race (4.1.2: dcpiypsvr| Kai aKOuaa 5ta xo 

rcaxpiov). Since the first two statements are attributed to Charicles, in Hld.’s mind the 

7«xxpio<; vopoc; is clearly the Delphian one: this evidence leads me to the conclusion that 

the novelist here is lying. Although this is not surprising, as Hid. might be simply 

following the novelistic attempt at ‘making the reader believe’ (cf. Morgan 1993), I 

would speculate that this strange confession might suggest that the “Ephesian” 

ceremony described by Xen. might be the subtle model of Hld.’s local tradition. This 

speculative hypothesis, if true, would further prove that Hid. owes a debt to Xen. that is 

not only narrative, but also thematic, as it shares with him the ideology about love and 

religion.

1.2.2: (axa5iot 5s sioiv S7txa): this is the first parenthesis of the novel. As I argued in (jl 

1, this passage seems to be part of the “functional” parentheses, because it has a parallel 

in the sixth chapter, where Xen. includes another numeric distance from a holy place in 

the normal corpus of his text (1.6.1, n.: axa51cov). This suggests that our author’s 

interest in this topic is authentic.
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That being said, in Lavagnini’s (1950) view, this measure does not correspond to the 

reality of the Hellenistic Ephesus, because the distance between the Door of Magnesia - 

Tunica porta adatta alia comunicazione col santuario’ (201) -  and the sanctuary ‘e di 

almeno 1600 metri, mentre ‘i sette stadii di Senofonte, calcolati come stadii tolemaico- 

romani di 185 metri, non danno piu di 1295 metri’. (ibid., 202-203). As a result, ‘il dato 

del romanzo sarebbe attinto dalla tradizione letteraria’ and in particularly by Hdt. 1.26, 

who in his account of Croesus’ life states: psxa^i) xq<; xs 7taAmfj<; 7i6tao<;, r\ xoxc 

s;toA,iopK£ixo, Kai xou vpou S7ixd axaSioi. This implies that Xen. would have in mind the 

Classical and not to the Hellenistic Ephesus.

In my opinion, although this interpretation is based on precise details, is too scientific, 

because Ancient Greeks measured distances differently from us, following the route 

which was leading them from one place to another. In addition, Xen. does not seem to 

be interested in a realism of correspondence: thus, I would rather suggest that he is 

introducing a plausible indication and that the readership of the novel could easily 

accept this as “realistic”, while it is difficult that they could see it as deliberately 

imprecise. That being said, Lavagnini’s (1950) suggestion might fit well into the 

hypothesis of a Classical dramatic date of the novel (GI 2.2), but this is certainly a very 

little contribution to this hypothesis.

1.2.2: xwv scpqpcov: the ephebes share the role of active participants at the ceremony 

with Anthia’s maidens. As Borgogno 2005, 386 n. 24 states, the hephebate ‘era il 

sistema di formazione civile e militare del soldato cittadino, praticato in numerose citta 

della Grecia’. From the Hellenistic Era onwards it ‘perse il carattere militare per 

accentuare quello educativo e culturale’. In this portrait Xen. does not suggest whether 

he is referring to any particular time. What here is important is that Habrocomes is 

introduced as an ephebe, because this confirms that he is still young and he has not 

completed yet his education. This social mark will appear again in the novel, with a 

special focus on Habrocomes, as his tutor’s death (1.14.4-5 n.: o xpocpetx;) and the 

appearance of this father in a dream (1.12.4 n: xa> 5e APpoKopp) will confirm. As a 

result, this pattern is functional to the Entwicklung and Roman of the novel.

1.2.2: s^KaiSsKa: we discover here Habrocomes’ age, while shortly later that of Anthia 

will be revealed (1.2.5). As Scarcella in Furiani -  Scarcella 2006, 167 argues, ‘la
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sorprendente novita introdotta dai romanzieri e la giovanissima eta dei partners 

maschili, lontanissimi dai trentenni, eta tipica della coppia coniugale greca’. 

Conversely, ‘che le donne fossero giovani e vergini, tali da garantire la purezza del 

casato, era un dato assodato’. This younger status of male protagonists is a xonoq in the 

novelistic corpus: Daphnis and Chloe are fifteen and thirteen years old at the beginning 

of the novel (Longus 1.7.1), Chariclea is seventeen at the end (Hid. 10.14.4), like Ninus 

in the homonymous novel. The only expection is Clitophon, but is a partial one, since 

he is only nineteenth years old (Ach. 1.3.3).

1.2.3: 7toX,u 8s ^evucov: the numerous presence of foreign people at the procession is a 

fact which is attested in Ephesus (see Thomas 1995, 100: ‘a respectable number of 

political figures -  Roman, Greek, Egyptian and others -  turns to Ephesos when their 

careers become enviable and their continued existence threatens’), but at the same time 

was typical also of other Greek cities: the general nature of the procession is thus 

confirmed.

1.2.4: id  ispd K ai... dpr|viK<x: also the objects carried in the procession are a traditional 

element of Greek processions, but with a distinction: from id  ispa to Oopidpata we are 

dealing with objects which appear in every sort of ritual, while the following ones are 

peculiar to Artemis. The first conclusion is suggested by Burkert 1985, 93, who argues 

that in any Greek ceremony: ‘one group of anathemata can be understood as giving 

permanence to the sacrificial act: vessels of all kinds, roasting spits, sacrificial axes, and 

above all tripods’. In addition, the presence of torches suggests that the procession was 

nocturnal: this is another common trait of Greek processions. On the other hand, horses, 

dogs and object for hunting are typical of Artemis, given her original interest in this 

activity (1.2.2-5 n.: irjq ApxepiSo^, a). Finally, the mention of objects connected with 

war and peace can be interpreted as a symbol of the entire life of the rcoXu;, which was 

based on the altemance of periods of war and moments of peace. This is not surprising, 

since in the Greek culture ‘festivals interrupt and articulate everyday life’ (Burkert 

1985, 225). This further proves that this celebration is set by Xen. at the core of the 

civic life.
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1.2.4: **£Kaaxr|: the text is here problematic, because ‘con rapido trapasso il 

romanziere descrive in prima posizione il gruppo di vergini’ (Bianchi 2003, 173): for 

this reason, O’ Sullivan 2005 introduces a lacuna in the text, following an early tradition 

started by Peerlkamp 1818 and supported by many other scholars.

In addition, Bianchi 2003 points out that the virgins are already mentioned twice before 

this passage and proposes to introduce again this term: £Kaoxr| 5e abxcov <7iap0£vcov> 

onxax;. This reading might be correct, but no definite proof is available. Conversely, I 

would take issue with Jackson 1935, who inverts this sentence with the following, 

because in this way he violently interrupts the description of Anthia.

1.2.5: AvOia:

a) The choice of the name: the etymological meaning

As I have already suggested (1.1.2 n.: cruvfiv0£i), this name is ‘significant’. This 

conclusion is also supported by the scant appearance of this name in literature: AvOda 

is only a name of city (cff. II. 9.151 and 293, Paus. 2.30.8 and 9, 4.3.1, 7.18.3, 5, 6 and 

19.1) or an epithet of goddesses, namely of Aphrodite, Hera and the Hours (cf. WGEN, 

s.v.). The only exceptions concern characters who are not famous, such as Thespia’s 

daughter (Apollod. 2.7.8), a sister of Priam (Polyaen. 7.47) and a courtesan (Athen. 

13.592), but in none of these cases a parallel with Xen.’s protagonist emerges. Finally, 

from a papyrological point of view, there is only an occurrence of AvGla (see Michigan 

Papyri in Garrett Winter 1936, 223-225): her name is definitely “significant”.

b) The choice of the name: the literary interpretation

As I explained in the introduction, on further inspection the protagonists’ names appears 

also to be ‘literary’.

c) The discussed graphic form

As for Habrocomes (1.1.1, n.: Appoic6pr|<;), Anthia’s name has also an unclear 

philological tradition: as Borgogno 2005, 387 n. 20 and O’Sullivan 2005 state, F always 

introduces the name AvOla, apart from the present passage, where the proparoxytone 

form dvOia appears.
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The reason for this variation, which is usually neglected by scholars, seems to be a 

consequence of the oscillation that this name was having in the Imperial Era: both 

Imperial inscriptions and the “Antheia-fragment” (GI 1) attest the existence of an 

alternative form ’AvOsia (see e.g. IG 5.1, 1482, Messene), which was common in 

ancient epic (see II. 9.151, 293 and Scutum 381) but which at Xen.’s time was less 

popular.

Following Capra’s (2008b, 14) view, Xen. might be here acknowledging this rarer 

tradition: the appearance of avOia appears to be a plausible correction made by a copyist 

to assimilate this form to ’AvOsia, since in late antiquity both names were pronounced in 

the same way. As a result, while I would keep AvOia throughout the whole text of the 

Eph., like Dalmeyda 1926, Papanikolau 1973, O’Sullivan 2005 and Borgogno 2005 do, 

I would here correct F introducing AvOsia.

1.2.5: MsyapfiSmx;: although this name in F has a -5- only here, while -t- in the other 

four occurrences, I would choose like Borgogno 2005, 387, n. 17 the present form also 

in the other occurrences, because Meyapf)8r|<; is a ‘literary name‘ (see h. Merc. 100). 

Further confirmation of this comes from the fragmentary novel Chione, in which the 

same name designates the husband that Chione does not want to accept.

1.2.5: Eui7i7rq<;: unlike that of her husband, this name is both ‘literary’ (cf. e.g. Danaus’ 

daugher in Apoll. 2.1.5, Pierus’ wife in Ant. Lib. 9 and Ov. Met. 303) and ‘realistic’ (see 

IG V: 2, Ma 335). The first aspect seems more important than the second, since Xen. is 

keen on names provided by mythographic authors.

1.2.5: eyxcopicov: Anthia’s family is from Ephesus like that of Habrocomes: the 

importance of homeland in Xen.‘s civilised society is confirmed (1.1.1, n: yuvatKO<;).

1.2.5: to k&Mo<; ... oiov Oaupaaai: this section includes the description of Anthia’s 

beauty: on its originality in the Eph., see 1.1.2. As the following notes will show, this 

portrait is divided into three parts, as the narrator focuses on different parts of the 

heroine:

- description of hair (1.2.6 n.: Kopq);

- description of eyes (1.2.6 n.: ocpOaXpoi);
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- description of dress (1.2.6 n.: x^®v).

The most innovative part seems to be the second: unlike the other two, it includes 

original expressions and has a resonance in the rest of the novel.

1.2.5: exri pev ox; xeoaapscncaldsKa: O’Sullivan 2005 has the merit of having 

reintroduced dx;, which appears only in Cocchi 1726. As Borgogno 2003, 32 argues, this 

adverb ‘va benissimo per il senso’, because constitutes a parallel with rcepi, which is 

introduced in the indication of Habrocomes’ age (1.2.2, n: E^KcriSsica).

1.2.5: fjv0Ei: this is the second pun made by Xen. on the name of this heroine. The 

parallel with the previous pun ( 1.1.2 , n.: owrjvOei) is clearly established by the mention 

of beauty, which occurs in both passages.

1.2.6: Kojir| ^av0r|, [...] 6Aiyr| 7T87cX£yp£vrj: from the Greek perception, both these traits 

are typical signs of beauty and the first lacks a gender distinction. For this reason, the 

first part of Anthia’s portrait simply suggests that Anthia is typically beautiful.

On the one hand, blond hair characterises the Homeric Achilles (II. 1.197) and Odysseus 

(cf. Od. 13.399 and 431) and also appears in Sapphus (fr. 98.6-7). For this reason, 

Misener 1924, 104 defines ^av0o<; as an ‘idealistic descriptive epithet’ which ‘is not 

distinctive enough to individualize the heroes’. A confirmation of this generic nature is 

given by the occurrence of blond hair in other novelists (Ach. 1.4.3 uses it for Leucippe, 

Longus 1.17.3 for Chloe; see also Iambi. 15.13 and 39.19). On the other hand, 

intermingled hair is a reminder of the ‘antica moda ionico-attica’, as Beschi-Musti 

1992, 329 argue commenting on Theseus’ appearance as a woman in Pausanias (1.19.1).

1.2.6: 6(p0aA,poi yopyoi, (pai6pot pev cbq iaxAfj<;, cpoPepoi 6e ax; adxppovo^: Anthia’s 

physical description has its climax in the description of her eyes. Xen.’s focus on this 

organ is not casual, since eyes play a key role in the falling in love, lovesickness and 

marriage of the protagonists (1.3.1 n.). As a result, this passage appears to be an 

anticipation of what follows and especially of the less frequent use of eyes as projectors 

of beauty and this point is also marked by the presence of a Platonic pun.

At the same time, Xen.’s stress on the fearful aspect of the heroine and of her chastity 

introduces a difference from the following chapters of the novel, where Anthia is
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progressively introduced to love: as a result, I would speculate that in her first 

appearance in the novel Anthia is closer to Habrocomes than is usually thought: she 

shares with him a hostility to love.

That being said, this passage presents some textual and lexical difficulties: a detailed 

analysis is required to reach these unexpected conclusions.

a) The new reading KaA.ffc

The first step is philological and concern the manuscript reading Kopr|<;: O’Sullivan’s 

2005 correction of KaXfjq is certainly good, because it is suggested by a passage from 

Aristaenetus’ epistle about Acontius and Cydippe: xov 5e veov EKoapouv ocpOaXpoi 

cpaiSpoi pev cb<; Ka?iou, cpopspoi 5e cbq a6(ppovo<; (1.10.7-8). Since it is demonstrable 

that Aristaenetus was drawing from Xen. (G1 5.4), this correction can be accepted and 

there also internal confirmations: as I will demonstrate shortly, Kopqc; is not a good 

reading, because not only Kopai have cpaibpol eyes. Conversely, the presence of KaX,rj<; 

seems to fit into the context of Xen’s passage: first, since from the beginning of the 

novel this adjective is repeated often to describe the protagonists’ beauty, its appearance 

here is not unlikely. Second, the presence of acbcppovoq suggests that in the second part 

of the sentence the author is focusing on the spiritual aspect of Anthia’s eyes (LI 4.3b). 

This makes it plausible that the first part of this sentence concerns the physical aspect of 

the heroine and this conclusion is supported by the fact that Xen. might be aiming at 

establishing a parallel between Anthia and Habrocomes, who is praised for both his 

physical and intellectual qualities and his body is twice connected with k&XÂ i (1.1.4 

and 1.1.6), it is plausible that, in which the cognate word KaXfj<; would fit very well. 

Having said that, the text presents two other lexical difficulties.

ft) Topyot. eyes which have the effect of a Gorgon

First, the meaning of yopyol is unclear: since it comes from Topyd), the terrible monster 

who transforms men into stones, it usually means ‘fierce’ and ‘terrible’ and sometimes 

refers to eyes. This translation, however, might be seen here as contradictory with 

Anthia’s following description as a beautiful and virtuous woman. For this reason, some 

scholars propose the softer translations ‘quick’ (see Annibaldis 1987 and Anderson 

1989) and ‘scintillanti’ (LRG). In my opinion, all these interpretations are not 

satisfactory, because they do not start from the mythological parallel with the Gorgon.
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Two aspects of this character are relevant: the monstrous nature and the horrifying gaze 

that turned those who beheld it to stone: these two elements are perfectly synthesised by 

Homer in the description of Athena’s aiyu;: sv 5s is  Topyslr| K8(paX,f| Ssivoio rcstabpou, 

5eivf| is  apep5vf| is, Aio<; xepaq aiyioxoio (II. 5.741-2).

In my opinion, the use that Xen. and other erotic contemporary writers make of yopyo<; 

suggests that in this tradition this adjective lost the first connotation to focus merely on 

the second connotation, and, thus, on the effect of the gaze on the onlookers: we are 

dealing with an erotic exploitation of this motif. As a result, I would suggest that 

Anthia’s 6<p0aX,pol would be defined as yopyoi to illustrate their shocking effect, as it 

will happen shortly in Ephesus. For this reason, I would preserve the mythological 

parallel by translating yopyoi as ‘eyes that have the effect of a Gorgon’, rephrasing what 

Cummings 2009, 132 proposes. Having offered this interpretation, I will offer some 

evidence of this and I would also show how it might shed new light on the rest of the 

sentence.

A first proof comes from the novelistic occurrences of yopyo<;: both Ach. and Hid. 

introduce yopyo<; in the description of their heroines: the former, in fact, speaks of 

Leucippe’s oppa yopyov ev f)5ovfj (1.4.3), while in the latter the child Charicleia yopyov 

re Kai ercaycoyov eveTSe (2.31.1). In the first passage the association between yopyoq and 

fjdovrj suggests that Leucippe has not a monstrous glance, but one which shocks and 

induces love. Hld.’s passage is even more helpful: the other adjective 87cayooy6<; means 

‘attraction’ with a reference to incantation: its emphasis is again on the effect of the eyes 

on those who are touched by them, but none could ever think that Charicleia is ugly. 

The same conclusion can be drawn by looking at the passage where Charicleia dazzles 

Thyamis with her eyes. Hid. attributes the reason for this action to the protagonist’s 

beauty (1.21.2: Kai 5f| noze npoq xov 0uapiv avxco7if|aaaa Kai nteov rj rcpoxepov auxov 

tco K&Xkei Kaxaoxpavj/aaa) and then adds this further explanation: Kai xo p>xppa 

KSKivpxo npoq xo yopyoxspov (ibid.). This means that Charicleia’s eyes with their beauty 

have definitely captured Thyamis. The final confirmation of this approach to the Gorgon 

comes from Lucian’s Imagines, where Lycinus begins the dialogue by comparing the 

effect of the mythological figure on human beings to that provoked in him by a 

beautiful woman. In my opinion, this passage can be considered as an explicit 

description of the erotic interpretation of this motif:
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AAA’ r) xoiooxov ii  hmoyov oi xfiv Topyd) iSovxEq oiov cyco svayxoq £7ta0ov, co 

FIoAoaxpaxE, 7iayKaA,qv xiva yuvauca i5cbv- aoxo yap xo xoo po0ou ekeivo , pucpou 8 eco 

Ai0oq e^ dv0pco7co\) aoi 

ysyovEvai 7i£7iqyd)q 6710 xoo Gaopaxoq (1).

That being said, there are other passages from Greek literature which offer another 

interpretation o f yopyoi, since they concern men characterised by a distinctive heroism: 

in this case their strength more than their beauty generates fear in the onlookers. The 

first example is particularly striking: a yopyov oppa characterises Hector in the Iliad, 

where it is compared to that o f Ares (II. 8.349), because o f his destructive power in war. 

Similarly, in his Heroicos Philostratus describes a statue o f the same hero: Hector 

cppopr|paxcc>5£<; S okeT Kai yopyov Kai <pai5pdv (19.3) and the qualities related to this 

features are both strength and beauty: Kai yap cppovripaxcoSEq 5 okei Kai yopyov Kai 

(paidpov Kai £uv appoxrpi acppiycov Kai f| ropa psx’ ooSspiaq Kopqq (ibid.; see also Flav. 

Phil. Vit. Soph. 2.27.5 for another male description with both adjectives, which refers to 

Hippodrome from Thessaly). Then, in his initial portrait o f Alexander the Great Lucian 

offers another interesting occurrence which includes only yopyoq. After having defined 

Alexander as psyaq xe f)v Kai KaXoq ISeTv  Kai 0£O7tp£7if)<; cbq aXr|0co<;, he adds this 

feature: oq>0aXpoi 7toXu xo yopyov Kai evGeov 5i£g(palvovx£<; (3). The reason for yopyoq 

here is not Alexander’s beauty, which is expressed before, but this adjective is used to 

express his status as hero. Finally, Charicleia’s reaction to Alcaemene seems to be worth 

mentioning too, since she reacts to him as to a Gorgon, in which only the terrible side o f  

the monster is evoked (Hid. f) 5 e c&arcEp xf]v Topyouq 0£aaap£vr| K£(paXf|v rj xi 

dxo7icox£pcov, o£u xi Kai pcya avEKpayc [...]).

Interestingly, this twofold approach to yopyoq is also attested in some descriptions of 

physiognomies treatises, which confirm that the difference lies in gender: in 

Adamantius’ view, a pAippa uypov yopyov is one of the distinctive signs of the man 

dvSpstoq, Euvj/uxoq and ioxupoq (B32). A more detailed description is given in another 

passage merely focused on the eyes of valiant warriors: 6(p0aXpoi yopyov pAiTrovxsq 

8 eivov  oi psv yap uypov pAircovxEq GuposiSsTq, aAxipoi, dpsipavssq [...] (A 16). Finally, 

in a passage where the ideal appearance of pcyaAoi avSpcq is featured, Adamantius 

includes ocpGaXpouq yopyouq cpdoq rcoAu E/ovxaq ev sauxoiq (B32).

As a result, there seems to be a literary Greek tradition where ocpGaXpoi yopyoi are 

typical of beautiful men, who are avSpcioi because of their courage and readiness to
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fight. Although at first glance this nuance might appear extraneous to Xen., since he is 

describing a woman, I would speculate that our author might be also alluding to this 

second tradition. The aim of this operation would be to emphasise the warlike 

appearance of Anthia and to acknowledge the masculine nature of the god to whom she 

is compared, Artemis. A good confirmation of this is Aristaenetus’ passage, where the 

description of Xen. is surprisingly attributed to Acontius and not to Cydippe.

This discovery is quite significant, because it suggests that Anthia, who will shortly 

behave as an spatra)*;, does not start the novel keen on love, but as a paragon of 

asexuality. As a result, her behaviour is comparable to that of Habrocomes.

c) The interpretation of the second part of the sentence: cpaiSpoi psv cb<; Kakffc, (poPspoi 

5s (bq creptppovoq

This initial interpretation helps to analyse the second part of Xen.’s description. The 

position of yopyoi at the beginning of the sentence gives to it the role of synthesising the 

following words, which are then divided into two groups by word order and psv and 5s. 

As a result, (paiSpot and (poftepoi should be interpreted as an expansion of yopyoi. That 

said, this link is not clear, since cpo|3spoi appears to be a repetition of yopyoi: also here a 

detailed analysis must be conducted.

To begin with, since yopyoi denotes the effect of Anthia’s glance on others but does not 

describe her eyes, I would suggest that the following adjectives might fill this gap. 

Given this hypothesis, 9<xi5pol, which occurs only here in the novel, is the easiest 

adjective to interpret between the two: it means ‘bright’, ‘appealing’ and for this reason 

it can easily fit into the portrait of a KaX,q woman: beauty is the first reason for Anthia’s 

parallel with the Gorgon. However, <pai5po<; cannot be taken as a ‘female’ adjective, 

because it denotes also eyes of men (see the son of Zeus in Ap. Rhod. 2.44) and children 

(Eur. Med. 1043).

Conversely, the presence of cpoPspoi, ‘terrible’ (LSJ), appears more obscure, since its 

connection with ocb(ppovo<;, ‘chaste’, is not clear. In my opinion, the solution could lie in 

the aforementioned parallel with Artemis the “masculine” huntress: Xen. might be 

suggesting that our heroine is committed to chastity and inaccessible like the goddess 

and, for this reason, her eyes, though beautiful, are ‘intimidating’. In this respect, the 

opposition between psv and 5s seems to work very well: q>ai5pol would emphasise the 

physical reason why Anthia’s eyes create a Gorgon effect, while cpopspoi the spiritual
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one. As a result, I would translate this second part with ‘eyes appealing like those of a 

beautiful woman, but intimidating as those of a chaste’.

d) Anthia anti-lover like Habrocomes?

While Anthia’s chastity is strongly stressed in this passage through her eyes, it is 

interesting how in the next passage where the same organ is mentioned Anthia 

welcomes Habrocomes’ beauty with her wide open eyes (1.3.2 n.) and she is suffering 

(5 i£k sito  58  Kai Av01a 7covf)pcoq). This new scene clearly provides a contrast with her 

first description. First, Anthia’s eyes have lost their ability to affect the others and have 

become passive receivers. In addition, they appear to be merely connected with beauty, 

while her chastity is omitted. Finally, the phrase of S iekeito  5 e Kai AvGia Tcovfjpcoq

(1.3.2) might have an immoral connotation, for which see 1.3.2, n., which suggests that 

the heroine is interpreting her falling in love as a break of her previous chastity. As a 

result, Anthia seems to undergo the same evolution as her future husband from hostility 

to love to acceptance of him and part of this path would be the contrast between the 

chastity of this passage and her following thought that loving is not ethically correct. 

Finally, the connection between these two passages is strengthened by the presence of a 

Platonic pun in the first and of a Platonic intertext in the second: this confirms the 

impression that Xen. is inviting his readers to compare these two passages. In this 

respect, I would also speculate that cpaibpoi might work as a proleptic hint at Anthia’s 

transformation from an immaculate virgin into a passionate lover.

e) The demonstration of the Platonic pun

In his study about Plato in Longus Repath 2011 argues that when the author describes 

Chloe being suckled by a sheep, his use of cpai5pov to denote her mouth is a ‘pun [...] 

recalling the Phaedrus'> and in the corresponding footnote he gives other examples from 

other texts, such as Plutarch’s Amatorius (762d), where a man becomes through love 

(paibpoxspov and Pseudo Lucian’s Amores (52), where Callicratidas is iXapcp tco 

7ipooG)7tcp cpaidpoq.

Furthermore, a similar pun occurs in Ach.: in Repath forth.’s view, two close chapters of 

the eighth book contain the expression <pai5p<n tco 7ipoadmq) (8.13.1 and 8.14.3): in the 

former this designates Thersander’s face, who is waiting for Leucippe’s virginity test, 

while in the latter that of Melite, who is entering the Styge for a similar “exam”. Repath
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forth, argues that Ach.’s reason for alluding to the Phaedrus is that Melite, unlike 

Leucippe, has not maintained a sexual abstinence. As a consequence, she ‘has not 

adhered to the philosophical ideal espoused in the Phaedrus’. Therefore, in this case, 

‘the punning nature and context of these two identical phrases [...] encapsulate the 

author’s use and abuse of Platonic love’.

As the Eph. contains other allusions to Plato and this is the only occurrence in the text 

of cpaibpol, I would argue that we might be dealing with a Platonic pun also in this 

passage. This possibility might be strengthened by a further consideration: the fact that 

cpaiSpoi is linked with KaXfj<; might work as a reminder of the main topic of this Platonic 

dialogue, which is beauty.

This conclusion leads me to take a further step in my interpretation, which is even more 

speculative: part of the Platonic pun might be also yopyoi. In the Symposium, as Savino 

1991 states, 154, n. 29, there is ‘un gioco di parole fra Gorgia e Gorgone’: Kai yap pe 

Topylou o Xoyoq avsplpvpoKev, wars axsyy&q to  to o  'Opqpoo £7tS7i6v0r|- etpopobpqv prj 

poi teXeotcdv o AyaGcov Topylou KecpaXrjv Seivob Aiyeiv ev xa> Xoycp £7ti xov epov Xoyov 

Ttepyaq auxov pe AfGov xrj cwpcovla 7ioifjaeiev (198c 1-5). Although in Xen. the absence 

of both proper names Gorgias and Gorgon makes the hypothesis of this pun less likely 

than the previous one, the presence of the latter is indisputable, because the effect of the 

monster’s eyes is clearly conveyed by yopyoi. This opens the possibility that the readers 

could be here reminded of Gorgias.

Having said that, both these puns or at least the first invites our interpretation: since the 

portrait of Anthia does not immediately recall Plato, the aim of this operation would be 

less specific: it is likely that Xen. is doing what Longus does, when through puns ‘he 

makes a signal to the reader’ (Repath 2010, 13) of the models he is following. At the 

same time, a more precise exploitation is not unthinkable: since Xen. exploits in the 

novel the eyes as projectors of beauty, I wonder whether our author is here suggesting 

the Platonic origin of this very common motif of Greek literature (see 1.3.1 n. for more). 

In fact, in the Phaedrus, during the description of the birth of love, the charioteer 

becomes burnt by love i5(hv to epcoxiKov oppa of the beloved (253e) and then, when 

close to him, eibov xijv ovjnv xfiv xcov 7iai5iKc6v doxpa7txouoav (254b). In both cases, 

however, it is not clear whether Plato is referring to eyes or respectively to the beloved’s 

face and appearance. As a result, this link is not as strong as others which will emerge in 

the novel.
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O An unexpected confirmation of the development of Anthia

Finally, it is interesting how in the course of the Eph. there is another passage where 

Anthia is physically described: after Hippothous’ tragic love-story, the brigand tells 

Habrocomes about another episode, where he met for the first time the unknown 

heroine: rjv 5s KaX,f| 7iavu, A(3p0K0}ir|, Kai saxaXpevri Xixax;- Kopr) ^av0r|, xapievxec; 

6(p0aA|iol (3.3.5). This description shares elements with that of the beginning of the 

novel: together with the obvious reference to her beauty, Kopr| ^av0r| intertexts with the 

second chapter of the first book. In this similarity the simplicity of Anthia’s clothes can 

be included too: during the procession, she wears the traditional xixwv and veppic;, with 

no special ornaments. Finally, %api£vx£<;, ‘graceful’ and ‘beautiful’, which was used 

since Homer to denote parts of human body (see. e.g II. 16.798, where Kaprj xapfev xe 

pexcoTcov of Achilles is mentioned), conveys a nuance similar to that of (patSpol.

Overall, these parallels seem to suggest that through this passage Xen. wants to recall 

the beginning of this novel. Into this framework, however, one detail does not fit: the 

lack of reference to Anthia’s 6cp0aX,poi cpopspol. In theory, this omission might reflect 

Hippothous’ impious status as a brigand, which does not allow him to see the spiritual 

side of the protagonist. However, since Hippothous has a soul sensible to love and his 

mention is a sort of appendix to his tragic story, I would rather offer a different 

interpretation: Xen. might be using Hippothous to subtly express that the initial chastity 

of Artemis has faded away. This would fit into our hypothesis that Anthia is moving 

from a masculine chastity to a feminine predisposition to love. In my opinion, this 

hypothesis might also strengthen the association between our heroine and Charicleia, 

because of the definition of the latter as fj bvadXcoxoq who is eaXxoKsv (4.7.1).

1.2.6: ocbcppovoq: see LI 4.3b.

1.2.6: xixcov [...] kuvs<; E7top£voi: this dress introduces the third part of Artemis’ 

description, as the following comment made by the Ephesians will soon reveal (1.2.7, n: 

7ipoasKuvr|Gav). In fact, the %ixcov, vsppi^, ycopuxoq and kuve<; recall Artemis the 

huntress as she is attested everywhere in Greece in iconographical sources since the 

fifth century BC (while in the Severe art the goddess wears a long xfrwv, but ‘des le 

milieu du V elle peut porter le vetement court [LIMC Artemis, vol. 2.1, 747]). As a
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consequence, Xen’s portrait of the goddess coincides with her Classical representation, 

which then became the most popular in the Hellenistic Era, as the famous Artemis 

Laphria (LIMC Artemis, vol. 2.1, n. 191-249) and Artemis from Versailles (ibid., n. 

250-265) witness. Within this general Greek framework, no particular model can be 

identified: we are dealing with an “abstract” representation of Artemis, which every 

educated Greek was able to produce. The same conclusion can be extended to literary 

sources: in ancient text the most complete portrait is given by Callimachus in his Hymn 

to the goddess, who adopts the same pattern as Xen.: in fact, he writes that irj xo^a 

A rrycopoA ia i xe p s L o v x a i  K a i x o p o q  ap<piXacpri<; ( w .  2-3). Shortly after, Artemis asks her 

father to have io ix ;  K a i x o ^ a  (8) and the possibility of iq y o v u  XlT® v a  C®w u a®ai 

X e y v co x o v  (11-12); finally, she also refers to her 0oou<; K u v a q  (17). In conclusion, our 

novelist seems to be interested neither in a local portrait of the goddess nor in the 

imitation of a specific model.

With this statement I personally take issue with Shea 1998, 68, who instead argues that 

‘Xenophon is following fairly closely Vergil’s introduction of Venus in Aeneid 

1.314-320’. Although in the Latin poem the goddess has Artemis’ features and the last 

three verses of her description resemble that of Xen. (see 318-320: Namque umeris de 

more habilem suspenderat arcum venatrix, dederatque comam diffundere vends, nuda 

genu, nodoque sinus collecta fluenti’), some elements are omitted by Virgil, like the 

quiver, arrows and the deer’s skin. Thus I would interpret these similarities as a sign that 

the both authors are referring to a traditional portrait of the goddess. Finally, I would 

also exclude a late influence of the Ephesian environment: although Oster 1990, 1726 

rightly argues that ‘even prior to the Roman period it is clear that Ephesian coins 

presented the Ephesian Artemis as the Huntress with stag’, Xen.’s text does not have 

any hint at this production: no other evidences are provided by the novelist than his 

‘suppression’ (Thomas 1995, 92) of the Anatolian representation.

1.2.6: atampyfjq: the attribution of this adjective, ‘sea-purple’ (LSJ), to Anthia’s %lxcov is 

significant, because it is the only indication given by Xen. in this third part which seems 

extraneous to the association with Artemis. Its originality is confirmed by this meaning, 

since the appearance of this colour constitutes a subtle indication of Anthia’s status.

In the ancient world this colour has always been particular, as it ‘was common, 

therefore, for great statesmen, actors, courtesans and wealthy citizens to wear it as a
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rather blatant show of power and status’ (EAG, 615). Purple, in fact, come from Tyre 

and was considered as a very precious kind of material.

As a result, this small word ascribes wealth to Anthia and, thus, makes her closer to 

Habrocomes. In addition, it might subtly anticipate the criticism about this issue which 

will occur later in the text.

This conclusion seems to be further strengthened by the use of the word dXoupyf|<;, 

which in Greek literature seems to be considered a feature typical of exaggerated costly 

objects, which shed an immoral light on the possessors. Two passages especially prove 

this: the first is from Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, where the hero is welcomed by 

Clytemnestra with purple vestments put on the floor and the hero expresses his fear of 

provoking the gods’jealousy because of that: Kai xoia5e p’ epPalvovO’ dXoupyeaiv 08©v 

pf) xiq 7ipoaco08v oppaxoq paXoi q>0ovo<; (946-7). In addition, Agamemnon explicitly 

speaks about the shame toward this waste of wealth (948-9: 7ioX,>jf| yap aiSdx; 

5©paxo(p0opeiv rcoaiv cpOelpovxa 7tXx)i)xov dpyop©vf|xo\)<; 0’ ucpaq). The second passage 

is chronologically closer to Xen.: in Lycurgus’life Plutarch, when describing the laws of 

this ancient statesman, refers to his intervention against the presence of xprxpf) and 

TcoAnxEtaia in the Athenian houses (13.3). Since the tone of his attack is quite strong, 

this symbolic use of dAxropyfjq seems to be confirmed and, given the temporal closeness 

between Plutarch and Xen., it is possible to extend it to our novelist (13.4: oi>5’ eaxiv 

o65ei<; ouxax; d7i8ipOKaA,o<; Kai dvorjxo<g ©axe eiq oudav acpê rj Kai 6r|poxiKf|v eia(pepeiv 

Kkivaq apyupOTioSaq Kai axpwpvdq aX.oupysTt; Kai ypuaac; KuXvcaq Kai xf|v xouxoiq 

87copevr|v TtoXmetaiav).

1.2.6: 07tXa y©poxd<; avr|pp8vo<;, xo£,a, aKOVxeq cpepopevoi: the presence of onhx in F is 

controversial, because its position between xo^a and aKovxe<; ‘non soddisfa’ (Borgogno 

2003, 57), since onhx includes in its meaning xo^a. For this reason, Dalmeyda 1926 and 

Borgogno 2005 follow Hercher 1876’s expunction of the noun. In addition, Borgogno 

introduces a Kai between xo^a e aKovxeq, since Taggiunta di 07tXa ha fatto pensare ad 

una successione asindetica’ (Borgogno 2003, 58).

On the other hand, O’Sullivan 2005 follows Peerlkamp 1818 placing 07rXa before 

y©puxo<;: although in this hypothesis the location of this noun in F would be more 

wrong, it is interesting how onhx would play the same role of introductory apposition to
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the sentence as soGrig: in obedience to Xen.’s habitual use of parallel structures, I would 

accept this possibility as likely as the previous one.

1.2.7: 87ti ion xepsvoog ibovxsg ’Ecpsaloi 7ipoasKuvr|aav cog Apxepiv: this sentence, 

which attributes to Anthia the same motif rcpoaKuvqaig as Habrocomes (1.1.3 n.: 

7ipoo£icuvr|aav), is also interesting because it sets Anthia in the holy space of the 

xspevog: this location, along with Anthia’s leadership in the procession, suggest a 

special involvement in the cult of Artemis, which is then confirmed in the fifth chapter 

by her Gpricncda xrjg Geon (1.5.1). In addition, in Connelly 2007, 85’s view, ‘the 

costumed Anthia is typical of sacred dress-up practiced within the context of festivals, 

particularly those in which priests and priestesses may have reenacted foundation 

myths’. As a result, I would agree with Connelly’s conclusion that ‘Xen. does not claim 

priestly status for Anthia, yet she surely had special agency within the ritual as leader of 

the procession’ (ibid.). This confirms Anthia’s closeness to Charicleia.

In addition, this plausible attribution of a cultic role to Anthia should have been easier to 

understand for the ancient readers than for us, because it seems to reflect a typical 

Greek custom: as Holderman 1913, 299 argues, ‘secondo l’uso greco le divinita 

maschili vengono di solito servite da sacerdoti, mentre quelle femminili da 

sacerdotesse’. Further, when Greek priestesses guided the ceremonies, they became ‘la 

personificazione della divinita medesima’ (ibid., 321), allowing the divine presence to 

enter the procession (Back 1883, 8 ff.). This phenomenon certainly concerned Artemis, 

whose cult was often led by young girls (see Paus. 3.18.4 for Sparta, 7.26.5 for Aegeira, 

and 8.5.11 for Orcomeno) and sometimes without the help of male priests (e.g. in 

Magnesia, see Holderman 1913, 310). Given this framework, it is more difficult to 

establish whether this cultic framework might suit the Ephesian setting. While the 

presence of female priestesses is attested by local inscriptions of the Roman period, in 

which this minister ‘appears to be an unmarried woman’ and has as her main tasks 

‘adorning the temple and performing public sacrifice’ (Holderman 1913, 47), in the 

Classical and Hellenistic Era there were certainly the famous priests megabyzoi. Since 

there is no certainty about the date of their disappearance and Xen. does not seem to 

refer in the whole scene to a contemporary context, I would conclude that this cultic 

role played by Anthia reflects again a common trait of Greek society more than a local 

feature.
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1.2.7: av8por|CJS to rcXfjOoc; [...] 7i£7toiTip£vr|v: this is the first live reaction of the crowd 

in the novel, since its interaction with Habrocomes was set in the past. For the important 

role played here by the Ephesians, see 1.1.3 n.: 7tpoa£i%ov, b.

1.2.7: imo xrjq Geob 7i87ioir|p8vr|v: since F includes the form 7i8pi7coir|p8vr|v, ‘kept 

safe’ (LSJ), which does not fit into the context of this passage, scholars offer new 

readings: Giangrande 1964 the participle 7i£7toir|p£VTiv, using 7te7ioir|pevo<; of 1.8.2 as a 

model. However, this solution does not seem convincing, because the concept of 

creation is not familiar to the Greeks (I agree with Borgogno 2003, 33’s criticism: ‘si 

pud dire che gli abitanti di Efeso, nel vedere Anzia, pensino ad una creatura fatta dalla 

dea?’) and the second passage is uncertain too (see O’ Sullivan 1982, 55: ‘It is not good 

critical practice to emend one passage on the model of another that is, to say the least, 

intensely suspect’).

For this reason in 1873 Naber, then followed by O’Sullivan 1982, proposed 

7i87r£pp8vr|v, perfect participle of 7T£|i7rco. However, as Capra 2008b, 14, states, ‘questa 

forma va bene per il senso ma non per Yusus: 7t£7t£|j.|4.8VO<; e anche participio di 71871100 

(“digerire”) e la forma ha quasi sempre questo significato’. Since O’ Sullivan 2005 has 

more recently agreed on this point, in his apparatus criticus there is now a lacuna. In 

my opinion, although it is impossible to come to a definite conclusion, O’ Sullivan’s 

choice of 7t8p7tco seems appropriate: since the participle implies the aforementioned 

ambiguity, I wonder whether Castiglioni 1935’s reading 7i£fi7iop8vr|v might be the right 

one, as O’ Sullivan 2005 introduces as a possibility.

1.2.7: Touq yovetc; auTfj<; epaicdpiCpv: the verb paKapi^oo recalls the literary xonoq of the 

paKaptopoq, which has its first appearance in Greek literature in Nausicaa’s episode and 

then becomes an element typical of nuptial poetry and ritual. A proof of this is given by 

Xen. himself, who introduces it also in the description of the wedding (1.7.3 and LI 

2.4).

The reason why this passage slightly more original than the Homeric one is that 

Anthia’s parents and not Anthia herself is praised: this makes this passage another 

possible echo of Homer, since also Odysseus refers his praise to Nausicaa’s family and
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not to herself (Od. 6.154-5: xpiopaKap£<; psv ool ys 7iaxf)p Kai rcoxvia pf|xr|p, 

xpiopaKapsq 8s Kaalyvr|xoi).

1.2.7: 5iapof|xo<;: Xen. introduces here the motif of the rumour, which in ancient 

literature has played a key role since Homer, where it is usually subjected to 

personification (for its first use, see II. 2.93, where ’Daoa, [...] Aioq ayysXoc; invites the 

Achaeans to convene an assembly). Furthermore, it has often been connected with love, 

because the notoriety of Helen’s beauty is at the origin of the Trojan war (see on this 

Austin 1994 and Bettini 2002). In the erotic narrative, then, fame is traditionally 

associated with a xorcog, in which ‘the unsurpassed beauty of the heroine draws throngs 

of spectators and also leads to likening her to a goddess’ (Zimmerman 2004, 41): this is 

proved not only by novelists, but also by authors such as Parthenius (6.1) and Antoninus 

Liberalis (30.3 and 34.1), who collected the most traditional love-stories of the 

antiquity. Within this nuance, good parallels are available also in the Latin literature, as 

Psyche’s beauty in Apuleius’ tale (4.28.3) shows.

That being said, in the Eph. rumour has a small number of occurrences in which 

different subjects are involved:

a) 1.2.9: the fame of marriage (with the only occurrence in the novel of 5o£,a f| rcspi 

aA,Xf|Lcov rjXOs 6o^a);

b) 1.7.3: the oncoming marriage (8iapor|xo<; o psAXoov yapoq)

c) 1.12.1: the name o f  the protagonists in Rhodes (xa%i) 5s 5 i’oAr)<; xf|<; tcoAsgx; 

8i£7rscpoixf|KEi xo ovopa AppoKopou Kai Av0ia<;);

d) 5.9.8: Anthia’s story (5iapor|xa psv yap Kai svSo^a 7cs7iov0apsv).

Although no other passages about rumour are available, it is interesting that, apart from 

the third, the other three concern important parts of the novel, such as marriage and 

Anthia’s lament in front of Hippothous, which, contains the heroine’s self-definition of 

her status as a new Odysseus. For this reason, these passages deserve further attention. 

An interesting view to address this issue is offered by Tilg 2010 in his analysis of Char., 

who is the author who evidently focuses more on rumour and especially attributes it to 

Callirhoe’s beauty. This is proved by the adjective 7cspiPor|xo<;, which is exclusively 

used by Char.: seven times in the novel it underlines this theme (1.14.8, 2.2.3, 2.7.1, 

4.6.4, 5.2.7, 6.5.3), while twice it refers to her name (4.7.5, 6.5.3) and once to her
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wedding (2.9.4). For this reason, Schmeling 2005, 39 defines Callirhoe as a 

‘celebrity’ (39). Also other characters are involved by Char, in this pattern, but with a 

reference each: Dionysius’ ow^pocmvq deserves this adjective, as well as Rodogune’s 

beauty (5.3.4) and the Syracusan people (3.4.9). In addition, the word cpf|pr| occurs even 

more, fifteen times (see Tilg 2010, 251-4). Although Char.’s rumour has many other 

nuances, our brief framework is enough to provide a possible model for the present 

passage.

In addition, it is interesting how in Callirhoe rumour assumes a metaliterary value, as it 

focuses on the same person as the author, Callirhoe (Tilg 2010, 242-3). This value 

emerges even more clearly when Char, stresses the importance of her name: in this case, 

the memory of the title of the novel seems to be recalled too (ibid. 242-3).

In my opinion, it is possible that also Xen. was using rumour in the same metaliterary 

perspective: this is clear in the last passage, where Anthia, referring to the story, 

mentions the Eph. In my opinion, here there is no distinction from Char.’s passage at the 

beginning when the author declares of Callirhoe: Of|pr| be xou TrapaSo^ou Geapaioq 

navxa%ov Sicxpexc [...] (1.1.4). Then, in a subtler way, I wonder whether the double 

reference to the fame of marriage might be a way in which Xen. underlines how this 

issue is the key element of his topic, as Callirhoe’s beauty is for Char. In this respect, 

the Homeric model may support this interpretation: since this fame originated with the 

inhabitants of a new Scheria, Ephesus, the status of the novel as a Phaeacian tale allows 

us to see in their creation the hand of the novelist. Finally, in the Rhodian passage, the 

rapidity with which Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ names become popular might recall the 

title of the novel: this would make this theme an image of the success of the work which 

Xen. wishes to have. A possible objection, which is partially raised by Tilg 2010, 245, is 

that in this passage ‘the names go around a city rather than the world or a continent’, 

but, since also Rhodes is a new Scheria, we might interpret also this environment as 

ideal for giving a definition of the work. In addition, it is interesting that when Xen. 

names the protagonists in the part of the text where they are still together, he often 

writes both their names (see 1.11.1, <1.16.1 >, 2.1.1 ): this seems to support their fame. 

That being said, the limit of this to Rhodes in the twelfth chapter fits also well into the 

more intimate dimension of his novel (see NA 2).

As a result, while, following Tilg 2010, 258, ‘Chariton’s use of Rumour is unique 

among the novelists’ (and this makes him argue a dependence on Virgil, see 261-270), I
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would suggest that here Xen.’s dependence on him is very plausible, because of our 

author’ more limited approach to this theme. In addition, our author seems to be aware 

of Char.’s motif and to explore it in a brief but also subtle way: thus, we might be 

dealing with another proof of the existence of a sophistication in the Eph.

1.2.8: AvGia f| KaX,f): as Capra 2008, 278 argues, ‘le esclamazioni rivolte alia bellezza di 

un efebo sono un elemento ben noto della cultura greca, a partire dalle celebri iscrizioni 

vascolari che proclamano “bello”, KaXoq, questo o quel ragazzo. Si tratta pero di 

esclamazioni brevi, che si limitano in genere all’aggettivo unito al nome del ragazzo, 

spesso con un’asseverazione espressa da vai(%i) o da un’anafora’ (on the inscriptions, cf. 

also Hoppin 1919, Lissarrague 1999 and Dettori 2001).

In literature, there are different texts where this definition of KaXdq appears (cf., among 

the others, Call. Epigr. 5 Pf..3: kolAxx; o rcau;, A%sX,cp£, A,ir|v KaXdq; Call. Epigr. 28 Pf., 5: 

Auaavirj, cru 5s vai/i KaXoq KaXd<;; Theoc. 8.73: xaq 5apaXa<; rcapeXdvTa KaA,ov icaAbv 

rjpsv scpaaKsv; AP 12.130.1: Ema Kai an 7cdX,iv siTta- ‘KaAx><;, KaXdq). For this reason, 

here Xen. seems to follow a common pattern of Greek society.

To an extent, given the Platonic background which is emerging in other passages of the 

novel, it would be tempting to consider the following passage from the Lysis as a 

possible model used by Xen.: rf)v o\|/iv 5iacpspo)v, ou to ’KaXb<; si, vai’ povov a îo<; 

aKOuaai, bXV oil ylvXoc, is  K&yaOoc;. However, there are too many examples identical to 

it to accept this hypothesis.

1.2.8: 7idvxsq i56vx£<; AppoKopr|V skeivcov STrsXdGovxo [...] pipqpa Gsou: with this 

sentence Xen. explicitly introduced a competition of beauty between the protagonists, in 

which Habrocomes wins: in this way, Xen. strengthens the prominence given to the 

male character in his presentation. This inversion increases the difference between our 

novelist and the other authors of the corpus, where the most beautiful protagonist is 

always the female member of the couple: this is particularly true in Char., whose 

Callirhoe is explicitly more attractive than Chaereas (4.1.10), and in Hid., where the 

superiority of the female beauty is even theorised (3.4.1).

In addition, as I have already stated in LI 7.1, this shift of attention from Anthia to 

Habrocomes seems to recall Charmides’ entry into the gymnasium in the homonymous 

Platonic dialogue. This arrival happens immediately after Critias has shown to Socrates
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beautiful boys (154a) and when Charmides eioepxexai, the whole audience seems to 

adore him, as all 8K7rs7iA,r|ypevoi te Kai xeOopupqpevoi fjaav (154c). As a consequence, 

ouSeiq aX,Axxj’8pA£7tev auxa>v (ibid.) and then we find the already familiar expression 

rcavxeq ©a7i8p ayaA,pa eOecovxo auxov (ibid.).

If we compare this passage with the present one, the similarity of the situation is 

evident. In addition, Xen. describes the Ephesians’ wonder with the expression arco xrjq 

0eaq 8K7i87cA.qypsvoi, which contains the same verb and form as the Platonic one. 

Finally, the crowd pronounce a sentence which contains the Platonic comparison 

between a beautiful man and a statue (1.2.8 n.: oioq). That being said, however, it is 

difficult to prove that Xen. might have read this dialogue (LI 7): for this reason I would 

consider this parallel promising but not really acceptable.

Finally, as Capra 2008 shows (014), this scene of the contest of beauty might also echo 

a passage of the Cyropaedia, when Abradates leaves Panthea (6.4.11; see Capra 2008, 

38: ‘There is a striking parallelism between the two scenes’). However, differently from 

the historian, Xen. considers Habrocomes’ beauty greater than that of Anthia and the 

lack of intertextual links makes this parallel uncertaing.

1.2.8: oioq oube eiq KaXou plpr|pa 0eou: as Capra 2008 clearly argues, this expression 

‘oscura e lambiccata: [...] in uno stesso luogo si concentrano difficolta di ordine logico e 

soprattutto linguistico’ (278). The connection, in fact, between oioq eiq and pipr||ia 

seems missing. Furthermore, ‘il modo normale per esprimere il possesso di una qualita 

“come nessuno” e in greco cbq on5eiq, comune fin dalla prosa attica [...]. A1 contrario, il 

nesso oioq ouSeiq non ha paralleli nei romanzieri e nelle rare occorrenze in altri testi 

sembra doversi appoggiare ed accordare ad un sostantivo’.

Given these difficulties, Capra proposes a new reading of the passage by drawing on his 

aforementioned analysis of Av0ia f| KaXq: as in the literary elaboration of this motif ‘la 

qualifica di KaXdq e seguita da un ulteriore “complimento” introdotto da un connettivo 

relativo (oxi, cbq), con discorso indiretto (for other literary references, see Capra 2004, 

183-190), he replaces oioq with ola and eiq with eiq. Consequently, his new reading is 

‘KaXbq AppOKOjiqq’ Xiyovxsq K ai oia ouSe siq Katam pipqpa 08ou, which he translates 

with: ‘e dicevano “Abrocome bello!” e cose che [non si dicono] neppure per la 

rappresentazione di un bel dio’. In this reading, the length of the direct speech is
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reduced, and he suggests that the incorrect presence of oioq might depend on its 

occurrence in the following exclamation.

Although this proposal is based on interesting motivations, there is an element which is 

difficult to accept, which is the introduction made by Capra of a second hiatus between 

oia and ou5s. This goes against the tendency of the Eph., where, as Reeve 1971, 134, 

shows, in fact, ‘Xenophon not only avoided hiatus but also favoured certain rhythms’. 

For this reason, I would propose a new variant, which starts from the assumption that it 

was very easy for ancient copyists to confuse -siq- and -si-. As a result, I would propose: 

oioq ouSeiq ei KaXou plpqpa 0eob, with the translation “you are an image of the 

beautiful god more than anyone else”. In this reading, the whole sentence returns to be 

part of the Ephesians’ exclamation and this suggestion seems more reasonable, since the 

inclusion of the following oioq in an exclamation makes its possession of the same role 

here plausible. In addition, it is interesting to notice how Xen. again refers to 

Habrocomes the motif of the comparison between him and divine statues, which is 

introduced at the end of the first chapter (1.1.6 n.: otiod). Following my interpretation, 

this passage would not be a mere repetition of the parallel, but would introduce a greater 

emphasis, giving birth to a sort of climax: while in the first occurrence Xen. states that 

the beauty of Eros’ statues was darkened by that of Habrocomes, alluding implicitly at 

the prominence of the latter to the former, here the Ephesians would be more straight, 

saying that Habrocomes is the image of god. Since the parallel between these two 

episodes is not unlikely, KaXob 0eob might be included too. Thus, it appears a possible 

reference to Eros and not to a generic god, even though the ambiguity might be 

deliberately left by Xen.

1.2.9: siq eKaxepouq: this is the first occurrence of a pronoun which Xen. uses often in 

his novel to underline the simultaneity of protagonists’ action. See NA 4.5 on this.

1.2.9: q 7repi aXXqXcov ... 5o^a: this is the second appearance in the text of rumour 

(1.2.7 n.: Siapoqxoq). A specific focus on this theme on the creation of marriage has two 

interesting parallels in the novels, along with the Homeric model (see intr. 1.2): the first 

is the fragmentary novel Chione where we read: xaxccoq 8e Siecpolxqos ava xqv tcoX.iv 

arcaoav [...] (pqp[q Kai] ou08[iq] aXXo ouSsv eXaXci [q] 7cspi xoo yapoo (col. II, w . 3-9, 

Stephens and Winkler 1995). The second is a passage from Achilles Tatius, where
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Callisthenes falls in love with Sostratus’ daughter only because of the fame of her 

beauty and Clitophon comments: K ai f)v etq aKofjq £paaxf|q (1.13.1).

This suggests that also this specific elaboration of the motif might have had more 

occurrences than the ones attested. In addition, since only Lucian among the Early 

Imperial writers introduces the association between fame, Siacpoudco and 7ro>aq (see 

Alex: cbq 5e Kai siq xijv ’Ixa^lav 5is<poixr|aev xou pavxsiou xo k)xoq Kai siq xrjv 'Pcopaicov 

7c6X.iv sv£7C£asv), it is not unlikely that the passage of the twelfth book of the Eph. and 

Chione are in an intertextual relationship. However, since the motifs are slightly 

different - in the present Xen.’s passage the city is missing, while in the second one in 

Rhodes marriage is not addressed, it is difficult to take this connection further.

1.2.9: ij xc AvGia xov AppoKoprjv £7C£0up£i iSciv, Kai o xccoq avcpaoxoq AppoKopr|q 

ijGcX̂ v AvGlav iSciv: in this long sentence Xen. finds a new way to express simultaneity 

of actions (see NA 3.31. which is based on a chiasmus between the object and the main 

verb. In addition, this figure is part of a wider period in which there is a parallelism 

between the subject and the infinite of both sentences: the result is a textual emphasis on 

the protagonists’ reciprocity. Interestingly, this figure of speech occurs again in the 

novel, especially in 1.3.1 in relation to the birth of love: aA,ioK£xai AvGia u7io xou 

AppoKopou, rjxxaxai 8e vno ,rEpcuxoq Appoicopriq.

As Fusillo 1989 argues, the importance of parallelism in the Eph. appears as a reflection 

of the role of symmetry in the construction of the couple (see ibid. 187: ‘i due elementi 

della coppia sono rappresentati come parti inscindibili di un tutto, insistendo sul loro 

parallelismo, che diventa cosi la figura retorica principale su cui si costruisce tutto il 

racconto’). Therefore, we are dealing not with a mere stylistic device, but with a 

reflection on one of the main themes of the novel (LI.7.1). In this case, the parallel 

structure goes along with simultaneity, as Xen. tries to assign the same events to the 

protagonists as long as they are together (see NA 3.3 for more on this).

Finally, as Schissel 1909, 32 notes, this sentence has also a proleptic value for the 

description of the protagonists’ love, because of its focus on “see” and “desire”.
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CHAPTER 3

Falling in love and lovesickness (chapters 3-51

After the preparation made by Eros through Anthia’s presentation, the protagonists fall 

in love at the beginning of this chapter and they begin to perceive it as an imposing and 

dangerous force. The description of their suffering involves different events:

- chapters 3-4: the separation and the night;

- chapter 5, 1-2: the day after;

- chapter 5, 3-9: the days after, without a clear sequence.

As this part of the text, unlike the previous ones, directly addresses the erotic topic, we 

will find within it some important threads of the novel, such as the presentation of 

Anthia as an spaoxriq, the moral concern of both protagonists towards love and the key 

role played by the parents in the treatment of lovesickness. At the same time, as the 

topic invites Xen. to introduce erotic metaphors and motifs, these chapters offer a first 

evaluation of his literary knowledge, showing a limited but not poor knowledge, with 

mentions of surprising motifs.

1.3.1: evxauGa opcbaiv aXAfjXxiuq: this is the traditional xorcoq of the ‘coup de foudre’: its 

presence in Greek literature before Xen. is so widespread that we are dealing with a 

general cliche.

The proper origin of the literary tradition, in fact, is in Theocritus (see 2.82: %cbq i'Sov,

cbq s|iavr|v), but before him both Homer and Sappho underline the importance of sight

in the transmission of love, although they do not completely exploit the motif of the first

encounter (cf. Horn. II. 14.294, where Zeus falls in love with Era, and Sapph. fir. 31, 7 V,

with the interpretation given by Lanata 1996, 76 and Bonanno 2002. Cf. also Jouanno

1994, 151-2 for further references on the power of sight in the Early Greek poetry).

Then, the peak of this xorcoq is undoubtedly the Hellenistic poetry (see Jouanno, 152: ‘II

n’en connait pas moins une fortune grandissante a partir de l’epoque hellenistique’ (see

‘falling in love at first sight’ in table 3 in LI 2.3) and its fortune is inherited by the

Greek novelists: as in the Eph., the same motif is frequent in the other novels (see

‘falling in love at first sight’ in table 2 in LI 2.3 on this xorcoq in the Greek novels; cf.

also Rohde I9604, 158-160; Letoublon 1993, 137-8 and Fusillo 1989, 196, n. 29). Only
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Longus provides an exception, because his protagonists fall in love after having grown 

together (1.13.2): as, however, he introduces the expression tote rcpcoTOV auTfj, he seems 

to echo the Homeric motif, exploiting the partial exploitation of it made by Homer (see 

on this Bonanno 2002, 15).

Although in LI 3 I have argued that Xen. is not consistently using the ‘coup de foudre’ 

as a distinctive feature of the protagonists’ love, as it also concerns rivals, the presence 

of this motif here is significant. While it underlines the rapidity and strength of love’s 

capture - a theme which is explored in the first chapters of the novel, with its use our 

novelist also acknowledges the importance of the erotic literary tradition, into which the 

‘coup de foudre’ is certainly more famous than a slow falling in love.

1.3.1: dUcncETai [...] f|TTarai: both these verbs, which describe the protagonists’ falling 

in love, belong to the image of Eros as a warrior (see 1.2.1 n.): the former indicates 

Anthia’s capture, while the latter Habrocomes’ defeat. The first feature is also confirmed 

by the fact that dAioKdvco has only one occurrence in the novel in which it is used in a 

warlike context (3.3.4, when Hippothous tells Habrocomes about Perilaus’ attack to his 

band). Finally, as I have already shown, the first verb is used also to designate the 

falling in love of some rivals (see LI 3), while f |T T a o |ia i has its only other erotic 

occurrence in Habrocomes’ self-confession of his defeat in his prayer to Eros (1.4.5 n.). 

The other mention does not have any relevance, since it concerns Eudoxus’ decision to 

procure the poison for Anthia, which is generated by corruption (3.5.9: t o o  a p y u p io o  

K ai tcgv bcbpcov).

The reason for this different fortune might be that “capture” was perceived by Xen. as a 

more suitable image to underline the power of love.

1.3.1: UTco ,'EpcoTo<;: the author breaks a possible symmetry by attributing the birth of 

Habrocomes’ love not to Anthia, but to Eros. This associates the two protagonists with 

two different patterns: while Anthia’s falling in love is caused by Habrocomes’ human 

attraction, that of Habrocomes is a consequence of divine power, of which Anthia is the 

instrument.

This difference is often repeated in the third and fourth chapters: in the third Anthia 

directly receives Habrocomes’ beauty. Conversely, whenever Habrocomes is attracted 

by Anthia, Xen. states that the god is acting too (1 .3 .1 : a7taAXayfjvai rfjq o\|/eco<; eGeXxov
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o u k  ESovaxo, Kaxsixs 5e adxdv EyKEipsvog o 0£oq and 1.3.2: o 5e aoxov e S e S w k e i npdg 

xfjv 0£av Kai rjv aixpataoxoq xoo 0£ob). In the fourth chapter, then, Habrocomes defines 

himself in his monologue as a victim of Eros (1.4.2: o x© 0£to Aoi8opo6p£vo<; EaXroKa) 

and addresses the god directly (1.4.4: v£vucr|aa<; [...] Tip©?) but he never mentions 

Anthia, while his beloved speaks only of him (1.4.6: Etp’AppOKopp palvopai).

These features generate an asymmetry in the description, which might depend on a 

Platonic inspiration: while the process of Habrocomes’ falling in love follows the 

Hellenistic general ronog of Eros’ vengeance, Anthia appears as a Platonic Epaaxf\g, 

because she receives the flow of beauty and declares to palvEiv. Consequently, Xen.’s 

adoption of the Platonic model works as a variation of a more popular theme and, as I 

have already argued (LI 7.1), emphasises by contrast the active role of Anthia.

1.3.1: £V£tbpa xe aov£%£ox£pov xrj Kopp Kai drcaAAaypvai xrj<; o \|/ecd<; E0£taov o uk  

ESovaxo: the “hypnosis” as the effect o f the falling in love is a xorcoq o f  the erotic 

literature and novelistic literature (see ‘eye fixation’ in table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). A case in 

point is Clitophon’s falling in love with Leucippe (1.4.5: xoix; 8e 6cp0aX,pob<; a(p£>.K£iv 

|i£v ano xfjq Kopp<; epia^oppv- oi 5e o u k  p0£Xov, dX,A,’dv0£TAxov [...]). The reason for its 

popularity certainly lies in the Platonic teaching o f  Phaedrus, where lovers are similarly 

attracted to their beloved: 5ia xo cruvxovcoq f)vayKda0ai npdg xov 0eov pAi7t£iv (253a).

In addition, this motif introduces two elements which are further explored by Xen. in 

these chapters: on the one hand, since Eros is responsible for this eyes fixation, we are 

dealing with the first occurrence of the ‘emotion’s hold of the lover’ (Cummings 2009, 

116 and 1.2.1-2 n.: o 0eo<;). The apex of this attempt occurs at the end of this chapter: 

see 1.3.4 n.: o epcoq ev EKaxEpoiq.

On the other hand, shortly after the “coup de foudre”, Xen. focuses again on 

Habrocomes’ sight: the role of eyes in the Eph. is very important, both in lovesickness 

and in the consummation of love and in this our author owes his debt to ancient erotic 

literature (see on this Cummings 2009, 129). Xen. ascribes two main roles to the eyes:

a) receptors of the beauty of the beloved;

b) projectors of the beloved’s own beauty to the lover.

The first function has more occurrences: it concerns the present passage, where eyes 

welcome beauty as a “Platonic” effluence (1.3.2 n.: 1.3.2: dva7T£7ixap£voi<;) and as a 

“Platonic” image imprinted in the memory (1.3.4, 1.5.1 n.: 1.5.1: Ta<; ekovat;). A
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consequence of this is the protagonists’ attempt to glance at one another, which 

indicates a lack of restraint (1.3.3 n.: dXArjAoix; pXerceiv, 1.5.3). This is clearly shown at 

the beginning of the wedding night, where shame blocks the protagonists from doing 

this (1.9.1: oui8 f|5uvavxo [...] avxipAivj/ai). When, however, the event starts, we find 

the passage in which the eyes are most valorized: in a section of Anthia’s speech which 

is particularly rich in metaphors (1 .9 .7-8 n.: o> 7toM.&Kic;), Habrocomes’ eyes are directly 

addressed as those which welcomed Anthia’s beauty. At the same time, this passage 

introduces the only occurrence of the second function: Habrocomes’ eyes are also 

responsible for the birth of love in Anthia. Although the origin of this motif is more 

difficult to assess, a Platonic colour might be also here accepted (1.2.6 n.: ocpGa^poi). 

Finally, always in the wedding night the key role played by tears is an inevitable 

allusion to eyes, although they come from the soul.

That being said, there is no surprise in saying that the other novelists explore more 

nuances of vision, some of which are collected in the table 4 of the LJ 2.3 (see ‘Beauty 

like lightning’, ‘Eyes and persuasion’, ‘Wet eyes’). Finally, differently from Ach. and 

Hid., Xen. does not take this element further through ‘explications pseudo-scientifiques 

proposees‘ (Jouanno 1994, 155: cf. Ach. 1.9.4-5, 5.13.3-4 and Hid. 3.7.3, 5).

1.3.1: £yK£ip£vo<; o 0£oq: as Cummings 2009, 179 argues, ‘one of the most common 

metaphors for emotion in Xenophon of Ephesus is that of “state”, K £ip a i, and most of its 

occurrences are used of cpcoq’. When it occurs, as in this case, with the prefix £v, ‘an 

emotion is inside the container of the person’ (for the other use with 5ia, see 1.3.2 n.: 

5l£K£lXO).

As a result, the attribution of £yK£ipai to Eros stresses the metaphor of the control of 

love on the beloved, which will have its climax at the end of Habrocomes’ monologue 

(see 1.4.4 n.: o  0£oq [...] auxcp evek x ixo), where the same verb is used with a different 

construction. Interestingly, in the whole novel £yK £ipai appears three other times, where 

it always describes the erotic insistence of a rival: this happens with Perilaus (2.13.8: 

noXka £yK£ip£vcp), Cyno (3.12.4: £yK£ip£vr|q xfjq Kuvouq) and Hippothous (5.9.12: cbq 

£V£K£ixo 'taoGooq), the three rivals who lead the protagonists to do something against 

their will. In the first two cases this coincides with the promise of a relationship, while 

in the last with an account of personal misadventures. In my opinion, it is not unlikely 

that through this verb and the present occurrence Xen. is building a parallel between
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Eros and his rivals, suggesting that the latter are incarnation of the former (for the 

clearest example of this interplay, see Corymbus and Manto in 1.16.2 n.: Aiyci, b).

1.3.2: 5i£K8ixo 5e Kai AvOla 7covf|pco<;: this expression is quite important in Xen., 

because it reflects Anthia’s view of lovesickness and her moral concern about it. Before 

developing this point, which emerges from the adverb 7covf|pco<;, I would start to look at 

the verb SiaKEipai: its presence introduces into the novel a second nuance of ‘the state 

of emotion’ (1.3.1: syKsipevoq), where, unlike ev, the prefix Sid indicates the emotional 

disposition of a person towards an event. The occurrence of this verb with the adverb 

7tovfipco<; is quite important in Xen., since it is often used during the description of 

lovesickness: in 1.4.6 it is referred again to Anthia, in 1.15.4 to Corymbus and in 2.3.3 

and 2.4.2 to Manto (on the parallels between protagonists’ and rivals’ love, see LI 3). 

On the other hand, Si&KEiiai 7rovf|pco<; has also two occurrences that belong to a 

different context: in 1.15.1 it describes Habrocomes’ discouragement during the journey 

with the pirates, while in 5.8.3 his physical exertion in the quarries. Overall, in each of 

these passages this state of emotion is always focalised on a specific character.

The repetitive use of this expression makes the search for its meaning very important: 

like the most common formula with e%£iv, S iaK E ip a i 7tovf|pco<; means generally ‘to be in 

a bad situation’. In this case, a more precise understanding of this expression depends 

on the meaning of the adjective 7iovrjp6<;, from which the adverb comes. In relation to 

people, it indicates ‘bad’ in two senses:

a) ‘oppressed by toils’, where the person is the “victim” of something bad;

b) ‘dishonest, malicious, wicked’, where the person is responsible for something bad. 

Given this remarkable difference, in my opinion Xen. has in his mind the first and I will 

show why. If we look at the two non-erotic passages, it is interesting how they are 

originated by a negative and unexpected event, namely the arrival of the pirates and the 

unsustainable work in the quarry, which make Habrocomes a “victim” of evil. This 

suggests that also in the other occurrences the same pattern should be at work: as a 

result, this formula expands the motif of Epcoq as an experience perceived as an evil by 

the lovers (see on this Cummings 2009, 180: ‘This use of the adverb 7tovf|pG)<; is an 

evaluative one in that it portrays spcoq as a negative experience’ and LI 2.3).

That being said, there is a last point to decide: while in the non-erotic cases the nature of 

the evil is clear, since it is a concrete event - an attack and a hard work - which makes
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Habrocomes’ life more difficult, in the present case there is more space for 

interpretation: love might cause either a physical suffering or a spiritual one or both.

In my opinion, the second and the third possibility are the likeliest, because the 

adjective 7iovr|p6<; in the novel is always focalised like the adverb and never lacks a 

strongly immoral connotation. A case in point is Habrocomes’ kneeling in front of 

Apsyrtus, when we are told that 7covr|pd 5s Kai ekeeiva nenovQ^q (2.10.2): since these 

events coincide with the tortures he has received by Anthia, in an episode in which the 

hero shows all his strenuous defence of chastity, the immoral connotation is there 

clearly addressed along with the concrete hardship undergone. Other examples are 

Hippothous’ judgement about Hyperanthes’ father, who is willing to be corrupted with 

money (3.2.7: Ttovrjpov avSpa) and the protagonist’s assessment of Cyno (4.2.5: d  8e 

vno yuvaiKO<; 7tpo8e5opai 7tovr|pa<; [...]): the corrupt nature of both is not disputable (the 

former is defined as Kai sXdxxova xpT|pdtcov, while Cyno’s uncontrollable lust is one of 

the worst of the novel). Within this framework, there is only an exception, where the 

narrator is the speaker: as, however, this passage refers to Anchialus, the immoral 

connotation of Ttovipoq is even more stressed (4.5.6: Kai Ay%(a>x><; pev 5for|v ucavf|v 

sSeStDKEi xrjq ;tovr|pac; 87u0op(a<;; for other passages, see 2.4.3, 2.10.2, 3.5.2, 4.2.8, 

5.5.3; the last cases will be shortly mentioned). In my opinion, the specific concern of 

these passages makes it very plausible that the moral connotation is at work in the 

present formula.

This discovery is definitely confirmed by what Habrocomes states in his first 

monologue: co 7rdvxa avav5p o< ; eycb K ai rcovripot;. ob K ap xspf|aco  vbv; (1.4.2). Since this 

self-accusation has submission to love as its object and the moral connotation is 

clarified by the two words used before (LI 4) and after (1.4.2 n.: ou Kapxeprjaco), I 

would conclude that the female protagonist might be here interpreting love as an 

‘dishonest, malicious and wicked’ force.

The reason for this reaction calls us back to Anthia’s initial presentation as a follower of 

Artemis devoted to chastity. From this comparison it is easy to conclude that our 

heroine is afraid that love might end her chastity and this becomes even more clear in 

her following confession: xcov 7iap0evoiq 7tpS7r6vxcDv Kaxacppovouoa (1.3.2). In this 

respect, it is interesting that the second attribution to her of 5i8K8ixo 5s Kai Av0ia 

7iovf|pco<; occurs shortly before her monologue (1.4.6-7), where this moral concern 

becomes clearer.
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Overall, this discussion of 7rovf|pco<; makes Anthia closer to Habrocomes: both the 

protagonists are worried about the passion that is conquering them and their reaction 

confirms that their approach to love is not merely fatalist, as if eros were something bad 

but indecipherable, but a deeper one, in which love is considered dangerous, because it 

arouses human desire.

Finally, it is interesting that at the end of the novel Anthia twice defines her life as 

7iovrjpa but for two reasons which are very different from the present: the death or the 

betrayal of her husband (5.4.11: s i 5e sksivoc; x£0vr|K8v, drcaXAayfjvai Kape KaXxoq zyzi 

xou 7tovr|pou xouxou piou and 5.8.8: KaLLiov ouv arcoLeaOai Kai d7taAXayfjvai xou 

7iovr|pou xouxou plou). In my opinion, both these occurrences are deliberately 

introduced by Xen. to emphasise the evolution of Anthia’s view of love, according to 

which she will discover that this feeling can not only be positive, but also necessary to 

live. In addition, it is not impossible to see in this subtle interplay with 7tovr|p6<; another 

hint at Plato’s Phaedrus, where this adjective is the definition of the bad and 

intemperate horse (Phdr. 254e6): however, nothing more certain can be said, because 

the text does not offer any suggestion of this, except that this formula is immediately 

followed by a Platonic intertext.

1.3.2: dva7C87txapsvoi  ̂ xoTq 6cp0aA,poiq xo APpoKopou k&Mxx; eiapeov 5s%opevr|: 

Anthia’s reaction to her meeting with Habrocomes is significant, because it conveys the 

image of beauty as a stream which flows inside the lover. As I suggested in Li 7.1, this 

passage seems a plausible intertext with the Platonic Phaedrus, which allows us to 

define Anthia as a Platonic 8paoxf|<; and to conclude that Xen. read at least some parts 

of this dialogue.

Given the importance of this connection, it must be carefully proved: since in Imperial 

literature the flow of beauty is certainly a common cliche, we should investigate 

whether Xen. is really drawing from the Phaedrus. The passage where this topic is 

introduced by Plato is part of Socrates’ discussion of the madness of love, where at a 

little distance the philosopher repeats this zonoq: in 251b, the lover’s soul is warmed 

Se^dpevog yap xou k<xAAou<; xfjv a7topporiv 5 ia  xcov oppaxcov. The same experience is 

repeated a few sentences later: oxav pev ouv pAi7iouaa npoq xo xou 7cai5o<; KdMoq, 

8K8108V pspr| 87iiovxa Kai psovx’ - a  5f| 5 ia  xauxa i'pepot; Ka^sixai - Sexopevrj (251c): 

here Plato likens erotic desire to a flow. Later, after the start of the relationship with the
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beloved, f| too p£vpaxo<; ekeivov 7ir|yf| again strikes the lover: ovxco to too k&M-ovc; 

pEvpa 7caX,iv siq  tov KaXdv 5ia tcov oppaxcov iov (255c).

In my opinion, Xen. might have in this mind this motif. The first two Platonic 

quotations contain dc/opai, which has two objects that have to k&AAo <; as specification - 

tt|v <x7ioppof)v agrees tov k&XTlovc; and pspq with to tov 7iai5o<; KaXkoq. Similarly, Xen. 

introduces 5 exopevt| and k&AAxx; as its object. This combination might be interpreted as 

a Platonic intertext, because the phrase constituted by these two words,is not used by 

any other author in the whole Greek corpus, apart from the alchemist Comarius, which 

is too far from Xen. (see De lapide philosophorum 2.296), and by Ach. (6.7.5, see 

below for a comment) and Plutarch (De anim procr. in Timaeo 1013c: SExopsvrjv to 

koiXAkttov ei6 o<;), who, however, support the connection with Plato. The former author, 

in fact, introduces five times the “flow of beauty” in this novel and this frequency, along 

with his use of terms from the Phaedrus a7toppof| and 5ia tgdv oppaxcov make his debt 

to Plato evident, as Bychkov 1999 argues (see 39: ‘Achilles Tatius must be making an 

allusion to Plato’). These are the five occurrences:

a) 1.4.4: KaXXoq [...] 6ia tcov 6(p0aAp<x>v Ei<; tt|v  \|/vxnv KaxappEi (in Clitophon’s falling 

in love);

b) 1.9.4-5: fj 8e tov KaXXoug a7toppof|, Si’avxcbv [ocpGaXpoi n.d.r.] cic; Tqv v|/vxf)v 

KotTdppEovaa, [...] (Clinias in his explanation offered to Clitophon);

c) 5.13.4: f| 5e xf|<; Oeaq f|5ovf) 5ia tcov oppaxcov eiopEovaa roiq axEpvoic; EyKaGrpai. 

[ .. .]  q 8e  t o v  KaXkovq aTtoppoq [ .. .]  etc! Tqv [ ...]  KapSiav [...]. (in Clitophon’s falling in 

love with Melite);

d) 6.6.3-4: t! 5 e gov to KaXXoq tcov ocpGaXpcov si<; yfjv KaxappEi; £7ti xoix; ocpGaXpoix; 

paXXov p££Tco toix; epovq (Thersander’s about his falling in love with Leucippe);

e) 6.7.5: etie iS t) yap £iq xa oppaxa tcov KaXcov t o  KaXkoq KaGrpai, p£ov ekeTGev etc! to ix ;  

ocpGaXpovq tcov opcbvxcov i'axaxai Kai tcov SaKpvcov xfjv 7rqyf|v GVvecpEXKEiai (in 

Clitophon’s comment on Leucippe’s tears).

Interestingly, the passage where Ach. uses Scxopai and to kdkXoq directly follows the 

last occurrence: the novelist adds that o 5e EpaaTqc; Sc^apEvoq apcpco: as the pronoun 

apcpco includes beauty and tears, the Platonic exclusivity of this link is here confirmed 

(see Ach. 6.7.5). The same conclusion can be easily extended to Plutarch, since in the 

aforementioned passage he is presenting the Platonic theory on the soul.
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That being said, one might argue that Xen.’s omission of the Platonic word for ‘stream’, 

a7Eoppof|, constitutes an objection to this interpretation. However, his introduction of the 

participle siapsov, might be Platonic too. Although this list of passages clearly shows 

how Eiopsco is used by any sort of authors in different contexts, it is noteworthy that 

there is only one passage where it appears in an erotic context before Xen.: in the 

Platonic Cratylus, where Socrates explains why epocx; is so called, he says: epco<; 8s 

[sKaXsixo], oil sapsi e^coGev Kai o u k  oucda soxiv q pop am p xco s ^o vti, aXX’£7rs(aKTO<; 

5ia tcov opparcov (420b). Since this etymology ‘is very close to the Phaedrus analysis 

of 'ipspog’ (Tarrant 2000, 142, n. 9), the connection with our author is possible. In 

addition, there are two passages which seem to prove that this piece from the Cratylus 

was known to erotic writers in the Imperial Era. First, Ach. in his third use of “the flow 

of beauty” writes siapsouaa and then immediately adds: sAxouaa 5s to u  spcopsvou to 

s iS coXo v  asi [...] (5.13.4): this interplay with the root of spcoq in a Platonic passage 

seems to suggests that he was aware of the etymology. Furthermore, in 2.29.2, it is 

ai5d)<; that 5ia tojv opparcov siapsouaa: although the subject is here different, this 

image seems to recall again that of the flow of beauty. Second, there is also a passage 

from Lucian which fits this framework: a/sSov yap siapsi ti 8ia tcov ocpGaXpcov S7ii tt)v 

\|/oxnv Ka^ov, sira Ttpdq abro Koapfjaav SK7rsp7csi toin; Aoyou<; (Luc. Dom. 4). As this 

sentence contains 5ia tcov ocpGaXpcov and KaXov, it seems to be intertexting with Plato 

and, thus, the connection of siapsco with the philosopher is finally confirmed.

Given these two textual proofs, I would conclude that to AppoKopoo KaXkoq siapsov 

Ssxopsvrj is a reference to Plato. One might still object that Xen. might be not aware of 

the Platonic origin of the etymology, but its appearance in passages where the Platonic 

flow of beauty is mentioned makes this point unlikely.

In conclusion, the readers of Xen. might have found here the first confirmation that the 

pun on the Phaedrus of the second book was the indicator of an intertext and not merely 

decorative.

Appendix: the main uses of ciapsco in the Greek Literature

a) Scientific and concrete use, in relation to every sort of liquid, such as rivers, blood 

and urine;

b) Metaphorical use:

Wealth: Dem. De pace, 140;
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Knowledge: Plato Phaedr. 262b3, Phil. 62c7, Athen. Legat. 27.2;

Music: Aristoph. music, {hist, animal, epit. 2.496, 2.565);

Style: Dio Halicamassensis Ars Rhet. 10.17, Phrynicus Eclog. 246;

Movement of people (Plut. Ant. 24.2);

Light (Luc. Menip. 22);

Medicine (Galen, De compositione medic. X 12.820).

1.3.2: sAaXrjosv av xi, iva AppoKopr|<; aKoucrr|<;:

a) The use of av

After having received Habrocomes’ beauty, Anthia is associated with the action of 

talking to attract her beloved’s attention and of displaying part of her body. Given this 

connection, the introduction of av is significant: according to Kuhner 1904’s 

classification, there are three main uses of this particles: the iterative av, the av ‘als 

sogennanter Potential der Vergangenheit’ (212) and the av that expresses 

‘Nichtwirklichkeit’ (214). The choice between these values is significant: while in the 

second and third cases the action expressed does not really happen, in the first case the 

adverb av ‘denotes a customary action, being equivalent to our narrative phrase “he 

would often do this” or “he used to do it” ’ (Goodwin 1894, 56).

Usually, the translators of the Eph. choose the ‘iterative’ value: see Borgogno 2005 

‘parlava facendo in modo che Abrocome la sentisse’, Anderson and Henderson 2009, 

‘what she said was for Habrocomes to hear [...]’. Only Trzaskoma 2010 differs, as he 

does not present the action as really happening: ‘Oh yes, she would say things just so 

Habrocomes would hear them [...]’. However, although this connotation of av ‘is well 

established’ in the Greek literature (Seaton 1889, 343; see Goodwin 1894, 86: ‘it is 

found in Herodotus and is common in Attic Greek’) and is attested also in the Imperial 

Era (see Hid. 1.9.3, where Cnemon tells us how Demeneta behaves towards him: 

scpiAriasv av xtpoaeAftooaa Kai ovaaGai pou onvs^wc; sb^axo and the presence of 

Gvvexobq clarifies the iterative mark), in my opinion here Xen. is not describing 

repetitive actions, but just those that happened after the unique circumstance of the 

falling in love. In addition, while in the first chapter the author insists in different ways 

on the iterative value of Habrocomes’ actions (1.1.1 .: ouxo<; o AppoKopqg), here no
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clue is given in this direction. The author stresses only the durative value of the 

protagonists’ reactions (see e.g. 1.3.1: Evcobpa is  ouvexeaxEpov xfj Kopp and 1.3.2: 

diEKEixo [...] 7tovf|pcD<; (1.3.2). As a result, in my opinion in this passage we area dealing 

with an av ‘als sogennanter Potential der Vergangenheit’ (see above), where the if clause 

is omitted. Thus, I would translate this sentence with ‘she would have said something 

that Habrocomes could hear and she would have uncovered all the possible parts of her 

body, so that Habrocomes could look at them’.

Finally, I also believe that this interpretation is more coherent with the development of 

the protagonists in the novel: Anthia is here facing for the first time the power of erotic 

desire and in her monologue in the fourth chapter (1.4.6-7) she seems a girl worried 

about the danger of love but still controlled. If she had really performed these actions, 

the present passage would be really a one-off passage and would put in question Xen.’s 

emphasis on Anthia’s chastity. In addition, the following repetitions of the protagonists’ 

shame and her return to Artemis’ temple confirm that our heroine might have kept her 

modesty: only with Eros’ approval will she allow herself to express her desire to 

Habrocomes (for a confirmation of this, see 1.5.3 n.: eoteva^Ev).

b) The nature of Anthia’s attempted action

Anthia’s desire here is very simple: to talk aloud in order to attract her beloved. 

Although this motif does not seem to be common in erotic literature, it recalls the chats 

that in Latin Elegy some garrulae lovers have or try to have with their beloved. In 

Propertius this motif appears twice: in one case is part of the erotic relationship 

(3.23.17-18: ‘et quaecumque volens reperit non stulta puella garrula, cum blandis 

dicitur hora dolis’), while in the other it is a feature which does not concern the bought 

woman to which the poet dedicates his poetry (2.23.17-18: ‘nee poscet garrula, quod te 

astrictus ploret saepe dedisse pater [...]’; see ‘desire to talk to attract the beloved’ in 

table 3 in LJ 2.3 for another occurrence’). A further reason why this parallel with 

‘garrulitas’ might work is that in the Latin conception this attitude ‘vituperatur in 

hominibus‘ (TLL): as a result, it fits well into the immorality of Anthia’s desire.

Overall, Xen. seems to refer here to a motif which is not common in the novelistic 

corpus. Overall, Xen. seems to refer here to a motif which is not common in the 

novelistic corpus. The two only possible parallels come from Chloe’s praise of Daphnis 

(Longus 1.13.5) and from Clitophon’s speeches to attract Leucippe (Ach. 1.16.1,
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1.19.1). Both examples, however, are written after the Eph. and, unlike our case, they do 

not address an immoral connotation. Thus, our author seems to be original here.

1.3.2: pgprj xou ocbpaioi; syupvcooev av ia  Suvaxa: following the interpretation of av as 

a particle which does not express a real action, this sentence is describing Anthia’s 

unfulfilled desire. On this note, I would like to show how from a Greek perspective this 

reaction is really the opposite of the heroine’s normal attitude and, thus, through this 

Xen. shows the interior battle which she is fighting.

a) Nudity in Greek culture: the lascivious nature of Anthia’s unfulfilled desire 

To begin with, in Greek society display of nudity was not commonly accepted: as 

Letoublon 1993, 205 argues, ‘parce que nous voyons des Nus, feminins ou masculins, 

peupler nos musees, il ne faut pas pour autant croire que la nudite etait d’usage dans la 

Grece antique’. Only some divinities and heroines could be represented naked, like 

Aphrodite, Andromeda, Europe (see Ach. I 1.11) and Danae, but human beings were 

almost always clothed (see Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones 2002, VII: ‘more often than not, the 

ancient body was clothed). The reason for this attitude is the human aiddx;, which could 

be manifested ‘both as an occurrent affect (shame, bashfulness) and as an abiding 

quality or disposition (modesty)’ (Cairns 2002, 75).

Only some cases constituted exceptions: men were showing their body in gymnasia (see 

Letoublon 1993, 205: ‘la nudite ne l’etait que pour les hommes, et seulement dans 

l’espace reserve a l’exercice physique’), while women sometimes were involved in an 

‘interplay between concealment and display’ (Blundell 2002, 144) of their body. 

Overall, since aiddx; was the reason for not covering the body, it is evident that showing 

it ‘carried intimations of eroticism’ (Blundell 2002, 162). This nuance describes well 

what Anthia is doing.

In addition, since ‘clothing was a basic component in the construction of the Greek 

female identity’ (Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones 2002b, 163, n.8), as the famous myth of 

Pandora shows (Hes. Theog. 585-612 and Works and Days 69-105), this play with dress 

was obviously not exploited by men: therefore, showing the body was also ‘part of the 

construction of femininity’ (Blundell 2002, 155).

If we consider Anthia’s episode within this framework, we can easily classify her desire 

as erotic and typical of her gender (cf. on this Haynes 2003, 53: ‘Xenophon has placed a
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discreet, though titillating, textual veil over the heroine’). This act appears to be original 

in the context of Xen’s novel: while in Ach.’s text ‘il corpo umano e al centro degli 

interessi e delle emozioni degli uomini’ (Liviabella-Furiani 2000-1, 134), Xen. is 

generally not keen on body-language; more specifically, as De Temermman forth, points 

out, he introduces it only in connection with the protagonists’ reaction to love, before 

(cf. 1.5.2-3 and 1.5.5) and after their decision to marry (1.9.1).

As a consequence, this passage is exceptional in the context of the Eph. and it certainly 

plays an important role in the characterisation of Anthia: Xen. is willingly attributing to 

her an impulse which builds a contrast with her chaste behaviour and her role of 

priestess of Artemis. In the end, since Anthia does not perform this act, she maintains 

her morality: although she has just begun to experience love, she shows an awareness of 

the implications of this passion: this strengthens her association with Nausicaa (1.2 n.: 

intr.).

b  ̂The ambiguous meaning of xa Suvaxa

In my opinion, this impression that Anthia’s desire is really opposite to the normal 

attitude is confirmed by the interpretation of xa 8ovaxa: the meaning of this expression 

is ambiguous, because it might indicate either that Anthia shows only the licit parts of 

her body - and thus not the most immoral ones (see LRG for this interpretation) or that 

she tries to show as much as she can, since she is dressed and being in a temple she 

cannot become completely naked. Evidently, in the former option Anthia’s desire would 

be less provocative than in the latter. In my opinion, the second option is the most 

correct one, because Sovaxoq refers usually to a human ability and not to what is licit 

(see LSJ). In addition, when the cognate verb Suvapai means ‘to be able to do 

something’ in relation with a ‘moral possibility’ (LSJ), it ‘is mostly used with 

negations’, unlike in this case, and this confirms our hypothesis.

c) Nudity and literature: the literary background of this lascivious desire 

This unchaste thought which develops in Anthia’s mind not only has parallels in Greek 

society, but also in literature: nudity is explored in Greek texts, especially on epigrams, 

and seems to have a Hellenistic origin. However, as I have suggested in LI 2.3, this 

desire to display the body does not find a good parallel in the novels: thus, the
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existence of this motif might depend on Xen.’s debt to Hellenistic texts not considered 

by the other authors of the genre.

To begin with, nudity is a key topic of Greek epigrams, where it occurs in sexual 

consummations (see AP 5.2.3, 5.47.3 and 5.252.1-4) and in descriptions of the naked 

beloved in other contexts (see 5.13.3-4, 5.35.2, 5.36.4, 5.161.4, 5.192.1). In addition, 

some texts refer more explicitly, like Xen.’s case, to people who do a strip (see 5.69.3, 

5.83.2, 5.104.4, 12.40.1 and 12.161.4). In each of these cases this act is clearly linked 

with an invitation to have sex and, interestingly, in some of them clothes are mentioned 

as an instrument which can subtly allow or prevent nudity, arousing the sexual 

expectations of the lovers. This ambiguous role is explicitly addressed by Marcus 

Argentarius, who tells her beloved that, because of her 7i87tX,o<;, raxvxa 5s aou p>x7iexai 

yupva Kaia on ft'ktnExai (5.104.4), while the last epigram, in my opinion, has a situation 

very similar with Xen.’s one. Although Asclepiades refers to a boy, he first describes his 

erotic attraction (see 1-2: cbq djcaXoq nalc; eaOai 7cav5f|pou Ku7tpi5o<; (bid) peXo<;) and 

then he states: yupvov prjpov ecpaivs xAapxx; (4). In my opinion, this boy does what 

Anthia would like to do: to show the sexiest parts of the body, despite being dressed: 

thus, our heroine’s wantonness fits well into the Greek literary framework.

The same features also appear in Roman erotic poetry: a case in point is Ovid’s Amores, 

in which the poet describes his sex with Corinna praising her nudity (1.5.17-24). 

Interestingly, before the consummation of this act, the girl tries to remain covered and 

fights with the poet who wants to undress her (see 13-16). However, her final decision 

is to become naked and her wantonness constitute a more emphatic example than that of 

Anthia.

The emergence of this framework is significant, because it proves that nudity is an issue 

not typical of ancient literature, but only of specific genres, like Greek and Roman 

Elegy. This silence, whose origin certainly lies in the aforementioned Greek taboo, 

pushes us to look at what the other Greek novelists do.

Overall, these authors seem to explore this topic very rarely. Both Char, and Longus 

describe baths of their protagonists: the former tells of Callirhoe’s bath in Miletus 

(2.2.1-4; see 1.2.1 intr.) in a scene which ‘has an erotic exploitation’ (Morgan 2004, 

161), while the latter introduces two scenes: both concern only Daphnis, but Chloe 

plays an active role in the scene looking and touching the beloved’s body. Finally, at the 

end of the second episode, she even wears Daphnis’ dressing, increasing the eroticism
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of the scene and anticipating the sex that she has with him (see 1.13.1-5 and 

1.23.2-1.24.2). While this framework suggests that other novelists play like Xen. on the 

wantonness of nudity, the originality of our passage within the novelistic corpus remains 

Xen.’s focus on the display of the body as a voluntary act and the moral concern of the 

heroine. In this respect, Anthia appears to be different from Chloe, who is not aware of 

the sexual implications of her actions. Finally, the emergence of this desire makes 

Anthia also different from Charicleia, who never has a similar thought and when she is 

asked to show her spot on her arm, she has to be assured by Sisimitre that she is not 

performing an impious act: Fopvaxjov xf|v (bAivr|v, © Kopr| [...] ou5cv anpeneg 

yupvoupevov xcov (pbvxcov Kai ysvovg papxbpiov (10.15.2). This invitation makes her 

chaster than our heroine and confirms that Xen. might be here referring more to models 

unusual for the novels.

1.3.2: o 8e amdv edsdcoKei 7tpo<; xf|v Geav Kai rjv aixpaXcoxoq ton Oeou: this is the first 

appearance of the image of the ‘capture’ of Eros (see 1.2.1-2 n.: o 0sog): it has already 

been referred to Anthia in the falling in love, where, however, the responsible party is 

Habrocomes.

1.3.3: dM,f|Aou<; pAiTceiv £0£ta>vx£<;, £7tiaxpecp6psvoi: in my opinion, this desire of both 

protagonists to look at each other fits well into the preceding context where Anthia 

thinks of committing licentious actions. As Cummings 2009, 131 argues, ‘a glance can 

indicate a lack of restraint, and staring can show the indifference to ai56<; typical in a 

lover’s stare’ (131). If this connotation here is only hinted, it becomes more explicit two 

chapters later when the protagonists meet in the temple and Xen. writes: ev xouxcp sv xa> 

iep© xrjq Oeou 8vr|p£p£i>ovx£<; EVEtbpoov dAAf|Xoi<;, si7isTv xo dA,T]0£<; cpopco rcpdq 

£Kax£poo<; ai5oup£voi (1.5.3). Although the shame concerns the speaking, Anthia in 

looking at Habrocomes is certainly distracted by her duty towards Artemis. That being 

said, the level of this “infraction” is certainly lower than what Anthia would have 

reached with her unfulfilled desires.

This conclusion is strengthened by passages from Hid. where the same pattern is 

emphasised: in the first book, it is Thyamis who prefers not to look at Charicleia in 

order to keep control of himself (1.24.3: Kai o  p£v ©uapic; ek  xouxoov xcappxeixo xf)v 

ovj/iv xrj<; Kopr|<; ou 5uvaxov pX£7i£iv x£ apa Kai acocppoveiv fiyoupevoq). Then, a woman
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of impudic glances is Arsace, as it appears in the passage which I have already 

mentioned in relation to Anthia’s desire for nudity (1.3.2 n.: sX,dX,r|oev and Hid. 7.2.2: 

6(p0aX,pou<; xe ercePaXAsv on acb(ppova<;).

1.3.3: dAA,f|Ao\)<; pX£7i£iv sGsXovxeq, emcrcpetpopsvoi: this motif, as the following one, 

lacks attestation in the Greek literature and it appears only in Latin poetry, as Ovid 

shows in the Heroides in Leander’s description of the night with Hero. See the 

following motif for more.

1.3.3: txpiorapsvoi 7ioA7ii<; 7cpo(pda£i<; diaxpiprj*; riupicncov: this xonoq, which is defined 

by Trankle 1963, 474 ‘Hinauszogem des Abschieds’ and is connected with the previous 

one, is unexpectedly missing in the Greek Literature prior to Xen.

Only two similar themes are attested. The first is ‘the wish to prolong a night spent with 

one’s beloved’ (on this, see McKeown 1989, vol. 2, 337-339, at 1.13), which is 

foreshadowed in Horn. Od. 23.241-6, where Athena makes the night longer, but in these 

examples the delay is attributed to natural entities and not to lovers (for other 

occurrences, see Sappho fr. 197, AP. 5.3, 5.172, 5.173 and 12.137). The second theme 

appears in the Aristophanic comedy Acharnians, in which Dicaeopolis finds many 

excuses not to leave Euripides, so that he can borrow from him many of his theatrical 

tools (393-479). However, in this case the erotic issue is completely absent.

Thus, the only attestation of this motif in an erotic context comes from the Latin Elegy: 

Xen. might have borrowed this motif from Hellenistic lost texts.

The most significant Latin examples come from Tibullus and Ovid, where this motif is 

developed in connection with the beloved’s departure by sea (cf. Hollis 1977, 141, at 

Ars Amatoria 1, 701: ‘Attempts at delaying the traveller and reproaches for his cruelty 

in leaving are common in a propempticon’ and Rosati 1996, 102: ‘Tipico, nelle scene di 

congedo in poesia elegiaca, l’atteggiamento dell’innamorato che cerca pretesti per 

rinviare il momento del distacco’). More precisely, Tibullus in 1.3.15-16 suffers from 

Delia’s absence and remembers his attempt at delaying her departure: ‘ipse ego, solator, 

cum iam mandata dedissem, quaerebam tardas anxius usque moras’. Similarly, in 

Ovid’s Heroides, when Leandrus describes the night spent with Hero, he says: ‘Atque
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ita cunctatus monitu nutricis amaro frigida deserta litora turre peto’ {Her. 18. 115-6; for 

other occurrences of the motif, see ‘attempt at delaying the separation’ in table 3, LI 

2.3).

Another reason why Hero and Leandrus’ story is significant is that it is already 

mentioned before Ovid by Virg. Georg. 3. 258 and Hor. Epist. 1.3.3: increases the 

possibility that a Greek lost model was describing it and Xen. might have drawn from 

this model.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that this and the previous motif appears only other time 

together in the Greek novels during Hld.’s description of Arsace’s lovesickness (7.9.1). 

When the Persian woman, in fact, has to separate from Theagenes, the first delay 

(dTigxcbpei 5s Kai t) ApaaKr| poXi<; pev Kai 7ioXXaKi<; avaaxpecpouoa) involves false 

prayers to gods, while the second involves looking at Theagenes (7tpo<; tov 0eay8vr|v 

scd<; e^rjv 87iiaxp8(pouaa). Interestingly, Hid. uses here the verb £7ncrrp£cpco: although 

Xen. uses the medial form, it is not impossible that the Hid. is also intertexting here 

with our author. This would further strengthen the relationship between their novels (GI

5).

1.3.4: o epax; sv auxou; aveKaiexo: this is the first appearance in the novel of the 

traditional image of love as a ‘fire’ (see on this Cummings 2009, 47). More precisely, 

Eros is here the fire lighter, who makes the flame rise in the protagonists’ spirits. In 

addition, this process is here emphasised by the presence of the ‘container 

metaphor’ (Cummings 2009, 49). Since the same image is repeated in the same section, 

Xen. is clearly stressing love’s control of his victims and it is important that here Anthia 

is involved too, since the previous occurrences of this metaphor focused only on 

Habrocomes. From a linguistic point of view, the use of the prefix ava- underlines the 

rise of the flame (see ibid.: ‘it evokes the upwards direction of the flame as it comes into 

existence’).

That being said, Xen. does not seem to insist on this metaphor like he does with the 

military one, as the following occurrences prove:

a) 1.5.8: s x i  p a X X o v  o epox; a v s K a is x o  (again referred to the protagonists);

b) 2.3.3: 5i’a 5f| Kai paXXov avsKaiexo (only the verb is referred to Manto in love, but 

without the ‘container metaphor’).
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On the other hand, Xen. also uses another compound of kouco, ekkguco, as part of the 

same image: its only difference lies in its active form and transitive meaning. It has 

three occurrences in the novel:

a) 1.9.8: e^eie \in>%d<; aq auxoi E^EKauaats (Anthia’s apostrophe to Habrocomes’ eyes);

b) 1.14.7: autov f| [...] aovf|0£ia £7ti tcAeov e^ekcue (Corymbus’ love for Habrocomes);

c) 4.5.4: f| KaG’fjpspav rfjq Av01a<; ovj/ic; e êkxxev auxov Eig xov Epcoxa (Anchialus’ 

passion for Anthia).

In each of these cases, love uses a different instrument to light the fire: the eyes of the 

beloved, the sharing of life and the lover’s contemplation of the beloved.

Finally, Anthia in her monologue before the wedding with Perilaus recalls her marriage 

with Habrocomes and states: 7cap£7CEp7C£v fipa<; 7rup EpcoriKov (3.6.2), which subtitutes 

the expression of the eighth chapter psia AxxprcdScov. This expression of the metaphor of 

fire, which denotes an ‘artistic motivation’ (Hagg 1971, 76), is slighty different from the 

previous ones, since the action of kindling is substituted by the association between fire 

and human psychology: thus, here ‘love is the heat of an internal fire’ (Cummings 2009, 

51). In addition, this image has also an analeptic value: since it places love at the origin 

of marriage, it recalls the parents’ interpretation of the oracle: their decision to marry 

their sons, in fact, follows Apollo’s suggestion in his second verse that love is the only 

remedy for love.

In my opinion, this link is interesting, because the divine response include an image of 

fire in the expression nop di5r|Xov (v. 6) and this opens the possibility of an association 

between the fire of love and this destructive fire, which might introduce a subtler 

reading of the novel. In the Eph., there are real flames which approach the protagonists: 

in the first case it is the fire of their boat (1.14.1), while in the other two it is 

Habrocomes who is tortured by Manto’s fire (see 2.4.4., 2.6.2, 2.6.4) and then punished 

in Egypt with the pyre, as part of Cyno’s revenge (4.2.8). In my opinion, it is not 

unlikely that Xen. with Anthia’s expression is suggesting that these flames are not only 

part of the 7rup di8r|Aov, but also of the 7rup spcoiiKov. This would be another proof that 

Xen. is building his whole novel on Eros’ revenge against the protagonists and that most 

of the trials in the novel echo the presence of this god. In conclusion, the emergence of 

this framework suggests that Xen. might be using the metaphor of fire in a subtle way. 

The emergence of this sublety would confirm the coexistence in the Eph. of simplicity 

and sophistication. In this respect, the first feature emerges even more clearly in the
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comparison with the other novelists, where the fire metaphor ‘is not merely imagery, but 

gives structure to the emotion’ (Cummings 2009, 56). I give here only some examples 

of connotations of fire which are missing in Xen. (for others, see in table 4 in LI ‘Kiss 

and heat’, ‘Love and heat’, Love and lamps’, ‘Love and wine’; for more, see Cummings 

2009,51-56):

- fire is the person who causes love (see, e.g., Char. 6.3.9);

- specification of the locus of spax; as a fire (see, e.g. Longus 3.10.4);

- love as a cosmological fire which has power on nature (Ach. 1.17.1);

- smouldering of emotion (Char. 6.3.3, Longus 1.29.1);

- potential extinguishing of the flame (Ach. 4.7.4, Hid. 1.15.8).

Finally, Xen’s lack of variety is also proved by his decision of not using fire to connote 

other emotions, like jealousy (e.g. Ach. 7.3.7) and anger (ibid. 6.10.5).

1.3.4: dvEKaiexo: F has evskoueto instead of this reading introduced by Hemsterhuius 

and accepted by O’ Sullivan. The parallel with 1.5.8 and the presence of the preposition 

ev in ev auxoTi; prove the accuracy of this correction.

1.3.4: E7n0Dpia: for the use of this verb as part of Xen.’s erotic vocabulary, see LI 3.

1.3.4: E7TEi8f| siq urcvov pEcrav: this is the first time reference of the novel, which plays 

the traditional role of marking the end of the previous scene (see “rhythm” on this; for 

similar indications about the morning, see 1.2.1, 1.5.1, 1.10.1, 4.6.1 and 5.15.1). Its 

form is not usual, since in the Eph. ‘implicit indications of time like meals or going to 

bed are rare’ (Hagg 1971, 60). This exceptional trait is confirmed by the reason why 

sleep is mentioned here: we are not dealing with a generic choice, but with a precise 

reference to lovesickness.

1.3.4: o Epcoc; ev EKaxEpoiq r\\ aK axao% £xo in this passage the erotic emotion’s hold on 

the protagonists reaches its apex: while in 1.3.1 the emphasis was on the god’s control 

of Habrocomes and thus on the emotion holding Habrocomes (koixeTxs 8e auxov 

EyKEipEvo  ̂ o 0£oq), here Xen. introduces the container metaphor and thus places his 

emphasis on the failure of the subject to hold the emotion. In fact, dicaxdoxExoq means 

‘unholdable’ (see Cummings 2009, 97: ‘they can try and hold down the emotion, but it
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will not be successful’). This shift of focus, which underlines ‘the impossibility of 

action of the couple’ (ibid.), is subtly introduced by Xen. with the use of two cognate 

words Kaxsxco and dKaxdo%£xo<;.

The same adjective dKaxdo/sxoq is used other times in the novel in passages which 

concern two other types of emotions: opyf| and Xutct). The former refers to Manto’s 

anger (2.5.5: f] Mavxd) £v opyrj aKaxaaxexcp yivsxai), while the latter to Perilaus’ sorrow 

at the news of the abduction of Anthia’s corpse (3.9.1: £v 7ioX,Xri Kai aKaxaoxexco Amp 

rjv). In these two cases, however, unlike in the present one, the lack of the container 

metaphor makes the control of these feelings on the character less “shocking”.

The same conclusion affects a last passage in which this adjective is substituted by the 

adverb aK axaaxexco^: a v x r | f) Mavxd) e k  xfjq cri)vf|0oo<; p e x a  xou AppoKopoo Sialxrjc; 

aA lcncexai K ai aK axaaxexcoq  ev/e K ai f|7top£i o x i 7toif|crai (2.3.2). Its introduction 

suggests that ‘Manto is not in control of her passions’ (2.3.2:). In fact, although ‘there is 

no mention of an emotion here, the presence of a conventional metaphor a A io K sx a i 

indicates that she is feeling spco<;’ (Cummings 2009, 97). However, since Manto is the 

subject here, the metaphor has a minor effect than that of the present passage.
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CHAPTER 4

After the description of the first night of suffering, Xen. dedicates an entire chapter to 

the personal reflections of the protagonists, which is expressed through two “reflexive 

and deliberative laments” and a “prayer” (NA 3: on the interpretation of this chapter as a 

Liebesnacht, see Schissel 1909, 30 and ibid. 41 on its retrospective value). While this 

second definition does not need explanation, the former depends on the fact that in both 

cases the protagonists express their desperation (cf. 1.4.1: cpeu poi tcov kcxkcov, scpq, xl 

nenovQa 8ucm)xn<;; and 1.4.6: t! co &ixm>xns 7t£7iov0a;) and have ‘un colloquio con se 

stessi’ (Ferrini 1990, 79).

At a first glance, as Doulamis 2007, 161 argues, these speeches contain elements which 

hint at a ‘symmetrical discourse’ (161): after an almost identical incipit (cf. 1.4.1: cpsu 

poi tcov kcxkcov x\ nenovda 8ucm)xn<;; and 1.4.6: t! cb 8ucrruxf|<; 7i£7iov0a;), both 

protagonists introduce a self-definition (cf. 1.4.1: o pcxpivuv dv8puc6<; [...] and 1.4.6: 

7cap0Evo<;), followed by a quick sequence of paratactic verbs (cf. 1.4.1: sdXxoKa Kai 

vcvucqpai Kai [...] dvayKd^opai and 1.4.6: Epco Kai 68uvd>pai) and by a series of 

questions (cf. 1.4.2: ou KapTEpqaco vuv; [...] and 1.4.7: t!<; Ecrcai o rrj<; £7ii0upla<; opoq 

[...]). Each of these features contribute to making these speeches tragic (NA 5).

Along with these similarities, however, Xen. seems to play with differences attributing 

only to Habrocomes a second speech and highlighting the different erotic pattern which 

characterises the protagonists’ love: although they are both fighting an internal war 

against love, Habrocomes makes an emphatic attack on Eros, while Anthia adopts a 

more quiet and philosophical attitude, which is supported by the Platonic intertext.

The individuation of these differences is significant, because it suggests that here, as in 

other parts of the novel, Xen. is using speeches to play against the apparent symmetry of 

the monologues (NA 3). In addition, the emergence of these elements prove clearly how 

monologues and dialogues are important to suggest a characterisation of the 

protagonists and of their approach to love.

1.4.1 -1.4.3: Habrocomes ’first monologue

The common thread of the first speech is again given by the military metaphor of love:

see, e.g., dv8puc6<; (on which see below), EdXxoxa Kai vcvucrmai (1.3.1 n.: aXicncETai

Av0ia), avavSpoq, ouk soopai KpElrccov ’'Epcoroq;, vuv ouSev ovra 0eov vucrjaal p.£ 8eT
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and ouk av ’'Epcoq tcoxe poo Kpaxrjaai. The way in which these images are introduced 

shows a rhetorical ability which is not common in the Eph.: the abundance of nominal 

phrases (1.4.2 n.: cb rcavxa avavSpoq) and of rhetorical questions (1.4.2 n.: ou 

KapiEpqaco vuv) and the initial anaphora on the article o, which has a paratragic colour 

(1.4.1 n.: o pcxpi)> make this speech an exemplary lament.

That being said, Habrocomes here develops two main arguments: while in the first 

paragraph he admits his arrogance and he recognises his defeat against Eros, in the other 

two he tries to resist him. As both themes are already introduced in the novel by the 

narrator (1.3.1 n.: £yKelpsvo<; o 0eo<; and 1.1.5: pq Gctaov), characterisation is here the 

main issue: Xen. focuses on the dramatic reaction of the protagonist to the recent events 

and on his interiorisation of them (on this aspect, see Schissel 1909, 35-6). In addition, 

our author gives a strong mimetic connotation to Habrocomes’ lament by introducing a 

dynamic movement between its two parts, as he begin speaking like a man defeated and 

ends as a rebel.

Overall, the tone of the speech also has a clear moral connotation, which is at the core 

of Xen’s attempted resistance and which is introduced by the following words:

- avavSpoq, which is anticipated in the first paragraph by avSpixoq and introduces 

the concept of dvSpeTa (see LRG 4);

- the rhetorical question o u  Kapxepqaco v u v  recalls Kapxspia, another virtue of the 

7tE 7tai5supevoi;

- the rhetorical question o u  pcvw y cw iK o q , in which Xen. identifies his nobility in 

the resistance to love.

Finally, as I have already suggested at the beginning of the second chapter (see 1.2.1), 

the emphasis placed here by Xen. on the erotic conflict is not common in the novelistic 

genre, which tends to make Eros’ victory immediate and to explore the consequences. 

The only parallels available come from Char.’s Dionysius and Artaxerses and from 

Hld.’s Charicleia, who similarly try to resist love and whose moral concern is explicitly 

declared. In the former author, Eros finds an opponent in Dionysius’ octxppocruvq (2.4.5) 

and Chariton emphasises his battle against passions by saying xox’qv iSciv aycova 

Aoytopou Kai ;ta0oo<; [...] (2.4.4). The connection between this fight and 7iai5£ia is 

assured by Dionysius’ first presentation as 7iXx>uxcp Kai ycvci Kai 7iai5£ia xcov aXloov 

’Icbvcov U7rep£xovxa [...] (1.12.6). Afterwards, when in Persia the king Artaxerxes falls in 

love with Callirhoe, Artaxates invites him to try a similar resistance to Eros: 5uvaoai
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yap, (D 58G7i0Ta, <ru (iovo<; Kpaxsiv Kai Osou (6.3.8). The king’s obedience is part of his 

unnamed 7tai5sla: ‘he is strongly modelled on Xenophon’s Cyrus and on Hellenistic 

ideas of kingship and he prides himself on his ococppoouvr| and SiKaiocruvr)’ (Jones 

2007b, 52). In my opinion, both these examples express more clearly what Habrocomes 

is suggesting: fighting the emotion in order to defend an image of his own excellence. 

Like these parallels, Habrocomes’ attempt fails: his past morality is going to be 

overcome by a new one. In this respect, if Xen. wrote after Char., the readers might 

recall Dionysius and Mithridates’ trial in the second part of our monologue. Conversely, 

Charicleia’s fight, as I have already argued, might be drawn from that of Anthia and of 

Habrocomes (4.10.3: 'Qq sps ys Aims! psv Kai f) voaoq aKpd^ouoa, tcAsov 8s [...] 

f|Txr|0fjvai 7cd0ov<; a7tsipr|psvoo psv spot tov Tcpo xovxou 7iavxa %povov Aupaivopevou 

5s Kai p£XPl<3 dKorj<; to TtapOsviaq ovopa aspvoxaxov and 1.2.6 n: ocpOaApoi yopyol for 

this parallel).

1.4.1: Aap(bv 5f| xfiv Kopr|v K ai 07rapa^a<; < K a i 7ispippr|^dp£vo<;> xf)v saOfjxa: these 

gestures are part of a stylised theatrical behaviour which is attributed to some characters 

in the novel.

To begin with, this sentence presents a textual difficulty, since in F Kai rcspippri^dpsvoq 

is missing. The reason why this participle has been reintroduced is that saOfjxa 

7ispippf|yvupai is a typical formula. First, it appears three other times in the Eph.: it is 

used again before Manto’s simulation (see 2.5.6) and it marks Perilaus’ and 

Habrocomes’ desperation over Anthia’s loss (cf. 3.7.2 and 3.10.1; in this second 

passage, the noun is different: 7tspisspf|^axo xov xixcova). Second, saOfjxa 

7ispippf|yvupai is used in similar emotive contexts by DH (see 7.62.3), Philo (see 

Joseph. 16 and De vita Mosis 1.138), Joseph (see AJ  6.358, 7.1, 7.40, 9.67, 11.221, BJ 

2.315, 2.601) Char, (see 3.5.6 and 3.10.3).

While this framework of passages makes the introduction of this formula reasonable, 

the resulting sentence does not seem to be perfectly built: since Xen. likes introducing 

parallel structures in coordinate clauses (see, e.g., 1.4.4: s iAksv  dvxi7ii7rxovxa Kai cbSuva 

pf| OsAovxa), the first part seems to be too long, because it contains two participles, 

Aapwv and 07tapa^a<;, with the only object xijv Kopr|v. For this reason, I would argue 

that one of the two might have not been in the original text: since the expression 

cj7tapdaacD xf|v Koprjv is formulaic in the Eph. (2.5.6, where Manto is in front o f her
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father, and 3.7.2, where Anthia is reacting to her imminent marriage to Perilaus), while 

Aappavco Tfjv Kopqv is not, I would eliminate Aapcbv and offer the new reading: xf]v 

Kopqv Kai aTtapa^aq <Kai 7ispippr|^apsvo<;> xf)v saOfjxa. In addition, the status as a 

formula of the first expression is confirmed by its occurrence in other novels: see Char. 

2.7.2 and 3.10.4, Ach. 5.3.6 and Lucian, Asinus 22).

In theory, it is possible that anapaZqaq was originally at the beginning of the sentence, 

but also the hypothesis of a chiasmus is plausible, since Xen. is also keen on this figure 

of speech. In addition, the chiasmus would explain better the mistake of the copyist: he 

might have not understood this construct and decided to eliminate the second of the two 

participles in the sequence: K ai rcepippri^dpevoq. Since, however, the nouns of the 

sentence were still two, he might have finally introduced Aapwv at the beginning, which 

is a very generic verb and a possible gloss of Gnapatqaq. In this respect, it is significant 

that Aappavco xqv k6 jj.t|v  has only one occurrence in the novelistic corpus which does 

not belong to a tragic passage, but it denotes Thersander’s attempt to kiss Leucippe 

(Ach. 6.18.5: xrj 5s 5e^ia xfjq Kopqq AaPopsvoq [...]): its original presence in a 

stereotyped passage like this is really unlikely.

That being said, both o7iapd^a<; and 7ispippr^dpsvo<; constitute two typical ways to 

express a tragic reaction: in this respect, it is interesting that Xen. uses Ttepippfiyvopai 

with saOriq to indicate one of the tortures undergone by both protagonists (cf. Xen. 2.6.2 

and 5.5.2). Since in these two passages Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s suffering is 

highlighted, this confirms the tragic mark of these acts.

1.4.1: cpsu tcov KaK&v: also this particle contributes to the tragic tone of the passage, 

since it is ‘an exclamation of grief or anger frequent in tragedy’ (LSJ; see e.g. Eur. 

Phoeniss. 1425: (pen cpsu, k ok cov  acov, OiSurou, o ’ooov axsvco). While cpsu in Greek 

tragedy already constitutes a repetitive element of direct speech and occurs followed by 

exclamative genitives (e.g. Soph. E l 920: cpeu, xrj<; avoiaq), here Xen. seems to make 

the expression even more stereotyped, introducing the generic term tcov KaKcov and 

detaching it from the rest of the sentence. In the Greek literature the only two parallels 

of the whole formula come from Lucian (Fugit. 33: Osb tcov KaKcov, oxoxoi, 

7ia7nia7taid^) and Alciphron (Ep. 3.12.1: evOa 7tapaX,r|(p0d<; cpsu tcov KaKcov oia 

imspsiva): the first is more significant, since the whole sentence has an intense tragic 

mark and the expression appears, as in our case, without a syntactic role (see NA 5).
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Further, as Schissel 1909 argues, Habrocomes’ use of t©v koikcov might be part of his 

interiorisation of past events (see 64: ‘Der einletende Ausruf (pen poi tcov KaK©v ist 

deutlich an die Erkenntnis syvcooav tots 01 KaK©v sysyovsoav angelehnt’).

1.4.1: o ps^pi [...] o Karatppovcov [...] o [...]: the anaphora of articles is typical of 

monologues from Greek tragedies: a case in point is a passage of the Sophoclean Ajax, 

where in his dialogue with Tecmessa the hero defines himself as: opaq tov Gpacruv, tov 

suKapSiov, tov sv 5atoiq otTpsaTov pa%ai<; (364-5). Interestingly, like Habrocomes, Ajax 

uses this anaphora of the article to refer to his past in opposition to his present status. 

This rhetorical device increases the literary quality of Habrocomes’ monologue as well 

its nature as a lament (see NA 5).

The same expedient is attributed by Longus to Gnathon, when the parasite confesses to 

Astilus his erotic desperation: O psxP1 v^v povq<; Tpa7tŝ rj<; Trjq orj<; epcov, o Ttporspov 

opvix; on  pq5£v eariv ©paiorEpov otvou yspovToq, o Kpdrroix; [...] (4.16.2). Here, 

however, there is an ironical connotation which is not exploited by Habrocomes (see 

Pattoni 2005, 101, n. 159, ‘paratragico e il modulo dell’articolo iterato e anaforico con 

cui Gnatone apostrofa se stesso’).

1.4.1: o psxP1 v^v otvSpiKoq AppOKoprj<;: with this sentence Habrocomes starts to admit 

the failure of his attempt to resist to love. For the importance and meaning of this 

reference to avSpsTa, see LI 4.

1.4.1: o tco 0s© ta)i5opoupevo<;: Aoi5opoupai, which expresses Habrocomes’ arrogance 

toward Eros, is a verb traditionally used in this context, as it appears in Meleager (see 

AP 5.176.4, where the narrator declares: qv §’£17eco Axn8opa, Kai rpscpETai) and in 

Plutarch’s Amatorius, where there are lovers who t© pev ’'Ep©ri AoiSopowrai tivs<; 

[aXAa] a7i8%ovTai <5’> EKelvq  ̂ [q Aq>po5iTq] [...]. (757a; see table 3 in LI 2.3 for other 

parallels). While this verb is the literary term, see 1.2.1 n.: wcspqcpdvoK; for the more 

frequent word adopted by Xen. to express the same theme.

1.4.1: £<xX,©Ka Kai v£viKqpai: on the echo o f this combination o f verbs in Hld.’s 

Aethiopica, see 1.2.1, n.: bvoalxnxoq.
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1.4.1: 7tap08vco 5ouA£U£iv avayKatppai: this sentence expresses a famous nuance of the 

metaphor of Eros as a warrior (1.2.1-2 n.: o 0£o<;). As I argue in LI 3, it is interesting 

how this topic is related to the rivals’ attitude towards the protagonists, which often 

make them slaves in the novel. The present reference, as well as the final ones made by 

Anthia to an erotic slavery, suggests that Xen.’s real aim in referring to slavery is to use 

it to underline the uncontrollable power of love.

Further, Habrocomes’ use of the word 7rap0£vo<; is significant, because this word is part 

of Anthia’s presentation (see 1.2.5: fjp%£ 6e xfjq tcov 7iap0£vcov t<x̂ £cg<; Av01a) and, thus, 

it seems to contribute to the hero’s interiorisation of past events.

1.4.2: co 7iavTa avav5po<; cyco: Habrocomes’ use of nominal phrases, which recalls that 

made by the Ephesians in their exclamation about his beauty (see 1.2.8 above), is 

certainly one stylistic device used by Xen. to make quicker and more effective his direct 

speeches. Along with two other occurrences in the following sentences (see 1.4.3: Kakr\ 

7iap0£vo<; eupopcpoq Av0ia), other examples occur in Anthia’s first monologue (see 

1.4.7) and in Corymbus’ proposal to Habrocomes, for which see 1.16.5).

1.4.2: 7tovr|p6<;: with this adjective Habrocomes expresses clearly how he considers 

immoral his subjection to love and Xen. makes him similar to Anthia: see 1.3.2 n.:

5l£K£lTO.

1.4.2: ou KapT£pf|aco vuv;: this is the first of a series of three rhetorical questions: their 

presence is a device typical of novelistic laments, which set Habrocomes’ speech on a 

level of style different from the previous parts of the novel. Another ‘frequent feature of 

laments’ (see Birchall 10 for a list) is the introduction of a future, which contains ‘a 

comparison between past and present, or past hopes and future reality’ (10) and ‘this 

appears to have developed from formal mourning’ (ibid.). This confirms the impression 

that Xen. is shaping here a monologue by following traditional rhetorical patterns. The 

same opposition between present and future also occurs in the following lament of 

Anthia, in which four future verbs follow three present and the initial perfect (see

1.4.6-7). Conversely, the opposition between present and past will emerge in 

Habrocomes’ prayer (see 1.4.5: UTCEpqcpavouv) and more clearly in other laments of the
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following books, where, obviously, the past story assumes more importance: see, e.g., 

the lament of Habrocomes in prison (2.8.1) and Anthia’s lament in the brothel (5.7.2). 

Having clarified this stylistic point, the presence of on KaprspEoo in this question invites 

our interpretation too: this formula, with the more common negation oukexi, occurs 

repeatedly in the Eph. to describe the ‘failure to resist to Eros / love’ which involves 

both protagonists and rivals (see table 3 in LI 2.3 and LI 3). Thus, it plays the role of 

confirming the universal nature of Eros in the Eph. and, as Oikonomou 2010, 244 

argues, Tack of Kapicpia [...] is a driving force, running through and again initiating 

action throughout the Ephesiaca\ which is one of the ways adopted by Xen. ‘to show 

the force and the power of Eros’ (245).

That being said, the present passage has a double originality, as Habrocomes tries to 

resist to preserve his morality. As always Oikonomou 2010 ,245 suggests, here there 

might be the trace of the philosophical concept of KapiEpla, ‘which is a definition of 

av5p£ia in Plato’s Laches and a prime ethical virtue in Stoic thought’. Since in the first 

case avbpEia is KapiEpia xfj<; v|/uxfj<; (192b), it might be echoed in this passage, where 

‘Habrocomes interprets his wavering KapiEpla as a sign of being avav8poq (ibid.). As a 

result, this question can be considered part of Habrocomes’ interior fight.

In addition, it is interesting that toward the end o f  the novel, in the only occurrence o f  

KapxcpECO in the fifth book, Habrocomes will express again his desire to resist, as he 

wants to build a grave for Anthia before dying (5.10.5: aXEa KapxEpqcrov, AppoKopr), 

Kai ysvopEvoi; ^  ’Ecpcaco xoaouxov E7ciptcoaov xpbvov). Since this is the only other 

passage o f  the novel where Habrocomes mentions endurance, Xen. might be inviting 

the readers to compare it with the present one: this would be another proof o f  

Habrocomes’ development during the novel, since his resistance to love would be 

transformed into a resistance which has its reason in his love for Anthia.

1.4.2: on pcvco y£wiKO<;: this adjective is not very common in the Greek literature and 

its main meaning is ‘noble’ (LSJ): in the Phaedrus Socrates refers its comparative to 

Isocrates by saying that he has a nobler character than Lysias (see 279a: q0£i 

yEwiKcoxEpco). In Lucian’s Sale o f creeds Hermes, when discussing with Zeus, suggests 

to sell: piov dvSptKOv [...], piov apiaxov Kai yswiKov (7). Since avSpucoq and apiaxo<; 

are commonly used to express the nobility of a man, y£wiKO<; seems to reinforce the 

same idea. Finally, if we look at the Imperial Era, Longus, the only other novelist who
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adopts yewuco<;, uses this term in a comic context to designate the authenticity of a 

small cheese (see 1.19.1: ruplcnccov xivdiv yewuccov; see Alciphron 3.2.2 for another use 

in relation to food). Also in this case the idea of something pure is suggested.

As a result, I would argue that Habrocomes is here further emphasising how resistance 

to love is what makes him noble. Unlike KapTSpf|aco, however, this term does not 

become part of the development of the novel, since it refers only to the pirates (1.13.1 

n.: yewiKoi) and to Polyidus (5.3.1).

1.4.2: ouk soopai Kpelxxoov ’'Epcoxoq; with this question, which is different from the 

previous ones, Habrocomes goes back to the image of ‘Eros as a warrior’ (see LI 2.3) 

and, thus, to a literary origin. The protagonist here challenges the invincibility of the 

god (see ‘to be won by Eros’ in LJ 2.3), a very common theme which appears with the 

same word in an epigram of Meleager where the poet describes his new love by saying: 

Kpsiaacov ouxoc; "Epcoxog ’'Epcoq (AP 12.54.4).

1.4.3: xoiq aoTq 6(p0aXpot<;, AppoKopr), cupopcpoq Av01a, aXk, eav 08Xr|<;, ou^i aol: this 

passage, which elaborates the motif ‘love and free will’ (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3), is 

the last attempt made by Habrocomes to persuade himself that it is possible to resist 

love.

The introduction of this theme is quite significant, because Xen. anticipates it five other 

times in the novel with an erotic use of r,08ko (see 1.1.5, 1.2.9, 1.3.1 and 1.3.3). In 

addition, at the end of the novel, it is interesting that the “Platonic” sentence xouxo yap 

auxoix; spouX,ovxo ai i|/i)xai (5.13.3 and LI 7.1) will introduce again the same motif from 

a positive perspective: this evolution suggests that this theme is part of the Bildung of 

the novel and, thus, its analysis deserves a particular attention.

To begin with, it has been suggested that this passage has a Stoic colour: however, in 

my opinion this hypothesis lacks evidence and I will now demonstrate why. While 

Perkins detects the presence in this passage of the Stoic “proairesis” (see 1985, 92), 

Doulamis 2007 traces the echo of this and two other Stoic principles: ‘the fundamental 

distinction between the true nature of things and our judgement or perception of them; 

secondly, the “proairesis”, defined as the deliberate choice or purpose, which, when at 

work, does not allow physical experiences to affect the real ‘self’ of the individual; and,
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thirdly, the distinction between the vulnerability of the body and (mental) 

willpower’ (153-4).

In my opinion, the first limit of this hypothesis lies in the fact that Xen. is not 

introducing any reference to the Stoic “proairesis”, since our author does not refers to 

the “self’. Conversely he simply draws a distinction between the effect of beauty on his 

eyes and on himself. In my opinion, since in this novel the eyes have just assumed a 

clear Platonic connotation (see 1.3.2: ava7T£7rxap£voi<; xoTq ocpGaXpoiq), if we want to 

look for a specific model, Habrocomes might be expressing his resistance to love in 

Platonic term.

That being said, however, the most important reason why this Stoic interpretation does 

not seem correct is that there are some parallels from Greek literature that introduce the 

same motif of ‘love and free will’. In my opinion, their analysis proves that Xen. is here 

acknowledging a literary tradition and not a philosophical one.

The power of love on freedom is already Sapphic: in her first fragment, in fact, she is 

promised by Aphrodite that her beloved ai 5e pf| <p(Xei, xaxecoq cpiA,f|a£i kcouk sGsAoiaa. 

(1.23-24). However, the most significant examples comes from Xenophon’s 

Cyropaedia, where Araspas explains to Cyrus that to 5’epav £0sA,oucn6v eotiv (5.1.11). 

This passage is really interesting, because it is at the beginning of a dialogue which 

offers a view of love very similar to that of our novel and, moreover, which contains 

similar motifs. Since our author had the Cyropaedia in his mind (GI 4), his knowledge 

of this passage is not implausible, although intertextual connections are missing. These 

are the themes shared which follow the previous one:

a) After Araspas’ statement, the Persian king raises some objections, which he attributes 

to some lovers. The first focuses on the pain caused to them by love (5.1.12: Ewpaxa 

Kai KXxxlovxaq wed X,û r|<; bi’cpcoxa).

b) The second addresses the slavery created by love (5.1.12: Kai bouXsbovxai; ye xoi<; 

£pcop£voi<;).

c) Then, Cyrus mentions that these lovers consider love an evil (paAa kokov 

vopl^ovxaq).

d) Finally, love as a disease is introduced too and Cyrus expresses the lovers’ unfulfilled 

desire to free them from this: £i>xop£vou<; aonep Kai aA,A,r|<; xivo<; voaou 

&7iaA,Axxyfjvai.
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e) After this explanation, Araspas states that these lovers are immoral people (5.1.13: oi 

xoiouxoi poxGrjpol).

f) Cyrus raises a final objection, repeating that Eros needs time to make the soul bum 

(5.1.16: [...] o epcoq rcecpuKe ouaKeua^eoGai av0p(O7iov).

g) Finally, he invites Araspas not to look at Panthea’s eyes, to avoid falling in love 

(ou5e ye aoi oupPouX^uco, scprj, © Apacraa, ev xoiq KaXxnc; eav xqv ov|/iv evdiaxpipeiv).

h) In his answers Araspas exhorts Cyrus not to be worried about him and he 

interestingly states that even if he stared at Panthea he would not commit illicit acts 

(5.17.1: ou5’ eav pr|8e7toxe 7tauo©pai Gecbpevoq, on pr| KpaxrjG© ©axe rcoieiv xi ©v pf| 

Xpf] 7roietv).

In my opinion, this sequence of motifs is really close to our novel and this parallel 

concerns especially the two last passages, where the motif of the eyes is associated with 

that of the ‘hypnosis’, which also occurs in the Eph. (1.3.1 n.: evecbpa). In addition, 

Araspas presents love as an immoral act (cov pf) xPft rcoieiv), as it happens with both 

Anthia and Habrocomes. As a result, the possibility of Xen.’s awareness of this passage 

is not remote. Although we cannot draw a definite conclusion, I would argue that the 

literary context of this discussion can instead be used as a certain proof against 

Doulamis 2007’s interpretation.

After this significant parallel, many other occurrences of the motif are available in 

Greek and also in Latin literature (see ‘love and free will’ in table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). I 

would mention only how Theocritus expresses the failure of free will to resist Eros 

{Idyll 30.28-29: Kai vuv, eix’eGeX©, ypr| pe paKpov a/ovxa xov apcpeva eAxr|v xov 

^uyov, eix’ouK eGeX©). Interestingly, a similar defeat will be shortly attributed to 

Habrocomes. Overall, it is likely that Xen. is exploiting a common motif of Greek 

literature, with a possible closer influence from Xenophon of Athens.

Finally, as Schissel argues, here Habrocomes is again in dialogue with his past 

experience: his resistance to Eros and, especially, his sentence ouk av ’"Epwg 7toxe pou 

Kpaxqaai (1 .4 .3) appears a re-phrasing of what we read immediately after his encounter 

with Anthia: a7iaXXayrjvai xrj<; ovj/eroq eGeXcov ouk e5uvaxo (1.3.1; on this contrast, see 

Schissel 1909, 37: ‘O uk e5uvaxo vereinigt sie zur Charakteristik einer dem Entschlusse 

ouk av Kpaxfioeie diametral entgegengesetzen Zwanglose!’).
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1.4.4: o Gedg ocpoSpoxEpoq: the vehemence of love is a xoTcoq of the erotic literature (see 

tables 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). Within this motif, the use of ccpo5p6<; is recurrent too: in the 

listed occurrences, it occurs in Aesop, Parthenius and Nicolaus. Interestingly, this 

adjective, meaning ‘impetuous’, can be used to convey an immoral connotation: this 

occurs in Aesop, where a young man loves an old woman and in Parthenius, who 

describes respectively an extramarital love and an incestuous one. As I have already 

suggested in LI 2.4., since in Xen.’s view love is an uncontrollable force but not 

immoral, the occurrence of this formula seems to be focalised on the characters.

A good parallel of this comes from Char., where ’TEpccx; is defined as acpoSpog in his 

attack on the Persian king, who is forced to admit the victory of Eros (6.3.2: 8eivov pev 

opoXoyeiv, ahr\Q(bq 5s saXwica). Then, Eros’ approach to Dionysius is very similar 

(2.4.5: 5ia xouxo E7rup7ioX£i acppoSpoxspov v|/uxnv ev £p©xi cpiXoaocpouaav). In both 

cases the moral concern of the characters seems at the origin of the choice of ocpo5po<;. 

In addition, the existence of the same pattern of divine attack and failed attempt to resist 

makes it very likely that one between Xen. and Char, was drawing this expression from 

the other.

1.4.4: o 0e6<; [...] abx© evekeixo [...] pf| GeXovxa: this only use of eyKEipai in the Eph. 

with a dative (1.3.1 n.: eyKEipevo<;) suggests that Xen. is constructing the metaphor of 

the loss of control of the beloved: Eros is inside Habrocomes and makes him do and 

suffer against his will. This image has a clear psychological value and marks a contrast 

with Habrocomes’ previous declaration about the free will of love (1.4.3 n.: xoT<; ooi<; 

6(pGaXpoi<;). Two other ways in which this opposition is emphasised are the polyptoton 

of GeXxwxoi and the use of three words typical of the erotic language to express Eros’ 

action: ocpopSpoxcpoq, eiXxev and ©56va (see below). Each of these underlines how 

Eros with his power reaches Habrocomes. Finally, from a rhetorical point view, the 

variation in the negation realised through avxi- and pf| has a hint of sophistication.

1.4.4: eiXkev: this verb, which is part of the motif of ‘vehemence of Eros’ (see table 3 in 

LI 2.3) is commonly referred to Eros: see, e.g., Philodemus, AP 5.25.5-6: fj yap Gpaaix; 

1)5 ’, oxav £X,Kfl, 7tavxox’ ,rEp©<; [...] and Meleager, AP 12.84.3: eXxei xrj8 ’ o plaio<; ,,Ep©<; 

and 12.85.4: aypEuaaq eXxei xr|5’o piaio<; ”Ep©<;. The fact that Xen. uses this verb only 

here can be interpreted as a sign of his debt to the literary tradition.
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1.4.4: cb8ova: 68uvaco and o86vr| are two words which are commonly used in the erotic 

tradition to designate the pain provoked by Eros (see AP. 5.106.2, 5.220.4, 12.49.4, 

12.99.6, 12.172.2 and 12.212.2). A good number of parallel comes also from the Greek 

novel: in Char., when Plangon informs Dionysius of Callirhoe’s intention to marry him, 

the lack of a positive reaction induces her to tell his master: navGai [...] paxr|v asauxdv 

68uv(ov (3.1.5). Then, Ach. provides the most significant occurrences. In 5.25.2 Melite 

includes in her desperate apostrophe to Clitophon the phrase 68uvcop£vr| xov 68uvd>vxa 

eXeg), in which Clitophon is identified as the origin of her pain. In addition, Clitophon 

refers 65uvr| to her erotic suffering cured by Leucippe with her kiss (2.7.5: xi)v 87ico56v 

cpiA.cc> on poo xf|v 68i3viyv iaaco). As a result, I would conclude that Xen. is here 

exploiting a traditional word of the erotic language.

Within this framework, however, there is an originality, which lies in Xen.’s direct 

attribution of this verb to the god Eros, which follows his focus on Habrocomes’ 

submission to the god. In this case, as in the falling in love (1.3.1 n.: 6710 ’'Epcoxoq), the 

introduction of this pattern underlines again the opposition to Anthia’s love, since in her 

dialogue the heroine refers the same verb to herself: oSuvcopai Kaiva (see 1.4.6). This 

confirms that, unlike her partner, she has immediately surrendered to love.

Finally, it might be worth mentioning that oSuvdoi and 65t3vr| are used in this erotic 

sense for the first time by Plato in his Phaedrus and Symposium. The first dialogue 

offers the most significant occurrences: the erotic pain in the soul’s lover is stopped by 

welcoming the beauty of the beloved (251c: pcpri ETtiovxa Kai psovxa [...] 5sxopevr| xov 

ipspov ap8r)xal xe Kai 0eppalvr|xai, X,cocpa xe xrj<; o8uvr|<; Kai y£yr|0£v; see also 255d for 

the same concept), while it is strong when the beloved is away (25Id: oxav 8e xcopiq 

yEvrjxai Kai auxprtcrrj [...], f) yu^f] oiaxpa Kai oSuvaxai). In my opinion, it is not unlikely 

that Xen. was aware of the Platonic origin of these terms, since they are connected with 

the motif of the flow of beauty, as the first passage shows (it occurs in fact both in 251c 

and in 255c). This connection becomes more plausible in the occurrence which belongs 

to Anthia’s monologue, where more Platonic seeds seem to be present (1.4.6 n.: 

Etp’AppoKopri palvopai and 1.4.7 n.: xi xo rcEpaq xou KaKou). In addition, the fact that 

both monologues are pronounced when the protagonists are separated provides the same 

context as in Plato.
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1.4.4-5: introduction to Habrocomes’ prayer to Eros

a) Main analysis

In this second speech Habrocomes addresses Eros with a prayer: this statement is 

suggested, first of all, by its tripartite structure, which recalls that of the traditional 

Greek prayers (see Alderink 1997, 123, which lists these three parts: ‘invocation of a 

deity, a narrative argument justifying the petition of the suppliant and, finally, the 

request itself’): after the initial apostrophe, which contains the statement on his defeat 

(1.4.4: v£vucr|aag, ,'Epco<;), Habrocomes briefly reminds the god of his condition (1.4.4: 

iKeirjv £X8l<5> 1-4.5: xov eni as Kaxa7i£(p£oyoxa, f|iTcopsvcp) and then he makes his request 

to him (1.4.5: AvGtav f|pTv arcobog).

In my opinion, this basic structure suggests that the hero pronounces sincerely these 

words to Eros: he admits his defeat and asks him to avoid further punishments. This aim 

is supported by the use of the epithet xov rcavxcov bcarcoxrjv (1.4.5 n.) and by 

Habrocomes’ action of throwing himself to the ground (1.4.4 n.: pi^ag sauxov). Thus, 

Schissel 1909, 38 rightly concludes that ‘das Verhaltnis des Habrocomes zum Gott hat 

sich ganzlich gewendet’. This change in Habrocomes’ behaviour is also suggested by 

the fact that his second speech, unlike the first one, does not recall elements of the 

falling in love scene, but it directly recalls the initial mention of Eros’ revenge: the verb 

v£vucr|Kag, in fact, appears to be a possible echo of the god’s definition as cpiXdvsiKoq 

(1.2.1; on this parallel, see Schissel 1909, 39: ‘Die zweite Rede ist nicht so sehr ein 

Mosaik aus Elementen von I 1-3, als ein Negativ des ersten Monologes, das um 

Einzelheiten aus der Charakteristik Amors zu Beginn von I 2 bereichert wurde’) .

Finally, from a literary point of view, this passage is rich in erotic xo7ioi, whose apex is 

the trophy of love (1.4.5 n.: psya a o i xpo7iaiov). That being said, literary parallels 

suggest that this kind of prayer is not widespread in erotic literature. Apart from 

Sappho, who recites a prayer to Aphrodite at the end of her hymn (see 25-28), in the 

Hellenistic literature the lover’s invocation of Eros is not accompanied by a positive 

entreaty: it is more common to find requests for destruction (see Archias, AP 5.10.1: 

NqTci’Xpcog, rcopGcig ps, xo K pqyuov, Meleager, AP 5.197.5-6: paiov e%(o xo ys teupGsv, 

’'Epcag, £7ii xdX sai xcvEupa- d  b ’cG dxig Kai xoux’, £i.7i£, Kai d a rx u ao p a i and AP. 12.48.1: 

K dpai- Xat, £7tipaiv£ Kax’duycvog, aypi£ baipov and Rianus, AP 12.146, where the target 

of the god’s revenge is to be erotic rival), or challenging provocations to the god’s
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power (see Rufinus, AP 5.97 and Posidippus, AP 12.120.2: ,rEpco<;, pr|KSxi poi 7rpoaay8), 

which are comparable with Habrocomes’ previous attempt to resist. A last kind of 

prayer is a neutral admission of his uncontrollable force (see Lucillius, AP 5.68, 

Meleager, 5.198.5-6: o u k s t i  ooi cpapsxpri... rcxsposvxac; oiaxoix; Kpimxei, Tipcx;- sv spot 

navxa yap soil psXr| and 12.87).

A possible exception which is close to Xen. is the following epigram of Meleager, with 

starts with this invocation: Xiaoop’, ’'Epax;, xov ayp\)7cvov spoi noQov 'HXioSobpaq 

Koipiaov aiSsaGslc; Mouaav spav Ik e x iv  (AP. 5.215.1-2). However, this text, apart from 

the first verb, lacks the structure typical of Greek prayers: thus, Xen.’s piece is different 

from these Hellenistic examples.

The same originality is confirmed by the parallel with the Greek novels: to begin with, 

only Char, and Longus mention a religious act toward Eros, however they do not 

include a prayer, but only a sacrifice (made by the Persian king in Char. 6.2.4 and by 

Daphnis and Chloe in Longus 4.39.1).

On the other hand, if we look carefully at Char.’s prayers, which are mostly dedicated to 

Aphrodite, the prevalent tone is of complaint or accusation (cf. 2.2.7-8, 3.2.12-3, 

3.8.7-8, 3.10.6-8 and 5.10.1 and 7.5.2-5).

As a result, I would conclude that within the erotic literature Habrocomes’ devotion to 

Eros might have an originality, which would depend on Xen.’s simple exploitation of 

the motif of the revenge of the god.

Finally, this prayer is very significant in relation to Habrocomes’ characterisation: our 

protagonist starts here is erotic growth, moving from hostility to acceptance of love. The 

next step will be to transform his passion into a social bond, overcoming the shame: for 

this, the oracle is needed. At the same time, Habrocomes here admits also his moral 

defeat, since the expectation of his ability to beat Eros has completely failed. This fact, 

which goes against his original aaxppocruvri, opens the space for a new kind of 

cjcDcppocnjvri, which is chastity in marriage (see LI 4).

bl A last confirmation: comparison with the other prayers of the Ephesiaca

The comparison with the other eight prayers of the Eph. shows how Xen. is using a

common pattern for this kind of speeches (on which see also NA 3), where a similar
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structure and the genuine nature o f  the request are maintained. This confirms our 

interpretation of  the present passage.

P a s s . F ro m To W h e re P o s i t io n  o f 
s u p p l ia n t

T h e m e

1.4.4-5 Habrocom
es

Eros Home on the ground S i m p l e
request

2.11. 8 Anthia Gods and 
Artemis

G o a th e rd ’s
house

e m b r a c e  o f  
goatherd’ feet

S i m p l e
request

4.2.4-5 Habrocom
es

Nilus Nilus’ bank on the crux R e q u e s t
( t r a d i t i o n a l
structure)

4.3.3-4 Anthia Isis t e mp l e  in 
Memphis

not told R e q u e s t
( t r a d i t i o n a l
structure)

5.1. 13 Habrocom
es

Apollo A e g ia le u s ’
house

not told Request

5.4. 6 Anthia Isis t e mp l e  in 
Memphis

not told (only: 
l  K £ I  i c 
yevopcvq)

R e q u e s t
( t r a d i t i o n a l
structure)

5.4.10-1
1

Anthia Api t e mp l e  in 
Memphis

prostrate R e q u e s t
( t r a d i t i o n a l
structure)

5.11.4 Anthia Helios t e mp l e  in 
Rhodes

not told Complain

5.13. 4 A n t h i a
a n d
Habrocom

Isis t e mp l e  in 
Rhodes

standing Thanksgiving

As this table shows, the only exception is constituted by Anthia’s suggestion made to

Helios about his lack o f  care (see 5.11.4: povqv epe iqv boaioxn mxpeXbtbv), but the 

aim o f  this prayer seems less to protest against him and more to express her lament. In 

fact, she does not ask for anything from the god. In conclusion, Xen. is keen on a 

sincere type o f  prayers.

c) An interesting comparison: monologue and prayers from Roman Elegy

Another genre which offers us emotional prayers to Eros is Roman Elegy (for its

possible links with the Eph., see LI 2.3): in this genre the interior appeal o f  the poet to



Eros as a metaphor of the interior conflict was certainly more developed than in Greek 

epigrams and in the Greek novel itself: this opens the possibility that Xen. was here 

aware either of lost Greek examples or of Latin texts himself, confirming his possession 

of an original literary knowledge (see again LI 2.3 for other examples).

The first example is Catullus’ Poem 8, where the poet exhorts himself to control his 

reaction after the rejection of his beloved. Although the poet refers to his beloved 

instead of Cupid, the core of this text is Habrocomes’ attempt to resist love: ‘sed 

obstinata mente perfer, obdura’ (11) and ‘at tu, Catulle, destinatus obdura’ (19). In 

addition, as I show in table 3 in LI 2.3, the Latin attestations of the motif “Attempt at 

resisting love” is really conspicuous: this confirms that these poets enjoyed this 

approach to love.

In addition, poem 76 is even more interesting: the beginning is sarcastic, since Catullus 

refers to his infidelity as a possible source of reward to his unrequited love (1-9). After 

this first part, the poet begins a series of questions in order to persuade himself to 

recover from love, although he is aware of the difficulty of this task (see 13-14: 

‘Difficile est longum subito deponere amorem; difficile est: verum hoc qua libet 

efficias’). The achievement of this aim would constitute the victory of the poet (15: ‘hoc 

est tibi pervincendum’). Finally, the conclusion is a direct prayer to the gods to have 

pity on him: this request has a tone of real prayer which is very close to that of 

Habrocomes. The reason why this text is significant is because it does not only share 

motifs with our novel, but also the existence of dynamic movement within the text 

(1.4.1-1.4.3 n.: intr.).

Finally, another example comes from Ovid’s Amores: in the first book, after the 

description of how Love has become his master, the poet asks himself: ‘Cedimus an 

subitum luctando accendimus ignem?’ (9). The line after he resigns his submission: 

‘Cedamus: leve fit, quod bene fertur, onus’ (10) and then defines himself as Love’s 

‘nova praeda’ (19). Finally, Ovid mentions the triumph of Love, according to the Roman 

style, which is composed of his prisoners: ‘Inque dato curru, populo clamante 

triumphum, stabis et adiunctas arte movebis aves’ (26).

Overall, I would consider these parallels as promising and I think that the relationship 

between Greek novels and Roman Elegy is a topic which definitely warrants more 

exploration.
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1.4.4: pft;a<; eauxov siq yfjv: the performance of this act confirms Habrocomes’ real 

submission to Eros, since ‘kneeling on the ground is in general reserved for urgent 

prayers, addressed to deities that were close to the common people and who could be 

trusted’ (Van Straten 1974 in Delbridge 1997, 175, 8). At the same time, this fall is 

certainly part of the series of theatrical gestures which characterise these monologues 

(NA5).

1.4.4: peya xporcaiov syriyspxai: Habrocomes introduces here a word which belongs to 

the military language to designate Eros’ victory over him: since no other author 

introduces this in an erotic context, we are dealing with the apex of the metaphor thus 

far used: through this image Xen. emphasises Habrocomes’ defeat. In addition, since the 

xporcaiov indicates ‘a monument of the enemy’s defeat’ (LSJ), its meaning here must be 

understood. In my opinion, since Habrocomes will shortly repeat the image of his defeat 

with f|ixoDpevcp (1.4.5 n.), the trophy coincides with him being submitted to Eros: it is 

this which gives glory to the god. This interpretation is supported by the prosecution of 

the novel, where Habrocomes never abandons love. At the same time, this image might 

be also proleptic: since in the oracle there is another expression which refers to 

conservation of memory, xacpo<; GdXupoq (1.6.2, v. 6), I would consider this second 

formula a second explanation of what this trophy is.

This combination of memory and glory in a novelistic context has a very interesting 

parallel in Char., who adopts three times xporcaiov. However, in each of these 

occurrences the metaphor is missing: in 1.6.3 and 3.4.16 there is the display of 

Hermocrates’ military. Then, in 8.1.17 it is Chereas who tells Callirhoe about his 

military trophies: 7t87iAf|pcoKa yfjv K ai GaXaaaav xpoTtaioov. Since Xen. adopts this last 

term only here and in an erotic context, the possibility of his dependence on Char, is 

likelier than usual: this suggest that Xen. is deviating from him to make his novel 

exclusively erotic. An operation like this would suggestively recall the start of Ovid’s 

Amores, where the poet expresses his unfulfilled desire to dedicate his poetry to war 

(1.1.1-2: ‘Arma gravi numero violentaque bella parabam edere, materia conveniente 

modis’). However, since he is in love, he cannot avoid composing erotic poetry (28-30: 

‘Ferrea cum vestris bella valete modis! Cingere litorea flaventia tempora myrto, Musa, 

per undenos emodulanda pedes’).
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Finally, while xpo7ia(ov does not appear elsewhere in the erotic literature, also the motif 

itself does not seem to be popular. The only attested occurrence in the Greek literature 

comes from Alcaeus, who in a sarcastic way asks Eros after the defeat: ij xi to oepvov 

5r|d)aa<; arc’epfjq aOXov KecpaLffe; (AP 5.10.3-4). Then, in the Roman literature, 

there is a passage from Ovid’s Heroides, where Phaedra associates Theseus and 

Hippolytus’ erotic conquest with a trophy (4.65-66: ‘Thesides Theseusque duas rapuere 

sorores: ponite de nostra bina tropaea domo’). This passage is the closest to the present 

one, although, as it is typical of Roman poetry, the role of Eros is played by the lovers. 

In addition, the Latin poetry offers a variation of this theme, where the trophy is 

substituted by the triumph of Love over the poet (see, e.g., Ovid, Amores 1.2.25, 28, 39, 

49, 2.9.16, 18.18, Prop. 2.8.40, and Athanassaki 1992) or by the association between the 

woman conquered and the spolium (e.g, Prop. 2.14.24 and Ov. Her. 9.113). The success 

of the first motif might suggest that it could have originated as an elaboration of the 

Greek trophy, but there is no certainty about this.

1.4.4: AppoKopou rob aaxppovoq: this is the first reference of this important adjective to 

Habrocomes. As I have already suggested (see LI 5), this occurrence constitutes an 

exception in the novel, because he anticipates marriage and refers to the chastity which 

concerns his behaviour at the beginning of the novel. As a result, it constitutes a parallel 

with Anthia’s definition given by the Ephesians (1.2.6 n.: 6(p0aX,poi).

That being said, it is here significant how Habrocomes is referring this virtue to his past: 

as Eros has won over him, he is now iKexr|<; and no longer awcppcov. This statement 

leads to two considerations.

First, this opposition seems to be part of the protagonists’ consideration of love as an 

immoral passion (1.3.2 n.: Sieiceixo and 1.4.2 n.: rcovripoq). Second, it seems to me that 

this self-definition slightly corrects the initial presentation of Habrocomes made by the 

narrator through the eyes of the Ephesians. While in the first chapter the narrator insists 

on his arrogance, here the protagonist stresses his chastity, which before this passage 

has never been expressed so clearly. This shift seems part of the his attempt at showing 

a moral naibeia which has already emerged in the precedent monologue. Since, 

however, love is prevailing on him, Habrocomes again disappoints the readers’ 

expectation of his moral development, which was created by his lack of spiritual virtue 

in his presentation in the novel (1.1.2 n.: 7rai5elav, d). The positive answer will arrive
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only after the pirates’ attack, where Habrocomes begins to display his ooicppoowri in 

marriage (see LI 5).

1.4.5: £%£: this is the first of six imperatives that characterise Habrocomes’ prayer, two 

of which are negative. This first is introduced only by O’ Sullivan 2005, who corrects 

the previous manuscript version exsiq: mY opinion this reading is correct, because in

the following prayer of the first book made by both protagonists to Corymbus (1.13.6 

n.: id  ji£v xpfipaxa), there is a similar sequence of imperatives:

Habrocomes’ prayer to Eros: e%z (O’ Sullivan 2005), gcogov, pf| 7i£pii5r)<;, pq5e 

TipcopfiGfl, anoboq, yevou.

Protagonists’ prayer to Corymbus: e%e, cpEioai, pqKExi cpov£U£, a7io6ou, oucxEipov.

Although in the second prayer there is one missing, there is a correspondence between 

the first two and the last two, as they share mood and presence of absence of negation. 

In addition, e%e of the second prayer is preceded by an object like that of this passage:

Habrocomes’ prayer to Eros: iK £xr|v  e%e.

Protagonists’ prayer to Corymbus: xa psv xprjpaxa [...] Kai f|pa<; oiKExac; e%e.

In my opinion, these similarities support O’Sullivan’s reading, as they suggest the 

existence of a similar structure in both speeches. Overall, this abundance of imperatives 

is not surprising, because it is a typical element of Greek prayers: it already emerges in 

Homer, where Ajax’s Iliadic prayer to Zeus contains four of them (II. 17.645-7: Zeu 

7iax£p, aXkja. Gi) pboai UTc’fiepoq mac; Ayaicov, 7ioir|oov S’aiOprjv, doq 5’6cp0aA.poiGiv 

i8£G0ai- £v 8e cpa£i Kai o ^ c g g o v ,  £^e1 v u  x o i EuaSrv ouxccx;). In this way, the suppliants, 

Habrocomes included, emphasise their dependence on the god and the need for an 

immediate answer (see Bakker 1966 for a more detailed study of this mood).

1.4.5: xov Ttavxcov 5eg7c6xtiv: as I said in 2.1.2 n., this epithet is a small hint at the 

cosmogonical power of Eros. Xen. refers to it through a very common formula, which 

in ancient texts referred both to divine and human beings. The first category contains 

two unusual occurrences from the tragediographer Philocles (see fr. 1: +ge tcdv rcavxcovt



8sG7t6Tryv ?isyco sc. 'TIAae) and from the comic writer Philemon (see fr. 246 Kock, 10-11: 

son  k&v 'Ai8oo Kpiai<; qv7cep 71011)081 08oq o 7tavxcov 8ea7t6xr|<;), while the Septuagint 

with its three references to God proves the typicality of the expression o 7iavxcov 

8E07t6xrj(; (Job 5.8, Salomonis 6.7 and 8.3). On the other hand, the same formula is used 

for human authorities by Xenophon of Athens, when he speaks of the Medes (Cyr. 

1.3.18: xoov sv Mf|8oi<; 7tavxcov eauxov 8ea7t6xr|v 7i87tolr|Kev) and in the Imperial Era it 

becomes a title of Roman emperors (cf. Philo Jud. Legatio ad Gaium, 247: xov 7tavxcov 

qyepova Kai 8£G7i6xr|v EKKaA£ia0ai and Flavius Joseph, AJ  16.118: xcp 7cavxcov 8eo7roxp 

Kaloapi).

Since it is unlikely that Xen. is intertexting with these authors, because a wider 

connection with them is missing, Xen. demonstrates here his lack of sophistication in 

the description of Eros by extending to him a common epithet, which did not belong to 

a religious context. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that here Xen. does not 

follow Plato and the other novelists, who instead elaborate appropriate expressions to 

address Eros and his universal power:

- Plato’s Symposium (Phaedrus’ speech): peyaq 0e6<; (178 a), 0aupaax6<; ev dv0pcb7ioi<; 

X8 Kai 0eoT<; (ibid.) and 7tpeoPuxaxo<; (178c).

- Char. 6.3.2: Kpaxet Tiavxcov xc5v 0£tov Kai auxob ion Aio<;;

- Longus 2.7.1: Kpaxet pev axoixeicov, Kpaxei 8e aaxpcov, Kpaxet 8e xwv opoicov 0ecav.

- Ach.: 1.2.1: oiov ap%£i ppscpoq oupavou Kai yfjq Kai 0aXdxxq<; and 1.16.1: o ’'Epox; 

xooauxqv 8%ei xfjv iaxuv;

- Hid. 4.10.5: peyioxo<; Qz&v o ’'Epcoq Kai i)8r| Kai 0£cov auxcov 7ioxe Kpaxeiv X^yopevoq.

Finally, o 7iavxcov SeoTroxrii; is used by Xen. also with reference to Corymbus: see 1.16.2 

n.: teyzi ouv for a possible connection.

1.4.5: xov 0pacruv: this adjective is very important, because it shows how Habrocomes, 

after having been conquered by Eros, changes his personal judgement about his past. 

While two lines before he defined himself as adxppcov, he now recognises that he has 

been superb. Although the status of the lover as 0paouq is a common pattern of erotic 

literature (see Meleager AP 12.101.3: xov 0paouv eiAov eyw), the introduction of this 

topic, which will be also explored by Anthia (see 1.4.6), might depend on the issue of
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typical characterisation, since 0pacn3xr|<; is, with 5ci?da, a vice whose corresponding 

virtue is dvSpsia (see Arist. EN  1107b 1-4; EE 1220b40; MM  1186b7—18 and also De 

Temmerman 2007, 95). However, since this prayer has more erotic motifs than 

“philosophical” terms and Opacrui; lacks other occurrences in the novel, this possibility 

is very difficult to accept.

1.4.5: ysvou pf| TtiKpoq povov avxiMyovxi, aM,’£U£py£xq<; f|xxoop£vcp 0£o<;: Habrocomes’ 

final request to Eros has a sophisticated rhetorical construction, which marks with a 

parallel the two definitions of the god given by Habrocomes (7iiKpoq [...] EUEpyExrjq) and 

with a chiasmus the hero’s self-definitions (avxiMyovxi [...] f|xxa>p£vcp). While the first 

combination synthesises what has happened thus far to the protagonist, with the 

personal move from opposition to acceptance of love, the second attests Habrocomes’ 

present consideration of Eros and his future expectation. Since the protagonists’ 

discovery of love as benefactor will definitely come only in the fifth book, EU£py£xr|<; 

works as a proleptic hint of their Bildung.

That being said, the meaning of the sentence is not clear. The first uncertainty concerns 

the value of the two participles: it is not clear whether dvxiXEyovxi and f|xxco|i£vcp are 

substantive participles referring to a generic person or conjunctive participles referring 

to an implied poi. In my opinion, although Habrocomes’ use of the persons in the whole 

prayer does not help, since he shift from the third singular (AppoKopou xou aobcppovoq) 

to the first singular (pc) and the first plural (qpiv), the use of the present avxiXiyovxi 

might suggest the first hypothesis. In fact, since it introduces a continuous action, it 

cannot refer to the current situation of Habrocomes, who, being a suppliant, has already 

changed his attitude. In addition, if we look at the previous monologue, we might notice 

that whenever Habrocomes refers to himself, he always uses a personal pronoun and the 

absence here is suspected. I am aware that the absence of the article x<x> leaves the 

passage not completely clear: in this respect, I would speculate that its omission might 

depend on Xen.’s desire to create a poetic chiasmus: the articles would have made it less 

pure. As a result, I would accept Henderson’s translation: ‘don’t be only a harsh god 

toward the gainsayer but also a benefactor to the vanquished’.

That being said, two further points must be discussed. First, the position of the adverb 

povov: although Henderson translates it as coming before 7nKpo<;, in the text it precedes 

avxiXEyovxi and the easiest translation would be: ‘don’t be a harsh god only toward the
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gainsayer, but [...]’. However, this would mean that Habrocomes is asking Eros to be 

even more bitter against him: since this would make the whole request sarcastic and 

would require us to attribute an ironical meaning also to euepyeiriq, I would not accept 

this literal reading, since, as I have already stated, I believe that Habrocomes is 

sincerely addressing his god. Conversely, it is more acceptable to locate povov before 

ycvob: ‘don’t be only a harsh god toward to who opposes you, but also a patron god to 

the vanquished’: in this case, the meaning would not be really different from the first 

one (see Trzaskoma 2010 on the first part: ‘Don’t just be bitter to me [...], but be a 

patron god’). That being said, in both Henderson’s and this interpretation something 

seems to be missing: in the former the traditional Kai after aXk\ while in the latter 

another imperative which could introduce the second part of the request. The search for 

a sophisticated style might be also here the reason for the missing word: in my opinion, 

both their translations can be accepted.

1.4.5: 7itKpo<;: this adjective recalls the famous Sapphic definition of love as 

yX,UKU7iiKpov dpa/avov 6p7t£xov (fr. 130.2 P-L). For other parallels, see ‘bitter love’ in 

table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3 and Carson 1998. Since in the novelistic corpus 7tlKpoc; is used as 

a metaphor for love only by Longus, Xen. shows here a degree of literary awareness 

which is higher than usual and contributes to the sophisticated stylistic quality of the 

piece.

1.4.5: £U£py£xr|<;: in the Greek literature this noun is commonly used to label people 

who did good for others (see e.g. Hdt. 6.30) and it can also serve the function of 

honorary title (see e.g. Hdt. 8.85). The first value is quite recurrent in the other novels, 

especially in Char., where £V£py£xr|<; is used by characters to recognise the protection 

and good received by others (see 1.12.10: Theron is a benefactor for Leonas, 3.9.1: 

Phocas for Dionysius, 4.4.7, 5.10.6: Mithridates for Chaereas, 6.1.5, 8.4.5, 8.5.13: 

Dionysius for Callirhoe, 7.5.15, 8.5.12: Dionysius for the Persian king, 8.5.14: Callirhoe 

for Dionysius). The same pattern appears twice in Longus (the protagonists use it to 

define Dorcon in 1.31.2 and Gnathon 4.29.5), while in Hid. three times (2.11.3: Thisbe’s 

apparent killer for Cnemon, 7.23.6: Achaemenes for Arsace, 10.37.1: Idaspes for 

Theagenes).
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Conversely, the attribution of EUEpycxric; to gods is very rare: apart from a passage from 

Plato about Hades (Crat. 403e: aocpioxf|<; xe Kai peyaq £U£py£xr|<; xcov Ttap’abxcp), it 

occurs in Jewish (see e.g. Philo Jud. De spec. leg. 1.209: o yap 0eo<; ayaOoq xe sail Kai 

7ioir|xf|<; Kai y£wt]ifi<; xcov oAxov Kai 7ipovor|xiK6<; cov eysvvTias, acoxip xe Kai EUEpysxriq, 

paKapioxr|TO  ̂ Kai 7idar|<; Eudaipovlaq avankecoq) and Christian contexts (see Clem. 

Rom. 2.41.1).

Since Xen.’s link with these two environments has not emerged elsewhere, I would 

conclude that, as in xov rcavxcov §£a7ioxr|v, our author is referring to Eros a general term, 

usually adopted with human beings. That being said, the parallel with Char, might be 

relevant too: if Xen. wrote after Char., his decision to attribute to Eros this term so 

widely used by the latter could be an intertext with him. Unlike Callirhoe, Xen. might 

be saying that in his novel there is only a protagonist who can be EUEpyExiy;, Eros, 

whose presence lies under that of all the others.

1.4.5: HEpcx; exi cbpyi^Exo Kai p£yaX.r|v xrj<; im spoyiaq evevoeixo xipcopiav [xo] 

7cpa^aa0ai xov AppoKopr|v: this ‘narratorial statement’ is focused on Eros’ action and 

has both an analeptic and proleptic value. On the one hand, the presence of exi in the 

first phrase recalls that Eros has already won on Habrocomes in the falling in love. On 

the other hand, the whole second clause confirms that the god’s revenge will continue 

and, so, according to Xen.’s proleptic system, again ‘something bad will 

happen’ (Morgan 2007a, 459). For more on the presence of Eros in the novel, see LI 

2.1, while for the other narratorial prolepses, NA 1.2.

1.4.6: ouk exi (pEpEiv: the ‘failure to resist to love’ is a common xo7io<; of the novelistic 

and erotic literature (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). Here we are dealing with a metaphor 

of ‘bearing’ (Cummings 2009, 181), according to which ‘eros is conceptualised as a 

load to be carried’ (ibid.). While Xen. limits himself to the failure of this bearing, the 

other novelists exploit also the image of a successful bearing, which, however, results in 

being overloaded. This is the case of Chaereas when inslaved by the Persians (Char. 

4.2.1: TioXka yap auxov Epapci, ko^ o <;, apckEia [...] Kai xouxcov paXAov o Epcoq), 

Calasiris (Hid. 2.25.2: 7ia0o<; cpcoxiKov £7cicpopxiadp£vo<; ) and Arsace (7.8.6: xrjq 

ek eiv o i) 0£a<; £pq>opou|i£vr|). The omission made by Xen. is a sign of his simplicity.
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In this respect, an interesting parallel of this basic exploitation is given by Parthenius’ 

Erotica Pathemata: although the relationship between this text and the novels is 

controversial (see Ruiz Montero 1981, esp. 288-295 for an explanation of some 

connections), the erotic stories which compose this work have a basic structure with 

repetitions of simple narrative patterns and motifs. Interestingly, the ‘failure to resist of 

love’ is repeated five times out of a total of thirty-six stories (see table 3 in LI 2.3); this 

confirms that Xen. is here introducing a very common motif of erotic literature.

1.4.6: 7i£ipoo|i£VT| toi)<; rcapovxaq AavGaveiv: like the previous image, the attempt at 

hiding himself is another typical reaction of lovers. The reason for this popularity lies in 

its occurrence in the Euripidean Hippolytus, which made this motif become popular. 

Phaedra, in fact, overtly confesses to the choir that she tried to hide her passion (see 

394: oiyav xf|v§s Kai Kpwixeiv voaov). Among the following examples (see ‘Attempt at 

hiding erotic passion’ in table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3), a significant parallel is Dionysius’ 

reaction to love, when he deliberately waits to confess his passion to Leona (2.4.1: xo 5e 

xpaupa 7i£ptax£AA£iv srccipaxo). As I have already suggested in LI 2.3, the originality of 

Xen. lies in the omission of the confession to the intermediary, which happens both in 

Phaedra’s and in Dionysius’ case, as well as in most of the other occurrences. For the 

meaning of this variation, see again LI 2.3.

1.4.6-7: introduction to Anthia’s monologue

As Schissel 1909 argues, this new speech inevitably recalls in the readers’ mind the first 

given by Habrocomes. However, on closer examination, the difference between the two 

seem to be more significant: while Habrocomes’ definition of love is given with the 

military words saXxoKa Kai vsvucripai (1.4.1), Anthia uses the verbs £pco Kai oSuvwpai. 

Since ‘ihre Selbsterkenntnis cpco ist endlich ein Gegensttick zu des Habrocomes eaXxoKa 

Kai V8vucr|pai’ (39), Xen. seems to give to Antia a deeper erotic awareness, which is 

interestingly related to a Platonic vocabulary.

Finally, the conclusion of her speech is very significant, because it again highlights the 

two key elements of Xen.’s conception of love, sight and desire.

7tap0£vo<; [...] 7ip£7iovxa: this expression makes present in a character text what the 

narrator has attributed to her in the third chapter (1.3.2: xcov 7tap0£voi<; 7tp£7covxcov
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Kaxouppovouaa). As in Habrocomes’ case, the monologue focuses on the development 

of the protagonists’ personality (1.1.5 n: pr) OeAxov).

1.4.6: 68uvc5pai: see 1.4.4 n: cb5uva.

1.4.6: ecp’AppoKopn paivopai: Anthia defines herself as mad for love. This very popular 

motif of erotic literature is also a novelistic xo7to<; (see see ‘the lover’s madness’ in table 

2 and 3 in LI 2.3), which is attributed to different kinds of characters, from the 

protagonists like Anthia here, Daphnis (1.25.2), Clitophon (Ach. 2.2.3), Theagenes 

(Hid. 4.2.3) and Charicleia (7.7.5), and to secondary characters, such as Melite (Ach. 

5.19.4, 5.26.2), Thersander (6.11.3), Demaenete (Hid. 1.14.6, 1.15.4), Thermutis 

(2.14.3), Trachinus (5.20.6, 5.29.5), Pelorus (5.31.2) and Arsace (7.9.4, 7.23.1).

While in each of these cases it is evident that the lover who becomes eppavfjc; ‘denotes 

a lack of control’ (Cummings 2009, 77), the strength of this loss and the length of this 

motif are variable: while in most of these occurrences madness is simply an attribute 

which stresses the strength of one’s passion, it is only in Hid. that madness affects the 

behaviour of some characters. This happens with Demaenete, whose particular 

connection with this theme is underlined by her name, which is a pun on pavla: she is in 

fact tormented by the Erynnis (1.14.6: xf|v 5s cuOxx; ’Epivueq ijXauvov). Also Charicleia 

in her reunion with Theagenes is overcome by the sight of him and runs towards axrasp 

oiaxpr|0£ioa urcd 6v|/sco<; sppavf|<; (7.7.5). Finally, Arsace spends a whole night moving 

in her bed and calling her slaves (7.9.3).

The reason for Hld.‘s originality lies in his intertext with Greek tragedy, where erotic 

madness is an important topic: as a result, both Demaenete and Arsace are compared 

with Phaedra (see 1.10.2, when the former calls Cnemon Hippolytus, and 7.9.4, when 

the latter’s degeneration into insanity recalls that of the heroine). Only Ach. is not really 

part of this division, because he makes Leucippe become and act mad (4.9.2), but the 

responsible party is not love, but a cup with an aphrodisiac given to her by Gorgias: in 

this way, he seems to play subtly with the second nuance of the motif.

Given this whole framework, I would suggest that Xen.’s passage, despite its brief 

reference, does not entirely fit into the first category: Anthia, in fact, is aware of being 

mad and is still able to restrain herself and to use this element to deepen her awareness 

of love. In my opinion, this approach is original and it is not unthinkable that also here
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Xen. is using Plato as a model. Erotic madness, in fact, has in Sappho 31.9-15, 

Euripides’ Hippolytus (see 241, 248 and 1274) and Plato his first models and the 

philosopher focuses on this theme in the Phaedrus, where he states that cpocx; is a kind 

of madness and one that is divinely inspired (Phdr. 244a: vov 8s xa psyiaxa raw aya0cov 

fipiv yiyvsxai 8ia pavlac;, 0s(a pevxoi Soasi 8i8opsvx|<;). Since Anthia does not recall 

Phaedra (LI 9) and Xen. is not really fond of Sappho, the influence of this model is not 

unlikely. This hypothesis might be increased by the fact that slightly later in the 

dialogue Plato adds: xauxr|<; psrs/cov xrj<; paviaq o spcov xcov KaXxov spaaxf]<; KaXstxai 

(249e). As Anthia behaves as an spaaxf|<;, her connection with pavla becomes more 

plausible.

1.4.7: xl xo 7ispa<; xob KaKOu;: the combination o f 7i£pa<; and xov Kaxov is not common 

in Greek literature and it has its first occurrence in the Platonic Phaedrus, in which the 

absence o f  this limit allows the bad horse to win his fight against the good one and the 

charioteer and approach the beloved (see 254b2: oxav pqS&v fj nepaq KaKou). Few lines 

before, Plato also tells that the black horse’s aim towards his opponents is to pvdav 

7ioi£ia0ai xrjq xcov dcppoSialoov %apixo<; (254a6-7). Since the only other occurrences 

before Xen. o f  this expression appear in the Septuaginta Salomonis (14.27: yap xcov 

avcovupcov ciScotaov 0pr|<7K£ia navxbq apxn kcxkqu Kai aixia Kai nepaq caxiv) and in 

Maximus Tyrius (see 12.6a: Ti 8c xoivuv caxai Kai nepaq xou KaKOu), the latter’s 

knowledge o f  Plato leads to the conclusion that Xen. might be intertexting here with the 

philosopher.

This possibility is supported by a further element: the part of the Phaedrus from which 

this passage comes follows two other expressions which Xen. might be quoting from 

Plato, such as 7io0oo Kcvxpcov (253c5; 1.9.7 n.: £V0£VX£<;) and xo cpcoxiKov ojipa 

(253e6-7; 1.9.7 n.: xouq 6cp0aX,pou<; [...] cpcoxiKoi). On the other hand, the Byblical 

expression, which might suggest that this expression was commonly used in a simple 

narrative style, cannot be taken as a proof, being the only case.

As a result, I would translate Anthia’s second question with: ‘what will be the limit to 

my evil?’: our heroine is expressing with this question her desire of finding a restraint 

on her passion. The reason why this intertext appears to be significant is that it would 

make it clearer that Anthia’s negative perception of lovesickness lies in her perception 

of the danger of sex. This would constitute an interesting development of the previous
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attribution to her of biaKEipai 7iovf]pa)<;, where erotic desire was at the origin of her 

uneasiness (1.3.2 n.: Aiekeixo). In this respect, the emergence of a Platonic intertext here 

might make the presence of the same model more plausible also in that case: this is very 

interesting, since 7tovr|p6<; is like this passage used in relation to the bad horse of the 

Phaedrus (254e6).

At the same time, it is not impossible that a reader keen on Plato would also see in this 

interrogative a proleptic and ironical trait: like in the Phaedrus, there will not be any 

limit and so love will be consummated.

1.4.7: aoPapoq ouxoq Epobpsvoq: oopapo<; is an adjective which has many occurrences 

in the genre and, as Morgan 2004, 155-6 argues, it can have the more common meaning 

of ‘cocky’, as in Aristophon fr. 11 PCG, or ‘imposing’ in a positive sense. Since the 

issue of arrogance is involved in these two meanings, we should carefully analyse this 

adjective, trying to understand why Anthia is using this here and not i)7tepr|<pav6<;, which 

is often associated with Habrocomes’ arrogance in the novel (1.2.1 n: U7i£pr|(pav6<;).

The answer to this question is given by the analysis of the novelistic occurrences of this 

term, where it does not always indicate a normal arrogance, that is a behaviour of 

superiority and hostility whose origin can be very different, but rather an arrogance 

generated by physical beauty and which makes the onlooker feel inferior. Interestingly, 

the origin of this arrogance does not seem to depend always on the object involved.

This “erotic” use of the term emerges already in Callirhoe: after the most traditional use 

of the word in relation to Theron (1.5.3: o AKpayavxTvoq V7iep aKavzaq, Xapnpog te Kai 

aopapog), in the fifth book Dionysius confesses to himself his worries about losing 

Callirhoe and states: aoPapcoxepa yeyove q5r|, Kai owicd paaiXEix; ccbpaKEv aniijv  

(5.2.9). In this case we are not dealing with an arrogant heroine. It is simply her 

shocking display of beauty which arouses erotic desire in other suitors. The same 

meaning occurs also at the end of the novel, when Callirhoe walks between Chaereas 

and Polycharmus immediately after her reunion with the beloved (8.1.12: eP<x§î £ 5e 

aopapa, XaipEou Kai IIoX.i)xdppou pEcrqv abxqv bopucpopouvxcov). A  similar nuance is 

also introduced when the Persian King decides to go hunting to forget his love for 

Callirhoe: he tries to be ornate in order to be noticed by Callirhoe and Char, defines his
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appearance with the words: KaGrjoxo 8s aopapoq- (6.4.3): beauty and physical aspect, 

thus, are linked together in this passage too390.

The same erotic interpretation of o o p a p o q  is exploited by Hid., where Theagenes’ eyes 

deserve this adjective in two passages where also his beauty is mentioned: in 2.35.1 his 

otp G aX p oq  [ . . . ]  a o p a p o v  t s  a p a  K a i o u k  a v s p a a x o v  pXerccDv, while in 3.3.7 he a o p a p a v  

x f)v  o tp p b v  K a r a  xcov 6 (p 0 a X p cb v  s7 t i5 iv s \)c o v  and then Hid. comments: x f |v  v iic r |x f |p io v  

a v S p s ia q  x s  K a i K aX X ooq vj/rjcpov xco v s a v i a  7 ia v x sq  arcevEpov (3.3.8). At the same time, 

there are also two passages where the primary meaning is exploited, without any 

mention of beauty (see 7.25.1, where Achamaenes refers this adjective to Theagenes 

and 10.30.8, where the Ethiopian warrior is described). Finally, a sort of authentication 

of the erotic use of a o p a p o q  is given by Longus who describes Eros as rcaiSiq) p a X a  

a o P a p c o  K a i KaXcp (1.7.2). In this case, the god is not arrogant but it is the power of his 

love which induces a feeling of inferiority in the others.

Given this framework, I would argue that in the present passage Anthia is exploiting this 

particular connotation of the adjective: since a line before she has defined her partner as 

KaXoq and U7t£pf|(pavoq (1.4.6), Anthia is here expressing a concept which is different 

from the traditional arrogance: the imposing attraction of her partner. This interpretation 

is also confirmed by her self-definition as 7iap0evoq cppoupoupsvri which belongs to the 

same sentence as aoPapoq: this suggests that in this first part there might be another hint 

to what is endangering her virginity and this adjective perfectly plays this role. In 

addition, since Habrocomes is here epcbpevoq, Anthia is not looking at him as an active 

partner and, thus, his deliberate choice of being arrogant would not fit well here.

Finally, ooPapoq has another occurrence in the Eph. as part of Anthia’s speech in the 

wedding night: there she addresses Habrocomes’ eyes with the expression: oi t o t e  psv 

oopapoi, vuv 8e Epcoxucol (1.9.7): in this distinction between refusal and acceptance of 

love, it is interesting how Anthia does not use UTiepfjcpavoq but aoPapoi. This implies 

another reference to Habrocomes’ beauty, which fits well into this erotic scene.

In conclusion, the use o f  this adjective proves further the accurateness used by Xen. in 

creating his direct speeches. At the same time, it is also evident the difference o f  register 

between this adjective and U7cspf|(pavo<;: since a o p a p o q  is clearly part o f  the erotic

390 This occurrence recalls two analogue passages o f Iamblichus, who, when describing the procession of 
the Babylonian king, he introduces an imposing ceremonial horse and his aoPapoxepoq rider (1.38: o 5e 
£7ti to  aoPapwxepov 7T£7tai5Eup£vo<; ouk £iq yaaxepa KaOiexai, aM.’ £iq yovaxa 7ri7tx£i and 1.47: ek h i  
toutojv o |i£v i7t7roq £U£i6£ox£poq (pcrivETai, o h i  i7t7r£u<; oopapd)T£po<; yivExai). Here however, unlike 
Char., the attraction lacks an erotic connotation
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literature, the hypothesis that the latter might come from Theophrastus becomes slightly 

more plausible.

1.4.7: 7iou S’AppoKopTiv o\|/opai: on the strategic focus given by Anthia to 

Habrocomes’ sight at the end of her speech, see Schissel 1909, 40: ‘die Anthiens 

Annaherungsversuche [...] hat keine direkten Analogien, sondem reflektiert die 

Bedeutung der oyiq im 3. Kapitel iiberhaupt, indem sie als das hochstmogliche Stadium 

von Anthiens Liebessehnen ihren Monolog abschlieBt’.

Because of the importance played by eyes at the conclusion of both protagonists’ 

monologues, Schlissel even suggests that in the original division in chapters the 

beginning of the fifth was rather the conclusion of the fourth one, being a further remark 

on the importance of sight in love: ‘Beide Stellen werden durch den unpersonlichen 

KapitelschluB [...] zusammensgefaBt: si^ov be Ttpo 6cp0aA.p©v (vgl. SchluB der 1. 

Habrocomesrede) xd<; o\|/eig (vgl. SchluB der Anthiarede) xac, sauxwv, xa<; gkovaq etc! 

xrjq yvtfiq aXkf\X(ov ava7i^axxovxs<;, der das Endstadium der oxj/tq im Kap. 13 [...] 

wieder herauffuhrt ’ (ibid. 40-1).
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CHAPTER 5

1.5.1: Taoxa SK&iepcx; abxaw 5i’oXr|<; vokxo<; ©bupExo: this sentence is a ‘brief repeating 

analepsis’, which plays the most important function of ‘effecting transitions and co

ordinating the separate narrative threads’ (Morgan 2007a, 456). Its introduction 

addresses the issue of simultaneity through EKaxspoq and it confirms the reference time 

appeared in 1.3.4 (£7i£i5r) d<; o tcv o v  psoav, n.). The fruit of this connection is 

significant: unlike his usual limited technique (see NA 3.3), Xen. here refers 

simultaneity to an entire scene. This exceptionality might stem from his desire to 

emphasise one of the most original scenes of the novel which contains three 

protagonists’ direct speeches.

1.5.1: ©bupExo: this is the first introduction of a lament in the novel. As Cheyns 2005 

shows in his study (see 273, n. 29), in the novelistic corpus Xen. has the highest number 

of expressions of this type in proportion to the length of the text: this stems from both 

his interest in emotionality and the simplicity of his text, in which this kind of reaction 

appears to be a repetitive motif.

1.5.1: Tcu; sucovaq etu xfjq \|/oxn<; aMrjAxnv ava7tXdxxovx£<;: this xorcoq of the “obsessive 

presence of the beloved’s image” is widespread in the erotic and the novelistic literature 

(see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). As the prefix ava- suggests, giving the verb the meaning of 

‘refashion’, Xen. himself has already introduced this motif, when the protagonists arrive 

home after their first meeting (3.1.4: Ewota 8K&xspov U7rrjsi xr\q o\j/e©<; Oaxspou). 

Within the novelistic corpus, Ach. is particularly keen on this image, as the following 

occurrences demonstrate:

- 1.9.1: navm  A£OKi7t7tr|v cpavxa^opai (Cleitophon is speaking),

- 1.19.2: aneXQovaa yap xf|v popcprjv evatpfjics poo xoig 6cp0aA,poi<; (Cleitophon again 

speaking of Leucippe);

- 2.13.2: dva7i>tdxx©v yap eaoxdn xfj<; 7caiSo<; xo kdKkjoq Kai cpavxa^opevoq xa aopaxa 

(Callisthenes in love with Sostratus’ daughter);

- 5.13.4: sX-Koooa 5e xou Epoopgvoo xo eiSgA ov <xe1, £va7topaaa£xai xcdi xrjq yoxfjq 

Kaxo7ixp©i Kai dva7tXdxx£i xqv popcpqv (Cleitophon in front o f Melite).
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Given this framework, the origin of this motif is disputed among scholars: on the one 

hand, Goldhill 2002, 377 thinks that the Stoics might be responsible, while Bychkov the 

Epicureans and Morales 2004 suggest the atomists. While each of these interpretations 

focuses on Hellenistic schools, a more recent one is offered by Repath forth., which 

seems to me more appropriate: ‘although I should not wish to preclude the use of Stoic 

and atomist theories and terms, I think it is vital for a more considered and organic 

reading of Achilles Tabus’ novel to remember the significance of Plato and his 

Phaedrus in particular’. In this dialogue, in fact, when the lover falls in love ©G7t£p be 

e v  KaT07ETpcp e v  x© ep©vn sauxov op©v XeA,r|0ev (255d5-6) and, when his beloved is far, 

7co0si Kai 7co0sTxai, eib©Xx)v sp©xo<; avxepwxa e /© v  (255d9-el). Overall, the connection 

of these passages with the aforementioned of Ach. is evident: they all share the same 

image and the third one also the significant Platonic words £ib©Lov and KaxoTtxp©.

As a result, since ‘the Platonic basis is established succinctly and firmly towards the 

beginning of Cleitophon’s narration’ and ‘it is only in Plato’s Phaedrus that we find the 

discussions of visual perception in an erotic or amatory environment’, Repath forth, 

concludes that ‘the sententiae on vision should be read primarily through a Platonic 

lens’. This thesis is quite interesting, because it might suggest that also in the case of 

Xen. there is a Platonic influence, as it happens in other parts of his novel: the present 

passage must be carefully analysed.

A first positive answer is suggested by the phrase composed of avaTtXdxx© or rcXdxx© 

and eiKOva or eiK oveq, which has a Platonic origin: it is introduced in the Republic, 

where Socrates, when discussing injustice, makes a proposal: eu cova  nTjacavxeq xrj<; 

vj/oxq<; Ax>y© (588b 10). Then, shortly afterwards, he similarly repeats: nep(7rXacjov bf| 

aoxoic; e£,©0ev evdc; E iK ova (588dl0): a bigger image of a human being, in fact, must be 

shaped near those of a mythological beast, of a lion and of a smaller man.

After the philosopher, the same phrase, with little variations, occurs in two different 

contexts. The former is religious: the content of a prophecy of the Oracula Sybillina is 

an eixova [...] xcXaorOeTaav acp’bAr|<; (8.378), while both Philo and Strabo use it to 

indicate the atheists’ activity of worshipping divine idols (see, respectively, Philo De 

ebriet. 110: oiq o u k  e^ipKeaev qAiov Kai a£Aqvq<; [...] Eucovaq biarcAdaaaOai and Str. 

16.2.35, where Moses asks xiq av siKova nhxxxsiv OappqoEiE vouv £%©v opolav xivi 

7iap’f|piv;). The latter is artistic: both Plutarch and Lucian introduce in their work 

artistic images (see Plut. Mor. 355c7 about Alexander’s images: xaq ypacpopcvag
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eiKovaq auxob Kai 7iXaxxopeva<; Kai yXucpopeva*; and Luc. Imag. 23 mq eucovaq, f̂ v xe 

cri) avenfoxaaq xf)v xou ocopaxo*;). Finally, in Maximus Tyrius we find two interesting 

passages: in the first, the orator starts a lecture by saying nXaxxoopev, ei 5ovaxov, 

xoiauxr|v sucova, av5pa euSalpova xqv e£, q5ovcbv eubaipovlav (33 6a). Then he begins 

another with this sentence: £o)Kpaxr|<; ev Ileipaei 5iaXeyopevo<; 7coX,ixikoT<; av8paaiv 

avarcXaxxi xcp Xoycp Ka0a7tep ev Spapaxi, noXe&q xe Kai TioXixeiaq ayaGfjq eucova (37 

la). In both occurrences the context is metaphorical: human imagination creates an 

image of an ideal man and of a good city. Since we find here the same metaphorical use 

which characterises the Republic and since the latter occurrence is a summary of the 

dialogue itself, it is very likely that Maximus is drawing his words from the philosopher. 

This suggestion is confirmed by the fact that Plato’s himself at the beginning of the 

Republic refers to the process of creating an imaginary city with the following words: 

eTiXdxxopev xfjv tc6X.iv {Rep. 374 a5) and this appears to be ‘a deliberate self-reference 

by the author’ (Repath, forth.).

Given this list of passages, I would conclude that Xen.’s expression might have a 

Platonic background. Although the Republic does not have an erotic context, the 

quotations about religion and art, in fact, are not closer to our novel and are not enough 

to prove that words like these were part of the common vocabulary. Furthermore, apart 

from the obscure image of the Oracula Sybillina, their creation of an object is referred 

to a concrete representation, while in Plato, Maximus Tyrius and our novel the 

imagination plays a central role.

Having said that, however, it cannot be taken for granted that Xen. could have really 

known this Platonic image. On the one hand, the possibility that he read the Republic is 

difficult, because this work was mostly read by philosophers. On the other hand, 

Maximus Tyrius’ occurrences might offer a new interpretation: following Dillon’s 19962 

definition (397), in fact, this author was a Platonic ‘popularizer’ and ‘a sophist rather 

than a philosopher’, as well as ‘a distinguished member of the Second Sophistic 

movement’ (ibid., 399). Therefore, he ‘used all the resources of contemporary rhetoric 

to adorn traditional philosophic themes’ and, although sometimes he took up a Platonic 

position on the question on which he dealt, his speeches give us ‘striking images and 

instances of scholastic terminology, as well as ‘inaccuracies’ (Taylor 1994, 4). As a 

consequence, Maximus’ use of eucova ava7iXaxxeiv might represent the proof that this
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expression of the Republic had become in the Imperial Era familiar not only to 

philosophers but also to rhetoricians.

Furthermore, Repath forth, provides other three examples of Imperial texts where 

(ava)7tXdiTCD describes Plato’s creation of a new city: cf. Lucian’s Verae Historiae 2.17 

(nX&icov 5e povoc; on 7iapfjv, aXX’eXeyexo anxoq ev xfj dva7iXaa0eiap im’auxob TcoXei 

ouceTv), Lucian’s Philosophers fo r  Sale 17 (okco pev epauxcp xiva TtoXiv avanXaaaq) and 

Athenaeus Deiphnosophistai 505e (dx; aveTiXaxxe nAdxcov o 7ie7iXaapeva 0anpaxa 

ei5dx;). Each of these is important, because all together they confirm that there was a 

Platonic use of &va7iXdxxco in the literary framework of the Imperial Era, although in 

these cases without ekova.

As a consequence, even though Xen. might not have read the whole Republic, I would 

speculate that he could have learned from Imperial writers that rcXaxxeiv (ekova) was a 

Platonic expression or he could have read it directly from the dialogue. The choice 

between these two options is very difficult to make: in my opinion, it is a striking fact 

that, chronologically, our author is the first of the aforementioned writers to introduce 

ekova dvaTrXaxxeiv. This peculiarity pushes me to open the possibility that our author 

was directly intertexting with Plato, although it is also possible that Xen. was drawing it 

from Hellenistic lost sources. In each of these cases, however, we can conclude that xaq 

ekovaq 87U xfj<; yuxfjq aXXqXcov dvaTtXdxxovxeq has a Platonic mark.

In addition, again Repath forth, suggests the possibility of a further Platonic connection: 

in most of the aforementioned passages of Imperial writers the combination of the name 

of the philosopher and dva7cXdxxopai seems to be a pun. Furthermore, the three 

passages of the Republic about the creation of a new soul or of the city (PI. Rep. 374a5, 

588b and 588d) and a few others (377b and c) allow us to say that the philosopher 

himself was already playing with this verb. Since, however, in this second case the 

name Plato was not explicitly mentioned, dva7iXdxxo) alone became a pun and, 

therefore, it is not unlikely that also Xen.’s dvarcXaxx© would be an example of this. A 

confirmation of this might come from Char, and Ach., who both use dva7iXdxxco to 

express the motif of the ‘obsessed image of the beloved’. This is clear in Ach., where 

Plato is the model, but seems to be true also for Char., where the word appears when the 

king Mithridates creates in his mind Callirhoe’s figure (4.2.8: KaXXipoqv dvarcXaxxcov 

eauxco xoiabxqv and 6.4.7: xauxa ava^coypacpwv Kai dva7rXdxxcov). Since in the first
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passage the name of the heroine is explicitly mentioned and KaMxpoqv itself is a pun 

on the Platonic “flow of beauty” motif, due to its composition (k&AAoc; and por|, 

‘stream’), it seems likely that also dva7tXdTico was performing the same role.

That being said, one might use these parallels against our hypothesis, suggesting that 

our novelist could have drawn his expression from Char. However, if Xen. was 

imitating Char., it is unlikely that he picked up this motif without recognizing its 

Platonic origin: his general acquaintance with Plato, as well as that of Char., makes this 

possibility unlikely.

In conclusion, this passage of our novel seems to be an interesting example of Xen.’s 

dialogue with Plato, which is found at two different levels: intertextuality (direct or 

indirect) and pun. In addition, while this second element works well with the pun on 

cpaiSpoi of the second chapter (1.2.6 n.: 6cp0aX|iol), the first fits well in the parallel with 

Anthia’s reception of the flow of beauty (1.2.3 n.: oAm<; psv Kai ava7i£7ixajicvok;). 

Unlike that passage, where that motif underlines the heroine’s role of spacnf|<;, it is 

more difficult to understand why Xen. is recalling here Plato: on this, see LI 7.1.

1.5.1: f\ei pev AppoKopr|<; £7ti id  cruvfjOrj yupvaapaxa: here Xen. refers again to the 

main activities which are part of Habrocomes’ 7iai8eia: 0r|pa, bmacia Kai orcAxipaxia. It 

is significant that Xen. uses here the same words as in the prologue, because it 

constitutes an example of intra-textuality. This clear example might have worked as a 

signal to the readers to look for this kind of connections in the whole text.

That being said, it is striking how Habrocomes, despite this initial reference, spends the 

rest of his days in the temple where Anthia is. This decision appears to be a further 

suggestion, like that which emerged in his monologue, that love makes Habrocomes 

unable to achieve his 7iai8sla, even the more practical one. The same failure is ascribed 

by Hid. to Theagenes, who, like Habrocomes, ‘attempts to save social face’ (Cummings 

2009, 42): although epcoq-afflicted, he ‘forces himself to be cheerful and sociable in 

front of his public’, but then ‘he loses concentration’ (see ibid. 42 and Hid. 

3.10.5-3.11.1) and is unable to master his feelings.

The result is the attribution to both Habrocomes and Theagenes of the traditional motif 

of “neglect of the usual activities” provoked by love (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3 for 

occurrences). A similar transformation concerns Chaereas, who stops his frequentation
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of the gymnasium (Char. 1.1.9), and Chloe, who forgets her sheep (Longus 1.13.6), bit 

in this case this interruption happens immediately after the falling in love.

1.5.2: id  awpaxa [...] 7i£7tovr|K6Ta: this is the first physical connotation of lovesickness, 

which has numerous parallels in erotic literature (see “physical consumption” in table 2 

and 3 in LI 2.3). Interestingly, the same motif appears shortly thereafter exclusively 

focused on Habrocomes: after days spent together with Anthia in the temple, t o  acopa  

7iav qcpaviaxo (see 1.5.5 n.). This emphasis is unusual, since in the Greek tradition 

women are usually lovesick and increase the originality of the presentation of 

Habrocomes in the first chapter (see LI 7.1) and of the importance of his body (see LI

7.2).

1.5.2: £K xfjq 7tap£A,0oucrr|<; vuKxoq: this is an occurrence of the famous erotic xo7to<; of 

“sleepless nights” (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). It is interesting how Xen. fills this lack 

of sleep with the monologues of the protagonists: this is typical of Greek epigrams and 

of Roman Elegy, where the lovers write pieces of poetry to pour out their sorrow.

1.5.2: to pXippa a0upov: although the notion of d0upia is often used by Xen. in the 

novel (see 1.5.5 n.: £v 7toAXrj a0up(a), the attribution of a0upo<; to p>ippa is quite 

unexpected, because a psychological attribute is related to a physical sense. This 

strangeness is increased by the fact that since Homer this adjective has been constantly 

used to refer directly to people and not to parts of the body (see, e.g., Od. 10.463). As a 

result, d0opo<; is evidently a word which Xen. wants to be noticed and it seems to place 

greater emphasis on the lack of spirit which characterises the protagonists’ lovesickness. 

In this respect, this expression can be compared with f| \jn)%ri Kaxa7i£7rx6K£i (see 1.5.5, 

below). Interestingly, a similarly strange combination appears in 1.9.1, where the 

spiritual verb £7t&AA£xo has xa acbpaxa as a subject (see 1.9.1 n. for more).

1.5.2: oi rjX,Xayp£voi: this alteration of the colour of the skin suggests that we are

dealing with an expression of pallor, since tiredness and not love is at the origin of this 

change. As this is the only reference to skin in this description of lovesickness, ‘no 

blush appears in Xenophon’s Ephesiaca’ (Lateiner 1998, 174). This omission appears 

unexpected, since this motif is popular in the novels (see ‘blush’ in table 4 in LI 2.3) and
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in the whole ancient literature (see e.g. see Ap. Rhod. 3681, Strato, AP 12.8.5, Catullus 

65.24). In addition, as ‘a blush expresses an individual’s sense of shame or 

embarrassment’, this reaction would have fit well into the descriptions of Anthia and 

Habrocomes, who are so focused on shame.

In my opinion, the reason for this exclusion is that a symptom of blush would have been 

too compromising for our protagonists and would have forced Xen. to break his 

attentive control of their reactions. In fact, ‘blushing is involuntary’ (Lateiner 1998, 

167) and ‘cannot be simulated or dissimulated’: thus, though generated by shame, it 

makes people’s shame dangerous, by revealing their desire. This is suggested by the 

novelistic occurrences of this xo7io<;: for instance, when the eunuch sees the Persian 

King blushing in Char., he asks him what he is hiding from him (6.3.1: xi KpwcTEic), 

forcing him to reveal his passion. Similarly, Ach. associates blushing with repulsion: 

both symptoms were generated by a direct erotic proposal (1.10.4: epuOpia Kai p ia s! to 

prjpa [...]). As a result, it is not possible to attribute such a strong reaction to Xen.’s 

protagonists, who are made frail by love.

Finally, it is interesting that ‘Homeric epic [...] does not record this cutaneous 

manifestation’ (169): Xen. might here be also following his model in obedience to the 

parallel between Anthia and Nausicaa (1.2.1 n.: intr.). In addition, as already noted in LI 

2.3, this omission is also part of Xen.’s general scant interest in the Sapphic description 

of love: also in this case, I would suggest that the erotic experience of the Lesbian 

poetess was too titillating to be entirely accepted by Xen.

1.5.2: xpw'tcg: as Capra 2008, 281 notices, ‘e fra poche parole “poetiche” 

impiegate da Senofonte’. In addition, the same scholar suggests that the same word 

might have been used by Xen. another time in the final scene where the servants 

recognise Anthia in Rhodes (5.12.3). This passage has always been considered obscure, 

because F has xov epooxa, which is an unlikely sign of identification like 5aKpua, 

avaOf|paxa, ovopaxa and si5o<;. Capra, unlike other editors, proposes the reading: 

(TuppdXXouoi 6s jxavxa, %pfom, Saxpua [...] and his main argument is literary: 

Tassociazione di xpcbq con le lacrime e omerica: nell ’Odissea [...] il termine e 

insistentemente impiegato per indicare il volto segnato con le lacrime, in particolare nel 

descrivere lo struggimento di Penelope per lo sposo perduto’ (281).
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Since this Odyssean connection is well attested (cf. Telemachus crying in Od. 2.376 ard 

4.749, Penelope in 18.172, 19.204, Odysseus in 19.263, where he invites Penelope not 

to cry with the words: pj|Kexiv vuv %poa KaXov, Eumaeus in 16.145 and Neoptolemus n

11.529), I would accept Capra’s new reading.

1.5.3: ei7terv t o  dA.r|08<; <p6pco 7rpoq E K axspouq a iS o u p e v o i:  this sentence includes the first 

explicit mention of the fear and shame which prevents the protagonists from revealirg 

to each other their passion. For the centrality of this motif in Xen.’s construction of 

lovesickness, see LJ 2.3. While the same silence will be repeated just before the 

parents’ decision to consulting the oracle (1.5.9: K axeuceiv  auxcov xf)v crupcpopav pf) 

S v v a p e v o i) ,  it is interesting that both reactions will affect the protagonists also at the 

beginning of the wedding night, where the participle a i5 o u p e v o i  and (p o p o o p e v o i are 

placed close to each other (1.9.1 n.: 6cp’f|5ovfjc;). Although in that scene the protagonists 

are dominated by pleasure, the nature of these two feelings is not altered and emphasise 

how Anthia and Habrocomes are blocked by erotic desire.

1.5.3: eaxeva^ev av [...] elzeiv&q: this sentence describes Habrocomes’ attitude in the 

temple. As in Anthia’s first reaction to falling in love (1.3.2 n.: eAdA,qo8v, b), the 

translators usually interpret this av as an iterative and, thus, attribute to the protagonists 

actions that contradict the modesty of their behaviour during these first chapters. In my 

opinion, however, the context of the passage rather suggests that we are dealing with 

‘als sogennanter Potential der Vergangenheit’ (Kiihner 1904, 212). As a result, no real 

moral boundaries are broken by the protagonists.

This is not what Anderson 1989, Henderson 2009 and Borgogno 2005 think (cf. their 

respective translations: ‘but Habrocomes got as far as moaning, weeping’, ‘Habrocomes 

went so far as moaning, weeping [...]’, and ‘Abrocome giunse al punto di gemere [...]’). 

Conversely, Trzaskoma 2010 attributes an unreal connotation to the sentence, by 

suggesting: ‘It got so bad, Habrocomes would groan and cry [...]’: in my opinion, this 

scholar is again correct, because the sentences before the controversial one do not 

suggest that Habrocomes’ action is repetitive: this pattern clearly involves the 

protagonists’ suffering, as Xen., after the mention of some symptoms of their 

lovesickness, adds: Kai xouxo 87ti noXi) syivexo Kai nMov ox>5ev auxoic; fjv (1.5.2). The 

same frequency involves the following action: when Anthia and Habrocomes gather,
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they keep looking one at the other in silence (1.5.3: Sirjpepebovxsq svsobpcov dXXr|A,oi<; 

[...]). That being said, Xen. adds: xoaouxo 8s and then the aforementioned sentence that 

starts with eaxeva^ev av 7ioxe. It seems to me that xooobxo suggests the apex of the 

previous action: this, first of all, means that we are not dealing with another repetitive 

action. In addition, as Xen. has just said that the protagonists keep staring one at the 

other without speaking, it would be strange that one shortly manages to do so: to an 

extent, this would go against the shame on which Xen. is so focused. Finally, 7toxe with 

reference to the past means usually ‘once’: thus, also this participle discourages 

acceptance of the iterative value. As a result, I would conclude that Xen. is rather 

describing an unfulfilled desire of Habrocomes, which I would translate in this way: ‘It 

got so bad, that Habrocomes would have groaned and cried and prayed while the girl 

was listening with compassion’.

This makes Habrocomes closer to Anthia: as his future wife in the third chapter, he 

thinks of overcoming the boundary of shame but he stops: this fits this event better into 

his developing approach to love. In addition, at the end of the scene in the temple Xen. 

states that the protagonists’ prayers XavGdvouaai pev, aAXa eylvovxo opoiai (1.5.4). If 

Habrocomes had really spoken and prayed for Anthia, the first participle would become 

difficult to understand.

1.5.4: (ecbpcov 8s a7taaai APpoKoprjv): this parenthesis does not fit well in a period like 

this which is particularly long and, in addition, it does not add any significant pieces of 

information, apart from reinforcing the hypothesis made in the previous sentence. As a 

result, I would explain its presence with a speculative reason: in my opinion, it is not 

unlikely that a late copyist might have found difficult to understand the construction of 

the sentence, which is based on a objective predicative and is enriched by the separation 

of p>X7iouaa<; from yuvaucaq. Thus, he might have introduced this “unnecessary glossa” 

to explain it to the readers. This, however, has also the bad effect of breaking the more 

fluent hypothetical period.

1.5.4: 8r)X,r| rjv X,U7coupevr|, pf| 7iapeoSoKipr|0fj: Anthia here has experience of jealousy. 

While the fortune of this xo7io<; in the erotic literature does not deserve any comment 

(see “jealousy” in table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3), its attribution here is surprising, since it 

emphasises how Anthia, instead of worshipping Artemis, is distracted by love. Thus, her
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internal fight between shame and desire continues. At the same time, it is interesting 

that this motif is focused here on Anthia, since throughout the whole novel the heroine 

is more worried about this than Habrocomes, as the two occurrences in the wedding 

night further prove. See LI 5 for how jealousy seems to affect the end of the novel.

1.5.5: to  acopa Tiav r)<pavi(JTO Kai f] \|/u%r) Kaxa7t87iTG)K:ei: this sentence expresses the 

apex of Habrocomes’ lovesickness: the first part is the second occurrence of the 

“physical consumption” (1.5.2 n.: id  coapaxa for the first), while the second is an 

expression of ‘the fall of the human spirit’. In the Greek conception as well as in the 

current one, the fall of the human spirit represents the loss of hope and courage (a case 

in point is II. 15.280: Kd7i7ieae Oupoq, where Achaeans army trembles in front of 

Hector). The soul, in fact, ‘is conceived of as a concrete entity’ (Cummings 2009, 149) 

and its movement can be interpreted as the sign of an ‘abnormal psychological 

condition’ (ibid.).

That being said, the first combination is more traditional, since the association of 

acpavi^co - ‘to make unseen’- and ad>pa is part of the Greek common vocabulary, as is 

attested by Menander’s sententia: A7iavx’d(pavl^8i yr|pa<;, iaxpv aobpaxoc; in Mono 

1.648. Thus, I would translate our passage with ‘the whole body had disappeared’. 

Furthermore, the ‘physical consumption’ in the erotic literature often depends on the 

lover’s abstinence from food and drink and, thus, it is concretely connected with 

thinness.

On the other hand, f| \\rx>%r\ is the subject of KaT<x7U7txco only in one other passage of the 

Greek literature before the third century AD: this, first of all, suggests that Xen.’s 

introduction of this noun is fruit of a deliberate choice. What is strange is that this verb 

is usually used to refer to people and not to emotions. In addition, the ‘fall of the v|A)xn’ 

is not a common element of Greek literature, as ancient poets and novelists explore 

rather the topic of the “anxiety of the soul”. A case in point is Longus, who in 1.13.5 

ascribes to the lovesick Chloe the following symptom: acrr| 5e auxrjq el^e xf|v \|/uxr)v), 

but without using Xen’s metaphor. (1.13.5; see “soul-ache” in table 4 in LI 2.3). As a 

result, it needs a deeper interpretation.

Its only other occurrence is significant, as it belongs to a Maximus Tyrius’ Oration, in 

which the rhetor ‘is combining two well-established philosophical xo7toi, both of 

ultimately Platonic inspiration: that of philosophical emoxpocpfj - the turning of the
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intellect away from the world and its values - and that of the flight of the mind - 

Himmelfahrt’ (Trapp 1997, 104, n. 36). After having described the soul’s contemplation 

of Beauty, Maximus argues that this vision is not allowed to those who are 

overwhelmed by the tumult of desires (see xou Kuicr|0poi> Kai xob Gopupou, 11.10). In 

fact, Kaxa7i80ouoa yap f| \|/uxf| eiq xouxovi xov Oopupov, [...] vf|xsxai Suosicveuoxov 

nekayoq (ibid.).

Since our author has a familiarity with Plato, it is not unlikely that in a similar same 

way Xen. might be introducing a Platonic image with a new expression. Although it is 

not possible to develop a closer parallel between the two authors, I would suggest that 

either Maximus was quoting from Xen. or that this expression was used in a Platonic 

context in the Imperial Era.

As a result, I would conclude that Xen. might be here hinting at the Platonic fall of the 

soul, which is a consequence of the mankind’s intemperance: when, in fact, the soul let 

herself be won by A,r|0r| and Kaxla {Phdr. 248c7), p a p u v G s t a a  5 e  7cx sp o p p u f|crr | xs Kai 

£7U x f |v  yrjv 7iscrr| (248c7-8) and separates itself from Beauty and Truth. This connotation 

would support the view already introduced by Anthia of love as a dangerous thing, 

because of the presence of sexual desire (1.3.2 n.: 5 i£ K £ ix o , 1.4.7 n.: x l  x o  7i£pa<;).

Finally, as I have already alluded in LI 7.2, it is significant that acpavl^co occurs two 

other times in the novel. The second passage is very close to our current one, since it is 

characterised by the same combination of acopa, 7iav and dcpavl̂ oo: ai' x£ yap TtXriyai xo 

acopa rcav qcpavlCpv (2.6.3). This hypothesis of an intratextuality between the two is 

confirmed by the focalisation of both passages on Habrocomes, which appears, at least 

in the first case, purposely chosen by the author, since Anthia suffers from the same 

sickness (see 1.5.2) and could have been attributed the same sentence.

That being said, the use there of acpavl^co with 7tX,r|yai is not easy to understand, because 

the body does not disappear as in the first situation, but it should become more visible 

because of the blood.

As a consequence, I would speculate that the repetition of this verb here might betray 

Xen.’s interest in presenting this torture as another symptom of lovesickness. Thus, it 

might mark the negativity of Manto’s love as destructor of the body and as the 

perpetrator of a new trap like that of Hephaestus on the wedding night (see NA 7.2). For 

this reason, I would accept the same translation as before, changing only the form - ‘to 

make disappear’. At the same time, since acpavi^co in the Greek literature means also ‘to
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destroy’, which fits better into the context - Xen. might have chosen this second 

connotation as the main one, allowing the readers to admit also the first as a 

consequence of the memory of the other passage.

This framework might be supported by the last passage in which d(pavl^co appears, since 

it is quite strange. When Manto falsely condemns Habrocomes, she tells her father: o 

yap oaxppcov AppoK6pr(<; ercelpaae pev 7tap0evlav rfjv epfjv d(pavlaai (2.5.7). The use of 

acpaviaai is also here odd, since 7tap0evia is not a visible object. Since Manto is 

pretending that Habrocomes has tried to rape her and 7iap0evla has to do with the purity 

of the body, the heroine might be here reversing the same concept as before: a rival’s 

love leads to the destruction of the body and, thus, is not part of idealistic love.

1.5.5: ev TToAArj d0upiq: this is the first of the many occurrences in which Xen. 

‘indicates the state of feeling’ through ‘being in emotion’ (Cummings 2009, 171). In 

addition, in this case ‘the emotion itself is conceived of as the container’ (ibid.). Similar 

constructions concern other feelings in the Eph.: (popoq (1.5.6), opyf| (2.11.2, 3.12.6,

4.6.2), X,u7iq (3.9.1), 7tev0o<; (5.6.2). Although this construction is attested in earlier 

literature (see PI. Rep. 578e: ev Troup av nvi Kai onoaco cpopco oi'ei yeveaOai auxov), ‘in 

the other novels we do not get the combination of ev and one of the emotion terms 

above’ (Cummings 2009, 172), apart from three exceptions (Char. 2.4.5 and 6.7.13 and 

Ach. 5.26.12): since the construction with ev is far from being sophisticated, this is a 

sign of Xen.’s simplicity.

That being said, it is interesting that in this passage this emotion is ascribed to 

Habrocomes’ parents: since u7ro dOuplaq Kai yqpctx; will be also the motivation for their 

death (5.6.3 and 5.15.3), Xen. is creating another subtle connection (on the key role of 

parents in lovesickness, see U  2.3). Since Lycomedes’ black cloth in Habrocomes’ 

second dream can be interpreted as a foreshadower of his death (1.12.4: dreams), the 

present expression might serve the same purpose of creating a connection between the 

role played by the parents in the first part of the novel and that in the second part.

Finally, if we look at all the other occurrences of d0upia, it is striking how this emotion 

is never ascribed to Anthia and it concerns mostly Habrocomes, whose a0upia emerges 

on Corymbus’ ship (1.15.1), in prison (2.7.1), after Crisius’ tale (3.9.7), twice during his 

wandering in Sicily (cf. 5.6.1 and 5.10.5) and finally in Rhodes before the reunion with 

Anthia (where the adverb d06pox; has its only occurrence in the whole text, see 5.12.3).
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The female protagonist is only related with this feeling in the passage where Xen. refers 

to both protagonists with the adjective aGopoi, before the pirates’ erotic proposal 

(1.16.1; the other occurrence of this adjective concerns again only Habrocomes, see 

3.9.3). Overall, this pattern is another proof of the subtle asymmetry between the 

protagonists (LI 7.1). Moreover, since aGopia alludes to the lack of Gupoq, which 

metaphorically designates the human spirit and strength, this feeling focused on 

Habrocomes appears to be the opposite of Anthia’s dvbpeta (LI 4). This strengthens the 

difference between the protagonists’ approach to difficulties.

1.5.5: xpovou 5s 7ipoiovxo<;: this is a durative formula in the Eph., in which ‘the lapse of 

time itself is made the main thing to fill a gap in the narration’ (Hagg 1971, 61). For 

other genitive absolutes which play the same role, cf. 1.10.3, 5.7.1, 5.9.1 and 5.6.1 (with 

variation). The recurrence of these expressions is another sign of Xen.’s vague time 

scheme (see NA 3.2).

1.5.6-7: siq xekoc, eiadyouai 7iapa xf|v AvGiav pdvxsi<; Kai ispsaq [...] sk  u7toxGovia>v 

Gscov: as Avaert 1948, Schwartz 1985, and Ruiz Montero 2007 suggest, in this 

description of priests and seers there is an incidental allusion to magic: Xen. is giving 

here an essential and traditional portrait of magicians.

Before analysing the details, it is worth remembering that in ancient Greece, unlike the 

contemporary context, a clear dichotomy between magic and religion was missing (see 

Graf 1991 ’s new criticism about it: ‘Frazer introduced a dichotomy, that now is not 

accepted yet’). As a result, in theory, Xen.’s pdvxei<; Kai ispEaq and their following 

actions (see: sGuov xs iepela Kai TtoudXa 87C£a7iev5ov) could be both a normal act of 

devotion and a performance of magic. The choice of the second option is strongly 

suggested by the following expression enEkeyov cpcovaq pappapiKdu;: as Graf 1991 

shows, one of the few peculiar traits of magic is that ‘not all its words are understood, or 

even understandable’ (191). Further, s7r(Xe\|/co is a verb appropriate of the magic lexicon, 

which means ‘utter, pronounce a spell’.

Then, the second strong reference to magic is the presence of xivaq 5aipova<; and of 

i)7io%Govicov Gsrov. Instead of the traditional gods, magicians used to invoke a different 

supernatural world, which ‘has a clear hierarchy. [...] At the highest point is the supreme 

god, the “great name”; below him are the lesser gods, then the (evil) daemons and the
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helpful angels’ (194-5). Among the ‘lesser gods’, ‘the most popular are the KaxaxOovioi 

0£ol’, who, as the gods of the underworld, played a key role in funerary rituals: also 

Xen. is referring to them, although with a slight different formula, wtoxOovioi 0eol, 

which is attested only in Char, and in Ps-Apoll. Conversely, xiveq 8alpove<; is a very 

typical expression used by Greeks to call this sort of semi-divinities, that ‘serve as an 

intermediary between man and the divine’.

Finally, the presence of the (ptovaq pappapucaq might also fit into this same 

interpretation: as again Graf explains, the strangeness of most magical words with the 

fact that ‘they derive from Near Eastern languages, especially Egyptian’ (Graf 1991, 

191). As a result, the epithet pappapiKoq works well here.

While the presence of the magic is then indisputable, it may appear more difficult to 

understand why magicians are called to help Anthia: as also Hld.’s Calasiris proves (see 

LI 2.3), a common use of magic, which includes amulets, was ‘for protection and 

deliverance from diseases’ (Kotansky 1991, 107). Furthermore, the magical papyri 

contained spells ‘which often do not differentiate between the specific ailment afflicting 

the patient and the daemonic influence held responsible for the disease’ (ibid., 117). 

Thus, from the archaic perspective it is reasonable that Anthia received this visit.

Given this framework, one might wonder whether this episode required Xen. to know 

magic. The answer is negative, since the presentation of barbaric magicians was a 

widespread literary motif. The proof of this is given, above all, by Lucian in the Lover 

o f Lies, where the narrator criticizes the strange way of curing people that comes from 

an Egyptian magician: ‘xou is  7rup8xou Kai xou oi8f|paxo<; 8e8ioxo<; rj ovopa Oecmsaiov 

r\ prjoiv pappapiKqv’ (9). Then, the author introduces another Egyptian character, who 

also speaks in a poor Greek (see 31). In the Menippus, instead, the Chaldean 

Mithrobarzanes makes a sort of incantation: first, he starts an unclear address, prjaiv 

xiva paxpav ETtiXiycov, then he invokes certain spirits (xivaq 87UKaLeio0ai Saipovaq). 

Finally, he invokes again the spirits (avaKpaywv 8aipova<; xe opoo rcavxag), 

‘intermingling a number of foreign-soundings and meaningless words of many 

syllables’ (rcapapiyvix; apa Pappapuca xiva Kai aarjpa ovopaxa Kai 7toA,oauA,AuPa). All 

these passages show that the description of a foreign magician, who performs similar 

actions to those of the Eph., was a literary xonoq in an author chronologically close to 

our novelist.
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In addition, Lucian himself owes a debt to previous authors, since in Classical Greece 

there were already foreign magicians such as Orpheus and Epimenides (at that time, 

their lands Thracia and Crete were considered as foreign). As a result, Xen.’s knowledge 

might either depend on his awareness of a common pattern of ancient culture or on a 

literary reading and one option does not exclude the other.

Finally, some scholars, such as Avaert 1948, suggest when discussing cpoovou; 

pappapiK&c; that ‘il s’agit sans nul doute de ces ’Etpeaia Tpappaia’ which, according to 

Pausanias the lexicographer (Eust. Od. 20, 247, 1864), ‘seem to have been written 

indistinctly on the feet, girdle and crown of Artemis’. Their specific role seemed to be to 

‘ward off of evil demons’ (Arnold 1989, 15). However, the lack of an explicit reference 

to them and the omission of an Ephesian background in the description of Artemis 

makes this hypothesis difficult to prove, although not impossible.

1.5.9: ekeivto: this is the first occurrence in the novel of Ksipai, a verb which is often 

used by Xen. to describe the state of lying which concerns different characters. 

Interestingly, in some of the occurrence a particular feeling is expressed, as in the 

present passage vooouvte;  reveals the protagonists’ state of disease.

- 1.9.1: the protagonists at the beginning of the wedding night; pleasure (ekeivto 

ucp’f|6ovfj<;, n.);

- 1.10.7: Anthia’s parents during the departure scene; lack of spirit (ekeivto sic; yfjv 

d0upoi>VT£<;, n.);

- 1.11.1: the protagonists after their departure; feelings: a variety (ekeivto 7ioXXa 

ewoouvie;, n.);

- 1.13.4: the sailors of the Ephesian ship lie when drunk;

- 1.16.1: the protagonists before the pirates’ erotic proposal; lack of spirit (ekeivto 

aOupoi, n.);

- 2.4.5: Anthia having discovered Manto’s love for Habrocomes; astonishment (ekeito 

a/avi);, n.);

-3.7.1: Anthia lies in Perilaus’ OaAxxpo;, after having drunk the poison;

- 3.9.3: Habrocomes lies when he refuses to eat at the lunch with Hippothous and his 

companions;

- 3.10.4: Hippothous and his companions lie when drunk;
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- 5.12.4: Leucon and Rhode lie after the recognition of Anthia; astonishment (e K e iv x o  

a%avsi<;).

Since the number of occurrences where a feeling is introduced is sufficiently high, I 

would argue that Xen. deliberately has chosen this verb to convey the emotions of his 

characters. That said, only in few cases, like 1.16.1, 2.4.5 and 5.12.4, the physical 

indication of the lying does not seem to be real and the author seems to adopt a merely 

metaphorical use. In the other case, instead, both connotations seems to coexist and, as I 

will show, there are two cases in which the physical indication assumes a clearly erotic 

meaning (see 1.9.1 and 1.11.1, n.).

1.5.9: ;idvu S7iia(pa>.c5<; 5 iaK £lpevoi: this is another formula where 5 ia ic8 i|ia i is used to 

express a state of emotion. Unlike 7iovf|pco<; SiaK eipai (1.3.2), here the physical concern 

seems to prevail over the moral one, since e7uio<paX,r|<; refers to voooi (Hipp. VM 9). In 

addition, this interpretation is confirmed by the previous participle vooouvist;.

1.5.9: xsXoq: although the narration from 1.5.5 to the end of the section is full of events, 

it is striking how, unlike other passages of the novel that are rich in events (see, e.g.

1.11.2), Xen. does not give any chronological indication apart from this expression (for 

other uses of this or similar particles, see 1.13.4 (TsXsutatov), 2.8.1, 2.11.1, 3.11.4, 

3.12.4, 5.9.12). This seems to confirm the particular atemporal framework of this 

narrative (see NA 4a). At the same time, this passage is exceptional, because it contains 

a dense sequence of facts which accelerates the narrative rhythm: this invites the readers 

to reach the end of the episode and this pattern might prepare them to be impressed by 

the coming oracle.
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CHAPTER 6

Resolution of lovesickness, marriage and sex (chapters 6-9)

As is proper to the simplest kinds of fiction, divine intervention occurs when the 

protagonists’ lovesickness has reached its apex and it introduces a quick resolution: this 

is the function performed by Apollo’s oracle, which leads the protagonists to marriage 

through the mediation of the parents’ interpretation. Then, the celebration of the 

wedding is emphasised by Xen. through other two devices:

- the only ekphrasis of the novel (chapter 8);

- another intense dialogue between the protagonists (chapter 9).

As in the description of lovesickness, Xen. exploits a good number of erotic motifs and 

some passages from the eighth and ninth chapters offer a hint of an unusual 

sophistication, which confirms his good knowledge of erotic literature.

1.6.1: to ispov xou ev KoAotpcovi AnoXkavoq is indisputably ‘il santuario a Claro,

borgata non lontana dalla citta ionica di Colofone’ (Borgogno 2005, 394, n. 30) and the

fortune of this shrine has always depended on its oracle of Apollo. As Strabo 14.1.27

reports, this oracular centre had a Homeric origin, since Mopsos, grandson of Tiresias

and rival of Kalchas, was regarded as its founder. This suggests that it was active ‘from

very early, probably prehellenic periods’ (Parke 1985, 126). A). Nevertheless, the extent

and frequency of its activity until the Classical Era seems to have been scarce.

From the Hellenistic Era, instead, the oracle assumed importance, as Alexander moved

eastwards the centre of the world: the sanctuary, in fact, together with other Apollo’s

shrines in Asia, started to ‘step into the old traditional functions of the Delphic

oracle’ (Parke 1967, 123). Later on, in the Imperial Era, Tacitus and Aelius Aristides

attest that the oracle ‘enjoyed its greatest renown’ (Burkert 1985, 114). The former

describes Germanicus’ visit to the temple in 18 AD (see Tac. Ann. 2.54 and Parke 1985,

136), while the latter a personal visit to Colophon in 147 AD. In this year Aristides

prayed to Apollo for recovery from his illness and he was answered that Asclepius

would cure him (see Aelius Aristides, Or. 15, p. 312,5; for the debated issue of the date,

see Behr 1986, 62). Finally, over the same period, the oracle’s fame made it ‘not

uncommon for Ephesians to ask there questions’ (Cueva 2004, 41): when an earthquake

struck in 149 AD, both the people of Ephesus and Smyme sent an enquiry to Claros (see
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Aelius Aristides. Or. 15, p. 317, 20), because it was then ‘a greatly recognised centre for 

divination’ (Parke 1985, 148).

Given this historical context, it would be tempting to conclude that Xen.’s choice of 

Claros reflects his interest in a contemporary reality, but the poor description made by 

Xen. does not allow us to accept this. Our author does not mention any local feature of 

this oracle, such as the secret spring from where ‘the priestess drank and chewed the 

sacred laurel’ (Frazer 1957, 80) and he is also silent about the different kinds of officials 

who were in charge in the second century AD, such as the old priest, the prophet and the 

singer of oracles. As a result, Xen. does not seem to be interested in realism of 

correspondence and his choice of the oracle appears to be the “obvious” consequence of 

the closeness of Colophon to Ephesus.

That said, Alperowitz 1992, 121-3 offers another interpretation of the choice of this 

oracle which is exclusively internal: in his view, the presence of Apollo is suitable for 

the plot of the novel. Since this god is traditionally both healer and guardian of 

ococppocruvri, he might share with Eros the desire of taking revenge on Habrocomes. 

Personally, I would dismiss this theory, because Apollo does not play any active role in 

the oracle. He simply reveals Eros’ action and the protagonists’ destiny and, thus, the 

hypothesis of his hostile action is not acceptable.

1.6.1: oxabicov 6y5of|Kovxa: in Borgogno’s (1995, 194, n. 31) view, the indication of the 

distance is a ‘dato pressoche esatto’ and it corresponds to ’14-15 km’ (see Avaert 1948, 

28 for the same assessment). Conversely, other scholars do not see this number as 

evidence for Xen.’s realism: for instance, Lavagnini 1950, 147 believes that this 

information ‘poteva essere facilmente desunta da uno dei tanti peripli o stadiasmi, o da 

un corrente trattato di geografia’. In my opinion, as in the distance between Ephesus and 

the temple (1.2.2: n. axdSioi 5s siaiv), this debate cannot be solved. However, this 

impasse does not affect the interpretation of this passage: Xen. merely aims to introduce 

a place which was familiar to Greek readers but is not interested in further details.
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1.6.2: THE ORACLE OF APOLLO

As Bianchi 2003 clearly illustrates, ‘il testo dell’oracolo di Apollo resta uno dei punti 

piu controversi del romanzo, sia sotto il profilo narrativo [...] che testuale’ (176, n. 21). 

Given this importance, I will try to address it from this twofold perspective. As I have 

already suggested in NA 1.2, Xen. offers a two-level interpretation of this passage, 

according to which Apollo’s words play the role of introducing a polarity between bad 

and good in the protagonists’ life, as well as more precise suggestions on the kind of 

destiny they are progressively going to face.

Since we are dealing with a special passage, I will start my analysis by writing the text 

of the oracle: while the Greek is a personal adaptation from O’Sullivan’s edition 2005, 

the translation is mine.

T(7cxe 7co08ix£ paOsTv vouaou xeAo<; r\6e Kai ap%f|v; (1) 

apcpoxspoug pla vouaoq e^ei, Xuaiq evOev dvEaxr).

Ssivd 5’ opa> xoiaSsoai 7ra0r| Kai avrjvuxa Epya- 

ap(pox£poi cpsu^ovxai wtsip aXa XnaaoSicoKxoi, (4)

Ssopa 6e pox0f|crouai 7iap’ avSpaai pi^oOaXaaaoK;

K ai xoKpoq d(itpox£p oi< ; 0dAxxpo<; K ai 7rup atbriXov.

AXk’ Exi 7tou psxa 7cfjpax’ apsiova 7ioxpov Eyouai (7)

Kai 7coxapou iEpou 7iapa psupaoiv "Iai5i CEpvfj 

acoxElpr) p£XO7cia0£ axfjaoua’ oX,pia 5<Spa.

‘Why do you long to discover the end and the start of this illness? (1)

Both one disease affects, and its cure will come from where it arose.

Terrible sufferings I see for them and endless toils;

both will take flight over the sea “madness-pursued”; (4)

they will bear chains at the hands of men “mingled-with-sea”,

and for both the tomb will be the nuptial chamber and both will be destroyed by fire.

Yet in time, after their sufferings, they will fulfil a better destiny, (7) 

and thereafter, alongside the streams of the sacred river, 

they will offer rich gifts to august Isis, the Saviour goddess.’
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1) The first interpretation: the oracle of Apollo as a basic prolepsis

â l A simple structure: polarity of bad and good

Overall, Apollo’s verses clearly divide into three parts: after the introductory question, 

the second verse describes the easy remedy which can cure the protagonists’ disease. 

While I will later focus on this point, I would only emphasise here that the oracle has a 

positive beginning. Then, the following section, which runs from verse 3 to 6, 

introduces ‘the hardship of the journey’. Finally, the last three verses focus on the 

‘happy destiny’. As a result, the oracle describes a sequence of three clear elements, in 

which the whole protagonists’ life is illustrated as a passage from “good” to “bad”, with 

a final return to “good” (on this, see Schissel 1909, 64: ‘Die ubrigen Romanereignisse 

samt dem guten Ausgange der Geschichte sagt es blob summarisch voraus’).

b) An imitation of a standard Greek oracle

In Ancient Greece the biggest and most famous tradition of oracles is the Delphic. Since 

there are many reasons why Apollo’s response is very close to this, Xen. is certainly 

introducing a standard type of oracle: this confirms the simplicity of this passage.

To begin with, Delphic oracles have typically an epic meter and language: as this poetry 

usually gives words to divine characters, ancient Greeks decided to emphasise through 

it the supernatural origin of oracles. For this reason, also those that were pronounced in 

prose were then recorded in verse. Overall, Xen.’s oracle fits well into this framework. 

First, it contains nine hexameters, with a high priority of dactyls over spondees, which 

is a further sign of epic characterisation:

1: ddsdds, 2: dddddt, 3: dsdddt, 4: dsddds, 5: dsddds, 6: dddsdt, 7: dddddt, 8: dsddds, 9: 

sddsdt. Only the last hexameter constitutes an exception, because it starts with two 

spondees and two dactyls. This slowing down of the rhythm places an emphasis on the 

adjective ccDTElpp and, thus, stresses the importance of Isis, whose role in the oracle will 

be shortly discussed.

Second, also the vocabulary of the oracle is inspired by epic: as Bianchi 2003, 176-7 

argues, ‘una coloritura solenne ed epica e intenzionalmente conferita dal romanziere a 

questi versi oracolari’, as the Homeric words t17cte, ioTa5eaai, wieip, <xM.’eti 7tou and 

7rup &18r|ta)v prove. In addition, Delphic oracles are characterized by a ‘linguistic
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simplicity, an artistic quality, a frequently deliberated pursuit of lexical ambiguity and 

the cleverness proper of epigrams’ (Parke and Wormell 1956, XXV). Interestingly, each 

of these elements occurs in Xenophon’s verses: the second emerges in pictorial images 

like dveoirj and 7rup di'5r|Aov, while the third in the two ana^ Xcyopsva XuaaobicoKioi 

(line 4) and pi^oOaXdoaoic; (line 5).

Finally, form, occasion and topic confirm the belonging of the oracle to the Delphic 

tradition. According to Fontenrose 1978, at Delphi responses can be classified into five 

categories: simple commands and instructions, conditioned commands, prohibitions and 

warnings, statements of past or present facts and simple statements of future events. 

Xen.’s piece clearly belongs to the last type and, particularly, to its sub-category of 

‘ambiguous and obscure predictions’.

While this link between our oracle and Delphi is not surprising, it is more relevant that 

the same correspondence is missing at Claros. As Oesterheld 2008, 571-577 reports, in 

this city most of the responses concern ‘Krisensituationen der Polis’, ‘Res Publicae’ and 

‘Res divinae’, while ‘Res Domesticae’ as in Xen.’s case are missing. The only 

exceptions are the afore-mentioned requests made by Aelius Aristides (see Klaros 21 in 

Oesterheld 2008, 574), where the issue of disease is addressed. Then Oenomaus reports 

his enquiry to Apollo at Claros about his activity as a merchant, where he is 

disappointed by receiving a stock answer. Given this framework, the impression that 

Xen. is following the Delphian tradition obtains confirmation.

ci A simple function

A last feature of this simplicity is revealed by the basic function of the oracle, which I 

have already explained in NA 1.2: Apollo’s words are a motivator of the plot and 

foretell the bad and good which the protagonists will experience (for more, see 1.7.4 n..: 

7iavx6<; beivou [...] q cpuyq [...] ai crupcpopai [...] xc&v eoopevcov Kaxcov).

2) Philological analysis as the prelude to second interpretation

After this first analysis of the text, I will now focus on some of the philological 

difficulties. This task here appears to be more complicated than in the other parts of the 

novel, because of the lexical obscurity typical of oracles. Overall, it seems to me that 

with a traditional approach some issues remain unclear. For this reason, I will suggest a 

new level of interpretation at the end of this section.
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- Line 2: Arimx; cvQsv evectx i

This passage is quite important, because it describes the protagonists’ liberation from 

lovesickness. Its last verb has been discussed: while F has dveaiq, since Hemsterhuius 

scholars have been sceptical on this reading and new ones have been offered: while 

Abresch 1745 proposes avuoxrj, Zimmerman 1949-50 ap’scjxai and O’Sullivan 2005 

suggests £V£<xri.

Personally, I am satisfied with none of these readings. The first adjective, which means 

‘practicable’ (LSJ), cannot be the correct form, because avoaxoq has only two endings 

in Greek literature and this would be the only case where the feminine is attested. 

Similarly, the second expression is quite simple and does not fit well into an epic 

context like this. Finally, a similar conclusion concerns O’Sullivan’s evscm: as Capra 

2007/2008, 17 notes, this verb belongs to a prose style.

Conversely, ‘evOsv (7rsp) avsoxq e formula omerica e da Omero utilizzata [...] sempre in 

fine verso’ (Bianchi 2003, 176): these two words appear together only in the Iliad and in 

the Odyssey (cf. II  24.597, Od 5.195, 18.157, 21.139, 166, 243, 392 and 23.164). 

Moreover, as the whole oracle has a clearly epic background, the obedience to F appears 

the likeliest hypothesis. Further, I would not consider an obstacle the presence of the 

aorist: Griffiths 1978 argues that ‘it expresses a well-established truth’ (413, n. 10), but, 

personally, I would prefer to emphasise its aspectual connotation: Apollo would be 

saying that the cure from the disease comes unexpectedly.

Having clarified this first word, avecrrri, which means ‘arise’, has to be connected with 

Aucfk; 8V08V. This task, however, is easier: the pronoun in Homer always has a relative 

function and means ‘from where’. Consequently, I would argue that there might be an 

implied genitive (xrjq vouoou) and predicate (soxai) before X6cn<;, which leads to the 

translation: ‘its cure (of the disease) will come from where it arose’. Conversely, I 

would not accept the translation of evOsv as an indefinite pronoun, which would relate it 

to Aucnq (‘the cure from the disease arises’), because this second use is not attested in 

Homer.

As a result of this interpretation, this verse of the oracle is revealed to contain the 

famous motif that “love is the only remedy for love”, which has many parallels in 

ancient literature (see table 2 and 3 in LJ 2.3; see also Goldhill 1995, 21: ‘The failing 

search for a (pappaicov for desire is a zonoq of Hellenistic poetry’). The closest passage
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comes from Callirhoe, when Artaxerses reminds Mithridates of the oracle of Telephus, 

which contains the same motif: <X>appaKov y a p  ’'Epcoxoc; o b S s v  e o n  7tXf|v auxo<; o  

sp cb psvo< ;- x o b x o  8 s  a p a  K a i t o  a S o p s v o v  A o y io v  q v  oil o  x p 6 a a q  amoq i a a s x a i  ( 6 .3 .7 ) .  

In conclusion, Xen. is suggesting here that Eros is both the origin and the end of the 

protagonists’ lovesickness. That said, there is more to discover about the role of the god 

in the whole oracle.

- Line 4: XuCTCToSlmKtoi

Only Dalmeyda 1926 substitutes XuaaoSicoKxoi with ApaxoSlcoKioi, whose meaning is 

“followed by pirates or robbers”. However, the presence of pi^oGaAdaooic; in the 

following line makes this variant less plausible: as it is composed of psiyvopi and 

GaAaoaa, this adjective is appropriate for pirates, because these people spend all their 

life at sea. Thus, a duplication of the same expression here is not likely.

- Line 5: 8sapa

As O’Sullivan 2005 explains in his critical apparatus, the presence of a 8siva here in F 

is a mistake due to the occurrence of the same adjective two verses before. The 

correction in Ssopa is strongly suggested by the presence of this noun in the questions 

asked by the protagonists’ parents in the following chapter: o u t s  xiva xa Ssapa (Eph.

1.7.1 n.: ouxs yap xi<; and Zimmermann 1949-50, 257).

- Lines 7-9: the sequence of verbs

Along with these ‘minor’ points, the main philological difficulty concerns the last three 

verses. O’Sullivan 2005 introduces them in a sequence which is different from 

Dalmeyda 1926 and Papanikolau 1973, who instead follow the manuscript: like 

Merkelbach 1962, O’Sullivan 2005 transposes verses 7-8 of F to the end of the oracle. 

The reason for this shift is that ‘the offering of gifts would naturally follow the 

attainment of a better fortune, and ‘v. 9 (Ms.) “But after their woes” must follow 

directly on the catalogue of woes in w . 3-6’ (O’ Sullivan 1994, 21, n. 3).

In my opinion, these arguments are not persuasive, because not every offering of gift is 

a thanksgiving. It can rather be a supplication to gods and require a sacrifice to reach the 

place where the divine presence is worshipped. For this reason, the order of the verses is
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still a controversial issue. Since Zimmermann’s solution 1949-50 of expunging the 

verses 6-8 is quite radical, I would explore them further before accepting it.

- Line 8: NelXon

As Morgan 2007a, 461 argues, ‘the reference to the Nile is clearly a corruption, since in 

the next chapter the parents ask which river the oracle meant’: consequently, I prefer to 

follow Locella 1796 and Henderson 2009 with iepou. The only way to accept NstXou is 

to assume that protagonists’ parents were ignorant of the Egyptian river, but this is 

implausible in the Imperial Era.

That said, one might argue that the fathers’ question is still too banal, since the holy 

river where Isis is worshipped is evidently the Nile and Xen. seems to want the readers 

to think of an Egyptian location. For this reason, Merkelbach 1962 decides to substitute 

Hai8i in Saipovi and attributes this change to the writer of the Heliosredaktion, who 

aimed at omitting Isis from the novel. However, since this theory has no solid 

foundation (AIM), I would prefer to accept the substitution of NslAxn) with tspou and I 

would speculate that the reason for the parents’ questions might be a sincere lack of 

understanding of the geographical indication, which could be the consequence either of 

real ignorance or of temporary confusion due to their emotional reaction.

At the same time, I believe that Merkelbach’s real contribution 1962 is to show that the 

final part of the oracle is difficult to interpret because Egypt is not mentioned at the end 

of the Eph. (see also Ruiz Montero’s question 1994, 1098: ‘Warum spricht es vom Nil, 

wenn das Wiedersehen der Helden in Rhodos stattfindet (V 13, 2), wenn auch neben 

dem Tempel der Isis, der von Apollon genannten Gottin?’): this omission invites our 

interpretation. Similarly, also the significance of the final gifts has still to be understood.

- Line 9: TtapioxaCT’:

As O’Sullivan 1994, 21, n.3 explicitly declares, the form of F 7capa<xcfj<; ‘has no sense 

here’, because the presence of a second person singular does not make sense. Similarly, 

the aorist subjunctive is not acceptable: although Griffiths 1978, 415, argues that this 

particular mood in Hellenistic Greek ‘has the sense of an imperative’, the presence of an 

order here would break the register of the whole passage. Therefore, both O’Sullivan 

2005 and Henderson 2009 introduce a simple indicative present 7rapi<rua<;’, which refers 

to the protagonists and fits better into the context. Borgogno 2005 proposes instead
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7iapioTaa0’, as if  the parents were making their offering, but we would need to change 

the person o f the other verbs o f the passage to accept this variant: in this respect, 

7iapioiac;’ is more plausible.

That said, I believe that in O ’Sullivan’s reading 2005 the lack o f a future is a problem, 

since we are dealing with an action which clearly looks forwards. W hile in an

expression such as 7ioipov cxouoi the chronological perspective is included in its

meaning, the same pattern does not concern 7iapkrur|pi. For this reason, I would

introduce the future and, in order to fit the new form into the hexameter, I would

eliminate the prefix: both axf|covT’ or oxqooua’ are acceptable.

3) The start of a new interpretation: Apollo’s oracle as a foreshadower of events of 

the novel

The inteipretation o f the oracle thus far offered has failed to explain its most 

controversial issues. This might be the sign that Xen. is constructing the oracle in a 

more complicated way than the other prolepses o f his text. As I have already suggested 

(NA 1.2), the emergence o f another level o f complexity is initiated by the reaction o f the 

protagonists’ parents to the oracle. Their list o f questions indicates that Xen. might be 

using the different parts o f his prolepsis as foreshadowers o f  episodes o f the novel.

If we look for correspondences between the oracle and the whole Eph., important 

answers emerge, along with some difficulties:

Table 3.1: The correspondences between the oracle and the events o f the Ephesiaca

L in e E v e n ts  o f  t h e  p lo t  
f o re s h a d o w e d

O p e n  d if f ic u ltie s

4: cpsu^oviai imcip ahi 

A.i)oao5icoKTOi

C o ry m b u s ’ attack (1.13.2: 
5i£yvo3oav oov cjriOepcvoi 
touc |i£v dvx ipa/opE vo ix ;  
d7TOKTlWl)£lv).

X.naoo5i(jL)KTOi: W o a a  
might be "Epco<;.
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L ine E v e n ts  o f th e  p lo t 
f o re s h a d o w e d

O p e n  d if f ic u ltie s

5 :  8 E O [ i a  [ • • • ]  

n a p ’ d v S p a o i  
pi^o0aAxxaaoic

- Habrocom es’ imprisonment 
by Apsyrtus in Tyrus (2.6.4: 
7rpooriycv airrcp Kai Scopa 
cpopspa).

- Anthia is put in chains by 
Rhaenea and given to Clytus, 
with the order to sell her to a 
pimp (5.5.4: d7t£K£ip£ ipv 
Koppv au irjc  Kai S capa  
7t£pm0r|oi).

7 i a p ’ d v S p a o i  
pi^o0aAdaaoi(;: who is this 
expression referring to? 
Moreover, in these two 
events the agents o f the 
imprisonment are not men 
of the sea.

6: id(poq baAapoc During Anthia’s Scheintod in 
Tarsus, Perilaus exclaims: dc 
oiov G£ 0dXapov TOV idcpov 
a^opcv (3.7.2).

- The syntactical structure 
o f this line is ambiguous: 
wh i c h  is t he  s u b j e c t  
b e t w e e n  Tdtpoc;  a n d  
0a^apo<;?
- This expression centres 
only on Anthia.

6 : 7rup ai8r|Xov -  Corym bus’ fire against the 
protagonists’ ship (1.14.1: 
£V£7CprjG£ T ljv  V ttU V , KOI o i  

X o i k o i 7 i d v i £ < ;  
Kai £(pX, £x0ncfav) .  T h i s  
connection is encouraged by 
two Iliadic occurrences (see 
below).

- Apsyrtus also uses the lire 
against Habrocomes (2.6.4: 
7ipoof|Y£V auicp [ . . . ]  TTUp).

- T h e  go v e r n o r  o f  Egypt  
builds a pyre to destroy 
Habrocomes’ body, but the 
Nile saves the hero (4.2.8: t o  

Ttlip 1)7U£T£0£1TO).

-  The syntactical structure 
of this line is ambiguous: 
does dp(poT£poic also 
refer to 7 rup  at5r|A,ov?

-  In the novel fire does not 
harm the protagonists, 
apart from the second 
e p i s o d e ,  in w h i c h ,  
however, chains are a 
more violent instrument 
of torture.

7: apdova  rcorpov Happy ending in Ephesus: 
5.15.3: K ai a u x o i  t o o  Xomov 
Sirjyov c o p T p v  ayovT£<; t o v  

p £ T ’aX d)^(D V  p io v  [ .. .]

As I have already argued, 
Xen. is referring to Egypt. 
The connection between 
this location and the novel 
is missing.
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L in e E v e n ts  o f  t h e  p lo t 
f o r e s h a d o w e d

O p e n  d if f ic u ltie s

8-9: 7iapd peupao iv  
[...] Jo i5 i [...] oXpia 
5cbpa

- P r o t a g o n i s t s ’ a c t  o f  
thanksgiving in Rhodes to 
I s i s :  5 . 1 3 . 4 - 5 :  o i  §8 
a v a X a p o v x s q  s a u x o 6 q , 
5 la v a o x a v x e q  eiq xo xfj<; 
’'Ioi8oq iepov eiofjXGov [...], 
7rpOGKD?dOVx6 XS XOU X8g£VOUq 
Kai xco penpal 7rpoG87ri7rxov;
- Anthia twice prays to Isis in 
the novel (4.3.3-4, 4.4.6).

Along with the persistent 
problem o f the Egyptian 
loca tion , sacrifices  are 
m i s s i n g  in A n t h i a ’s 
prayers and do not occur at 
the end of the story.

- Overall, the first link seems to work: line 4 suggests a ‘forced sea journey with 

pursuers’ and the only parallel in the novel appears to be Corym bus’ episode. The 

controversial point here is Xu c g o S u o k x o i: according to Zimmermann 1949-50, M ooa  

might be the punishing divinity 'Epcoq. Personally, this interpretation seems acceptable, 

since in Plato’s Phaedrus the lover’s longing for his beloved is described as a man who 

A.uoog (251 d6: s k  5e dpcpoxcptov pcpeiypevcov aSqpovei xe xrj di07uia xou 7id0ou<; Kai 

dTtopouaa ?a>xxg) and this passage is part o f the three chapters o f the dialogue which 

Xen. seems to know very well (LJ 7.2). Since Corymbus and Euxinus are also the first 

erotic rivals o f the protagonists, this adjective is a plausible foreshadower o f this action.

- In line 5 the word Seopd, “chains”, recalls Apsyrtus’ imprisonment in Tyrus and 

A nthia’s one by Rhenaea. The first seems more significant, because Habrocomes is then 

sent to prison and in this episode the role o f  chains is more stressed and has a Platonic 

colour (LJ 7.4a). In addition, since Anthia visits Habrocomes in prison and embraces his 

chains to share his condition, this episode might correspond to Apollo’s attribution o f 

this torture to both characters.

a) The controversial sixth verse

With this verse the difficulty becomes greater: along with the ambiguous textual 

construction, the only parallel in the novel for idqxx; GaXapoc seems to be A nthia’s 

wedding in Perilaus’ house, in which Habrocomes is not included. Conversely, the 

multiple occurrences o f fire in the novel opens a question about what Xen. is alluding to
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by 7rup ai5r|?iOV. In order to shed more light on both terms, I will explore them 

separately.

- v. 6: xa<pog QaAa/uog

With this expression Xen. introduces into his text a xo7io<; which is typical of the genre, 

the coincidence of tomb and chamber of marriage . This motif is often explored in 

relation to the Scheintod, the apparent death (see Letoublon 1993, 74-78 for its status of 

novelistic to7co<;), and this connection occurs in the Eph. In the third book, Anthia “dies” 

in Tarsus (3.6.5) and Perilaus expresses his desperation by saying: ei<; oiov as Gataxpov 

xov t&cpov a£,opsv.

As I have already suggested, this episode appears to be a good parallel of the oracle. On 

the one hand, since Xen. expresses there the idea that the grave is the nuptial bed, I 

would be tempted to consider xdcpoq as a subject also in the oracle. This possibility is 

supported by the fact that marriage is already alluded to by Apollo in the second verse 

and since the oracle refers here to a later stage of the protagonists’ life, it is likelier that 

a new issue such as xd(po<; is being addressed. On the other hand, since throughout the 

whole novel the protagonists focus on burial and death as the only way to maintain their 

relationship (LI 5.3), xdcpoq GaAxxpoc; seems to have more than one resonance in the text. 

This element is interesting, because it might affect our search for links in the novel. 

However, it is still unclear whether this expression might refer to specific episodes of 

the novel.

- Appendix: the origin o f this motif

To begin with, the motif of the coincidence of tomb and GaAxxpoq has some occurrences 

in the novels:

- Char. 1.13.8: in his attempt to comfort Callirhoe, Theron pretends to be the one who 

saved her from the grave: dvoppiaxov d7to^f|\j/8xai as Xaipsaq, cbq ek GaAxxpoo xou 

xacpou acoGsiaav 5i’f|pa<;.

- Ach. 1.13.5: Charicles’ father mourns his son’s death, which is real in this case, by 

saying: Td(po<; psv aoi, tskvov, o 0dAxxpo<;.

At the same time, there is also a variation in this motif according to which GaXxxpoq and 

xacpo<; are seen in contrast:
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- Char. 3.10.8: Callirhoe imagines that Chaereas is dead and that his parents are 

preparing a nuptial bed in vain: Koapsixai 6s OaXapoq oi<; ibioc, ou5s xacpoc; tmapxsi.

- Hid. 2.29.4: Charicles tells the unhappy story of his daughter, who died on her 

wedding night because a fire broke out in her chamber: ano xcov 7caaxd5cov E7U to pvfjpa 

7iaps7csp7csxo.

Overall, none of these passages is particularly close to that of Xen: this suggests that our 

author is simply exploiting a motif without intertexting and the same conclusion comes 

from the analysis of models prior to the novels:

- Od. 20.307: Telemachus rebukes Ctesippus by saying that, if he had hit Odysseus, his 

father could have been killed: dvxi yapoio 7caxf|p xaxpov ap(ps7iovsTxo sv0d5s.

- In Sophocles’ Antigone the heroine defines herself as Acheron’s bride (816: Axspovxi 

vupcpsuaco) and she then refers to her xupPo<; as a vupcpstbv (ibid., 891).

- In Euripides’ Alcestis Admetus’ wife addresses her bed before dying: rO Xixxpov, [...] 

Xalp’- ou yap sxOaipco a ’ - a7ccaXsaa<; 5s ps povov (177; 179-180).

- Finally, the occurrences in the Anthologia Palatina are numerous and come essentially 

from writers of the Hellenistic Era. A case in point is the epigram written by Anyte in 

the third century BC: Avxi xoi suLsxsoc; OaXdpou aspvcov O’upsvaicov paxr|p axfjas 

xacpco tg>5’s7u pappapivcp rcapOsviKav [...] (AP 7.649.1-3). However, since, as Szepessy 

1972 argues, this totco<; ‘becomes an independent literary theme in Greek epigram 

poetry only in the beginning of the Hellenistic Age’ (355), it is likely that Xen. is 

exploiting the motif and not recalling a precise text.

In conclusion, Xen. is not here intertexting with any specific author. That said, since 

Alcestis is a play which he had in his mind (AEE 4.2), it is not unthinkable that the 

sacrifice of this heroine was in the mind of our author.

- v. 6: imp diSrjXov

This formula is Iliadic and occurs in two similes to designate the destructive power of 

the Achaean soldiers and of Agamemnon (II. 2.455 and 11.155), while it also appears in

II. 9.436 in a description of the fire used by Hector to destroy the Achaeans’ ships. As a 

result, this formula is not focused on a particular hero, but it generally expresses the 

destructive action of war. After Homer, Trup ai5r|Aov is used only by Empedocles in a 

fragment about the recognition of similar things (67idmapsv Ttupi 7iup ai5r|Aov, fr. 109.8) 

and which is quoted by different authors, such as Aristotle, Posidonius, Galen and
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Sextus Empiricus (see Arist. De an. 404b, Metaph. 1000b; Posidon. fr. 395b, 461; Gal. 

De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, 7.5.48; S.E. M , 1.303, 7.121 and 7.92). Although 

their number is significant, the philosophical context does not suit well our novelist. In 

addition, as Empedocles is an author of the fifth century BC, it is not unlikely that he 

borrowed this expression from Homer. Therefore, the epic origin of this formula can be 

accepted.

This discovery is significant: as I have already suggested in LI 6 .5 ,7rup d(5r|Aov appears 

to be part of Xen.’s erotic exploitation of the Iliad and might share the role of metaphor 

for the destructive power of Eros (1.3.4 n.: o epcoc; ev abxotc;) with Abaaa (1.12.4. n.: 

dream) and Corymbus’ fire (1.14.1 n: eve7ipr|ae xfiv vabv). In my opinion, the 

emergence of this subtle meaning might simplify the interpretation of the whole line: 

since there are moments in the protagonists’ relationship in which the grave is the only 

space for love, nvp &i5r|Xx)v might be another predicative of xacpoq. That said, however, 

the incidences of fires and loves in the Eph. are numerous and, thus, the search for 

correspondences between this expression and the whole novel is still incomplete.

The conclusion of this analysis is twofold: on the one hand, the discovery of some links 

allows me to confirm that the oracle has a peculiar proleptic function. On the other 

hand, the interpretation of the connections is complex: although this might depend on 

Xenophon’s intentional ambiguity, there are some further hints that suggest another 

option. It is at this point that the possibility of an intertext begins to enter this 

argumentation.

4) The intertextual approach; Tiresias’ prophecy as Xenophon’s model

As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, Strabo informs us that the oracle of 

Apollo Claros has its mythological founder in Tiresias:

Eixa [...] f) KoAxxpdw 7i6A,i<; ’Icovikt| Kai t o  7cpo abxfjc; a\ooq xou KAaploo A7i6AAcovo<;, ev 

co Kai pavxeiov eoxi rcaXaiov. Aiyexai 8e KaAxac; o pavxic; pex’ ApcpiAoxoo xou 

Apcpiapaoo Kaxa xf)v ck Tpoiaq ercavoSov 7cê rj 5eupo dcpuceaGai, 7uepiToxcbv 5 ’ eauxou 

Kpelxxovi pavxei Kaxa xf|v KAxxpov, Mo\|/co x<S Mavxouc; xfj<; Teipealou Guyaxpoq, 5ia  

Xu7rr)v a7ioGaveiv (Str. 14.1.27).
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Since ‘this legend provided a pedigree for the prophets of Claros’ (Parke 1985, 11), it is 

likely that it was known in the Imperial Era, where the fame of epic characters was 

widespread. Furthermore, our novelist’s adoption of the name of Manto, Tiresias’ 

daughter, supports this interpretation. If we combine this original element with Xen.’s 

general focus on the Odyssey, an interesting hypothesis seems to emerge: Apollo’s 

oracle might have the Odyssean prophecy of Tiresias as its model. The plausibility of 

this idea is supported by the parallel analysis of the two texts.

To begin with, Apollo’s oracle has three Homeric signals:

- Ssiva 7id0r| (‘terrible sufferings’; see LI 6.4);

- a similar sign emerges in rjpsXAdv xs yap aAAr|v o\j/£G0ai yfjv Kai aXlxtq no'ks.ic; (see 

again LI 6.4);

- the third expression is even more significant: in Greek literature dvf|vuxa spya occurs 

only four times in the singular form and in two of these it refers to Penelope’s toil with 

the loom. This suggests that Xen. might be here associating the protagonists’ fatigue 

with that of Odysseus’ wife. The first reference is in Plato’s Phaedo, in which the 

philosopher’s restraint from pleasures is compared to Penelope’s endless toil:

aAA,’ ovxco Axyyiaaix’ av \|/vxn avSpoc; cpiAxxroipov, Kai o v k  av oir|0sir| xf|v psv 

cpiXoaocpiav xphvai auxriv Xvsiv, Avovcrr|<; 5s ske1vt|<;, auxf|v 7tapa5i5ovai xaic; f|5ovai<; 

Kai Aimaic; sauxfjv 7taA.iv av syKaxaSsiv Kai dvfjvuTov spyov Ttpaxxsiv IIr|V£Ad7rr|<; xiva 

svavxiax; ioxov psxay£ipi^opsvr|<; avf|wxov spyov 7tpaxxsiv nr|vsAd7tr|q xiva svavxiax; 

iaxov psxaxsipi^opsvriq, [...] {Phaedo 84a2-6).

Conversely, in the last occurrence of avf|wxa spya Lucian uses the same image to 

describe the hardship of being a teacher of philosophy in a context in which the 

immorality of Cynics sheds a negative light on this discipline:

Oi i5i<Sxai 5s xavxa opwvxsq Kaxa7txvovaiv t]5t] (piA.oao<piac; Kai a7tavxa<; sivai 

xoiovxouq oiovxai Kaps xf|<; 5i5aoKaA,ia(; aixicavxai, roaxs 7toA.A.ov f̂ Sr) xpovov aSvvaxov 

poi ysysvrjxai Kav sva xiva 7tpoaayayso0ai avxcov, aA,Ad xo xfjq nr|vsA67ir|q s k s iv o  

Ttaaxco- o7toaov yap 5f] syob s^vcpf|vco, xovxo sv aKapsi av0iq avaA,vsxai. rj Apa0ia 5s 

Kai f] ASiKia S7tiysA.c6aiv, opcooai avs^spyaoxov f|piv xo spyov Kai avf|vvxov xov 7tovov 

(Lucian, The Runaways 21).
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In this passage the expression is slightly different, because avf|vuxov refers to teovov, 

but the context is Homeric. Due to these two occurrences, Xen. might be alluding to 

Penelope’s stratagem with this formula.

At the same time, avf|voxov spyov occurs also in Plato’s Sophist and in Zenobius, a 

sophist of the second century AD, without a reference to Penelope. In the former work 

this Homeric image is used to describe the philosopher’s attempt to find where false 

opinion and discourse lie.

Kaxavosi<; ouv oxi rcpoxspov r|vps0r| v|/sv5f|c; 86£,a Kai Adyo<; fj Kaxa xfjv 7tpoo5oKiav qv 

s(popf|0r|psv apxi, pf| 7tavxa7taaiv avf|vvxov spyov £7tiPaAAolps0a ^qxovvxsq auxo; 

(Plato, Soph. 264b).

In the latter, Zenobius describes the meaning of the colloquial expression A i 0 i o n a 

a p f |x « v :

Ai01o7ta aprixcov S7ti xcov paxqv avf|vuxov spyov STtixsAodvxoav (Zen. Epitome 

collectionum Lucilli Tarrhaei et Didymi, Centuria 1 section 46).

Overall, the presence of these two last occurrences does not seem to contradict our 

hypothesis. First, the Phaedo, unlike the Sophist, was surely read in the Imperial 

schools and, therefore, it is more likelier that Xen. knew the latter than the former. In 

addition, in these two dialogues Penelope’s model is used in a similar way; thus, in the 

Sophist Plato might also have this image in mind. Second, although Zenobius makes a 

list of sayings, his use of avqvuxa spya is part of the explanation and therefore, as a 

sophist, he might be alluding to Plato too.

The discovery of this connection is very important: Apollo seems to compare the 

protagonists’journey with Penelope’s fatigue and this recalls the last scene of the novel, 

where her battles against the suitors have a similar recognition (LI 6.2).

In my opinion, if we consider together this Homeric framework, the hypothesis that 

Tiresias’ prophecy was the model of Xen.’s response obtains a first confirmation. 

Greater evidence is then offered by the close comparison between the two texts. First, 

their function is identical: Tiresias’ prophecy describes the main sequences of
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Odysseus’ life and, thus, it provides unity to the whole poem, as Xen.’s oracle does in 

the Eph. Second, if we look at the structure of Tiresias’ speech, it has close similarities 

with Apollo’s words:

Tiresias'prophecy: structure

- Apostrophe to Odysseus (100);

- Poseidon’s wrath (100-3);

- Odysseus’ misadventures (104-115a);

- First return, with fight against the suitors (115b-120);

- New departure from Ithaca: Odysseus’ voyage inland to sacrifice to Poseidon 

(121-132);

- Odysseus’ second return to Ithaca (132-134a);

- Odysseus’s achievement of a happy destiny (136: yf|pa wto A.utapcp) and of an 

easy death (yf|pa iwio A,urapcp) in Ithaca (134b-137).

- The structure o f Apollo s oracle as a reflection o f that o f Tiresias ’prophecy:

- Apostrophe to the fathers (line 1);

- Eros is the only remedy (line 2);

- Misadventures and fights with suitors (avf|vuxa epya) (lines 3-6);

- Achievement of a happy outcome (line 7);

- Voyage to sacrifice to Isis (lines 8-9).

Overall, there is a good number of similarities: the only differences between the two 

structures lie in the absence in the Eph. of the first return home and in the different 

order, following O’ Sullivan’s text 2005, of sacrifice and happy destiny. In addition, 

there are two possible textual links. First, Xen.’s av5paai pi^oOaXfraaoiq might recall 

Tiresias’ reference to those men who ouSs ataacn pspiypevov elSap s5ouaiv (Od. 

11.122-123), since the ana^ pi^oOaXaaaoig might be considered as a caique of aAsaoi 

pepiypcvov. In fact, pepiypsvov and pi^o- are cognates, while OaXfraoon; can be also 

translated as “sea-water” and, therefore, is not far from ah;, which means “salt” in the 

plural. The second textual echo emerges in the final night spent by Odysseus with 

Penelope: after the former’s repetition of Tiresias’ prophecy, the latter defines his happy
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destiny as a yrjpcu; [...] apeiov (Od. 23.286-7), which contains the same adjective used 

by Xen. for 7ioxpov.

This sharing of the same function, structure and textual parallels between Tiresias’ 

prophecy and Apollo’s oracle makes me conclude that the former is the hypotext of the 

latter. This notion is quite promising: in the Odyssey the adventures of the hero 

correspond in nature and sequence to the events described in the prophecy:

1) Helius’ cattle (104-15a) »  Od. 12.260-446: Odysseus tells the episode;

2) Allusion to Calypso (114: ov|/e) »  Od. 12.447-453: Odysseus’ brief mention;

3) Allusion to Phaeacians (115: vr|6<; in ’ aAAoxpiriq) »  Od. 13.1 ff.: the scene of the 

poem is again set in Scheria.

As a result, Tiresias’ prophecy might help us to solve the controversial points of Xen.’s 

oracle.

5) The Odvssean interpretation of the oracle: the oracle at the core of the structure 

of the novel

To begin with, this intertextual parallel seems to shed new light on the text itself: it 

becomes possible that Eros’ role, like that of Poseidon, might be related to the whole 

oracle. This conclusion is important, as it confirms our “erotic” interpretation of 

avfjvuxa Epya and XucktcdSicokxoi and invites to extend it further. In addition, the dispute 

about the order of the final verses seems to find its solution here: F might be correct in 

making the sacrifice precede the happy destiny, as the same sequence characterises 

Odysseus’ life. O’Sullivan 1994, 21, n. 3 could object to this that the presence of Kai 

and aXAd then becomes inconsistent, but, since Odysseus’ sacrifice to Poseidon is part 

of his fatigue, also that of the characters might have the same value. Therefore, only the 

happy outcome in the final verse would deserve an aAld to mark a difference.

As a second step, we should find out whether Tiresias’ prophecy can clarify the 

connections between Apollo’s oracle and the events of the novel. The test of this 

possibility is quite simple, since the fourth line of the divine response is linked with 

Corymbus’ attack. If we look more carefully at this episode, something unexpected is 

discovered. As I will demonstrate in 1.12.3-1.14.1 n., Xen. is subtly presenting 

Corymbus episode as a double of that of the Oxen of the Sun. The reason why this
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parallel is significant is that just at its beginning Xen. interprets the drunkenness o f  

Habrocomes’ companions as dp%p itov pepavieuficvcov (1.12.3). Since the Oxen of  the 

Sun episode is the first event foretold by Tiresias, the construction o f  the scene of the 

Eph. accords with the following web of  associations:

Part of Xen.’s 
oracle

Event
foreshadowed

Part of Tiresias’ 
prophecy

Episode of the
Odyssey

3: cpsu^ovxai imeip 
aXa

Corymbus’ attack H e l i u s ’ c a t t l e  
(104-15a)

Oxen of  the Sun

This table shows how deeply Xen. is using Tiresias’ prophecy to build the structure o f  

the novel: he does not only draw from the seer’s words, but also from the Odyssean 

episode which correspond to these. This leads us to test whether the same combination 

characterises other connections and the answer seems to be positive.

In the Odyssey, after the Oxen of  the Sun episode the Homeric seer alludes with o \)ie 

KaKtoq to the Calypso episode, which then immediately appears in Odysseus’ narration. 

Interestingly, in my previous interpretation o f  line 4 I have suggested that the final word 

XuoooSitoKToi might refer to the pirates’ later erotic attempt. Since in Corymbus’ 

proposal o f  love there is an echo of  Calypso (1.16.4-5: £u5aigocn')vr|v), the parallel 

construction seems to be continuing: Xen. again recalls the double Odyssean 

combination o f  prophecy and related event.

Then, the third item introduced by Tiresias is the Phacacian foreign ship and Scheria 

becomes again the scene o f  the poem in the thirteenth book. Similarly, Xen.s fifth line is 

connected with Apsyrtus’ imprisonment and, on further investigation, we find that the 

episode in which this event occurs is constructed by the novelist as a Phaeacian episode 

(APP 1.1). Finally, this sort o f  “game” becomes more complicated when Tiresias 

describes Odysseus’ battle against the suitors in Ithaca, which constitutes the last big 

sequence o f  the poem, because Xen.’s sixth line does not contain a return home. 

However, the aforementioned issue o f  burial as the only place where fidelity and love 

can last works well in parallel with Odysseus’ suitors, since erotic rivals are those 

characters who make our protagonists in the Eph. think o f  suicide. This analysis 

suggests an unexpected conclusion: Tiresias’ prophecy appears to be the model not only
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of the text of Apollo’s oracle, but also of the way in which Xen. is structuring the whole 

novel.

6) A speculative theory: the open ending of Xenophon’s oracle and of the Ephesiaca 

This discovery opens a new possibility: it becomes not unlikely that this intertext is also 

affecting the last part of Xen.’s oracle and, thus, that Apollo’s words have the same open 

ending as the Odyssey. In other words, as in the poem Odysseus is asked to again leave 

his homeland, Xen. might be alluding to events after his protagonists’ reunion.

To begin with, from an imaginative perspective a final one like that of the Odyssey does 

not immediately find a parallel in that of Anthia and Habrocomes. The only easy 

association concerns the sacrifice to a god, where Xen.’s Isis might recall that of 

Poseidon, since both these divine figures play an important role in the two works. 

Conversely, Odysseus’ departure from Ithaca and his achievement of happiness and of a 

sweet death seem to be extraneous to Xen.’s story. In my opinion, as in the other parts 

of the oracle our author transforms sea into love, he could be here doing the same and 

the ambiguous sixth verse would be part of this operation. As a result, I would speculate 

that the departure by sea might become a betrayal in the relationship, while happiness 

and sweet death could coincide with xd(poq GaXapoc; and irup ai"5r|Xov. The result of this 

“operation” would be the assignation of a heroic status to conjugal fidelity.

That said, if Xen. is deliberately proposing this kind of open ending in his text, it would 

be reasonable to find hints at this in the novel. At first glance, this does not seem to 

happen, since, unlike the Odyssey, the protagonists do not speak about their future 

during the final night in Rhodes. At closer inspection, however, we see that Anthia’s 

nightmare, the final dialogue between the protagonists and the second occurrence of the 

motif of life as a feast introduce strange references which might support this 

interpretation. While the second element has already been explained in LJ 5.4e, the first 

and the third require attentive analysis here.

The analysis of Anthia’s dream is not easy and scholars have often struggled with this 

passage. Since it includes two unions, a positive one which involves her past union with 

Habrocomes and a terrible one in which another woman takes him away from her, Xen. 

might be saying that after the expected reunion the protagonists will have to deal with a 

further separation. This works well with the previous speculative reading of the end of 

Apollo’s oracle and leads us to associate the second part of the dream with the betrayal
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in the relationship (for a more thorough analysis of this, see below 6.1).

Second, before the end of the novel there is a sentence which attributes to Anthia and 

Habrocomes the motif of life as a feast for their entire life (5.15.3: K a i abxoi xob Xoi7iou 

Sifjyov 80pxf|v ayovx£<; xov p£x’aAA,f|taov plov). On the one hand, this phrase appears to 

be a reminder of xa(po<; 0aA,apo<; and this makes the proleptic value of this expression 

more plausible. That said, its content suggests that Anthia and Habrocomes are going to 

enjoy a happy life together forever and this can be taken as an objection to my 

aforementioned hypothesis of a separation. However, since in the only other occurrence 

of the motif in the novel life is described as cuiok; o  plo<; (1.10.2, n.), I would suggest 

that Xen. might be producing a contrast between the two expressions. As a result, a 

subtle interpretation of xov p£x’dXA,f|X,cov ptov would be that at the end of the novel 

happy life concerns Anthia and Habrocomes only when they stay together, while there 

are other situations in which this positive experience of enjoyment can disappear. In 

conclusion, there might also be here an allusion to a possible separation, which would 

confirm the existence of an open ending in both the oracle and the whole text of the 

Eph.

71 Appendix: Anthia’s nightmare as a Homeric prolepsis and analepsis

Xen.’s last dream concerns Anthia and appears to be different from the others (1.12.4, 

n.: dream), because its first part includes an unusual reference to the past, which seems 

to contradict the usual predictive nature of the novelistic dreams (on this, see Plastira- 

Valkanou 2001, 146: ‘The deceiving element of the dream in question lies in the time’). 

As a result, the majority of the scholars have reached the conclusion that this dream is a 

one-off, which, unlike the others of the Eph., does not play a proleptic role. In my 

opinion, however, this is not correct and I will shortly explain why.

a! A review of the interpretations offered in secondary bibliography 

To begin with, there is a group of scholars who state that this dream does not play any 

narrative role at all. The first is Dalmeyda 1926, 67, n. 1, who defines it as ‘un omement 

denue de signification precise’ and is followed by Hagg 1971, 232 and Liatsi 2004, 171. 

In addition, Giangrande 2002 and Fernandez Garrido 2003, 364 achieve the same aim 

through a scientific explanation: in the view of the former who focuses on Stoic 

oneirocriticism, Anthia’s nightmare would be a ‘false dream’ which has no
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correspondence with the novel. Similarly, in the latter’s view we would be dealing with 

a ‘sueno subjetivo’.

Second, Oikonomou 2010 reaches a very similar conclusion although starting from a 

very different perspective: as Morgan 2004 argues in his comment on Longus 2.10, 

although ‘most dreams in the novels are predictive (see 1.7.1)’, some ‘merely reflect the 

day’s preoccupations (e.g. Arist. Prob. 957a; see also Gallop 1996, 9: ‘dreams often 

merely rehearse our waking preoccupations’ and Hdt. 7.16, who already expresses this 

idea)’. As a result, Oikonomou 2010, 192 argues that Anthia’s dream might belong to 

this second type: ‘the heroine would be influenced by the environment where she is’, 

the brothel, in which her fidelity has been strongly put at risk and, thus, she ‘would 

project things she perceives because of her environment to Abrokomes’ (195). In her 

view, the existence of this pattern would be supported by the parallel with her husband’s 

close monologue given in the quarry: for the same reason Habrocomes’ opposite firm 

belief in Anthia’s chastity (5.8.4) might be influenced by this environment in which his 

fidelity is not at risk. Finally, Oikonomou 2010 enriches her view by arguing that the 

dream scene is a prolepsis of Hippothoos’ falling in love with Anthia.

Unlike these scholars, only Plastira-Valkanou 2001 tries to find in this passage a 

narrative role comparable to that of the other dreams, but she does not extend it to the 

nightmare: she only identifies it in Habrocomes’ calling of Anthia by name, but then she 

interprets the separation as a ‘recollection of a traumatic previous event’ which would 

correspond to Manto’s relationship with Habrocomes. However, as Giangrande 2002, 

30 clearly argues, this identification cannot be accepted, because ‘Anthia did not object 

to Habrocomes being seduced by Manto’. Thus, Plastira-Valkanou’s (2001) theory is not 

resolutive.

bi A literary interpretation of the dream

To begin with, I must confess that the scepticism of many scholars about the narrative 

role of this dream is not really justified: I firmly believe that Xen.’s proleptic apparatus 

is so clearly introduced earlier in the text that Anthia’s dream might be easily part of it. 

For this reason, I am not convinced by merely external explanations. In addition, I 

would take issue with Oikonomou’s (2010) analysis: although she has the merit of 

focusing on the text, she does not really take into account the previous dreams and
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builds her theory on three unconvincing points. To begin with, the possibility that the 

quarry, unlike the brothel, exerts a positive influence on Habrocomes is not suggested 

by the text, since the hero is damaged by that environment and the issue of fidelity is 

not explored there. More significantly, it is at the brothel that Anthia more emphatically 

demonstrates her conjugal fidelity (LI 4.2b) and the hypothesis of a negative influence 

on her of this place would go against Xen’s purpose of emphasizing her virtue. Finally, 

the comparison with Hippothous’ falling in love lacks textual connections.

Having expressed my criticism, I would like to offer a new interpretation of this passage 

which follows Xen.’s typical approach to prolepses. Although the past setting has been 

seen as controversial, Anthia’s dream has a very traditional beginning: the memory of 

her first union with Habrocomes seems to work as a simple prolepsis of her reunion 

with him. This hypothesis receives legitimization by two important models. First, in 

Callirhoe Dionysius tells Leonas that he dreamt of his wife and that her appearance 

reminded him of the first wedding day: e5o^a Se eivai xf|v 7ipcbxr|v qpcpav xcov yapcov

(2.1.2). After this description, the servant interprets this vision as a prolepsis of his 

master’s second marriage to Callirhoe (see Morgan 2007b, 445 on this). Second, in the 

fifth book Callirhoe dreams of her wedding with Chaereas in Syracuse and she wakes 

up before having had the chance to kiss her husband (5.5.5-6). The prolepsis here is 

double, as it involves both Chaereas’ appearance in the court and the final reunion in the 

eighth book and Plangon immediately underlines the positive outcome included in this 

response (5.5.6). The other model is even more authoritative: in the Odyssey Penelope 

dreams of a night spent with Odysseus before his journey to Troy. In her desperate 

monologue she confesses how happy she was to be with her beloved (Od. 20.88-9: 

abxdp spbv idjp xalp [...]). Interestingly, this dream occurs just before the recognition 

between Penelope and Odysseus.

In my opinion, Char.’s dreams could well be in Xen.’s mind and the unusual pattern 

introduced by our author might confirm the hypothesis of the priority of Callirhoe over 

the Eph. (GI 2.1). In addition, an intertextual connection might concern the Odyssey, 

since Anthia after the dream is clearly represented as an Odyssean character. She does 

not only refer to her dvSpsTa (5.8.7), but her sentence lacoq avayiqi xi d'pyaaxai (5.8.8) 

recalls Odysseus’ forced relationship with Calypso, in which the same adverb is used: 

aAA,’fi xoi vuKxa<; psv iausoKsv icai avayicr|
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£v oTtecjcn cpAacpupoicn mxp’ouK eOeXgdv eGetawcrrv {Od. 5.154-155; for m ore on Anthia 

as Penelope, see APP 1.3).

As a result, this framework of passages confirms that the first part of the dream is a 

positive prolepsis of a reunion. The clear existence of a prognostic value leads me to 

extend it to the second part of Anthia’s dream: Xen. might be deliberately transforming 

the positive model into a negative one and making Habrocomes’ “abduction” by a 

beautiful woman another prolepsis. The plausibility of this interpretation is supported 

by the subtle tension which characterises the protagonists’ relationship in the final part 

of the novel and which I have already described (see above, 6). That said, this foretold 

abduction is evidently not described in the novel: thus, I would interpret this nightmare 

as the second external prolepsis of the Eph. and for this reason its link with the oracle 

becomes definitely close.

8) In Apollo’s oracle a new definition of the Ephesiaca and a challenge to the whole 

genre

Since Tiresias’ prophecy exerts a great influence on Apollo’s oracle, I would speculate 

that it might be used by Xen. also in a metaliterary key. In the Odyssey the whole text 

and especially the issue of the second departure offers a literary image of the epic as an 

open genre, characterised by a never-ending sequence of adventures. In my opinion, the 

same image might be in Xen.’s mind: according to his erotic reading of the prophecy, I 

would suggest that through Apollo’s oracle the Eph. might be presented as a never- 

ending sequence of erotic adventures (LJ 6.2a). Since the Greek novel is traditionally 

viewed as a genre that inevitably includes closure, Xen. would be challenging his 

readers with a deviation from the model.

9) Appendix; Bierl’s unlikely interpretation of the oracle as a foreshadower of 

lovesickness and wedding night

As I have already suggested (NA 1.2), there is another interpretation of the oracle which 

is given by Bierl 2006. In my opinion, however, it is not acceptable, because it does not 

fit into Xen.’s text. The core of his thesis is expressed in the first part of the article, in 

which he argues that ‘fast alle Inhalte der Prophezeiung einfach metaphorisch auf die 

Krankheit der Liebe selbst beschranken’ (87). Then, he offers a list of associations
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between each element of the oracle and the events that concern marriage and wedding 

night:

- v. 2: Xnoiq: ‘die Hochzeit’ (87);

- v. 3: Ssiva 7ta0f|: suffering of marriage as a ‘rite de passage’;

- v. 3: dvf|vuxa spya: rituelle Handlungen’ (87);

- v. 4: AuogoSicgkxoi: ‘es geht freilich um den Kampf gegen Eros’;

- v. 4: cpsu^ovxai wieip aXa: ‘eine Absonderung von eigenen Oikos, der Ritus der 

separation’; ‘das Wasser w irder unter anderem  mit den Tranen 

assoziiert’ (Saicpua 1.9.2);

- v. 5: 5sopa: ‘Liebe ist immer auch eine Fessel, eine magische Kraft, die einen 

bindet’;

- v. 6: 7rup di5r|Aov: ‘das Feuer ist natiirlich ebenso das der Liebe; man brennt 

vor Eros (Kaiopevoi 1.9.1)’; in addition, there would be an allusion to A(5r|<;, 

the invisible, who would warn how love makes lovers blind;

- v. 7: oAJ3ia bcopa: ‘die Gaben der Aphrodite (xcov Acppoalxrjf; spycov a.7vr\hxvov 

1.9.9)’.

- v. 9: apslova rcoxpov: a ‘besseres Los’ follows always a rite of passage: see 

sopxf] 8 e  qv quick; o pio<; auxoi<; (1.10.2).

Given this list, Bierl 2006 concludes that the oracle finds its fulfilment in the events in 

Ephesus and that the protagonists’ journey is the consequence of their interpretation of 

the god’s response. Although this hypothesis would support our reading of the fictitious 

nature of the protagonists’ interpretation (1.10.3, n.: oiov), it cannot be accepted,

because in the tenth chapter the oracle is connected with destiny and future, as the 

parallel between xwv pepavxEupsvcGv Af|0r| and ou%i xo sipappevov stieÂ Axigxo proves. 

In addition, if the oracle was already fulfilled in Ephesus, the protagonists’ forgetfulness 

would be senseless. Finally, some of the associations found by Bierl are too loose: for 

instance, it seems exaggerated to interpret the recurrent image of the sea only in a 

metaphorical sense.

In conclusion, I would dismiss Bierl’s (2006) interpretation.

101 Appendix two: final text and translation of the oracle

As a conclusion of my interpretation, I offer here a new version of the text and of the 

translation of Apollo’s oracle:
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Tune 7to08iTE pa0eiv vouoou xeAxx; fjSe Kai dpxftv; (1) 

apcpoxepouc; pla vobaoq exei^XuaK; sv0sv dv£oir|.

Seiva 5 ’ opa> xoiabsaai 7td0ri Kai avr|voxa spya- 

apcpoiEpoi cped^ovxai wtsip aXa XooaoSlcoKxoi, (4)

5sap a 8e pox0f|cjoo(7i 7tap’ avSpaai pi^oOaXaaaoic;

Kai xd(po<; apcpoxepoiq 0aAapo<; Kai 7ri)p di8r|Ax)v,

Kai noxapov iepofi napd pevpam v laiSi crepvfj (7) 

acoxeiprj pExomoOe oxffaoucr' olfha Scbpa.

AXX 'h i  xov pexd jxrfpax’ dpeiova noxpov e/ovm.

‘Why do you long to discover the end and the start of this illness? (1)

Both one disease affects, and its cure will come from where it arose.

Terrible sufferings I see for them and Penelope’ endless toils;

both will take flight over the sea “madness-pursued”; (4)

they will bear chains at the hands of men “mingled-with-salt”,

and for both the nuptial chamber will be a tomb and both will be destroyed by fire.

Afterwards, alongside the streams of the sacred river, (7)

they will offer rich gifts to Isis the Holy Savior

Yet in time, after their sufferings, they will fulfil a better destiny’.
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CHAPTER 7

1.7.1: obxe yap xiq: as I have already suggested, this puzzled reaction of the 

protagonists’ parents seems to invite the readers to pay attention to the connections 

between the oracle and the whole novel. In the present passage, their reflection concerns 

what Zimmermann 1949-50, 261 calls 6 “catchwords”.

In addition, its second function is to aid in reconstructing the original text of the oracle, 

as it has already emerged in relation to Seapa and 7ioxapo<;. Unfortunately, although the 

sequence of these nouns reflects the sequence of the oracle, it does not help to shed 

more light on the issue of the final verses: their content is, in fact, simply foretold with 

the last two expressions 7ioxapo<; and f| ex xrjc; 0eob porjGeia. While the former refers 

clearly to rcoxapob iepou of F, the latter, because it is connected with a goddess, hints at 

the saving power of Isis, which is expressed in the same verse and in the following one 

with the words Taidi aepvrj acoxelpp. Consequently, this passage suits both the 

sequences of verses of the manuscript and of O’Sullivan 2005.

Finally, in this passage there is a textual difficulty: in the last catchword, F reports f) 8K 

xou 08ou pof|08ta, in which the article was then changed by Abresch 1739 in xfjq. 

Among the scholars only Zimmermann (1949-50) defends the manuscript reading, by 

arguing that in the whole novel Isis is only connected with Anthia and, therefore, Xen. 

might be referring to Apollo here: as it was he that gave the oracle, the happy outcome 

could depend on him.

This explanation, however, does not seem convincing, because, despite the still difficult 

connection between this part of the oracle and the whole novel, in the oracle Isis is 

called aooxsipq and during the story she contibutes to the positive destiny of the 

protagonists. She, in fact, helps Anthia three times (3.11.4 - 12.1, in the relationship 

with Psammis; 4.3.3 and 5.4.7, at Memphis, trying to escape from Psammis and 

Polyidus). Then, the final recognition between the characters happens in Rhodes near a 

temple of Isis and the whole population join the characters in the thanksgiving to her

(5.13.2). Conversely, Apollo does nothing for them and does not seem to be involved in 

the oracle: for this reason, I would dismiss Zimmermann’s (1949-50) interpretation.
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1.7.2:7iapafjA)0fiaaaOai xov xpr|ap6v rix; oiov is: after no'klA pooAeoi)fievoi<;, the parents 

give their interpretation of the oracle: their children have to be married and, then, sent 

on a trip out of town for a while. The second part is repeated after the wedding in almost 

an identical way (1.10.3 n.: gk; oiov is  rjv).

In both cases, Xen. describes the parents’ attempt with the expression 7iapapu0f|aaa0ai 

xov °tf>v xe, whose meaning is discussed. As Ruiz Montero 1994,

1100-1101 clearly explains, most of the scholars offer two different translations: 

‘appeasing’ (see also O’ Sullivan 1994, 21-22, nt. 4) or ‘fulfil’ (see e.g. Zimmermann 

1949-50, 262, n. 4). Since from a linguistic point of view both meanings are acceptable 

(the verb, in fact, in the Classical literature usually presents the first one, but from the 

Hellenistic Era “fulfil” ‘die in den Papyri und anderen Texten der Spatzeit tibliche 

Bedeutung ist’ in Ruiz Montero 1994, 1100), both Xen.’s uses deserve a particular 

attention and I would argue that, while in this passage ‘fulfil’ is the only option 

available, in the second ‘appease’ might be also accepted too.

The reason why in this passage ‘fulfil’ prevails is easy to demonstrate: the sentence 

xouxo K a i xou 08ou pooXopevou (1.7.2) proves that the parents’ choice of marriage is 

their attempt to obey to the god’s will. Conversely, ‘appease’ would suit a decision in 

which the actors do not want the god’s will to happen. Further, cog oiov xe appears the 

sign that the parents are aware that their interpretation is an attempt made with 

capabilities which are limited compared to the divine ones. Finally, the ensuing decision 

to send their children away from Ephesus seems to be part of the same framework: since 

the parents are really puzzled by the oracle, they genuinely think that this journey far 

from Ephesus might fulfil it. In this respect, I would take issue with those scholars, such 

as Gartner 1969, 2061 and O’Sullivan 1994, 21 nt. 4, who accuse here Xen. of 

inconsistency or masochism, since with this invitation the parents seem to inflict 

sufferings on their offspring, instead of protecting them. As Griffiths 1978, 415 rightly 

objects: ‘it is only by a projection of modem ideas into the past that the reaction to the 

oracle in this novel becomes ridiculous. To the ancient mind oracles must be respected’. 

Thus, the parents’ attempt here appears genuine and pious and not irrational. See 1.10.3 

n.: cog oiov xe rjv for the second mention of parents’ interpretation, which in my opinion 

Xen. introduces a different nuance.
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1.7.3: peatr) (J.SV q5r| f| 7ioX,i<; rjv xcov EucoxoupEvcov:

al The protagonists’ wedding as a standard Greek wedding

As I have already suggested in LI 2.4, in his text Xen. depicts the wedding as a simple 

public event in Greek society. The banquet indicated by xcbv EucoxoupEVcov is the first 

element which belongs to its description, which then continues in the following chapter. 

First, there are some typical elements which concern not only a marriage, but every 

collective ceremony, like the banquet, the presence of garlands (1.7.3: 7iavxa 8’qv 

saxetpavcopeva), the celebration of nocturnal feasts (1.8.1: 7c<xwux15e<; ryyovxo), and the 

performance of sacrifices (1.8.1: i£p£ia noXkh e Ou e t o  xf| 0ecp; on the involvement of the 

population in this event, see Schissel 1909, 43: ‘Bezeichnend fur Xenophons Technik ist 

die Teilnahme der anderen bisher eingefuhrten Personengruppe, des Volkes, an diesem 

offentlichen Ereignisse’). Evidence of this is given by a passage from Char., where 

Babylon is preparing for the trial between the main characters of the novel and 7i<xvxa 5e 

e u Oxk; peaxa Ouovxcov, EotEcpavcopEvcov (Char. 6.2.3; cf. also Ach. 5.26.9, where two 

elements are described as part of the thanksgiving for an unexpected discovery). 

Second, there are elements that are particular to a wedding, such as the mention of lit 

torches (1.8.1: pexa XaprcdScov), the passage of the spouse to the groom’s house (Eph. 

1.8.2; on these first two elements, see Westermarck 1922, 2, 510: ‘In Ancient Greece 

and Rome the bride was always taken to her new home with torches’; the torches are 

also commonly attested in descriptions of marriage in Latin poetry, see e.g. Cat. 

64.25.32), and the performance of the vpsvaux; (see 1.8.1 n.). In addition, both 

protagonists are defined as happy by the population: as Nobili forth., 9 argues, the use 

here of cpaKapi^Eto constitutes an echo of the paicapiapoc;, a ‘typical pattern of ancient 

hymenaioi’ (10; cf. the chorus of Euripides’ Phaeton, 240-244), ‘where it served to 

praise the bride or the groom for the fortune they had in finding such a perfect 

partner’ (10).

Overall, we are dealing with a general sketch of a marriage: the only unusual element is 

the canopy of Habrocomes’ OdXcipoq (1.8.2-3), with its extraordinary refinement: this 

leads to the conclusion that in Ephesus wealth is specially focused on Habrocomes: this 

confirms the pattern emerged at the beginning of the novel (1.1.1, n.: dvqp).
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b) The , comparison with thg descriptions, of Pcrilaijsl wedding:_cQnfirmation of the 

standard pattern

Interestingly, the other marriage that takes place in the Eph., Perilaus’ wedding, is a 

ceremony not dissimilar from the present event: most of the main elements of the 

Ephesian wedding occur, such as sacrifices (3.3.7), banquet (3.3.7 and 3.5.1), collective 

participation (from 3.3.7 onwards), Anthia’s accompaniment into her husband’s 

OdXapot;, with bpevouov (in 3.6.1). In addition, the refinement of Habrocomes’ canopy 

is recalled by the peculiar abundance of Perilaus’ ceremony (3.3.7: 7roAA.q 5c q raw 

aAAaw dcp0ovla and 3.5.1: 5ei7rvov 7io>d)T£?i:<;). This illustrates Xen.’s preference for a 

standard model of marriage (on the hymenaeus as a traditional element of weddings in 

Roman poetry, see Pichon 1966, 165) and does not want to use this issue to introduce a 

discrimination between protagonists and rivals. The only exception might lie in the 

suggestion of an immoral action performed by Perilaus, who leaves his wife alone to 

enjoy the banquet (3.6.4). However, since it is not stressed, this fact appears rather as 

functional to the narrative, as it allows Anthia to be alone and attempt suicide.

c) Comparison with the other novelists: a standard marriage as a  generic to t tq c ;

Given this Xenophontic framework, the parallel with the other novels confirms the 

existence of the same kind of marriage, as the following table shows:

A u th o r C h a r a c te r  
s  in v o lv e d

E le m e n ts  in c lu d e d

C h a r .
1.1.11-16

Ca l l i r hoe
a n d
Chaereas

Collective participation (11-13), conduction of the 
bride to the bridegroom’s house, hymenaeus, 
wreaths and torches all over the city, wine, 
per f ume (13) ,  di vi ne and myt hol ogi cal  
comparison, paKapiapoq (16).

C h a r .
3.2.10.17

Ca l l i r h o e
a n d
Dionysius

Pomp, rich banquet (10), wreaths all over the city 
(14), sacrifices, divine comparison (15), Milesian 
and precious cloth for Callirhoe, nuptial wreath 
(16), collective participation, with purple clothes.

Char. 5.5.5 Ca l l i r h o e
a n d
Chaereas

Memory in Babylon: wreaths all over the city, 
passage of the bride to the bridegroom's house
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Author Character 
s  involved

Elem ents included

Char. 8.1.11, 
13-14

C a l l i r h o e
a n d
Chaereas

Clear reference to their wedding in Ephesus: 
flowers, garlands, wine, perfumes, mention of 
eTtiviKia K«i ydpoi. Finally, choice o f  the costly 
tent o f  the Persian king to spend the night with
( ' ,<! 1 i i hi i< ■

Longus 4.33.4 D a p h n i s 
and Chloe

The city is prepared to celebrate the wedding: 
collective participation and paKapiapoq.

L o n g u s 
4.37.2-4.38.3

D a p h n i s 
and Chloe

Pomp (37.2), collective participation, rich banquet 
(38.1), familiar participation (38.2), rustic features 
(38.3).

Ach. 2.11.2-8, 
2.15.1-2

C le itophon
a n d
Calligone

Calligone’s costly cloth (11.2-3), preliminary 
sacrifices (12.1), wedding parade, parfumes 
(15.2), victims (15.3).

Ach. 5 .14 .3 , 
5.15.4

C le itophon  
and Melite

“False” celebration o f  marriage: rich banquet, 
collective participation, wishes, Melite’s play with
K£VOy&|ilOV.

Ach. 8.19.2 C le itophon
a n d
Leucippe

Very brief mention o f  this marriage, which is 
defined as much desired.

Ach. 8.19.3 wedding o f  
Cleitophon’ 
s sister

Very brief mention o f  this marriage: sacrifices, 
prayers.

Hid. 6.8.1-3 C n e m o n 
a n d  
Nausiclea

D an ce ,  up cv a io q ,  b an q u e t  (2), c o l le c t iv e  
participation (3).

H i d .
10.40.2-10.41

T h e a g e n e s
a n d
Charicleia

Generation o f  sons, sacrifices (40.2), collective 
participation (41.1), wreaths, torches and musical 
instruments (41.2).

Overall, in each o f  these events the public dimension is always included, as well as 

similar elements. The only real difference is the quality o f  the goods involved. In this 

respect, it is quite interesting that Char.’s initial description in Syracuse appears to be an 

expansion o f  the Ephesian wedding in Xen., since the former includes more details. The 

only exception is our author’s introduction of  the canopy, which is completely missing 

in the first chapter o f  Callirhoe. This pattern is then reversed at the end of the novel, 

where Char., after having recalled the wedding (see LJ 2.4), mentions Chaereas’ 

decision to sleep in the luxurious house o f  the Persian king, which was available in 

every city (8.1.14). This display o f  prosperity appears again when the protagonists
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arrive in Syracuse: on their ship, in fact, there is a GKqvri cruyKeKa>a)fi|X8vr|v 

PaPuXcovioiq TraparcsT&cjpaaiv (8.6.5), inside which Callirhoe lies on a xpu<rr|Xdxo<; 

K>avr| and Tupiav apjisyopevri rcopcpupav (8.6.7). Interestingly, in the next chapter we 

will see how Xen. introduces in Ephesus a idivr| xpuarj with axpropaaiv [...] 7iop(pupot<;

(1.8.2) and covers it with a papuAxovla [...] cncf)vr|. Although an exact correspondence of 

words is missing, the occurrence of these two particular objects in different locations of 

the novel makes it plausible that one of the two authors was deliberately quoting and 

deviating from the other. In addition, in this case I would suggest that Xen.’s 

dependence on Char, might be likelier, because in the latter the presence of Babylonian 

objects fits into the context of the novel. This discovery is significant, because it 

emphasises the different use of marriage of the two authors: while in Char, marriage is 

connected to prosperity both at the beginning and at the end of the novel and Chaereas 

uses this event to display his glory, Xen. limits marriage and wealth to the first book: 

the result, which might be interpreted as a deviation from Char., is his focus on a private 

and sentimental dimension, which is exclusive to the Eph.

While this possibility marks further the different role played by wealth in the two texts, 

it also shows a different conception of marriage which underlies the two authors’ works 

(LI 2.4).

1.7.4: cb<; E7xu0exo K ai xov xpqapov K ai xov yapov: this is the first recapitulation of the 

novel and it fits into the group of ‘recapitulations associated with verbs for “learn”, “get 

to know” and “hear”’ (Hagg 1971, 270): cf. 1.13.1, 2.2.1, 2.7.4, 3.8.3, 3.9.1, 5.3.1, 5.5.1, 

5.9.13. Within this category, our passage constitutes the simplest one, since it involves 

only ‘nouns in the definite form’ and only two occurrences (the same pattern occurs in 

3.9.1, but there the two nouns are expanded with two genitives).

1.7.4: navToq Ssivou [...] q  cpuyq [...] ai crup(popai [...] xc5v Eaopsvcov kokcov): as I 

suggested in NA 1.2, the protagonists’ first reaction to the oracle shows that both 

Habrocomes and Anthia see in it the presence of something bad which will affect their 

life. In this respect, the sequence of these words do not suggest anything more than 

something negative. This approach provides clear evidence that Xen.’s oracle, as well as 

his prolepses, perform the function of foretelling the bad and the good that different 

characters will have to experience.
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At the same time, it must be noticed that both protagonists, being filled with the joy of 

the imminent consummation, do not really take the prophecy into account. This is first 

highlighted by Schissel 1909, 43, who focuses on the difference between Anthia’s and 

Habrocomes’ reaction and the more serious one of their parents and relates it to the 

latter’s mature age. In addition, Capra 2007/2008, 18 notes that Habrocomes shows 

again ‘la sua caratteristica tendenza all’ottimismo: come quando si credeva immune da 

amore e poi ci cade, cosi ora egli si sente immune dall’oracolo, e invece owiamente 

non sara cosi’. This lack of fear of the oracle will appear again at the end of the wedding 

scene, when the protagonists experience real pleasure and joy for the consummation 

(1.10.1 n.: f|5iov8q).

As a result, this motif constitutes a sort of frame of the wedding scene and appears as a 

possible warning for the readers that the protagonists’ first erotic experience does not 

constitute the ideal stage of their love, because it lacks religious respect and is going to 

be interrupted soon.

1.7.4: 7iavTcov t w v  eoopevcov koikcov APpoKopqv e^onoa TcapajiuOiav: 7tapapi)0ia, with 

the cognate noun 7capapu0iov and the verb 7tapapo0£co, is a topic which is often 

explored by Xen. and which is always focalised on the protagonists. Despite this and the 

following occurrence (1.11.1), Xen.’s approach to it is substantially negative, since he 

underlines how much the lovers lack consolation.

Since the content of this theme will progressively change during the novel, this motif 

seems to be part of Xen.’s construction of the evolution of the couple. For this, see LI 

4.4.
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CHAPTER 8

This chapter contains the only ekphrasis of the novel: for this reason, Schissel 1909, 44 

defines it as ‘eine Parenthese’.

1.8.1: dx; ouv scpsaxriKev o tcov yapcov Kaipo<;: this temporal clause with its 

indefiniteness confirms Xen.’s ‘vague’ time: we are not told how many days pass 

between the oracle and the marriage. This emphasises the atemporal setting of this 

second event, which helps to express its idealised nature.

1.8 .1: (PpaSuvsiv 5s 7idvia e5 6 k8i : this is the first erotic motif introduced by Xen. to 

describe the sexual consummation of the protagonists (see ‘impatience’ in LI 2.4). Its 

location is quite significant: to begin with, it highlights how the protagonists’ approach 

to love is different from the previous one, as it is positive and full of trepidation. In 

addition, since we are far from the event of the sexual consummation, this motif proves 

also the existence of an “initiation” of the protagonist to sex (see “Impatience” in LI 

2.4).

That being said, this motif seems to be part of the epigrammatic tradition: Meleager in 

his apostrophe to the star of the morning asks that of the evening to come quickly, as he 

is waiting for another sexual consummation (AP. 12.114.1: taxi) eA,0oi<;). Thus, we are 

dealing with a variation in the same motif. Also Ach. exploits it in relationship to 

Melite’s passion for Cleitophon (5.15.4-6) and at the beginning of then novel 

Cleitophon himself cannot wait to have sex with Leucippe (esp. 2.1.1 and 2.10.3). 

Finally, Roman Elegy attests the same motif, as Ovid proves in Hero’s answer to 

Leander, when he states: ‘Leandre, [...] veni! [...] Non patienter amo’ {Her. 19.1-4). 

What is significant here is that this motif occurs long before the sexual consummation: 

this suggests that the protagonist are looking forward to this event since the beginning. 

Interestingly, the same verb occurs also on the wedding night in Anthia’s accusation to 

Habrocomes (1.9.4 n.: noaov eppdSuvaq epcov xpovov), where Xen. subtly introduces a 

different erotic motif.

Finally, in a passage like this one might raise the objection that this parenthesis might

not be authentic. However, this hypothesis is unlikely, not only for the meaningful motif
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that this expression introduces, but also because the presence here of the protagonists’ 

names seems to work well with the following mention of xf)v Kopr)v, which otherwise 

might have been substituted by Anthia’s name. Thus, we are probably dealing with the 

most outstanding example of ‘functional’ parenthesis.

1.8.1: xov bpevaiov adovxeq, £7isucpr|pouvx8<;: if upevaioq designates the love song 

typical of marriage (see Mathiesen, Apollo’s lyre, 126), which was performed ‘durante 

il corteo che accompagnava lo sposo alia casa della sposa’ (Borgogno, 101, n. 10), also 

the participle 87isu(pr|pouvx£<; might recall an element typical of the same ritual, the 

87ri0aXxxpiov, ‘which was traditionally sung to the newlyweds by a group of young 

unmarried men and maidens at the door of the wedding chamber’ (ibid.). The 

appearance of these two elements is a confirmation of the generic sketch given by Xen. 

to the protagonists’ marriage (1.7.3 n.: pcoxfi).

1.8.2: r)v 5e abxoic; o OdXapoq 7t87coir|p8Voc;: the first indication of the place where the 

wedding night is set already underlines its sophistication, since we are told that the 

room has been built for the couple. In my opinion, it is not unlikely that from the very 

beginning of the echprasis Xen. is subtly playing with the association between the 

artisan’s activity and his own literary production. This possibility works well with the 

fact that the canopy houses a metaliterary image of the novel, the love of Ares and 

Aphrodite: the present association with the whole room would give the idea of an 

exciting and enjoyable work, like this canopy is, and of an intimate story. Since both 

concepts are confirmed in the novel, I would accept this hypothesis.

Given this preliminary indication, I will now carefully analyse the whole following 

description.

8.2-3: the only ekphrasis o f the Ephesiaca

The second and third sections of this chapter are significant, because they contain the 

only ekphrasis of the Eph. As Capra 2007/2007, 18 argues, this description is well fitted 

into the plot of the novel through a Ringkomposition: in 1.8.1 Xen. writes about Anthia 

being introduced in Habrocomes’ room (sioayayovxe*; KaxsKXivov) and, as soon as the 

ekphrasis ends, he writes again: KaxsicXivav xf|v AvOlav, dyayovx£<; 7tpo<; xov 

AppoKopryv (1.8.3). This technique is significant, because it creates an overlap between
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the protagonists of the novel and those of the artistic object: this constitutes an 

indication to the readers on how this passage should be read (see on this also Fusillo 

1989, 83-4: ‘In Senofonte Efesio si legge un solo esempio di descrizione, ma 

estremamente significativo, perche raffigura un mito in stretto contatto con il racconto 

principale’).

Given the coexistence of different elements here, I will divide my analysis into different 

parts.

a) The Babylonian canopy as a symbol of wealth and luxury

In Habrocomes’ 0ataxjio<; Xen. describes a golden bed covered with purple blankets and 

surrounded by a canopy. In theory the identification of this object as a canopy might be 

disputed, because in Ancient Greek aicr|vf| usually means ‘tent’ and ‘stage- 

building’ (LSJ) and not ‘canopy’, since this is not a Greek object. However, I would 

accept here the given meaning, because the complement srci Trjq KX,ivrj<; makes it more 

plausible than the other two.

Having clarified this preliminary point, the presence of the adjective papukcovia recalls 

the tradition of Eastern manufacture. However, since Xen. introduces the GdXxxpoq as 

7is7toirip£vo<; and the canopy contains Greek iconography, it is unlikely that we are 

dealing with an original Babylonian production, also because clear evidence of this 

tradition is missing. Thus, I would suggest that papvkcovia indicates a style.

That being said, however, I would not dismiss the implications of this particular origin: 

since in antiquity Eastern objects were traditionally considered symbols of wealth and 

sometimes of luxury, I would argue that Xen. is interplaying with this. A reason for this 

comes from the fact that in the Eph. wealth is not a constant ingredient and thus the 

appearance of this object constitutes an exception that encourages us to read it as 

exaggerated. A second proof comes instead from the parallel with Char.

a l) The Eastern origin of the canopy

To begin with, each of the elements described by Char, comes from the East. The first 

evidence concerns the kA,1vt| xpumi, as Greeks were not keen on elegant beds (see Sm. 

Anth., s.v. lectus), but on simpler types, in which the only ornamental addition was 

constituted by bedsteads and cushions. Then, although in the Hellenistic and Imperial
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Greece axpwpaxa were added, gold was never adopted by Greece (see Richter 1966, 53, 

who argues that the material used by Greeks ‘was sometimes bronze or iron, but more 

commonly wood’). As a result, we are dealing with an Eastern bed.

An Eastern origin can be easily attributed also to the purple sheets, since, as I have 

already suggested commenting on Anthia’s cloth (1.2.6 n.: dXoopyqc;), this colour was 

originally Tyrian: thus, the non-Greek origin of this colour is indisputable.

Finally, the Eastern mark becomes more distinctive with canopies, which are completely 

extraneous to Greek archaeology and are instead attested in the Egyptian world of the 

Early Dynastic Period. Three exemplars come from the following locations:

a) tomb of Hesy-Re, a high scribal official, c. 2650 BC;

b) tomb of Queen Hetepheres, 2613-2494 BC (see Baker 1966, 43: ‘her furniture 

included an ingeniously constructed gold-covered canopy’);

c) tomb-chapel of Queen Meresankh at Giza.

After these examples, no other traces of these objects are preserved and this lack is quite 

surprising in Babylon. The only exception comes from the time of the Persian 

domination, when in Babylon Artaxerses gave a canopy as a gift to the Greek Timagoras 

(see Athen. 2.48d-e: Apxa£ep^r|<; aicr|vf|v xe eScqkev abxcp Siacpepouaav xo k o l X U x ;  Kai 

xo peyeGoc; Kai kXivt|v dpyopo7to5a, £7iep\j/e 8e Kai axpcopaxa 7toX.uxeA.fj Kai xov 

u7toaxp6aovxa; for another testimony of the same story, see Plut. Pelop. 30.6). 

Although this fact might suggest that Persians inherited a Babylonian tradition, in 

consequence of the lack of material evidence I would rather suggest that in the Greek 

world “Babylonian” was a by-word for a generally Eastern style product, not 

necessarily having a connection with Babylon per se: as a result, there is no doubt that 

the Ephesians built for Anthia and Habrocomes a Eastern-fashioned OdXapoq.

Overall, the first reason why these passages are significant is that they both mention the 

existence of a Persian canopy. Further, it is interesting that Timagoras was also given 

Persian slaves, who could help him in building the bed, and the Persians justified this 

“addition” by saying: g><; xcov 'EAAqvcov o uk  87iioxapev(ov (Plut., ibid.) and: (pdmccov o uk  

£7noxaa0ai xoi><; "EXAr|vaq U7cocxpcowu£iv (Athen, ibid.). In other words, the Greeks 

were accused of not being able to build proper beds. This idea is finally clarified by 

Athen., who says: IIpwxoi 8e flepaai, cpqaiv 'HpaicXeiSqi;, Kai xouq Xeyopevouq 

axpwxag ecpeupov, tva Kocrpov £/p f| oxpakng Kai eud(peiav. As a result, these literary
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sources confirm that canopy is an Eastern object. If the connection between Persian and 

Babylonian artefacts is not clear, the presence in Char, of a golden Persian bed with a 

Babylonian sheet confirms this possibility (Char. 8.1.14 and Eph. 1.7.3 n.: pscxf)).

sl2) Habrocomes’ canopy as a symbol of wealth

Along with the non-Greek origin, another proof which comes from antiquity is that 

canopies were expensive and thus considered signs of prosperity. This is shown by Plato 

Comicus, who describes a piece of furniture where a purple sheet is combined with 

other Eastern ingredients:

Kax’ ev K>avai<; eLccpavroTroaiv Kai axpcbpam 

7top(popopd7i;xoi<;

Kav (poiKivlai LapSiaKaTaiv Koapr|ad|xsvoi KaxaKEivxai (fr. Kock 1.208.1-2, Athen. 

2.48d).

In his view, it is evident that the owners of these objects must be rich people, (for 

further evidence, see Menander, ff. 24.1-3 Thierfelder, Korte, Athen. 11.484c-d). 

Another confirmation of this given by the frequency with which other writers ‘refer to 

Babylonian cloth with moralistic disdain as a byword for opulence and luxury’ (Morgan 

2007d, 29; see, e.g. Pliny NH 8.196, Josephus BJ  5.212, Arrian Anab. 6.29, Plut. Cato 

Maior 4, Lucretius 4.1029, Martial 8.28.17, Petronius 55.6).

That being said, a display of wealth can be considered as immoral, depending on the 

context in which it is introduced. In the Greek world, this second value was prominent 

and the aforementioned story of Timagoras constitutes an interesting example of this. 

When he was approaching Athens with his Eastern gifts, the Athenians killed him to 

punish his luxury. In my opinion, the context of the present passage might suggest that 

Xen. is referring to this immoral view: wealth is not a constant ingredient of his novel 

and a slight trace of lasciviousness characterises the whole wedding scene.

a3i The interesting parallel with Char.: Habrocomes’ canopy as a symbol of luxury 

This conclusion might be confirmed by looking at Char.: as I have already suggested in 

the analysis of marriage (1.7.3 n.: psoxfj), the author of Callirhoe introduces at the end 

of the novel three Eastern pieces of manufacture:
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- a  special bed with purple sheets of Babylonian cloth (8.1.14: K>avr| pev skcito  

Xpuof|XuTog, otpcopvf) 5e Tupia rcopcpopa, ocpacpa Baputabviov), which is part of the 

Persian king’s private house and where the protagonists’ reunion takes place;

- a royal tent arranged by Demetrius to bring the Persian queen back to her homeland 

along with Rodogune (8.4.7: aKrjvf|v paailiK f|v , 7iopcpup(5a Kai xpuaoiicprj BaPutabvia 

7i£pi08i<;);

- a tent built on the bridge of Chaereas’ ship and furnished with Babylonian clothes 

(8.6.5: oKT|vqv ouyK£KaX,upp£vr|v BapuX,covloiq 7tapa7C£idapaaiv).

Although Char, does not seem to describe with OKT|vf| a canopy but a tent, because this 

second object better fits its open-air location, these passages are comparable with the 

Eph., as I have already suggested. That being said, in Callirhoe, unlike our novel, the 

introduction of a cultural issue through these objects is indisputable. As Morgan 2007b 

argues, in the last book of Char.’s novel ‘there are two contrasting geographical 

movements: the protagonists sail into the west, to resume their existence in a democratic 

polis, while the king and his court head back to the barbarian east’ (29). Within this 

opposition, the second Babylonian object introduced by Char, plays a key role, since it 

is used by Demetrius to bring Statira and Rodogune back to Persia. In this respect, it ‘is 

not a neutral object: it reeks of barbarism, despotism and luxury, an antithesis of the 

Hellenic values Demetrius ostensibly embodies’ (29), being a Greek philosopher. This 

pattern, however, is used subtly by Char., since in the third case it is chosen by Chaereas 

as his way to enter Syracuse. Although in this last passage the tent does not shed an 

immoral light on Chaereas, being a trophy of war, it still forms an indication of luxury, 

as the Syracusans show by considering it a sign of TcoXmcXEia (8.6.6).

In my opinion, the existence of a parallel which is so close to our author might support 

the attribution of luxury to our canopy.

b) The canopy as a symbol of lasciviousness

After this first analysis of the object, I will now turn to the iconographic description. 

Interestingly, the decoration of the canopy confirms this indication of wealth, because of 

its rich artistic framework, and adds another important feature: a stress on sexual love 

with a hint of lasciviousness, which seems to work well as a parallel with the 

protagonists’ first love. In addition, this double connotation is not extraneous to the 

nature of canopies, which were traditionally the place where royal people made love.
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Having suggested this thesis, I would now demonstrate it through an attentive 

iconographic analysis. Above all, as the verb Xen. S7ie7touaA.xo suggests, we are dealing 

with embroideries which are divided into two sides: the former has many Erotes as main 

subjects, while the latter Ares and the god Eros.

b l) The first side of the canopy

Since in this side we are dealing with many motifs which are typically attributed to 

Eros, it is generally difficult, if not impossible to establish whether Xen. is influenced 

by specific literary or artistic models, since both literature and art contain them. For this 

reason, I will focus on possible sources only when a connection is plausible (otherwise I 

will give references to “iconography”, while for the literary ones see LI 2.4). Within this 

framework I anticipate that oi pev A(ppo81xr|v 0£pa7C8uovx£<; and oi 5s i7C7C8uovi8<; 

dvapdxai axpouOoiq constitute an exception, because they appear to be respectively a 

prominently artistic and literary motif.

That being said, the reason why this description is significant is that it seems to offer 

different images and attitudes which anticipate Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ night: this 

makes the ekphrasis proleptic.

- The structure o f the scene

Xen.’s introduction of ,'Epa>x8<; 7iaî ovx£<; suggests that this part of the canopy houses a 

group of young Erotes, who became very popular during the Hellenistic Era (1.2.1-2 n.: 

o Geoq, c). That said, the structure of the scene appears to be complex: since rcal^ovxe*; 

,'Epcovxe<; is followed by four different themes connected with oi pev and oi 8e, the text 

seems to suggest that the Erotes players are performing all the following actions that are 

part of the representation. This, however, is not likely, since those who attend Aphrodite 

or plait garlands do not seem to be playing. In my opinion, an iconographic parallel 

might help to overcome this impasse: there is a crater which was produced in 420 BC 

(769 = Aphrodite 1218*) where many Erotes are playing together, plus one who has a 

garland and another who wants to crown Aphrodite. Although all these characters 

belong to the same scene, only the first are playing. Following this example, I would 

argue that most of the Erotes might be players, but a few others were performing the
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other tasks. As a result, nailpvxzq ’"Epcovxsq could be a sort of title of the canopy’s first 

side.

a 2) TzaiCpxrceq ’'Epcovreg

Literature: Ach. mentions this theme in his first ekphrasis: this constitutes a 

confirmation of the popularity of this image in both literature and art (Ach. 1.1.13: 

sthxi^ov ’'Epcoxeq).

Iconography: ‘Eros s’adonnant a divers jeux’ (LIMC 3. 748-778), from 490 BC to the 

Imperial Era. The latest works, which date from the second century AD, are a marble 

group from Turkey (753) with two “putti” riding two cocks and two coins from Serdica 

(774*) and Aphrodisias (775*): this suggests that this image was still popular in Xen.’s 

time.

Prolepsis: the mention of 7iai£pvx£<; does not seem only a mere acknowledgement of an 

erotic motif: rather it appears to be a first definition of the protagonists’ love. This 

hypothesis is very likely, since at the end of the wedding night Anthia and Habrocomes 

play an erotic competition (1.9.9 n.: EcpiXovsiKouv). This conclusion is important, 

because, being at the origin of the whole ekphrasis, it invites the readers to find further 

connections in the progress of the description.

a3) oi fiev AcppoSkrjv Oepanevovreg:

Iconography: as this motif is very common in Greek iconography, an iconographic 

inspiration seems here more plausible: from the fourth century BC to third century AD 

Eros often joins Aphrodite in her toilette or in her cult (LIMC 3.808-826, ‘Eros serviteur 

ou pretre d’Aphrodite’). Unlike these scenes, Xen.’s description lacks the mention of 

ritual objects. Surprisingly, in the Imperial Era this motif does not appear in Greek 

works, but is popular in the East: cf. a mural painting from the house of a Roman scribe 

in Doura Europos, an old Mesopotomic city (LIMC Eros in p.Orientalis 76), a figure in 

terracotta from Amman (LIMC 80*), and a Syriac bronze small statue (LIMC 81*). As a 

result, for the second time we find an Eastern iconographic tradition contemporary with 

Xen.

Prolepsis: we are dealing here with the second proleptic (and, in this case, also

analeptic) image of the ekphrasis, the servitium amoris, which has already been
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introduced by Xen. in Habrocomes’ monologue (see ‘love and slavery’ in table 1 in LI

2.3) and appears again on the wedding night as a description of Anthia’s eyes (1.9.8: 

biaicovoix;). On the importance of this theme in the novel, see LI 3.

a4) (rjv 3s rcai A(ppo3hrjq s ik c o v )

In each of the aforementioned works Aphrodite is always represented with Eros. This 

corresponds to the content of this parenthesis, where the presence of the brackets 

introduces an alternative: we might be dealing with an interpolated explanatory note, 

instead of an explanation given by our author. In my opinion, the first option is the 

likeliest, since this sentence interrupts the flow of the description which is constructed 

with attention by Xen. (for the strange anomaly constituted by oi 5e iTiTCEUovisq 

dvapaxai oipouGoTq, see below). Further, since also in the second side of the canopy the 

presence of Aphrodite is similarly only alluded by Xen., who writes dx; npoq £poopsvr|v 

xf)v Acppo5tTT|v KSKoapripsvoq, also here our author might be not explicit and the reason 

for this reticence might be the popularity of the artistic combination of Aphrodite and 

Eros.

That said, however, a late copyist, who was no longer acquainted with this kind of 

iconography, may have found himself lost in the description and, for this reason, he 

might have tried to clarify it with this “unnecessary gloss” (G I1).

a5) oi 3s innsvovrsq avafiami orpovOoiq

Since, as I have just stated, this part of the description is in three cases based on the 

repetition of a parallel structure composed of article, noun and participle, this phrase 

constitutes a strange exception. In addition, dvapaxai means ‘riders’ and there seems to 

be a redundancy between this oi 5e i7C7isuovx£<;, which has the same meaning (see 

Anderson, 133, nt. 3 on this). For this reason, scholars have offered a new reading of 

this median term: Giangrande 1964 proposes Apapiau; and ApaPucax;, while PAP 

Napaxaiaic;.

The solution of this issue is a consequence of the individuation of which animals are 

here described: the term crcpooGoq, in fact, designates both sparrows and ostriches. In 

my opinion, the first choice is the best one, because since Sappho, who might here be 

Xen.’s direct model, these animals are associated with Eros and became in Greece 

symbols of aphrodisiac. This discovery leads to a twofold conclusion: first, all the
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aforementioned readings become implausible, as they do not refer to sparrows, and they 

make the hypothesis of a posthumous gloss more likely. Second, these sparrows can be 

interpreted as another parallel of the protagonists, which definitely assigns to them a 

trait of lasciviousness.

Iconography: sparrows are not animals who accompany Eros in ancient iconography, 

where rather, as they are “substituted” by swans, ducks, geese, cocks, doves and 

peacocks (see ‘Eros chevauchant un oiseau’ in LIMC 3, 193-201, from 330 BC to 

Imperial Era). This omission is not surprising, since sparrows are fragile birds and from 

a realistic point of view they cannot play this role.

Literature: conversely, sparrows are part of the literary parade of Aphrodite along with 

doves and geese. The first example comes from Sappho, where Aphrodite lies on a 

chariot carried by these animals: K&tan 8e o ’ayov WKEsq axpouOoi [...] (fr. 1 LP; 9-10). 

Although scholars like Thompson 1895, 161 and Pollard 1977, 147 interpret axpouOoi 

as a general term for birds and then suggest the identification with swans, which could 

more realistically than sparrows carry the goddess, the internal analysis of Sappho’s 

poetry suggests the accuracy of our interpretation. In her poems, in fact, the attribution 

of a hyperbolic size to different characters occasionally creates humorous effects (cf. fr. 

110a, 111 and 115, in Zellner 2008) and Athenaeus refers to this passage when 

discussing sparrows (9.46 and Spanoudakis 1999, 638). Finally, the absence of 

iconographic parallels and of other literary models makes it not unlikely that Xen. is 

here alluding to Sappho.

A new reading: this interpretation of axpou0oi<; as sparrows helps us to tackle the 

philological difficulty: since all the offered readings refer to ostriches, they are proved 

wrong. In fact, Xenophon the Athenian shows how the Arabic crxpouGoi were peyaAm 

and parts of Orjpia 8e 7iavxota (Anab. 1.5.2). Therefore, they cannot be sparrows. 

Similarly, since Nabataean refers to an Arabian nomadic tribe, Papanikolau’s 1973 with 

Na|3axaiai<; is clearly referring to the same animals. This discovery is not surprising, 

since in their choice these scholars were probably following the realistic criterion.

In theory, the aforementioned sources that focus on sparrows might offer new readings, 

such as o>K££<; (Sappho) or the Aristotelian adjective 6x£oxik6<; (see HA 564b 11)
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attributed to these animals by Athaenaeus. Finally, Aristotle mentions in his works 

oxpouOdc; o AiPuko<; (see e.g. De gener.animal. 749b), who is generally considered an 

‘ostrich’, but because the philosopher defines it as 7ioX,uyovo<; and associates him with 

fowls, partridges and pigeons, this expression might indicate a sparrow. Each of these 

three proposals, however, is never used by more than one author: thus, they are not 

convincing. This leads me to consider O’Sullivan 2005’s suggestion of a glossa. If we 

combine this framework with the fact that the deletion of dvapaxai gives to each 

member of the description the same length, I would consider this hypothesis likely. In 

addition, the presence of an interpolated parenthesis in the previous phrase suggests that 

we are dealing with a text revised by a late copyist and this confirms our interpretation. 

That being said, it might also become possible to invert iromuovxsq and oxpou0oT<; in 

order to make the parallel structure of the sentence clearer, but the presence of a dative 

instead of an accusative leaves a sense of uncertainty about this option.

Prolepsis: that being said, the presence of sparrows does not only contribute generally to 

the erotic construction of the scene, but seems to offer a deeper connotation. As 

Athenaeus tells us in the previous passage about birds, sparrows in the Greek world 

were considered aphrodisiac (9.46: 8io Kai Tepv|/i%KXfj<; xoix; eptpayovxaq cpr|aiv 

axpouOcov £7ciKaxacpopou<; rcpog d(ppo5icjia yiveaOai). Since Terpsicles, to which 

Athenaeus here refers, dates possibly from the third century BC, this association was 

part of the Hellenistic culture and, following Hutchinson’s suggestion (2001, 154), 

might be already attested in the Classical Era: in the Aristophanic comedy Lysistrata, 

when the eponymous protagonist is trying to control the Athenian girls, she finds one 

87ii oxpouOou pxav (723): since the sparrow here indicates the man (cf. Schol. ad 

versum: Tlap’ooov xo opveov Oeppov d<; cruvoualav), this suggests that these animals 

were more precisely symbol of lovers who have sex.

As a result, Xen.’s mention of sparrows seems to anticipate a third image of the 

protagonists’ love, that of physical consummation, which would constitute a parallel 

with xa rcpcoxa xa>v Acppo51xr|<; £pv|/cov (1.9.9 n.). A late confirmation of this is offered by 

Apuleius’ Cupid and Psyche, where sparrows follow Venus’ chariot, which carried by 

doves (currum deae prosequentes gannitu constrepenti lasciviunt passeres’, Met. 6.6.3). 

In this context, the use of the verb ‘lasciviunt’ underlines once more the sexual
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connotation (for two other late witnesses of this, cf. Scholia ad Horn. II. 2.308-19 and 

Festus p. 313, 1.23).

a6) oi St <rc£(pavovg kXekovreg:

Iconography: cf. ‘Eros tient une couronne‘ (LIMC 3, 495-502), from beginning of the 

fifth century BC to 320 BC. This theme loses popularity in the Greek world shortly after 

the beginning of the Hellenistic Era, while in the Imperial Era it is attested in Pakistan 

(see ‘Eros soutenant une guirlande’, II century AD, in LIMC 3.23-25*).

Prolepsis: although oxscpavol are common elements of every Greek celebration (1.7.3 

n.: peoxfi, c), their mention in the wedding night introduces another foreshadower of 

that scene. This makes the presence of 7c>iskco important, since it conveys a fourth image 

of the lovers: weave is an efficacious way to express union, which is the Platonic topic 

of the wedding night and goes beyond the physical connotation (1.9.5 n.: crupcpuvxeq).

a7) oi Ss avOfj (pepovtsg:

Iconography: cf. ‘Eros tient (ou tend la main vers) une fleur, un rameau ou un 

rinceau’ (LIMC 3.91-114), from 510 BC to first century BC. This theme lacks 

popularity in the Eastern tradition.

Prolepsis: this typical decoration contains another pun on the name of the heroine (1.1.2 

n.: cruvfjvOei). In this case, this play seems to be used by Xen. to support the ongoing 

comparison between this scene and the novel.

a8) Conclusion on the first side

Overall, Xen. seems to use this part of the canopy to subtly convey images which 

anticipate the wedding night. If we look at them altogether, their sequence seems to 

outline the sequence of an erotic scene which is not only chronological but also 

thematic: thus, we are dealing with a climax.

This works from a natural point of view: if love often starts as a game (first image), then 

the servitium amoris (second image) deepens the erotic relationship and leads to 

wantonness and sex, which are symbolised by sparrows (third image). This erotic 

consummation, however, cannot give the final achievement, because lovers want to 

spend all their lives together: the last image of the union between the lovers finds its 

place here.
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In addition, this climax might more precisely suggest the sequence of Habrocomes and 

Anthia’s love. Although these images are introduced in a different order in the ninth 

chapter, union is certainly the deepest theme explored there by Xen. which overcomes 

sex and offers a new interpretation of love where the asymmetry of slavery is 

transformed into symmetry.

The suggestion of this sophisticated framework proves the subtlety of this passage and 

creates an even bigger expectation for the second part of the description. That said, in 

this whole analysis an iconographic interest of our author has also emerged, with some 

associations with Eastern Imperial works: I will shortly return to this topic.

b) The second side of the canopy: Ares and Aphrodite’s love 

bl) The main topic

This second part of the canopy is dominated by the presence of only one topic: the love 

of Ares and Aphrodite. As I have already suggested, the presence of Aphrodite might be 

doubted here, since Xen. only states that Ares is cb<; Jtpdg spcopEvqv xf|v A(ppo8vrr|v 

KSKoapqpcvoq. However, as the following analysis will show, in ancient iconography 

the presence of the goddess was so obvious that it does not seem possible to exclude it, 

given the general similarity of this canopy to a real artistic object.

As in the first part, I will now offer an interpretation of the literary and the iconographic 

traditions relating to this topic: the most interesting pieces of evidence will suggest that 

here Xen. is more keen on the former, as the obvious model of the Odyssey and a 

possible echo of the Symposium seems to suggest. This double occurrence is not a 

coincidence, since we are dealing with a passage in which Xen. introduces his first deep 

exploration of love (see on this LI 2.4).

Literature

The first model that the story of Ares and Aphrodite inevitably recalls is Demodocus’ 

famous account in Scheria {Od. 8.266-367), where the gods have a sexual 

consummation out of marriage. The Homeric description is rich in actions:

- union of the gods (8.268-9: cb<; id  7ipa>xa plyqaav ev 'H(palaxoio Sopoiai Xxx0pp);
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- Helios’ first interventions as a spy (8.270-1);

- Hephaestus’ forging of a bed with invisible chains (274-5: Scapobq dppf|Kxooq 

dAuxouq);

- Hephaestus’ departure from Lemnos leads Ares and Aphrodite to have a second sexual 

intercourse in the dangerous bed (8.290-2);

- Helios’ second intervention as a spy (8.302);

- Hephaestus’ anger and request of vengeance to the gods (8.304-340);

- Hermes’ declaration of envy and laughter of the gods (8.338-343);

- Poseidon’s forcing Hephaestus to remove his trap (8.344-366).

That said, the description o f  sex is very brief. Only in the second consummation, a few 

details are given: Aphrodite first enters her legitimate husband’s house and, afterwards, 

Ares si'aco Scbpaxoq pci, sv x’apa oi cpo xeipl, £7toq x’ccpax’cK x’ovopa^c- “Scopo, cpiXq, 

XcKxpovSe xpowiElopsv £bvr|0£vx£q” (8.290-2). Aphrodite accepts this invitation and 

they sq Scpvia pavxE KaxcSpaOov- (8.296). At the same time, this relationship deserves 

different definitions from the characters involved:

- Hephaestus refers to it with the words Epya ycXaaxd Kai ouk etcieikxci (8.307);

- some gods, among whom the presence o f Poseidon is very plausible, define this 

relationship as adultery (332: poixaypi’ ocpcXXci);

- Hermes offers an appreciative view of the episode, based on his erotic desire (342: 

abxap eycbv ebSoipi napa xpuacr| Acppo6ixr|).

After Homer, the same story is alluded to by other authors: the first is Plato. In the 

Symposium, in fact, Phaedrus uses Ares’ defeat by Eros as a proof of the power of the 

latter: ou yap e%ei ’'Epcoxa Apqq, dXX”T3pcoq Apr| - A(ppo51xriq, cbq Xoyoq [...] (196d).

The second is Apollonius Rhodius, who, in his ekphrasis of Jason’s mantel, ‘sfrutta il 

valore antonomastico della coppia divina’ (Fusillo 1989, 84):

'E^Eiqq 5’ qaKqxo paOorcXoKapoq KuOspsia

ApEoq oxpa^ouoa Ooov oaxoq, ek 5e oi ©pou

7ifjxuv £7ti mcaiov ^uvo%f| KE/dXaoxo xixwvoq

V£p0£ 7iap£K pa ôTo- xo 5’ avxiov axpEKEq auxwq

XaXxEip SeiktiXov ev dcmiSi (paivEx’ iSsaOai (Ap. Rhod. 1.742-746).

Here, Aphrodite looks at herself in the mirror of Ares’ shield, which she is carrying.
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The third is Meleager, who justifies Eros’ violence with a reference to Aphrodite’s

familiarity with swords and fire:

on paxqp aiepysi psv ’Apr|, yapsxic; §£ tetuktou

A9 alaiou, K oiva  Kai 7rupi Kai ^icpEai; (AP 5.180.3-4).

The fourth is Lucretius, who in the beginning of his poem asks Venus to give peace to

Rome through her control on Mars:

effice ut interea fera moenera militiai

per maria ac terras omnis sopita quiescant;

nam tu sola potes tranquilla pace iuvare

mortalis, quoniam belli fera moenera Mavors

armipotens regit, in gremium qui saepe tuum se

reiicit aetemo devictus vulnere amoris,

atque ita suspiciens tereti cervice reposta

pascit amore avidos inhians in te, dea, visus

eque tuo pendet resupini spiritus ore.

hunc tu, diva, tuo recubantem corpore sancto

circum fusa super, suavis ex ore loquellas

funde petens placidam Romanis, incluta, pacem (1.29-40).

Finally, the last model is the Byzantine writer Macedonius consul, who confirms the 

existence of this topic in the Anihologia Graeca: 

aXk' iva aoi xov ’Apqa, Kai aCfxkiov nep Eovxa,

Sei^co xfj paAaicfj Kimpibi 7i£i0op£vov. (AP 5.238.3-4).

That being said, there are also different explorations of the relationship between Ares 

and Aphrodite: in some literary sources the two gods ‘sind vor alle bei bootischen 

Dichtem wie Hesiod und Pindar ein Paar’ (LIMC, Aphrodite) who gives birth to 

Harmonia (see Aesch. Septem 135-144, Plut. Pelop. 19 and Ps- Apollod. 3.4.2).

By contrast, Simonides of Ceos introduces Eros as their son:

o/ exXie 7iai doXopfjbEoq A<ppo51xac;,

xov ’App t  SoXopqxavG) xekev (Page, PMG frg. 575).
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Although this mention is very brief, it is also repeated twice by Meleager and 

Asclepiades (cf. AP 12.56.2 and 12.86.1-3 for the former and 12.75.2 and 12.77.3-4 for 

the latter).

Finally, Pausanias informs us about the existence of cults shared by Ares and Aphrodite 

in the Agora of Athens (see 1.8.4), in Megalopolis (8.32.2-3) and, always in Arcadia, in 

Lycosura (8.37.12).

Given this framework, since Xen. introduces Ares and Aphrodite in an erotic scene, the 

first literary tradition seems the most appropriate and Homer seems to be his main 

model, since also Plato, Apollonius Rhodius and Meleager seem to allude to 

Demodocus’ account too and do not give further details about this divine relationship. 

Further, the last two writers consider the episode from a different perspective to that of 

Xen., because they focus their attention on Aphrodite and her acquisition of military 

power, instead of highlighting Ares’ loss.

That said, since Homer’s description of the erotic consummation is very brief, Xen.’s 

dependence on him is general and is supported by the intratextual parallel with the last 

night of the novel (LI 6). This opens the space for the influence of other more erotic 

accounts. In this respect, Lucretius’ model is interesting: while the different language 

makes him far from Xen. (see LI 2.3 on this), his mention of a physical contact between 

the gods might play a role here. Finally, this novelistic account of the role of Eros marks 

a difference from Homer, where Ares spontaneously and alone enters Aphrodite’s house. 

In my opinion, Xen. might have been inspired by Plato here, as this author is the only 

one who explicitly underlines the power of Eros over Ares. As a result, the Symposium 

might occur here again as a model of Xen.: this suggest that this Eros, might be 

different not only in quantity but also in quality from the many Erotes of the first scene: 

following Phaedrus’ speech, there might be here a hint of the cosmogonic power of 

Eros, which is never introduced elsewhere by Xen. (1.2.1 n: o 0co<;, c).

Iconography

While the iconographic tradition of the Homeric scene of Ares and Aphrodite is quite 

poor, the two gods are often represented together: the insistence placed in these 

representations on Ares’ lack of weapons seems to suggest that Xen. might draw from
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there his Apr|<; o\)% oimAicpevog. Finally, the emergence of other Eastern attestations 

leads us to make a final assessment of this issue.

bla) The Homeric scene

a) Hellenistic ceramic in relief, contains a ‘femme a demi nue et homme nu, arme d’une 

epee, assis sur un rocher et enlaces’ (LIMC Ares 58);

b) Terracotta where ‘A. et Aphrodite, nus et enlaces, sont immobilises par les chaines 

d’Hephaistos; de sa main droite, A. essaie de sortir son epee’ (Ares 59*);

c) Archaic vase from Lemnus, where ‘entre deux colonnes (?) sont accroupis, face a 

face, une femme nue et un homme portant casque, cuirasse, epeee et cnemides’ (LIMC 

60*).

While this small number of artistic works and their lack of characterisation make it 

unthinkable that Xen. is influenced by them, it is interesting how in the terracotta Ares 

appears only with the sword: this might recall the lack of weapons of Xen.’s god. For 

this reason, I would analyse more generally the entire iconography treatment of the two 

gods.

blb> Non-Homeric representations of Ares and Aphrodite

Unlike in the Homeric scene, the portrayal of these gods as a married couple, which is 

also attested by literature (see above), is often part of ancient iconography. Three 

examples are significant:

a) Classical marble relief where ‘A. portant casque et manteau, bouclier pose a terre, 

patere dans la main droite, fait une libation au-dessus d’un autel de l’autre cote duquel 

se tient debout Aphrodite (?), drapee; derriere elle un personnage plus petit’ (Ares 57*);

b) Attic cup, end of the fifth century BC where ‘quatre couples divins banquetant, dont, 

sur la g., Aphrodite debout pres d’A. couche sur un lit, barbu, nu jusqu’aux hanches et 

retenant la lance du bras gauche’ (Ares 114*);

c) Lucanian amphora, fourth century BC, where we find a ‘homme nu et imberbe 

portant bouclier dans la main droite et miroir dans la gauche toume vers une femme
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assise tenant casque dans le main droite et lance dans la main gauche; au-dessus d’eux, 

Eros tenant couronne et auguiere’ (Ares 55*).

In addition, there is a further kind of representation, where the two gods appear together 

on a chariot and in one case there is an ‘Ares barbu, portant une tunique claire et un 

manteau sombre, sur un char’ (Ares 83*).

Overall, these works are interesting, because they all focus on an Ares who is less 

warrior-like than usual and does not use his weapons. This aspect is more emphasised in 

the last vase by the presence of the mirror and by the introduction of an Ares completely 

naked. As I have already suggested, this fact recalls Xen.’s definition of the god as on/ 

G)7iX,iap8vo<;. In addition, this kind of representation constitutes a clear opposition to the 

iconographic tradition of the god. Although Ares’ representation was more military in 

the Archaic Era, ‘conserve en general au moins sa lance’ (LIMC 2, s.v. Ares, 490). On 

balance, in Greek iconography the different tradition of Ares the lover was featured with 

the absence of weapons and this makes Xen.’s debt to this tradition really plausible.

b lcl The controversial issue of an artistic Eastern origin

That being said, in the Imperial Era the topic of Ares and Aphrodite seems to be very 

popular in the Near East, as the following works prove.

a) Marble relief in Aphrodisias, where ‘Aphrodite tient sur ses genoux le petit E. en 

presence d’Ares (?); en haut a g. tete d’Helios (?), allusion peut-etre a l’histoire des 

amours adulteres d’Aphrodite et Ares’ (Eros 840bis);

b) Coin from Aphrodisias, 193-211 AD, where ‘Aphrodite, debout et vetue d’un long 

chiton, entoure de ses bras A., nu, casque et portant la lance et bouclier’ (Ares 48*);

c) Imperial coin from Amaseia (Ares 49), which contains the same motif as the previous 

one;

d) Older frieze from the Hekateion in Lagina, which houses ‘A. portant tunique, 

cuirasse, [...], apparemment non casque, se toume vers Aphrodite (?) demi-nue; dans la 

main droite il tennait 1’epee au fourreau’.

The emergence of this Eastern tradition focused on Eros and Aphrodite is confirmed by 

further coins which contain simpler representations of the two gods: see Eros 846* 

(Aphrodisias, 235-238 AD), Eros 847* (Bithynie, 198-235 AD) and Eros 848* 

(238-244 AD, Seleucie).
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In my opinion, the existence of this framework, which is enriched by other Eastern 

parallels which belong to the first side of the canopy, might suggest that when Xen. 

write o GaLapoq 7t£7toir|psvo<; is referring to a production which is plausible in this 

context. In Asia Minor, in fact, as in the more eastern coasts of the Mediterranean, 

representations like this were popular in the Imperial Era.

A further confirmation of this might come from Levi 1971 ’s report of the excavations of 

the House of the Green Carpets in Antioch, where in April 1937 a new mosaic of the 

fourth century AD was discovered where ‘the figure scene represented a pair sitting on 

the couch’. Following Levi’s notes, ‘the erotic character of the representation is 

indicated by the Erotes who supported a red cloth forming a sort of canopy over the 

heads of the pair. Therefore, the very likely names of Aphrodite and Ares, or Adonis, 

can be suggested. The two figures were sitting on the couch with bodies diverging, in 

three-quarter view and with the feet turned outwards, a scheme often used for erotic 

groups. [...] All the upper part of Aphrodite’s body was nude, with a mantle falling from 

her shoulders along her back, forming a lively contrast with her naked form, and 

wrapping all the lower part of her body from her hips down. [...] Near the stool on the 

ground a small, naked Eros, with a mantle flowing behind his body, holds some objects 

in his left arm, [...] while he offers similar objects with his right hand to the male figure 

above him’ (I, 315-6). This description recalls surprisingly Xen.’s object, as it mentions 

the presence of a canopy, of our two main gods, of a small Eros and of general erotic 

flavour which characterises the mosaic. Only the date introduces a significant 

difference. Finally, Levi 1971 comments that ‘the canopy supported in a similar manner 

can often be seen elsewhere in mosaics and paintings. We find it particularly in the sea- 

thiasos, supported by Erotes or by Tritons’ (316) and he provides the example of a 

mosaic with the triumph of Poseidon and Amphitrite which is housed in the Louvre. 

Overall, we are dealing here with a piece of evidence which seems to make the 

“realistic” origin of Xen.’s canopy more acceptable. A partial objection to it lies in the 

fact that the whole text has hints of a dramatic Classical date (GI 2b), but their small 

number does not make this hypothesis an objection to this point, which might only 

clarified by the emergence of new archaeological data.

bid) Brief consideration of other elements of Xen.’s description
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Before studying how this second important topic of the canopy is connected with the 

interpretation of the protagonists’ love, I would briefly look at further details of the 

description.

- cog Kpdg epcopevtjv rrjv AcppoShrjv KSKoaptjpsvog:

Literature: this part intertext with the initial passage of Artemis’ ceremony, where the 

virgins’ role is expressed (1.2.4: sKaoiq 5s am&v outgx; cbq npoq spaoTqv EKSKOGprjTo). 

Analepsis: the emergence of this intertextual link seems to be simply a reminder of the 

main topic of the scene, marriage. This connection is different from the previous one 

that emerged in the first side of the canopy, because it is analeptic. In addition, it 

introduces a hint unusual in a relationship like that of Ares and Aphrodite which is not 

marital. While this is certainly another way in which Xen. strengthens the parallel 

between this scene and the protagonists’ wedding night, it also opens a question about 

the role played by marriage in it, which I will shortly discuss.

- £cnecpavcopevog:

Iconography: although Ares is usually depicted wearing a military helmet, he is 

sometimes crowned when he is depicted with Aphrodite: thus, we are dealing with 

another proof that there is an erotic iconographic tradition of the god, which Xen. seems 

to acknowledge (see LIMC Ares 55*, 56, 59*, 114*, 1286* and 1312*.

Prolepsis: here there is another possible reminder of garlands, which are part of the 

protagonists’ sexual consummation.

- apvSa e/cov:

Textual difficulty: The attribution of a %XApu<; to Ares is textually disputed and 

Henderson 2009, following Hemsterhuius, chooses for %Xavi6a. Although the material 

origin of the two is very similar, their usage is different: while xAapw; is ‘a male 

garment worn throughout the Greek world by horsemen, footsoldiers, ephebes, heralds 

and travellers and originating in Thessaly’, the x̂ owic; was ‘worn on festive occasions - 

sometimes as a wedding mantle’. Further, ‘its softness sometimes marked out its male 

wearers as effeminate’. In my opinion, the second option is likelier: it would fit well 

into the context of the passage and it would also emphasise better the unusual role of 

Ares as a lover. Thus, I would accept Hemsterhuius’ variant.
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Prolepsis: following my interpretation, we are dealing with a prolepsis of love and 

possibly with another reminder of marriage.

- ’'Epcog a v rd v  cbS^yei, X apnada e/cov rjppevrjv

Iconography: as I have already argued, since in ancient iconography Eros never appears 

alone with Ares, this confirms the plausibility of a Platonic intertext. From the artistic 

point of view, the stranger presence between the two is Ares, since Eros is depicted as 

the one who plays a role in the wedding ceremony (see ‘Scenes de manage’ in LIMC 

3.Eros 639-649) and, in this kind of representation, he sometimes bears a torch too (see 

‘Eros tient une ou deux torches’, LIMC 3, 366-387, from 460 BC to third century AD). 

Prolepsis: the first part of the sentence seems to be a motto of this novel, since it very 

briefly expresses the power of this god. Interestingly, oSriyECD appears also in the 

description of the wedding night, where Anthia uses it to express how Habrocomes’ 

eyes have caused her love for him to enter his soul (1.9.7 n.: xov spcoxa). Since this verb 

is also used by Aegialeus to describe an erotic context, as dpcpoxspouq 65r|youvxo<; Osou 

(5.1.5) lies at the origin of his meeting with Thelxinoe, it would seem to me that o5r|y£co 

constitutes a small sign of Xen.’s insistence on the power of Eros in his novel. Only the 

passage of 3.10.4 constitutes an exception, where it is an sAttk; 8uoxi)xf|<; that guides 

Habrocomes in his difficult search for Anthia. Furthermore, only Hid. adopts this verb 

among the Greek traditional novelists, but not in an erotic context (cf. 5.23.1 and

10.27.3): this might confirm the originality of Xen.’s choice.

3) The meaning of Ares’ and Aphrodite’s love for the interpretation of the novel

3a) A perfect overlap between Ares and Aphrodite’s love and that o f  the protagonists 

After this wide literary and iconographic analysis of the second side of the canopy, I 

would like to focus on how Ares and Aphrodite’s love might shed a new light on the 

protagonists’ wedding night. While slight possible connections have already emerged, 

as the prolepses just mentioned proved, in this second part, unlike the first, the proleptic 

value is emphasised by the perfect overlap between the scene described and what is 

happening in the life of Anthia and Habrocomes.

This suggests to me a first consideration: since in the Homeric account Ares’ entrance 

into Aphrodite’s room is followed by the consummation of love, the omission of the
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second element appears here to be strange and raises also a suspicion on the presence of 

Aphrodite. Because of this close connection between ekphrasis and the main story, I 

would argue that our author might be implying that the story of Ares and Aphrodite has 

its continuation in the ninth chapter, which perfectly coincides with the protagonists’ 

erotic consummation. Within this hypothesis, we might even reconsider the possible 

absence of Aphrodite: as in the parallel passage from the second chapter, where the 

beloved of Anthia’s maidens enter Artemis’ procession after them; similarly, the 

goddess’ epiphany might be anticipated in the eighth chapter and then realised in the 

ninth.

Three pieces of evidence further support this interpretation: the first two come from 

Xen.’s text: to begin with, from a practical point of view only Anthia and Habrocomes 

among the characters of the Eph. have the chance to see this representation, as it is 

made just for them: this suggests that they have taken it as a personal source of 

inspiration. Second, after having “hidden” Aphrodite in the description, our author 

introduces her only one other time in the novel and this corresponds with the sexual 

consummation between the protagonists: xa np&xa tcgv Acppo§vrr|<; epycov &7rf|Xxxouv 

(1.9.9). Although the expression t&v Acppo5vrr|<; epycov is formulaic (1.9.9 n.: xa 

7rpwxa), its only occurrence there might be the subtle hint that Aphrodite is part of the 

scene, although in an allusive form.

The last piece, instead, coincides with Lucretius’ occurrences of this motif: his emphasis 

on the embraces between Ares and Aphrodite, which draws on a Hellenistic inspiration, 

might be a hint that late authors, unlike Homer, were interested in describing the 

physical action between Ares and Aphrodite and, therefore, they were expanding 

Demodocus’ account. Thus, our author’s variation might be part of this new approach to 

the Odyssean scene.

3b) The role played by Ares and Aphrodite’s love in the interpretation o f the novel: sex 

and immaturity o f love

Having argued this deep connection, we must now understand how Ares’ and 

Aphrodite’s love affects the interpretation of the protagonists’ wedding night: the 

performance of this task inevitably leads us to explore the Homeric model, as it emerges 

as the main one.
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At first glance, this analysis seems problematic, because the love between Ares and 

Aphrodite is explicitly defined by Homer as an adulterous relationship. Although 

scholars generally ignore this point, Schmeling 1980, 28 asks himself the unavoidable 

question: ‘Why put such a scene over the marriage bed of especially chaste lovers?’ 

Rather than offering a personal answer, it is better to understand whether the Greeks 

perceived the same problem and how they interpreted Demodocus’ story. Since this 

story is mentioned by many literary sources after Homer and Xen. does not transform it, 

it is not unthinkable that he was exploiting the common interpretation of it.

In this respect, a synthetic assessment is offered by Athenaeus, who, as I have already 

argued, offers us insights into the common thought of the Greeks. In a passage where he 

discusses the Greek symposia, he states:

o 5e 7tapa O ala^ i Ar||i65oxo<; giSei Apeoc; Kai Acppo8frr|<; cruvouaiav, ou 5ia to  

a7ro5£xsa0ai to  t o io u t o v  7ca0o<;, aAA,’a7toTp£7icGV auTOix; 7rapavo|icDV ops^scov, rj siSdcx; 

£V TpO(p£p(p TIVl ptcp T£0papp£VOUq K(XVT£U0£V OpOlOTaTa TOiq Tp07t0l<; aUTCGV T(X 7lpO<; 

dva7cauaiv rcpocpEpcov.

‘Demodocus at the Phaeacian court sings of the amours of Ares and Aphrodite, not in 

approval of such passion, but to deter his hearers from illicit desires, or else because he 

knew that they had been brought up in a luxurious mode of life and therefore offered for 

their amusement what was most in keeping with their character’ (Ath. 1.14c-d).

In my opinion, in these few sentences Atheneaus is able to pick up the two main 

elements suggested by the Homeric text. First, the Phaeacians are considered as 

hedonistic people: this is well documented in the Odyssey, where the Phaeacians are 

keen on amusement and luxurious living (see, e.g., Od. 8.248-9: a id  5’f)piv Salq te  cpiX,r| 

Ki0apl<; te  xopoi te  d p ara  r’E^qpoipa Aocrpa te  0£ppa Kai euvai). Interestingly, in this 

attitude there is a more general predisposition to pleasures, as Heraclitus states: with the 

following label: dv0pco7ioi f|8ovfj 5E5ooXcbp£voi (69.7).

Second, Demodocus’ story is ascribed a twofold function: the first is educative, as the 

illicit love of the god is a deterrent for the audience, while the second is entertaining, 

since the poet wants also to entertain the Phaeacians. This double colour characterises 

already the reaction of the gods in Homer: while one god makes the moral statement 

o u k  apETa KaKa Epya (329) and the angry Hephaestus includes this action into Epya
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ysXaaxa Kai ouk £7ti£iKxa i5r|a0£ (see Od. 8.306-20), Hermes expresses in a highly 

amusing style his desire to have sex with Aphrodite (see Od. 8.339-342)

Interestingly, the existence of a didactic value is stressed by other Homeric 

commentators: Porphirius states that Demodocus wants to educate the immoral 

Phaeacians (ouk axoTcox; £7ii f|8o7ia0a>v a5ei xabxa o Ki0apcp86(;, 5T cov qSovxai 

aaxppovi^cov auxouq) and Eustathius of Thessalonica considers Ares’ and Aphrodite’s 

behaviour as a negative example for men (see Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam, vol. 

1.298: Tiepi Koivcoviaq ’Apsoq Kai A(ppo51xr|<; paKpo0£v naidevei abxoix; pr) aacAyaivEiv 

[...]).

Given this framework, it is likely that also Xen. is following this interpretation of the 

passage, exploiting both its functions - education and entertaining - and identifying the 

protagonists and his readers with the hedonistic Phaeacians.

Three of these elements can be easily accepted: as I have already suggested in the 

introduction, the canopy provides the definition of the novel as a Phaeacian tale, in 

which entertainment is included. This definition seems to be further expressed by the 

metaliterary hint included in the 7i£7ioifip£voq of the second section.

Second, the protagonists’ association with the Phaeacians is easy to understand, since 

wealth is a feature which is focalised on them in Ephesus (1.1.1 n.: dvf)p). In addition, 

as they are in love and ready to consummate this love on the first night together, they 

are certainly full of sexual desire. In my opinion, these two points constitute the clearer 

message conveyed by Xen. through this passage: the protagonists are having their first 

sexual consummation and the narrator with this divine model seems to invite them to 

enjoy this moment.

On the other hand, the existence of the educative issue must be proved. Although in the 

protagonists’ reaction to their falling in love a moral concern has already emerged, the 

situation here is quite different: since the first moment of the ceremony the protagonists 

have looked forward to having sex and their past refusal or fear of love have faded 

away. In addition, if we take Athaenaeus’ words literally, it is difficult to understand 

why the protagonists’ love, being marital, might be considered as a 7iapdvopo<; op£ î<;. 

In my opinion, the answer to this issue is again suggested by studying the interpreters of 

Homer, with a particular focus on those who adopt a moral approach.

To begin with, the Homeric account of Ares’ and Aphrodite’s love is accused of being 

immoral since Xenophanes of Colophon, who with poixebeiv certainly refers to this
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episode: 7ravxa Geoicj’ dve0r|Kav "Opr|p6q 0’ 'Ha(o56<; is, ooaa 7tap’ avGpamoiaiv 

ovsidsa Kai vj/oyoc; eaxiv, k Xettteiv poi%£U£iv te  Kai aXXf|Xoi)<; artaxEUEiv (fr. 11.3 Diels- 

Kranz). The Homeric poems, in fact, do not depict any other extramarital relationship. 

Second, another general attack is made by Zoilus, Greek rhetorician and philosopher of 

the fourth century BC, who condemns these two gods for having provoked the 

collective divine laughter (see T Scholium Od., 8.332bis: E7impa 8e auxoiq o ZanXoq, 

axo7rov elvai Xcycov ycXdv jiev  dKoXaaxcoc; xoix; Geoix; £7ii xotq xoiouxoiq [...]). Third, 

Plato suggests a deeper interpretation, when he includes Demodocus’ passage in those 

parts of the Homeric poems which distract men from exercising their self-control (see 

390b: cyKpaxEia and 390c). Later, when Heraclitus divides the gods according to their 

virtues and vices, Ares and Aphrodite belong to the second group, since the former is 

associated with acppoouvri and the latter with aKoXaoia (see 54.1 and 7).

Finally, again Athenaeus in his twelfth book reports a discussion on the topic of xcbv £7ii 

xpncprj Siapopxcov ycvopcvcov, in which our episode is interpreted as the proof that every 

one, gods included, can be punished if subjected to pleasure: in fact f| f|8ovf| is 

£7rov£l5iaxo<; (12.511a). Shortly after, Ares’ and Aphrodite’s loves is described as Epcoxcq 

dXoyiaxoi (12.511b) and the core of this argumentation is the Platonic opposition 

between pleasures and reason (see, e.g., Plato, Philebus 65c: fi8ovr| p&v yap dmxvTcov 

aXa^oviaxaxov).

In my opinion, if we collect together the most important words which are part of this 

framework, like lack of EyKpaxcia, d(ppocruvr|, aKoXacria, r\ f|8ovf| etcoveIS ioxoi; and 

£po>T£<; aXoyioxoi, it is evident that Xenophanes’ original accusation of adultery has 

been transformed in the Greek perception into a more general denigration of 

intemperance. In my opinion, this broader point can explain how Xen. is 

accommodating this model in his protagonists’ wedding night: young people who are 

going to enjoy sex for the first time sex inevitably have a trait of intemperance. This 

feature does not necessarily mean that sex is wrong in Xen.’s worldview, but that is not 

yet complete love.

On the other hand, intratextuality might also suggest a further reason: if we start from 

the assumption that the Eph. was built on the opposition between two erotic nights and 

that Xen. was willing to use Homer to support this construction, we would need to 

conclude that Demodocus’ story was the only choice available for the first night. 

Homer, in fact, does not describe the first night of Penelope and Odysseus, and the other
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famous love of the Iliad - that between Zeus and Era - was more difficult to exploit, 

because is not based on the consensus of both protagonists (see II. 14.294-341). 

Following this interpretation, the presence of adultery would become an even less 

important issue.

In conclusion, I would suggest that Ares’ and Aphrodite’s story is a perfect explanation 

of Xen.’s view of marriage, for the combination of the transparent pleasure of sex and 

the subtler suggestion of its unfulfilled nature.

3 c) A subtler level o f  the metaliterary interpretation

That being said, I would like to spend few more words on the metaliterary importance 

of this passage. While the association between the whole novel and a Phaeacian tale has 

already been argued, I wonder whether Xen. might also be using this model to define 

himself as Demodocus and therefore as Homer, since Homeric singers are images of the 

authors of both Iliad and Odyssey. In addition, since no other story is mentioned about 

that of the adulterine love, the association with Homer would be established within the 

erotic and moral perspective which I have already acknowledged as the foundation of 

Xen.’s approach to the Odyssey. As a result, this would work well as an explicit 

confirmation of the main intertext of the Eph.

Second, while Anthia and Habrocomes are evidently the first addressees of the canopy 

and, thus, are defined as Phaeacians, also the readers share in this role, as they become 

aware of this story too. As a result, it is possible to argue that Xen. might be here 

suggesting that his whole work has the same aims towards the readers that the theme of 

the canopy has for the protagonists: their enjoyment as well as their education. This 

reflects the impression that the Eph. has on every attentive reader.

3d) The parallels between the two couples: the roles o f the protagonists 

A final point which is worth considering as part of this interplay between description 

and narration is the protagonists’ role, because this is another element in which Xen. is 

interested from the beginning of his text.

Before offering an interpretation, we must understand which god the author is relating 

to each of the two protagonists. In theory, the answer could be double: the gender 

division suggests that Habrocomes might be compared to Ares, while the construction 

of the scene associates Anthia with the same god: the heroine literally does the same
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action as Ares, while Habrocomes waits like Aphrodite. That being said, however, since 

the parallel between ekphrasis and plot is so profoundly stressed, I would choose to 

focus on the second interpretation as it seems the most plausible one.

This statement seems to suggest that Xen. is subtler than is usually thought. If the first 

couple of associations were the only acceptable ones, our author would be making two 

simple points: the confirmation of Habrocomes submission to Eros and the definition of 

Anthia as Epcopsvrj, which would re-establish the traditional hierarchy after the 

unexpected balance of the beginning (LI 7.1).

Conversely, the adoption of the second option introduces an element of novelty and 

confirms Habrocomes’ association as an £pG>psvo<;. While the second element has an 

important echo in the persistence of a quality of passivity in his behaviour during the 

wedding night, the second appears to be a one-off, as it constitutes the first time in the 

novel where Anthia submits to Eros as a divine god and not as an internal passion 

provoked by Habrocomes. In my opinion, this exception, rather than suggesting a new 

view offered by the author on Anthia’s love (and this is confirmed by her leadership 

before having sex with Habrocomes), rather suggests that "Epco<; auxov cb5f|yei is a 

programmatic motto for the whole novel, explicitly confirming the silent but crucial role 

played by the same god in the oracle.

At the same time, Ares’ loss of weapons might work as the sign that Anthia is losing her 

initial dv5peta. Since this virtue has not already been introduced in the novel in relation 

to this heroine, while in her initial portrait she has been compared to Artemis the 

huntress, this image might signify that her subtle and initial resistance to love has been 

completely defeated: this works well with the emphasis Xen. places in the wedding 

night scene on her expression of desire (LI 2.4).

- A possible continuation of this model throughout the whole novel: Helios the witness 

of the protagonists’ love

Given this interpretation of the present passage, the fact that this canopy is in 

relationship with the final night of the novel opens the possibility that this Homeric 

story might be used again throughout the novel. While I have already expressed my 

hypothesis about possible traces of Hephaestus (LI 7.2), I would now speculate that the 

appearance of Helios in the Eph. could also be related to this Homeric story.
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As I have already suggested, in Demodocus’ song the former god twice plays the 

important role of being the witness of love. Similarly, in the Eph. he is the protector of 

the passion between the protagonists: first, Anthia and Habrocomes offer him in Rhodes 

a 7iavo7rXiav xpvarjv with a golden inscription (1.12.2 n.: oi ^£ivoi). Then, this object 

and the same god play a key role in their final recognition (ibid.). Within this context, 

Anthia addresses the god and calls him a> m  7tavicov [...] av0pca7iG)v etpopcov "HArc 

(5.11.4): this verb is a hint at Helios’ traditional control of the human beings, that is at 

the origin of his Odyssean role as a spy.

Along with this parallel, there is also a big difference, since Helios is not here a spy 

against the protagonists as the divine god is. Since, however, both Anthia and 

Habrocomes voluntarily refer to him, the reason for this different treatment might lie in 

their positive approach to him. That being said, I would not insist too much on this 

association, which does not seem to be more than a small and inconsistent suggestion.
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CHAPTER 9

As Schissel 1909, 42 argues, this chapter is a Liebesnacht and is a composition of two 

main elements: the protagonists’ suffering during their lovesickness and the subsequent 

joy given by their marriage.

Speeches and Rhetoric: the progressive achievement towards symmetry

As I have already argued in U  2.4, the event of the wedding night plays an important 

role in both the Entwicklung and Bildung of the novel, since the protagonists break the 

silence of their erotic desire and manage to share it and to achieve a union. In addition, 

if we interpret this movement of Anthia and Habrocomes in terms of the balance of the 

couple, the novelty of this passage is the protagonists’ achievement of symmetry (LI 

7.1).

Given this framework, it is interesting that the dynamic of this chapter is constructed by 

Xen. with an attentive construction of the scene and of the speeches. To begin with, 

after the initial attribution to the protagonists of an identical reaction (1.9.1 n.: outs 

7cpoGsi7teTv), the first speech given by Habrocomes contains a first suggestion of 

symmetry. Although the lack of erotic initiative recalls his past passivity, he tries to 

present himself as an active lover (1.9.3 n.: xov spaoxfjv) and introduces the issue of 

fidelity in life as well as in death (1.9.3 n.: psG’ou ^rjv). That being said, it is with 

Anthia’s two monologues that the real improvement happens. In this respect, it is 

interesting how Doulamis 2003, 82 individuates this trajectory in Anthia’s words: after 

Anthia makes the connection between her suffering and that of her beloved (ano xa>v 

spauxffc koikcov a 7is7iov0a<; oi5a), ‘we have a transition from singular imperatives 

addressed to Habrocomes (wtobcxoo) to first person plural subjunctives (dvapiycbpev, 

KaxappExcopcv [...]). Then, ‘the repetition of aAAr|Arov (see 1.9.5), that of verbs 

compound with the prefix cruv- (oupcpuvxsg, cruvepcbcnv and cruvrjppoKsv) and the two 

polyptota of and \|/u%fj reinforce the reciprocity’. The emergence of this movement 

toward symmetry inevitably affects our analysis of the chapter, since it leads us to pay a 

particular attention to the actions and words of the protagonists’ dialogue.
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1.9.1: o p t s  7ipocj£i7T8tv 8Ti aAlf|Axn)<; rjSuvavxo: ‘silence due to fear and shame’ (see 

table 1 in LJ 2.4) has already emerged during the description of lovesickness (1.5.3 n.: 

sinew) as the main focus on Xen. (LI 2.3). In my opinion, the fact that Xen. starts this 

different erotic description from the same motif underlines further how the 

protagonists’ main obstacle to love is the fear of their desire. In addition, this beginning 

might also help the readers to detect within this parallel what is really dissimilar, the 

initial experience of pleasure (1.9.1 n.: ixp’qSovrjc;:). As a result, this sentence clearly 

shows that this “Liebesnacht” is composed of two different elements, as Schissel 1909, 

42 argues.

A further suggestion of this might be lie also in the following sentence obxe fi86vavxo 

[...] avxipXevj/ai xoT<; 6(p0a>.poTq, which, unlike the silence of modesty, subverts the 

protagonists’ behaviour during lovesickness, when they could not avoid looking at each 

other (cf. 1.3.1 n.: evewpa).

1.9.1: £Kewxo ucp’f]5ovf|<; 7iap8ipevoi, aiboupevoi, cpopoupevoi, 7rv8uaxic5vxs^ 

+f]5opsvoit:

a) A textual note

O’Sullivan 2005 obelizes the last participle because it is a repetition of the previous 

ucp’f|5ovfj^. In my opinion, this decision might be correct from a rhetorical point of 

view. As the parallel ‘conflict of emotions’ in Rhodes shows, Xen. likes introducing a 

sequence of four words where the homoteleuton is broken in the last position (see 

5.15.3: 7ux0r|, f|5ovf|, X,u7ir| and cpopoq). For this reason, I would consider f|56pevoi not 

original, as it is the fifth element of the list.

Having said that, as Mazal 1971, 183 shows, however, this passage is clearly echoed by 

Aristaenetus in his fifth epistle of the second book, where a young girl expresses her 

love to a cythara’s player by saying: aiSoupai, (poPoupai, o(p’f|5ovfj<; 7rvsuaxic6 (2.5.16). 

Since Aristaenetus tends to be faithful to the Eph. (GI 5), his association of u(p’f|8ovfjq 

with 7TveoaxiG) might suggest the introduction of this complement at the place of 

qSopsvoi. Thus, the new variant would be: ucp’f)5ovfj<; 7iapeipevoi, aiSoupevoi, 

cpoPoupsvoi, 7W£uoxi(DVX£<; u(p’f)8ovf|<;. In my opinion, however, this substitution would 

not work well: first, from a stylistic point of view, it would create an unlikely chiasmus 

based on a repetition and it would make less suitable the variation introduced with 

7W£oaxi(Dvx£<;. As a result, my final reading of the passage would eliminate the final
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r|56|i£voi: vcp’fiSovfjq rcapeipevoi, aiSoupcvoi, cpopoupsvoi, 7W8oaxi(DVX£c;. Schmidt 

1882, followed by Papanikolau 1973, proposes Kaiopevoi instead of f|5opevoi. 

However, since Xen. is not particularly keen on the image of fire and, moreover, the fire 

caused by pleasure is not a common literary image, I would consider this hypothesis too 

speculative.

b) The analysis of this ‘conflict of emotions’

Having clarified this textual issue, I would reflect on the structure of this sentence and 

its complex meaning. These four participles describe the protagonists’ emotive reaction, 

while they lie together in the bed. We are dealing here with an example of what Fusillo 

1999 calls the novelistic xo7io<; of the ‘conflict of emotions’ (63; see NA 5). In this 

particular case, not all the feelings expressed are completely clear and, thus, I would 

like to analyse them more carefully. While the central ones clearly express the motif of 

‘fear and shame’, which is connected with the silence found at the beginning of the 

chapter (1.9.1 n.: ouxe 7cpoa8i7i8iv), the meaning and function of ucp’f|8ovfj<; rcapeipevoi 

and 7rv8uaxic5vx8q are subtler. As I will shortly show, they both describe the positive 

strong emotions endangered by pleasure and, thus, they produce a contrast with the 

other two, which focus on restraint. As a result, this conflict plays a really important 

role: since the protagonists’ shame and fear was the dominant feature of their 

lovesickness, now the increase of love is introducing a novelty in them which has not 

yet completely prevailed. This will happen during the night.

Given this general thesis, I would now focus on the single words.

- 8K8ivxo: since Xen. is describing a wedding night, I would argue that this verb might 

assume a subtle erotic connotation along with the more general one (1.5.9 n.: eiceivxo). 

To begin with, a compound of the same verb, cruyKaxaKsipai, is typically used by 

Plato and other ancient writers to express sexual intercourse (see table 2 in LI 2.4) and 

Xen. himself adopts it once to describe Aristomachus’ erotic relationship with 

Hyperanthes (3.2.10: eupicncco cruyKaxaKclpsvov xco 7iai5i). The same use affects 

Keipai, as Longus shows when his protagonists dream to have sex together: yupvoi 

p8x’dAAr)A,a>v s k s i v x o  (2.10.1). Further, the same author introduces the same motif “to 

lie with the lover” with the other verbs KaxaK>av8c0ai (3.18.3) and cmyKaxaKXivsoOai 

(2.7.7 and 4.40.3): interestingly, the second of the two has three occurrences also in 

the Eph. and one is in relation to the wedding night (1.7.3: fj 5e o'icp psipaKico
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<juyKaxaKX,i0f|a8Tai). Finally, the same function is performed by the Latin verb 

‘iaceo’ (see table 1 and 2 in LI 2.4) to describe sexual intercourse. A case in point is 

this statement made by Ovid: ‘Nunc iuvat in teneris dominae iacuisse lacertis; si 

quando, lateri nunc bene iuncta meo est’ {Am. 1.13.5-6). In my opinion, here Xen. 

might be suggesting that the protagonists are in bed waiting for the consummation.

- i)(p’f|5ovfjc;: in Greek literature f|8ovf| can signify both a generic ‘enjoyment’ and, more 

specifically, ‘sexual pleasure’. In this case, the second meaning is the most suitable, 

being this scene set in a GaXxxpoq. In addition, in the Eph. this expression seems to be 

particularly emphasised by two elements. First, f|5ovf| has only one other appearance 

in the novel as part of a ‘conflict of emotions’ (5.13.3), in which, being followed by 

X.071T1, it seems to mean more generically ‘joy’. Second, ncp’f]5ovfj<; is cognate with the 

verb qSsxo, which has already appeared at the beginning of the description of marriage 

to designate Anthia’s excitement about having Habrocomes (1.7.4: f| AvGla qScto psv 

oil AppoKoppv s^et and ‘sexual pleasure’ in table 1 in LI 2.4). As a result, the sexual 

connotation of this word is acceptable and constitutes a one-off in the novel (on Xen.’s 

focus on enjoyment in this part of the novel, see Schissel 1909, 44: the protagonists 

‘stehen ausdriicklich im Banne der Freude liber ihre Verbindung’).

- ncp’f]5ovfj<; Ttapeipevoi: that being said, we should understand the meaning of this 

sentence. Overall, 7iapvqpi in the passive form means ‘to be overcome’ and this can 

suggest both a positive and a negative feeling depending on the agent. Thus, while 

with sleeping the verb means ‘to be relaxed’ (Eur. Cycl. 591:7iap8ip8vo<; wivcd), with a 

disease it means ‘to be weakened’ (see, e.g. Eur. Or. 881: 7iap8lpevo<; voaco). In my 

opinion, the decision between the two depends on the interpretation of TrveoaiiMVTs .̂

- 7weoaTicDVTe<;: this is a clear symptom of lovesickness (see ‘to breath hard’ in LI 2.4) 

and occurs both in Theocritus and in Longus (e.g. in a monologue pronounced by 

Daphnis, where we read: 8K7iq5a poo to  7cvsbpa). That said, the effect of this sickness 

on the characters is not negative, as it is provoked by pleasure. Thus, Xen. is here 

employing a new approach to this topic, which will shortly appear also in relation to 

the use of tears (1.9.2 n.: f| 5s sSducpue). This shift occurs often in erotic literature, 

when the pain of desire is related with a possible satisfaction. This is attested for 

example in an elegy of Tibullus, where the poet, after a year of passion for his 

beloved, describes his condition by saying: ‘iaceo dum saucius annum et faveo morbo,
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nam iuvat ipse dolor’ (2.5.109-110). While the first expression expresses the wound 

typical of the lovesick, the new approach to this topic is given by ‘faveo’.

The emergence of this framework leads me back to ucp’fjbovfjc; 7rap£ipcvoi: in my 

opinion, this expression, being in parallel with the aforementioned, must be considered 

another symptom of lovesickness read from a positive light. As a result, I would read it 

as ‘to be weakened by pleasure’. Unlike the previous motif, which is merely typical of 

the real lovesickness, this one has an interesting parallel in the Roman Elegy, where, as 

Pichon 1966, 183 argues, ianguidi e sse dicuntur ii qui fessi vix corpus movere possunt 

[...] ob amorem’). A case in point is a passage from Ovid’s Heroides 13.115-6, where 

Laodamia expresses her wish to embrace her husband’s arms by asking him: ‘quand 

ego, te reducem cupidis amplexa lacertis, languida laetitia solvar ab ipsa mea?’. In my 

opinion, this weakness wished by Laodamia - which is source of happiness, as ‘laetitia’ 

suggests - is the same as that which the protagonists are experiencing.

In conclusion, Fusillo’s 1999 definition of this passage as a conflict can be accepted, but 

in this case we are not dealing with a simple exploitation, since every feeling plays an 

important role in the passage and in the novel. In addition, the attribution itself of this 

motif to the couple as a whole constitutes the first sign of the symmetry that 

characterises the wedding night (1.9.5 n.: dvapiywpev). For more on these conflicts, see 

NA 5.

1.9.1: ETiaXkETo §e auxoTq xa acbpaxa Kai EKpaSaivovio auxoiq ai \|/\>%ai: in this 

expression the impact of the erotic scene on the protagonists reaches its apex and Xen.’s 

originality lies in the combination of body and soul to express the erotic trembling. In 

addition, as in the apex of Habrocomes’ lovesickness (1.5.5 n.), ‘the motion of the 

external body is replicated in the motion of the internal seat of emotion’ (Cummings 

2009, 149-150).

While the nature of this reaction in itself is not surprising, its location and the verbs 

adopted by Xen. deserve more attention. To begin with, as in the beginning of this 

chapter, the protagonists are having an experience of pleasure and not of pain, as in the 

previous chapter. As a result, here Xen. is expressing the excitation of the protagonists 

for their imminent consummation. In this reaction we might be reading also a hint of 

embarrassment, but nothing more serious or negative.
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Second, the linguistic strangeness lies in the association between of ftdAAopai, ‘to 

tremble’, with xa acopaxa: in the novelistic uses of the verb, in fact (see ‘trembling of 

body and soul’ in table 2.4), the verb is always referred to fj Kapbia, a combination 

whose origin is in Homer (see II. 22.461: rcaAAopevri icpa5ir)v, where it describes 

Andromache’s reaction when she discovers her husband’s death). Although this 

combination occurs in the Imperial literature (cf. Aetius De Plac. reliquiae, where the 

Democritean atoms are defined as xa cpucpoxaxa SKBiva Kai tercxoxaxa acbpaxa a [...] 

avco Kai Kaxco 7iaX,X6psva, Plut. Mor. 30a, where naXljExai xo ocopa it refers to Trojans’ 

fear in front of Ajax, Rufus 17, who, like Galenus De sympt. causis 7.162, is describing 

the effects of diseases), the lack of examples in the erotic literature gives the impression 

that Xen. is going against the common trend.

The same conclusion concerns KpaSalvopai, ‘to quiver’, which never occurs with \|/uxf| 

in the Greek literature, but it is used four times with acbpaxa and never in an erotic 

context (cf. Plut. Alex. 74.6, Cicero 35.5, Maximus Soph. 9.6.3 and Galen De locis 

Affect. 8.340; Iamblichus 9.6 and Hid. 9.4.3 and 10.31.6 use simply the verb in military 

and public situations). The only other occurrence is again in Xen., when the author 

describes the protagonists’ fear in front of the pirates’ imminent proposal (1.16.2: at xs 

vj/oxai 8Kpa5alvovxo).

As a result, Xen. introduces here an unusual couple of phrases and this gives the 

impression that he might be pointing out to his readers that the nouns - body and soul - 

are more important than the verbs (see LI 7.2). More precisely, I would also suggest that 

our author’s originality might lie in his introduction of a motif proper of lovesickness at 

the beginning of a sexual consummation. As a result, his sort of inversion of names 

might underline that the nature of this trembling is quite different from that of those 

who experience love as a disease. In this respect, 87tdX^£xo 6s auxoix; xa acopaxa might 

suggest that the protagonists’ bodies, after a moment of lying, are starting to move 

because of the excitement, giving birth to the physical relationship.

1.9.2: 7C8pi£XaPs: this is the first verb in the Eph. which describes a physical contact 

between two characters. In the whole novel Xen. adopts also 7tepipdAA,co and acraa^opai 

to describe the embrace and he introduces these verbs in contexts where this act 

expresses either love (see, e.g., 4.5.5, where Anchialus’ attempt at raping Anthia 

includes the participle 7t8piA,r|\j/6p8vo<;) or affection (see e.g. 5.12.1 and 6, where Anthia
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embraces - rcspipdAAei [...] Kai acmd^exai - and kisses Leucon and Rhode), without 

marking a distinction between them. Thus, he is not keen on building an erotic 

vocabulary: simplicity prevails. The apex of this use occurs in 2.7.5, where Anthia’s 

attitude towards Habrocomes in prison is emphasised through the exploitation of all the 

three verbs: etpiXsi is  abxov Kai 7iepi8paAA£ Kai xa 8eapa rjaTtd^exo [...]. For a subtler 

interpretation of this passage, see Plato 7.2.

1.9.2: f| 8s sSaKpue [...] xa SaKpua:

a) A textual issue

This sentence might appear controversial, since in theory both xrj<; \|n>xf|<; and xfjq 

871100pia<; might be the subjects of 7ipo7rep7toi)(xr|<;. In addition, the mention of soul and 

its possible link with tears is also not completely clear. The answer to the first question 

is suggested by a passage of Ach. in which Clitophon reacts desperately to the false 

news of Leucippe’s death (7.4.3: r\KQe 5s poi xoxe SaKpua Kai xoTq 6<p0aA,poT<; xqv Aimriv 

d7i8515ouv) and he tells how his tears do not immediately come out. This being a strange 

phenomenon, the protagonist explains it carefully: tears are the blood of the soul (7.4.5: 

SaKpoov yap aipa xpaupaxo<; \|/u%fj<;) and only when the soul softens the blows it 

receives it is able to let them flow. Conversely, when it is hit, there is an obstruction 

which blocks the tears. More precisely, Ach. exploits the comparison with the blood by 

associating the progressive visibility of bruises with the delivery of tears. Since Ach.’s 

pseudo-scientific explanations often reflect and deepen ideas that were part of the 

common mentality, I would accept this as an explanation of the current passage: the 

control of the soul on tears makes me accept xfjg \|A)xf|<; as the subject of 7tp07tep7i;oi)<yr|<;. 

In addition, in the Greek literature there are other occurrences that confirm that, as in 

the modem language, the soul was generally considered the origin of tears: see, e.g. 

Men. fr. 599: del 8c xoTq 7capouai SaKpuoic; epTtoiei xo 0rjX,D xrj<; \|/uxn<; dvapoAx|v xq> 

7ia08i and Clemens Romans Ps.-Clem. 156: Touxcov o paxapioq KA,r|pr|<; aKouaaq Kai 

7ia0d)v £7ti xfj xfjq yuvaucoq oupcpopa xf|v i|/o%riv eiq 8aKpua [...] Kaxayexai.

That said, this interpretation can be also used to solve the other issue, since xa 8aKpua 

are ouppoXa xrj<; 87u0opia<; and not xfjq i|n>xf|<;.

b) Tears as the first important ingredient of the wedding night
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Having clarified this first point from a textual point of view, I would like to understand 

the reason for this association. In order to perform this task, I will start by considering 

more broadly the value of tears in the whole wedding night, since in this passage they 

play an important role which is comparable only to that of the eyes and which gives a 

mimetic connotation to the scene (on this element, see Schissel 1909, 50: “Denn oft im 

I.B. der Ephesiaca folgen einer Rede als ihre mimische Fortsetzung Tranen’). After this 

controversial first sentence, which constitutes their first appearance, there are other 

occurrences:

- 1.9.3: Habrocomes collects Anthia’s tears and finds them very sweet;

- 1.9.3: for him drinking her tears is the apex of love, as it is described as the remedy to 

his love;

- 1.9.5: above all, Anthia asks Habrocomes to collect her tears;

- 1.9.5: second, she invites her beloved to drink her tears with his hair;

- 1.9.5: finally, she asks that they drench each other’s garlands;

- 1.9.5: in this last invitation, the reciprocity concerns also the tears (xoic; 7tap’aA.A,f|?ia)v 

Saicpoaiv).

At a first glance, this framework suggests that we are not dealing with the most 

traditional value of tears as symbol of desperation, which occurs in the novel every 

time the lovers undergo perils and meet dangerous rivals (see e.g. 2.1.1: sicAmov, 

cb5upovxo). As the protagonists are experiencing pleasure since the beginning of the 

chapter, another value seems to be ascribed to tears here. To an extent, the most obvious 

hypothesis is that they might denote both desperation and joy, as it can happen in every 

human life (for an ancient reflection on this common human behaviour, see Alex. 

Aphrod. Physic. Problems, 1.31). In this respect, they might express the contradictory 

feelings expressed in the initial contrast of emotions.

However, since the passage has a clear literary framework, it is likely that Xen. also had 

in his mind a model from the erotic tradition. A positive answer to this is suggested by 

the recent study of Fogen 2009 on Tears in the Graeco-Roman world: as I will shortly 

show, in the tradition of Greek epigram writers, especially in those of Meleager, 5aicpua 

designate the mix of hope and suffering which is provoked by Eros’ bitter-sweet (see 

Konstan 2009, 331: ‘Love in fact, however painful, brings with it the hope of pleasure, 

which coexists with tears’) and this seems the possible model of our author.
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This twofold value is not already attested in the Homeric poems, where tears are 

associated with different kinds of emotions, from different kinds of sadness (see 

Follinger 2009, 21 ff.: ‘rage’, ‘despair’, ‘spontaneous reaction to a personal loss’, ‘fear’, 

‘yearning’, ‘defeat in a sporting event’) to the joy experienced after reunions or returns 

to home. In this second category the episode of Penelope and Odysseus constitutes the 

clearest example (see Od. 23.207-8, 23.231-40). If this pattern is very interesting, 

because of the closeness between Homer and Xen., in my opinion it is not here 

predominant, because Anthia and Habrocomes have not been yet separated for a long 

time and the intensity of the former’s tears is different from the weeping of a couple re

united: thus, Xen.’s source of inspiration is certainly later than Homer.

After the Iliad and the Odyssey, tears preserve similar connotations in Greek tragedy 

(see Suter 2009, 60, where ‘they may be prompted by a variety of emotions, such as 

grief [...], loneliness, [...] joy [...] and anger’), while they are criticised by Plato, who 

considers them a sign of weakness, especially for the minds of men ‘that ought to resist 

emotions’ (Baumgarten 2009, 85). As a result, it is only in the erotic literature that tears 

restore their literary importance. Within this branch of literature, which shares the 

context with the present passage of Xen., tears assume two principal values. On the one 

hand, as the Roman elegists show, tears are usually a key ingredient of the ‘lover’s 

complaint’ (Fogen 2009b, 204) for the absence or the misbehaviour of the beloved, and 

their frequent introduction depends on the fact that ‘the entire existence of lovers is 

depicted as scarcely happy’ (ibid., 182). Among the most specific themes associated 

with weeping there are jealousy (Prop. 1.5, 2.20.1-8, Ovid. Amor. 1.4.60-62, Ovid. Ars 

Amat. 3.673-682), unrequited love (Prop. 1.5.15-6) and the paraklausithyron (Prop. 

1.16, Ovid. 1.16.17-8). While these are human tears, also women sometimes weep and 

this happens when there is a conflict in the relationship. Overall, this pattern typical of 

the Roman Elegy does not seem to explain what Xen. is doing, since in our novel the 

protagonists are neither physically nor spiritually separated.

On the other hand, there is the aforementioned approach to this theme adopted by 

Meleager, who gives birth to the new motif of Eros’ yXuicuSaKpix; (AP. 7.419.3 and AP. 

12.167.2): the meaning of this epithet lies in the opposition between the sweetness of 

the longed-for erotic pleasure and the pain caused by its non-fulfilment. This twofold 

theme is already attested in Euripides’ Hippolytus, where the choir invokes Eros as the 

god o Kat’oppdicov ata^cov 7io0ov, siaaycov yA.uKsvav yoyo, yapiv ou<; 87iiaxpaisuap
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(525-6), and might also recall the Sapphian definition of Eros as yA,oio)7nKp6<; (Sappho 

fr. 130 L-P). However, it is Meleager’s frequent use of sweet tears which transformed 

this into a common xonoq of the erotic literature, as it emerges from the following texts. 

The first is particularly significant:

X eipspiov pev 7rv8upa- (pspsi 8 ’ £7ii oo i pe, Muicnce, 

dp7caoi6v Kcopoic; o yXuicuSaKpuq ’'Epax;.

XSipaivei 8s Papug 7rv£uaa<; n60o<;, aXka p’ sq oppov 

8£^ai, tov vaurriv Ku7ipi8oq ev nekaysi (AP 12.167).

In this text, Eros is identified with a ‘blustery wind’ (1) and a ‘desire which heavily 

blusters’. At the same time, within this naval metaphor, the beloved Myiscus is the 

harbour. As Konstan 2009, 324 argues, ‘if passion is marked by sweet tears, then, it is 

because cpccx; is essentially a state of suspense: the hope of a safe anchorage in the arms 

of the beloved provides the pleasure, [...] but the joy is contaminated by the pain of 

separation from the beloved’.

The same idea is more simply expressed in AP 5.177, an epigram which celebrates the 

power of the cosmogonic Eros (see table 2 and 3 in LI 2.3: ‘Eros’ power over gods and 

nature’) and in which the god is portrayed as a na\q y X w c u S a K p ix ; (v. 3). The reason for 

this definition is that he inflicts pain on the people (7 :7 ta v r p  y a p  K a i 7 r a a iv  a7i;£x0£Tai), 

but, since his presence lies in Zenophila’s eyes (10), this makes the poet’s experience 

sweet, as the object of conquest is beautiful and attractive (for another similar 

occurrence, see AP 5.178.4, 5.212.2, 12.132.6).

The confirmation of this coexistence is given by another epigram in which the beloved 

is absent and, as a result, the tears stop being sweet: see AP 12.72, where the poet 

concludes the epigram by saying: Kaurov ’"Epcoxo<; £Axo<; ĉ cov £7ii aolq 8aKpuai 

8aKpuxeco (5-6). Only the morning is sweet (1: q8r| jiev yAuidx; op0po<;), because 

daylight traditionally brings comfort (for a parallel see AP 5.166.2).

As a result, in Meleager’s poetry tears are a symbol of the painful desire of love for the 

beloved and it is his presence that makes them sweet. This reminds us of the positive 

approach to lovesickness that has already emerged in Xen.’s introduction of rcapEipcvoi 

and 7rvp£oaTUQVT£<; (1.9.1. n.).

In my opinion, Xen., being aware of these erotic motifs, is introducing Anthia’s sweet 

tears to underline her desire for the beloved, which is painful, because it has not yet 

been fulfilled, but at the same time sweet, because the partner has just embraced her. As
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a consequence, these tears appear to be a prolepsis of the sexual consummation which 

concludes this episode (on this connotation, see Schissel 1909, 50, who defines Anthia’s 

tears as ‘Wollustzahren’. See also Konstan 2009, 320: ‘The tears that are the tokens of 

Anthia’s desire may be a consequence of the repression of her passion till now or its 

sudden satisfaction’. In my opinion, however, only the first hypothesis is correct). In 

this respect, Anthia’s tears might recall Habrocomes’ weeping in the fifth chapter 

(1.5.3), where, however, the sweetness was not present, because there was no real 

contact between the two. That being said, it is also relevant that the indication of the 

sweetness of tears is focalised through Habrocomes: in my opinion, this is the fruit of 

the original approach of our poet, who, unlike the writers of epigram, has the chance to 

exploit the motif in a contest of requited love.

In conclusion, I would definitely accept Xen.’s definition of tears as symbol of desire: 

our author is here using this image to suggest a new step in the erotic relationship of the 

protagonists, which lies in Anthia’s expression of erotic desire (see also 1.9.5 n.: Saicpoa 

for the following step). The appearance of this image is certainly a good proof of Xen’s 

knowledge of literary motifs, also because sweet tears do not appear in a sexual context 

in the work of the other novelists, who simply associate weeping and joy in some 

‘conflict of emotions’ (Long 1.31.1, 2.24.1, 4.22.1; Hid. 10.38.3-4)

1.9.2: co xfj<; spot [...] TcoGsivoidxriq vukto<;: apostrophes to the night are quite common 

in the Hellenistic Greek epigrams, especially in Meleager, where the vu^ is usually 

invoked as a witness of the beloved and of her possible faithfulness or betrayal (see AP

5.8, 5.165, 5.166 and 5.191, while 5.164 is written by Asclepiades).

On the other hand, in the Roman Elegy there is ‘il topos “romantico” della notte cara 

agli amanti, in opposizione al giomo, alia lux che impedisce i loro incontri segreti; esso 

e tra i piu diffusi della poesia amorosa gia greca’ (Rosati 1996, 178). A case in point is 

represented by the Ovidian night of Ero and Leander, where the latter exclaims: ‘non 

magis illius numerari gaudia noctis Hellespontiaci quam maris alga potest’ (Heroides, 

18.107-108).

Given the existence of this framework, Habrocomes’ speech seems to be exceptional, 

since our protagonist is speaking in front of his beloved and his night lacks any 

opposition to the day, being the legitimate consummation of his wedding. As a result,
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Xen. seems here to transform a common motif into the new pattern of a reciprocal 

relationship: this fits well into the whole intent of the chapter.

Within this hypothesis, the use of 7io08ivoxdxr)q is significant too: in the Eph. this 

adjective is always focused on Habrocomes and it occurs in two other crucial moments 

of protagonists’ relationship: first, in his oath shared with Anthia soon after the 

departure from Ephesus, his apostrophe to her contains the comparative form of the 

adjective (see 1.11.3: Av0(a xrj<; v|/oxfj<; poi 7to08ivoxepa). Second, in the last dialogue of 

the protagonists in Rhodes, 7io08ivoq is the epithet of the day (1.14.3: xfjv poyi<; fiplv 

f|p8pav 7io08ivf]v ebpr|p8vr|v). In my opinion, this web of passages referring to 7co08ivo<; 

might invite the readers to make a comparison between the first and the last 

occurrences: although in Rhodes the protagonists are spending together a night as in 

Ephesus, Habrocomes’ mention of the day appears a willing swerve from the first night 

and this might strengthen one of the differences between the two events, which lies in 

the different consideration of sex.

Finally, while vu£, 7to0eivf| have no other connections in Greek literature, qpepa and the 

same adjective appear in Aristophanes’s Pax (see 556: IQ 7ro08ivi) xoT<; SiKcdoig Kai 

yeoopyoiq fipepa,) and in Euripides’ Helen (see 623-4: a> 7to0eivo<; rjpepa, rj a ’ eiq epa<; 

86ook8v cbX£va<; Axipeiv.). In the first passage the leader of the chorus welcomes the 

arrival of Peace on the scene, while in the second Menelaus expresses his joy after 

having met and recognised his real Helen. Finally, in Euripides’ Electra the protagonist 

makes a similar exclamation after having recognised her brother: w xpovio<; apepa 

(585). Since the first occurrence has been interpreted by scholars as ‘an allusion to a 

standard tragic welcome scene’ (Olson 1998, 190), Xen.’s use of it and his adaptation to 

the night can be considered part of the novelistic exploitation of tragic formulae, which 

emerges also in the monologues of the fourth chapter.

That being said, while in theory it is not unthinkable that Xen. is directly intertexting 

with Euripides’ Helen (LI 9), practically, since in the tragic scene Menelaus’ surprise of 

‘ritrovare una sposa fedele e innamorata come il primo giomo di nozze, dopo averla 

creduta a lungo adultera e seduttrice’ (Fusillo 1989, 16) is not echoed by Habrocomes’ 

reaction, the hypothesis of an active exploitation of this intertext is not likely.

1.9.3: xov 8paaxf|v s^eiq av8pa: as Doulamis 2003 argues (81, n. 239), there are two 

possible translations of this sentence: xov epacrxpv, in fact, can be taken either as a
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general term to indicate ‘the man who loves you’ or as a more specific reference to the 

traditional figure of the lover. While Anderson 1989 and Trzaskoma 2010 propose the 

former translation, Henderson 2009, 231 alludes to the latter possibility with: ‘you have 

your lover as a husband’ and Dalmeyda 1926 does this more clearly with his ‘tu as pour 

epoux ton amant appassione’.

In my opinion, both options are allowed by the text: the second is suggested by 

Habrocomes’ behaviour, which has been active neither in the previous chapters nor in 

the beginning of this. Thus, as in the second part of his apostrophe Habrocomes 

addresses the issue of marriage, the hero might here simply ‘declare his everlasting love 

to her’ (Doulamis 2003, 81). That being said, since Xen. from the beginning of the 

novel is playing subversively with the traditional roles of the epaaxr|<; and of the 

epoopcvoq, the readers are invited to see irony in this self-definition as an spaoxf|<;, since 

Habrocomes has thus far always failed to be like that.

Finally, also Anthia’s following apostrophe avavSpe Kai deike. (1.9.4) seems to be part of 

the same game, since she reminds the readers that Xen. is effectively lacking dominance 

in love.

1.9.3: peO’ou £rjv K ai d7to0aveiv urcdp^ai yuvaud acbcppovi: this relative clause 

introduces the topic of “fidelity in life as well as in death”. As I have argued in LI 2.5, 

this topic does not play an important role in the scene and the reason for this silence lies 

in the fact that fidelity becomes the main issue of the novel from the oath onwards. That 

being said, the occurrence of atfxppovi must here be underlined, because it is the first 

use of this term with reference to fidelity in marriage (see LI 4): thus, we are dealing 

with a small but at the same time significant anticipation of the oath. In addition, as 

Schissel 1909, 45, we might see in this sentence an echo of the bad side of the 

prophecy: this appears to be the first sign that Habrocomes is taken Apollo’s words 

seriously.

1.9.3: wrap^ai: this is the first desiderative optative of the novel. As Mann 1896, 28 

argues in his analysis of Xen.’s language, ‘der unabhangige obliquus wird regular 

gebraucht als Optativus im engerem Sinne und in Verbindung mit av als Potentialis der 

Gegenwart’. While the less pure value emerges in 1.2.9, in 1.4.3 and in 1.11.4, where 

the optative simply ‘expresses with av a future action dependent on circumstances or
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conditions’, the stricter one emerges here and in two other speeches of the first book, in 

which a character expresses a wish. The first is uttered by Anthia in her second answer 

to Habrocomes in the wedding night, which includes an optative (1.9.8: pAi7ioix£), 

while the second by Megamedes, who introduces four of them in his farewell to the 

protagonists (1.10.1 On.: euxuxoTxe). In comparison with these two other cases, here 

Habrocomes’ desire appears less strong.

1.9.3: VEKiapo^ rcoxipwxEpa [xa Sdicpoa]: this passage makes it explicit to the reader 

that Anthia’s tears are sweet and not bitter (1.9.2 n.: xa SaKpua). That being said, 

Xen.’s choice of the comparison with nectar is unusual, since this parallel is usually 

introduced in connection with the taste of kisses: see, e.g., Lucian’s definition of 

Ganymede’s kiss (cf. 8.2: xo cpiXr|pd a o i qSiov xou veicxapo<; and 8.3, where the same 

concept is repeated), AP 5.305.2 (vEKxap eqv xo (piA.r|pa, xo yap  axop a  vEKxapoq £7rv£t) 

and, among Latin writers, Hor. 1.13.14-15 (‘oscula quae Venus quinta parte sui nectaris 

imbuit’). This pattern is confirmed by the novelists, where nectar appears only in Ach., 

who, after the description of Ganymede as oivoxoov xou VEKxapoq (2.36.4), describes 

the boy’s kisses with the clauses ei vsxxap  ETcqyvuxo Kai xeiLoc; syivExo (2.38.5).

Since no other Greek author associates Saxpua and vexxap, here Xen. appears as a 

creative and, possibly, slightly sophisticated author.

1.9.3: Tcavxoc; 8 e xou rcpoc; oduvqv (pappaxou Suvaxcbxepa: in this passage (pappaxov 

belongs to a traditional metaphor of love (1.2.1 n. and 1.6.2 n.), according to which it 

designates the ‘remedy’ of love. This is suggested not only by the general erotic context, 

but also by the use of the word o8uvq. Since this noun has here its only appearance and 

is anticipated in the novel by its cognates oSuvdco (1.4.4 n.) and oSuvdopai (1.4.7), 

which both describe love, I would argue that here Xen. is suggesting that tears are more 

successful than any cpappaxov against love. This leads us to conclude that we are 

dealing with another repetition of the oracle’s motif ‘Love is the only remedy for love’: 

since tears are desires, Xen. might be here saying that the only cure for love is to 

welcome the erotic 7ro0o<;: this is another metaphor which emphasises the new step of 

the protagonists’ night.
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1.9.4: 5ok<S goi KaA,fp: an expression like this, which is focused on the combination of 

Sokeco and the adjective icaAd<;, is very simple, as its appearance on Greek vases to 

express beauty further proves (1.1.5 n.: on  ei<; KaXjoq amoq). Interestingly, in the Eph. 

Xen. adopts it as a formula for a love which constitutes a danger for conjugal fidelity 

and which can be real or possible. Since Anthia introduces here this theme as a question, 

we are dealing with another subtle expression of “jealousy” (1.5.4 n.: X,U7toupevq). For 

this reason, here Anthia seems:

a) 2.4.2: 8okeT<; xivi xwv 5£G7ioxo6v, AppoKopq, KaXo<;: real love of Manto to 

Habrocomes (Leucon is speaking);

b) paxalox; edotpq noAnlSco KaX.f|: invented love for Leucon refers this formula to 

Manto’s love for Habrocomes;

c) 5.5.3: real love of Polyidus for Anthia (Rhaenea is speaking);

d) 5.8.7: aXkr\ ttou 5 e5 o k x o u  KaX,f|: possible love of Habrocomes for another woman 

(Anthia after her nightmare).

That being said, it is interesting that the last occurrence is pronounced by Habrocomes 

in the final night in Rhodes, where the protagonist wants to assure his wife about his 

fidelity: ouxe rcapOEVoq spot xiq ebo^ev Eivai KaA,f| (5.14.4). This passage creates a link 

between the wedding night and the last one. In this respect, as Doulamis 2003 notes, in 

Rhodes Habrocomes ‘responds to Anthia’s points, but in reverse order’ (95): also his 

precedent sentence - oux’aX,X,q xk; ocpOsioa qpsas yuvf| (5.14.4) - intertexts with 

Anthia’s words on the wedding night, as she uses apsoKco in her second question and 

this verb does not have any other occurrences apart from these two.

While, to an extent, the discovery of the parallel between these two events is not 

surprising, since they constitute the only two situations of the novel where the 

protagonists sleep together, two points seems to be worth making. First, the fact that 

Habrocomes waits through the whole journey to answer Anthia’s questions shows that, 

as in the oath (LI 2.5), Xen. introduces fidelity as the dimension of love which can be 

achieved only with the passing of time. Second, the fact that in Rhodes Habrocomes, 

unlike Anthia, recalls the wedding night and not the oath introduces an asymmetry in 

the couple and seems to suggest that Habrocomes is less keen than Anthia on fidelity.

1.9.4: avavSps K ai SsiXi: in this passage Anthia introduces the motif of the “cowardice 

of love” (table 1 and 2 in LI 2.4). Before analysing the effect of this on the
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characterisation of both protagonists, it is significant that deikla, as wtspricpavla (1.2.1 

n.: i>7i£pr|(p&voi<;), is both a vice in Aristotle’s ethical works and one of the Theophrastan 

characteristics that similarly represent deficiencies of virtues. As a result, also here Xen. 

might be referring to character typification, sharing the habitual erotic approach to it 

adopted by novelists.

This is the first hint that Anthia is now able to speak in a persuasive way, having 

completely overcome her previous shame. More precisely, in this passage she shows a 

mix of arrogance and impudence, which confirms her unusual status as cpaaxfiq. At the 

same time, the effect of her words appears to be a recognition of Habrocomes’ lack of 

dv5peia and, thus, a recognition of his similarly unusual status as an epwpsvoq. This sort 

of accusation is increased by the fact that the hero not only lacks erotic courage, but he 

has already failed to be morally dvSpeioq and to resist love (1.4.1 n.: co 7idvxa 

avav5po<;). While this more broadly ‘questions the attainability and the legitimacy of 

ideal masculinity’ (Jones 2007b, 144), the passage also generates humour, since it is 

Anthia who attacks Habrocomes and introduces an implicit self-attribution of dvSpsia 

(see on this Jones 2007b, 117: ‘when a speaker or author highlights the absence of 

7iai5£la, he implicitly suggests that, by contrast, he himself possesses that quality. The 

same may be said of dvSpeta’). In addition, Anthia seems to be even harsh toward her 

partner: in her question Kai pcxa xqv of|V eupopcpiav dpEGKto aot;, the use of pexa, 

‘after’, refers to the prominence of his beauty and in this context this allusion sounds 

like an ironical criticism of his previous arrogance. As a result, Xen. seems to give to 

Anthia a marked rhetorical ability. Interestingly, an interplay with lack of erotic courage 

occurs in Ach., where Clitophon underlines his SeiXTa. As soon as the protagonist starts 

to pursue Leucippe, he expresses the following fear to Satyrus: SeSouca 5e |iq axoLpoc; 

cov Kai SeiXoq spomq a0A,qxf|q yevcopai (2.4.4) and his servant uses again 8eiXd<; in his 

following question (2.4.5). Shortly after, Clitophon in a soliloquy explicitly connects his 

lack of dvSpela with his lack of erotic courage (see 2.5.1) and the same erotic 

connotation is repeated in 2.10.1 and in 4.1.2 through the verb dv5pi^opai.

Since, however, Ach. does not make another character say these things, Anthia’s sensual 

provocation remains unparalleled.

1.9.4: 7iooov eppd5uva<; £pa>v xpovov: with this sentence Anthia attributes to 

Habrocomes the erotic motif of the ‘slow lover’, who does not answer love. This xonoq
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is quite common in Roman Elegy: a case in point is Hypsile’s letter to Jason in Ovid’s 

Heroides, where she complains about his disinterest towards her by saying: ‘Quid 

queror officium lenti cessasse mariti?’ (6.17; for other parallels, see ‘the slow lover’ in 

LI 2.4). Interestingly, this motif is subtly introduced by Xen. with a variation on the 

previous occurrence of the same verb, where the impatience of love was introduced 

instead (1.8.1: ppaduveiv; see ‘the slow lover’ in table 1 and 2 in LI 2.4).

1.9.5: iSou [...] u7io8s%ou [...] 7tiv8xco: the fact that Anthia and not Habrocomes uses 

imperatives on the wedding night confirms her preservation of the leadership role 

within the couple. On this, see LI 7.1.

1.9.5: S & K p oa  p s v  utcoSexou x a p a :  this request appears as further re-elaboration of the 

definition of tears as symbol of desire: in Anthia’s mind, her request to Habrocomes to 

accept her tears coincides with the request of accepting her love. In this respect, this 

imperative anticipates the following explicit invitation introduced with d v a p iy w p e v .

This possibility has a parallel in a pseudo-scientific explanation of tears given by 

Ach.,when Leucippe cries in front of Thersander. The novelist starts here from the 

common belief that ei<; xa oppaxa xcov k u Axqv xo K&Xkoq K<x0r|xai (6.7.5) and he 

introduces tears in his Platonic description of how beauty is welcomed by the lover. 

When beauty moves from the eyes of the beloved to those of the lover, 5aicpoa move 

with beauty and are kept by the lover in his eyes. The reason for this lies in the lovers’ 

desire to use them as papxuplav of love (6.7.6). Following this explanation, I would 

confirm that Anthia’s invitation to Habrocomes coincides with the request to reciprocate 

her love.

In addition, this idea of using tears as a witness leads me to include in this pattern 

Anthia’s invitation to Habrocomes to drench his hair. This part of the body, in fact, 

constitutes in itself an important papxupia, since it remains wet for a long time. Further, 

in our case Anthia is certainly using fj KaA.f| oou Koprj to make a pun on Habrocomes’ 

name (1.1.2 n.: cruvf|v08i): thus, the witness which she is really looking for is 

Habrocomes in his entirety: Anthia is subtly but insistently asking Habrocomes to 

answer her love.

Overall, the emergence of this pattern leads me to make these further remarks: to begin 

with, the fact that Anthia takes the initiative and Habrocomes simply has the task of
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answering confirms that Anthia still plays the leading role in the couple (see LJ 7). A 

further proof of this might lie in the fact that the object of Anthia’s first invitation here 

coincides with what Habrocomes has already done: this suggests that only through the 

heroine can the erotic actions of her husband achieve their aim. Second, this 

sophisticated approach to tears appears to be persuasive sign of how Xen. is able to use 

precious erotic motifs when he so wishes. A further proof of this subtle will appear in 

the second part of Anthia’s speech (1.9.7-8 n.), where the heroine demonstrates a similar 

sophistication in relation to eyes.

1.9.5: oupcpuvxec; dAXf|Axn<; avapvyojpev: the first reason why this phrase is important is 

its inclusion of an exhortative conjunctive and of a first plural person. As I briefly 

suggested at the beginning of this chapter, with this verb Anthia’s attitude towards 

Habrocomes definitely changes: while she was treating him before as a sort of 

subordinate, here the heroine starts to consider him an equal. Significantly, this change 

happens exactly when she addresses the issue of a profound union with him. 

Interestingly, this idea is not only developed through the close introduction of ouptpuco 

and avapeiyvupi, but seems to be emphasised through a plausible Platonic intertext. The 

first verb, in fact, occurs in Aristophanes’ myth in the Platonic Symposium: in this 

famous passage, in fact, after the cut of the human form decided by gods, each half 

longs for its fellow and 7t£piP<xX,XovxE<; xaq xe*P°  ̂ Ka  ̂ tfuprctaKopevoi dA,Ax|Xoi<;, 

£7ri0u pouvis^ aupcpuvai (191a).

In my opinion, this connection is not unthinkable, because, although m)p<puoo in the 

passive form, where it means ‘grow together’ or ‘unite’, has many occurrences in the 

Greek literature, it is almost never used in an erotic narrative. The two more important 

contexts where we find it are scientific descriptions, where the high number of motifs 

makes impossible their mention here, and philosophical texts, from fragments of 

Empedocles (26 and 72) to Plato, who uses it to define love (Phdr. 246d: xov a d  8e 

Xpovov xauxa [body and soul] oupTteipuKoxa), to Epictetus (Diss. ab Arriano dig. 

4.1.113). At the same time, crupcpuopai is also adopted in more general and non

technical contexts: for instance, Xenophon of Athens express through it the need of a 

rider of a horse to be one with his animal (Cyr. 4.3.18-19: Sub^opai 5e xq> uc7tcp, xov 

5’evavxiov <xvaxp8\|/co xrj xou ui7rou pupp, akV  ou aup7i£(puKcb<; SeSqaopai cocrasp oi 

l7t7tOK8VXaOpOl).
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Given this framework, only two other authors use a o |i (p 6 o p a i  in an erotic context in the 

Early Imperial Era: the first is Plutarch, who in Antony’s biography describes his 

passion for Cleopatra by saying that he was E ^ K o p ev o q  6710 xr|<; y u v a iK o q  cocraEp 

aupcp^EcpuKcbc; K a i cru ppE xacpE popE voq  ( 6 6 .4 ) .  As this author is keen on Plato, it is likely 

that this passage itself was inspired by the philosopher. Second, the Early Imperial 

grammarian Phrynicus in his Praeparatio Sophistica explains the meaning of v/vyr] p i a  

q a x r |v  with the following sentence: £7ii xcdv cq>65pa o x s p y o v x c o v  dA A fjA oug K a i o i o v  

oupTiEcpuK oxcov e v  cpiAia ( 1 2 8 ) .  As he writes works on Attic usage and his main models 

are Plato, Demosthenes and Aeschines, also this passage seems to confirm that 

c ru p c p u o p a i was considered Platonic by Imperial writers.

This idea is further supported by looking at the other Greek novelists, where crupcpuopai 

occurs often in passages that are more clearly intertexting with the Symposium, also 

because of the introduction of erotic embraces. In my opinion, these parallels support 

the aforementioned statement that this verb had a Platonic mark in the Imperial Erotic 

literature and, thus, make the existence of this in the Eph. more plausible.

To begin with, Longus describes how Daphnis and Chloe, before her meeting with the 

master, cruvExn pcv ouv xa cpiXf|paxa Kai cocmep cxup7i£ipuKOxcov ai 7i£pipoXal (4.6.3): 

here both the verb and the embraces occur. A similar erotic scene occurs in Ach.’s novel. 

When Leucippe survives her “Scheintod” and see Clitophon, E7ri7ceaouaa 5 e 

7iEpi7iXiK£xai poi Kai cruvEipopcv Kai apcpco KaxE7i£oop£v (3.17.7). In the first book, 

instead, Clitophon dreams of a terrible woman who cuts and separates him from his 

sister, to whom he was attached (aupcpuvai: 1.3.3). This image itself recalls the Platonic 

cut of Aristophanes’ speech and it is relevant that the novelist uses the two words 

opipaAou (ibid.) and oupPoXai (1.3.4) which play a key role in Aristophanes’ 

description. Finally, when in the Aethiopica Theagenes and Charicleia are left alone in 

the cave, they kiss and embrace one another and eixovxo etu 7iAeToxov aAXritaov oiovEi 

oup7i£(puK6x£q (5.4.5; an identical situation lived by the protagonists is described in 

2.6.3, but there fjvwpEvoi substitutes crupcpsopai): the Platonic sequence is again 

respected. As I have already suggested, this framework of passages supports the 

Platonic connotation of Xen.’s cruptpuopai. On the possible parallel with the conclusion 

of the novel, see LI 7.1.

Overall, the emergence of this model seems the the best authentication one could give to 

the achievement of unity made by Anthia and Habrocomes.
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1.9.5: KaxappExcopcv 8s K ai xoix; axscpavovq xoi<; ;iap’aAAf|A.cov SaKpuoiv: after the hair, 

Anthia extends the motif of tears to garlands. As the different mood already suggests, 

the heroine here introduces a further step in her proposal: since garlands are symbols of 

the promise of marriage (1.7.3 n.: p£axf|), with this new erotic invitation Anthia seems 

to ask Habrocomes for a love that can last longer, echoing the aforementioned theme of 

the Symposium.

From a literary point of view, as Giangrande 1981, 493 argues: ‘Las variaciones sobre el 

motivo de las coronas son innumerables en la poesia helenistica’. 01 axcrpavoi, in fact, 

can be destined to the beloved’s head (see Meleager, AP 5.147) and they are either sent 

or given directly by the lover (see Rufinus, AP 5.74.1-2 for the former case and Marcus 

Argentarius, AP 5.118.2, Meleager, AP 5.136.3, Propertius 1.3 and Paulus Silentiarius in 

AP 5.288.2 for the latter). On the other hand, garlands can also be hung at the door of 

the beloved’s house (see Rufinus, AP 5.92.3).

Finally, in sophisticated authors like Meleager, the garland becomes also the object 

which loses the contest of beauty with the beloved (see AP 5.142.1-2, 143.1-2 and 

145.6) and the treacherous sign of both the consummated love (see AP 5.175.4, 

Meleager) and of the numeros rivals in love (see AP 12.156.2). On the other hand, 

Strato transforms the garland made by a beloved into an object of supplication to gods 

(AP 12.8-1.2 and 7-8), Callimachus uses the loss of flowers from the garland as a sign 

of the falling in love (AP 12.134.3-4) and Asclepiades attributes the same function to 

the fall o f the garland from the head (AP 12.135.4).

Given this framework, Xen. achieves two goals. First, he introduces the motif of 

dipping the garlands with tears, which, though less popular than the previous ones, is 

common in erotic literature: in fact, it appears in Asclepiades (AP 5.145.1-3: Auxou poi, 

ax£q>avoi, [...] pf] 7ip07r£x<x><; cpuAAa xivaaoopcvoi, ouq SaKpuoiq Kax£pp£^a), in Meleager 

(again AP 5.136 and AP 5.191.5-6: £7ti 7cpo0upoicn papava<; 8aKpoaiv £K5f|aco xoix; 

iKExaq ax£(pavoo<;) and in an anonymous epigram (AP 12.116.1-2: nai, Laps xouxov xov 

axccpavov, xov £pot<; S&Kpuai A,oo6fi£vov). Unlike the previous cases, however, the first 

of these models seems here to be very close to Xen.’s text. Since Asclepiades shares 

with our author the use of the verb Kaxapp£%co in association with crrEcpavoix; and 

ocpGaApou;, it is not unthinkable that Xen. was intertexting with him. This possibility is 

difficult to test: what is evident is that Xen. changes Asclepiades’ location of garlands,
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as both lovers hold and dip them. Although the hypothesis of a variation like this is not 

typical of our author, the emergence in this chapter of a more sophisticated style make 

this hypothesis not unlikely.

Second, unlike all the other models, in Xen. tears are not negative but joyful: this 

further emphasises how keen he is on sweet tears and how willing to play with erotic 

tradition.

1.9.5: toiq 7tap’&AA,f|X,G)v SaKpoaiv: this expression is Anthia’s last reference to tears and 

constitutes the ideal conclusion of her exploitation of them, since tears are used as a 

further comment on the “Platonic” allusion to the union of the beloved.

1.9.5: iv’fipTv Kai ouxoi ouvEpcooiv: this sentence has another trait of sophistication, 

since the garlands are personified: this phenomenon is a sign of the sophistication of 

erotic literature. A case in point is Meleager’s definition of a rose as cpiAEpaaxov (AP 

5.136.5): as this is part of the beloved’s garland and she is crying, also our author seems 

here to refer also to a literary motif.

1.9.6: xa X£iX,r| xoTq x8^ 801 <piLobaa cruvrjppoKsi: although kisses have occurred before 

the wedding night, it is interesting that lips appear only here. The reason for this delay 

seems to lie in Xen.’s intention of using them for a new step of the protagonists’ love, 

which involves their soul. With this sentence we have a standard exploitation of lips. 

The representation of a kiss as an encounter between them is a common xo7io<; of the 

erotic literature. It is interesting that the two other examples of this share with Xen. the 

use of the polyptoton: cf. Meleager in AP 5.171.3 (u7t’6poi<; vuv x&ft£<n xelXm Gsiaa) 

and Marcus Argentarius in 5.128 (xeiLea xe yAuKEpotq xrfXecn oup7ti£oa<;). This second 

case is even more significant, since the same figure of speech concerns three other parts 

of the human body. The existence of these parallels confirms the wantonness and the 

stylistic quality of Xen.’s expression. The same xo7io<; occurs also in Latin poetry (see 

Ov. Am. 3.14.9, Ov. Her. 13.117, 15.319, Ars. Am. 1.682,3.650).

1.9.6: ooa evevoouv 8ia xcov yzikzuw ek \|n>xn<; 8^  OaxEpov ii/uxqv 5ia xou 

cpiAxipaxoq 7tap£7iE|i7i£xo: after the first mention, it is with this sharing of kisses and 

thought that lips become important. After the declaration and correspondence of erotic
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desire suggested through tears and the establishment of a union, the experience of love 

here goes further in depth through the involvement of the soul: the effect is an 

‘empathy4 (Cummings 2009, 150).

From a literary point of view, the link between kissing and the soul is often introduced 

in Greek literature to underline the intensity of this erotic gesture: see. e.g. Meleager in 

AP 12.133, 5-6, where the poet says: Kai yap eycb xov Ka^ov sv fpOsoiai (piAx|aa<; 

Aviioxov vjmxnq f]5i) 7i£i(OKa pcAi and AP 5.171.4. In addition, this motif is also 

novelistic, since it occurs in Longus (see 1.17.1, where Chloe’s kiss to Daphnis is 7tavu 

5s yuxnv Ocppavai SovapEvov) and in Ach. (see 4.8.3, where Clitophon states that xoiq 

p£v yap xsOtEcnv aWjAxnx; cpiAobpsv, ano 5e xrjq \jn>xn<; f| xrjq f|5ovfj<; son rcrjyri).

The same conclusion can be extended to the use of a kiss as an instrument for the 

exchange of thoughts between the souls, though is slightly less common. On the one 

hand, Plato in his epigram dedicated to Agathon describes the transfer of his soul into 

that of the beloved: Trjv yu/riv, AyaOcova cpiXxSv, eni xzikzoiv sa^ov r)X08 yap r\ 

x^qpcDv dx; 5iaPrjaopsvr| (AP 5.78). On the other hand, Rufinus is more allusive, as he 

says that the beloved’s kiss xqv vi/oxqv ovuxcov avdyei (AP 5.14.4). Similarly, Ach. 

suggests that souls go up as a consequence of the kiss (see 2.8.2: Ai yap xcov axopaxoov 

auppoAai [...] cXkouoi xaq yuxaq avco 7ipo<; xa cpi^qpaxa; cf. also 2.37.10, where the 

same movement is attributed to q KapSia).

This framework seems to suggest that Xen. might here rephrase a common motif of the 

tradition, in order to deepen the relationship of his protagonists.

1.9.7: cpiAouoa 5e auxou xoix; ocpOa^pouc;: the action of kissing the eyes as a sign of love 

is attested in Greek literature since Homer, who describes Eumaeus’ welcome to 

Telemachus by saying: k u c jo e  8 e  piv K£(paX,f|v x e  Kai aptpco (pasa koXjcl (Od. 16.15). 

Identically, Penelope kisses Telemachus {Od. 17.39) and Anfithea, Odysseus’ 

grandmother, does the same with his grandson’s head and eyes (see Od. 19.417).

Having said that, however, only two other Greek sources attest this action and they both 

refer it to a Roman custom: to begin with, Epictetus introduces this gesture when he 

describes people who offer congratulations to a new tribune: 7iavx£<; oi ava7iavxa>vx£<; 

auvf|8ovxai- aXhoq xoix; 6(p0aApoix; Kaxatpitai, aXkoq xov xpaxqXov, oi 5ouAxn xaq 

X£ipaq (Dissert, ab Arriano digest., 1.19.24). Second, Dio Cassius tells us that Nero 

greets her mother in Bauli cpiAqoaq Kai xa oppaxa Kai xaq x8̂ Pa<5 (61.13.2). This second
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passage seems the most interesting, because, unlike the first two, it might have an erotic 

connotation, since a few lines before we are told that Nero ekeyev on  K ai xrj pr|xpi 

opiXoiq (61.12.1).

Given the Roman contexts of these two passages, it is not surprising to find two other 

attestations of the same behaviour in Latin writers: Cicero refers to his freedman Tiro by 

saying ‘Ego [...] tuos oculos, etiam si te veniens in medio foro videro, 

dissaviabor’ (Fam. 16.27), while Catullus in his ninth poem writes: ‘applicansque 

collum iucundum os oculosque suaviabor’ (9.8-9).

This framework of passages leaves Xen.’s occurrence unclear: he might be either 

drawing generically from a normal behaviour or be inspired by possible lost Greek 

elegiac texts, if not by Catullus himself.

1.9.7-8: <x> rcoAl&Kic; pe [...] xrjpf|aaxs: Anthia’s second speech on the wedding night is 

an insisted apostrophe to Habrocomes’ eyes. This part shows further her rhetorical 

ability: the heroine decides here to go back to her past lovesickness and she does this in 

a very original way, presenting the “old” models in a new form which is focused on 

eyes (for these motifs see again table 1, 2 and 3 in LI 2.3). As I have already argued 

(1.3.1 n.), the device adopted to achieve this variation lies in a particular focus on eyes 

and on the attribution to them of a twofold function: eyes are not only receptors of 

beauty, but also projectors of it. The first element, which is more common in the Eph., 

involves first Habrocomes’ reception of Anthia’s beauty and is introduced through the 

following metaphors and sentences:

- §ir)K O vf|aax8: metaphor for serving (1.9.7);

-xov spcoxa xov Bpov KaX,©<; si<; xqv AppoKopoo \|/nxf|v d)8r|yf|aax£ (1.9.7): ‘love and 

slavery’, with the use of the metaphor of ‘leading along a path’ (Cummings 2009, 

117);

-upeig 5e del pAimnxs xauxa [...] aXkoq ei3pop(po<; (1.9.7): appeal to fidelity referred 

through the eyes.

At the same time, Anthia refers briefly also to her own eyes: her definition of them as 

xoix; AppoKopou Suxkovoix; (1 .9 .8) is part of the same function of receptors of beauty, 

which is introduced through the other common metaphor of slavery.

On the other hand, the beginning of Anthia’s speech addresses Habrocomes’ eyes as 

projectors of his beauty:
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- 7toXXxxKi(; (is Ai)7rr|(j<xvTe<; i3|j.eTg (1.9.7): here there is the common description of love as 

pain;

- cb to 7tpcoTov £V08VT8<; xfj eprj xevxpov \|/oxfj: here Anthia exploits the typical 

association of love with a ‘goad’.

- the same perspective on Habrocomes’ eyes concludes the speech: 8%ex8 yu^ac; aq auxoi 

8^8Kanoax8 (1.9.8), where there is the metaphor of love as a fire.

Overall, what is surprising is that Anthia introduces here the most traditional images of 

love, as well the invitation to fidelity through the eyes: this insistence betrays a 

rhetorical ability which has its parallel with the previous game played with tears. In 

addition, since the first theme - eyes as receptors of beauty - has already introduced by 

Xen. in relation to Plato (1.3.2 n.), I would suggest that the whole passage has a Platonic 

colour: if we compare this with Anthia’s monologue (1.4.6 n.), we might conclude that 

the heroine is aware of being a Platonic epaaxf|<; (see 1.4.6: palvopai and LI 7.1).

1.9.7: evGevxec; xfj epfj Kevxpov yvxfj: as Cummings 2009 argues, ‘icevxpov denotes any 

“sharp point”, but significantly it is often used to mean “goad”’ (85). Although it is 

originally related with the bee’s sting (see ibid.: ‘In the sting image there is 

predominantly the notion of one animal, the cow, being stung by another, the gadfly’), 

here it indicates ‘the personification of the emotion’ (ibid) and, more accurately, of love. 

The origin of this metaphoric image lies in Euripides’ Hippolytus, where Aphrodite 

defines Phaedra as a woman 8K7i87i;Xr|Ypevr| Kevxpoiq epcoxoq (38-39) and a similar 

definition is given by Artemis towards the end of the tragedy: xrjc; yap ex01axr|<; 0ecov 

f|pTv [...] 5r|x08Taa K8vxpoi<; (1301-3).

Interestingly, the second occurrence in Greek literature is a passage from Plato’s 

Phaedrus: where the philosopher is describing the birth of an erotic passion in the 

charioteer, he writes: 7io0oo Kevxpcov wio7rA,Tia0fj (253e6-254al). Since Xen. seems to 

know this dialogue more better than the tragedy (LI 7), it is not unthinkable that he is 

intertexting with Plato. In addition, the context of the Platonic passage has connections 

with our scene, as the black horse will shortly try to have sex with the beloved like the 

novel’s protagonists.

Furthermore, this possibility might by strengthened by the fact that after the philosopher 

‘the goad of love’ preserves the relation with the bee sting in erotic literature, as three 

epigrams of Marcus Argentarius, Meleager and Stratone show (cf. respectively AP
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5.32.4: Ksvxpcp xuppa cpep8i<; aSucov and AP 5.163.4: Ksvxpov ’'Epcoxog, two texts which 

start with the apostrophe McXicoa; see also AP 12.249, which similarly starts with 

f3m)7iolr|T£ psX-iaaa and ends with Kity© Ksvxpov £pa>xo<; excd; see also Cummings 2009, 

84-5). The same evidence is provided by Longus, who twice introduces the same 

metaphor: cf. 1.14.2 and 1.27.2.

Conversely, the only erotic mention of Ksvxpov without bees occurs in Hld.’s 

description of Demeneta’s love in 1.14.6: oTov EyKEioOai xfj KapSia KEVxpov dyvosiv xaq 

aXkaq ekejsv, but this author’s proved debt to Plato might support and not contradict 

our theory (conversely, Agatias Scolasticus’s example is not relevant, since he writes in 

the Byzantine Era: see: 5.220.1-2: xo OaXuKpov [...] Ksvxpov Epcopaviriq).

Finally, it is interesting that in novels other emotions can also be associated with the 

‘sting’: a case in point is Achaemenes’ erotic delusion, which includes also 6pyf| and 

£r|Aoxo7ua (see 7.29.1: uTr’opyfjq apa Kai £r}Xoxi)7iia<; Kai epcorog Kai a7ioxuxla<; 

oiaxpr|0£i<;).

1.9.7: xouq 6(p0aA,poi><; [...] oi tcoxe oopapoi psv: on the meaning of aoPapoi, see 1.4.7 

n.: ooPapoq.

1.9.7: xoxx; ocpOaXpoix; [...] epcoxiKoi: although the connection between love and sight is 

popular, the attribution of this adjective to the eyes has no other parallel in the Greek 

literature. However, a partial exception might be made by a passage of Plato’s 

Phaedrus, where the philosopher introduces the syntagm xo EpcoxiKov oppa (253e5).

The hypothesis that Xen. is drawing from this expression is difficult to test, also 

because in Plato oppa seems to have the translated meaning of ‘face’ (LSJ). However, it 

is not impossible, since this expression just precedes the afore-mentioned KEvxpov.

1.9.7: SirjKovfiaaxE [...] cb5r|yf|aax£: the use of these two past aorists, along with the 

following s^EKauaaxE, is interesting from a stylistic point of view, because it recalls 

other direct speeches of the novel - especially the laments (see 1.4.3) - as well as in 

Anthia’s first intervention in this night (see 1.9.4: EppdSuvaq and fip£X<X>r|Ga<;), where 

past and present are used to draw a distinction between them. This connection is not 

surprising here, since Anthia is also referring to her past. The only difference lies in the 

fact that Anthia aims here to underline the continuity of the erotic task of Habrocomes’
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eyes. This feature appears a further sign of the achievement of harmony between the 

protagonists.

1.9.7: xov spooxa [...] cb8r|yf|aaxe: for the particular value of oSriysft) in the Eph., see 

1.8.2-3 n., "Epox; anxov cbbriysi).

1.9.8: Skxkovoix;: with this epithet Anthia extends the aforementioned attribution of the 

servitium amoris to Habrocomes’ eyes to her own eyes. The rhetorical quality of the 

passage is suggested by her adoption of the polyptoton. While a positive evaluation of 

eyes is also given by Ach., where 6(p0aA,p6<; yap q>iMa<; 7ipô 8vo<; (1.9.5), it is interesting 

how in Greek epigrams eyes with their predisposition to fall in love are also object of 

the poets’ accusation. This happens with Meleager, who defines his eyes 1ft rcpoSoxai 

vj/uxqt;, 7tai8oov k u v si;, aiev ev Kimpi8o<;, ocpGaXpoi (5.92.1-2).

Anthia’s positive choice is another proof of her positive view of love.

1.9.8: bpcic; 8s del pXi7toixe xauxa K ai pqxe APpoKopr) [...] aAAoq eupoptpoq: with this 

expression Anthia introduces the erotic xonoq of jealousy. Also in this case we are 

dealing with a new reading of a previous occurrence, since jealousy already affects 

Anthia in the fifth chapter (1.5.4 n.: )amoopsvr|; on this parallel between the two 

protagonists, see Schissel 1909, 46: ‘Dies letztere element wird [...] zu selbstandiger 

Bedeutung gelangten der Eifersucht des Habrocomes verbunden, jedoch nur um durch 

Erfullung der Parallele das Symptom der Eifersucht Anthias abzuschwachen. In dieser 

Verbindung liegt sowohl das originelle, als auch die techniche Bedeutung der Stelle’). 

Interestingly, the novelty here does not only lie in the use of eyes, but also in the 

attribution of this motif to both of them. See also LI 5 for more.

1.9.8: xr|pf|aaxs: this verb, in relation with the reciprocal wish not to be jealous, 

introduces a further step of the protagonists’ love, which lies on fidelity. As I have 

already suggested (LI 2.4), while this topic is only hinted here, it becomes central in the 

oath and then it is developed throughout the whole novel. In my opinion, the briefness 

of this reference might be the reason why Xen. has decided to write shortly after a long
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oath on this. That being said, the introduction of this topic here makes the Bildung of 

the wedding night outstanding in its richness.

Finally, the proleptic nature of this passage is suggested by the use of this verb, which 

occurs constantly in the whole novel to describe the progressive fidelity of the 

protagonists: see LI 4.

1.9.9:7C8picpuvT£<; av£7tauovxo: the verb 7i£pi(puopai, ‘to cling’, indicates an act which is 

part of the protagonists’ physical sex. This verb, being a compound of cpuopai, is 

certainly connected with the previous one introduced by Anthia in her speech, 

crupcpuvxE  ̂ (1.9.5), which is a reminder of the union of the halves in the Platonic 

Symposium. However, the meaning does not seem to be the same: while crupcpuopai 

means ‘grow together’, 7t£pi<puopai refers more simply to a merely physical act of 

embracing. As a result, this variation might be the sign given by the narrator that the 

protagonists have not reached their union yet, despite their consummation of sex. This 

fact would work well in Xen.’s Entwicklung of the protagonists’ love (LI 2).

1.9.9 xcov Acppodlxriq cpycov: as the adverb xa rcpcoxa, the following adverb a7if|Xauov 

and the second part of the sentence suggest, we are dealing here with the description of 

the erotic consummation, which represents the last step of the erotic night.

Before offering further comments, the text itself needs a clarification, since the 

manuscript reading here is cpcoxcov: while O’Sullivan accepts Peerlkamp’s variant 

cpycov, another option offered is opylcov. In my opinion, following the fortune of these 

formulae in the Greek literature, O’ Sullivan’s choice seems the most adequate.

While the manuscript reading is never attested in Greek literature and, thus, it does not 

seem to be right, both the other options are attested. Ta A(ppo5ixr|<; £pya has more 

occurrences, as since the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite is the by-word for love (see 1-2: 

Mouaa poi swene epya noXvypvoov AcppoSlxqq Ku7ipi5o<;) and the content of this song 

is how Aphrodite makes gods, men and animals fall in love each other; for other 

repetitions of this formula in the same text, see 9 and 21). Two identical occurrences 

belong also to Hesiod’s Works and Days (521: £pya rcoAuxpuaou Acppo5(xq<;) and to 

Diod. Sic, (where the historian reports the decision of a eunuch minister of the king 

Ptolemy to fight instead of cultivating love: <X7iox£0£ip£vo<; xcov xfjq Aq>po51xr|<; cpycov 

xoix; ’Apccoq aycovaq r\Xkd^axo, 30.15.1).
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After this first group of passages, there are five others, most of which later and close to 

our novel, where the same formula starts to designate more specifically sex (for a 

parallel in the Latin world, see Ov. Am. 2.7.21: veneris famulae conubia). Three of 

these, with another that is uncertain because of an elision in the text, contain the 

singular xov epyov instead of the plural:

- Critias gives this advice about the time for having sex: KaXxog 5’ ei<; spy’ 

Acppo8ixr|<; npoq 0’ u7ivov qppoaxai (fr. 6.18-19);

- Plutarch uses the formula in the singular in his description of the activity of a whore: 

GKOTnSpsv ouv su0u<;, oil xfjq Acppo51xr|<; xo epyov % epcoxo<; wviov eoxi Spaxprjq (Plut. 

Mor. 756e);

- Plutarch in another dialogue starts from the definition of xrjq Acppo51xr|<; epyov as sex 

to suggest a deeper kind of erotic relationship (Plut. Mor. 156c);

- Antoninus Liberalis describes Polyphonte’s rejection of love with the following 

sentence: auxr| xa pev epya xfjq Acppo81xr|<; e^uppiaev (21.1).

- Ach. calls sex xo epyov xrjc; Acppo5ixr|q (4.8.1).

Conversely, xa opyia xfjq A9po81xq<; is a less common formula, which appears only in 

Aristophanes’ Lysistrata and in Ach. 4.1.2, when Clitophon asks Melite: Me^pi rcoxe 

XHpeuopev xcov xfj<; Acppo5ixr|<; opylcov.

As a result, following a criterion of quantity I would dismiss xd opyta. That being said, 

the two passages from Plutarch and Ach. where sex is clearly expressed with xo epyov 

open the possibility of a substitution of number; however, the passage from Antoninus 

Liberalis and the most ancient ones are still relevant and, for this reason, I would 

maintain the plural in obedience to the ending of F.

Having clarified this philological point, I would like to make three further observations. 

First, as I have already suggested (1.8.2-3: intr.) the mention of Aphrodite here clearly 

matches the appearance of the goddess in the canopy and works as a reminder of the 

comparison established by Xen. between the ekphrasis and the love of his protagonists. 

Second, if we accept O’ Sullivan’s variant, it is not impossible to see in it a deliberate 

reference to an epic colour, given the two early first occurrences of the formula. In this 

way, the Homeric love would be recalled again in a subtle manner. Finally, this brief 

and only reference to Aphrodite’s work can be connected with Ach.’s numerous 

references to sex made using Aphrodite and Eros. Unlike Xen., Ach.’s preference is for 

the world xa puaxf|pia (see ‘Eros / Aphrodite mystery cult’ in table 4 in LI 2.3).
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Interestingly, the abundance of this expression in his text is the consequence of an 

emphasis on this author’s emphasis on sex, which is missing in our novel.

1.9.9: <X7rr|Am)ov: the enjoyment of sex is here expressed by Xen. with the first 

occurrence of the verb ct7coXauco, which is part of the erotic vocabulary which Xen. uses 

to feature both protagonists’ and rivals’ love (LI 3).

That being said, it is interesting that this verb is traditionally used when sexual pleasure 

is assessed as a vicious form of love (see, e.g. De virtutibus et vitiis, 1250b 12-4: 

eyKpai8ia<; 5’ ecxi t o  56vac0ai Karaa/civ tcd Aoyiapcp xf|v 87ii0upiav oppa>aav £7ci 

cpavhiq anohivaeiq Kai f|8ova<;, Kai xo Kapxepeiv). A clear proof of this is given by 

Plutarch in his Amatorius, when he makes Protogene draw a distinction between noble 

love (,'Epco<;) and erotic desires (oi £7ii0upiai): while the former results in virtue, the aim 

of the latter is f|5ovf)v Kap7coua0ai Kai a7i6Aaoaiv copac; Kai awpaxoq (750d). And, 

shortly after, there is this significant sentence: TeXoq yap S7n0o|xta<; f)8ovf| Kai 

aTioXauaic; (750e).

In my opinion, Xen.’s decision to use this verb is a further confirmation of his emphasis 

on the sexual and, thus, partial nature of the protagonists’ love.

1.9.9: 8 (p iA o v £ u co u v : as I have already suggested in 1.2.1: cp iL oveiK oq, Xen. introduces 

here a variation in the motif of Eros’ dispute against men attributing it to the fight 

between lovers. This shift, which has a parallel in Ach. (6.18.5), is quite common in 

Roman poetry, where ‘Proelia sunt amantium inter se contentiones, aut etiam rixae and 

aut lusus rixis similes aut denique venerei lusus’ (Pichon 1966, 241). A case in point is 

Propertius’ definition of his dedication to love, where he writes: ‘nos contra angusto 

versantes proelia lecto’. As a result, Roman poetry constitutes an interesting parallel 

also in relation to this motif.
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CHAPTER 10

The departure from Ephesus as the start of the protagonists’ adulthood

As is typical of fiction, the apex of the enjoyment is always the prelude to a new series 

of sufferings. This pattern characterises what follows the wedding night: the oracle, 

immorally forgotten by the protagonists and strangely interpreted by the parents, forces 

them to leave Ephesus.

While in their mind the protagonists thought at the end of the wedding night that they 

had reached their Bildung, in the reality this process has just begun.

1.10.1: r|51ov£<;: this common comparative is the first of a series of terms which Xen. 

adopts to describe the satisfaction of the protagonists on the wedding night (see also 

suOupoxepoi, <X7toXm)C7avT8<;, 87t£0upr|oav and “sexual pleasure” in table 1 in LJ 2.4). 

This insistence on the same concept, which is suggested also by the same root which 

characterizes the second and the last of these terms, is typical of Xen.’s way of 

expressing emotions. In addition, it certainly helps him to build a contrast with the 

misadventures that will soon come.

Finally, although the mention of the pleasure of love is quite common in erotic 

literature, this is not true for the Greek novels, where sex is rarely addressed and the 

reference to the pleasure given by sex are even rarer: only Ach. makes Clitophon state 

after his intercourse with Melite: auxo(purj yap e%8i xf]v f|5ovf|v (5.27.4), with a focus on 

the spontaneity of their act. Conversely, Char, omits any reaction from the protagonists 

when mentioning their sex after their reunion (8.1.17) and so does Longus at the end of 

his novel, where he rather introduces the motif of aypu7cvia in a new positive 

perspective. Conversely, a motif like this is very popular in Roman Elegy, where 

‘gaudere saepissim e hoc vocabulum  am atorias corporeasque voluptates 

significat’ (Pichon 1966, 149).

As a result, I would conclude that Xen.’s focus on the pleasure of sex has an originality 

within the corpus and this marks the value of this episode in the Bildung of the novel 

(LI 2.4).

1.10.2: eopxf| 8e qv otTiaq o pio<; auxoiq: the motif of living the whole life as a festival

plays a structural role in Xen., as it appears again with slight variations at the end of the
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novel (5.15.3: Kai auxoi t o o  Anurov Sirjyov eopxpv ayovxe<; xov pex’aMj|A,CDv piov and 

1.6.2 n.: oracle, 6). This fact constitutes a one-off in the novelistic corpus, where no 

other author exploits this motif.

Only Ach. and Hid. introduce twice the metaphor of the sopxr| to describe a positive 

situation: the former adopts it to describe the great gathering of Egyptians on the Nile 

(see 4.18.3: rjv owiac; o 7roxapo<; eopxf|), while the latter employs it to suggest the return 

o f happiness in his final scene (see 10.38.4 xa>v oxuyvoxaxcov eiq eopxrjv 

psxapaXXopevcov).

However, in both cases the comparison with life is not exploited and, furthermore, the 

referent of this experience is not constituted by the protagonists, as it is in Xen. This 

originality and its role of textual marker invites us to study this motif carefully. To begin 

with, its origin is pre-Classical: it was created by Pythagoras, who compared the life to a 

7ravf)yupi<;, in which normal people compete with each other, while the noblest are 

merely spectators (see Diog. Laert. 8.8: icai xov plov eoucevai 7tavr|yup8v cbq ouv ei<; 

xauxryv oi pev aycoviobpevoi, oi 8s xax’ eprcoptav, oi 8s ye pe^xioxoi ep^ovxai Geaxai;). 

After this “aristocratic” interpretation, it is with the Stoics that the criterion for living 

life as a “festival” becomes personal morality. This is evident in a the passage from 

Epictetus where he discusses with those men who do not want to die. His argument 

there is that God xcdv cruveopxa^ovxcov ScTxat, xcdv cxuy/opeuovxcov (4.1.108), but he will 

exclude xoix; <a>xaXxxi7ccbpou<; 8s Kai SeiXoix;. The reason for this condemnation lies in 

the fact that they ou5s yap 7iapovxe<; cbg sv sopxrj Sirjyov ouS’ e^87rAf)pm)v xf]v yoapav 

xf|v 7ipS7ioi)aav, akX> cb5i)va>vxo, epepcpovxo xov Salpova, xf]v xuxpv, xoix; auvovxaq 

(ibid.). The origin of their fault lies in their refusal of peyaXovj/uxiaq, y8waioxr|xo<;, 

dvSpelaq, auxfjq (110.) xrj<; vuv £j|xoup8vr|<; etaoGsplac; (109-110; see also Arr. Diss.

3.5.10, 4.1.108-9, 4.4.24 for other references). Interestingly, the same approach to this 

motif also occurs in Philo, who declares ei ys pfj 7tap£ur|p8pr|aav ai Kaidai 

KaxaSovaaxeuaaaai xoix; 7i8pi xcdv aupcpepovxcov tayiapoix; ob<; xfjq eKaaxcov vj/uxfj<; 

e^cpKiaav, aXk’ epeivav ai xcdv apexrov Suvapeic; ei<; anav dfjxxpxoi, pia av pv o ano 

yeveoecot; a%pi xeX^uxfjq Xpovo<; a8iaaxaxo<; eopxr) (De Spec. Legibus 2.42). Since Philo 

is not only attracted to Stoicism but he is also interested in Plato, the occurrence in his 

work of this motif seems to suggest that in the Imperial Era life as a feast was a motif 

exploited by many philosophers. A final confirmation of this comes from Plutarch, who 

tells us how Diogenes, the founder of the Cynics, asked to people who were gathering
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for a specific feast: “avqp 5”’ eircev “aya0o<; on rcaaav qpepav eopxfjv qyeixai;” Kai 

7iavu ye Xaprcpav, ei occxppovoupev (Mor. 477C).

Overall, the emergence of this framework leads me to the following considerations. 

First, Xen. is playing here with a motif which has a philosophical patina. Second, our 

author seems to be ironically deviating from the aforementioned parallels, because his 

protagonists are not depicted here as highly moral and virtuous people: they are so 

focused on the pleasure of sex that they forget the oracle. This hypothesis is supported 

by the expressions which follow the motif. To begin with, encomia, unlike eopxf|, does 

not appear in the aforementioned philosophical passages and refers always to an actual 

banquet. Thus, Xen. is offering here a view of the protagonists’ feast as a literal and 

luxurious feast. Further, xwv pepavxeupevcov A,f|0r| is certainly a marked expression, 

which offers an image of the protagonists as impious. In this respect, it is interesting 

that this motif is focused on the protagonists and I would interpret auxotq as an ethical 

dative: ‘from their perspective their whole life was a festival’.

That being said, the reason for this variation does not appear to be merely ironical, but 

to be part of the Entwicklung of the novel. Thus, the second occurrence of the motif 

seems instead to re-establish its positive original value, since it lacks a connection with 

pleasure and concerns the protagonists shortly after they have fulfilled all their moral 

and religious duties in Ephesus (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 6). As a result, in the present passage 

Xen. is showing how maturity has yet to be achieved by the protagonists.

1.10.2: ou/i xo eipappevov £7ieXeX,qaxo: the way in which Xen. introduces the motif of 

the implacability of destiny contains an unexpected expression, xo eipappevov, which 

comes from the verb peipopai and is cognate with the famous noun potpa, the Homeric 

portion of life assigned by gods to men. This definition of destiny is unusual both for 

Xen. and for most of the authors of Greek literature, who more commonly adopt f| 

eipappevrj to designate the same concept (for some occurrences, see Democr. fr. 5.127, 

Epic. Epist. ad Meneceum 134, Polyb. 16.32.4, Dem. De cor. 205a and Marc Anton. 

Polemon Declam. 2.12).

Since the few writers who choose xo eipappevov belong to different genres (cf. Plutarch 

in Pyrrhus 16.14, Apollonius the Sophist in Lex. Horn. 16.15, Marcus Aurelius 2.2.1 and 

Phalaridis’ Epistle, 87), the only reason why Xen. might have selected it is to surprise 

his readers with an expression that, belonging to the highest divine sphere, underlines
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the difference between human and divine plans. As a result, there is nothing deeply 

religious or philosophical here, but we are rather dealing with an exceptional narratorial 

statement, which emphasises a shift in the narration and makes the readers wait for 

something new to happen which will contrast the protagonists’ joy (NA 1.2 for the few 

other examples). In this respect, the fact that Xen. refers shortly after to Eros is the 

proof that he is not including to eipappevov in his articulated framework of gods 

(1.10.2 n.: ou5e ox©). A possible confirmation of this hypothesis comes from a passage 

of Ach. where Clitophon describes the failure of his father’s plan of making him marry 

Calligone. Before describing the human event which changed it, he writes ai 5e MoTpai 

xcov avOpamcov KpeiTiovec; aXXr\v exf|pouv poi yuvaiKa and then he adds that ou yap  

eipappevr|q Sbvavxai Kpaxeiv (1.3.2). With this sentence Ach. is introducing neither a 

religious nor a philosophical reflection, but he is creating in the readers an expectation 

that something unpredictable is going to enter the scene of the action: this will shortly 

be fulfilled with the experience of a terrible dream (1.3.4), as it happens in the Eph.

1.10.2: ou5e oxco s 5 ok£i  xauxa 08© fipeXci: as Chew 1998, 51 argues, ‘this is the final 

time Eros plays an overt role in the action’. At the same time, since the oracle has just 

been mentioned, here Xen. is for the first time explicitly connecting the god to it. For 

more on Eros in the novel, see LI 2.1, app.

1.10.3: ©<; oiov xe r\v, 7tapapu0f|oao0ai: as this passage contain the parents’ 

interpretation of the oracle, it immediately recalls the part of the seventh book where the 

same issue is addressed (1.7.2 n.: 7rapapo0f|aao0ai). The parallel between the two 

passages is evident, as Xen. constructs it through the repetition of ©c; oiov x£ rjv, 

7iapapu0f|aao0ai and £Krt£p7i£iv. Also the content is similar, with the only difference 

being that the present passage concerns the events after the marriage, which, thus, are 

not nominated. As a result of this framework, I would suggest that also here 

7iapapo0£opai means ‘fulfil’ and the protagonists’ parents are still trying to make the 

oracle happen with the idea of a journey far from home.

That being said, within this general similarity, the present passage has in its middle a 

completely new sentence: Tjp.EX.Adv x£ yap aAAr|v oi|/£a0ai yrjv Kai aXXaq noXziq. In my 

opinion, this phrase might be a subtle way in which Xen. is introducing another nuance: 

while the generic idea of a journey far from home matches the idea of ‘fulfilling the
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oracle’, I would argue that this new concept is less suitable, since it defines the same 

journey as a touristic trip and it is more difficult to interpret it as an expiation. For this 

reason, I would suggest that an attentive reader might have detected this difference and 

seen in the following 7tapapu0f|aaa0ai the other meaning ‘appeasing’.

That being said, I would like to show how there might be other signs in the text which 

makes this hypothesis plausible.

a) Between the two occurrences of 7tapapo0f)aao0ai Xen. shows how Habrocomes is a 

7iapapu0ia for Anthia (see 1.7.4: 7idvtcov xcdv eoopcvcov koikcov AppoKO|ir|v e^onoa 

7capapu0iav), which means ‘consolation’. This passage is quite significant, because, like 

the present one, it follows a reference to the forgetting of the oracle (ibid. xiq 8e f| (puyf] 

f\ xiveq ai crupcpopai Kaxscppovsi). In my opinion, it is not unthinkable that Xen. might 

be here assigning to the cognate verb 7capapu0eopai the same meaning and ‘to console 

the oracle‘ can be interpreted as to ‘palliate’ or ‘appease’.

b) Before the day of departure, the narrator suggests that the destination of the journey 

is Egypt (1.10.5). This element seems to support our interpretation, since the parents 

might be trying to make the trip the easiest possible by directing their offspring to the 

place where the god has promised them happiness and enabling them to evade the 

difficulties: this would suit well the expression cbq oiov xe rjv. In this respect, it is 

interesting that Schissel 1909, 8 sees in this journey the protagonists’ honeymoon.

c) If we take literally the words spoken by Megamedes in his final libation in the 

departure scene ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 ) ,  his invitation cpuyoixs xa aKXripa xcdv pavxcupaxcov ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 )  

sounds like a confirmation that his son’s trip might allow him and his wife to avoid the 

terrible sufferings foretold by Apollo.

d) Finally, a further confirmation of this second hypothesis is given by the “epic 

formula” rjpsXAdv xs yap aLXqv oi|/ea0ai yf|v Kai aA A aq  tioAek; (LI 6.2.dl and 6.4): this 

suggests that the parents are proposing to their sons a journey which lacks the 

maturation of that of the Odyssey and, since in Homer growth comes from 

misadventures, a journey which lacks perils and sufferings. In my opinion, this Homeric 

“game” supports the impression that we are dealing with a softened view of the journey 

and thus confirms the plausibility of the translation ‘to appease’.

Finally, as I have already argued, it is very interesting how later in the first book the 

protagonists seem to have an experience of the journey which is exactly like that 

suggested by the parents, as they visit Rhodes as tourists (1.12.2, n.: 8^iaxopf|oav). This
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confirms indirectly the truth of the present demonstration: after the wedding night Xen. 

is really emphasising the protagonists’ lack of maturity.

1.10.4-10: riapsaKsud^STO [...] avayKaiav: the scene o f departure

a) Introduction

Xen.’s departure scene is divided into three parts:

1) preparation of the cargo accompanied by preliminary public sacrifices (1.10.4-5);

2) effective departure, in which the send-off of the Ephesians is followed by that of the 

protagonists’ parents (1.10.6-7);

3) a private final farewell, when the ship is already distant from the harbour, which 

involves only the protagonists and their parents (1.10.8-9) and is concluded by 

Megamedes’ prayer (1.10.10).

As this sketch already suggests, Xen. here adopts a typical departure scene, with a 

special focus on the emotional involvement of the whole population. This confirms 

Xen.’s interest in theatricality (G1 5) and civilised society (LJ 1).

On the one hand, the presence of these two elements is not surprising, because, as I will 

shortly show, both elements appear in famous literary models prior to our author such as 

Homer, who describes Telemachus’ departure from Ithaca (Od. 2.388-433) and then 

from Pylus, Pindar (Pyth. 4.188-206) and Apollonius Rhodius (Ap. Rhod. 1.234-450), 

who portrays Jason when leaving his homeland and finally Thucydides, who writes 

about the famous departure of the Athenians for Sicily (see Th. 6.30-32).

On the other hand, Xen.’s piece is rather an exception in the novelistic corpus, where 

the only other description of a departure as a public event occurs in Char., who, in fact, 

constitutes the likeliest model of our author (cf. Char. 3.5 and 8.4.7-11, when Chaereas 

leaves and then come back to Syracuse). Conversely, Ach. gives only a brief description 

of his intimate flight to Alexandria with Leucippe, which is briefer than Xen.’s passage 

and involves neither the crowd nor preparations (2.32.1). Similarly, Hid. refers to 

Calasiris’ nocturnal departure with the protagonists from Zakynthos, which is the 

opposite of a public event (see 5.22.4).

b) The narrative elements of the most important departure scenes from Classical and 

Hellenistic sources
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That being said, I will now more carefully analyse the most important parallels.

To begin with, each of these scenes contains a similar structure, which might reflect the 

real Greek execution of this event.

- Telemachus ’ departure from Ithaca

1) Preparation of the ship and gathering of companions in the harbour (Od. 2.388-392);

2) Arrival of Telemachus and embarkment (407-417);

3) Start of the navigation (417-429);

4) Libation to gods (430-433).

- Telemachus’departure from Pyle

1) Preparation of the ship by Telemachus’ companions {Od. 15.217-221);

2) Prayer and sacrifice to Athena (222-3);

3) Embarkment on the ship (282-6);

4) Start of the navigation (286-291).

- Pindar s departure

1) Gathering of heroes around Jason {Pyth. 4.198-191);

2) Departure (4.191-192);

3) Jason’s request to Zeus and the forces of the sea for a propitious journey and a safe 

return (193-198);

4) Positive omens give hope to the whole crew (199-201).

Apollonius Rhodius ’departure

1) Preparation of the ship (1.234-237);

2) The departing people walk from the city to the harbour accompanied by crying 

women (1.238-267);

3) Desperate farewell of Jason’s mother (1.268-293);

4) Jason’s encouraging answer to his mother (1.294-305);

5) Gathering of the crew and last preparations of the ship for the departure (1.306-401);

6) Before the departure, construction of an altar to Apollo and prayer made by Jason, 

followed by a sacrifice arranged by the whole crew (1.402-449).
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Thucydides ’departure

1) Preparation of the ships with a collective and emotional participation (6.30.1-2);

2) The departure as a spectacle and a display of wealth and power: description of the 

costly armament (digression, 6.30.2-6.31);

3) Departure announced by the trumpeter, prayers and libations of the sailors joined by 

the whole population (6.32.1-2).

To begin with, the first two passages are quite significant, because, as I will shortly 

show (see 1.10.8: Kai eXusxo), Xen. seems to intertext with them: this small connection 

reinforces his wider intertext with Homer.

At the same time, it is interesting to notice how the motifs ‘preparation of the ship’, 

‘gathering of people’, ‘departure’, ‘sacrifices and prayers to gods’ occur not only in 

Homer, but also in the other narrations. In addition, the similarity between literary 

models coincides with a reference to real customs. A case in point is the constant 

inclusion in these scenes of sacrifices to gods: since in Ancient Greece ‘seafaring was 

exposed to incalculable risks’, offerings were made on embarking and on 

disembarking’ (Burkert 1985, 266). As a result, I would conclude that Xen. is here 

trying to represent a standard departure scene, adopting the same technique employed in 

his introduction of marriage (LI 2.4): as a result, both these elements contribute to the 

description of his civilised society (LI 1.2). In addition, since it is unlikely that 

departures like public events happened after the Classical Era, when 7toX£ic; were no 

longer involved in public battles or expeditions, I would conclude that Xen. seems to 

have in his mind a Classical society (GI 2.2).

Having said that, a richer interpretation can be developed if we assume that Xen. was 

reading Char, and, especially, his first departure, which constitutes the beginning of 

Chaereas’ search for Callirhoe (3.5).

Chariton s departure

1) Preparation of the ship (3.5.1-3);

2) Departure, with public greeting followed by a personal farewell from both Chaereas’ 

parents (3.5.3-6);

3) Final greeting of Polycharmus when the ship has already been launched (3.5.7-8);

4) Chaereas’ prayer to Poseidon (3.5.9).
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To begin with, the structure of this scene is close to that of Xen. and, thus, there seems 

to be an intertextual relationship between the two passages. Following Tilg’s 

argumentation (GI 2.1), this scene provides evidence that Xen. wrote after Char. The 

discovery of this parallel is significant: since Char.’s Syracuse is clearly a Classical 

Greek 7toX.iq, the evidence of our author’s interest in a Classical Ephesus would be 

certainly strengthened.

This similarity leads us to consider the role played by Thucydides in Char, and Xen.’s 

departure scene. The former’s debt to the historian is evident: as Smith 2007, 179 

argues, ‘not only is the scene in Chariton’s novel generally reminiscent of the 

Thucydidean scene, but Chariton also uses some of the same vocabulary as Thucydides 

in describing both the expedition and the emotions stirred by the expedition’ (see ibid. 

for a series of examples; a case in point is the sharing of a preamble about the weather: 

see Char. 3.5.1 and Th. 6.30.1). The result of this literary exploitation is that Char, gives 

to his Syracusan embassy ‘the image of a “Sicilian expedition” in miniature, with 

Syracuse no longer the object, but the subject of invasion’ (Smith 2007, 180). Thus, 

Char, introduces a military image of the ceremony.

Since this element is missing in our novel and no intertextual echoes to Thucydides are 

present in the Eph., I would conclude that while Xen. very probably knew Char., 

nothing certain can be said about his relationship to the historian. As a reader of Char., 

he was certainly aware of Thucydides as the model of this scene, but it is not possible to 

say whether Xen. decided to explore activately his text (for the hypothesis of this 

connection, see Ruiz Montero 1994, 1101).

1.10.4: Kai xa 87tixf|58ia evepaX^ovxo, noXkr\ psv ea0r)<; Kai 7toudA,r|, 7ioX,u<; 8e apyupoq 

Kai xpvooq, f\ T8 xcov aixloov xmepPaAAouaa dapOovia: this description of the cargo of 

protagonists’ ship is a clear sign of prosperity which confirms how wealth is a 

distinctive feature of Habrocomes’ nobility (LI 1 and 1.1.1 n.: avf|p). In addition, in the 

other novels lists like often include Eastern objects (cf. Char. 6.3.4, 6.9.6, 8.6.12, where 

it designates Persian objects), and Hid. (see 1.3.2, 1.22.3 and 2.17.2, where it refers to 

the protagonists’ Aethiopian treasure). This further increases the protagonist’ luxury.

That said, the word xa 87uxf|58ia, ‘provisions’ is significant in the Eph., because it is 

used by Xen. to show how Habrocomes progressively loses this initial characteristic: in
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the fifth book this noun constitutes with drcopta a formula which expresses the lack of 

provisions. Since it is referred twice to Habrocomes (see 5.8.1 in Nuceria and 5.10.5 in 

Rhodes), it further proves that wealth is not important in the final society in love as it 

was in the civilised one (LI 5.4a).

1.10.5: 87i’Aiyu7CTOv: on the parents’ choice of this destination, see 1.10.3 n.: cb<; oiov.

1.10.5: 5aKpua 7idvxcov, ax; psMdvioov a7iaAldxiea0ai 7ia(5cov koivcov: the tears of the 

Ephesian population are the first emotional indication of this scene. For more, see 

1.10.9, n.: Pof) 5s.

1.10.6: TioAloi pev okexai, rcoAAai 5e 0spd7iaivai: as I have already suggested in LJ 1.4, 

the presence of slaves in the Eph. concerns both the civilised and the uncivilised 

societies. In this mention Xen.’s emphasis is certainly on their high number: since in 

Greek society ‘criticism of owning large numbers of slaves’ happen ‘in the context of 

attacks on luxury’ (Wiedemann 1981, 5), this element is part of the prosperous 

characterization of Habrocomes in the first book.

1.10.6: <evspipd£pvxo>: in F there is a lacuna instead of this verb. Zagoiannes 1897 

proposes this integration, while Papanikolau srcspaivov. The former variant is criticized 

by Garzon Diaz 1986, 98-99, who states that ‘no se pueden defender, ya que el verbo 

usual dentro del marco de la novela es el compuesto de paivco, y epPipd^co apparece tan 

solo en dos ocasiones (5.5.4: epPipdaavxa and 2.9.2: eppipaaavxac;) y nunca en la 

forma propuesta por Dalmeyda’. In addition, he shows how often Xen. uses STnpaivco 

with the meaning of ‘embark’ in the novel (see 3.2.11, 3.5.8, 11; 3.10.4, 4.4.2, 5.3.3, 

5.10.1,5.10.2,5.15.1).

In my opinion, however, on closer examination his proposal of E7iiPalvco is not correct, 

because in its other occurrences of the novel this verb never describes the main action of 

the sentence, but is always accompanied by a more important verb of navigation. 

Therefore, unlike this present passage, Xen. uses E7tipaivco when the focus is not on the 

action of embarking:

3.2.11: vegx; 87iipa<; [...] enXeov;

3.5.8: 87iipd<; ved><; [...] 7iX£iv;
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3.5.11: 87cipa<; vsdx; ercavrixOii;

3.10.4: S7Eipac; avayexai;

4.4.2: 87Eipa<; aKOKpouq aviy/eio;

5.2.7: 87cipdvxs<; ercteov;

5.3.3: 87cipd<; avayopsvco 7rXolcp 87tavr|%0r|;

5.10.1: vsdx; 87cipd<; [...] avayeaOai;

5.10.2: 87iipaq 87cX£i;

5.15.1: s^ipdvxeq veax; [...] 87tavf|yovxo.

The only exception is 3.2.6, where, however, ercipdc; [...[ xfj IlepivOcp means ‘to set foot 

on’ (LSJ).

Conversely, there are some parallels from Greek authors where epPipd^co is used in a 

similar context with that of Xen. to describe people boarding ships. To begin with, in 

Char. 8.3.12, when Chaereas starts his journey back to Syracuse, he chooses twenty 

triremes and on this svepipaasv ,'EMr|va<; pev anavzaq oaoiq rcapfjaav, Aiyu7cxicov 8s 

Kai O o ivIkcov oooix; epa0ev eu^cbvouq (4.3.12). Before the novelist, also Thucydides and 

Xenophon of Athens adopt this verb in a similar context (cf. Thuc. 1.53: eSo^ev ouv 

auxou; av8pa<; 8<; K8X,f|xiov saPipaaavxaq, when the Corinthians decide to send men to 

the Athenians, and Xen. An. 5.3.1: eiq pev xa 7iXxna xou^ xe daGevouvxaq evepipaaav, 

when the Spartans try to recover from their battle against the Mydians).

As I result, I agree with O’Sullivan’s decision to follow Zagoiannes 1897 and Dalmeyda 

1926.

1.10.6: 87iavdy8G0ai: Xen. uses this verb constantly in the novel for ‘to sail’ (1.11.2,

3.5.11, 5.3.3, 5.8.1, 5.9.3 and 5.15.1). Since in Ancient Greek 87tavayco has the wider 

meaning of ‘bring up’ (LSJ), our author is here exploiting the specific connotation 

which it assumes in a naval context and which was exploited by some authors in the 

Imperial Era (see, e.g., Gospel Luke 5.3). As Zanetto 1990, 235 shows, this attitude 

concerns three other verbs which appear for the first time in the eleventh and twelfth 

chapters: mxdyopai, which means exclusively ‘to land’ (see 1.11.6, 1.12.1, 1.14.6,

1.15.2, 5.1.1, 5,5,7, 5.6.1), avayopai, ‘to sail’ (see 1.12.3, 2.7.4, 3.8.5, 3.10.4, ib., 4.4.2,

5.1.8, 5.3.3, 5.6.4, 5.10.1, 5.10.2, 5.10.3, ib., 5.11.1) and 8Kpalvco, ‘to 

disembark’ (1.12.1, 5.2.7 and 5.15.2). Given this phenomenon, Zanetto 1990, 235
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argues that Xen.’s language shows sometimes ‘un sapore un po tecnico’, which, apart 

from SKpalvco, is attested in other Imperial writers.

In my opinion, the appearance of this kind of language in this part of the novel is not 

sheer coincidence, but it proves that Xen.’s consideration of the uncivilised society as 

more realistic does not only depend on the introduction of dangerous enemies, but also 

on his presentation of the protagonists’journey (for ideal and real societies in the Eph., 

see U  1.1). Further evidence will emerge in the following chapters.

On the other hand, it is interesting that in the novelistic corpus only Char, shares with 

Xen. this technical use of ercavayopai (see Char. 8.6.3; avayopai, instead, occurs in all 

the novels, see LRG) and other similar verbs (cf. Kaxayopai in Char. 1.11.8, 8.2.7, 8.5.5, 

8.7.9 and 8.8.1 and skPcuvco in Char. 1.9.1, 8.2.1 and 8.2.8). This similarity can be 

interpreted as a small proof of the special relationship that Char, and Xen. have in this 

genre, which seems to depend on their early chronology.

1.10.7: rcdvxcov a p a  8V U 7 io p v f|G 8 i y e v o p s v o i ,  xou % p r|a p o o , xou naidoq, xfjq a7io5r|pta<;: 

this is the first ‘recapitulation’ of the Eph., which is exceptionally attributed to 

Habrocomes’ parents and not to the protagonists themselves . It includes a list of the 

main events that have already happened and which constitute the reasons for their 

worries. Since only three facts are mentioned and each of these has just happened, the 

main function of this recapitulation is to describe emotions: we are dealing with a 

“psychological” recapitulation (NA l.la l) .

1.10.8: sOopuPouv oi vauxai [...] Kai o Kup8pvf|xr|<; xf)V auxou x®pav KaxeXdppave: this 

is the only brief description made by Xen. of the crew of a ship in his novel. Only oi 

vauxai are mentioned other four times, but always in connection with this Ephesian boat 

(1.10.4, 1.11.6 and 1.12.1.3). The simplicity of this portrait does not allow to identify 

any specific ship. However, given the Homeric context, we must acknowledge that 

these three words, vauq, vauxr|<; and KoPepvfjxr|<; are Homeric. While the first two have 

the general meaning of ‘ship’ (see vr|u<; in II. 1.26) and ‘sailor’ (see, e.g. II. 19.375), the 

Kupspvf|xr|<; is a slightly more technical word, which designates the ‘commanding 

officer who manned the helm’ (Casson 1971, 300; see, e.g., Od. 9.78). Finally, the 

Ephesian boat will soon reveal its function as sailing ship (see 1.11.2 and 1.12.3), which 

occurs in Homer also (for a more detailed analysis of Homeric ships, see Casson 1971,
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43-48). As a result, this essential description seems to fits well into the Homeric colour 

of the scene.

I.10.8: Kai eA,ueto xa 7ipupvf|aia: the action of releasing the mooring cables is here 

expressed with a Homeric formula: in the Odyssey, in fact, xoi 5 e 7ipupvf|ai’£A.uoav 

occurs in Od. 2.418 and 15.286 and 552, while ava te 7ipopvf)aia Xuaai in 9.178, 9.562,

II.637, 12.145, 15.548. Before Xen., the latter is only used by Apollonius Rhodius, 

which confirms the epic nature of this formula (1.912 and 4.857), by Diodorus Siculus 

(.BH 14.55.2) and Alexander, De fig. 19. Since it is unlikely that Xen. was drawing from 

these two last authors, we can conclude that he is intertexting with Homer.

Even more interestingly, the two Odyssean passages where Xvco and id  7tpupvf|aia 

appear concern Telemachus’ two departure scenes. This confirms that Xen. might have 

been considering both passages - and especially the first one - as a model for the 

protagonists’ departure (see above).

1.10.9-10: pof) 8e [...] avayKatav: as I suggested in NA 4.5, this is one of the two 

“dialogues in movement” of the novel, where the whole scene is exceptionally based on 

an internal focalisation. This particular scene is created by the fact that the departure 

precedes the last farewell between the parents and the protagonists: this transforms the 

reactions of the different characters in volume and intensity. As a result, the readers are 

invited to shift their focus between the land and the sea, as the following list 

demonstrates:

- 1.10.9: a7i6 xrj<; yfj<; (land);

- ev xfj vr|i (sea);

- co 7iai§£<; cptAxaxoi (land);

- oo naxepEq (sea; here the contrast is also underlined by the sequence xoov pcv [...] xdov 

6s);

- dM,f|Xx)u; EyKaxaXEi7iovx£<; xo ovopa (both land and sea);

- 1.10.10: o 8 e M£yapf|5r|<; [...] (land);

- ev xfj vrp (sea).

Finally, in the tenth section d><; E^dKouaxov civai xolc; ev xfj vrp is very important, 

because it suggests that the whole speech given by Megamedes is part of this scene: this
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proves the existence of a climax in emotional intensity in the whole dialogue (for the 

novelistic use of e^aKouoxoq see NA 4.5).

In addition Xen. takes this indication literally, because in the emotional reaction of the 

protagonists at the beginning of the following chapter they seem to react to the different 

parts of Megamedes’ speech: this confirms that the “dialogue in movement” has really 

happened.

Finally, the originality of this passage is emphasised in the hypothesis that Xen. had the 

opportunity to read Char.: unlike Xen.’s, in Callirhoe Cheareas’ parents greet the heroes 

before the departure and only Polycharmus enters the scene when the ship is already on 

the sea (3.6.7). Furthermore, this friend does not speak with the protagonists and the 

narrator introduces an analepsis about the reason for his delay. As a result, in the 

departure scene Char, does not focus on emotions as Xen.

1.10.10: o 8s Msyafjf|Sr|c; cpidArjv Aapwv Kai S7cio7t£v8cov r|i3%exo: as I have already 

stated, libations during a departure is an element typical of this kind of scenes since 

Homer (see, e.g. II. 16.225-7 and 24.306F). To begin with, in Pindar Jason before 

praying to Zeus xpuosav xelpeaai Aapdrv cpiaXxxv (Pyth.) 4.193) and this passage, 

according to some scholars (see Homblower 2008, 381), has been considered the source 

of Thucydides’ sentence EKJicbpaai xpuaoii; X£ Kai apyupoTc; oi x£ ETCiPaxai Kai oi 

apxovxeq anevbovxeq (6.32.1). Then, in Apollonius Rhodius Jason aKpf|xoi)<; yie. Aoipdq 

(1.435).

At the same time, other sources attest other libations made on the sea, when the contents 

are poured into the water: the first passage comes from Herodotus, when Xerxes is 

preparing for the crossing of the Hellespont (see 7.54: O7c£v8cov £K xpua£r|<; cpidA,r|<; £<; 

xf)v OdAacraav eu^exo npog xov rjXiov [...]). Then, this custom is attributed three other 

times by Arrian to Alexander the Great during his embarkations with the same formula 

CF7T£v8eiv ek  xpoorjq cpidAr)<; sg xov rcovxov (1.11.6, 6.3.1 and 6.19.5).

Although this second kind of libations is extraneous to Xen., all these passages show the 

sacrality of this element of the departure: in the following lemmata, I will show how 

this feature is reflected by the tone and style of Megamedes’ words.

1.10.10: euxu / o ix s: Megamedes’ insistent use of the optative marks the distinctive 

nature of this passage as the only proper wish of the whole novel. From a stylistic point
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of view, three of the four optatives share the homoteleuton, with the Xen.’s typical 

variation in the third member. At the same time, these verbs explore serious topics, such 

as happiness, oracle and homeland: overall, their use gives solemnity to the speech.

1.10.10: xf|v cpi?ixaxr|v [...] 7iaxpl5a: the motif of the ‘dear homeland’ is a quite common 

pattern of the Greek society, as well as of some modem ones. While its Homeric colour 

is indisputable, since Odysseus in primis but also some other epic heroes yearn for their 

homeland, the occurrences in the following Greek literature are so numerous than Xen. 

is here acknowledging a cliche. For the role of homeland in the novel, see 1.1.1 n.: 

yi>vaiKO<; £7nxcopla<; and L5.4b.

1.10.10: oSov bocTuxri p s v  &X>.’d v a y K a la v :  this formula, which because of its content 

can be considered as Xen.’s “epic formula” (LI 6.6), is another opportunity given to the 

protagonists’ parents to express their view of the journey. As in their second 

interpretation of the oracle (1.10.3 n.: cbg oiov), there seem to be two readings of the 

first adjective. While a v a y K ciio c; indisputably refers to the divine necessity of the events 

and thus establishes the connection with the oracle, 8oaxuxf|<; might have two different 

meanings. The most basic one is certainly ‘unlucky’ and it often occurs in the novel: 

whenever 5ucm)xn<; or Suoruxfa are attributed by Xen. to persons (a considerable total 

of 17 occurrences), they always emphasise their unfortunate destiny (e.g. 1.14.5: 

Habrocomes’ old tutor; 2.11.2, Manto; 3.2.13, Hippothous; 3.7.3, Perilaus; 1.14.5).

That being said, I wonder whether at a subtler level 5oaxuxfi<; might also signify that 

this journey is ‘contrary to destiny’ and this possibility would serve as a reminder of the 

interpretation of the journey as an attempt to appease the oracle. In my opinion, this 

speculative hypothesis might find a confirmation in the last part of the protagonists’ 

reaction to Megamedes’ words: along with their fear of the oracle and their suspicions 

about going abroad (1.11.1: xov xpqopov SsSoiKoxeq, xrjv (X7io5r||ilav U7ro7cx£uovxs<;), the 

narrator adds: TiapspuGstxo 8’auxoix; eiq a7iavxa o psx’aM,f|Xcov nXovg. This sentence is 

surprising, because it contains again 7iapapi)0£opai and what gives consolation to the 

protagonists is o p£x’aAAf|A,cDv nXovq. This noun can be interpreted in two ways: it can 

more simply refer to the present condition of being together on a ship or be a more 

general definition of the whole journey together far from Ephesus. Since the second 

option is not implausible, the protagonists might be proving here to have the same
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touristic and reductive view of the trip as their parents and this fits well with their future 

behaviour in Rhodes (1.11.2, n.: s^taiopriaav).

Finally, Capra 2007/8, 18 offers another interpretation of 8ocm)%f|<; suggesting that we 

are dealing with an ‘augurio prolettico, ma per antifrasi: l’accenno sinistro dei genitori 

infatti si realizzera, almeno per la parte che riguarda loro: moriranno prima del ritomo 

dei due sposi, che tomeranno sani e salvi’. This hypothesis seems to be valid, because it 

could match the mention to Lycomedes’ death which occurs in Habrocomes’ second 

dream (LI 4.5b). Although I have interpreted his black clothes as an allusion to his 

child’s death, it might also be part of this anticipation of the parents’ end.
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CHAPTER 11

1.11.1: &AA,f|Axn<; 7iepupbvx8<;: this participle is used by Xen. only at the end of the 

wedding night (1.9.9, n.: 7cepicpuvi8<;), in which it is accompanied by the description of 

sex between the protagonists. While the use of eiceivxo appears a possible sexual 

allusion, the use of Tcepupbopai, which simply means “to cling to”, negates this 

connotation: we are dealing with a “sexual” scene without sex.

1.11.1: noXka ew obvxeq , xoix; naxepaq oiicxelpovxeq, xfjc; 7iaxp(5o<; 87ti0upouvx8<;, xov 

Xpr|ap6v 8e8oiKox8<;, xf]v a7co8r|plav utco7cx8uovx8(;: this sequence of participles is 

interpreted as a ‘conflict of emotions’ by Fusillo 1999 (NA 4.3) and as a ‘recapitulation’ 

by Hagg 1971, 271. In my opinion, both definitions are acceptable and for this reason I 

included this passage in the group of “psychological recapitulations” (NA l.la l) . 

Further, in this case Xen.’s inclination towards a theatrical style is emphasised by the 

fact that the protagonists seem to precisely react to most of Megamedes’ words, 

confirming that they have listened to them.

1) Toix; Ttaxepou; oiKX8ipovxs<; recalls Megamedes’ allusion to his death and that of his 

wife: la x e  o u 5 s  f)p a g  e x i ^r|aopevoo<;;

2) xfj<; 7caxpl8oq 87u0\)poi)vxe<; echoes bpaq avaa(o08vxa<; imoSe^aivxo ’Ecpeaioi and xqv 

tpiAxdxriv owioAoipoixs 7iaxpl5a;

3) Tov xprjapov 5 s 5 oik6 xs<; recalls on cpuyoixe xa cncAripa xcav pavxeupaxcov;

4) Trjv a7to5r|piav u7i07cx8uovx8<; seems to comment on 68ov 5uaxuxf| pev 

aXl’dvayKaTav;

5) 7tapepu0eixo [...] o psx’aX,Xf|Xxov 7iXou<; recalls w 7iaT88<; enxuxoixs.

Following a simplified scheme, the protagonists in their sharing of emotions focus on 

five different issues:

1) Parents 2) Homeland 3) Oracle 4) Journey 5) Joy of being together.

Similarly, Megamedes addresses four of the five issues:

1) Children 2) Oracle 3) Homeland 4) Foreboding of death 5) Journey
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Only one theme constitutes a real difference between these two passages: the children’s 

joy contrasts with the parents’ foreboding of death. This draws a distinction between the 

older and the younger generations. As a result, we are dealing with a sophisticated 

connection of passages, which extends further the interaction provoked by the ‘dialogue 

in movement’. At the same time, this rich reflection of the protagonists contrasts with 

their joyful and excited reaction at the beginning of the ninth and tenth chapters: this 

variety and subtlety suggests that a new stage of their maturity has begun.

Finally, the style also marks the importance of this passage, since Xen. introduces a 

homoteleuton of the participles which is variated with SeSoucoxec; and a sequence of 

three accusatives which belong to the three different genres and which is interrupted by 

the genitive member xfjq rcaxp(5o<;.

1.11.1: swouvxsq: since F has dvavoobvxs*;, which is an arced;, scholars have proposed 

new readings, moving from the most faithful apa ewouvxsg to the present one chosen 

by O’Sullivan 2005. As this scholar suggests in his apparatus, I think that the parallel 

with the other ‘conflict of emotion’ in 3.5.2 offers the best interpretation. When Anthia 

is going to marry Perilaus, evcvodxo 8s apa rcoXAd, xov spcoxa, xoix; opicoix;, xf]v 

rcaxpiSa, xoix; naxepaq, xf|v dvayKr|v, xov yapov. Although we are dealing here with a 

list of nouns, Xen. seems to construct the two episodes as parallels, since they both 

express contrasting feelings and the mention of both homeland and fathers is common. 

For this reason, I would agree with O’Sullivan’s (2005) introduction of cwouvxec; and, 

moreover, I would add apa before swouvxEq. The presence of avavoobvx£<; in F, in fact, 

makes it plausible that the copyist confused ava- with apa and then he made an 

apheresis of the participle ewouvxsq, transforming apa swouvxeg into dvavoouvxsq. 

Conversely, I would not accept apa vouvxeq because the use of the simple verb with this 

adverb is not common in Greek narrative.

1.11.2: oupico xpT|mxp£voi rcvsupaxi: the origin of ouptov rcveupa, ‘propitious wind’ is 

poetic, since it is invented by Euripides who adopts it twice in his Helen. Although 

Xen.’s debt to this model is here not convincing, see (APP 4.3), I would argue that this 

expression is stylistically more sophisticated than others used by Xen. during the
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journey, especially those belonging to mundane language (see, e.g., x>5psuaacj0ai in 

1. 11.6 ).

On the other hand, in Casson’s (1971, 272) view, the propitious wind might be also a 

realistic feature, (1.10.6 n.: £7tavayso0ai), since ‘during the heart of this curtailed sailing 

period, Mediterranean winds were prevailingly northerly’ (272). Having said that, it is 

not possible to assess the accuracy of this statement, since Xen. does not indicate the 

season of the protagonists’journey.

1.11.2: 5iavuaavxs<; xov 7iXovv: this expression is used often by Xen. in the novel to 

designate the completion of a journey (see 1.14.6, 5.1.1, 5.6.1, 5.6.4, 5.10.3, 5.11.1, 

5.15.1; in 3.2.12 the verb is in the passive). In an exceptional case xov 7iX,ouv is 

substituted by xf|v o5ov (3.1.3). This type of formula is the simplest one used by Xen., 

because it does not play the role of connecting different scenes.

1.11.2: si<; Eapov [...] xqv xrjg 'Upaq ispav vfjaov: this “cultic” definition of the city 

reflects well the reason for the protagonists’ stop there, as they make sacrifices and 

prayers to Era in this place. In the novel this epithet is attributed also to Memphis, 

which is called xfjv ispav xrjq "IaiSog (4.1.3): in this second case the relation between the 

definition of the city and the protagonists’ activities is more stressed, since Anthia twice 

prays there to Isis and requests an oracle from Apis (cf. 4.3.3, 5.4.6 and 5.4.8), and, 

thus, our author seems to deliberately choose the epithets of the places according to the 

narrative they house (for a confirmation, see below: 1.11.6, n.: p£yaXx|).

Finally, a short and religious stop like this has also a parallel in the fifth book, where, 

despite the absence of the same epithet, Habrocomes calls at Cyprus and su^apevoq xfj 

7taxpico Ku7cpicov 0sco (5.10.4).

Overall, these three “cultic” visits confirm that “religion” is part of our author’s interest 

and of the protagonists’ ideal and positive behaviour. In addition, Oikonomou 2010, 239 

suggests that ‘perhaps the choice of places is not random but connected to the deity 

associated with the place’, since Hera ‘is the goddess and protector of family’ and then, 

‘while Habrocomes is looking for his “beloved”, Habrocomes prays to Aphrodite’ (240). 

In my opinion, however, since ‘Xen.’s geography is, on the whole, accurate, as is 

required by the neat circular pattern of his novel’ (Capra forth.), the reason for the
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choice of the places seems to obey to a realistic construction of the protagonists’ 

journey (1.10.6, n.: enavdyecQai). While later in the novel there are some exceptions, 

such as Cyprus, which does not fit in a realistic route, this statement is easy to prove in 

the first book, where Samos is close to Ephesus and is part of the route from the 

protagonists’ homeland to Rhodes.

1.11.2: 5£urvo7ioir|G&pevoi: as the sleep in 1.3.4, lunch is a rare temporal marker in this 

novel: the only other occurrence is in 3.9.3, where Hippothous eats with his 

companions, but in that passage the chronological apparatus is less marked: thus, our 

current passage is a one-off, which seems to emphasize the start of the new temporal 

setting of the narration fNA 2.2).

1.11.2: KaKeivr|v psv xf|v ripepav [...] v u k t o <; ETtiyivopevrn;: this section constitutes a 

clear example of ‘summary’, as it contains the main stylistic features of this category 

(see NA 2.1 for a list). Its exceptionality, which is echoed by the summaries in 1.12.3 

and 1.14.6, lies in its “strategic” position before and/or after long scenes (the first before 

the oath; the second between the visit to Rhodes and Corymbus’ attack; the last after 

Corymbus’ attack). This fact seems Xen. to accelerate the rhythm of the narration and 

this seems to relax the readers’ concentration, between one emotional climax and 

another.

1.11.3-5: oath o f fidelity between the protagonists

The ship houses the second real dialogue between the protagonists, which is composed 

of a shared initial question followed by one intervention by each character. Further, as 

Schissel 1909, 47 notes, since it happens during the night, it can be defined as the third 

‘Liebesnacht’ of Anthia and Habrocomes.

The core of the scene is their reciprocal oath. Although oaths are typical in Greek 

literature and in the Greek novels, this passage has a unique importance: as I argued in 

U  2.5, it establishes fidelity as the main erotic ideal of the novel and as the virtue that 

the protagonists must preserve and display.

For this reason, this passage has a “programmatic” role for the rest of the novel. This 

function, which is clearly established, confirms Xen.’s desire to structure his novel in a 

proleptic way, as has already emerged in the oracle and, at the same time, his
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predilection for direct speeches as the place for showing literary sophistication and 

directly exploring the main topics of the novel.

Further, as Schissel 1909, 48 notes, here the protagonists show a deep awareness of the 

oracle and a major concern about their reciprocal fidelity: this produces a contrast with 

their immediate reaction to Apollo’s words in the seventh chapter and suggests the 

existence of a development in their personality.

ai The oaths in the Ephesiaca: the primacy of this oath

The popularity of oaths is attested by Xen. himself, who introduces many examples in 

his text. However, this is evidently the most important: most of the others are described 

only by the narrator and they have an immediate impact on the event narrated: this is the 

case of the three oaths sworn by erotic rivals, which symbolise their immediate 

conversion (see Lampo in 2.9.4, Amphinomus in 5.2.5 and Polyidus in 5.4.7) and 

suggest that for Xen. swearing is an act that only pious men perform. Even less 

important is the one made by Eudoxus, who answers a request made by Anthia (3.5.6). 

The only example closer to the present one is the repeated oath of Aegialeus and his 

wife at the beginning of their relationship (5.1.6: cbpoaapev dA,A,fjXoi<; 7ioXXxiKiq e^eiv 

K ai HEjcpi Gavaxou); in this case, since this couple, like the protagonists, uses the oath as 

a foundation of their relationship, this passage appears to be a parallel with the present 

one.

Having established that fidelity is the main topic of this oath, I would like to explore 

how the protagonists explore it and how Xen. manages to connect these pieces with the 

rest of the novel.

b  ̂Analysis of the two oaths: similarities

Although both Habrocomes and Anthia speak in a sophisticated way, they show a 

different kind of rhetoric: while the former has a moralistic and less emphatic tone, the 

heroine shows a more emotional eloquence: in my opinion, with this couple of speeches 

Xen. gives further proof of his interest in rhetoric and draws a distinction based on 

gender.

To begin with, there are certain similarities, which show how both speeches are 

carefully composed:
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- Length of speech;

- Emotional state: both are crying;

- Articulated structure of sentences: to begin with, both introduce a hypothetical

period which is more sophisticated than that of Megamedes’ wish (1.10.10, n.: 

sutdxoite): Habrocomes introduces in it two clauses, while Anthia makes it 

dependent on a declarative clause, which consists of a nominal phrase. Second, 

while Habrocomes shows a sophisticated use of verbs moods, since he 

introduces an optative desiderative (see 1.11.3: eit|), an exhortative subjunctive 

(see 1.11.4: opoocopEv) and a potential optative (see ibid.: av cruvoiKf|aaipi), 

Anthia introduces in the first period a relative clause of second grade of 

dependence (see 1.11.5: rjng ou5e Cflaopai xrjv apxnv aveu aoo;), while the 

second has a length that exceeds the usual standard of Xen.

Overall, all these features make these speeches the most sophisticated pieces thus far 

met in the novel. This is certainly a way in which Xen. emphasises the importance of

the topic and also suggests a development in the protagonists’ personalities.

c) Analysis of the two oaths: differences

The first sign of the existence of dissimilarities is suggested by the variation with which 

Xen. uses identical words and themes:

- 1.11.3: peya avaaxsva^ac; vs. 1.11.5: peya avco

- 1.11.3: AvGia at the beginning vs. 1.11.5: AppoKoprj as the third word;

-1.11.4: d7taX,Axxycc>p£v vs. 1.11.5: anaXkay&;

- 1.11.4: opoacopev vs. 1.11.5: opvuco.

These examples invite us to look for deeper differences and the main one certainly lies 

in the content of the speech: while both protagonists speak of their possible separation, 

Habrocomes’ solution lies in reciprocal conjugal fidelity, while that of Anthia lies in her 

personal death. As a result, while the former is more rational and he exhorts himself and 

his wife to be immaculate models of virtue, the latter thinks immediately of the most 

desperate option.
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This distinction is at the origin of the others: Habrocomes’ tone is serious and 

argumentative, as both the hypothetical clause and the use of different moods show, but 

at the same time it lacks emotional expressions, apart from the conventional initial 

epithet and the superlative <piA,idTq. Conversely, Anthia seems to copy Habrocomes’ 

words in order to express them in a more sentimental way: the aforementioned relative 

clause which includes her key topic, o65e Cfiaopai, is in fact repeated with variation 

before the end (see 1.11.5: oute ^qaopai oute x o v  qAiov ovj/opai) and it appears to be an 

expansion of Habrocomes’ expression <jq>^£o0ai jj,£T’dAA,f|Arov (1.11.3). In addition, her 

question rcspi dvSpoq eti Kai yapoo cnc£\j/opai (1.11.4) is certainly more emotional than 

Habrocomes’ correspondent sentence aXXr\ yuvaud aovoiKf|aaipi (1.11.4).

In conclusion, Xen. is using these speeches to characterise his protagonists and gender 

is confirmed to be the main difference between them: the serious and moral 

Habrocomes is opposed to a tragic Anthia. This hypothesis is supported by a further 

element: when Habrocomes asks Anthia to be faithful, he does not promise to do the 

same, but simply not to marry another woman. This emphasis on building a new family 

( ouvoikeco) suggests that he has now acquired a masculine personality and he is ready to 

take the lead in the relationship. As a result, Habrocomes expresses here the desire to 

overcome the unusual asymmetry of the beginning of the novel (LI 4.2a).

Finally, there is a last difference within the couple that can instead be explained by 

looking at the whole novel: while Habrocomes does not mention any god, Anthia refers 

to Artemis, Eros and the sea: if this list of gods might recall the initial “religious” 

portrait of the heroine, Habrocomes’ atheism is more difficult to judge. Although this 

character is impious toward Eros at the beginning of the novel, after the wedding night 

he seems to have started on a path of reconciliation. That being said, however, 

throughout the whole novel Habrocomes addresses Greek gods only at the beginning of 

the second (Eros in 2.1.2) and of the fifth book (Apollo in 5.1.13), while Anthia 

consistently honours them. In my opinion, while Anthia’s religious devotion confirms 

her closeness to Artemis, Habrocomes’ behaviour can be considered a heritage of his 

initial hostility to the divine world: in this respect, it is significant that Habrocomes 

prays to gods only when he is really in danger, as it happens in Egypt in the fourth book 

(cf. 4.2.6 and 9).
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d) The programmatic role of this oath for the whole novel

Having clarified how both protagonists are personally involved in this oath, I would like 

to show how Xen. manages to use this passage as a starting point for the rest of the 

novel: the method adopted is based on direct references to the oath or on repetitions of 

formulae of the oath in strategic passages of the plot.

To being with, Habrocomes’ promise seems to work in relationship with the rest of the 

novel and especially with the two women who test his fidelity, such as Manto and Cyno. 

First, cjuvoiKsco or, according to O ’Sullivan 2005, its variant o u v o ik i^co is used by 

Manto to describe her proposal made to Habrocomes in a letter (2.5.2: rcaxepa xov epov 

’A\|/i)pxov eyd) 7telcFG) aol pe ouvouclaai) and the hero clearly refuses it (2.5.4). Having 

said that, the protagonist’s behaviour toward Cyno is more difficult to assess: when this 

immoral figure promises him sex and marriage, his first reaction follows the same 

pattern as that to Manto: 5eivov eSoicei xouxo AppoKopp, Kai noXkn apa so k o tisi, xf|v 

AvOlav, xoix; opKoix;, xrjv 7toXAxxKi<; auxov acocppocruvriv aSucrjaaaav (3.12.4). However, 

despite this premise, Habrocomes accepts fj6r| eyKeipevrji; rife Kuvoife cxuyKaxaxlOexai 

(3.12.5). Then, after Cyno’s murder of her husband, the protagonists flees. The reason 

why this passage is controversial lies in the fact that the hero seems to act against the 

oath with his first positive answer to Cyno. Having said that, however, I would suggest 

that the verb <ruyKaxaxl0r|pai, which is twice used by Xen. before this passage, might 

clarify this apparent contradiction.

In its first occurrence in 2.4.5 it is Anthia who admits the possibility of Habrocomes’ 

betrayal as a way to save his life (ouyKaxaOoo 5s xfj xffe 5ea7i:olvr|<; £7U0upla), while in

2.13.8 always the heroine accepts Perilaus’ proposal with the clause of the deferment of 

marriage (deiaaaa pf| Kai xi xo^pr|ar| piaioxspov, cruyKaxaxlOexai psv xov yapov). This 

last passage seems to be in an intertextual relationship with our current one, since 

Perilaus’ insistence is expressed with the words rcoXXa syKeipevcp (2.13.8), while 

Anthia’s acceptance with cruyKaxaxlOexai psv xov yapov, and no other erotic proposal 

occurs in the texts between the two.

As a result, I would conclude that Xen. might have put his readers in a position in which 

they could immediately read Habrocomes’ refusal as part of a strategy and not as an 

expression of his will (for this reason, I would also dismiss the suspicion of epitome, 

contrary to Borgogno 2005, 464, n. 145). This conclusion is also supported by the 

repetition of the same motif of the false acceptance of love in Hid., which suggests that
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we are dealing with a common to7co<; (Charicleia does this with Thyamis in 1.22.5 and 

Theagenes with Arsace in 7.26.2).

Consequently, we can see that Habrocomes’ victory against his two suitors is conceived 

by Xen. in a relationship to the oath.

That being said, this pattern also concerns Anthia in the same way. The difference here 

is quantitative: since Anthia has more suitors, there are more occasions -  six -  in which 

her promised of fidelity expressed in the oath is recalled and, as I will also show later, 

there are three other formulae of the oath which are attributed to her during the novel 

(1.11.4 n.: Epoi (ieveu; ayvq and 1.11.4 n.: aAAov av5pa odx U7i:op£VEi<; and 1.11.5 n.: 

oute ^qaopai oute tov qAxov oyopai):

1) 2.1.5: xdx£co<; ye xcov opKcov ava<pvr|o0fjvai ava>yKa^6|i£0a: the pirates’ erotic 

proposal makes Anthia think of the oath;

2) 2.7.5: syd) (ievcd erf): Anthia repeats this formula of the oath in a direct speech to 

her husband;

3) 3.5.7: oute yap xa<; auv0r|Ka<; 7iapapf|aopai xaq rcpoq AppoKoprjv oute tov 

op K ov  ujc£po\|/opai: Anthia refers to the oracle in her dialogue with Eudoxus;

4) 3.6.5: G) cpiXr&xri [...] Appoxopou \|ruxn> iSod aoi xaq vnoG%£G£iq d7co5i5copi: this 

mention belongs to her tragic apostrophe to Habrocomes;

5) 5.8.9: AppoKopr|<; pcv yap £i K a ia  xouc; opKou<; 7tapapE priK £: Anthia thinks of 

the possibility that Habrocomes has broken the oath after her nightmare;

6) 5.14.3: f[ pf| xi<; qvdyicaoE ge E7iiXa0Ea0ai xcov opKcov xe xapou; Anthia recalls 

the same issue in her last question in Rhodes.

Overall, these passages confirm what has already emerged in relation to Habrocomes 

and at the same time add an important element: since they are part of emphatic speeches 

spoken by Anthia, the heroine is clearly establishing her model of virtue with reference 

to the oath. This attitude has its peak in the final speech in Rhodes, where she assumes 

the same moralistic tone contained in Habrocomes’ oath.

The discovery of this pattern confirms further the importance of the oath, because it 

does not only support the exploration of fidelity in the novel, but also Anthia’s 

performance of dv8peTa (LJ 5). As I result, I would conclude that the oath serves a
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function which is comparable with that of the oracle, but has a different content: while 

Apollo’s response foreshadows the events of the plot, the oracle works as a prolepsis of 

the virtues of the protagonists. This confirms the existence of a clear structure in the 

Eph.

e) Oaths in the Greek novels: the originality of Xen.’s case

In the exploitation of oaths the Greek novels follow a long tradition started by Homer 

and make this act a zonoq of the genre, with an innovative focus on fidelity and chastity. 

That being said, a structural use of oaths as that emerged in the Eph. has its only parallel 

in Longus: this confirms the originality of the present passage and opens the possibility 

that Longus himself is following our author in relation to this topic.

The appearance of oaths in the Greek literature starts with Hesiod, who writes about 

Zeus’ false oath of abstinence from sexual intercourse with Io (see Hes. Cat. Worn. fr. 72 

Most). Then, from the Hellenistic Era there is the famous binding oath sworn by 

Cydippe to Acontius and based on the apple (see Call. Aitia fr. 75.22-29), along with 

one from Theocritus (see 27, 35-6, where Daphnis swears on Pan a promise of conjugal 

fidelity to a shepherd girl) and several from Greek authors of epigrams (see, e.g., again 

Callimachus in AP: 5.6, Asclepiades in AP 5.7 and Meleager in AP 5.184.2-3). As a 

result, there is no doubt that erotic oaths were typical of the literature prior to the Greek 

novels.

That being said, an interesting feature, which concerns most of these examples, is that 

erotic oaths are not kept. This xonoq was already introduced by Hesiod: if the Pseudo- 

Apollodorus describes, 'Holodoc; o u k  £7ilo7iaa0ai xqv ano xcov Gecov opyfjv xouc; 

yivopsvrnx; opKonq wisp "Epooxoc; (see Hesiod fr. 72 Most), with reference to Era’s fury 

after Zeus’ rape of Io. This motif is also well explored by Roman elegists: Tibullus, for 

example, alludes to the same mythical episode: ‘Gratia magna Iovi: vetuit Pater ipse 

valere, iurasset cupide quidquid ineptus amor’ (1.4.23.4). Similarly, Catullus is sceptical 

on his woman’s promise of love in his Poem 70, in which he concludes ‘sed mulier 

cupido quod dicit amanti in vento et rapida scribere oportet aqua’ (w. 3-4).

Overall, the existence of this framework of broken oaths suggests that the Greek novels 

introduce a new approach, as oaths are generally respected. Further, in the whole genre,
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they are used in association with the two linked themes of conjugal fidelity and 

virginity.

The first is theme is addressed by all the novelists: in Char, a past oath of fidelity by 

Aphrodite and Eros is recalled by Callirhoe in a prayer to the goddess (3.2.12-13), while 

in Longus an entire section is dedicated to the oath of reciprocal fidelity shared by the 

protagonists (see 2.39), which is shortly renewed in another shared dialogue (see

3.10.3-4). Finally, before the end, Daphnis and Chloe independently interpret the 

apparent betrayal of the other as a breaking of the past oath (cf. 4.27.1-2 and 4.28.3). On 

the other hand, Ach., with his subversive attitude, introduces the oath of fidelity in 

Clitophon’s adulterous relationship with Melite (see 5.14.2-4), which is recalled by the 

former shortly after (5.26.4), while Hid. attributes it more classically to the main couple 

but with a variation: along with the very brief mention of 8.12.1, he in fact builds an 

articulated scene in 4.18.6-4.19.1, in which Chariclea asks Theagenes for a promise not 

of fidelity, but for patience in the consummation of the relationship. In addition, the 

latter complains because he thinks that a divine oath obscures the spontaneity of his 

behaviour.

Conversely, virginity is omitted by Xen., Char, and Hid. and only briefly explored by 

Longus in Daphnis’ dialogue with Dionysophanes about Chloe (4.31.3). Here the 

exception is Ach., who plays consistently with virginity in the second part of his novel 

and makes it a key element in two oaths sworn by Clitophon to Melite (cf. 5.12.3 and 

5.16.7) and, especially, in the final trial of the Styx (see 8.11.2), in which the latter has 

to prove her chastity to Thersander. Similarly, Clitophon makes the same promise to 

Leucippe in a letter (5.20.5).

This collection of passages shows how novelists focus on oaths and tend generally to 

respect them. While Xen. fits well into this pattern, a first distinction can be made from 

a stylistic point of view: an oath of fidelity occurs in a direct speech only in the present 

passage of the Eph. and in that of the second book (see above 2.7.5), because in the 

other novels they are always told in an indirect speech. In Longus and Hid. there are 

cases in which a protagonist expresses in the form of a dialogue his request of the oath, 

but the performance of it is then made by the narrator (cf. Chloe’s request in 2.39.2-4 

and that of Charicleia in 4.18.4-5): this gives an absolute trait of originality to Xen.’s 

three oaths.
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A second point of distinction concerns the value of the oath in the whole novelistic 

genre: within the whole corpus only Xen. uses this piece to introduce the topic of 

fidelity, while all the other authors do not have this need, as this topic is already familiar 

with them. In addition, the “programmatic” use of the oath has its only parallel in 

Longus and I would like to explore briefly this comparison. Overall, the latter seems to 

realise Xen.’s pattern in a clearer and more artistic way.

To begin with, Longus’ system of oath is characterised by clarity: unlike Xen, Longus 

introduces references to the first oath only through both protagonists. In addition, the 

breaking of the oath, which in Xen. is alluded to by Anthia after her dream, is made 

more explicit by Longus in the last reference to the oath, in which both Daphnis and 

Chloe think of this possibility. That being said, Longus does not insist on formulaic 

connections like Xen.: the only word which is introduced in relation to the oath is 7iiaxf|

(2.39.4), which is the adjective attributed by Chloe to herself and has no other 

occurrences in the novel.

Second, Longus’ artistic touch emerges in the construction of the first scene. As in the 

Eph., Longus uses the divine figures to introduce a difference between the protagonists 

similar to that of Xen.: Daphnis, in fact, swears by Pan while Chloe by the Nymphs (see

2.39.1-2). However, Longus uses this opposition to create an explicit diffidence in 

Chloe and to underline the ingenuity of the latter, who identifies sheep as her gods. In 

addition, Longus attributes to both characters the different topics explored by Anthia 

and Habrocomes: the more tragic one is the first (2.39.1-2), while the moral one comes 

after (2.39.4). This extension allows Longus to make the protagonists constantly interact 

one another. Thus, in the first case it is Chloe who transforms Daphnis’ motif of the 

futility of life without the beloved into the sharing of both life and death. In the second, 

instead, it is Daphnis who expands Chloe’s request of fidelity, by saying that he will kill 

himself and not her in the case of betrayal. Overall, this interaction highlights the unity 

of the protagonists over those of Xen. At the same time, it must be noticed that Longus 

omits Xen.’s subtle distinction between fidelity in marriage and chastity, and plays no 

less than our author with gender distinction.

Given this framework, I would be tempted to conclude that Longus was inspired by 

Xen.’s approach to the oath and wrote his work with the Eph. in mind. Unfortunately, 

this connection is difficult to prove. A suggestion in this direction is given by the first 

sequence of motifs, since Daphnis’ promise of death recalls Anthia’s reference to
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suicide in her first oath, while Chloe’s sharing of life and death echoes Anthia’s point in 

the second oath. Finally, in the fourth book Chloe explores Daphnis’ motif with words 

similar to Anthia (cf. Longus 4.27.2: syco 5s 06 £f|oopai and Xen. 1.11.5: o uS e ^rjoopai 

[...] avsu oob). However, the popularity of this last motif discourages any certain 

conclusion. As a result, there is insufficient evidence available to prove an intertextual 

relationship.

Thus, the real utility of this comparison lies in its assistance in producing a critique of 

Xen.’s system of oaths and in further emphasising how its main features are attentive to 

structure and moral concern.

1.11.3: xrjq v|/uxn<; poi 7io0eivoxepa: this is the first of Xen.’s erotic epithets which 

contain \|n>%f| (table 1 in LI 4.5a). While the combination of ii/uxn 7io0eivo<; occurs only 

here (see 1.9.2 for the importance of this adjective in the novel), that of 8eo7i6xq<; and 

soul, which characterises the other two epithets (cf. 2.4.5 and 5.14.2), is also introduced 

by Char, and Ach.

In the former’s novel Chaereas assigns it to Callirhoe (3.3.7: A7ioXoyoupai ooi 

Sea7ioiva, xrjc; eprjq vj/oxife), while in the latter it appears in Melite’s prayer to Clitophon 

(5.26.7: aXka 8eopai, KXeixocp&v Seorcoxa - 5eo7ioxr|<; yap 8i v|/oxfj<; xfjq eprfe). For this 

reason, the use of soul to refer to the beloved can be considered a novelistic xonoq.

1.11.3: ouyKaxaPicovai pex’aA,A,r)Axov: ouyKaxapioco, ‘to spend life together’, is a very 

important verb of this passage, as it constitutes the core of the reciprocal oath: in fact, 

both protagonists’ laments are conceived in relation to this verb.

In addition, Xen. himself seems to attribute to ouyKaxapioco a special function: in fact, 

he also adopts it in Habrocomes’ lament of the fifth book, in which the hero expresses 

the false hope of stailSa eupqoEiv oe Kai xob Xxhttou ooyKaxapicbo8o0ai (5.8.4). Since 

this formula synthesises the aim of the hero’s life, this confirms that Xen. considers this 

verb a crucial element of the life of his protagonists.

Having said that, what is really interesting is the particular meaning which ouyKaxapioco 

seems to have. Since in all of Greek literature this verb is very rare, it appears to be a 

simple derivation from Kaxapioco. This verb has a particularity: the presence of Kaxa- 

gives the verb a possible second meaning, that is ‘to bring one’s life to an end’ or, more 

briefly, ‘to die’. To an extent, this nuance is also implied in the main meaning of the
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verb, because Kaxaptoco always means ‘to live all of life until death’ and this value 

emerges clearly in a final passage of the Eph. which refers to Hippothous in Ephesus: 

diiyvG) o 'l7C7i60oo<; ev ’Etpsaco t o v  Aomov Kaxapicovai xpovov (5.15.4).

Given this framework, I would speculate that cruyK axapioco might signify not simply ‘to 

life together’, but ‘to life together until death’. As a result, this verb seems to describe 

even more fully the union of the protagonists, since it involves their whole life, recalling 

the formula of Apollo’s oracle xd(po<; 0aXupo<; (1.6.2). This would confirm the 

hypothesis that this “poetic combination”, along with a more immediate reference to 

Anthia’s Scheintod (3.7.2), might also represent the final shared destiny of the heroes 

(see 1.6.2, n.: oracle, 6).

1.11.4: spot psvsiq ayvf): this phrase is a “motto” which characterises Anthia two other 

times in the novel: first, she assigns it to herself during her first prayer to Isis (4.3.3: 

pexpi vuv ayvf) pevco) and then she repeats it in the final dialogue of the novel with 

Habrocomes (5.14.2: ayvf] pcvco aoi). These two occurrences further stress that the oath 

has a programmatic value for the whole novel and confirms its focus on Anthia.

In addition, in the Eph. the adjective ayvoq is always related to her: in fact, it occurs 

three other times as part of another formula, xfjpsiv (yapcov) ayvf|v, which is attributed 

to Anthia by the erotic rivals Perilaus (2.13.8), Amphinomus (5.2.5) and Polyidus 

(5.4.7). Since the only other occurrence of this adjective is in Hid. in relation to 

Charicleia, our author is doing something original with it. In this respect, it is significant 

that ayvoq, which means ‘holy’ and ‘chaste’, is always related to the divine sphere, since 

it designates ‘places and things dedicated to gods’, as well as the gods themselves (see 

LSJ). Its attribution to people, which started after Homer, did not eliminate this 

supernatural trait: thus, as the space of the holy marks a difference from the rest of the 

world, since it is not subjected to human contamination, people who are dyval are 

separated from the pollution represented by sex. As a result, I would conclude that 

Xen.’s attribution of this adjective to Anthia might confirm her holiness and virtue and, 

fits well into his religious view of love and chastity, which has its only other parallel in 

Hid.

Finally, the occurrence of the sentence pevciv dyvfj in both the oath and the final scene 

in Rhodes further confirms the connection of these two episodes: we have the “literal”
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proof that Anthia interprets her entire journey as the opportunity to show her fidelity 

and to be avSpeia (LI 4.2c).

1.11.4: a ) J j o v  av5pa oux wtopevei/;: like its simple verb pevco, also U7iopeva> seems to 

be part of the construction of the oath in relation to the whole novel. In fact, it is used by 

Xen. in five monologues given by Anthia, where it describes her patience and virtue: 

thus, its repetition seems to answer positively the invitation made here by Habrocomes.

1) 2.1.6: pr|§’o7t:op£lvaipi uppioGeioa i5eiv tov rjliov: Anthia expresses her lament 

after the pirates’ proposal;

2) 3.5.3: o pev ye iva epd<; avrjp pelvrj, Kai Seapa wropevei Kai paaavoix; Kai iaco<; 

7tou Kai xsOvriKev: Anthia stresses Habrocomes’ fidelity.

3) 3.5.7: dSuvaxov [.. .] xov peAXovxa dpnxavov urcopeTvai yapov: Anthia re-states 

her commitment to chastity when rejecting the wedding with Perilaus. 

Interestingly, this sentence comes after an explicit reference to the oath: this 

increases the connection thus far suggested (see 3.5.6);

4) 4.6.6: o iav  urcopevG) xtpcopiav: Anthia laments in the ditch;

5) 5.8.7: eyd) pev Kai rcovorx; wtopevco navxaq: Anthia defines her virtue after her 

nightmare.

In my opinion the existence of this framework is also helpful for understanding the 

present passage, where wtopevoo lacks the meaning it usually carries when referring to 

people, ‘await’. Here, Xen. seems to use the same meaning as in the other passages 

where the object is not a human being, that is ‘to be patient under’ or ‘submit’. If this 

further emphasises the attention given by Xen. to the use of this verb in the whole 

novel, Habrocomes seems to suggest passivity as the proper behaviour of a wife. Given 

the unusual asymmetry of the beginning of the novel (LI 2.1), the hero seems to show 

also here his desire to re-establish a traditional hierarchy.

1.11.5: xf|v 7tdxpiov ripiv Geov, xf)v peydAr|v ’Ecpeaicov Apxepiv, Kai xauxr|v rjv 6iavuopev 

GaXxxxxav Kai xov [...] eKprjvavxa Geov: this tripartite formula partially reflects the 

custom typical of real Greek oaths and partially that of literary ones.
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On the one hand, the combination of divinities and elements of nature is clearly 

Homeric: see Agamemnon’s oath in the third book, in which he invokes Zeus, the Sun, 

the rivers and the earth (see II. 3.277-9). This proves that religious oaths were part of the 

Greek society and Xen.’s introduction of an example of this in the novel is significant in 

itself, because a good number of novelistic oaths are not referred to gods. In addition, 

the mention of the sea is part of the Greek attitude to involve ‘the entire 

cosmos’ (Burkert 1985, 251) in an oath and its invocation is also inspired by the Greek 

tendency to include among the addressees the “objects” with which they were dealing 

(see, e.g., II. 15.39 f., where Hera swears by her marriage bed). In relation to this, it is 

interesting that in the Argonautica Jason invokes in a prayer the forces of the sea (see 

1.193-8), while in the Aethiopica Tyrrhenus the fisherman swears an oath by Poseidon 

and the gods of the sea (see 5.20.2: xov noaa5cc> aoi xov 7rsXxxyiov Ercopvupi Kai xou<; 

aAAouq £vaX,loo<; Geoix;). Finally, ‘in post-Homeric times the various individual polis 

gods also appear prominently in the oath’ (Burkert 1985, 251): this pattern is followed 

by Xen. with the introduction of Artemis, who appears again in Eudoxus’ oath requested 

by Anthia (3.5.5).

On the other hand, Eros is not involved in public oaths, as he is not a proper divinity. 

For this reason, his introduction stems from the author’s literary choice. This is 

confirmed, first of all, by Meleager’s oath by Eros in AP 12.76.3 and from the parallel 

with the aforementioned oath in Chariton of the third book, in which Callirhoe invokes 

the sea, Aphrodite and Eros (see again 3.2.4-5). Because this combination is very 

similar to that of Xen. and it involves only the substitution of Artemis with Aphrodite, 

who plays the similar role of the main divinity of the novel, it is possible to conclude 

that the two passages are intertexting. In addition, in the novelistic oaths such a rich 

combination occurs only in Theagenes’ oath of fidelity to Charicleia (4.18.5: £7i6pvu£ 

b’opcoq A jcoAAxd xe IIoGiov K ai ’Apxsptv Kai Acppo5ixr|v auxqv K ai "Epcoxaq). 

Conversely, Pan and Nymphs are the only divinities invoked in Longus, while Ach. 

mentions Isis once in 5.26.4 and Artemis once in 8.12.2-4, while Hid. addresses Apollo 

once in 4.16.7 and the Sun once in 7.26.3).

That being said, these two authors do not seem to exploit more subtly each other’s 

oracles; thus, we are dealing with a superficial connection. In this respect, a more 

sophisticated trait introduced by Xen. seems to be Anthia’s description of Eros as xov 

[...] GKpfjvavxa Geov: see below.
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1.11.5: xov 87c’&X,Xr|Xoi<; f|pa<; KaXax; eKpqvavxa Geov: since love is the main topic of 

Anthia’s speech, there is no doubt that eicpalvco, “to drive mad”, is describing Eros. In 

my opinion, more than this choice of verb, it is surprising than Anthia is referring to the 

god, since before this passage she has never mentioned him in her speeches. As a result, 

this reference to Eros, like that in the description of the canopy (1.8.3), might be 

interpreted as proof that also Anthia and not only Habrocomes is under the education of 

Eros: this confirms that Xen.’s Bildungsroman concerns both the protagonists.

That being said, the meaning of the verb eicpaivcD has to be assessed. To begin with, the 

mention of erotic madness establishes an inevitable link between Anthia’s monologue 

and her palvopai (1.4.6, n.: ecp’AppoKopri): as in that passage, also here both the 

association between madness and lovesickness and the tragic colour of the expression 

appear to be confirmed. As a result, the heroine seems here to refer to her past 

sufferings: this constitutes an exception in her whole oath, which is so focused on the 

future and confirms the subtlety of her speech and its status as repository of the main 

topics of the novel.

That being said, what is here less clear is whether 8Kpf|vavxa can be interpreted as a 

Platonic signal: in my opinion, the textual evidence is too scarce here to admit this 

possibility. To begin with, the first two uses of eKpaivco in an erotic context come from 

Sophocles’ Trachiniae and Aristophanes’ Women at the Assembly. In the first text, the 

chorus reveals to Hercules how Deianira has used Nessus’ poison to inflame his passion 

(1142: xov aov eicpfjvai rcoGov), while in the second a young man in love makes the 

following invocation to Aphrodite: Kwipi xi p’eKpaiveic; 87ti xivi; (966). Then, Plato uses 

this verb only once in an epigram about Dio’s death, which has the following 

conclusion: <x> epov £icpf|va<; Oupov epam Aicov (AP 7.99.6). Finally, its nature as a xonoq 

is revealed by Theocritus'fifth  Idyll (see how Cratida’s love is expressed in 90-1: KTjpe 

yap o Kpax(5a<; xov rcoipeva XeToq urcavxcDv eicpaivei) and by numerous novelistic 

occurrences (cf. Ach. 2.3.3 and 5.11.5 and Hid. 1.9.2, 1.15.4, 7.20.5 and 10.19.1).

As a result, the only possibility of a Platonic colour might be admitted by the parallel 

with Anthia’s monologue.

1.11.5: ouxe ^fjoopai ouxe xov rjAxov o\|/opai: this is the first presentation in the novel of 

the common motif that life is not worth living without the beloved: this fact is very
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significant. To begin with, it associates with Anthia an element of development, since 

her past jealousy (1.9.8, n.: upctq 5£ del pX£7ioix£ xauxa) is here overcome. In addition, 

since proposed suicides are a typical motif of the Eph. (LI 4.4-5), the introduction here 

of the first hint at suicide is the last confirmation of the “programmatic” value of this 

oath.

A further sign of this is also given by the second sentence spoken by Anthia on this 

topic. In fact, ouxs xov rjAiov oyopai occurs twice in the novel: the first time is in her 

lament during the last dialogue before the separation from Habrocomes (2.1.6) and the 

second in a monologue at Tarsus (3.8.2, where the expression occurs with a slight 

variation: ouS’av 87ti5o(pi xov fjXiov). As a further proof of the connection, in both cases 

this phrase is accompanied by two others which are synonymous (cf. 2.1.6: pf) ouxcog 

cyd) cpiXd̂ coo<; y£vo(pr|v and 3.8.2: ox>5’ [av] ciq (pax; eX^uoopai).

Since xov ijXiov ovj/opai is not common in the novels (Char. 2.11.2 for the only other 

occurrence), this framework suggests a further reason why the oath launches this motif 

in the whole novel.

1.11.6: psydAxi Kai Ka f̂): these epithets, which make Rhodes a “touristic” centre, are, 

along with geographical details, the second way in which Xen. designates his places. If 

p£yaX,Ti Kai KaX,f| are ‘conventional adjectives, which can be found in archaic poetry as 

well as in accounts o f journeys like Xenophon’s Anabasis’ (Said 1994, 218-9), it is 

interesting how the same combination o f adjectives concerns other important ancient 

cities such as Mazaca (3.1.1), Syracuse (5.1.1) and an island like Sicily, where we find 

the variation p£yaA,r|v Kai euSalpova (5.3.3).

In theory, these repetitions might imply a common pattern exploited by Greek novelists, 

who ‘are interested in exotic travels and try to satisfy the taste of their audience for 

tourist attractions’ (Said 1994, 228). However, here Xen. seems rather to be merely 

interested only in a materialistic perspective, since each of these “big” places is visited 

by characters of the novel to answer a specific need. Thus, in Rhodes the purpose of the 

visit lies in the need for loading fresh water and new supplies (cf. 1.11.6 and 1.12.3), 

while in Mazaca Hippothous is looking for new member of his band (3.1.1). Similarly, 

Hippothous goes to Sicily to 5iaxpacpf|a£a0ai (5.3.3) and, thus, as soon as he arrives 

there, £̂ f|X£i Kaipov 5i’ou xa £7cixf|8£ia £^£i (5.6.1). In this same pattern Syracuse is also
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included, with the exception that Habrocomes is not looking there for goods but for 

news about Anthia (5.1.2).

Only in the first city there is a proper touristic goal, which lies in the protagonists’ tour 

of the city, and is then quickly dismissed. The same technique concerns Psammis in 

Alexandria, who wants to see the city (3.11.2: Kara 0sav xf\q tcô egx; Kai Kara %petav 

£p7iopia<;) but then focuses on Anthia’s purchase (see 3.11.3). Similarly, in Laodicea 

Hippothous and his band are introduced as tourists (see 4.1.1: Kara 0eav xr\q noXEcaq), 

but then nothing is added.

In conclusion, in all these passages Xen. merely reflects a common cliche: this marks a 

difference between him and the three later novelists, Ach., Longus and Hid., who 

conversely are more concerned with tourism. In the first two, in fact, a tourist’s curiosity 

seems to inspire the description of ancient sites (cf. Ach.’s Sidon in 1.1.1, Tyre in 

2.14.2-4 and Alexandria in 5.1.1 -6 and Longus’ Mytilene in 8.30.20). On the other hand, 

in Hid. two touristic visits are properly described: the first description is made by 

Charicles, who after his daughter’s death wandered in many lands and also managed to 

visit the short rapids of the Nile (2.29.5: rjAOov 5s Kai xf|v aqv Aiyurcxov Kai 

Kaxa5oi)7EOO<; auxouq KaO’iaxoplav xcov KaxappaKxcov xou NslXou). Further, he spends 

some time in the Egyptian city in order to buy precious objects that are difficult to find 

in Greece (2.30.1). The second visit concerns the King of Aethiopia, who inquires about 

the origin of the Nile (9.22.2) and visits two wonders of Syene (9.22.4-7). In addition, 

Hid. gives accurate descriptions of classical sites such as Athens and Delphi, which 

contrast with Char.’s and Xen.’s omission of the most famous monuments of his cities 

and, in Said’s view, ‘illuminate the development of the novel as a genre’ (232).

Finally, both Ach. and Longus seem to play even more subtly with this motif, since they 

introduce it at the beginning of their works: in Leucippe, in fact, ‘the narrator presents 

himself as a tourist’ (Said 1994, 228 and 1.1.2: nspuobv ouv Kai xf]v aXlrjv rcoXiv Kai 

7i8picnco7ia)v xa ava0r|paxa [...]) and the whole initial ekphrasis is a consequence of his 

visit. Similarly, also Longus’ prologue contains his visit to the grove and his discovery 

of the painting: ev Asopco 0r|pa>v £v akoei Nup(pc5v 0sapa ei8ov KaXXiaxov <nv si5ov 

(prol. 1).

Overall, all these examples expand what is merely hinted at in the Eph.: we here are 

dealing here with proof of Xen.’s simplicity.
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1.11.6: udpeuoaaOai: this verb is part of mundane vocabulary, since it refers to the 

ordinary task of ‘carrying water’ since Homer, where it is used in the description of the 

two sources in Scheria where people uSpeuovxo tioH xou  (Od. 7.131) and then has many 

occurrences in the Greek Literature. I shall mention just one of these, found in a passage 

from the Imperial author Lucian: in the introduction of one of his Dialogues o f sea-god 

Triton introduces it to describe the pretty Amymone’s coming to Lema every day for 

water (8.1: ’Em xf]v Aspvav, cb noasidov, 7iapayiv8xai Ka0’ £K&crrr|v fjpepav 

bSpeuaopevq 7iap0£vo<;, 7iayKaA6v xi xpfjpa). A verb like this contributes to the realistic 

connotation of the protagonists’ journey (1.10.6, n.: 87tav&ysa0ai) and has an evident 

parallel in £7naixl^opai, which indicates the parallel action of ‘furnishing oneself with 

food’ (LSJ) and appears in the description of the protagonists’ departure from Rhodes 

(1.12.3: 87C£iyovx(Qv xcov vauxcov avf|yovxo 87uoixicd|isvoi).

That being said, its introduction here seems to ascribe a trait of dishonesty to these 

sailors: since the water supply in Greek sailing ships had a large capacity (see Casson 

1971, 177 for a description), it is not realistic that the Ephesian ship needed to stop after 

only one day of navigation. This impression is supported by Char., who uses 

uSp8uaaa0ai in a realistic way by making it the reason for Theron’s stop in Athens 

(1.11.8). In his case, in fact, the longer trip from Syracuse to Athens required provisions. 

As a result, Xen.’s episode here would already assume that sinister aura which will 

become clearer later in the novel and I would suggest that ancient readers, given their 

great experience on the sea, could pick up this connotation more easily than us.
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CHAPTER 12

1.12.1-2: the narration of the protagonists’ visit to Ephesus is classified by Hagg 1971, 

54 as ‘Xen’s second type of day-night-phase, which is filled with accounts of concrete 

courses of events, in which the narrator never leaves his distant standpoint’. Within this 

pattern, it is very strange that ‘temporal expressions are almost completely 

missing’ (ibid.) and the only chronological hint is given by the sailors’ desire for rest in 

Rhodes (1.11.6, n.: 65p£uaaa0ai).

As a result, after the temporal framework which characterises the start of the 

protagonists’ journey (1.11.2, n.: 5£urvo7toir|o(xp£voi), we return here to an atemporal 

one. In my opinion, this shift might have been purposely chosen by Xen. to give an 

appropriate setting for the protagonists’ divine visit to Rhodes, which has its model in 

the Homeric Scheria and recalls the initial Ephesian context (LI 6.2c). Two further 

arguments can be provided in support of this hypothesis: on the one hand, as Hagg 

notices, another day-night-phase like this occurs in the passage of the second book 

where the protagonists arrive in Tyre and are worshipped like gods: also there the 

omission of time indicators suits the content of the passage well (2.2.3-5). On the other 

hand, as Morgan 2007a, 455 argues, in 3.4.1-4 there is a strange and unique ‘narratorial 

completing analepsis’, in which Eudoxus’ arrival to Tarsus is introduced as an event that 

happened before the celebration of the wedding. Since ‘the anachronicity of this section 

is unparalleled in Xenophon’, the first impression is that ‘it serves no particular 

purpose’ (ibid.). On closer inspection, however, it is interesting to note that Eudoxus is a 

double of Odysseus (AEP 1.2) and I would speculate that the detachment from 

chronology might there be an indicator of this epic model: this would confirm that also 

here the atemporal setting fits well into the epic parallel.

In conclusion, Xen.’s use of time confirms his continuous exploitation of Odyssean 

scenarios and, especially, between Ephesus and Rhodes.

1.12.1: t o  k&AAo<; t w v  7ia(8cov Kaxa7t£7tXr|y6T£<;: this construct appears to be unusual,

since the most common construction of K axa7tA ,f|ooco with the meaning of ‘to be

astounded’ (LSJ) and an object occurs in the passive form. This complement in the

accusative is usually related to ‘verbs expressing fear, hope, confidence, wonder and

shame, which take an accusative of the feeling or that wherein it consists’, like
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cpopsopai and Oaupa^G) (Jelf 1842, 173). A good example of this is given by Isocrates’ 

Ad Antipatrum, where Isocrates alludes to Diodotus’ envy toward Antipatrus with the 

following sentence: xf|v i s  yap d7ieiplav xf]v auxou Kaxa7t£7i^fjx0ai Kai xf)v Xap7ipoxr|xa 

xf|v bpexepav (11). Even more interestingly, Xen. himself adopts it to describe 

Corymbus’ wonder at the protagonists’ beauty (2.21: Kaxe7rXxxyr| xf|v eupopcpiav) and the 

same happens in Char., when in Chaereas’ speech to his army we read: pr|5ei<; ouv 

Kaxanhiyf\ xf|v rcpa^iv 8(p’fjv upaq 7iapaKa^co (7.3.9).

That being said, however, in Imperial authors the same construction is achieved with the 

active perfect: Pausanias shows this in 10.22.2, where he writes: oi pev 5f) fjyepovsc; xc5v 

Pappapcov oi aXkoi Kaxe7is7cA.f|y8aav xo 'EAArivucov and an even more interesting 

passage comes from Dionysius from Halicarnassus, since it contains a participle 

identical to that of Xen: xoxe 5f| Kaxa7t87cX.riy6x8<; xo xcov 'Pcopalcov xa%o<; (11).

As a result, I would conclude that Xen. is using here a construction which is rare but 

attested in contemporary writers. He also further modifies it in the fifth book, where 

Hippothous’ wonder at the recognition of Anthia is expressed with the following words: 

87ti xqj ouppdvxi Kaxa7cX,f|aa£xai (5.9.5).

In addition, giving the linguistic context of this passage, it is interesting that here, as 

well as in the other two passages of Xen., we encounter the motif of ‘influence of 

beauty on other characters’, which is transmitted through the sight. As Cummings 2009, 

116 argues, the focus of this image is not to convey eroticism, but to ‘refer to surprise as 

a startling emotional reaction’. The first element emerges clearly only in Hippothous’ 

case. This general value of the verb is shared by the other novelists: Char., in 

particularly, uses Kaxa7iAf|aaopai to denote the different reactions to Callirhoe (1.14.1.2,

2.2.2, 2.5.4), to military events (6.7.12, 6.8.3) and parts of the trial (4.7.1, 5.7.1). Then, 

with the same verb Ach. describes Clitophon’s reaction to Leucippe’s letter (5.18.2) and 

Hid. Persinna’s wonder at Charicleia’s display of tokens (10.14.2).

1.12.1: 87ti5r|piav 8K xcdv Gecov: Xen. employs here again the xonoq of the divine 

comparison of the protagonists and for the first time he relates it to them as a couple. 

The word 87u5Tipla, which means ‘visit’ and is used by Xen. only here, introduces 

another nuance of this general theme: while previously Anthia was identified with 

Artemis (1.2.7, n.: 87U xou xepevouq) or defined as a divine envoy (1.2.7, n.: wro xfj<; 

Geou), here she is a god who visits Rhodes with Habrocomes.
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This idea of a divine visit to the human world has a Homeric origin and was very 

developed in the Hellenistic and Imperial Era. Since in the Odyssey this motif occurs in 

the Phaeacian episode, I would consider the Homeric memory to be very likely, because 

of the parallel association between Ephesus and Scheria. That being said, the frequent 

occurrence of this theme in the Hellenistic Era proves that it became a cliche: thus, I 

think that no other motif here could have been more natural for Xen. to introduce, since 

he wanted to explore the association between his protagonists and gods.

To begin with, the theme of the divine visit occurs in the Phaeacian episode, where

Alcinous offers the following divine interpretation of Odysseus’ arrival to his homeland:

s i  5 s  tic; a O a v a x c o v  y s  K a x ’ o u p a v o u  siA ,f|Axn>0sv,

a M o  x i  5 f |  x o 5 ’ E 7 isix a  0 s o i  r c s p ip r ix a v o c o v x a i.

a i s i  y a p  t o  7iapo<; y s  0 s o i  c p a lv o v x a i  s v a p y s iq

qjjiv, suO’ sp5copsv dyaicAsiTd<; SKaxo|i(3a<;,

Salvuvxal xs 7iap’ appi KaOf|pevoi svOa rcsp f|pst<; (Od. 7.199-203).

In addition, later in the poem one of the suitors in Ithaca warns Antinoous, who has just 

committed an act of violence against Odysseus, that his victim might be a god: 

x a i  x s  0so i< ; ^ s iv o i a i v  so ik o ts< ; a M o S a r c o ia i ,

7i a v x o i o i  x sX iO o v x sq , s7uoxp(D <pcoai 7toXr|a<;,

av0pd)7rcov uppiv xs K ai suvoplr|v S(pop65vxs<; (Od. 17.485-7).

Since in the parallel episode of Ephesus Xen. explicitly alludes to the Phaeacian 

episode, I would accept here a debt to Homer.

That being said, later in the history of Greek literature a similar theme appears: as 

Martin 1995, 153 argues, ‘motif of deity or other superhuman being wandering about on 

earth in disguise was familiar in the Hellenistic world as it is folk tales generally’ and 

the people who were visited by them offer an unconscious itheoxeny\

A first famous example is Ovid’s story of Philemon and Baucis (Met. 8.611-724), where 

Zeus and Hermes are beggars who ask for hospitality in Phrygia and only this poor and 

simple couple welcomes them (for a discussion of these sources, see Hollis 1970, 

106-109). At the beginning Ovid underlines the human appearance of the gods by 

saying: ‘Iuppiter hue specie mortali cumque parente venit Atlantiades positis caducifer 

alis’ (626-7). Similarly, Eratosthenes, Callimachus’ pupil, is credit with the almost 

entirely lost poem Erigone, which addressed the story of Icarus’ daughter, who received 

Dionysius when the god came to Attica and in return was taught how to plant the vine.
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Similarly, Euphorion of Chalcis and Ovid in his Fasti tell the story of Hyrieus, the son 

of Poseidon and Alcyone who offered hospitality to Zeus, Poseidon and Hermes. They 

do not reveal their divine status (5.404: ‘dissimulantque deos’) and they give Hyrieus 

the son Orion as a reward. Finally, an interesting parallel comes also from the Acts o f 

Apostles, where Paul and Barnabas are taken for visiting Zeus and Hermes by the 

inhabitants of Lystra (11-12: oi xe bfkox [...] 87ifjpav xf]v cpcovqv abxcov AuKaoviaxi 

Xiyovxsc;- oi Gsoi opoico0£vx£<; dv0pd)7roi<; Kaxcprjaav Tipoc; f)pa<;, SKa^ouv x£ xov 

Bapvdpav Aia, xov be nabAxw 'Eppfjv), who even want to offer them a sacrifice (13).

As a result, Xen. seems here to introduce a very common motif and the parallel with the 

Acts also opens also the possibility that our author might be acknowledging a behaviour 

which was attested in the real life. Although it is difficult to identify the origin of Xen.’s 

operation, in my opinion the parallel with Ephesus, as well as the general Odyssean 

framework, makes it plausible that we are dealing with a literary debt.

1.12.1: e k  xg)v  0£<Sv: the correctness of these words from a philological point of view is 

disputed: O’Sullivan 1982, 57 illustrates the main problems:

- ‘ek  has no place in the syntax and xcov is unsuitably generic’;

- ‘Aiyco does occur in the author with the sense of “speak o f ’ and “mention” (1.2.8, 

3.3.4), but it is a relatively rare use of the word’;

- ‘Palaeography notwithstanding, one has to consider the claims of £ivai here’ and 

O’Sullivan 1982  recalls here the passage of the second book where the Tyrians 

welcome the protagonists as divine: dv0pco7ioi pdppapoi pf|7tco rcpoxcpov xoaabxr|v 

i5 ovx£<; cupopcplav 0£oi)<; cvopi^ov £ivai xoix; pX£7io|X£von<; (2 .2 .4 ) .

In my opinion, although these points clearly demonstrate that this passage is 

controversial, I would suggest that the meaning of e k  xcov 0£cdv might suit the image 

which Xen. is associating with the protagonists. If we follow the Phaeacian 

interpretation of Odysseus’ arrival, Homer mentions that xi<; d0avaxcov would come 

Kax’oupavou (Od. 7.199). In my opinion, £K xd>v 0£wv might similarly underline the 

supernatural provenience of Anthia and Habrocomes and this works well with the 

consequent kneeling of the Rhodians, giving a sort of verticality to the scene, which 

might be part of Xen.’s interest in theatricality (NA 4). In addition, the two passages in

1.2.8 and in 3.3.4 are good parallels: in the former the Ephesian population is praising 

Anthia (cb<; be 7tapfjA,0£ xo xcov 7cap0£vcov 7tXfj0o<;, ou5d<; aXko xi f\ Av01av £?i£y£v),
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while the second belongs to Chrysion’s tale, in which Anthia 7taxpl5a eke ye xf]v ar|v

(3.3.4). As a result, I would accept the manuscript reading.

That being said, I would consider also as likely the possibility that ek is an addition 

made by a copyist, which could have been induced to do it by the presence of em- in the 

precedent name. Conversely, the presence of sivai seems to be less appropriate, because 

the infinite would have an unusual position between the noun and the genitive, and this 

option would stress less the importance of this arrival.

Finally, I have not discussed aiaiw, which is the variant proposed by Schmidt 1982: as 

Garzon Diaz 1986, 100 argues, it is weak, because it has no other occurrences in the 

novel.

1.12.1: §i£7t£cpoixf|K8i xo ovopa AppoKopou Kai AvOiaq: this is the only occurrence of 

Siacpoixaco in Xen.: for its originality and parallel with Char., 1.2.7, n.: 5iapof|xo<;.

1.12.2: £opxqv: this is a private feast and not an official ceremony, like that celebrated at 

the end of the novel (5.11.2 and LI 5.2). This omission of a public feast appears to be a 

further nuance of the idealistic presentation of the first Rhodes of the novel.

1.12.2: £^iaxopr|acxv: this verb, which has no other occurrences in the novelistic corpus, 

recalls the autopsy which Herodotus considered essential to his historiographical 

approach. In this context, this verb suggests the idea that the protagonists are touring 

Rhodes and this seems to meet the expectation created by the previous epithets p£ydXr| 

K a i K a X f| (1.11.6, n) and by the second subtler interpretation of the oracle made by the 

parents (1.10.3, n.: cb<; oiov).

That being said, if we compare the novelistic exploitation of the “touristic” motif 

(1.11.6, n.: p£y&X,r| Kai KaX,f|) with the present passage, it is remarkable how Xen. does 

not describe any aspect of Rhodes, apart from the brief mention of the temple of Helios. 

Although this lack of references might be interpreted as a trait of simplicity, the 

comparison with the other novelists who clearly describe the places mentioned (1.11.6 

n., p£yaX,r| Kai KaXr)), and especially the richer portrait of Rhodes in the first book (LI 5) 

seem to suggest that this silence is deliberately chosen by our author.

As a result, I would speculate that Xen. is using £^iaxop£to to confirm the general idea 

of the protagonists’ journey as a tour, but not to truly construct it as a real tour. For this
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reason, he might be ironically playing with it, creating an expectation of a Herodotean 

approach which is never adopted.

1.12.2: oi ^sivoi [...] 7roX,Txai: this is the first 87iiypappa of the Eph. From a textual point 

of view, we are dealing with two dactylic and simple hexameters which are 

‘epigraphically not implausible, but rather literary and post-archaic in its 

flavor’ (Sironen 2002, 290). In fact, the language has epic and tragic reminiscences, 

since the expression Tsu%s’£0r|Kav is used by Homer (II. 19.12-13: T2<; apa cpcovf|aaaa 

Gea Kara ten ts’ 80r]K8 7cpoa0£v AxiAXrjog) and xpuof|Xaxa by tragic writers. In addition, 

in the Iliadic passage Athena offers Achilles the divine weapons used by the dead 

Patroclus: as a result, the motif of Xen.’s dedication sounds epic, being focused on a 

military object (for a deeper consideration of this element in relation to Xenophon’s 

Cyropaedia, see G I4).

Given this brief description, it is important to establish the function played by these two 

verses: as Sironen 2002, 299 shows in his final appendix, in the whole novel Xen. 

introduces two other dedications: ‘a donor inscription commemorating the previous 

slave masters’ (5.10.6) and ‘a dedication of hair to Helius’ made by Anthia’. Finally, 

there is also a grave epigram composed by Hippothous for the dead Hyperanthes 

(3.2.13).

While this last piece seems to perform an emotional function, emphasising the tragic 

nature of Hippothous’ love story, the present passage shares with the other two Rhodian 

inscriptions a narratological role: this dedication is a ‘seed’ (Morgan 2007a, 464), which 

plays a strategic role in the final and mutual recognition of the protagonists. 

Interestingly, this event happens in fifth book through the help of two other inscriptions: 

this confirms the existence of a deliberate frame of passages which perform this 

narratological function:

a) in 5.10.6 the protagonists’ ex-servants see the present inscription and set up a stele in 

golden letters in honour of Habrocomes and Anthia, including their names; when the 

former reads this and his sees the golden panoply, he starts complaining and in this 

way reveals his identity to the dedicators;

b)in 5.11.6 Anthia offers Helios a lock of her hair and accompanies it with another 

inscription. The discovery of this made by Leucon and Rhode opens the road for their 

mutual recognition.
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If this first function shared together by these inscriptions is clear, it seems to me that 

Xen. might also be hinting at two other ones.

The first is suggested by a comparison with the other novels: what our author does with 

his dedications is not so common in the genre: as Sironnen shows, it is only in the 

Historia Apolloni Regis Tyri that dedications play the same role as in Xen., while among 

the other authors some ignore them, like Char., Ach. and partially Longus, and some use 

them in a more sophisticated way, especially Hid. and some fringe novels (see Sironnen 

2002, 294-295 for a demonstration o f these differences; Char, introduces dedications but 

without the text and often assigns to them a “realistic” function, while Longus and Hid. 

instead use tokens as important seeds). This suggests that Xen.’s approach to this kind 

of text might be original. Given this hypothesis, I wonder whether the fact that each of 

the three dedications is set in a religious context and is the fruit of a private dedication 

might play also a metaliterary function: the Eph. is a novel focused more than the others 

of the corpus on the presence of gods and on an intimate dimension of love and Xen. 

might be using inscriptions also to emphasise this.

A support to this idea and the emergence of a second function can be suggested if  we 

look at what Sironnen 2002 calls the final ‘authentication’ of the novel (5.15.2), in 

which the protagonists consecrate their story to Artemis in Ephesus. The reason why 

this piece has not been included in the previous list is that, first of all, its definition as a 

ypacpf| seems to indicate a painting and not an inscription (see Wouters 1989-90, 473). 

In addition, its first reason for existence is different from those of the previous 

dedications, since it seems to depend on the novelist’s desire to create an impression of 

authenticity for their story, in accordance with the so-called novelistic 

Beglaubigungsapparat (for more on this, see Wouters 1989-90). The emergence of this 

distinction, however, does not prevent the observation that there is a connection 

between this final act performed by the protagonists in Ephesus and the previous ones, 

since they are all preceded by a mention of the verb dvaxlOrjpi or of the noun ava0f|pa: 

as a result, they are all dedications in a broader sense. Having suggested this link, I 

would propose that this last dedication, being a clear referred to the whole novel, might 

support the argument of the previous metaliterary hint, since it is placed, like the 

previous ones, in a religious and intimate context.
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Finally, if we compare the content of the present inscription, that of Anthia and the final 

one, there seems to be a progression in the conception of the protagonists’ 

characterisation: as a result, I would attribute to each of them a framing function too.

1. 12.2

Oi ^svvoi jjcXeivoi], xa5s 0 0 1  xpoar|Aaxa ten/e’ s0r|Kav, (5)

Av0ia Appoicopriq 0 ’, iepfjq ’Ecpcaoio 7toX,ixai

5.11.6

YF1EP. TOY ANAPOIABPOKOMOY AN0IATHN. KOMHN TOI 0EOI ANE0HKE. 

5.15.2

av£0£aav Tiavxcov o ca  xs £7ia0ov Kai o c a  £6paaav.

While in the former avd0r|pa Anthia and Habrocomes are defined by their status as 

Ephesians and as Homeric guests, as the word ^£ivoi and the Iliadic tone of the passage 

prove, in Anthia’s dedications the protagonists are defined by their erotic relationship. 

Finally, in the last dedication there is a clear emphasis on their sufferings which has an 

Odyssean colour (LI 6.6). In my opinion, this trajectory, especially the difference 

between the first and the last two dedications, recalls interestingly the shift of the novel 

from an ideal self-image of the protagonists as divine inhabitants of an ideal homeland 

to a couple who really experience that it is only worth living for conjugal love, as a fruit 

of the hardship of their journey.

As a result, we are here dealing with a further sign of Xen’s introduction of a second 

more sophisticated reading of inscriptions.

1.12.3: oAfyac; f)fi£pa<; £v xfj vf|CG) pdvavxcq: ‘durative expressions with fjpcpa in the 

plural are common’ (Hagg 1971, 61) and, thus, are part of Xen’s stereotyped use of 

temporal indicators. However, along with eleven occurrences like this, ‘only in a few 

cases is the number of days specified: 30 (2.13.8, 3.3.7) and 10 (3.1.3) and 3 (1.14.6, 

5.4.8)’ (ibid.).
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In addition, this formula serves here the function of marking of scenes: it concludes the 

one set in Rhodes and fulfils the same function later in the novel: see 2.7.1, 3.1.3, 5.2.6, 

5.6.4 5.11.2, and 5.15.1.

1.12.3: 7tap£7t8H7C£ Sc abxoix; dnav to 'PoSlrov 7rX,f|0ô : this verb, which designates the 

Rhodian crowd’s farewell to the protagonists, creates a parallel with their departure 

from Ephesus, where we read ndv p£v to ’Ecpcolcov <7iA,rj0o<;> Tiapfjv 7rapa7i£|i7i6vTcov 

(1.10.6). This confirms the analogy between the two cities and, from a textual point of 

view, it proves the correctness of Hemsterhuius’ (1733) introduction of 7tXfj0o<; in the 

first passage.

The hardship of the journey H.12.3-1.16.7>

After the departure from Rhodes, the protagonists definitely start their troublesome 

journey, characterised by sufferings and real peril. While this makes their life more 

difficult, at the same time it is what makes them grow. For these reasons, Xen. seems to 

emphasise in this beginning how the protagonists’ departure from Ephesus coincides 

with their acquisition of independence, which is symbolised by the physical detachment 

from the homeland as well as from parents and tutors.

1.12.3: onpico 7cv£\jp(m [...] dop£voi<;: these two expressions describe the positive start 

of the protagonists’ navigation. However, since the last time in which Anthia and 

Habrocomes shared joy was shortly followed by the start of their suffering (1.10.2, n.: 

£oprf|), a sense of foreboding might here affect the readers.

Furthermore, the same pattern of the interruption of a joyful navigation exists already in 

the Odyssean description of the storm. When Odysseus leaves Calypso, Homer writes: 

oupov 5e 7ipO£T)K£v arcripovd te Arapov te. yr|06(n)vo<; 8’ oupco 7i£xaa’ icma Sioq 

’05uaa£u<; (Od. 5.268-9). Then, eighteen days later, the storm arrives making him 

desperate (5.291-305). Although the obstacle for the hero is natural rather than human, 

the first part constitutes a possible parallel with this episode in the Eph.

Similarly, Ach. begins his description of a storm by underlining the same shift from 

positive to negative conditions: xpixriv 5c qpcpav tiAeovtcdv qpcov it; ai0plac; 7toAAf|<; 

aicpvlSiov a%Xi)q 7i£pi%£vcai (3.1.1). Then, Hid. introduces both propitious wind and calm
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in an episode which seems to intertext with Xen. (see 1.13.1 n.: intr.). Finally, Lucian 

plays explicitly with this motif: when the narrator describes his return from 

Cloudcuckooland to the sea, he writes: 0aupaolco<; wi8pr|56|4.E0a Kai u7Espsxaipop£v Kai 

7iaaav ek xcov rcapovxcov Bucppoauvrjv EranobpB0a Kai cutoppiyavxsc; 8vr|%6pe0a- Kai yap 

BxuxB yaAf|vr| ouaa Kai Euaxa0ouv xo neXxiyoc, (30). This description includes both the 

naturalistic and the psychological elements present in the Eph. However, the situation 

shortly deteriorates when a great number of sea beasts and whales appears. What is 

interesting is how Lucian describes this change: "Eoike 5e apyf| kokcov psiCpvcov 

yivea0ai 7coX,Xxxkk; f| 7cpo<; xo psA/ciov pexapo^f). Since this sentence is the synthesis of 

our motif, it supports our interpretation of the present passage.

That being said, the discovery of the popularity of this xonoq in Imperial literature does 

not exclude the presence in the Eph. of the Odyssey as a direct intertext. First, Ach.’s 

whole scene is drawing from the Odyssean one and, thus, it is not unlikely that Xen. has 

the same epic passage in mind. A support of this interpretation might also come from 

da|iBvoi<;: in the Odyssey the same adjective is used only three times and it always 

appears in a formula of transition from one Odyssean adventure to another (cf. 9.63, 

after the Cicones’ attack; 9.566, after the Cyclops episode; 10.134:, after Odysseus’ 

meeting with the savage Laestrigonians). Since the present passage is at the beginning 

of a new scene, it is not impossible that Xen. was following Homer’s technique: this 

hypothesis suits well the epic nature of the Corymbus’ episode.

1.12.3-1.14.6: in Hagg’s view, the pirates’ attack on the protagonists’ ship constitutes 

‘the third type of day-night-phase’, which ‘consists of a group of two days’ (54): this 

pattern itself constitutes an exception in the Eph., where ‘in a few cases the days are 

clearly marked as consecutive’ (Morgan 2007a, 453).

While the first day is only briefly hinted at, the description of the second, which 

coincides with the scene of Corymbus’ attack, is more articulated and includes an 

analepsis (1.13.1-1.13.4, n.: exuxov). Although Xen.’s arrangement of the events does 

not become more sophisticated here, this interest in chronology is further proof of the 

turning of the action from an ideal to a real setting.

1.12.3: xa 7tpc5xa [...] KaKEivqv xb xqv qpEpav Kai xf)v ETnobaav vuKxa scpEpovxo: this 

sequence o f  tem poral indicators seem s to provide an acceleration o f  the rhythm
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comparable with that which emerged in K<XKeivr|v pev xqv qpepav and vuicxoq 

£7nyivopevr|<; in 1.11.2. Since Habrocomes’ dream is introduced as a very important 

event in the plot, this passage with its simplicity seems to be used to relax the readers 

before that shocking event happens (1.12.4, n.: dream).

1.12.3: 87i87cai)TO pev o avepo<;, yaA,f|vr| 8e: the combination of dvepoq, yaX,f|vr| and 

7tauopai is only used by Homer before Xen: it occurs twice in the Odyssey as part of the 

formula avepo<; pev enavcaxo f|8e yaAf|vrj £7tX£xo vr|veplr| (cf. Od. 5.391 and 12.168). 

In the first passage, the calm constitutes a partial respite for Odysseus during his 

shipwreck, while in the second it constitutes the negative circumstance through which 

the Sirens attract the hero and his companions.

Since Xen. uses both nouns and the same verb, I would conclude that he might be here 

intertexting with Homer. That said, there are three other occurrences in Greek literature 

of avepoq and yaAr|vr|: the first is in Theocritus (see 22.19-20: aivj/a 5’ a7ioXf|youo’ 

avepoi, X,i7capf| 8e yaXf|vr| ap 7teXuyo<;- vetpeAm 8e 8ie8papov dXA,o5i<; aA lai), the 

second in Aratus (see Phaenom. 1.814) and the third in the Gospel (see Marc. 4.39). In 

my opinion, while the last two texts are not close to our author, Theocritus’ exploitation 

might be part of Xen.’s literary framework.

As a result, as with oupico 7rveupaxi, we could be dealing with an Odyssean allusion, but 

it is not clear as other ones in the Eph.

Finally, it might also be interesting that Agathon in his praise of Eros in the Platonic 

Symposium quotes with a personal variation from the first of the two Odyssean passages 

(see 197c6: eipf|vr|v pev ev dvOpamoic;, rceAdyei 8e yaXf|vr|v vqveplav, avepcov Kolxqv 

u7rvov x’ evi Kf|8ei) and he considers Eros as the origin of the calm. Since in the novel 

this god is the main actor of the plot and the readers expect him to be the origin of the 

couple’s misadventures, I would speculate that through this Platonic intertext the calm 

might be considered a direct expedient employed by Eros against the couple. Although 

there is no proof that Xen. was aware of this connection, his knowledge of parts of the 

dialogue and this thematic similarity allow us not to exclude it.

1.12.3: xqv Aiywtxlav KaXovpevr|v OaXaxxav: in the ancient world the term “Egyptian 

sea” did not have anything to do with the Red Sea, but it designated that part of the 

Mediterranean lying off Egypt. This term is commonly used by Greek historians, with
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an oscillation between nehiyoq and OaAaxxa. A case in point is Herodotus, who 

mentions the Aiyimxiov nehiyoq as the place where Alexander was forced to go with his 

Helen (Hdt. 2.113: s^cocrcai avspoi SKpaXXonai eq xo Aiyimxiov nehiyoq). In this 

passage there is the memory of the Odyssean account of Menelaus’ story, which is set in 

the same part of the Mediterranean. Only a direct epithet is missing (Od. 4.354-5: vrjao<; 

eneim  xi<; eoxi rcoXoKXnaxcp evi 7iovxcp Aiywixou 7cpo7i:dpoi08, Oapov be e k ik Atic t k o d g i) .  

An interesting witness is Flavius Josephus, because he clarifies the location of the sea. 

When he discusses how difficult it is to reach Egypt, he states that in the north the 

Egyptian Sea constitutes an obstacle, because it does not have good havens (BJ 4.609: 

popeiov be xei%oq auxfj r\ xe pejcP12h>piag yn Kai xo KaXoupsvov Aiyu7txiov neXayoq, ndv 

dTcopov oppco; for other occurrences, see Str. 7.3.6 and App. Prooem. 6, 7).

Finally, it is interesting that Xen. is using here the participle K aX oopevriv. Since in the 

Greek tradition it was common to name a sea from the place which was beside of it (see 

e.g. Thuc. 4.53.3, where he mentions xo E i k s Aik o v  K a i  Kpqxucov nehiyoq) and there are 

other occurrences where this sea is mentioned, Xen. might be using K aX oop gvq v  to 

present this sea as an exotic place. Since this perception was present in Homer and in 

the Classical Greece, as the popular legend of Menelaus proves, but then faded away 

with the conquest of Alexander the Great, we might read this expression as a 

confirmation that Xen. is representing an archaic or classical world and not the 

contemporary one.

1.12.3: p a O u p la  K ai noxoq [...] K ai peO q: this list of three words is a crescendo which 

introduces and clarifies the sin committed by Habrocomes’ sailors. While the first term 

means more generically ‘relaxation’ (LSJ), 7toxo<; refers to the concrete act of drinking 

that people do in carousal and then peOr| defines the effect of this behaviour, which is 

drunkenness. As a result, it is the last word which emphasises the immorality of the 

sailors’ action.

Although this sequence occurs in its complete version only in the Eph. (cf. also 1.13.4 

for the briefer variant vno ps0r|<; K ai p aO u p laq ), two of the three terms appear together 

in other passages of Greek literature where immoral behaviour is stressed (see esp. Isoc. 

Antid. 286, where the depravity of the youth is described, and Diod. Sic. 5.40, who 

describes the Thyrrhenians’ loss of their old customs). Finally, in both Polybius 5.48.2 

and Diodorus Siculus 2.26.4 the immorality of the characters is punished by an attack
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from enemies, as happens in Xen. (for further passages, cf. Philo De ebriet 2 fr. 6, Plut. 

Mor. 594D, Dio Chrys. 70.1, Athen. 10.442f). This framework confirms that Xen. is 

emphasising the immorality of the protagonists’ shipmen: for the importance of this 

element in the literary construction of the passage, see 1.12.3-1.14.1, n., an Odyssean 

interpretation).

Finally, this use of drunkenness as a sin which allows something bad to happen recalls 

Virgil’s account of the last night of Troy, where the Trojans, after having welcomed the 

fatal horse (Aen. 2.237-9), celebrate this event with wine. The consequence of this is 

that ‘sopor fessos complectitur artus (253) and the Acheans ‘invadunt urbem somno 

vinoque sepultam’ (265). Since this motif was commonly known as part of the story of 

Troy, it is not impossible that was in Xen.’s mind.

1.12.3: dpxq xcov pspavxsopsvcov: this is the only authorial statement about the 

interpretation of the oracle during the protagonists’ journey and thus it merits special 

consideration. As I argue in the analysis of Apollo’s response, this phrase does not only 

underline that something bad is going to happen, but it seems to be connected with the 

fourth verse of the oracle through the mediation of the Odyssean model (see 1.6.2, n.: 

oracle, 5).

Interestingly, the protagonists’ first reference to the divine response occurs only at the 

beginning of the second book in Habrocomes’ monologue (2.1.2: apxexai xa 

pspavxEupsva), where a very similar sentence is repeated. His late understanding of the 

oracle confirms that the protagonists’ discovery of the real nature of their journey is not 

immediate, but begins after facing the first difficulties.

Finally, Xen.’s choice to use here apxf| recalls the traditional motif of Greek literature of 

the apxn k o ik w v . This theme first appears in the Iliad, where Patroclus’ first involvement 

in the war is Kaicon [...] ap%f| (II. 11.604). The same motif is used by Herodotus with 

reference to the Athenian decision to send ships in support of the Ionians during the 

Persian war (5.97.3: Anxai 8s ai vssq ap^f) kcikcdv sysvovxo "EA,Xr|cjl xs Kai Pappapoiai). 

Then, Isocrates relates this motif to the battle of Aegospotami in 405 BC (see Isocr. 

Paneg. 119: a pa yap f)psi<; xs xfjq dp/fjq a7tsaxsponps0a Kai xoi<; ''EM,r|cnv apxf) xcov 

KaKwv sylyvsxo) and Aristotle to Mytilene’s revolt in 427 BC, which are the events 

which start and conclude the Peloponnesian war (see Arist. Politica 1304a: Kai 7ispi 

M\)xiAf|VTyv 5s s£, s7tiKA,fipcov axacsax; ysvopsviy; tcoA M jv sysvsxo ap^il KaKtov Kai xon 

7ioXspoo xon 7tpoc; A0r|valo\)<;).
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As within this framework a passage particularly close to Xen. is missing, we should 

assume that our author is simply exploiting a cliche of Greek literature.

1.12.4: 7ipoa£5oKa ti dsivov £K tou ovdpaio*;: this is an ‘actorial prolepsis’, which is 

followed by a ‘narratorial prolepsis’ (1.12.4, n.: xai to davov £ylv£io). Interestingly, the 

verb TipoadoKaco is significantly used by Xen. in two other passages, which perform the 

same function as the current one: in 1.16.1 a negative foreboding is attributed to Anthia 

and Habrocomes who ckeivto aOupoi, noXka npoaSoK&vxEq, while in 2.3.8 to Leucon 

(pcydAcu; £K toutcov <n)|i(popd<; 7ipoa5oKc5v).

Overall, each of these passages constitutes a good example of the basic function of 

Xen’s prolepses (NA 1.2) and also shows how their content has an emotional effect on 

the protagonists.

1.12.4: xai to detvov £yiv£to: this is one of ‘very few prolepses’ given by Xen’s 

narrator, which ‘simply confirms that a prophetic dream is in fact prophetic’ (Morgan 

2007a, 459). For the importance of this statement in Xen.’s overall system of prolepses, 

NA 1.2.

1.12.3-1.14.1: an Odyssean interpretation o f the whole scene

While during the analysis of the twelfth chapter Odyssean echoes or allusions have 

already emerged, Xen. seems here to uses a clearer hypotext: in fact he relates the 

episode of the crew’s drunkenness to the Odyssean misadventures of the cows of the 

Sun (this connection is stated by Bierl 2006, 83, who, however, does not add further 

details). These are arguments which demonstrate this parallel:

a) As Xen. shows at the beginning and the end of his novel, Rhodians worship Helios as 

their main god. This might recall the Homeric island, which is defined as vrjaov [...] 

’H eAtoio (Od. 12.269). Further, Tiresias (11.107) and Circe (12.127, 135) before and 

Odysseus afterwards (19.275) name it 0pivaidr|: according to Pliny, this was also one of 

the old name of Rhodes (see NH  5.36: ‘Rhodes [...] vocitata est antea Ophiusa, Asteria, 

Aethria, Trinacrie, Corymbia, Poeeessa, Atabyria ab rege, dein Macaria et Oloessa’). 

Although the origin of these names is not mentioned, the presence of ‘Trinacrie’ is quite 

interesting: this city is shaped like a spearhead and, therefore, it is not impossible that
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this designation attested by Plinius is the reflection of a Homeric legend like that which 

Xen. is introducing.

b) Second, the reason for stopping at this island lies in the sailors’ decision, as they want 

to use Rhodes to make provisions for the future long journey to Egypt (1.11.6: s6si 

KaTa%0fjvai rcavxax;- 5stv yap ecpacncov oi vabxai Kai 66p8uaao0ai Kai amove, 

dva7tauaao0ai, peXXovxaq eiq paxpov £p7t8aeTo0ai 7iXouv). Similarly, although 

Odysseus does not want to stop at the island of the cows, his companions force him to 

change his mind, because, as Eurylochus says, they want to rest (Od. 

12.279-283: ‘c rx ^ 1̂  ’OSuaeu, [...] oq p’ Exapoo<; Kapdxcp a5r|K6xa<; f\6e Kai U7tvtp

oi)K eaag yairjq £7upf|p£vai, £v0a kev aux£ vf|acp £v ap(pip6xr| Xapov x£ii)Kotp£0a 

5op7tov), before entering the open sea (Od. 12.293: f|co0£v 8’avapavx£q £vf|oop£v eupci

TCOVXCp).

c) In Rhodes the protagonists visit Helios’ temple (1.12.2); similarly, Odysseus goes to 

the island to to pray to gods (Od. 12.333-334).

d) One day after the departure from Rhodes, the sailors get drunk and this is the origin 

of their disgrace, since Corymbus’ arrival causes the death of many (cf. 1.13.5 and 

1.14.1) and the destruction of the ship. The companions’ mistake as the origin of the 

misadventures might recall the Odyssean scene, where the hero’s friends willingly 

disobey his warning and decide to kill the cows (Od. 12.339-365). As a result, the storm 

sent by Zeus kills each one of them (12.415-419) apart from Odysseus. In addition, the 

hero in his account emphasises the immorality and impiety of this act, as the following 

expressions show: cf. dxaa0aX.lpai KaKrjoiv (300), KaKfjq [...] pouXfjc; (339), oi 5’cxapoi 

peya cpyov EprplaavTO p£vovx£<; (373). Similarly, Xen. refers twice to the sailors using 

a formula which clearly denotes immoral behaviour (1.12.3, n.: paOupla). Therefore, 

Xen. with his emphasis on the “sin” of drunkenness might be proposing in a different 

context the same ethical judgement which we find in Homer.

e) Finally, as I have shown in the analysis of the oracle, in the Eph. the Rhodian episode 

is followed by the scene where Corymbus falls in love with Habrocomes and becomes 

Calypso (1.16.4-5, n.: £u5aipo<ruvriv). Interestingly, in Odysseus’ account the hero after 

the Sun’s Isle arrives in Ogygia (Od. 12.447-450).

Having said that, there are two big differences between the two narratives: first, Xen. 

substitutes the killing of the Homeric cows with drunkenness. As I have already
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suggested in LI 6.2c, this shift can simply depend on the difference of genre between 

epic and novel. The second difference lies in the awareness of the oracle: while 

Odysseus is aware of the danger is going to face, because he has understood Tiresias’ 

message, Xen.’s protagonists seem to ignore this. This fact, instead of constituting an 

objection to this parallel, is part of our author’s focus on the progressive growth of 

Anthia and Habrocomes (1.16.2, n.: Aeya, dl and d2).

1.12.4: xcp Se AppoKopp <Koipcop£vcp> £tplaxaxai yovp [...]: Habrocomes ’first dream 

This is the first of the three dreams of the Eph. (for the analysis of the second, LI 4.5b, 

for that of the third 1.6.2, n.: oracle, 7). Unlike the other two, this passages has a clear 

connection with the upcoming episode. For this reason, there is no doubt that the 

appearance of the woman in the dream is an anticipation of the action that Corymbus is 

going to take against the protagonists.

The existence of this clear link opens the road for a simple identification of proleptic 

hints: to begin with, £a0rjxa e/ouaa (poivucpv is straightforward, since it ‘punningly 

predicts the Phoenician nationality of the pirates’ (Morgan 2007a, 462), which is 

expressed in 1.13.1 (Oo1kivs<; xo yevog). Similarly, the actions attributed to the woman 

have some correspondences with the narration of Corymbus’ attack:

- cf. 1.12.4: xo psyeOoq vnep avOporcov and 1.13.1: £V tpippei p£ydAr| (see Liatsi 2004 

on for this link).

- cf. 1.12.4: 87iiaxacrav St xpv vauv and 1.13.1: smOspcvoi + 1.13.4: £(ploxavxai + 

1.13.5: ax; 5c rcApoiov eyevovxo.

- cf. 1.12.4: s 8 6 k ei Kafeiv and 1.14.1: evercppae xpv vauv.

- cf. 1.12.4: xai xoix; psv dA,Ax>o<; a7c6A,Aoa0ai and 1.13.2: xouq pev dvxipaxopevooq 

<x7to k x iw u £ iv  +  1 . 14 .1 :  oi Aoutoi 7idvxsq Kax£cpA£%Opaav.

Finally, also Corymbus can be included within this clear framework, as he is presented 

as v£avia<; otpOrjvai pcyaq, cpop£po<; xo pAeppa (1.13.3): the narrator here seems to 

subtly invert the order o f the adjectives attributed to the woman of the dream, without 

losing the general effect of a dangerous and unusual creature.

Having said that, however, there are two elements that lack a literal correspondence 

with the plot and that Fernandez Garrido 2003, 361 calls ‘allegorical’: the introduction 

of a woman instead of a man and the protagonists’ swimming. Both motifs have 

stimulated a great discussion among scholars, who offer different interpretations
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according to different approaches, moving from ancient or modem oneirocriticism to 

cultural patterns, intertextuality and intratextuality. Following the same approach 

adopted with the other dreams of the Eph., after a review of the most significant 

theories, I will offer my personal theory, which is based on intratextuality and 

intertextuality. The result of this analysis will lead me to show that Xen. assign to this 

passage the same function and colour as Apollo’s oracle.

al A review of secondary bibliography: the presence of the woman

The unusual woman in the dream has been associated by scholars with five different

characters:

- Kerenyi 1927, 169, 202: Aphrodite;

- Weinstock 1934, 52: Tyche;

- Merkelbach 1962, 96: Isis;

- Laplace 1994: personification of Aoooa;

- Fernandez Garrido 2003, 361: personification of Phoenicia.

While Weinstock 1934 and Merkelbach do not offer any specific clue for their views 

and, for this reason, they cannot be assessed, the three other theories require our 

interpretation.

- Kerenyi 1927 builds his association with Aphrodite on Ach.’s mention of purple as the 

color typical of Aphrodite’s dress (see 2.11.4).

- Laplace 1994 explains that A oooa  is a protagonist of the Eph.: she begins by showing 

how Xen introduces Platonic erotic pavia in different passages (cf. 1.4.4 and 1.11.5). 

Since in the Phaedrus the lover’s pavla is also described as a man who Aoooa (25 ld8- 

e2: a7iopouaa Aorta, Kai Eppavqc; ooaa  oote vuktoc; 5ovarai KaOcoSsiv oote p£0’ 

qpEpav on av fj peveiv), she argues that the woman of the dream might be A u oaa, since 

this figure exists in the Greek tradition, and this hypothesis is also supported by the 

adjective of the oracle AuoocdSIcdktoi (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 3). On the other hand, she 

compares details of Xen.’s description with previous literary passages: the Phoenician 

cloth might be compared with the Eipa [...] 6acpoiV£OV (II. 18.538) of the Homeric oAot] 

Kf|p (II. 18.535), since Lyssa, Erynnis and Kere are parallel figures. Then, she adds as 

another model the Lyssa of the Euripidean Heracles (see 843-4, 859-70, 883-4) and, 

after noting the similarity between the woman in the dream and Corymbus, she
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considers Manto, Cyno and the Egyptian dogs as other images of Lyssa (Laplace 1994, 

458 ff.).

- Finally, Fernandez Garrido 2003 considers the option of a personification of Phoenicia 

because of two literary precedents: the first is Aeschylus’ Persians, in which Atossa 

dreams of two women who are symbols of Europe and Asia (see 181-199; this possible 

hypotext is noted by Plastira-Valkanou 2001, 139, n. 1). Interestingly, their provenance 

is considered only in relation to their clothes (182-3: f] pcv nin'koici nepaucou; 

f|(jKT!p£vr|, f| 8’auie AcopiKoTaiv) and they are both defined as peyeOsi te tcov vuv 

£K7rp£7r£OTdxa 7coX,u (184). This feature and the size resemble Xen.’s woman, while the 

Aeschylean attribution of beauty marks a difference. The second model is Moschus’ 

Europa, in which two women, one of whom looks foreign, struggled over possession of 

Europa (2.8-15).

Given the variety of these three proposals, I would like to assess them, in order to take 

the first step in my interpretation of the woman of the dream.

To begin with, Kerenyi’s (1927) view does not seem to work well, since Ach. mentions 

f| 7iop(pupa rather than (poivucf)v and Aphrodite does not play a role in the Eph. The 

other two, instead, may be correct: Fernandez Garrido’s (1962) one is based on Xen.’s 

evident interest in puns and fits well into his overall description of the land as barbaric, 

which is marked from the beginning. Furthermore, the Aeschylean dream was very 

famous and its imitation by Moschus in the Hellenistic Era makes it possible that Xen. 

had read it and this would confirm his interest in theatricality. Finally, as Dio states in 

his discourse On Beauty, dress was one of the three criteria used to distinguish 

barbarians and Greeks (see Dio 21, 16: AXX’ouk oiei to pcv n  Pappapucov Eivai, «a7i£p 

£i8oq, Kai k&AAo<;, to 5e ’EX,A,r|viK6v, ©a7i£p Kai (pcovfjv Kai £a0rjxa ). Since Xen. focuses 

on the barbaric origin of the pirates, the attribution of a special cloth to the 

personification of Phoenicia would fit well into this cultural focus.

On the other hand, Laplace’s (1994) theory is acceptable too, but I believe that her 

conclusion is stronger than the arguments she provides. In fact, while her point about 

Xen.’s interest in Plato is right and allows us to consider X,uaaco81coKxoi as part of the 

same framework, her literary comparisons with other Furies are weak, because our 

author does not seem to be interested in the physical description of a specific entity.
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This conclusion can be drawn by looking at the woman of the dream: Xen. attributes to 

her a simple and stereotyped portrait, which is composed of her terrible appearance 

(ywf| ocpGfjvai cpopepa) and of a superhuman dimension (to peyeGoq weep avGpcoTcov). 

These features follow a common literary pattern:

- superhuman size and fearful aspects are typical of descriptions of divine figures: see 

Lucian’s Hecate in the Lover o f  Lies (22: yuvaika 6pa> 7ipoaiouaav cpopepav 

ripiaxaSialav o%s5ov to i)\po<;).

- a huge size is typical of figures that appeared during sleep (see Hall 1996, 124: 

‘messengers in dreams were conceptualized by the Greek as extremely tali’

- fearfulness characterises the woman of Clitophon’s dream: ecpicrcaTai 8f| poi yuvfj 

cpopepa Kai peyaA,r| [...] (1.3.4);

As a result, Xen. seems here to produces a standard description of “powerful enemies”. 

This conclusion is supported by his approach to the other dangerous characters of his 

novel, where a very similar portrait occurs: cf.

- fearfulness and superhuman dimension characterise the dogs of Anthia’s ditch (4.6.4: 

ret aXXa peyaAoi Kai ocpGfjvai cpopepoi);

- the first element is attributed to the ghost of the heroine’s story (5.7.8: o 8e avGpcorcoq 

fjv pev ocpGfjvai cpopepoq).

In my opinion, this discovery does not allow us to use these descriptions to draw mutual 

parallels or parallels with other figures, because we are dealing with a sort of ‘abstract’ 

and repetitive pattern.

For this reason, I would not accept the core of Laplace’s (1994) argumentation. In 

addition, on further examination, specific elements of her theory appear not correct:

- the Homeric Kf|p which she mentions lacks any connection with love;

- blood, which is the colour of her cloth, does not coincide with purple.

- Cyno in 3.12.3 (ocpGfjvai piapav) and the Egyptian dogs in 4.6.4 (kuvs<; peyaXoi Kai 

ocpGfjvai cpopepoi) do not constitute a parallel, because ocpGfjvai is too common a verb to 

constitute a reason for intratextuality.

- Laplace’s point that dogs are associated with the representation of Fury is too loose, 

because these animals had more than one connotation in the ancient poetry, as the four 

female Homeric “bitches” prove (on this, see APP 1.8).
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That said, in my opinion a better foundation for Laplace 1994’s theory lies more simply 

in Xen’s construction of his proleptic apparatus: since the fourth verse of the oracle can 

be interpreted as proleptic toward the Corymbus episode (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 5), the 

readers are allowed to use its content to interpret the dream: dpxpoiepoi cpsu^oviou xmdp 

aAa XuaaoSlcoKTOi. More specifically, this adjective suggests that the woman in the 

dream might be Xvoca, if we accept this variant of the text.

Finally, Liatsi 2004, 157 limits her interpretation to the colour of the woman’s clothes 

and she believes that there might be ‘mehrere Ebenen’ of comprehension. Along with 

the acknowledgment of the Phoenician pun, she notes that ‘schon bei Homer begegnet 

“purpum” als Bei wort des Todes’ (ibid.). On the one hand, in ancient magic and 

medicine it was used ‘sowohl als kathartisches als auch als apotropaisches Mittel zue 

Femhaltung des Bosen’ (ibid., 158): however, this meaning must be excluded because 

the dream lacks a positive background. Finally, it might represent blood or fire or recall 

the military dress qxnvutf^.

Overall, the contribution of this scholar is not innovative, because the link with 

Phoenicians, which is repeated by her, is her only really persuasive point. However, her 

stress on the emotional emphasis created by Xen. through his use of colour has a value 

which cannot be ignored (see 159: ‘Diese Farbe kann wegen ihrer besonderen Intensitat 

eine drohende, Angst auslosende, erregende Wirkung haben’). Conversely, I would 

dismiss Plastira-Valkanou’s (2001, 140) oneirocritic interpretation of purple as a bad 

omen, because in the corresponding passage in Artemidorus it is the dreamer and not 

another character who wears this colour (see 2.3).

2) A review of secondary bibliography: swimming

The second allegorical issue is easy to discuss, because the scholars explain it with 

reference to ancient oneirocriticism: as MacAlister 1996 argues, in Greek dreams 

5totvf|xso0ai is a symbol of danger (see Artemid. 1.64: to ye vf|xea0ai naoi 7rovTjpdv Kai 

k iv Su v o u  [ . . .]  cruppoAxjv). This thesis is also developed by Plastira-Valkanou 2001, 140, 

who shows the proleptic value of this expression by saying: ‘although Abrokomes and 

Anthia escaped death, nevertheless they were going soon to experience slavery at the 

hands of pirates (1.14.3)’.
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In my opinion, however, this interpretation might be too sophisticated for this passage: 

in fact, Habrocomes’ disturbance after the dream does not depend on his foreboding 

interpretation of swimming, but, in accordance with the general emotional reactions of 

Xen’s characters, it refers more broadly to the fire of the ship. As a result, as Fernandez 

Garrido 2003, 361 argues, it is likelier that ‘el nadar significa [...] escapar de ese terrible 

final’.

On theory, it is possible that this negative value of swimming was missed by 

Habrocomes but offered by Xen. to his readers; however, no further confirmation of this 

is available. As a result, it is not unlikely that the narrator is deliberately using 

swimming as a means for rescue.

3) A literary interpretation of the dream

To begin with, as I have already argued, I would accept a view of the woman of 

Habrocomes’ dream both a personification of Phoenicia and an image of Lyssa.

In addition, I would introduce two further points: as the protagonists’journey has begun 

in a Homeric framework, with some references to perils undergone by Odysseus, I 

would speculate that the mention of swimming in the dream might be interpreted as an 

echo of Odysseus’ escape from the storm in the fifth book (Od. 5.438-440), which leads 

him to Scheria. In this episode Odysseus makes also a praise of swimming (Od. 5.364: 

v f |£ o p ’, £7t£i o u  p £ v  x i 7 tap a  T tp o v o fja a i a p c iv o v ) .

Further, in the Odyssey the hero is never saved by another ship: this increases the 

likelihood of Xen’s omission of it. Finally, if we read this link within the interpretation 

of the oracle, it might be not sheer coincidence that the protagonists, after the fire of 

their ship, are taken by Apsyrtus to Tyre, which is a new Scheria in Xenophon’s mind. 

Although we are dealing with a hypothesis, this might work better than that provided by 

oneirocritic, because it follows the proleptic apparatus of the novel.

The second element is even more speculative: since with the description Xen. is 

referring to a stereotyped dangerous woman, it is not impossible that he is inviting his 

readers to look for a plausible hidden model. In my opinion, the existence of the 

Homeric background makes the hypothesis of a supernatural Odyssean enemy not 

unlikely.

Since, as Del Como argues, Ta Scilla omerica [...] era tra i mostri piu famosi accolti nel 

patrimonio leggendario greco‘ (325, n. 116) and in 1.14.2 the memory of Scylla seems
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to be directly activated by Xen. (1.14.2, n.: zaq xsipcu;), I would propose that this 

character might be already present here in the background and other proofs can be 

offered.

To begin with, Scylla shares with Xen’s woman a similar descriptive pattern: in fact, she 

is a 7T8X,cop kcikov o65e kc xiq piv yriOfjaeicv i86v (Od. 12.86-7) and has twelve feet, six 

necks and three rows of teeth (Od. 12.89-91). Second, Circe tells Odysseus that Scylla 

attacks ships as Corymbus does: xrj 5’ ou 7i6 rcoxe vabxai aicfjpioi ebxsxocovxai 

7iapcpuy88iv auv vrp- cpspei 5e xe Kpaxi SKaaxco cpcox’ s^ap7rd^aoa veoq icuavo7ipcppoio 

(Od. 12.98-100).

Finally, in the rationalistic interpretation of Homer (LI 6.6) Scylla is identified with a 

vavq Tpif|pr|<; xa%ela (Palaephatus’ On Incredible Things, 20), which often attacks other 

ships and gained provisions (see ibid.: abxr| 8’ f| xpif|piyq xa Xouta xa>v 7rtancDV 

auAXappavouoa 7toAAdia<; eipya^exo ppwpa [...]). Only Odysseus manages to flee from 

it. In my opinion, this interpretation fits well into our framework, since the woman of 

the dream, in her attack on the protagonists, assumes the form of Corymbus and of a 

ship.

As a result, I would conclude that Xen. might be here subtly recalling Scylla. In this 

respect, it is interesting that in Heraclitus’ Homeric problems Scylla is considered a 

courtesan: LicoAAav 5e xf)v 7roX,upopq)OV dvaiSsiav f)A,X,r)yopr|0 8 , 5io 8f) icuvaq ouk 

aAdyocx; xme^coaxai 7cpoxopaT^ dp7tayfj, toXpr] Kai 7rX8ove^(a 7te<ppayp8vai<;- (see 70.11). 

This identification clearly is based on an erotic interpretation of this monster, which 

would fit well into Xen.’s personal reading of Homer. As a result, it is not unthinkable 

that Xen. had this in mind: in this hypothesis the woman of the dream would subtly 

anticipate the erotic side of Corymbus’ attack on the protagonists (for my interpretation 

of dogs and Cyno, see APP 1.8-10).

This possibility is supported by the existence of another legend which concerns Scylla 

and in which the Homeric monster is transformed into the daughter of Nisus the King of 

Megara. This girl, when she saw Minos, the King of Crete, who was attacking her city, 

fells in love with him and decided to grant him victory in battle by removing the lock 

from her father's head, which was the sign of his invincibility.

Megara’s plan, however, did not succeed, because Minos was disgusted with her lack of 

filial devotion and left her. Scylla did not give up easily and started swimming after 

Minos's boat. She nearly reached him but a sea eagle, into which her father had been
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metamorphosed after death, drowned her. As a result, Scylla was transformed into a 

seabird (ciris), relentlessly pursued by her father, who was transformed into a sea eagle 

(haliaeetus).

Although the earliest account of this story occurs in Aeschylus (see Ch. 612-622), this 

legend was very popular in the Hellenistic Era (on this, see Hollis 1970, 33: ‘Tibullus at 

least suggests that this legend was a common subject for poetry’), and love and lust 

became the explicit reasons why Megara made her impious action against the father (on 

this, see Hill 1992, 218: ‘Lust, if not love, has supplanted greed by the time we reach 

Callimachus’).

Among the sources which tell her story a fragment from Callimachus’ Hecale is the 

most precious (fr. 288 Pfeiffer): EicuMa yuvf) mxaKaaa Kai ou yuOo^ ouvop’cxouaa 

7cop(pup£r|v rjprjas KpsKa (‘Scylla, a whore, having no untrue name, cut the purple 

lock’). Here Scylla is explicitly defined as a prostitute. Thus, it is not impossible that 

Xen. had also this heroine in mind and this would lead us to more easily accept her 

erotic interpretation of Scylla.

That said, it is still difficult to understand what kind of relationship there was in the 

antiquity between the Homeric monster and Nisus’ daughter. Although Hollis 1970, 49 

argues that we are dealing with two different legends and that some poets made a 

confusion between the two (‘Ovid avoids the sea-monster Scylla, because of the 

coincidence of names. Other writers sometimes confused the sea-monster with the 

daughter of Nisus (Virgil, Eel. 6.75, Propertius 4.4.50 [...]’.), in my opinion it is likelier 

that they were connected: since Scylla from Megara can be interpreted as a 

humanisation of the Homeric monster and she recalls the view of the creature attested in 

the rationalistic interpretation of the Odyssey, her existence might be a special result of 

this popular approach to the epic poem. Within this speculative framework, Xen.’s 

exploitation of the monster would fit perfectly, since our author establishes an 

interaction between the Homeric Scylla and the prostitute courtesan and we know from 

other passages of the novel that he is acquainted with the rationalistic interpretations of 

Homer.
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CHAPTER 13

1.13: AN INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS OF XENOPHON’S PIRATES

The first enemies of the protagonists are Corymbus and Euxinus. Although their social 

position makes them close to the other brigands of the Eph. (LI 1.3), a distinction 

between these two and the others can be drawn: while these rivals are consistently 

named Tieipaxal (see also 1.13.3, 4; 1.14.6 (bis); 1.16.5; 2.2.2), an expression which 

does not occur elsewhere in the Eph. apart from two recapitulations (see 3.31, 5.14.1), 

the other brigands are always called Xpaial. A confirmation of the specific use of 

rcsipaxal comes from Anthia’s final dialogue in Rhodes, in which she starts the 

description of her trials by saying X,poxwv aneikjaq eKcpuyouaa Kai 7teipaxa>v £7tipouXa<; 

(5.14.1). Although the order differs from that of Xen.’s narration, it seems to me that 

d7ceiXdq refers more clearly to Manto, who does not move on the sea and menaces 

Rhode (2.4.5) and Habrocomes (2.5.2), while the real pirates, Corymbus and Euxinus, 

limit themselves to enipouAai.

This distinctive role played by pirates invites us to focus on them.

From a thematic point of view, in the Eph. these characters appear to be dangerous and 

with four main qualities:

- greed (1.13.1, n.: xpvaoi;);

- violence (1.13.5. n.: (bflAiopevoi);

- erotic lust (1.14.7. n: epa);

- cunning (1.16.2, n: Xiyei).

This collection makes their role as first enemies of the protagonists complete. The last 

element emerges clearly in the pirates’ erotic strategy, since they introduce themselves 

as masters even though they are subject to Apsyrtus (1.16.4-5, n.: suSaipoouvqv). 

Interestingly, the coexistence of these four features is typical of the Homeric 

presentation of pirates, which occurs in passages where journeys are ascribed a realistic 

connotation. Thus, it is possible that Homer was influenced by an archaic or even earlier 

activity of the Greek sea. Above all, their dangerous nature emerges in the Odyssey, as 

Nestor’s question to Telemachus and his companions shows:
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CD ^etvoi, xfvec; saxs; tcoGs v  7cX£i0’ uypa KetaoOa; 

ij xi Kaxa rcpfj îv rj pav|/i5ico<; ataxX,r|a08 

oia xe X,rjioxfjp8q v^eip aAxx, xoi x’ aAAcovxai

\\ivxaq raxpOepsvoi, kgikov  aXAx>5a7toTai (pspovxeq; (Od. 3.71-74; the same formula is 

adopted by Polyphemus, 9.252-5).

More specifically, the first two features - greed and violence - appear in Odysseus’ false 

story to Antinoos (see Od. 17.431-434), in which the pirates’ main goal is plundering 

and murder. Greed also appears in Odysseus’ false tale to Athena in Ithaca, in which the 

Phoenicians steal all his goods at the end of their journey together (283-5). Finally, in 

two other Homeric secondary narratives the Phoenicians are described as xpcoK xai, 

‘greedy knaves’ (LSJ): in my opinion, this epithet justifies the inclusion of these sailors 

among the number of Homeric pirates, although the word A.fl’fo xrjp  is here missing (this 

possibility is also admitted by Aubet 2001, 127, who ‘describes the Phoenicians in 

Homer as already dominant at sea, in conflict with the Greeks, and sees them as traders 

and pirates who appear much more frequently in Greek waters’). In the first of these 

narratives, it is Odysseus who tells Eumaeus how in Egypt he was kidnapped by a 

Phoenician man, a v q p  a7 ra x f|> a a  ei8a><;, xpcoKxr|<;, dq S q  noXka k& k ’ dv0pcb7iou<; e e o p y e  

(Od. 14.288-9). After one year spent with him, he is sent to Libya to be sold (14.297): 

this passage is very significant, because it shows how piracy and slavery were 

connected in Homer and it introduces cunning, the last feature of Xen’s pirates.

In the second, Eumaeus tells Odysseus of how his life in Syria was changed by the 

arrival of famous navigators:

8v0a 58 <X>olvuc8<; vauaucXuxoi ijAoOov av5p8<;,

xpcoKxai, pupl’ ayovxeq aftuppaxa vq'i pstaxivq (Od. 15.415-6).

Along with their typical greed, which makes them accumulate here a lot of money, these 

men seduce a Phoenician woman who was living in the palace (see esp. Od. 15.449-453 

and 455-6): thus, also their erotic lust is here shown.

In my opinion, the existence of this articulated characterisation of Phoenician pirates in 

Homer is an interesting precedent of Xen.’s text: in fact, after Homer, pirates become a 

stereotype of Greek literature and, thus, their presentation lacks particular innovations 

(on the existence of this stereotype, see Schissel 1909, 12).

To begin with, in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo the Cretans, who are chosen by the god 

as his future ministers, are explicitly defined as pirates (454: X,qi'oxrjp8<; imsip afox) and
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their movement by sea comes from their greed (397: xpfmaxa) which is dangerous for 

local people (see 455: kcikov aXkobanolai cpEpovxeq).

Then, pirates are sometimes mentioned by historians with reference to plundering and 

trafficking. A case in point is constituted by Demosthenes’ definition of Philip the king 

of Macedonia as ‘the pirate of Greeks’ (10.34), which finds its justification in his 

tendency to ‘prey on commercial ships to provide himself with resources’ (De Souza 

1999, 36).

As a consequence, it is not surprising that no significant novelty is found in late literary 

representations of pirates: for instance, among Philostratus’ letters there is one written 

by Eucolymbus to his wife Glauce: because of the poverty of their family, the husband 

is tempted to join a band of pirates, but at the same time he is worried about their 

immorality, because they are greedy and bloodthirsty (see 1.8 and esp. 1.8.3: 

av5pocpovo<; oi>x x>7cop£vco yeveaGai). While this portrait recalls the Homeric one and 

that of Corymbos and his friends, the issue of love is neglected. This omission is not 

surprising: lust is the only “quality” of pirates which is fictitious and, thus, it appears 

very rarely.

This pattern is confirmed by Seneca’s Controversies, where pirates appear often: being 

outside the conventions of civilized law, in fact ‘they can create unusually awkward 

situations, which the speakers try to solve using their rhetorical powers’ (De Souza 

1999, 215; 1.2, 1.6, 1.7. 3.3, 7.1 and 7.4). Having said that, the issue of love is 

addressed only once, when a virgin who is captured by pirates and then sold into slavery 

as a prostitute (1.2) and ‘several of the speakers claim that it is unbelievable that she 

could have remained pure while among pirates’ (esp. 1.2.8: ‘non est credibile 

temperasse a libidine piratas omni crudelitate efferatos’). However, no description of 

these characters is given, apart from the indication of their erotic lust. Further, in 

Seneca’s De Clementia the pirates are depicted as cruel people (see 2.4.1).

Finally, Petronius proves that pirates were a common subject addressed by professors of 

rhetoric (see Sat. 1.3).

Overall, this framework suggests that Xen.’s presentation of Corymbus and Euxinus is 

exceptional for its complete obedience to Homer and for the clearly erotic mark: as our 

author is usually familiar with Homer, I would conclude that the extension of his debt to 

him here is not unlikely. In addition, as I have already stated in the introduction (GI 

2.2), Phoenician pirates are attested in Ancient Greece until 332 BC and, thus, Xen. is
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not referring to a realistic contemporaneous activity: this further justifies the link with 

the Homeric representation.

A confirmation of this framework comes from Cicero: when in the Republic he speaks 

about the origin of the Roman people (see 2.3), he makes some references to Archaic 

Greeks and he mentions the advantages and disadvantages of their trade. In addition, if 

we compare Xen’s pirates to the other pirates within the genre, the originality of his 

representation is confirmed. In the novels, to begin with, pirates are ‘a convenient and 

plausible device for disturbing stability and starting a narratable story’ (Morgan, 2004, 

172): this role emerges in Char., Xen. and Ach. and is subtly evoked by Longus. Having 

said that, only Xen. and Hid. introduce into the action of their novels a pirate who 

includes all the four aforementioned qualities. The controversial issue is erotic lust: 

while violence and greed are always mentioned, the erotic desire is missing in Char., 

while Ach. plays with this motif in a subtle way.

Since Hld.’s pirate lover occurs in a passage which might intertext with the Eph., I 

would conclude that Xen.’s presentation of Corymbus is the first narrative piece of 

Greek literature after Homer in which pirates suffer from love and elaborate a strategy 

to conquer their beloved: this confirms how in his text love is the only real topic and 

affects every pattern or character. Having launched this interpretation, I will develop 

now its main arguments.

II Chariton’s Theron; a non-lover pirate

Chariton’s Theron is the pirate who deserves most attention in the corpus of the novels, 

since he performs an important function: like Xen’s pirates, his kidnapping of Callirhoe 

is at the origin of the protagonists’ separation, but, even more, his mischief causes their 

departure from Syracuse: thus, Theron’s role can be compared with that of Apollo’s 

oracle in the Ephesiaca.

If we turn to his personality, Theron is clearly characterised by greed and violence. His 

immorality is mentioned at his introduction in the novel (1.7.1: ©rjpcov yap tic; f]v, 

rcavobpyoq dv0pa>;io<;, aSudaq rcXfioov xf]v GaAaaaav [...]) and confirmed by his band, 

which is composed of people who live in ev  7iopv£loi<; and £v Ka7ir|X£loi<; (1.7.3). In 

addition, the motivation of his action lies in his interest in Callirhoe’s goods (see 1.7.6). 

Then, when Theron opens her sepulchre, he displays also his violence (1.9.3: 

acpo8poT£pa 7iX,qyf| npoq dvdppq£,iv ton xd(pou), which is accompanied by an astute
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intelligence: moved by his cupidity, he decides to go to Miletus to sell Callirhoe at a 

high price (1.11.8) and he manages to conclude a successful business with Leonas, 

Dionysius’ servant (1.14.3-5). However, his achievement is not appreciated by 

Providence, who stops his flight to Crete with a shipwreck (3.3.10-12) and the 

following events lead him to be condemned to death on a cross (3.4.18).

As in this story Theron’s characterisation is quite rich, it is strange that he his never 

moved to love Callirhoe: in Guez’s (2001) acute interpretation, the reason for this lies in 

the whole structure of Char.’s novel, which is based on the equal fight between 

Chaereas and the other erotic rivals Dionysios, Mithridates, Phamaces et Artaxerxes 

(see esp. 103: ‘Le groupe de rivaux chez Chariton se signale par son homogeneite’). 

The high status of these predators does not allow the pirates to perform the same erotic 

function. Although this view is quite interesting and fits well into a novel in which war 

and contest between equals are so important, I still wonder whether Char.’s omission of 

erotic lust might be simply a consequence of the absence of this feature in the literary 

characterisation of pirates. In this respect, the only brief allusion to this element in 

Theron’s collection of colleagues from brothels might be the sign that we are dealing 

with a realistic and not with a literary model.

Finally, independently from the solution of this last point, the construction of this 

character is quite significant in relation to that of Corymbus: it is inevitable that either 

Char, or Xen. was drawing from the other - although no priority can be here clearly 

established - and from this comparison Xen.’s focus on love is further emphasised.

21 Achilles Tatius; the narrative pattern of pirates* attack on ships and more 

allusive references

Ach. is the novelist who introduces the highest number of references to pirates and he 

exploits these figures with a good deal of sophistication.

To begin with, there are three episodes in which these dangerous enemies enter the 

action of the novel. The protagonist of the first is the violent Zenon, who kidnaps 

Calligone on behalf of and in collaboration with Callisthenes (2.17.2-18.5). This man 

has a strong body as Corymbus (see 2.17.3: qv yap Kai a\h$q  supcooxoq to aa>pa Kai 

cpuasi ^epiaTiKoq), and he achieves his goal with swords (2.18.4: t<x ^upr| yupvcbcavTsq) 

and the collaboration of dangerous people. Violence occurs again in the third book of 

the novel, with an implied reference to greed: when Satyrus tries to save Leucippe from
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being sacrificed, he takes advantage of a fatal pirate attack on a ship (3.20.1-5). This 

episode is significant, because it is based, like Xen.’s, on a pursuit and the victims try in 

vain to resist. The difference lies in the outcome, since in Ach. nobody survives. Finally, 

in the fifth book Chaereas, who defines himself as a re Oataxooioc; a>v avOpoorcot; (5.3.2), 

falls in love with Leucippe (see 5.3.1) and elaborates a plan to capture her which 

involves other pirates (5.3.2: A,r|ioxcov opoxexvcov oyXov). Thus, he invites the 

protagonists to his home in Pharus, where he kidnaps Leucippe and flees with her on the 

sea (5.7.1-2). When Clitophon tries to pursue them, the pirates cast Leucippe’s false 

body on the sea and, then, supported by fishermen rceipaxiKol, completely disappear 

(5.7.3-7): violence is also alluded to here.

Overall, in the first and in the third of the mentioned episode love is addressed, even 

though it does not directly involve the pirates. Along with these scenes, Ach. introduces 

the issue of pirates’ erotic lust in a subtler way: in the final book, in fact, the sexual 

intemperance of pirates is linked with the main characters’ infidelity: Leucippe twice 

defines Melite’s house as a Ttsipaxrjpiov (see 6.13.1 and 6.22.2) and Clitophon imitates 

her later (see 7.5.3). Then, when Thersander wants to blame Leucippe for her false 

defence of her chastity, he says: & xoApriq Kai yshaxoq 7tap0evoq xogouxok; 

ouwuKxepeuoaoa 7csipaxat<;; (6.21.3). In addition, shortly before the end, Clitophon 

defines Thersander as xov peyav A,rpaTf)V (8.5.6). Finally, the immoral and lustful 

behaviour of pirates is stated by Leucippe in the author’s final explanation of her second 

Scheintod, in which she refers to the existence of a prostitute on the pirates’ ship: see 

yuvauca KaKoSaipova (8.16.1).

Overall, these allusions seem to suggest something more than a reference to a realistic 

motif: as Guez 2001, 109 sharply notices, Te terme de r̂|oxf|<;, pirate ou brigand, 

deborde done le cadre de son usage habituel’ and it assumes an ‘emploi metaphorique’ 

in relation to sex. This acute statement helps us to interpret the relationship between 

love and the aforementioned scenes: as Guez 2001 again argues, Calligone and 

Cheareas ‘ne sont pas caracterises au depart comme des pirates, mais que l’amour 

oblige a se comporter comme tels’ (108) and this priority of love to their piracy is 

established as a reformulation of Europa’s kidnap by Eros in the initial ekphrasis of the 

novel. In other words, both scenes contain the same metaphorical transformation which 

emerges in the mythological episode, where Eros becomes a pirate.
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This pattern is interesting and underlines how Ach. elaborates further than Xen. the 

literary portrait of the pirate. If this confirms the different level of sophistication which 

characterises the two authors, it also underlines how a pirate who bears all the 

traditional features still only appears in the Eph. As a result, our author retains his 

originality.

3) Longus and his suhtle evocation of pirates

In Longus’ first book the first steps of love between the protagonists are interrupted by 

the arrival of pirates, whose action is characterised by violence and greed, as they steal 

many goods and also Daphnis (1.28.1-2), but the hero manages to escape using the 

stratagem of the cows, which annihilates the pirates (1.30.1-31.1).

As Morgan 2004, 173 argues, here Longus evokes the expectation of the genre that the 

heroes will be separated, but he then reverses the motif. If this works as a confirmation 

of the narrative function shared by Xen. and Char., it is also significant that according to 

manuscript V these pirates might come from Tyre (Tupioi X,paxai). This passage is 

ambiguous, since the text says that these pirates use a Carian boat to appear barbarians 

and, for this reason, the editors introduce a negation: Tupioi X-poxai Kapucf)v exovxeq 

fipm>dav, ax; av pi) Sokoisv pappapoi. However, ‘this is little help, since Carians were 

barbarians too’ (Morgan, 173) and, thus, Reeve 1971 prefers as slight emendation of F, 

IIuppioi. This makes the pirates hail from Pyrrha, a city on the southern side of Lesbos, 

but, as Morgan states, ‘this is an unlikely location for piracy’ (ibid.). This implausibility 

leaves the possibility of the Tyrian origin open: this link might either be coincidental or 

depend on Longus’ reading of the Ep. Although the first option is the likeliest, given the 

already Homeric pattern of the Phoenician pirates, the second cannot be completely 

excluded.

4) Heliodorus and the suggestive episode of the fifth book

In the Aethiopica the pirates enter the action of the novel in the last part of Calasiris’ 

narration, which is focused on his journey from Delphi to Egypt. This is the part which 

interests us: after leaving Greece, the priest arrives with the protagonists at Zakynthos, 

where they spent the winter in the house of an old fisherman, Tyrrhenus. During this 

stay a Tyrian merchant who is part of their crew and a local pirate fall in love with 

Charicleia. When Calasiris discovers this, he promises Charicleia to the first and he asks
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him to sail away as soon as possible. At dawn they move to Crete, but the local pirates 

follow them and, then, after an attack on the protagonists’ ship, they lead them to Egypt 

(5.18-5.27).

As this summary already shows, Hid. introduces here an attack on the ship like that of 

Xen. (esp. 5.23.3-5.24.1) and the figure of a lustful pirate (5.20.6, where he declares: 

spa) paviK(o<; d7ia£, 0£aoapevo<;), who, unlike in Ach.’s second episode, does not kill all 

the enemies because of his love.

The existence of this episode is in itself interesting, because it offers another example of 

an erotic pirate; furthermore, I would like to show how the Eph. and the Aethiopica 

share some similarities (Gl 5.1):

a) 5.20.3: a band of pirates (rccipaxiKov epyaaifjpiov) is controlling the protagonists’ 

ship, as Xen.’s pirates do (1.13-1.3).

b) 5.22.1-3: Calasiris has a dream in which Odysseus foretells him the coming 

disadventures; the same happens to Habrocomes (1.12.4);

c) 5.22.8: after a storm, the protagonists’ ship sails with a propitious wind towards 

Libya: avax0£VT£<; q8r| ĉcpbpcov capivcov u7rr|xouvTCDV £cp£pop£0a vuKTa i£ Kai qpcpav 

£7ri xf]v AiPucov yrjv too koPepvtjioo xf)v oAxaSa x£lPa7wyobvxo(;; this recalls the 

propitious wind of protagonists’ ship in Eph. 1.12.3 (£cp£povxo obplco 7rv£opaxi);

d) 5.23.2: in the evening the winds slow down and the calm conquers the sea: o 5c 

dvcpoq xfj<; dyav cpopaq d5icAâ £ Kai [...] dq yaAf|vr|v £^£vucf|0r|; the same calm is at the 

origin of the misadventures of the Ephesian ship (see 1.12.3: yaAf|vr| hi [...]);

e) 5.23.3: the pirates take advantage of the calm and quickly reach the protagonists’ 

ship: 0axxov f|piv r\ waxc circdv OTcaxqaav; in Xen’s account the pirates quickly 

approach Habrocomes’ ship when there is calm (see 1.13.4: obv o£6xr|xi TcoAAfj);

f) 5.24.2: the appearance of the pirates generates confusion and mixed reactions on the 

ship: some try to resist, while other to escape: xd>v p£v d<; xa KoTAa xfj<; v£(bq 

KaxaSuopcvcov xcov hi rcpopaxdv £7ci xa>v kplcov aXXr\koiq TtapaKcAcuopd'cov xc5v hi d<; 

xo cncacpoq to U7rqp£TiKov aAA£a0ai Kai 8ia8pavai pouAcuopd'cov; mixed reactions, 

although more simple, concern also the Ephesian crew (1.13.5) and one decision is 

identical: oi hi apuv£a0ai;

g) 5.24.4: the pirates reaches the ship: Hld.‘s expression 7rArjaidaavT£<; recalls Xen.’s 

sentence Qq hi 7cAr|Giov cydovro (1.13.5);
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h) 5.25.1: the pirates begin to kill the protagonist’s crew; this cruel action recalls that of 

Corymbus (1.13.5);

i) 5.25.1: the attacked man ask pity to the pirates, as Anthia and Habrocomes do in the 

Eph. (1.13.6);

1) 5.26.1: the chief of the pirates, Trachinus, makes his love declaration to Charicleia, 

with the promise of sharing with her all his goods: Gapoei Kai i'oGi becrctoiva cruv qpiv 

tcovSe arcavxcov eaopsvq; this passage is quite significant, because it recalls a part of 

Euxinus’ proposal to Habrocomes: 7idvxcov exoipoq son  5£07i6xr|v 7ioi£iv xcov eauxob

(1.16.4);

m) 5.26.3: Charicleia falls at Trachinus’ knees and asks him to preserve Theagenes and 

Calasiris: aSetapov xouxovi xov epov Kai rcaxspa 7ieptocp^8 pr|5e £7tlxp£7t£ xf)v vauv 

d7ioX,i7C8vv, ax; o u k  saxiv onatq puboopai xouxcov xcopi^op^voov; similarly, in Xen. both 

protagonists clasp Corymbus’ knees and beg for the possibility of living together (see 

1.13.6).

Overall, I am not arguing that Heliodorus’ scene is identical to that of Xen., because the 

former is more articulated and there are also differences between the two; for instance, 

Calasiris is aware of the pirates’ attack and this introduces more tension to the scene. In 

addition, in Hid. there is no separation between military attack and love as in Xen., 

because the lustful passion of the pirate is mentioned at the beginning and not at the end 

of the attack (cf. 5.20.6 and 1.14.7).

That said, the possibility of Hld.’s dependence on Xen. is supported by events in 

Zacynthos before the main characters of the Aethiopica begin their dangerous 

adventure.

In fact, their encounter with Tyrrhenus was included by Schnepf among the passages in 

which the two novelists seem to intertext, as the following connections will prove:

a) 5.18.3 and 4: Calasiris sees an old and poor fisherman, who lives near the sea: see 

Kaxaycoyqv cncsvj/6psvo<; abxob 7too 7i8pi xqv dKxf|v f|pxopr|v and OAiyov ouv oaov  

7ipof|Kcav 6pa> 7ipeoPuxr|v aXxsuxiKov 7cpooG8V xcov Gopcov auxou KaGqpevov Kai 5 ikxuou 

Sieppcoyoxoc; ppoxiSaq cuceCppevov; the figure of Tyrrhenus easily recalls Aegialeus, 

who is poor like him (see 5.1.2: 7t8vr|<; pev qv) and lives near the sea evoud^exai pev 

TiAqalov xq<; GaXxxa<rr|<; (Eph. 5.1.2);
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b) 5.18.7: Tyrrhenus’ wife has recently died: f| yap pf|xr|p abxoiq on 7ipo 7toAAob 

i£0vr|K£v; similarly, Thelxinoe xe0vr|K8v evxabOa on rcpd 7toX,>uob 0eAi;iv6r| (Eph. 5.1.9);

c) 5.18.8: Tyrrhenus is happy to host the foreign visitors: pex’ ob 7ioA,u ouv xcp ©sayevsi 

Kai xf| XapucXeia rcapovxa pe aap8vo<; o 7ip£opbxr|<; b7to8sx£xai; similarly, Aegialeus 

brceSe^axo 8s xov AppoKopev aap8vo<;;

d) 5.18.8: Calasiris and the protagonists sometimes join Tyrrhenus in fishing: xa pev 

Ka0’ eauxov dAi£bovxo<; xa 8s Kai fjpcav ecmv; Habrocomes does likewise with 

Aegialeus: xrjq xexvr|<; Aiyiatai koivcovcov (Eph. 5.2.1);

e) 5.21.1: after Tyrrhenus has informed Calasiris about the pirates, the old man decides 

to reveal partially the truth to the merchant, in order to leave with him. At this point of 

the narration, when the pirates’ episode begins, Calasiris states that it is impossible to 

fight against the pursuer: dprcdaai xu; xoav syxcoplcov SiavosTxai xpv Koprjv 7tpo<; ov ouk 

saxiv a^iopaxo*; avxixa^aaOai. Interestingly, the adjective d î6pa%oc; has no other 

occurrences in the novel, but Xen. uses it once in Corymbus’ episode, when the pirate 

reverses the same judgment about the protagonists’ crew (see 1.13.2: Kaxecppovouv 8e 

cb<; ouk d îopa%cov auxcov); the possibility of subtle allusion is not unthinkable.

Overall, these connections - and especially the second and the third - prove that Hid. is 

drawing from this scene of Xen. This conclusion, which is in itself relevant, might also 

support our previous interpretation, since the reader, shortly before the pirates’ attack, is 

reminded of the Eph.

Within this hypothesis, another element is worth mentioning: between Tyrrhenus’ and 

the pirates’ scene there is another episode, which sounds Xenophontic: a merchant from 

Tyre falls in love with Charicleia. In 5.19.1 he is called o Tupioq, in 5.20.1 xov Ooivuca: 

this falling in love seems to recall that of Corymbus: here the variations would be 

strong, as Phoenicians are at the protagonists’ side, but it might be part of Hld’s rich 

literary interplay which seems to characterise the whole passage.
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SINGLE LEMMATA

1.13.1 - 1.13.4: stuxpv pcv cv 'Po8co [...] cb<; 5e xauxa oi 7i£ipaxai cpooXcbaavxo: this 

passage constitutes an important exception in Xen.’s narrative, since it is entirely 

analeptic (see Schissel 1909, 11: ‘Den exkursartigen Charakter des 13. Kap. erhartet 

schon der Umstand, daB es die in IBa [in the first part of journey] so streng eingehaltene 

und bedeutsame zeitliche Abfolge unterbrichf). Interestingly, the signpost of the 

flashback is not a chronological marker but £v 'Po5co: this confirms the importance of 

space in the construction of Xen.’s scenes (NA 3.1). Conversely, Xen. is really attentive 

in establishing the connection between this episode and the main narration: along with a 

prolepsis (1.13.2, n: Sicyvcooav), it also introduces a unique marker of time (1.13.4, n.: 

rjv).

If this device shows the rudiments of his narrative technique, the decision to introduce 

an analepsis is important in itself, because it allows Xen. to keep the readers in suspense 

about the punishment that will be inflicted on the protagonists’ companions because of 

their drunkenness.

1.13.1: 7rapoppouvxs<;: this verb belongs to technical naval language, since it means ‘lie 

at anchor beside’ (LSJ). Thus, it supports the realistic presentation of the episode and, 

interestingly, has no other occurrences in the entire corpus of the novels.

1.13.1: (7raptf)ppoov 5£ ax; cpopxlov £%ovx£<;): as I have already suggested (GI 1), this 

parenthesis can be considered as an “unnecessary gloss”, as it does not really fit into the 

context of Xen.’s description where the pirates are introduced as military warriors, 

because of their possession of a xpif)pr|<; (1.13.1, n.: ev xpif|p£i). In this sentence, along 

with the strange repetition of 7tapopp£co, the introduction of a cpopxlov does not really 

make a sense, since it characterises the pirates as merchants: this goes against Xen.’s 

presentation of them (1.13.1 n.: ev xpif|p£i). In my opinion, it is not unlikely that a late 

copyist decided to introduce this sentence because he did not understand the author’s 

interplay with xpvr|pr|<; and, thus, he tried to make the pirates more like pirates through a 

reference to their more traditional activity as merchants.
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1.13.1: ev xpvqpsi psyaA,r|: if p ey a^  works as an analepsis to the first dream, the 

attribution of a trireme to the Phoenicians appears to be a realistic element of their 

characterisation. In fact, the Phoenicians and the Greeks had the merit to invent triremes 

in the seventh century BC (see, on this, Aubet 2001, 150: ‘The invention of the trireme, 

around the year 670 BC, was attributed to Sidonians and Corinthians’). As a result, this 

mention can be interpreted as a homage to their tradition. At the same time, it does not 

seem to be part of the cultural differentiation between Greeks and barbarians, since the 

former invented and used the same kind of boat.

That being said, we are not dealing only with a “decorative” trait: if we look carefully, 

triremes are warships and merchants and pirates ‘used ships with a small crew and 

cheap to run’ (Aubet 2001, 150; see also Casson 1971, 161: the ‘favourite of pirates was 

ksAt|<;’). As a result, it seems to me that Xen. with this trireme is presenting the pirates 

as warriors. If we combine this element with the epic definition of pirates, we might 

conclude that this episode is presented more as a military attack than a pirate raid. Thus, 

we find here again the coexistence of a realistic and an epic feature, which has already 

emerged in the second part of the first book.

Finally, the originality of the appearance of this trireme is supported by three elements: 

first, in this episode, Xen. consistently calls the pirates’ ship xpif|pr|<; while the 

protagonists’ one is simply a vau<; (cf. respectively 1.13.4, 1.14.2 and 1.14.4, and 1.13.4 

(bis), 1.13.5, 1.14.1.2). Second, throughout the whole novel other boats are generally 

called vavq: Habrocomes (3.10.4, 3.12.1, 5.1.1, 5.10.1, 5.15.1) and Anthia (5.5.4 and

5.15.1) first of all, but also Cilician merchants (2.11.10), Hippothous and Hyperanthes 

(3.2.11 and 12), Euxinus (3.5.8.11) and Leucon and Rhode (5.6.4) are passengers on this 

kind of ship: this highlights the originality of the trireme. Third, only Char, among the 

other novelists uses the word xpif|pr|<; and he does it more than Xen., since triremes are 

the ships used by Syracusans for all their expeditions; then, Egyptians use the same kind 

of boat (7.5.8, 7.5.9 and 7.6.1) and we also once find a Milesian trireme (2.11.2 for the 

Syracusans, and LRG for all the other occurrences). Under the hypothesis that Xen. 

wrote after Char., the military use of xpvf|pr|<; would be further marked. At the same 

time, it is interesting that the nature of the ship marks a difference between Habrocomes 

and Chaereas, especially during the departure scene and in the current episode (cf. Char. 

3.5.3 and Xen. 1.10.4, and Char. 3.7.2.3 and Xen. 1.13.5). Since Chaereas’ boat is
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defined as xf|v xpirjpr| xqv oxpaxr|ytKf|v, 8%onoav sxi xa aqpEia xfjq vucr|<; proves, it 

emphasises the military glory of his character, which Habrocomes completely lacks.

1.13.1: exu^ov [...] yewiKol: Xen. gives his pirates three main features in this context: to 

begin with, they are presented as real enemies, since they are rcoXXol and they stay on a 

xpifjpsi pEyaXq. Second, their Phoenician origin is clearly stated (see 1.13.2, 1.14.6 and

2.4.3) and both terms peyaX.p and <J>o(vike<; confirm the proleptic nature of the dream. 

Third, they are presented as yswiKoi, which means’ noble’ (1.4.2, n.: on psvco y£wiKO<;). 

This definition is quite surprising, since it does not usually concern pirates. As a result, I 

would conclude that with this term Xen might want to represent them as Homeric 

heroes. In this respect, the two parallels with Hector and Achilles might be here 

anticipated (1.14.1, n.; £V£7ipqo£ and 1.15.4, n.: pf| £7i:i rcXsov).

Finally, this interpretation finds a possible confirmation in the last occurrence of the 

adjective in the novel, where Polyidus is defined as 5paaai yswucov (5.3.1): although 

the presence of the verb suggests that his nobility lies in his courage, it is interesting that 

Polyidus, who has a Homeric name (which designates both a Trojan warrior in II. 5.148 

and a Corynthian seer in II. 13.663 and 666), will shortly fight, like the pirates. Thus, 

also in this passage there seems to be an epic colour.

1.13.1: KCli apyupoq Kai dv5pa7ro5a, rcoXXa Kai xipia: the description of the

cargo of the Ephesian ship is focalised through the pirates and slightly differ from the 

narrator’s presentation in the tenth chapter. During the departure scene, in fact, we are 

told that on the Ephesian ship there were 7toXX.fi eaGqc; Kai 7toudX,r|, 7ioX\)<; 5e 

apyupoq Kai xpuooq, q xe xcov aixloov U7i£ppdXXoi)aa acpOovia (1.10.4, n.). Shortly after, 

the narrator adds the presence of rcoAXoi psv oucExai, rcoAXai 6e 0£pa7iaivai (1.10.6, n.). 

The difference between the two descriptions lies in the omission of clothes and in an 

emphasis on servants more than on goods. This selection, which is focalised on the 

pirates’ main interest, sounds like an anticipation of the protagonists’ slavery and this is 

also emphasised by the use of xlpioq and by the only occurrence of av8pa7ro6ov.

To begin with, xlpioq occurs in a very similar sense at the beginning of the following 

chapter to designate Corymbus’ loot, xa xipubxspa xcov cpopxlcov (1.14.1). Since this 

adjective means both ‘valuable’ and ‘held in honour’, Xen. might be not only exploiting 

the former connotation, which is the most suitable for slaves, but also the latter,
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reminding the readers of the epic xipf) which the pirates will receive as reward for their 

enterprise. Second, since dv8pd7to5ov usually designates a prisoner of war, it fits well 

into the warlike description of Corymbus’ attack and, thus, it might be proleptic too.

1.13.2: St&yvcoaav ouv 87U0£p£voi xou<; p£v avxipaxopevoix; aTtOKxiwuetv [...]: this is the 

first and ‘more complex and far-reaching’ (Morgan 2007a, 463) of Xen.’s actorial 

prolepses. Like the other examples in the novel, it ‘works over very short ranges’ (ibid.) 

and it helps the chronological construction of the scene.

1.13.2: avxipaxopevoix;: the verb avxip&xopai is used only by Xen. in the novelistic 

corpus and the following a^oKiiwusiv and a^io pot xcov are very rare too. The former, in 

fact, which is a variant of the more common d7TOKxelvco, has its only other use in Longus 

when Daphnis kills birds in Dryas’ house (3.6.2), while the latter appears in a passage of 

Hid. which seems to intertext with the present one (1.13: introd., 4).

This framework suggests that Xen. is here adopting words which ordinarily belong to a 

non-novelistic vocabulary. In this case, the source seems to be historiography, 

avxip&xopai, in fact, is first introduced by Thuc. 4.68.2 to designate the traitors of the 

Megareans who fought against them (xcov 7ipo5i5ovxcov Meyapecov avxipaxopevoov) and 

other occurrences are found in Diod. Sic. 22.10.7, D.H. AR. 11.48.1, Memnon fr. 47 and 

App. BC 1.6.52. The two only exceptions to this historiographic framework come from 

Theanus p. 196 and Plut. de nobilit. 17, in which, however, the military context of 

Xen.’s passage is missing. A similar framework concerns drcoicxiwusiv, which has many 

occurrences in Xenophon of Athens {Hell. 4.4.2, 5.3.2, 7.4.26 and Anab. 6.3.5) and later 

historians (see DH AR 2.15.2, 2.26.4, 6.89.3, 8.59.1, 8.80.3, 10.60.2 and Joseph. AJ  

15.92), as well as d^iopdxoq (see, e.g., Hdt. 7.157, Thuc. 8.38 and Plu. Cat. Ma. 12). 

Overall, since close connections between the Eph. and these writers are not established, 

I would conclude that this vocabulary simply confirms that Xen. is introducing a 

realistic marker in this episode.

1.13.3: vsavtaq ocpOfjvai psyaq, cpopepoq xo pXeppa- Kopr| rjv auxco auxpiipa Ka0sip£vr|: 

this description, which constitutes a parallel with the woman of Habrocomes’ dream 

(1.12.4, n.: dream), reflects the literary ‘distinctive appearance’ (Hopwood 1998, 201)
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of pirates and brigands (on the existence of a iiterarischer Raiibertypus’, see Schissel 

1909, 14). I offer four examples:

- in Leucippe the Egyptian pouxoLoi are described as cpopspcov xai aypicov avGpdmcov 

and peyaAxn Travis<; (3.9.2); further, their chief has a special hair: xopr|v s^cov noXkr\v 

xai aypiav (3.12.1);

- in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses one of the thieves who capture Lucius is described as 

“corpore vastum et manu strenuum” (7.4);

- Hid. attributes to them a long and unkempt hair, which makes them fearful (see 2.20.5: 

BouxoLoi yap akbx te  7cpd<; to  cpopEpcbxepov (palveoOai xai 8f) xai xf|v xopqv ciq 

ocppuv sLxooai xai aopouoi tcdv copcov £7iiPa(vouaav).

- Finally, also the man who appears in Charicleia’s first dream is xf]v xopryv auxpr|p6<;

(2.16.1). The existence of these parallels confirms the standard nature of descriptions 

like this.

1.13.4: (rjv 7i£pi pEaov fipcpaq: as Hagg 1971, 59 underlines, in the Eph. ‘only once is a 

time between morning and evening specified’: the reason for this originality is 

narratological, since Xen. uses this event to re-establish the connection with the main 

thread. Since in the twelfth chapter vauxcov paftupla xai xcoxoq [...] xai pE0q (1.12.3, n.) 

started in the morning and here the crew is already paying the consequence for these 

actions (oi | i e v  xa0Eu8ovxE<;, oi 8 e  aXnovxEq), the narrator leaves a gap in the main 

narration of few hours, which the readers can easily fill. Finally, Xen. uses here the 

combination of xa pcv rcpajxa and xcXEuxaiov 8e: this confirms the extraordinary density 

of time-markers of this scene. In my opinion, the effect of this device on the narration is 

not positive, because it reduces the text’s fluidity. To an extent, it seems that Xen. may 

be worried that his chronological apparatus might not work and he errs on the side of 

caution: a sophisticated author would have avoided this repetition.

This statement opens the possibility that the presence of a parenthesis here was not part 

of Xen’s original text. However, the length of this passage, which is significantly greater 

than that o f the other parentheses (GI 1), as well as its moral concern and unusual time 

reference, lead me to conclude that we are rather dealing with a “functional” 

parenthesis. This seems to confirm Xen.’s simplicity and might suggest something about 

our author’s sense of his readers (see again G I 1).
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1.13.4: U7io pe0r|<; xai pa0uplag: since these two words appear in the twelfth chapter 

(1.12.3, n.), they are part of the emphasis placed by Xen. on the narrative moment in 

which the analepsis finishes and the narrative turns to the present (1.13.1 - 1.13.4 n.:

8TU%OV).

1.13.4: eXauvopevp xfj vr|i: this expression is Homeric: in Greek literature it appears in 

the Odyssey to indicate the movement of the Phaeacian ship when it is destroyed by 

Poseidon (Od. 13.168-9, where a Phaeacian after this event asks: (b poi, xvz, Sr) vrja 0ofiv 

87t88r|a’8vi 7tovxcp oi'xaS’eXauvopevrjv;). Also eXauvopevriv in verse 155 refers to the 

same ship (149:TcepixaMia vfja). After Homer, only Diodorus Siculus uses this formula 

twice, but, unlike the poet, he associates with this expression the agent of the ship’s 

movement (14.72.5: ai rcoAipiai vauc; rate; eipealaiq eAauvopevai and 20.51.3: hno 

xpaxoix; 8e xai pia<; eXaOeiodDV raw vecov ai pev). Since Xen. knew Homer, the 

reference to him here is likely: in this case, unlike in others, it would play the mere role 

of supporting the epic construction of the scene, because a precise connection between 

Corymbus’ and the Phaeacian ship does not seem to be exploited.

1.13.4: (xpifjprjq <Se> rjv): this parenthesis, unlike the previous one, appears to be a 

“gloss” to warn the reader that the previous xfj vr|i belongs to the pirates and is not that 

of the protagonists. In this case, unlike the similar ones, there is a possible ambiguity, 

since two lines earlier the same dative has been used to refer to the protagonists’ ship. 

However, it seems unlikely to me that the author would have introduced a clarification 

like this: first, because this parenthesis clearly interrupts the crucial description of the 

attack, which needs pathos. Second, because writing this would have implied a 

recognition of the existence of a repetition which appears to be a sign of bad writing. 

For this reason, in this case I would remove from my definition of the parenthesis 

“unnecessary” but I would keep “gloss” (G I1).

1.13.5: d)7i^iap8voi: since ri)7tA,iopsvoi has appeared before to describe Ares the lover in 

the wedding night (1.8.3: oux <i>7iX,iofisvo<;), the narrator might be here suggesting that 

the violent Ares is entering the action of the novel through the pirates. This hypothesis 

would suit well the first appearance of war in the novel. Two possible confirmations of 

this hypothesis are given: to begin with, in the following sentence Xen. adopts the
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expression w t’sKrcXrî eGx; to express the reaction of the crew: interestingly, the same 

reaction is attributed to the Ephesian crowd in response to the alleged divinity of 

Habrocomes (1.2.8, n.: o!o<;). Thus, another crowd might here perceive the presence of a 

god in front of them.

Second, the same participle GmAaapevoq occurs later in the novel only one other time to 

describe Hippothous (2.14.1) at his first meeting with Habrocomes. Since the brigand 

has just tried to make a barbaric sacrifice to Ares (2.13.1; for the connection between 

Ares and this sacrifice, see Laplace 1994, 457), Hippothous appears as another possible 

double of this god, like the pirates. Finally, this identification is dismissed in the fifth 

book, where the brigand throws away his weapons (see 5.1.3: djiopp(v|/aq xa onXa). 

Whatever interpretation we give to Hippothous’ erotic behaviour in the last book (LI

4.5.c), this action indicates his decision to abandon his violence and start to cultivate 

affections and friendships. Thus, his previous parallel with Ares the warrior seems to 

work.

As a result, I would conclude that the present passage might establish the pattern, later 

expanded by Hippothous, that Ares is a divine enemy of the protagonists’ journey who 

assumes different human forms (on this, see Laplace 1994, 457: ‘La force meurtriere 

d’Ares apparait durant le voyage qu’ entreprennent, apres leur mariage, Habrocomes 

and Antheia’).

Into this pattern Cyno might also be included, since because of the murder of her 

husband she is defined as pial(povo<;, which in the Iliad is the exclusive epithet of Ares 

(II. 5.31, 5.455, 5.844 and 21.402), while it is less likely that Xen. was aware of the 

following occurrences. The first, in fact, comes from Sophocles’ Electra and is referred 

to Clytemnestra because of her union with Aegisthus (Electra 492-3: piaicpovcov yapcov) 

and the second from the Euripidean Medea, in relation to the murder of her children 

(Medea 266, Chorus: o u k  eaxiv aM,r| cppqv piaitpovcoxspa, and 1346, Jason: aiaxporcoie 

Kai tekvcov piaupovs).

Overall, since the other god who does the same is Eros, it seems to me that Ares’ 

submission to him on the wedding night might continue throughout the whole novel. 

This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that in the central part of the novel Eros is 

violent like Ares and at the end they both become quiet. In addition, Corymbus’ 

identification with both gods might further prove their closeness (for his connection 

with Eros, 1.16.2, n., 'keyei, b).
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1.13.5: xa l̂(pr| yupva: this expression usually occurs in the writings of the Greek 

historians or in descriptions which have a historical colour (e.g. DH. AR 12.2.10, Plut. 

Aem. Paul 32.6, Caes. 6.3, 67.3, Brutus 18.7, Galba 25.3, 4): thus, it confirms the 

realistic tone of this part of the novel.

Further, as Schissel 1909, 60 argues, swords are weapons typical of pirates: ‘Das 

Schwert muJ3 eine bezeichnende Rauberwaffe gewesen sein’ (cf. also Char. 1.9.5; 

Longus 1.28.1; Ach. Tat. 2.18.4; Hid. 5.25.1).

1.13.5: oi pev 8ppi7cxouv sauxoix; [...] eiq xf|v 0a>axaoav: for the motif of suicide in the 

sea, see 1.14.5, n.: 7tapa5oxx;.

1.13.6: o 5s Appoic6pr|<; xai f| AvOla 7tpoaxp£%ouai xcp KopupPco: Schmeling 1980, 36 

points out that here ‘the protagonists forget about the duty owed to their comrades, 

servants or noble stations in life’. Conversely, it is ‘grotesque’ that these humble 

characters die ‘concerned only for the fate of their masters’ (ibid.). In his opinion, the 

apex of this strange representation would be the ‘dialogue in movement’ (see 1.14.3, n.: 

oi pev), where Schmeling 1980, 36 ‘cannot explain the heroine and hero’s desire for 

slavery over death, while their servants pray for their masters’ death before slavery’.

In my opinion, this interpretation cannot be fully accepted: if Schmeling 1980 is right 

about the passivity of the protagonists, I would not consider relevant how their 

behaviour affects the servants and the crew. Xen.’s main focus is the protagonists’ love 

and in this respect it is easy to understand that Anthia and Habrocomes, being together, 

prefer slavery to death. Thus, the servants, as in other places in the novel, are used by 

Xen. merely to support the characterisation of Anthia and Habrocomes.

1.13.6: xa pev ^pfjpaxa [...] SeoTtoxp: this is the ‘first prayer to human beings’ which 

appear in the novel. Its structure is quite simple, since it is composed of paratactic 

clauses which contain five imperatives, with the only exception being the participle 

ayaywv.

As I have already noted in 1.4.5, this choice of moods and tenses resembles that of 

Habrocomes’ prayer to Eros. This suggests that Xen. is following a common pattern for 

his prayers (NA 3.3) and that the protagonists’ attitude toward Corymbus is completely
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reverential. Another feature which seems to recall Habrocomes’ prayer is the 

introduction of expressions that belong to a linguistic register higher than usual: while 

Habrocomes uses literary and emphatic expressions in his prayer such as xov £7ti as  

Kaxarcscpsoyoxa xov rcavxcov 5sa7ioxr|v, xov Gpaauv and TtiKpoq), the protagonists seem to 

do the same here (1.13.6, n.: (psiaai 5s xfj<; \\fv%r\q and ibid., n.: pf) 7ipo<; GaMoor|<;).

On the one hand, with these formal features Xen. might be suggesting to the readers the 

identification between Corymbus and Eros, thus recalling an association which has 

already been implied in the dream (1.12.4, n.: dream, 1 and 3) and which then will be 

clarified in Euxinus’ proposal (1.16.2, n.: Asysi, b).

On the other hand, it is worth noticing that this prayer is answered by Corymbus: this is 

a one-off, since throughout the whole journey the protagonists approach their enemies 

in this way in only three other cases and are never successful: it is Anthia who does this 

with Lampo (2.11.5), with the brigands who enter her grave (3.8.4-5) and with Clytus, 

whom she asks to kill herself (on this, see 1.14.5). Conversely, no prayer to human 

beings is raised by Habrocomes during his misadventures in Egypt or by Anthia when 

she is with Anchialus, Amphinomus and Polyidus: in the fourth and fifth book the 

protagonists raise mostly divine prayers, which, unlike those directed to their enemies, 

are always successful. This distinction, as well as the progressive decision of the 

protagonists to invoke the gods more might fit into the Bildung of the novel, since it 

seems to indicate that there is an increase in the danger of the enemies which makes the 

protagonists look for other tactics.

1.13.6: Xapopsvoi xa>v yovaxcov aoxob: clasping one’s knees before an entreaty is a 

typical act of the Greek culture, whose origin is already Homeric: Priamus is advised to 

do this before leaving Achilles’ tent (II. 24.4645 and 478: Aaps yoovaxa nri^stcovoq), 

while Odysseus refrains himself to do this not to upset Nausicaa (Od. 6.147: pf| oi 

yobva AxxPovxi yoXxoaaixo cppsva Kouprj). After Homer, Hdt. offers two examples where 

the exact Xenophontic formula occurs. In the first, Cambyses’ desperate wife, before 

asking him not to expose his son, 5aKpuaaaa xai Xapopsvrj xcdv youvaxcov (Hdt. 1.112). 

In the second, a Persian concubine asks the Greek Pausanias not to make her slave: 

A&popsvr| xcov youvaxcov sXsys xa5s- paaitau 2jt&pxr)<;, puaai ps xf|v ucsxiv 

aixpatabxou 5ouXoauvr|<; [...]” (Hdt. 9.76). Since the same formula occurs in a good 

number of authors (see Eur. Med. 497, And. De myst. 19, D.H. AR 4.66.2 and Plut.
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Pomp. 55), Xen. seems here to be following a common pattern, with no reference to any 

particular text.

The only exception might be constituted by Char., who adopts the same formula as Xen. 

in Plangon’s request to Callirhoe (2.7.2: A&popsvri 5& xcov yovaxcov auxrj<; “Asopal oou 

(priori icupia, crioaov fjpa<;; [...]) and in the farewell of Chareas’ mother to her son during 

the departure scene (3.5.5: f| 8e pf|xr|p xc5v yovaxcov auxou Xxxpop£vr|). Although these 

two passages open the possibility that Xen. was drawing this formula from Char., the 

aforementioned rich framework makes the hypothesis of a more general origin more 

plausible.

1.13.6: cpdoai 5s xfj<; \|n>xrj<;: as Cummings 2009, 147 argues, in this passage we are 

dealing with ‘a pervasive usage of vjn>xf| as a metonym for the life of a person when 

mortally threatened’ (see n. 423 for paralles in the other novels). What seems to be more 

significant is the entire formula, as it is introduced for the first time in Euripides’ 

Heracles, when the hero expresses his desire for suicide having killed his sons: xi 5rjxa 

cpeiSopai v|/uxfj<; epffe [•••]; (1146). In addition, as Bond 1981, 358 argues, ‘it probably 

has an archaic ring’, as a slightly different passage from Tirteus suggests (see fr. 10.14 

vpuxecov pr)Kexi (peiSopevoi). Since after Euripides this formula is used by Hellenistic 

and Imperial historians (see Diod. Sic., BH  12.62.2 and 37.11.1, D.H. AR 5.10.7, 

Joseph. AJ  13.199 and 17.134) and by Iamblichus (see fr. 61, where Sidonis declares her 

will to risk her life by saying: “opaq, - scpr|, - xouxo, co [...] opaq, oxi xrjq vpuxrjq Eivcovi<; 

on cpsISsxai ), it is not unthinkable that our author is intertexting with the tragedian, but 

no definite proof is available. That being said, we can more broadly accept that this 

expression bears a hint of emphasis which elevates the register of the speech.

1.13.6: pf| 7ip o q  au xrjq  O ataxaaq c;, p f) 7ipo<; 5s^ ia< ; xrj<; arjq: this double invocation 

strengthens the nature of entreaty of the protagonists’ speech. The mention of r\ Ss^ia as 

a symbol of assurance is an element typical of Greek society since Homer, as the 

following Iliadic formula shows: a 7t o v 5 a i  x ’a K p q x o i  x a i  S s ^ ia i ,  r\q 8 7 i£ 7 c i0 p e v  (II. 2.341, 

4.159 and 10.542; for later authors, see Xen. An. 7.3.1 and Eur. Med. 21). As a result, 

the protagonists’ speech assumes here a serious tone, which confirms the ‘elevation’ 

noticed with c p c ia a i  5 £  xf|<; vj/uxn<;.
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This discovery leads us to a possible conclusion: since the addressee of this prayer is a 

pirate and not an educated man, Xen. might be playing with irony here and this contrast 

would be further emphasised by the association of Corymbus with Eros.

At the same time, the mention of the sea creates a parallel with Anthia’s oath, where the 

same entity is invoked together with Eros and Artemis. In my opinion, the absence here 

of Greek gods might depend on the protagonists’ consideration of Corymbus as 

uncivilised, since in the novel those who do not belong to the civilised society do not 

worship Greek gods (LJ 1.3). If we accept this hypothesis, we would be dealing with a 

first sign of the maturation of the protagonists.

1.13.6: ouetsipov f|pa<;: compassion is a common topic in the Eph., as it represents the 

“good” side of the approach of the “enemies” to the protagonists and Xen. uses 

interchangeably both oiKTEipco and sAxeco with their cognates to express it. This 

concerns first Lampo (2.9.4 and 2.11.4.7) and then Perilaus (2.13.5), Eudoxus (3.5.9), 

the Egyptian governor (4.4.1), Amphinomos (4.6.5 and 4.6.7), Polyidus (5.4.7), Clytus

(5.5.6) and the people in the brothel (5.7.4). This pattern confirms that the protagonists’ 

journey contains repetitive motifs (see LI 4.3 for other examples). Having said that, its 

role is twofold: in Lampo, Eudoxus and Amphinomus’ cases it supports the construction 

of these good “enemies”, who all have a literary foundation fAPP 4.1, 1.2 and 1.9b). 

Conversely, in the other occurrences compassion implies a moral and unexpected 

conversion of the “enemies” and, thus, it plays a simpler narrative role of marking the 

end of an episode (see the Egyptian governor’s case) or of making the readers believe 

that it is ended, while more suffering is going to come (see Polyidus’ episode, which 

must be considered in continuity with Rhaenaea and Clytus’ actions).

A confirmation of the typical use of this motif lies in the fact that only the Egyptian 

governor has compassion on Habrocomes, while all the other characters take piety on 

Anthia: this follows the general construction of the journey, in which Anthia meets more 

enemies than her husband (LI 4.1). In addition, it is interesting how in the last 

occurrence compassion is clearly the fruit of Anthia’s clever approach to her enemies 

and is at the origin of her salvation (5.7.4): this exception highlights the value of this 

episode and emphasises the success of Anthia’s av5p£ia.

Finally, it is interesting that oucxsipov is used in two other prayers in the novel, the one 

made by Manto to her father Apsyrtus (see 2.5.6) and the other by Habrocomes to
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Apollo (see 5.1.13), while £A£T|ctov appears in that of Anthia to Api (see 5.4.10). This 

fact confirms that Xen. is following a typical pattern of prayer (1.4.4-5, a, n.) and that 

he is not really interested in drawing a formal distinction between prayers to gods and 

prayers to human beings.
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CHAPTER 14

1.14.1: £V87iprjG£ xf]v vauv: Corymbus’ fire on the ship is described by Xen with the 

formula evercpriae xfiv vauv. Since this formula can be interpreted as Iliadic, Xen. here 

clearly confirms the epic nature of this episode, which makes it heroic and serious.

The phrase composed of 8p7up7tpripi and xf)v vauv is very “old”, because it occurs 

repeatedly in the Iliad to designate Hector’s fire on the Achaean ship. Overall, in the 

epic text it has eleven occurrences (II 8.182-3: 7rupi vrja<; evmpfjaco, xxefvco 8e xai 

abxoxx; Apyelooq 7capa vr|uaiv axo^opevoug U7co xaxcvob; 8.217, 8.235, 12.198, 13.319, 

14.47, 15.417, 15.507, 15.702, 16.83, 22.374) and in the fifteenth book this fire enters 

the action of the poem: at the verse 346, in fact, Hector invites the Trojans to attack the 

ships and the reason for the success lies in Zeus’ support (see 15.596-599). Ajax himself 

risks death (II. 15.727-9) and the Achaeans decide to ask Achilles for help through 

Patroclus.

This discovery opens the possibility that Xen. is drawing this formula from Homer. Its

literary history offers two contrasting points: since Thucydides (6.64.3 and 7.60.2)

£p7ti|A7Epr|pi xf|v vauv is often used by historians to describe normal warlike actions:

Diodorus Siculus is especially fond of this (BH 11.22.1, 11.21.4.5, 11.77.3, 13.6.2,

13.13.6, 17.23.3, 17.48.3, 20.87.2, 20.107.4, 22.7.5 and 37.1.3), while more than one

occurrence comes from Plutarch (Alcib. 37.5 and Anton. 64.1), Appianus (BC 5.14.139,

5.7.61, 5.14.142 and Syr. 240) and Polyaenus (Strat. 5.3.5 and Excerpta 5.3). If this list

suggests that we might be dealing with the easiest way to say a fairly common thing,

there are also late Hellenistic and Imperial prose authors who use this expression in

reference to Hector’s attack: a case in point is Dio Chrysostomus, who in his Trojan

Discourse describes the epic event by saying: vu£, 5s £7iiy£vop£vr| dcpsitaxo prj naaaq

eprcpfjaai mq  vauc; (11.97). The same happens in his discourse on Beauty, where the

subject is explicitly Hector (see 21.16: ou yap povov ax; 7tepi avSpeiou xou "Exxopoc; o

7ioirjxf]  ̂ Sii^eiaiv; A. "07COU ye xaq vau<; 8p7up7ipr|cnv [...]; in 52.10 a slightly different

expression describes the same concept: "Exxoap [...] rjAOev 8p7tpfjaai xov vauaxaOpov).

Similarly, Aelius Aristides in his Panathenaicos uses our formula to describe the Trojan

action against Protesilaus’ Thessalian ship (see p. 179 Dind.: n&q 8V£7rpf|a0r| vau<; pia

xoov OexxaAxbv), while in the Embassy to Achilles he alludes to Hector’s xatq vauaiv
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£|i7ri|j,7rpanEvai<; (p. 435). Finally, even Clemens of Alexandria in his Stromata does the 

same, when discussing the allegation that failure to prevent a thing from happening is to 

be the cause of its happening: in his opinion, it is common belief that xai xaq vab<; 

Toivuv taw 'EAArjvcov pf] xov "Eicxopa epripfjaai [...], aXka xov AxiAlca (1.17.83.1). 

Finally, three authors use the formula spTupTrpripi xrjv vauv in a different epic context: 

the first is Aristotle, who in On Marvellous things recalls how the Trojan women 

captives in Daunia set fire to their ships in order to avoid the expected slavery (840b). In 

the aforementioned passage of Diodorus Siculus £p7rip7ipr|pi xpv vauv refers to 

Heracles’ and Hesion’s episode in 4.32.3, while Zenobius refers to Agamemnon’s attack 

to Crete (Parem. 5.50). As a result, we can say that this formula was still considered by 

Imperial writers as Homeric, despite the shift from poetry to prose.

This twofold framework invites our interpretation: in my opinion, the Homeric reading 

of this formula can be accepted, since it is supported by two other expressions of the 

Ephesiaca that intertext with Iliadic words which designate the same event: to begin 

with, as I have argued in the analysis of Xen.’s oracle (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 3), the 

expression 7rup atdpXov, apart from a philosophical occurrence in Empedocles, appears 

only three times in the Iliad: while in two cases it belongs to similes about military 

actions, in the other it refers to an effective action of the poem. When Phoenix asks 

Achilles not to go home, he refers to this possibility with the following hypothetical 

period:

£i pcv 5p vocrxov ys pcxa cpp£ai cpaidip’ AxiXA^u 

PaXXcai, ou§£ xi 7iap7iav apuvciv vpuai Oorjai 

7tup edeXeiq atSpXov [...] (II 9.434-6).

Since this fire is the one started by Hector, Xen. might be recalling this Iliadic episode 

with 7tup cOcAck; ai5r|Aov.

Second, in my interpretation of the oracle Au o o o S kdkxoi refers to Corymbus’ fury 

(1.6.2, n: 3). In the Iliad, Aoaaa appears three times and in two cases it refers to 

Hector’s fury (see Odysseus in his speech to Achilles: cf. 9.239: Kpaxcpf) 8e e Auaoa 

6 e 5 u k £v , two verses after the mention of the hero’s name, and 9.304-5: 

vuv yap x’ "Exxop’ eXok;, £7t£i av patax xoi gxeSov Xoaoav excov oAof|v), while in

the last to Achilles (II. 21.542-3: o §£ aq>£(pavov £(p£7t’£yx£i', Auocra 5c oi Kfjp aicv cxe 

Kpax£pf| [...]). This discovery suggests that also X,uaao5i6Kxoi might support Xen.’s 

allusion to Hector’s fire.
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As a result, I would conclude that these two links make the Homeric origin of 

e|jm|i7cpr||xi tt)v vauv acceptable. In addition, the interpretation of nup atSrjXov as a 

foreshadowing of the pirates’ episode seems to be confirmed, since the real fire might 

be Iliadic too (see oracle).

Having said that, it is not clear how far Xen. is exploiting this comparison: it might be 

possible to interpret Corymbus as a double of Hector: within this parallel, Hector, being 

the leader of the Trojans, would appear to be an adequate enemy of the couple: since 

Xen. is insisting on their barbaric nature of the pirates, he might be emphasising it by 

exploiting the identification between Trojans and barbarians, which is not Homeric but 

becomes a common pattern in Greece from Herodotus onwards. The reason why this 

hypothesis remains highly speculative is that Xen. does not exploit this association 

further, as he does with Odyssean characters, and Habrocomes is not Achilles.

As a result, I would consider this and the following parallels which concern Iliadic 

figures as allusions that only the most attentive readers of the Eph. could recognise and 

that do not seem to last longer than the passage where they are introduced. Thus, Xen.’s 

use of this model is better interpreted in relation to the colour of this scene.

The consequence of this Iliadic connection: the tragic and comic reading of Corymbus’

episode
If Xen. is deliberately referring to Homer at the beginning of the fourteenth chapter, this 

invites us to look for other epic traces in the construction of the rest of the episode. 

Interestingly, in the whole scene there seem to be five other epic motifs:

- 1.14.3: ‘it is better to die than to become a slave’;

- 1.14.4-5: the death of Habrocomes’ old tutor: the futility of life without the beloved;

- 1.15.5: the pirates’ desire for a y£pa<;;

- 1.16.3: the loss of freedom;

- 1.16.4-5: Calypso’s promise of “immortality”.

Within this list, Xen. seems not only to refer to epic models, but to approach them in 

two different ways: on the one hand, the presentation of the first, second and fourth 

motifs has a tragic colour, which owes a debt to Greek tragedy, while that of the others 

is comic and might be influenced in Calypso’s case by the rationalistic interpretation of 

the Odyssey. The discovery of these patterns clarifies the nature of the protagonists’ 

journey: both the Iliad and the tragedy underline the hardship of their vocrcoq.
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1.14.1: oi Xomoi navxeq Kax£(pX8x0r|aav: in the novelistic corpus KaxacpXsyopai occurs 

only here in the third section of this chapter and in Char. 3.7.2:7rup eppaXovxeg xf|v psv 

xpif|pr| Kai£(pX£4av- Since this sentence describes the fire which, in Phocas’ mind, 

would make Chaereas’ ship bum in order to eliminate a rival of Dionysius, it contains 

an image which is very similar to that of Xen. Thus, the possibility of an intertextual 

connection is likely. In addition, in Char, this episode of the burning of the ship is 

subjected to a multiplication: later in the novel it is recalled by seven analepses and five 

of these are characterised by the formula 8p7up7rpr|pi xfjv xpif|pr|. Since Char, does not 

use the noun vauv as Homer and Xen. do, the epic origin of his passages is less likely 

and it cannot be proved by only the presence of 8p7up7ipr|pi. However, the connection 

between the two novelists seems to continue: in the fifth analepsis, which is told by 

Polycharmus (4.3.3: xauxpv xf]v xpifiprj vukxoc; oppobaav evercpriaav pappapoi Kai xouq 

pev n o K k a i x ;  a7C8acpâ av, epe 5e Kai xov cpiXov 5r|oavxe<; £7C(bXr|oav evxabOa), the verb 

aTioacpâ oo constitutes another possible parallel between Xen. and Char., since they are 

the only novelists who adopt this verb (see Xen. in 1.13.5, who uses a7roa(pa^co to 

describe Corymbus’ action and in 4.1.1, where it designates Hippothous’ killing of 

many people 1.13.5, while in Callirhoe in 4.2.5 it indicates the murder committed by the 

other prisoners in Caria). In addition, the fourth prolepsis supports this similarity, as 

Callirhoe dreams of the pirates’ band which makes the ship bum: pucpov 5e 

KaxabpaGsToa ovap ecbpa A,r|axfjpiov pappapcov 7cup £7uup£povxa<;, 8p7rurpapsvr)v §8 

xpif)pr|, Xaipea 5e por|0ouaav eauxfjv (4.1.1). Apart from the last phrase, this dream 

recalls the first of Habrocomes, with the different analeptic function (for the other 

analepses, see the first in 3.9.10, the second in 3.10.2, the third in 3.10.8, the sixth in 

4.4.7 and the seventh in 8.8.1).

Finally, in Char’s first narration, the burning of the ship is followed by the division of 

the slaves and Chaereas and Polycharmus successfully request to be assigned to the 

same master (see 3.7.3: ucexeuaav Xaipsaq Kai noXuxappoc; evi bea^oxp 7cpa0rjvai) and, 

thus, they are sold to Mithridates, the Carian satrap. This episode is very similar again 

to Anthia and Habrocomes’ prayer to Corymbus, in which they make the same request 

in direct speech: povov okxeipov rjpaq uqi’evi 7toif|oa<; 5sa7ioxq (1.13.6, n.).

Overall, Xen. and Char, seem to use the fire on the ship with reference to each other. In 

this case, the hypothesis of Xen.’s debt to Char, is very likely (LI 1.5): as a result, Xen.’s
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substitution of xpif|pr| with vauv appears the fruit of his desire to introduce a Homeric 

allusion and this reinforces the plausibility of his epic intertextuality.

1.14.2: ra<; x£lP<*£ sktsivovtcov, oXocpopopsvcov: this gesture made by some companions 

of Habrocomes before their death and the previous narratorial comment about the high 

pathos of the scene might recall the Odyssean episode of Scylla, in which six of 

Odysseus’ friends are captured by the monster and before being eaten they stretch their 

arms toward him: xsipaq spot 6peyovia<; (Od. 12.257). Then, shortly after, the hero adds 

a significant comment: oiktigtov Sf) ksivo epoi<; i'dov otpOaXpoioi [...] (Od. 12.258-9). 

Finally, although a proper textual link is not present, Xen’s use of oXocpopopevcov might 

serve this purpose, since oXocpopopai is often used both in the Iliad and in the Odyssey 

to express a desperate lament and it refers three times to the reaction of Odysseus’ 

companions to Circe’s terrible actions (see Od. 10.265, 409, 418). In addition, its only 

other occurrence in the novelistic corpus is in a passage of Ach. (see 3.5.6), where the 

protagonists’ sorrow for the death of their companions Cleinias and Satyrus and their 

landing in Pelusius might have an epic colour too.

This hypothesis is very interesting, because it helps to interpret the woman of 

Habrocomes’ dream as Scylla (1.12.4, n.: dream).

1.14.3: oi psv eXsyov [...] SouXsiav Xr|aipiKf|v iSsTv: this ‘second dialogue in 

movement’ (NA 4.5) appears to be a collection of epic and tragic motifs, which focuses 

on the topic of slavery as the destiny to which the heroes are condemned (see Schmeling 

1980, 35 on this: ‘Xenophon narrates the episode with the intent to portray in graphic 

detail a scene which would remind the reader of a critical battle in epic or a moment of 

high drama in tragedy’). The importance of this topic is confirmed by the fact that our 

author explores this motif again in Euxinus’ speech: this creates a development in its 

representation, which is composed of two acts: in the first, which is the present, 

Habrocomes and Anthia are still free, while in the second they are slaves.

The origin of this motif certainly lies in the Iliadic dialogue between Hector and 

Andromache, where the latter foretells her slavery (II. 6.455: cXsuOspov r|pap arcoupaq) 

and the same destiny is repeated by the heroine at the end of the poem (24.733-4: eycai, 

svOa K£v spya dsucea spya^oio, aOXsocov rcpo avaieroc; apsiXfxou). That said, since Xen. 

does not explicitly recall this motif and in Homer it is Andromache’s love for Hector
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rather than slavery that is the reason why she wants to die (II. 6.410-3), I would again 

dismiss the presence of this model (LI 4.4 for a further critique of this intertext). 

Conversely, it seems to me that Greek tragedy might be a more promising model, since 

it often expresses the xonoq of death as a remedy for slavery, and I would argue that 

Xen. might have here in his mind the Trojan Women. Although there is a possible 

intertextual hint (see 1.15.5 n,: Kai yap acpo5pa), it seems to me that the nature of this 

connection is essentially focused on imitation of motifs and dramatic scenes. As a result, 

Xen. might have been simply inspired by the plot of this tragedy: his knowledge of this 

text was not necessarily very detailed.

To begin with, the tragedy evidently focuses on slavery, since shortly after the 

beginning Hecuba describes her new status as a slave (140-2: b o u t a i  5 ’d y o p a i  y p a u q  it, 
o ik c o v  7te v 0 r ip r | K p a x ’£ K 7 io p 0 q 0 £ ia ’oiKxpco<;) and the chorus extends it to all the Trojan 

women (156-8: (poP oq  a i a a c i  T p c o ta o iv ,  a i  xco v S ’o ik c o v  d 'a c o  5 o u A d a v  a ia ^ o u o a v ; ) .  

Finally, Hecuba expresses also her desire to die, when she wishes 7i £ o o u a ’ d7ro(p0apco  

5aK p u oi< ; K a x a ^ a v 0 £ ia a  (508-9). Along with these motifs, which are attested also in 

other tragedies (e.g. Soph. Ph. 995-6, Eur. Andr. 12-15, 25 and Hec. 420, 491-9), there 

are elements which refer directly to this tragedy: the end of Euripides’ play is 

characterised by the dialogue between Hecuba and the chorus of Trojan women, which 

are going to leave Troy as slaves (1279-80: 7t ip 7 c p d a i a ’ , f |p a c; 5 ’£<E,ayoi)a’q 5 r | x 0 o v o q 
dovfoxq). During this dramatic scene, Hecuba transforms her desire to die, which will 

remain unfulfilled, into the wish to join the flames which are burning Troy: (p£p’ iq 

7r u p a v  5 p d p c o p £ v  cog K a A A ia x a  p o t  crirv xrjSc 7 ta x p i5 i K a x O a v d v  7rupoi)|4.£vq (1282-3). 

Since Xen. introduces a dramatic dialogue between the servants and the protagonists 

and the former are going to die in the fire, our author might here be thinking of this 

tragic representation of Troy391. The discovery of this possible link would offer a deeper 

interpretation of this passage: the protagonists’ separation from the ship could be 

compared with Hecuba and Andromache’s departure from Troy and this parallel would 

work well, since the ship, being Ephesian, is the last visible sign of their homeland. As a 

result, the fire would symbolise the final detachment of Anthia and Habrocomes from 

their homeland.

391 This image is only once alluded to in the Iliad, where the image o f the burning fire is used as a simile 
for the Trojan desperation over the devastation o f Hector’s body: rep de iidAror’ dp’ et̂ v evaA.(yiaov. cb<; si 
anaaa  TXioq otppuoeooa 7tupi opuxoixo KaT’ dicpriq (II. 22.410-11). For the connection between Iliad  and 
Euripides’ Trojan Women, see Poole 1976, 278, who argues how the Iliadic image o f fire ‘marches 
straight into Euripides’ play’.
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That being said, this hypothesis might appear implausible, because it contrasts with 

Corymbus’ identification with Hector. However, the coherence and consistency of the 

literary framework is not a writer’s duty: Xen. is evidently not interested in making 

Corymbus Hector for the whole episode.

1.14.3: xiq upag 07io88^£xai yrj: the same question will be raised by Anthia when she is 

carried by merchants to Alexandria (3.8.6-7 and esp. 7: xvq pe apa wioSe^exai yrj). In 

that passage, her monologue is a clear expansion of these interrogatives: along with this 

repetition, there is also a similar question (xtva<; 5s avGpamouc; ovj/opai;) and in her 

introductory exclamation Anthia refers to the present passage with: 7iaX.iv [...] X,qaxai 

xai Qahiooa (3.8.6).

The existence of this parallel leads me to three conclusions: first, were are dealing with 

further proof that Xen. likes writing new parts of the novel starting from previous ones. 

Here, unlike the usual pattern, the passage in the first book is shorter than the following 

one. Second, in her monologue Anthia makes the comment: aXhxt vuv §uaxi)%£cx£pov, 

on  pf| pexa AppOKopou (3.8.6): this confirms that in the present passage the main focus 

of Xen.’s narration is the protagonists’ desire to preserve their love and not their 

closeness to the servants. Finally, Anthia’s transformation of 7ioX.iv into av0pcb7iou<; and 

her following mention of names and regions might work as a confirmation that Xen. ’s 

uncivilised society is different from the Greek one. More interestingly, the importance 

of this passage is that Anthia would demonstrate the acquisition of this awareness, 

confirming her progressive Bildung.

1.14.3: 7i£ipa0fjvai 8eapcov: the verb 7t£ipaopai is often used in the Eph. and it is either 

accompanied by a verb (see 1.4.6, 2.5.7, where the form is exceptionally active, 2.11.1,

4.5.5, 5.4.5, 5.7.7) or by a genitive related to a specific thing. In the former case 

7i8ipaopai has the meaning of ‘to try’, in the latter ‘to have experience of’ (LSJ). 

Interestingly, in this second case the verb appears always focalised on different 

characters who refer to particular events that happened in their life. The first three 

occurrences occur in direct speeches. First, the present passage is echoed by Anthia in 

her lament after the erotic proposal, when she states: xa%i(oq xrjq 8ouX£ia<; 7t8ipcbps0a

(2.1.5). Then, Manto in her threat to Rhode says: uj0 i 5e opyrjq 7ieipaoopsvq pappapoo

(2.3.5). Finally, in her desperate monologue after the dream Anthia exclaims: eyd) (iev
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Kai 7covo\)<; imopsvco 7iavxa<; Kai TcoudLcov 7isipc6|iai 5oaToxn<; aupcpopoav Kai xs^vaq 

aco(ppocyuvri<; wisp yuvaucac; sbpiaKco, AppoKopr) (5.8.7). On the other hand, when the 

narrator tells about Leucon and Rhode’s decision to go back to Ephesus, the reason is: 

iKav&q 5s xrjc; Kaxa xqv <x7to5r|piav aupcpopaq 7is7rsipapsvcov (5.5.3).

Overall, the last two occurrences seem the most significant: since they are a synthesis of 

Anthia’s and the servants’ misadventures, I would conclude that Tisipaopai aupcpopcov is 

used by Xen. as a marker of the journey which concerns all his main characters, like 

65ov 5i)Gxuxrj pev dXX’avayKaiav (see 1.10.10). In addition, since in the present and in 

the other occurrences this verb is accompanied by concrete examples of oupcpopal, 

7istpaopai seems to retain its special value here.

That being said, one might also argue that Tieipaopai recalls the Odyssean motif of the 

Tisipa: in the poem the result of Odysseus’ relationship with people and obstacles during 

his journey is presented as a personal experience of them. As part of this pattern, the 

hero has to test Penelope and Laertes in Ithaca (see Bamouw 2004, 259: ‘Odysseus 

must regain his full identity through mutual recognition involving tests posed by signs 

or posed to elicit signs’). Although this connection appears promising, I would argue 

that the Ephesiaca holds no more than a pale echo of this. The reason for this scepticism 

is textual: when Homer, like Xen., uses 7isipaopai with a genitive related to a specific 

thing, he describes Odysseus’ involvement in the Phaeacian games (see, respectively, 

Od. 8.100: vuv 8s s^sXOcopsv Kai asGXcov TtsiprjOscopsv and 120, 126, 205, 377, and Od. 

8.184 and 145.9). As a result, Xen. is not really imitating the Homeric use of this verb. 

Conversely, it seems more clear that, from a rhetorical point of view, the choice of using 

7tsipdopai in the form 7isipa0fjvai might be a subtle pun on the name 7isipaxr|<;. This 

creates a sort of chiasmus with the rest of the sentence, where 7tsipa0fjvai would 

correspond to X.paxpiKf|v, while 5sapcov to SouXsiav: Xen.’s style seems to have here a 

hint of sophistication. Also Longus plays similarly with the same kind of words, when 

at the end of the first book he writes how Daphnis ayvocov xo "Epooxoq X,r|axf|piov

(1.32.4). In this case, the erotic dimension is more explicitly stated than in Xen.

1.14.3: SsopcDv: this mention of chains is part of the proleptic apparatus of the oracle: it 

recalls the fifth verse of Apollo’s response and, at the same time, it foretells the Ssopa 

of 2.6.4, which are the tortures suffered by Habrocomes in Tyre. At the same time, it is 

questionable whether the protagonists are personally aware of this word of the oracle:
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since no other pieces of evidence are available, it is likelier that Ssopa is simply part of 

a generic description of slavery.

1.14.4-5: o Tpocpew; ion AppOKopou [...] arcsGavs: the old tutor was a figure typical of 

Greek society, in which ‘pedagogues were first entrusted with children’s upbringing 

within the family when the children left the arms of their nurses’ (Cribiore 2001, 47). 

Overall, ‘their authority [...] was an extension of that of parents’ (ibid.).

Some Greek texts, including this one, prove this social value: to begin with, in 

Parthenius’ Erotica Pathemata o ipo(psi><; [...] 7ipsapuxr|<; helps Pallene to recognize her 

love. Then, in Apuleius’ Metamorphosis, during the story of the stepmother, the young 

man, shocked by the revelation of her love, ‘ad quendam compertae gravitatis 

educatorem senem protinus refert’ (10.4). In both cases, the old tutor is an authority for 

young people and, since nothing more is said about them, as Zimmerman 2000, 99 

argues for Apuleius, their introduction ‘has been made solely for the sake of 

characterizing the young man’. In my opinion, the same pattern occurs in the Eph.: the 

only important difference lies in it being a different stage of life: Habrocomes is older 

and the disappearance of his old tutor marks the beginning of his adulthood (on this, see 

Alaux and Letoublon 2001, 80: ‘la mort touchante, pathetique, du vieux serviteur 

manifeste par son caractere naif et presque elementaire que le role d’accompagnement 

de l’enfant male par le vieil homme se termine au seuil de l’age adulte’). A confirmation 

of this is given by Pisias in Plutarch’s Amatorius, when he expresses the immaturity of a 

young character by defining him as sxi 7tai8aycoysia0ai Seopsvov (752f). Shortly 

afterwards, Plutarch himself reads the presence of a tutor for a young man as a sign of a 

lack of independence: si 5 ’ ap^ei Ppscporx; psv f] xlx0r| Kai rcaiSoc; o 8i8aaKaA,o<; scpqpou 

8s yupvaaiapxo<; spaaxr|<; 8s psipaKiou ysvopsvou 8 ’ sv f|X,uda vopoc; Kai axpaxrjyoc; 

ou8si<; 8 ’ avapKxo<; ou8’ abxoxsA,f|<; [...] (754d).

Overall, this interpretation is confirmed by the parallel that Xen. establishes between the 

tutor and the protagonists’ parents: when in the fifth book the latter die, this clearly 

makes the protagonists the new adults of the novel, as proven by their final actions in 

the Eph. The extension of the same kind of the interpretation to the present passage, 

although at a earlier stage, is suggested by the parallel construction of the two scenes. 

First, both the tutor and the parents commit suicide ‘for reasons of personal despair at 

the perceived loss of their charges’ and the proof of this is that ‘in the context of each
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episode the narrator stresses the social role of the victims’ and ‘emphasises the old age 

of the victim’ (MacAlister 1996, 61). This element is particularly marked in this 

passage, where there are two occurrences of 7tpsopoTr|<; (1.14.4.6), one of xov yspovxa

(1.14.4) and the adverbial expression 5ta to  yrjpa<; (1.14.4). A second connection 

between these deaths lies in the fact that these suicides are the only ones of the novel 

attributed to characters close to the protagonists: therefore, their similarity cannot be the 

casual repetition of a xoKoq. Finally, also the text might support this link through the 

difference in length between the mention of the first and that of the second: the parents’ 

suicide, in fact, is described in 5.6.3 in only two sentences and in 5.15.3 in just one. In 

my opinion, rather than using these passages as a proof of an epitome, as Borgogno 

2005, 494, n. 203 does, this reduction might suggest that in the fifth book Xen. is 

reminding his readers of the scene already introduced in the first book.

As a result, the death of the old tutor fits well into the construction of the novel, in 

which the departure from Ephesus means for the protagonists the detachment from their 

origin (see also 1.14.3 on this). This interest in social dynamics is confirmed by the 

contrast with Char., in which Chaereas’ father, unlike Habrocomes’ one, despite his old 

age is able to greet his son in Syracuse at the end of the novel (see 8.6.10)392.

Finally, the analysis of the intertextuality between this present passage and Callirhoe 

suggests also something more (see departure scene). Since Xen is displacing Char’s 

scene of departure, it is more likely that the former was reading the latter. In my 

opinion, this change confirms Xen’s variation in the classical model of the journey: 

while Chaereas’ hardship starts with his departure from Syracuse, since he must 

immediately face perils in Miletus, Xen. has delayed this process. For this reason, the 

same emotional character of this chapter would not have been appropriate in Ephesus, 

where the protagonists’ farewell is not really tragic. In addition, Char.’s scene, being an 

explicit rewriting of Priam’s and Hecuba’s farewell to Hector (II. 22.33-91), makes the 

Homeric colour of this passage more credible. As a result, the tutor’s request to be 

buried, which is a very common topic, might preserve here its original epic connotation. 

Finally, Alaux and Letoublon 2001, 82 also offer a purely literary interpretation of the 

novelistic figure of the old tutor: in their view his presence would be part of the

392 A possible limitation to this might be that in Iamblichus the father o f the hero Sinonis hangs himself in 
his belief that his son is dead (see 77a), but we are not certain that Xen. read the Babyloniaca and 
Iamblichus does not seem exploit the same connection between death o f the father and maturity o f the 
son.
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novelistic type of the ‘precepteur’, which in Longus is ‘noue a l’intrigue majeure du 

roman’ (83), while in Hid. has three incarnations in the figures of Charicles, Calasiris 

and Sisimithres (on the relationship between Calasiris and the old tutor, see Schissel 

1909, 16).

The discussion made by these scholars leads to this main point: although in Greek 

literature the foster mother has her most significant models in the Odyssean Eurycleia, 

in the old woman Kilissa in the Euripidean Coephores and in Phaedra’s nurse in the 

Hippolytus, it is interesting that such a woman ‘semble avoir disparu totalement dans le 

roman’ (73). A partial exception to this might be considered Heliodorus’ Cybele (see 

Hid. 7 and 8.5-8), who is evidently constructed to resemble Phaedra’s nurse (74-78). 

However, in this revisitation we are dealing with a ‘creature servile’, whose role 

‘consiste a favoriser, part tous les moyens, ses amours illicites’ (Alan and Letoublon 

2001, 77). As a result, the positive role of these women is missing and is replaced by 

men: for this reason, Alaux and Letoublon conclude that this type ‘a [...] subi une 

metamorphose et change de sexe’ (ibid., 78).

That being said, this transformation of gender is not completely innovative, because it 

already concerns tragic characters (see ibid., 78, when they refer to Ta mediation de la 

tragedie’): in fact, in Sophocles’ Electra there is a Tiaidaycoyo  ̂who, at the beginning of 

the tragedy, encourages Orestes to act (15-28), while in the Euripidean Electra 

Agamemnon’s tutor, introduced as 7ip£o|3i)<; in 487 (see also 555 for his link with 

Agamemnon), plays a very important role. First, he recognizes Orestes’ scar and makes 

Electra meet again her brother (569-574). Then he invites the former to act for the 

recovery of Agamemnon’s house (see 605-611) and helps him to plan the murder of 

Aegistus and Clitemnestra.

Although this analysis is quite accurate, in my opinion Alaux ad Letoublon 2001 do not 

emphasise enough the Homeric figure of Phoenix, who is Achilles’ pedagogue and 

proves that the Iliad includes already a male tutor (they only allude to him very briefly: 

see ibid., 82). In addition, Phoenix seems to be the possible model of Xen.’s character: 

when during the embassy Phoenix thinks of Achilles’ possible departure, he asks him: 

7ic&<; av £7T8iT’d7c6 aelo, cplA,ov t£ko<;, auOi X,i7colpr|v oloq; (Od. 9.437-8). This question is 

not really different from the first of Xen.’s old tutor. In addition, Phoenix clearly 

behaves as a “father” to Achilles (II. 9.494-5: a lia  a t nalSa, Qeolq otieikeX.’AxiA.Xcu,
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rcoieupriv). That being said, this parallel would not include the protagonists, since 

Achilles wants to leave Troy while Habrocomes is forced to leave Ephesus.

Overall, the hypothesis of this model also serves the purpose of confirming our “social” 

interpretation of the tutor.

1.14.5: it  pe Kaxa>xl7r£ic;, iskvov [...];: following Fowler’s (1987) study Xen. is here 

introducing a simple example of the ‘desperation speech’, which is well attested in the 

Greek literature, from Homer onwards and has a particular recurrence in Greek tragedy. 

According to this common pattern, some questions are asked in a situation of ‘extreme 

crisis’ (6) and the lack of answer makes ‘the speaker lapse into a state of miserable 

helplessness, usually evident from an expressed wish for a speedy death; or, if he or she 

is of a more heroic bent, a decision follows that something truly dramatic is in order, 

suicide or murder being the commonest choices’ (ibid.). In the Eph. a similar case is 

constituted by Anthia’s monologue after her dream in the fifth book, where this 

accordance with the pattern of the ‘desperation speech’ is increased by the exploitation 

of a very common question and answer, such as i t  ouv exi <̂x>; and k&AAiov ouv 

d7roA£a0ai (5.8.8). On the former Fowler 1987, 9 states: ‘this question, or an equivalent 

of it, is typical in desperation speeches’ and two close parallels come from the 

Euripidean Helen, where the same interrogative serves the purpose ‘of jaring the 

audience’ (Fowler 1987, 9; on the possible connection between the Helen and the Eph., 

APP 4.3): the same emotional feature seems to be exploited by Xen.

As a result, our author seems to be aware of a tragic style and this strengthens the 

emotionality of the present passage.

1.14.5: napabovq eamov xoiq Kupacnv a7i£0av£: in Greek mythology sea-suicides are 

common, although hanging, casting down from a rock and self-killing are more attested. 

I here give just a few examples: Aegeus, king of Athens, threw himself into the sea, 

probably believing in Theseus’ death (see Hyg. Fab. 43; Apollod. Ep. 1.11; Dio. 4.61.6) 

and the same was done by Aesacus, son of Priamus (see Apollod. 3.12.5; Ov. Met. 

750ff.) and by Alcyone, who was then transformed into a halcyon or a kingfisher (see 

Apd.l.7.3-4; Hyg.Fab.65). This motif also has an erotic exploitation, as Theocritus 

shows in his third Idyll through the voice of the young goatherd (25: xctv Palxav &7io5i)<; 

8<; Kupaxa xr|vco aAsnpai).
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Although Xen. has already ascribed this motif to the crew of the ship (1.13.5, n: oi psv 

£ppi7cxouv), this version is more dramatic. If this mythological background suggests that 

Xen. is using a general xonoq and no connection with the erotic tradition is here 

suggested, the literary context of this passage and the presence of the boat might also 

recall another epic motif: it is Odysseus himself who, after his companions open Eolus’ 

goatskin bottle, thinks of this option: f|£ neooyv ek vr|6<; &7to(p0ipr|v evI Ttovxcp (Od. 

10.51) and then he decides to save his life. That being said, however, Xen. is not 

exploiting further this parallel with Odysseus: he is simply imitating the method of 

suicide.

1.14.5: drcoKTEivov: the use of this imperative, which is followed by 0a\|/ov, gives to this 

speech the nature of a tragic prayer and makes it comparable with the other “prayers” of 

the novel, starting with that of Habrocomes to Eros (1.4.4-5, n.: H.’s prayer and NA

3.3).

The originality of this passage lies in the old tutor’s request to Habrocomes to kill him. 

The same entreaty is made by Anthia to Clytus when they are going to Taras (5.5.6: 

ooroKTEivov |i£ abxo<;). In both cases we might interpret this initiative as a method 

alternative to suicide, which is supported by ‘the evidence that the Greeks have a 

particular horror of suicide directly caused by one’s own hand (auxoxsip)’. In addition, 

the particular context of these characters makes this solution plausible, as both the old 

tutor and Anthia are on a ship where hanging or killing with a weapon could be very 

difficult.

The introduction of this request is a clear exploitation of a tragic model, since in Homer 

this motif does not appear. In Greek tragedies, in fact, Heracles asks an indeterminate 

person to kill him (see Soph. Trach. 1015-7: ou5’ cwtapa^ai Kpaxa piou OeXei poAxbv xou 

axuyEpou; cpsb cp£\>), Oedipus the Tyrannus makes the same request to the chorus 

(1410-2: KaXriyax’, f\ cpovEuaax’, f\ OaAxxaaiov EKpivj/ax’, EvOa pq7tox’£io6\(/£a0’£xi), 

Antigone to Creon (497-9: OeXeic; xi psi^ov rj KaxaKxsivai p’sAxov; [...] xi 5rjxa iieAXek;) 

and Electra to the angry people who live in the house (820-1: npoq xauxa kcuvexco xiq, si 

papuvExai, xcov ev5ov ovxoov).

In the present passage, however, the fact that the “killer” is close to the petitioner makes 

the scene more dramatic and recalls even more tragic parallels, like Philoctetes, who 

makes his request to Neoptolemus (see Soph. Ph. 747-750: 7tpo<; Oewv, rcpoxsipov ei xi
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aoi, t s k v o v ,  7capa (̂q>o<; x£P°iv> rcaxa^ov sic; aKpov 7t65aa7tapr|aov ©<; id /iaia- pf| 

(pslcrri piou and 799-801: © t s k v o v ,  © yswalov, aAla cn)Ma(3©v x© Ar|pvi© x©5’ 

avaKatampsv© 7ropi £p7tpqoov, © yswais), Electra to Orestes (see Eur. El. 1037: cm vuv 

p ’, aSsXxps, pfj xi<; Apysl©v Kxavr|) and Andromache to Molossus (see Eur. Andr. 411-2: 

iSou, TcpoXsiTi© p©pov q5s xsipia acpa^siv cpovsusiv 5siv djcapxfjoai 5spr|v). Finally, the 

singularity of Xen.’s scene is also proved by the comparison with the other novelists, 

where only Longus introduces a parallel in Chloe’s invocation to Daphnis (2.39.4: 

d7roKxsivov ©cm£p X ajkov), while the other two requests are made to “enemies”, namely 

the Egyptian soldier for Callirhoe (7.6.7: cpovsuoov) and Arsace for Charicleia (8.8.5: 

d7c6acpaxxc pf| psXA,f|oaoa).

Overall, this framework, confirms that the old tutor’s wish, along with that of Chloe, is 

a general reference to a tragic motif, which fits well Xen’s interest in theatricality.

1.14.5: xi yap sax! poi r̂jv avsu aou: this question, which has a clear tragic connotation, 

is a key element of Xen’s suicides. See LI 4.3.

1.14.6: t o u t o  8 s  [...] stasivoxaxov [...] xa<; x£̂ Pa<j &;8T£IV£: these two expressions, 

which recall those two used by Xen. in relation to the death of the protagonists’ crew

(1.14.2), confirm that the old tutor’s scene is constructed as an emphatic expansion of 

that one. In this case, the abundance of repetitions gives evidence of Xen’s lack of 

sophistication.

At the same time, the reaction of Habrocomes to his tutor’s request appears to be a 

deviation from Char.: while in Callirhoe Chaereas tries to commit suicide in response to 

his parents’ request (3.6.6), Habrocomes has a milder reaction. In addition, in Char.’s 

case this action gives his Chaereas an anti-epic quality, because Hector’s parallel 

reaction has no second thought (II. 22.96: HEkt©p aopsoxov £%©v psvoq oux U7isx©psi 

and Belfiore 2000, 106: ‘In epic, suicide is clearly antiheroic’). That said, it is difficult 

to establish whether Habrocomes’ behaviour should be interpreted as a suggestion of a 

spiritual growth or as evidence of a lack of courage. In my opinion, since Habrocomes’ 

personality has not taken yet the final step towards maturity, the second interpretation is 

more adequate.
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1.14.6: i>7ir|pSTr|<;: this word, which generally means ‘servant’, is used in tragedy and in 

Attic ‘to express all kinds of subordinate relationship’ (LSJ): thus, there is no doubt that 

Corymbus and Euxinus are servants of Apsyrtus and their future presentation as masters 

is tricky (1.16.4-5, n.: 6u5aipocruvr|v). At the same time, it is interesting that Apsyrtus 

appears here for the first time in the novel with the indication of his institutional role. 

Also in the second book Tauteur nous le presente comme un homme d’affaires 

uniquement preoccupe de son profit’ (Cheyns 2005, 269), who, unlike the other rivals, 

does not fall in love with Anthia. As in the second book this figure is set in Scheria (see 

APP 1.1), the comparison with Alcinous appears to be a plausible explanation of this 

exception.

1.14.6: pspsi x©v Xappavopsv©v: given the epic presentation of the pirates, this 

expression might recall the Homeric concept of poipa, which is the ‘portion’ or ‘share’ 

which falls to one in the distribution of booty (see, e.g., Achilles’ lament in II. 9.318 that 

iotj poipa psvovxi, Kai si paAa xiq 7ioAspl^oi). Although this hypothesis is speculative, it 

might be supported by the fact that pspoq is not a common word in the Ephesiaca: it 

designates in the singular only a part of the canopy (1.8.3) and a part of Polyidus’ army

(5.4.2).

1.14.6-1-16.7: in Hagg’s (1971, 54) view, the pirates’ erotic proposal is ‘the first type of 

day-night phase, in which ‘nearly half of the narrative time is taken up by the direct 

speech’ (cf. also 2.7.4-2.8.2). Unlike Corymbus’ attack, the chronological construction 

of this scene is more fluid, because it lacks flashbacks. This simplicity helps the readers 

to focus on the erotic topic and on the dialogues of the episode.

1.14.6-15.1: sv 5s x© too 7iXx>6<; 5iaoxf|paxi sk 7toXLfj<; xrj<; KaG’qpspav ov|/scoq [...] sv 

psv x© TtX,©: as in Corymbus’ attack, Xen. introduces an analepsis, which describes the 

birth of Corymbus’ love. In my opinion, the decision to use an unusual device like this 

for falling in love might be a way in which Xen. emphasises this topic.

1.14.7: sv 5s x© too nkooq 5iaoxf|paxi: the same formula, though in the plural, occurs in 

the Greek literature only in Strabo, when, discussing the realia of the Odyssey, he 

includes 5iaaxf|paxa 7rAx>b in Odysseus’ adventures (1.2.11). In my opinion, this
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discovery opens the possibility of a connection between Xen. and travel literature, 

although more evidence would be needed for this to be proven.

In addition, in Schissel’s opinion this formula, against Cocchi 1726, 19 and Peerklamp 

1818, 9, might belong to the beginning of the fifteenth chapter: ‘Der letzte Satz von 

Hirschigs I 14 wurde an dem SchluB dieses Kapitels von seinem ursprunglichen Platze 

Eingangs I 15 gezogen, um die zeitliche Dispositionen strenger zu beobachten’ (1909, 

21). Further, this scholar strengthens his argument by suggesting a comparison with the 

thirteenth chapter, where a similar analepsis is placed at its beginning: ‘Die Auffassung 

jener Rekapitulation als Vorgeschichte erhellt aus der Uberleitung durch die 

Zeitenangabe zur Darstellung der Begebenheit; auf diese art wird die Episode and die 

Haupthandlung [...] uberlegt angegliedert, ahnlich wie das 13. an das 12. Kap.’.

1.14.7: spot o Kopuppo<; xou AppoKopou atpoSpov spcoxa: this is the first appearance in 

the novel of the formula cnpoSpoq epcoq, which is part of the list of motifs shared by the 

protagonists’ and the rivals’ love (LI 3.1). Having said that, it is significant that Xen. 

introduces this expression three times in relation to Corymbus’ and Euxinus’ love (cf. 

also 1.15.4: r^pa xfj<; Kopr|<; a(po6pov cpcoxa, in which Euxinus is the lover, and 1.16.4: 

epa yap aou cnpoSpov epooxa Kai 7iavxcov exoipb<; saxi, in which Corymbus is the lover). 

This repetition might indicate that Xen. is offering a special interpretation of their 

passions: for this reason, I will begin the commentary of the following chapter with a 

detailed analysis of the pirates’ love.
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CHAPTER 15

Pirates’ erotic strategy and erotic persuasion

After the attack on the ship, which is the ‘military’ section of the pirates’ story, Xen. 

introduces the first erotic trial for the protagonists. Thus, we are dealing with the second 

part of the pirates episode, which shares the length with the first one. Interestingly, as 

Schissel 1909, 23 notes, this new section does not affect the narration of the novel, but 

just the protagonists’ personality, as it will be showed by their laments at the beginning 

of the second chapter. In this respect, we are dealing with an episode which has an 

‘exkursartige’ character.

This new event is divided into different parts, through which the pirates try to pursue 

their aim:

- 1.14.7-1.15.1: flashback on the birth of love: Corymbus’passivity;

- 1.15.2-1.15.6: Tyrus: the transformation of Corymbus’ passivity into active behaviour;

- 1.16.1-1.16.2-1.16.7: direct and mutual proposal of love to the protagonists.

In the introduction to the rivals’ love and to this episode I have already shown the 

special role played in the Eph. by brigands and pirates as part of Xen.’s uncivilised 

society (LI 3). Now I will reflect on how Corymbus and Euxinus deal with their erotic 

passion.

In the Eph. erotic lovers differ from the protagonists because of their active role (LI 

3.2a). Although this behaviour leads some rivals later in the novel to violence and 

attempts at raping the protagonists, this does not happen in this episode: this proves the 

existence of a progression in the journey. Thus, Corymbus’ behaviour is active but not 

violent: first, he develops a detailed strategy, in which he shows his awareness of 

several erotic motifs:

- 1.15.1: renounces the use of violence;

- 1.15.2: recognises the impossibility of resisting love, which leads to an active role;

- 1.15.2: first stage: care and encouragement of the beloved;

- 1.15.3: second stage: confession to a friend.

Second, the verb TtsfGco, ‘to persuade’, appears to be Corymbus’ main worry, since it

occurs repeatedly and in every different part of the text. Its first use is in 1.15.1, when

Corymbus is sceptical about the possibility of conquering Habrocomes (ouxc Tceiaai
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8ovaxov e56k£i sivai ). Then, the content of the dialogue with Euxinus coincides with 

Corymbus’ question about xivi xporccp 5uvf|a£xai 7i£ioai xo pcipaiaov (1.15.3) and the 

narrator remarks how the former’s answer persuades the latter (see 1.15.6: paSlcoq 

£7i£i0£v auxov £pa>vxa). Then, their common decision to address the protagonists is 

expressed with the following sentence: icai S& aovxi0£vxai Kaxa xauxa [...] 7t£l0£iv ouxoc; 

pcv AppOKopriv, Kopuppo<; 8£ Av0iav (1.15.6). Finally, after their effective dialogue 

with them, the narrator again comments: qAjci^ov 8£ amovq pq81ox; 7t£ia£iv (1.16.7). As 

a result, it is evident that Xen. emphasises the importance of ;i£10cd in this passage and a 

further hint at this is that it does not occur earlier in the novel. As I have already shown, 

from this point on this verb will constantly appears in relationship with the rivals’ love 

and its last occurrence is in the Rhodian night, when Anthia exclaims: £7i£io£ 8£ p,£ 

dpapxcTv ouSctq (5.14.2). Since her last speech is a summary of the novel, this 

appearance of 7i£(0co here confirms its belonging to the lexicon typical of rivals. The last 

step of this erotic strategy lies in the simultaneous erotic proposal made by the two 

pirates: 1.16.2, n.: Xiyci.

1.15.2: £0£pa7i£U£ xov AppoKopr|v: while the phrases 0app£iv 7cap£KaAxi and naaav 

£7tip£A£iav 7ipOCT£cp£p£V are used in the Eph. without a consistent erotic connotation, the 

verb 0£pa7t£uo) seems to bear it here and in the other appearances in the novel.

A positive proof of this special meaning is given in its only occurrence before this 

passage, which is part of the Ephesian canopy, where some ’'Epcoxcq A(ppo8ixriv 

0£pa7t£0ovx£<; (1.8.2-3, n: the only ekphrasis, 2.1a3). Since this description offers one of 

the two images of love of the novel, the erotic value of 0£pa7t£UG) might be extended to 

the present passage where there is an ambiguity. In addition, in the following occurrence 

the same connotation is clearly introduced, since it is part of Perilaus’ erotic strategy

(2.13.6). Finally, the same evidence does not concern the behaviour of the Egyptian 

brigands who kidnap Anthia from her grave (3.8.5), nor that of the merchants in 

Alexandria who sell the heroine to Psammis (3.11.1). However, since, shortly after her 

abduction, Anthia exclaims: 7cdX,iv [...] X,poxai xai 0aA,aaaa, TtaXiv aixpa^coxoq £y©

(3.8.6), this comment establishes a link between that episode and Corymbus’ one and, 

thus, the brigands’ care can be interpreted from an erotic perspective too. If we accept 

this hypothesis, it becomes possible to extend it to the last occurrence: 0£p(X7t£i)co seems 

to belong to Xen’s erotic vocabulary.
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1.15.3: avaKoivobxai o Kopoppog xov epcoxa [...] Eb^elvco: in LI 3.2 I have shown that 

the motif “confession to a friend” marks a difference between the rivals’ love and that of 

the protagonists. This difference seems to be also verbally signalled: avaKoivobpai, in 

fact, might be related to Anthia’s desperate question: xivi rcdvxa Koivcbaopai (1.4.7). 

Koivobpai in fact has no other occurrences in the novel and avaKoivobpai has only one 

after Corymbus’ episode, where Rhode communicates her passion to Leucon (3.3.6).

1.15.4: pf) 87ii Tiktov ercaviaoGai, aXXa epyoo exeaGai: in a Homeric context, this 

invitation to act might be seen as a possible evocation of that received by Achilles in the 

Iliad, when the hero is repeatedly asked to forget his anger against Agamemnon and go 

to fight against the Trojans (for an occurrence of this theme, see Odysseus’ invitation 

during the embassy in II. 9.259-260: aXX’exi Kai vuv 7caus’, sa 8e %oXov GupaXyea). In 

addition, Xen. might also be echoing the motif typical of the tragedies of revenge, 

where the time for action comes. A first example comes from Sophocles’ Electra, where 

the pedagogue tells Orestes and Pylades: vuv Kaipoq epSeiv (1368), while a second from 

Euripides’ Electra, where the same young heroine, after the recognition of her brother, 

invites him to take his revenge: aov epyov q5r| (668).

If the fame of this motif allows us to conclude that Xen. might have it in mind as both 

an epic and tragic theme, I would argue that his debt to the Iliad is larger. To begin with, 

while in the present passage a true revenge like those of the tragedies does not occur 

(for another revenge in the novel where the model of Electra seems to be echoed, APP

4.1), the connection with Achilles is suggested soon afterwards by Euxinus’ mention of 

the deserved gift (1.15.5, n.: Kai yap).

In addition, I would speculate that other times in the novel the verb £7iavidopai is 

related to Achilles.

This speculative hypothesis starts from a philological issue. The manuscript reading, 

which is confirmed by O’Sullivan, has here 87taviaoGai. This is a quite an unusual 

compound verb, whose first occurrence in Greek literature is found in the Eph. and 

which means, according to LSJ, ‘to be annoyed at’. Conversely, Dalmeyda 1926 

introduces exi aviaaGai and in my opinion this correction should be accepted. To begin 

with, the resulting combination nXtov sxi is common in Classical Greece: since Homer, 

in fact, sxi ‘often strengthens a comparative’ and the same formula occurs in Herodotus
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(e.g. 5.51: ox>8e oi s^eysveto  £7ci tcAeov eti or|pfjvai 7i£pi xfj<; avoSou xfj^ 7iapa p aa iT ia ) 

and in Thucydides (e.g. 2.65.6-7: Kai £7i£i5f| &7t£0av£v, ejri n'ke.ov eti £yv©a0r| p 7ipovoia 

abxob f] sq xov TtoXspov). Second, aviaco, which in the medial form means ‘to be 

grieved, distressed’ (LSJ), is a more common word in the Greek literature, used since 

Homer and exploited by the other novelists (Ach. 2.10.4, Hid. 1.17.5, 3.15.3, 8.12.1 and

10.9.5). Its main meaning is ‘being aggrieved or distressed’ (Cummings 2009, 45). Xen. 

himself employs it three times in his text: in the first two av iao p a i describes 

Hippothous’ sorrow: in 3.10.5 this reaction is shared with other brigands (o 7t£pi xov 

'taoOoov f|vicovTO p&v £7ti T<p <x7iaM,a%0fjvai too A ppoxopoo), while in 4.6.3 is personal 

and concerns Anchialus’ death (o 'taoOooq fiviaxo p£v £7ii xco AyxiaXco). The last 

occurrence is unrelated to these two, as it expresses the brothel-keeper’s sorrow over 

Anthia’s ghost story (5.7.9: dKouaa<; o 7topvopocnc6<; fjviaxo pcv). In my opinion, this 

framework makes the appearance of this verb in the present passage of the first book 

possible.

That being said, it is interesting that the first two occurrences of aviaco concern 

Hippothous’ reaction to the “loss” of dear people: in my opinion, the memory of the 

Homeric friendship of Achilles and Patroclus might be here recalled, because 

Anchialus’ episode appears a plausible echo of Patroclus’ death. These are the elements 

that suggest this link:

a) Anchialus has an epic name (cf. the Achean Anchialus killed by Hector in II. 5.609).

b) Hippothous’ esteem for him is underlined at the beginning of the episode: sxipaxo 5£ 

7iapa xa> 'I7i7io0oq) V£aviKO<; xe Kai pEyaXa cv xco X,paxr|p(cp SuvapEvo^ (4.5.1). This 

sentence contains two interesting words, xipaco and vcavucoq, which have their only 

occurrence in the Eph. and both bear an epic connotation: the former recalls the xipf) 

and the latter the vigour of the heroes. Similarly, in the Iliad Achilles clearly expresses 

his preference for Patroclus {II. 18.80-2: cpiXoq coX̂ O’ExaTpoq, ndxpoictax;, xov sycb 7C£pi 

Tiavxcov xiov Exaipcov, laov Epfj KEcpaXfj).

c) Anchialus’ death is an unexpected murder which is caused by a Homeric weapon (see 

Îcpog in 4.5.5) and by Anthia’s extreme ability (4.5.5: f) 5e f>7i£V£Kyouaa to Îcpoq Kaxa 

xcov axEpvcov £7iX,rĵ E), which resembles an Iliadic “aristeia”. Also Patroclus’ death is due 

to a sudden attack made by Hector {II. 16.818-822): although the latter uses a spear, he 

hurts a similar part of the body, the lowest flank {II. 16.820-1: ouxa 8e 8oupi vclaxov e<; 

KEVECDVa).
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d) When Hippothous discovers what has happened, he sees Anthia close to the corpse of 

his friend (4.6.1: rjicov oi rcepi xov 'I7t7io0oov Kai opcoai xov Ay%iaA,ov avr|piip£vov Kai 

xpv Av0iav napa x© acopaxi). The presence of the a©pa recalls Patroclus’ one: when 

Achilles is informed about his death, he is also told that his friend’s corpse still lies on 

the ground while the Achaeans and the Trojans keep fighting each other (II. 18.20-21: 

Ksixai ndxpoKXoq, v£kuo<; 5e 5f| dpcpipd/ovxai yupvou).

e) Hippothous decides to punish Anthia as severely as he can (4.6.3: ePou^eueto 8s 

Kara Av0ia<; pEl^ova KoXaaiv); this might recalls Achilles’ strong desire for revenge (II. 

18.114-5: vuv 8’Eip’, ocppa cp(X.r|<; KECpaXfjq oXcxfjpa ki/ ei©, "EKxopa).

As a result, in this episode of the fourth book I would accept the identification between 

Hippothous and Achilles, and Anchialus and Patroclus: this gives aviaopai a Homeric 

value. This discovery leads me to speculate that Xen. might have used this verb also in 

the previous occurrences from this Homeric perspective, given our author’s great 

interest in intratextuality. Finally, if in the present passage Corymbus is Achilles, 

Euxinus might also be Patroclus. This would follow the Iliad, where Patroclus decides 

to go to persuade him (II. 15.399-404, where at the end the hero says: aya0f| 5e 

7iapalcpaalg Ecrriv sxaipou) and, then criticises his anger by saying: pf| EpE y’ouv ouxoq 

ye Adpoi %6Xoq (II. 16.30-1).

Overall, this interpretation shows how Xen. introduces here an erotic reading of the 

Iliad (LI 6.5): after the subtle parallel established at the beginning between Achilles’ 

anger and Eros (1.2.1, n.: pr|via), the former would be identified with Corymbus and 

depicted as a lover. This suggests that Achilles’ anger must be read from an erotic 

perspective. At the same time, it is still not clear how deeply the relationship between 

Achilles and Eros must be explored. Xen. is challenging his readers with an open 

interpretation, which will be solved in the following chapter with the identification 

between Corymbus and Eros (1.16.2, n.: }jsysi, b).

1.15.5: Kai yap acpo5pa [...] 8©p£av: in my opinion, Euxinus’ speech explores the epic 

ideal of the ycpaq. To begin with, the participles Kiv6uv£uovxa<; Kai ;capaPaM£>p£vou<; 

and the relative clause ©v £Kxr|adp£0a ttov© offer a heroic definition of his life and that 

of Corymbus. Then, the possibility of not having a gift is introduced with the nominal 

sentence: dycwEq. This adjective, whose importance is signalled by its status as the only 

occurrence in the novel, indicates the lack of nobility and this meaning is confirmed by
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the novelistic parallels: ouk ayeweq is Polycharmus’ display of friendship during the 

departure scene (3.5.7) and Callirhoe’s behaviour, when the heroine has not been 

recognised by Chaereas (7.6.12). Then, in the Aethiopica, it is Charicleia who, when put 

in chain by Arsace, dycwEq xi naQovaa yzkcbaa etpaivaio (8.8.4). Finally, Cnemon 

accuses Theagenes of embracing Thisbe, whom he has exchanged with Charicleia 

(2.7.2: 80pf|vsic; dyewdjq). As a result, Euxinus emphasises here the nobility of his and 

his colleague’s aspiration.

Finally, both terms E^aipsxouq and Scopcav are used here only by Xen. among the 

novelists and, although they are attested in late authors, it might be relevant that 

E^aipExoq is a Homeric word, which occurs once in the Iliad in a passage which has the 

same context as ours: when Thersites describes Agamemnon’s numerous women who 

are part of their loot, he says: TroAAai 8 e yuvaucsq Eiaiv cvi K>acrir|c; s^aipsxoi, aq xoi 

A/onoi Tipcoxioxcp 518opEv (II. 2.226-228). In addition, Aappavco with E^aipsxoq is used 

for the first time by Euripides and in three of the four passages where he does so, it 

refers to a woman who is a heroic gift. The first passage is from the Iphigenia in Aulis, 

where Menelaus speaks about the possibility of finding a bride elsewhere, since, if 

Agamemnon does not sacrifice Iphigenia, he will not have Helen. These are his 

questions: xi pouAopai yap; oi) yapoix; e^aipExouq aXkovq >ax|3oip’ av, ei yapcov 

ipeipopai; (485-6). The second and the third passages come from the Trojan Women, 

where Talthibius tells Hecuba about Cassandra and Andromache’s destiny (249: 

E^aipExov vtv EXapEV Ayapcpvcov ava£, and 274: Kai xf|v8’ AxiAAicoq cXapE naXq 

E^aipcxov). The final occurrence instead lacks the epic background and it comes from 

Ion 1182. Since a thematic connection between the Eph. and the Trojan Women has 

already emerged (1.14.3, n.: oi psv), it is not unthinkable that Xen. is here intertexting 

with this tragedy: this would definitely confirm the epic origin of the theme and it might 

also make Anthia Andromache. However, this connection is still too loose to be proven 

with certainty (for another possible parallel between the two heroines, LI 4.4). That 

said, it is clear that in the present context the epic and tragic models, whose closeness to 

the Eph. is difficult to establish, assume here an ironical trait, since the pirates are 

claiming to do something which is not ayzwiq, even though they are naturally dy£W£i<;. 

Finally, since the Iliadic character which claims the ycpaq is Achilles (for this 

association, see Schmeling, 39, who comments how this motif ‘is strangely similar to 

Agamemnon’s seizure of Achilles’ booty of a young woman in the Iliad’), the
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association of Corymbus with Achilles is confirmed. That being said, the Homeric 

framework remains still incomplete, since the link between Achilles and Eros has not 

yet been clarified.

1.15.6: 7C£i08iv ouxoq psv Appoicopriv, KopupPo<; 5e AvOlav: the parallelism of this 

structure is evident and it interestingly reflects the ‘stritkte Parallelitat’ (Schissel 1909, 

24) which characterises the whole chapter, in which Corymbus’ love is described first, 

Euxinus’ follows and this last sentence appears its ideal synthesis.
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CHAPTER 16

1.16.1: <'0 8e AppoKO|ir|<; Kai f| Av0(a> [...] sksivto: since in this period there is 

certainly a subject missing, the decision to introduce the names of the protagonists fits 

well with Xen.’s attitude in this first part of the novel (1.2.7 n.: 8iaPofjio<;). Particularly 

significant is the parallel with the beginning of the eleventh chapter, where sksivto 

similarly occurs and has for the first time a unique metaphorical meaning (1.5.9 n.: 

sksivto).

1.16.1: aGupoi: see 1.5.5 n.: svrcoMij aOupla.

1.16.1: 7toAAa 7ipoa5oKcovTs<;, [...] opvuovTsq: although this description of the 

protagonists feelings and actions is brief, it would be wrong to consider it poor: Xen. 

introduces it to suggest the importance and the nature of the episode that is going to 

happen. The most important sign of this is given by the first mention of the oath, while a 

subtler one might lie in the verb 7tpoa5oK<xco, which is in the active form used before by 

Habrocomes in his reaction to the dream. Because of this connection, it is not 

unthinkable that Xen. here is suggesting to his readers that what will shortly happen is 

still related with dream. This would confirm the inclusion of love in the scene and, thus 

of the interpretation of the woman as an erotic Auooa (1.12.4, n.: dream).

1.16.2: lAyei ouv o Ei3̂ sivo<;: Euxinus ’ speech o f entreaty and the parallel with 

Corymbus ’ one

The distinctive feature of Corymbus’ and Euxinus’ speeches of entreaty is the 

identification between love and slavery. Although this topic is common in the Eph., 

Euxinus’ speech introduces it in a subtler way: in fact, he does not draw any absolute 

distinction between the establishment of slavery and that of love, while Corymbus’, 

Manto’s and the other rivals’ proposals focus only on the second element. This original 

mark, which seems to betray a comic influence (see below), is introduced with a certain 

amount of rhetorical ability: for this reason, Doulamis considers this speech an example 

of ‘Amatory Persuasion’. To begin with, its request is ‘carefully constructed’ (ibid.): this 

is first proved by the sequence of parts of which this speech is composed:

- 1.16.3: ‘introduction’;
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- 1.16.4: ‘request’;

- 1.16.4-5: ‘statement of reasons for which request should be granted’;

- 1.16.5: ‘conclusion’, which coincides with the last three imperatives, making 

Euxinus’ claim ‘more emphatic’ (Doulamis 2003, 51).

Second, from a rhetorical point of view, this speech appears to be a synthesis of all the 

most rhetorical devices thus far noticed in the novel. The most significant elements are 

the presence of four impersonal constructions (see siKoq pev, 8sT 8s, evsan, 8ei), of a 

dependent hypothetic clause at the beginning of the fourth section and of four 

nominative phrases (see the sentence which starts with |3or|06<; ouSelq). Finally, along 

with present indicatives Corymbus adopts also two future tenses (7t£i<xr|, spyaor)) and 

three imperatives (i'aGi, sworjaov, <x7toppiv|/ov). On the one hand, it is interesting how 

the first two elements mostly characterise the ‘introduction’ and the ‘request’, while the 

other two relate to the ‘statement of reasons’ and ‘the conclusion’. Thus, style supports 

the structure of the speech and suggests a shift from a more reflexive and relaxed tone 

to a more immediate one, which forces Corymbus to meet the invitation received. On 

the other hand, it is interesting that the abundance of nominative phrases also 

characterises Habrocomes’ first monologue, while that of impersonal constructions and 

hypothetical periods distinguishes the protagonists’ oath. Since both these speeches are 

certainly well written, Xen. here is doing his best to makes Euxinus’ proposal the most 

sophisticated of his text. In this respect, it is also interesting how the pirate highlights 

his main concepts with rhetorical features, like the initial antithesis (ee 1.16.3: oiicsxriv 

pev eA^uGepou yevopevov, rcevrjia 8s avx’ebSaipovoq, n.), the repetition of the main 

concepts (see sAsoGepoq / eAeuGepia, ebSaipcov / suSaipoouvri, ep© / ep©<; and 

SeoTcoxrn;), two hyperbata (cf. 1.16.4: 7idvx©v sxoipoc; eoxi 8e<j7roxr|v Tioietv xcov eauxob 

and euvoboxepov 8e oeaux© xov Secrcoxriv epyacrfl) and the use of rhetorical questions 

in the third part.

Finally, it is interesting how love is not explored in the introduction, because 

Corymbus’ passion is introduced only in the relative clause, which contains the formula 

spot [...] aq)o8pov epooxa (1.16.4). This allows Euxinus to explore epic-tragic and 

philosophical topics like loss of freedom and fatalism. The way in which the pirate does 

this is rhetorically sophisticated, since he introduces the verbs cruepysiv and dyandv in 

chiasmus. Both have to do with human affection: while the former can be translated as 

‘to be content with’, the latter means ‘show affection’ and ‘does not normally involve
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sexual desire and passion’ (Doulamis 2003, 51, n. 144). Thus, it is typically used in 

subordinate relationships, like that of a son or of a slave. As a result, ox£py£iv and 

dyandv introduce a crescendo which has its apex in spot, which introduces real love. 

Thus, this delay appears to be a deliberate rhetorical choice, which is also suggested by 

the initial position in the sentence of the last verb.

Second, Xen. is exploiting here the identification between submission to love and 

slavery: along with the general tone of the speech, in the last sentence pA£7i£iv refers 

more to the former and xmaKOueiv to the latter, but a clear distinction cannot be drawn 

(see the entire sentence in 1.16.5: 5eT ae xov 5£G7ioxr|v pA&ieiv, xoux© k£A£ug<xvxi

U7T(XK0\)£IV).

Third, it is also evident that Euxinus is offering a partial view of reality, since he calls 

Corymbus 8£07t6xq<; (1.16.4) and he promises Habrocomes to give him the power over 

his goods and that of the other pirates (ibid.). This element, which might appear a mere 

reflection of the pirates’ power position, must be compared with the passage in 1.14.7, 

where the narrator clarifies Corymbus’ social position by saying: o KopopPoq rjv 

i)7rr|p£xr|<; £7d pioOcp K ai pipci xcov AappavopEvcov. Consequently, he is not a real 

5£G7t6xr|<; and he does not possess personal goods: Euxinus’ speech is artfully invented. 

The same feature concerns Corymbus’ proposal to Anthia on behalf of Habrocomes, 

since Euxinus is only xi<; xcov GuAXqoxajv of Corymbus (1.14.3) and it is unlikely that 

the marriage to him would give the heroine xpfjpaxa [...] K ai TiEpiouaiav.

Overall, these traits and actions clearly demonstrate the cunning of Xen’s pirates. While 

this element suits well the Homeric portrait of pirates, it is also true that the protagonists 

reject their invitation (2.1-6) and, moreover, Corymbus and Euxinus are forced to give 

Habrocomes and Anthia to Apsyrtus (see 2.2.2). Although, to an extent, this “delibery” 

is requested by the need of moving the plot, it is significant that Xen. marks the end of 

the first book by describing the pirates as self-confident (1.16.7). This fact lead me to 

conclude that there is a trait of irony in their presentation: in fact, the expectation that 

their military success would be followed by erotic conquest is not met and this damages 

the pirates’ credibility.

a) Doulamis and Apheleia

In his study of Xen’s speech, Doulamis considers Euxinus’ request as the clearest proof 

given by Xen. that ‘what we encounter in Xen. is not artless plainness but contrived
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simplicity’ (69-70). His analysis shows how Euxinus’ stylistic devices satisfy the 

requirements for both Hermogenes’ simplicity (acpstaia) and Demetrius’ plain style 

(ioxvoq xapaKTrip). The link with the former is established by the following elements: in 

fact, ‘the ideas expressed are simple, the language used to convey it common, the 

rhetorical figures not extravagant and the rhythmical arrangement of the sentence 

reinforces the simple character of the text4 (51-2). On the other hand, Demetrius’ 

precepts which appear in this speech are ‘lucidity, vividness and persuasiveness’ (56). 

Personally, I think that Doulamis’ demonstration is correct and his conclusion supports 

our overall interpretation of the whole text as the fruit of a deliberate simplicity. Then, 

among his more specific points, it is interesting that he argues that ‘the word- 

arrangement is simple and straightforward, [...] with no synctatical complexities’ (54). 

This fact marks a difference between Euxinus’ request and Habrocomes’ and Anthia’s 

oaths, in which the syntax is more complex: this further underlines the originality of that 

passage and makes the protagonists’ silence even more significant, since their rhetorical 

ability would have equipped them to answer properly.

b) The apex of Euxinus’ erotic persuasion: Corymbus is Eros

In Euxinus’ speech there is a last point which must be considered: Corymbus’ love for 

Habrocomes is here introduced as a re-elaboration of the main topic of the novel, which 

lies in Eros’ revenge against the protagonists’ arrogance. As a result, the pirate is 

presented as an instrument used by this god and this role suggests to the readers that the 

divine pattern that started at the beginning of the novel is continuing.

This idea is suggested by the appearance of two significant words: to begin with, 

Euxinus uses the word xipoopta to allude to Corymbus’ possible revenge against 

Habrocomes. The same topic is introduced in the fourth chapter with reference to Eros’ 

initial and future revenge (cf. 1.4.5: pf| pe 7i8pu5p^ pr|5s ettI 7toX,\) xipcopqori xov Gpaouv 

and 1.4.5: o 6 e  "Epcoq [...] p£yaX,r|v xrj<; n7r£po\|/ia<; e v e v o e ix o  xipcoplav [xo] 7rpa^aa0ai 

xov AppOKopqv). Neither the verb xipcopEopai, which belongs to Habrocomes’ prayer to 

Eros, nor the noun xipcopla have other occurrences in the first book.

Second, Euxinus describes Habrocom es’ possible refusal with the words 

U7t£pr)cpavf|(7avxi Kopuppov. The verb u7C£pr|(pav£co is used by the hero in the same 

aforementioned speech in which he confesses to Eros: a7t£ipo<; a>v, ’"Epox;, e x i xcov chdv
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wc8pr|(pav<n)v (1.4.5) and other cognate words are attributed to Habrocomes (see above 

1.2 . 1).

To an extent, this hypothesis is simple, since Xen. builds his whole text on Eros’ 

revenge against his male protagonist and confirmation of this is found in Habrocomes’ 

lament, in which he states: xipcoplav rj5r| ps o 0so<; xrjq i>7ispr|cpavla<; Eiarcpaxxsi- spa 

KopupPoq spou, oou 6s Ei3£,sivo<; (2.1.3), in which both concepts of revenge and 

arrogance occur again.

Having said that, there is a distinction between the way in which Habrocomes and 

Euxinus speak about this divine action: while the former attributes the origin of the 

possible revenge to the god, the latter relates it to Corymbus himself: in this respect, it is 

significant that the object of the aforementioned U7ispr|(pavf|oavxi is KopvpPov. As a 

result, I would conclude that Euxinus is identifying Corymbus with Eros.

This fact is subtly suggested by Xen.: since Euxinus cannot know what happened to the 

protagonists, only the readers are in the position to recognise this identification.

In this respect, there is another expression which is part of this game, xov Kaxs/ovxa 

6alpova. In Euxinus’ mind, this epithet identifies Corymbus as an omnipotent god, 

whom Habrocomes must obey. This use of 6alpcov, which seems to have a Stoic colour, 

has two other parallels in the novel: when Anthia refers to xov apipoxspcov 5alpova 

visiting Habrocomes in prison (2.7.5) and then in the ditch she accepts o xi av xco 

8alpovi 5oKfj (4.5.6). The latter example is more significant, since the heroine expresses 

an acceptance of fate which recalls that suggested by Euxinus to Habrocomes.

At the same time, if we look at this expression from the perspective of the omniscient 

author and of the readers, another interpretation can be given of this balpcov. From the 

moment the protagonists fall in love, Habrocomes cannot avoid looking at Anthia, 

because xaxsixs 8s auxov syKslpsvo<; o Oeoq (1.3.1), who is clearly Eros. Since Saipcov 

has no other occurrences in the first book in the singular and Kaxs%co appears only in 

1.5.4 to designate Anthia’s submission to erotic jealousy, I would speculate that 

Euxinus’ expression might sound to the readers like another allusion to Eros. This 

association between this god and Saipcov seems to be continued by Hippothous in his 

love story: the brigand, in fact, names with this term a god who, although is anonymous, 

is at the origin of his erotic misadventures (cf. 3.2.4: Saipcov xi<; and 13:rcoxs Saipcov).

As a result, xov Kaxs/ovxa Salpova seems to be another way in which Xen. subtly 

reminds the readers that Eros’ revenge is still at work. In addition, this identification
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between Corymbus and Eros adds a further element in the interpretation of the whole 

episode: the correspondence between rcup a(5r|Xov and XugooSicoktoi of the oracle and 

Hector, which thus far had a merely epic colour, assumes here an erotic connotation. 

This supports the interpretation of the woman of the dream as Auooa, since it definitely 

allows us to accept Laplace’s (1994) conclusion about the Platonic Auooa (1.12.4, n.: 

dream, 1).

cl The emergence of a comic mark

Another important theme of Euxinus’ speech is manumission because of love.

The same proposal is made by Longus’ Gnathon to Daphnis in order to seduce him 

(4.11.3: 8<pr| xa%£(oq stauGspov 0f|(j£iv to nav buvapevoq). This fact is interesting, 

because Gnathon’s erotic seduction is the only other novelistic case of homosexual 

attraction to a protagonist (on this, see Morgan 2004, 230) and it shares with Xen.’s 

episode motifs and a possible textual allusion. Although the parasite is more violent and 

immoral than Corymbus - and, thus, he does not need the help of a friend to become an 

active lover - his social status is comparable with that of our pirates, since he is subject 

to Astylus as our characters are to Apsyrtus (see 4.10.1). Then, he falls in love with 

Daphnis: we are dealing with another homosexual relationship.

More precisely, Gnathon starts his erotic pursuit with the awareness that he will easily 

persuade Daphnis, as his words 7r£ioeiv cpeto pa5ico<; cb<; airco^ov show (4.11.2). 

Interestingly, the combination of 7rel0co and pa8ico<;, which has no other occurrence in 

Daphnis and Chloe, is a formula in the Eph., as it occurs twice in Corymbus’ episode 

(1.15.6 and 1.16.7) and at the end of the last dialogue in Rhodes (5.15.1). Conversely, in 

the other novelists only Hid. uses it once in 2.18.1, when Cnemon and the protagonists 

persuade Thermutis to go away under a false pretext (paSlcot; imoKoucpov av5pa 

7t£iaavT8<;). Since only Ach.’s case and the second of Xen. are set in an erotic context 

and in a similar situation, the former might here be drawing from the latter.

Further connections concern narrative motifs: Gnathon, after Daphnis’ resistance, wants 

his master to give him Daphnis as a gift (4.12.4: 8copov auxov c^ eiv  7iapd too

vsavioKou): the same motif is introduced by Xen’s Euxinus (1.15.5). Finally, Gnathon 

shows his rhetorical ability in his speech (see 4.16.2-4), as Euxinus does, although with 

a different sophistication (1.16.3-5). After this similar beginning, the two episodes then 

have a varied development, which depends on different choices made by the authors.
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The reason why this parallel is interesting is not only that it might suggest Longus’ debt 

to Xen. The real point of interest is that in Daphnis and Chloe Gnathon is clearly Ta 

figura comica del parassita’ (Pattoni 2005, 451, n. 40), which is already introduced by 

Menander in his KoXct -̂ Further, ‘this conventional name marks the generic territory in 

which the plot is now operating’ (Morgan 2004, 229): since Longus makes him fall in 

love like the protagonists, the effect is ‘un processo di distanziazione ironica nei 

confronti dei xonoi tradizionali, gia awiato da Teocrito’ and an emphasis on T’aspetto 

parodistico mediante il ricorso a una maschera comica’ (104; see Pattoni 2005, 462-3, n. 

64-7 for specific examples).

In my opinion, Xen. is doing something similar with his pirates, but the Toran which he 

reverses are not erotic, but epic. In this respect, it is interesting that Corymbus’ proposal 

seems like Calypso’s epic promise which is, however, made not by a god but by a slave 

pirate. As a result, the divine love of the Nymph is transformed into a violent and comic 

one. The same “operation” concerns the Manto episode, in which Apsyrtus actually 

frees Habrocomes from slavery (2.10.2: 515copi 8e ooi xrjq oixlaq ap/siv rfj<; spfjq). In 

this situation, his promise realizes what Alcinous offered to Odysseus (APP 1.1): 

however, his new role of administrator of a brigand’s house appears to be a realistic and 

comic version of Alcinous’ reign in Scheria.

Having said that, it is more difficult to find models which might have been Xen.’s 

source of inspiration for this episode. The same motif of manumission appears in 

Plautus. As with Roman Elegy (LI 2.3), it is very difficult that Xen. was drawing from 

him, but Xen.’s sharing of motifs with this comedian could easily depend on the 

common exploitation of a Greek lost author.

To begin with, in Plautus’ Pseudolus ‘a slave feels humiliated by the implication that he 

had serviced his master when he was a boy’ (Hubbard 2003, 13; see 1177-82). On the 

other hand, in the Persians ‘a favorite slave hopes to obtain freedom as a result o f his 

relationship with his master’ (14). In fact, Paegnium, the slave boy, declares: ‘nam ego 

me confido liberum fore’ (v. 286). Finally, the two motifs are linked when it is a free 

man who speaks: in the Captives, for instance, two men agree that in the past they were 

passive lovers of their masters (v. 867).

After Plautus, the same motifs are exploited by other Latin authors. An interesting 

passage comes from Seneca the Elder’s Controversiae, in which Haterius, a famous 

orator of the Augustan period, pronounces the much-derided locution: ‘impudicitia in
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ingenue) crimen est, in servo necessitas, in liberto officium’ (4, Pref. 10). As Hubbard 

2003 states, ‘that sexual submission was a “necessity” for a slave and a “duty” for a 

freeman implies that many ffeedmen attained their status precisely through submitting 

to their master’s attentions’ (14).

Then, the same combination of themes is part of Trimalchio’s boast in the Satyricom his 

starting point is his long status as erotic slave: ‘ad delicias [femina] ipsimi 

[domini] annos quattordecim fui’ and he adds this positive comment: ‘nec turpe est, 

quod dominus iubet’ (75). Shortly after, Trimalchio describes how he managed to 

become a freeman (‘ceterum, quemadmodum di volunt, dominus in domo factus sum’, 

76) and rich (‘coheredem me Caesari fecit’, ibid.).

Finally, also Martial plays with these motifs: in fact, he subverts the first theme of 

submission and freedom ‘praising as his ideal boy slave one who takes the initiative in 

lovemaking’ (Hubbard 2003, 13 and see epigr. 4.42). In verse 12 the traditional balance 

of the couple is evidently subverted: Tiberior domino saepe sit ille suo’.

The existence of this Latin literary framework confirms the comic nature of Xen.’s 

motif. Having said that, it is not likely that Xen. drew this motif from Latin sources, 

also because Plautus is not an author usually known by Greek novelists. As a result, the 

origin of Xen’s operation remains unclear.

d) The shared lament of the beginning of the second book: the maturity of the 

protagonists

After a rich characterisation of pirates, Xen. dedicates the entire first chapter of the 

second book to express the protagonists’ reaction to the Corymbus episode. Since 

Anthia and Habrocomes have already made their promise of fidelity in their common 

oath, the introduction of this shared lament appears purposely chosen by Xen. to relate 

fidelity to their first erotic peril.

Schissel 1909, 21 especially highlights the importance of this event, which he defines as 

both a ‘ Liebesnachf and a ‘Hohepunkf of the novel: for this reason, the German scholar 

even includes this chapter in the first book.

If we look at the content of both monologues, they contain a clear condemnation of the 

pirates’ erotic seduction, which seems to clarify the existence of Eros’ negative side. To 

begin with, both protagonists demonstrate here the acquisition of a deeper awareness of 

their love and their life: for the first time in the novel Habrocomes reminds himself of
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Apollo’s oracle and refers to Eros’ revenge (2.1.2). Similarly, Anthia recalls the fidelity 

oath, as she will constantly do in the novel.

Having said that, as Cheyns 2003, 268 argues, the two speeches are not identical. 

Habrocomes’ words reflect deeply on his situation and on his virtue: this personal touch 

has its only antecedents in his two monologues of the fourth chapter, since in both the 

wedding night and in the oath the hero, unlike Anthia, says only very few words about 

himself. As a result, the characterisation of Habrocomes is here clearly emphasised. 

Conversely, Anthia’s speech is more standard, as she makes a summary of the previous 

episode and she recalls the tragic motif of dying for love which has already appeared in 

the oath. For this reason, I would take issue with Konstan 1994, 25 who use the shared 

lament to prove ‘the symmetry of the situation’.

1) Habrocomes ’view o f the episode

To begin with, Habrocomes links the pirates’ attack to the oracle’s fulfilment and this 

element makes him more mature than before, because it provides a contrast with his 

first superficial reaction to Apollo’s words (on this contrast, see Schissel von 

Fleschenberg 1909, 51).

Later, Habrocomes defines Corymbus’ love for him as n)v aiaxpav £7U0oplav (2.1.3) 

and he refuses it because of his old acocppoouvrj (2.1.4). This suggests that the first value 

which Habrocomes is emphasising is chastity in marriage. More precisely, the first 

formula, r| aioxpa £7ti0opla, is always used by Greek authors to denote a failure in the 

control of instinctive desires (see Xen. Ap. Socr. 30, Acta Joannis 33, Epict. Diss.

2.1.10, Asp. In Eth. Nicom. 134). The erotic meaning is less common, but it appears in 

Aesop’s fable of Xanthippe to describe the love between a young man and an old 

woman {Fab. 54: aiaxpa<; £7U0i)pla<; Seivcoc; sxapaTtETo) and then twice by Hid. In the 

first occurrence Calasiris, in his relevation of lovesickness to Charicleia, opposes the 

slighty varied expression to  pev £7ii0upla<; aioxpov ovopa to to  8e cruvacpe(a<; ewopov 

cruvaAXaypa, which is marriage (4.10.6). Then, in 7.3.5, Arsace relates 7rapavopou Kai

aiaxpa<; eTciOupiaq to her passion for Thyamis. Given this framework, I would conclude
\

that Habrocomes, like Calasiris in the aforementioned episode, is condemning 

Corymbus’ love because of its extramarital status and this makes him mention his
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aco(ppo<Tuvr|: this is the first sign that fidelity is tested by the hardships of the journey 

(LI 4).

Second, it is significant that Habrocomes stresses the barbaric origin of his suitors and 

their piratical activity (cf. the phrases uPpsi 7iapa5o0£vxe<; Treipaxwv in 2.1.2 and iva 

spauxov U7ro0co [...] and in 2.1.3). This suggests that Habrocomes is criticising

Corymbus’ proposal also because of the low social status of the pirate.

Overall, these two accusations show how this speech has an emphasis which seems an 

appropriate answer to the offensive tone of Euxinus’ speech (see esp. 1.16.5: it 6s 

Epcopsvr)^ xt|A,ikcq8£ ovxi;) and proves Habrocomes’ maturity. This possibility is 

confirmed by the fact that at the beginning of Corymbus’ attack on Habrocomes the 

protagonist is cheated, and wrongly interprets the pirate’s attention towards him as a 

sign of compassion (see 1.15.3: o 8e £>*£ouvxa). Conversely, here he is aware of all the 

risks he is taking. As a result, if Corymbus and Euxinus constitute the first enemies of 

the couple, I would conclude that their hostility is used by Xen. to increase 

Habrocomes’ experience: this pattern works well in the Odyssean reading of the novel, 

since Odysseus increases his knowledge and ability to suffer during his journey (LI 6.3).

Finally, Habrocomes’ speech has its apex in the mention of 7i o p v f | .  With this word, the 

hero defines his possible erotic relationship with Corymbus as prostitution. As Dover 

1978, 20, in fact, argues, ‘7 to p v f |, cognate with 7i£ p v r |f i i ,  “sell”, was the normal Greek 

word (first attested in the seventh century BC, see Arch. Fr. 302) for a woman who takes 

money (if a slave, on her owner’s behalf) in return for the sexual use of her body, i.e. 

“prostitute”’. The other term was ‘c x a t p a ,  the feminine form of £xa ip o< ;, which often 

denoted a woman who was maintained by a man, at a level acceptable to her, for the 

purpose of a sexual relationship without formal process of marriage, [...] but not 

without hope on the man’s part that she might love him’ (20-21).

Although the difference between the two denominations is not always clear, 7iopvcta 

usually indicated a more temporary and less noble relationship, in which ‘the mental 

image of a SauArj was evoked’ (Faraone - McClure 2006, 103). A case in point is 

constituted by the women in the brothel, who were always called rcopvai, and this is 

confirmed by Anthia too, who in Taras will state: £xi Kai 7iopv£U£iv avayK&^opai (5.7.1). 

Further, in Greek literature many writers underline the immorality of 7copv£ia: while 

Xenophon of Athens in his Memorabilia considers it as aiaxpov (1.6.13), Aeschines in
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his Against Timarchus 21 shows how a male prostitute must be punished by exclusion 

from society. Finally, in Greek comedy q 7iopvf| is a typical libidinous character: this 

emerges, for example, in a fragment from Menander, where we read: %a?i£7i6v, 

riapcplX,r|, sXsoGspai yuvaud npog 7copvr|v p&xrj- TtXsiova KaKoupyst, rcXsiov’ o i5 ’, 

aiaxpvsxai obSsv, koAuksusi paAAov [...] {Epitrepontes, fr. 7). As a result, Habrocomes 

here is referring to the less noble type of Greek prostitution and he is rejecting the 

inferior status to which he would be condemned.

A second point which Habrocomes is making here depends on his adoption of the 

feminine term 7topvf| instead of the masculine 7iopvo<;. Although these two terms have 

the same meaning, in Greek literature 7topvr| is never attributed to male characters. The 

only exception appears in a letter from Epicurus, in which the philosopher tells how 

Nausiphanes, philosopher from Mytilene, used to accuse him: xabxa qyaysv auxov si; 

SKaxaaiv xoiabxqv, coaxs poi Aoi5opstaGai Kai a7toKaX£iv 5i5acncaXov. nXsupova xs 

auxov sk&Axi Kai aypappaxov Kai anaxe&va Kai 7iopvr|v (fr. 101). The lack of context, 

however, makes the interpretation of this passage not opaque.

As a result, I would argue that Habrocomes here is purposely using 7copvrj to show his 

fear of becoming feminised. A feeling like this is not uncommon in Greek society, 

where there are other examples in which prostituted men were accused of acting like 

women (see Dover 1978, 104). The reason for this assimilation lies in the passivity and 

penetrability ‘which normatively characterize the female in sexual relationship’ (Dover 

1978, 104, n .l) and that in prostitution concerns men too. For this reason, Cantarella 

20065 states: ‘ecco l’infamia commessa da chi si prostituiva: egli si faceva donna’ (77). 

Interestingly, this judgement is underlined by Ach. too: after his only mention of 

Tiopvoq, which refers to Cleitophon, Thersander’s lawyer accuses him of becoming a 

woman in order to love men (8.10.9: xouxo yap xo psi^ov axu%r|pa, oxi xoiouxov rjups 

xov spcopsvov, o<; 7ipo<; psv yuvaucac; avSpac; pipsixai, yuvf| 5s ylvsxai 7ipo<; av5paq). 

Similarly, also Astylus considers Daphnis’ possible relationship with Gnathon as 

yuvaiKcov spya (4.19.5). As a result, Habrocomes is rejecting here the passivity in love 

which his submission to Corymbus would require.

Although this pattern seems to explain Xen.’s attitude, there is a further issue which 

must be addressed: at the beginning of the novel Habrocomes is introduced as an 

spcbpsvoq. Since, as Cantarella 20065, 78 argues, Ta passivita non si addiceva al 

maschio adulto’, his rejection of being a 7copvf| suggests that Habrocomes now
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considers himself an adult male and the clearest sign of this is his description as an 

avqp, which occurs in the same sentence (2.1.3: xi<; epoi plo<; 7t£piA£i7texai rcopvfl pev 

avxi av5po<; yevopevcp [...];) Further, the use of ylyvopai proves the existence of a 

progression in his personality, which appears here closer than before to the Classical 

conception of masculinity, where male lovers and husbands play an active and not a 

passive role.

This conclusion is supported by the novelistic use of 7topvf| and Ttopvoq: these adjectives 

and their cognates, in fact, always appear in passages in which a particular 

characterisation of a protagonist occurs. A case in point is Ach.’s text, in which 7iopvf| 

is used four times by Thersander in relation to Leucippe (see 8.8.3, in the plural form,

8.8.11, 8.10.3, where Thersander’s lawyer is speaking, and 8.11.2). Similarly, in 6.20.2 

Thersander tells Leucippe: eyd> pev ore Kai 7t£7copve{)a0ai S okcq. At the same time, 

Cleitophon deserves the same title in the aforementioned passage in which Thersander’s 

lawyer describes Melite’s relationship with the protagonist as adultery (see 8.10.9: 

K a ip o v  x o u x o v  e v o p ia e v  e u x a ip o v  p o i / e ia q  [K ai a u x n p a ]  K ai v ea v lcn co v  e u p o u a a  

7iopvov). Finally, rcopveia is also the definition given by the Ephesian priest of 

Thersander’s conduct (8.9.1). Since the same phenomenon occurs once in Callirhoe, 

where Theron denigrates Chaereas by naming him Tiopvoc; (see 1.2.3: 'O 5e xcopvoq Kai 

7ievr|q [...]), it is likely that Xen.’s passage has also the same emphasis. Furthermore, the 

originality of our case is that it is the only novelistic one in which prostitution is treated 

as a real condition of a protagonist: this makes the use of Ttopvq even more provocative 

for the readers.

Having said that, it is difficult to assess whether this use of 7topvf| would imply 

Habrocomes’ criticism of homosexuality: as Borgogno 2005, 416, n. 73 notes, this use 

of 7iopvf| might also imply Habrocomes’ criticism of homosexuality, since the hero, 

when faced with Manto’s proposal, will offer a strong “no” but without demonstrating 

such discomfort on immoral issues as in this case (see X.Eph. 2.5.4). That said, since no 

other sign of this attitude will appear later in the novel and, conversely, Hippothous’ 

relationship with Hyperanthes (X.Eph. 3.2.3-8) and then with Cleisthenes (ibid. 5.9.3 

and 5.15.4) seem to partially equalise heterosexuality and homosexuality, I would 

consider this view of homosexuality minor and not essential to understand 

Habrocomes’ reaction to the pirates.
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2) Anthia s view o f the episode

Anthia’s description of the pirates’ attack clearly marks Euxinus’ erotic attempt as 

aiming at sex. In fact, elsewhere in the novel the formula etauaopai si<; ebvf|v refers to 

similar requests made by Manto (2.5.4) and Perilaus (3.5.3, in which dcpiKvsopai 

substitutes etauaopai). Similarly, cruvyKaiaKX,i0f|aso0ai is used in reference to Anthia’s 

wedding night in 1.7.3 and to Cyno’s desire (see 3.12.5). Finally, the heroine adopts the 

verb uPpi^co (2.1.6), which alludes to a physical outrage.

Overall, the difference between her speech and that of Habrocomes lies only in the more 

emphatic tone of the latter, and this depends on a gender issue: for Anthia is less 

shameful to submit to another’s love, being a woman. This confirms that Xen. from this 

point onwards is introducing a more traditional balance in the couple.

Having said that, her “negative” use of anyKaxaicXivopai, which intertexts with her 

relationship in Ephesus, offers further proof that the protagonists seem now to despise 

sex. Further, since Anthia expands here the motif of the priority of love to life, including 

the sharing of death, I would conclude that also her conscience makes a progression 

and, thus, the internal dimension of the Odyssean journey is true also for her.

el Parallel with Manto: the “programmatic” value of Euxinus’ and Manto’s episodes for 

the whole novel and the evolutionary character of the protagonists’journey 

In his analysis of Euxinus’ episode, Konstan 1994 suggests: ‘Manto’s emotion is exactly 

comparable to that of Corymbus and Euxinus, and so too is her strategy of using 

blandishments, promises and threats’ (42-3). This statement must be carefully analysed, 

because its acceptance would definitely prove the aforementioned suggestion idea that 

Euxinus’ episode is a model for the rest of the novel.

To begin with, both episodes belong to the same Phoenician environment and include 

obviously Phoenician characters. Second, the identification between Eros and 

Corymbus might be extended by Xen. to both Manto and Apsyrtus: the noun xipoopla 

and the verb npcopsopai, in fact, are attributed altogether five times to them and in these 

passages they are presented as the perpetrators of this action (cf. 2.5.5 and 2.9.2 in 

relation to the former and 2.5.7, 2.6.1 and 2.10.1 with the latter). In addition, Manto 

refers twice to Habrocomes’ possible refusal as an arrogant act towards her (see 2.5.2: 

xrj<; arj<; imepr|(pavia<; and 2.5.5: xipcopfiaaixo xov U7Espr|(pavoi>vxa, where both key 

words are close to each other). In this respect, it is interesting that later in the novel
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ti|Licopla and xipcopeopai are mentioned in relation to Habrocomes’ crucifixion (4.2.4 

and 4.2.7), Anthia’s imprisonment in the ditch (4.6.6), Anthia’s imprisonment by 

Rhenaea (5.5.1) and Anthia’s service in the brothel (5.5.6). Although these are probably 

the most grim trials in the novel, the association between Eros and the rivals is there no 

longer involved, since the perpetrator of xipcopla never coincides with the lover. Further, 

x)7i8pr|(pav8co is missing. As a result, I would suggest that Manto might share with 

Corymbus the role of establishing the rivals’ pattern in such a complete way that later in 

the text Xen. might be allowed to refer to it more briefly.

More deeply, if we revisit the erotic list included in LI 3.2 , it is interesting to note that 

the two episodes share five motifs:

- increase of love through living together: Corymbus (1.14.7), Manto (2.3.2);

- vehemence of love (cnpoSpov epcoxa): Corymbus (1.14.7 and 1.16.4), Manto (2.3.7);

- potential erotic persuasion: Corymbus (1.15.1 and 1.15.3), Manto (2.3.2);

- impossibility of resisting love (ouKexi Kapxepcov): Corymbus (1.15.2), Manto (2.3.3 

and 2.5.1).

- confession to a friend: Corymbus (1.15.3), Manto (2.3.3-5).

The link in the first motif is even closer, since both characters are unsure of their 

persuasive attempts because of the presence of Anthia.

Finally, while Corymbus “uses” Euxinus to communicate his love, Manto also adopts an 

indirect instrument, a letter (see 2.5.1-2), which is similar to Euxinus’ speech. As 

Doulamis 2003 has clearly argued, this piece is composed of the same first three parts 

as the pirates’ one (see introduction, request and statements of reasons) and it is 

characterised by simplicity. Moreover, Manto ‘already in the introductory part of the 

letter emphasises her power by introducing herself as Habrocomes’ mistress (2.5.1: 

6eandiva f) cjfj): this is precisely Manto’s strongest argument in the main body of her 

letter’ (59). As a result, as in the pirates’ words, slavery and love are still connected 

here. Then, like Euxinus and Corymbus, Manto offers to Habrocomes manumission and 

wealth (see 2.5.2: 7tAx)oxr|a8i<; 8e Kai paKapioq eaq) as a reward of his acceptance of 

marriage; this possibility, as in Euxinus’ case, is expressed with 7i8i0opai (see 2.5.2: eav 

yap 7T8io0f|q), and like Euxinus, Manto mentions Habrocomes’ yuvauca.

The same topics then explored by Habrocomes in his responding letter (2.5.4), in which 

he draws a distinction between his submission to slavery and that to love. Although this 

piece is briefer, the hero uses the expressions exoipo<;, ei<; cuvqv 8e xqv aqv ouk av
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8^0oi|ii and onxe av xoianxa 7t£ia0slr|v KsX^noncrri which are in parallel with Corymbus’ 

episode: the first adjective, in fact, is used previously in the Ephesiaca in the singular 

only by Euxinus with reference to Corymbus (see 1.16.4). Then, the second sentence is 

used by Anthia to explain the nature of Euxinus’ desire (see 2.1.5) and, surprisingly, 

Habrocomes’ refusal seems to answer Euxinus’ speech rather than Manto’s one. The 

pirate, in fact, concludes his proposal by saying: toutco Keteuoavti u7iaicou£iv (1.16.5). 

Overall, the existence of these parallels, as well as the textual closeness in the novel 

itself, allows me to argue that there is an intratextuality between these two episodes. The 

first fruit of this analysis is the confirmation that Corymbus’ episode is echoed in the 

rest of the novel: this might allow us to consider the protagonists’ judgement about it as 

valid also for the following episodes, which lack a similar reflection.

This discovery also invites us to observe their differences carefully: Manto is more 

instinctive and uncontrolled than the pirates and this clearly emerges in her letter, in 

which, unlike Euxinus, she explicitly alludes to the negative consequences of 

Habrocomes’ refusal (see 2.5.2: £av 5e dvT£i7ip<; [...]). At the same time, the same 

increase of strength concerns also Habrocomes: the existence of his aforementioned 

letter of response (see 2.6.4) marks a contrast with his previous silence (see 1.16.6). 

Finally, a change in tactics also characterises the action of both characters: first, Manto 

persuades his father to torture Habrocomes, and the hero suffers a great deal and is 

imprisoned. Second, although without the fulfilment of the erotic relationship, 

Habrocomes obtains the promised manumission and goods from Apsyrtus (see 2.10.2) 

and then expresses a criticism about this acquisition of wealth (2.10.3).. As a result, 

from Corymbus to Manto there is an increase in the danger of the enemies and in the 

ability of the protagonist involved to react more skilfully.

This pattern gives more proof to the aforementioned inclusion of the Odyssean journey 

into a Bildungroman.

1.16.3: oik£tt|v p£v ££, £?t£u0£pou y£v6|i£vov, 7i£vr|Ta 5c avx’£i)8aipovo<;: for the epic 

and tragic colour and origin of this passage, see 1.14.3. Here, unlike earlier in the novel, 

the relationship between Xen. and his possible models does not seem to go beyond a 

sharing of topics.
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Having said that, the existence in the background of this dialogue of a Homeric heroine 

confirms its paradoxical nature, where the master is a servant and the servant a master. 

For this reason, in this case the epic model seems to be used with irony.

Before the end of the novel Xen. introduces two other formulae similar to the present 

one: the first marks a shift from slavery to freedom, since it occurs when Apsyrtus frees 

Habrocomes (see 2.10.2: aXka vuv pev ae eteuOepov avxi SouAou 7roif|aco). Conversely, 

Anthia, in her apostrophe to Helios in Rhodes, exploits the same connotation of the 

present passage, when she defines herself as vuvi 5s SouAn pev avx’eA^uOepa*;, 

aixpaA.coxo<; 5e f| 5uaxuxn<; avxi xfj<; paxaplai; (5.11.4). While in the first passage there is 

an epic apparatus which suggests a comic mark, in the second a clear epic and tragic 

apparatus is missing and, thus, I would conclude that there the topicality of the motif is 

more stressed.

1.16.3: xuxn Travxa Ax)ylaaaOai: as O’Sullivan 2005 shows in his apparatus, the 

manuscript reading \|/uxfj was here substituted with xuxn by Hemsterhuius, following 

two novelistic passages. This correction is certainly good, since in his first sentence 

Euxinus is referring to the instability of fate. The first parallel is in Ach., where 

Leucippe tells Sosthenes to stop talking about Thersander, as she does not want him: 

,'Ea ps, dv0p(O7is, pexa xfjq epauxfj<; auvxpipeaOai xuxn? K°d tou Kaxexovxoc; pe 

Saipovoc;- (6.13.1). Interestingly, we find here Euxinus’ same use of Saipcov and this 

allows us to accept the new reading. The second passage is from Heliodorus, when 

Thisbe decides to play a trick on Demeneta and she starts by saying: ei 5s xi xcov pf| 

Kaxa yvcbpnv expepnicev, eiceiva pev xfj xuxn Aoyiaxeov- (1.15.2).

Having said that, it is interesting to note the originality of this appearance of xuxn in the 

Eph. In fact, unlike the other novelists, Xen. uses xuxn to refer to the result on the 

protagonists of the action of destiny, rather than crediting the divine agent (see 3.2.15, 

4.4.1, 4.6.6, 4.6.7, 5.4.7 and 5.8.3). For this reason, this term can be translated as both 

‘ill fortune’ and ‘fortune’. The only exception lies in Leucon’s and Rhode’s speech to 

Anthia, in which they ask her: aXka xlq evxauOa ayei ae xuxn; (5.12.5). However, this 

use of xuxn as ‘fate’ does not have any serious connotation and, thus, it cannot be 

compared with that of Euxinus. As a result, Euxinus’ mention of divine providence is 

unexpected and it certainly increases the ironical construction of the pirate.
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Finally, it is interesting to notice how Aoyft^opai and tu%t| are not a common formula in 

Greek literature. It appears in fact only in two orations of Aelius Aristides (cf. On 

sending help in Sicily, Jebb 373: on yap s^apKscsi EupaKooiou;, si ys p^Ssv 

7i£7iov0aaiv, a AM xobxo psv xrj xu^n Kai AaKs5aipovioi<; Ax)yiouvxai xoiq dippprjpsvou; 

and To Plato: on defence o f the four, Jebb 159: koiksivo psv av xrj xuxn xiq si^s 

Auyi^scOai, xouxo 5s xco Kpslxxova f\ Kaxa xou<; aAAouq ovxa yvyvaxjKsaOai).

This rarity leads me to conclude that Hld.’s passage might be intertexting with that of 

Xen. In addition, Xen.’s and Ach.’s expression o Kaxŝ cDV Salpcov has no other 

occurrences in the text. As a result, Leucippe’s words might also be intertexting with 

those of Euxinus. It is interesting how in both passages a servant is speaking to another 

servant (real or false, like Leucippe). This might support the hypothesis of a reciprocal 

link. Finally, it might not be sheer coincidence that Leucippe, shortly after this 

reference, says: oi5a yap ouca sv 7isipaxr|plcp. This reference might work also as an 

allusion to Xen..

1.16.3: ayarcav: the aforementioned lack of sexual desire in the meaning of this verb is 

confirmed by the other passages in which it appears in the novel: dya7raco, in fact, 

designates Araxus’ and Aegialeus’ loves for Habrocomes which seems like that of 

adopted parents (cf. 3.12.4: o psv 5f) Apa^o<; f|ya7ia xov A(3poKopr|v Kai 7taT5a srcoisixo 

and 5.1.2:7tai5a svopi^sv auxou Kai f]yd7ia 5iacpep6vxoo<;; see, on this, “adoption”). This 

lack of sexual connotation is confirmed by the fact that Araxus’ behaviour contrasts 

overtly with Cyno’s wantonness (see 3.12.4: o psv 5f] ’Apa^oq f)ya7ia [...], f| 5s Kuvct) 

7ipoacpspsi Myov 7ispi auvouaiaq [...]) and Aegialeus is still in love with his wife 

Telxinoe.

1.16.4-5: su5aipoouvr|v Kai sAsu0spiav: in this part Euxinus’ proposal might recall the 

promise of made by Calypso to Odysseus. The starting point of this comparison is given 

by the Homeric background of every novel, according to which Habrocomes is 

Odysseus and, like him, is here far from home, as Euxinus repeats (see 1.16.5: yfj 5s 

auxr) ^svr]).

More precisely, Calypso, similarly to Euxinus, offers Odysseus the possession of her 

house and immortality (see Od. 5.208-9: sv0a5s K’auOi psvcov cruv spot xo5s Scopa 

cpuAdaaon; a0avaxo<; x’eir|<;). In addition, she mentions Odysseus’ wife, describing how
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she is more beautiful than her (see 5.211-4) , thus trying to convince him that she can 

live without her.

In my opinion, since Xen. clearly places his episode in the context of an Odyssean 

journey, this parallel can be accepted. At the same time, it is evident that our author 

adapts his model here to the different tone of Euxinus’ speech. Interestingly, this 

transformation of immortality into material happiness and freedom was part of the 

rationalistic interpretation of Homer, as the chapter nepi KaAuxj/ouq Kai ’OSuoaecoq from 

Heraclitus’ On incredible things clearly proves: AMyov 0vr|xov ovxa ’OSuaaea auxqv 

snayysXksaQai 7ioif|aeiv aMvaxov, a AM xo xa npdg xpoipqv Kai 7ipo<; piou arcoAauaiv 

a<p0ova Kai Mprcpa s^eiv. Since Xen. seems to acknowledge this tradition in more than 

one passage (see “Introduction”), he might also be following this here. In addition, the 

word anofaxvoiq seems to have a negative immoral connotation and this subtle criticism 

can be extended to this present passage, since wealth without the beloved does not bring 

happiness.

If this connection highlights the existence here of a moral concern, this transformation 

of the model has also an ironical effect, which is particularly underlined by the 

offensive reference to Anthia made by Euxinus (xi 5e epcopevr|<; xqMccp5e ovxi;). 

Interestingly, the same pattern will occur in Manto’s episode, where both readings can 

be accepted too.

1.16.5: xi 8s epcopsvqg xqA,iK(58e ovxi: with this rhetorical question Euxinus is 

suggesting that Habrocomes is too young to have a wife and that it is better at his age to 

play a passive role in the relationship. In this respect, as the mention of epcopevr|<; 

suggests, Euxinus is referring to the Classical balance of erotic relationships, where the 

women are subject to men. Since Habrocomes is married, this sentence is a clear 

offence to him: this justifies the strong reaction of his lament, in which the protagonist 

will demonstrate his maturity.

1.16.6: axavqq rjv Kai ov8s xi a7ioKpiveo0ai lyupicncev: given this Homeric interpretation 

of Euxinus’ proposal, it is striking how different Habrocomes’ reaction is to that of the 

Homeric hero: rather than announcing his refusal (see Od. 5.215-224), aKouaa<; o 

AppoKopr|<; eu0i)<; pev axavf|<; rjv Kai ou5e xi a7ioKpiv8a0ai qupicncev, e5aKpuae 8s Kai 

aveaxeve [...]. Kai 5f) Aeyei 7cpo<; xov Eu^eivov- “em xpeyov, 5ea7toxa, (3ouA£uaaa0ai
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ppa^u, Kai 7ipoc; rcavxa a7roKpivoupai 001 xa pr|0svxa” (1.16.6). This lack of initiative 

shows that Habrocomes is no Odysseus.

Interestingly, in the second book, as I will show in APP 1.1. the memory of the same 

episode is invoked, with a different development: Habrocomes strenuously opposes 

Manto’s invitation and he is not happy about becoming Apsyrtus’ administrator, since 

his only desire is for Anthia. Thus, Habrocomes here loses his passivity and becomes an 

“Odyssean lover”.

1.16.7: o 5e Kopoppo<; xrj AvGia Sis&ekxo: Corymbus’ proposal to Anthia is introduced 

by Xen. in indirect speech. The distinctive feature of this piece is its nature of 

“summary”, which emerges from the great number of actions described, its briefness 

and its use of a recapitulation (on these features, see also Schissel 1909, 29).

On the one hand, the presence of these features suggests that this passage might share 

with the “summary” in 1.11.2 the function of breaking the tension between the two 

scenes. In fact, this speech follows Euxinus’ proposal and precedes the protagonists’ 

lamentation of the second book.

On the other hand, it is striking that Corymbus’ summary follows Euxinus’ speech and 

shares with it the content but not the form. The textual closeness of these passages 

suggests that Xen. is here emphasising the distinction between direct and indirect 

speech, pointing out length, literary quality and emotionality as the main differences. 

The effect of this “game” is that the readers use Euxinus’ words also to imagine how 

Corymbus reacted.

In my opinion, the transparency of this comparison and its location at the end of the first 

book might contain a metaliterary value too. Since in the following books indirect 

speeches prevail over the direct ones and summaries outnumber scenes (NA 3.1), it is 

not unlikely that Xen. is using this passage to increase his readers’ sensitivity to these 

two forms of speech, so that they will know how to enrich the indirect speeches with 

their imagination (see also NA 2.4).
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APPENDIX 1: HOMERIC PARALLELS

n  Tvre like a “half-Scheria”

After the double parallel of Scheria with Ephesus and Rhodes, the same island is 

exploited by Xen. in the description of Tyre. The first hint of this is given by the 

Tyrians’ reaction to the arrival of the protagonists (2.2.4: av0pco7ioi pappapoi pqTiG) 

rcpoxepov xoaaoxqv iSovxsq ebpopcpiav 0eoo<; Evopii^ov sivai xob<; pta7topEvoo<;), which 

recalls the motif of the Phaeacian divine visit, which appears Rhodes (1.12.1, n.: 

87ci5r|plav).

Shortly after, Manto is introduced on the scene and the Homeric comparison is focused 

on her. Her portrait recalls Alcinous’ daughter: like Nausicaa,

a) she is ready for marriage (cf. 2.3.1 rjv hi KaXf| Kai cbpaia yapcov q8r| and Od. 6.27: 

ooi hi yapo<; o^sSov eoxiv).

b) She does not want to speak with his father (cf. 2.3.3: ooxe yap 7tpoq AppoKopr|v 

eirceiv exoXpa, [...] ouxc aXXcp xivi x<Sv eauxfjq Sect xou 7taxpo<; and Od. 6.66-7: ai'Sexo 

yap 0aX£pov yapov e^ovopfjvai rcaxpi cpiAxo).

c) She finally speaks with a girl, Rhode, who is described as xf)v ouvxpo<pov xfjg AvGiaq, 

ouaav f|X,iKio5xiv Kai Koprjv (2.3.3). Similarly, Nausicaa receives the visit of Athena, 

who appears as a girl with the same age as her: {Od. 6.22-23: eiSopevr) Koupp 

vauaiK^Eixoio Aupavxo<;, q oi 6pqA,udr| pev erjv, Ksx&piaxo hi 0upcp.

d) Manto does not immediately fall in love with Habrocomes, but after having spent 

some time with him; likewise, Nausicaa is captured by Odysseus when she sees him 

clean (cf. 2.3.2: auxr| f] Mavxd) ek xrj<; ouvr|0ou<; pexa xou Appoxopou Sialxqq dAicncexai 

and Od. 6.244-5: ai yap epoi xoiog5e tiook; KEKXr|pEvo<; Eir|).

Overall, the model of Nausicaa is part of Manto’s construction.

In addition, the Homeric colour does not seem to be dismissed by Xen. even when 

Manto becomes angry and violent: in this shift Xen. seem to use the model of Calypso, 

which he has earlier adopted in the first book (1.16.4-5, suSaipoouvrjv): when Manto 

offers Habrocomes wealth in case of marriage: iav  yap 7iEio0fj<;, rcaxspa xov epov 

’Ayupxov syd) 7ieiaco oo i pe ouvoudaai, Kai xf|v vuv oo i cpuvaiKa aTtooKeuaoopsGa,
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7iAxn)Tf|a£i<; 5e Kai paKapio<; ear] (2.5.2), the heroine rephrases the Nymph’s offer to 

Odysseus {Od. 5.203-213). As in the first book, there is a comic reading of the model: 

immortality is substituted with possession of material goods (2.5.2: 7tXooxr|a£i<; 8s Kai 

paKapioq sorj), Manto expresses her will to eliminate Anthia (ibid.: xfiv vuv ooi yuvalka 

d7rooKsuao6ps0a) and then menaces Habrocomes in case of refusal.

Finally, when Manto’s trick is discovered and Habrocomes is freed, the Phaeacian 

model comes back, as Apsyrtus becomes Alcinous: vuv p£v o£ eXeuOepov avxi SouXou 

7ioif|oco, 5i5copi 5e o o i xrjq ouda<; apxsiv xrjq Eprjq Kai yuvaika a^ opai xcov 7ioXixa)v xivo<; 

0uyaxepa (2.10.2). This promise recalls that made by the Phaeacian king to Odysseus: 

a i yap, Z eu x£ naxzp Kai A0rjvavn Kai ArcoXXov, 

xotoq £(bv oio<; e o o i, xa xe cppovecov a  x ’Eycb 7i£p,

7iaT8a x’Eppv £%£p£v Kai Epoq yapppoq KaXieo0ai 

au0i pevcov- o i k o v  5 e  K’syd) Kai Kxf|paxa Sohyv, 

e i  k ’£0£A,oov y£ jlievok; {Od. 7 . 3 1 1 - 3 1 5 ) .

2) Tarsus like a “half-Scheria”

In the second and third book (2.13.3) Xen. introduces the Perilaus episode, which is set 

in Tarsus. After the first meeting between Anthia and Perilaus (2.13.8), a new event 

enters the action of the novel: the strange visit of Eudoxus. His introduction recalls 

Odysseus’ arrival at Scheria:

a) Eudoxus t)ke 8e vauaykp 7i£put£od)v £iq Aiyurcxov ntecov (3.4.1): this recalls 

Odysseus’ shipwreck in Od. 5.368-376.

b) The doctor is a beggar: Ouxo<; o EuSo^oq 7i£pifj£i p£v Kai xouq aXXou<; av8pa<;, oooi 

Tapoecov EuSoKipcbxaxoi, ou<; pev eo0fjxa<;, ouq 5e apyupiov aixcov. Similarly, in Scheria 

Odysseus is looking for clothes and money: cf. Od. 6.135-136:

(hq O Sucteix; Kouppoiv EurcXoKapoiaiv epeXXe 

pi^eaOai, yupvoq 7 iep  ecdv- XP£1® yap ucavE 

and Od. 6.214, when the hero receives clothes:

7iap 5’apa oi cpapo<; xe xvrcova xe £ipax’£0r|Kav [...];

c) In Tarsus Eudoxus is storyteller: 5ir|youp£vo<; £Kaaxco xf|v crupcpopav (3.4.2), like 

Odysseus at the Phaeacian court {Od. 11.367-369).
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d) The doctor declares to have been far from his home for a long time: Xen.’s genitive 

absolute xrj<; dTtoSripiaq xfjq citio ’Etpeaou yeyevr|p£vr|<; (3.4.3) recalls Odysseus’ self- 

definition: 8r|0d cplA©v a7io 70) fiat a naayco {Od. 7.152).

e) Eudoxus asks Anthia to be accompanied home, where his wife and children live: del 

<8e> Seopevoq auxrj<; ziq ’'Ecpeaov 7capa7iep(p0fjvai- Kai apa Kai 7iat8e<; rjoav abx© Kai 

yuvf| (3.4.4). This coincides with Odysseus’ request to Arete, Alcinous’ wife:

Apf)xr|, ©byaxep 'Pr|^f|vopo<; avxi0eoio,

oov xe Ttooiv od xe youva©’ ucav© 7toMd poyqoaq,

xodaSe xe Saixupovaq, xoioiv 0eoi oA,pia Soiev,

^©epevat, Kai 7iaioiv e7iixpe\|/eiev eKaoxoq

Kxf|pax’ evi peyapoiai yepac; 0’, o xi Srjpoc; e8©K£v.

abxap epoi 7iop7nf|v oxpbvexe 7iaxpl8’ ucea0ai

0aaoov, £7iei 8q 8r|0d cpiX©v a7io 7ii)paxa 7taax©” {Od 7.146-152).

f) Eudoxus receives a positive answer from Anthia: 3.5.8: [...] auxf] 8e 001 Kai apyupiov 

8©a© Kai xqv 7tapa7top7xi)v £7uaK£uda©, 8uvf|crr| 8e 7ipo xou 7xu0ea0ai xiva £7upd<; ve©q 

xqv e7i”E(peoou tiX^Tv. The same offering is made by Alcinous to Odysseus {Od. 7.317: 

7iop7if|v 8 ’eq xoS’ey© xeKpaipopai) and Arete gives him clothes and gold (see Od. 

8.438-441:

xoippa 8’ ap’ Apf|xri êivcp 7iepiKaX,Aia xn^bv 

ê ecpepev 0aAdpoio, x(0ei 8’ evi KaXltpa 8©pa, 

eo0rjxa xpuoov xe, xa oi Oalr|K£c; eS©Kav- 

ev 8’ abxf| cpapoq 0fjKev Kokov xe xvt©va [...]).

In addition, Anthia’s answer seems to contain a textual allusion to the Odyssey, the word 

7iapa7co|47rr| used by Anthia has only other two occurrences in the Greek novels, in 

which it designates specific groups of people.393 Since in both cases the meaning of 

‘transport’ (LSJ), which is shared by the Homeric and Xenophontic passages, is 

missing, 7rapa7rop7xf| might echo the Homeric 710pm), which occurs fifteen times in 

Alcinous’ episode out of its twenty-five occurrences in the whole Odyssey. Furthermore, 

Xen.’s addition of 7iapa- does not seem to constitute an objection to this hypothesis, 

because in the Imperial Era 7iop7if| means only ‘solemn processions’, ‘parade’ or, in 

Rome, ‘triumphal procession’ (LSJ). As a result, the simple noun could not fit into this 

context.

393 See Hippothous’ slaves again in Xen. 5.9.1 and a group o f athletes in Char. 6.2.1.
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Overall, Xen. introduces such a good number of echoes of the Odyssean visit to Scheria 

that the whole Perilaus episode can be interpreted as new version o f this scene. Within 

this framework, the parallels which are easy to dray concern Tarsus and Scheria and 

Eudoxus and Odysseus. In addition, the second leads to an identification between 

Ephesus and Ithaca, since Eudoxus / Odysseus comes from the former city. Although 

the association between homeland o f the protagonists and Ithaca is typical of every 

novel, this scene makes it active, because it is in Ephesus where 7caT5eq qoav auxcp Kai 

yuvf| (3.4.4), and it will become very important at the end o f the novel (LI 6.2c).

On the other hand, the figures o f Anthia and Perilaus requires detailed analysis: since at 

the beginning of Eudoxus’ visit Xen. mentions that Anthia belongs to Perilaus’ ouco<;394 

and that she is going to marry him, the heroine seems to be associated with Arete and 

this is confirmed by her positive reception o f Eudoxus’ proposal (see above, e-f). In 

addition, since Anthia asks Perilaus to delay their marriage, she is also Penelope and 

this parallel becomes more evident when she desperately asks Eudoxus the poison 

(3.5.7-8 and APP 1.3).

This rich construction of the heroine affects also that of Perilaus. This man, because of  

his violent approach to Anthia (2.13.6-8), cannot be compared to Alcinous and this 

makes Tarsus, like Tyre (AEE 1.1), a different version o f Scheria. As a result, a 

deviation from the Homeric model again introduces a trait typical of the uncivilised 

society (LI 6.2c). That being said, it is surprising that, as in the Manto episode, the 

Odyssey is not forgotten by Xen.: since Anthia is Penelope, Perilaus is portrayed as one 

of her suitors. This proves how much our author is keen on Homer.

Finally, when Anthia asks Eudoxus news about her parents, she echoes Odysseus’ 

double request made to her mother (Od. 11.164-179) and to Eumaeus {Od. 15.346-350): 

thus, this episode is one in which the multiple Odyssean personality o f the heroine 

clearly emerges.

394 3.4.1: ’Ev hi xco xpovto ov f| AvOia 7r|(f>0£iaa ek too ^narr|piou <§if}y£v ev rfi oiida too Il£piXdou>.
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3) Anthia like Penelope

The parallel between the female protagonist o f a Greek novel and Penelope is proper of 

the genre and it is focused on her active fidelity.395 In the Eph. there are some passages 

in which this identification is highlighted by Xen. to support the progressive maturation 

o f Anthia’s awcppocruvri and avdpsia:

a) When Perilaus forces Anthia to marry her, Anthia accepts but asks for a delay (2.13.8: 

u c e x su s i 5e auxov avapeivai %povov oXiyov ooo v  ppEpcov xptaKovxa Kai axpavxov  

xppfjoai). This stratagem appears a variant the Odyssean loom, which is used by 

Penelope to postpone her union with the suitors {Od. 2.96-8). This connection is 

strengthened by the memory o f the oracle’s expression dvf|vuxa epya, which seems to 

exactly recall Penelope’s loom (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 4).

b) In the dialogue with Eudoxus, Anthia asks the fatal poison because Habrocomes has 

died and she says: tpuyEiv 5s aduvaxov K ai xov peXXovxa apfjyavov imopdvai yapov

(3.5.7). This entreaty recalls the Odyssean passage where Penelope asks Artemis to be 

killed: as she also thinks that Odysseus is dead, she cannot accept a suitor as a new 

husband: pride xi xslpovo<; avdpoq eiicppaivoipi voppa (Od. 20.82). In addition, the 

presence of Penelope is supported by Anthia’s clear allusion to the oath of fidelity (LI

2.5).

c) Anthia’s “fear of losing chastity” in the brothel (5.5.5: xf)v pexpi vuv AppoKopp 

x p p o u p e v p v  a cocp p oou vp v  7topvopoaKd<; a v a y K a a e i  pe X u eiv ;) appears another 

expression o f Penelope’s worry about being forced to marry a suitor.

d) The first part of Anthia’s nightmare has more than one echo of Penelope (1.6.2, n.: 

oracle, 7n).

4) Habrocomes like a lover Odysseus

Similarly to Anthia and Penelope, Xen. highlights the comparison between Habrocomes 

and Odysseus:

395 On Penelope’s fidelity in the Odyssey, see Od 11.445-446 and 24.192-202 and Bettini - Franco 2010, 
204: ‘la celebrata fedelta di Penelope al marito non e affatto rappresentata nel poema come supina 
passivita, ma e piuttosto espressione di volonta, ingegnosita e capacita di azione e non solo per il trucco 
della tela [...]’).
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a) Habrocomes’ unfortunate meeting with Corymbus recalls that with Scylla (1.12.4, n.: 

dream, b);

b) Since Corymbus’ proposal to Habrocomes resembles that of Calypso (1.16.4-5, n.: 

su5aipom3vr|v), Xen. establishes here the comparison between his male protagonist and 

Odysseus. However, Habrocomes’ reaction contrasts with that o f Odysseus (1.16.6, n.: 

axavf|<;): he is no Odysseus.

c) In the second book, the same scene happens in front of Manto / Calypso (APP 1.1), 

but here Habrocomes reacts like Odysseus, because his letter to Manto is a clear refusal

(2.5.4).

e) After Habrocomes’ liberation from prison the hero’s pursuit o f Anthia assumes an 

Odyssean colour, as his second dream suggests (LI 4.5.bl-2).

f) Habrocomes’ unfortunate meeting with Cyno recalls that o f Odysseus with Circe: see 

below. APP 1.7.

g) Habrocomes’ search for Anthia is emphasised by Xen. at the beginning of the fifth 

book, when o AppoKopqq yevopevoc; syvco Tiepuevai xf|v vrjoov Kai ava^r|T8iv ei ti rcepi 

AvOiaq [ei ti] 7xu0oito (5.1.1). In the Odyssey the same desire o f exploration 

characterises Odysseus at the beginning o f the Cyclops’ episode: see Od. 9.172-176: 

“aX,?ioi pev vuv plpvex’, epoi Epvqpec; exaipoi-

aoxap syd) cruv vrp x’ epfj Kai ep o io ’ exapoiaiv 

sA,0g)v tcdvS’ av6pcov 7t8ipf\aopai [...]”.

Overall, Habrocomes seems to be associated with Odysseus from the erotic perspective 

which is typical o f Xen. This mark particularly emerges in the parallels with Scylla, 

Calypso and Circe: Habrocomes’ reaction to these “enemies” proves how he 

progressively becomes stronger throughout his journey, as does Odysseus.

Having said that, however, this trajectory is interrupted in the last book, when 

Habrocomes is not able to deal with the job in the quarry: his lack o f physical and 

spiritual energy (5.8.3) leads him to leave the job (5.10.1: O 5s AppoKopry; xa pev 

Tipcoxa 87imovco(; sv tco NooK£picp sipya^exo, xeX£uxaiov §s ouKexi cpepoov xouq 7tovou(; 

Sieyvco vecbq 87cipd<; sit; ,'E(peoov avayeaOai). This is significant: since the quarry is a 

possible reminder o f Polyphemus’ cave (APP 1.10), where Odysseus gives one o f his 

best performances in the poem, Xen. seems to introduce a reminder o f this episode (see 

above, g) and then to produce a contrast with the epic model, which makes Habrocomes
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no Odysseus. A similar lack o f heroism is confirmed by the final night in Rhodes (APP

1.5), in which Habrocomes says only a few words and, thus, does not behave as 

Odysseus: this double deviation makes the association between Habrocomes and 

Odysseus incomplete and opens the space for the special final focus on the parallel 

between Penelope and Anthia.

5) Anthia like Odvsseus

The unexpected association between Anthia and Odysseus is based on numerous 

connections which appear in the last part o f the novel. Since they mostly occur in direct 

speech delivered by the heroine, they demonstrate that Anthia becomes progressively 

aware of her literary model. Since this characteristic seems to concern also Habrocomes 

at the beginning of the fifth book (LI 6.3), this pattern increases the identification 

between the protagonists’ Bildung and the Odyssey.

a) When the heroine is asked about her origin by Hippothous (4.3.6) and by Polyidus

(5.4.4), she pretends to have a foreign origin. This stratagem is typical o f Odysseus.396 

The only difference lies in the origin, since Odysseus, unlike Anthia, declares to come 

from Crete. Finally, the existence o f this parallel is supported by Xen.’s introduction of 

the “epic formula” i s  £ir| K ai rcoGsv (LI 6.4).

b) The brothel episode is a possible echo o f Odysseus’ meeting with Circe (see below, 

APP 1.11).

c) When Anthia describes her expedients to preserve chastity, she adopts words which 

seem typical of Odysseus: in 5.7.2 she uses prixavf) and in 5.14.2 the expression 7caaav 

acocppocruvrî  pr)xavf|v (5.14.2). Since in the Odyssey 7ioXupf|xavo<; is a recurrent epithet 

of the hero397 and no other author apart from Xen. connects prixavf] with aco(ppocruvr|<;, I 

would speculate that pr|xavf| might recall this epic adjective. As a result, since in these 

monologues Anthia is displaying her virtues, she might have in mind Odysseus’ model. 

In this respect, the substitution o f TtoXuv with naoav could reflect the desire o f placing a 

major emphasis on Anthia’s virtue.

d) In the monologue after her nightmare, whose Homeric nature has already been 

stressed (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 7b), Anthia says: syd) p£v Kai rcovouq wiopsvco 7idvxa<; Kai

396 Cf. his false tales to Athena in Od. 13.256-286, to Eumaeus in 14.192-359, to Antinous in 17.415-444 
and to Penelope in 19.165-202.

397 See Od 1.205; 5.203; 10.401,456, 488, 504; 11.60, 11.92, 11.405, 11.473, 11.617; 13.375; 14.486; 
16.167; 22.164; 24.192, 24.542.
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7ioikiXxov 7ieipa>pai cruptpopcov Kai leyp/aq aG)(ppo<ruvr|<; wtep yuvaikaq euplcncco, 

APpoKoprj (5.8.7). Similarly to the previous passages, it is not impossible to see in 

rcoudXxov rceipcopai cmpcpopcov one an echo o f the Odyssean epithet 7roiKiXopf|xr|<;.

e) When, shortly after, Anthia meets Hippothous without recognising him, she tells him: 

7i87cov0a pev cv AiyuTixcp no)Jdt [....] Kai 8eiva [...]. Then she adds: 8iapopxa pev yap 

Kai ev8o£a ;te7t6v0ap£v [...] (5.9.8). The first formula is significant: in his dialogue with 

Eumaeus Odysseus explicitly defines himself as the man who KaKa noXka nenovQa (Od. 

17.284) and a similar expression is referred to him by Alcinous: paXa noXTja. nenovQaq 

(Od. 13.6). Although nac%eiv noXXa Kai Seiva is popular in Greek literature, the 

situation and the first person, which is only used by Homer and our novelist, make the 

connection between the two authors plausible.

Similarly, the second formula, which starts with Siaporpa, has no precedent in the

Greek literature. As a result, it might hint at Odysseus too, as this hero defines himself

as famous for his misadventures:

ouq xivaq 6pei<; laxe pataax’oxeovxaq 6i£i)v

dv0pft)7tcov, xoTaiv K8v ev aAyeaiv ia«)oaipr|v.

Kai 8’ext K8V Kai TrXelov’ey© KaKa pu0r|aalpr|v, 

oaoa ye 8f) ^up7iavxa 0ea>v ioxrjxi poyriaa (Od. 7.211-4).

As a result, I would conclude that Anthia’s growth and avSpeia in the last part of the 

Eph. is constructed by Xen. through her identification with Odysseus. However, on 

further inspection, the result o f this “operation” is not perfect: Anthia does not leave her 

status as Penelope, but the figure of Odysseus strengthens the association with her and 

makes fidelity the epic virtue of the Eph.

6) The last night in Rhodes

This conclusion is confirmed by the last night in Rhodes, the passage which, as I have 

already suggested, is intertexting with the last night of the Odyssey (LI 6.2a).

To begin with, reunion and o f  the sharing o f misadventures during the night are 

evidently Odyssean motifs. Further, also the moment in which the protagonists go to 

bed is the same: both in the Odyssey and in the Eph. all the other characters are sleeping 

(cf. Eph. 5.14.1: X2<; 8e oi pev aAAoi 7iavx£<; KaxeKoipf|0riaav, fjaujpa Se rjv aKpipf|<; [...]
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and Od. 23.297-299: abxap Tr)A£paxo<; Kai povKoXoq f|8s oup6xr|<; rcabaav ap’ 

opxrjGpoio nodag, navaav 8e yuvaucag, auxoi 5’ sbva^ovxo Kaxa psyapa cnaoevxa). 

Given this framework, our author makes a significant deviation from the model: while 

in the Odyssey Penelope’s account precedes that of Odysseus {Od. 23.302-5) but the 

quantity of the latter’s misadventures is incomparably greater {Od. 23.310-341), in the 

Eph. it is the female protagonists who provides us with a long list of trials. Thus, this 

passage confirms that in our novel Anthia, which is Penelope, also plays the role of 

Odysseus. Second, it shows how the Odyssean heroic adventures, which include wars 

(e.g. against the Cicons), punishments (e.g. that inflicted by Poliphemus), natural 

calamities and tricks (e.g. those made by Circe), are transformed by Xen. into fights 

against erotic suitors, which multiply Penelope’s battle in Ithaca against the Procians. 

As a result, while in the Homeric poem Odysseus’ account represents the Odyssey itself, 

in the Eph. the same role is performed by Anthia’s adventures, which are Xen’s 

Odyssey. This gender shift is further stressed by Habrocomes’ omission of the Manto 

and Cyno episodes: only the heroine’s deeds are evoked in the dialogue. In my opinion, 

the reason for this subtle “operation” coincides with what underlies the parallel between 

Anthia and Odysseus in the last part o f the novel (see above, APP 1.6): through 

Odysseus Xen. is here emphasising the association between Anthia and Penelope and, 

thus, confirming that conjugal fidelity is the new heroism of the Eph.

7) Cyno like Circe

As the previous appearance of Calypso makes us expect, also Circe enters the action of 

the Eph.: Cyno seems to be her double and the brothel in Taras might echo her palace. 

Unlike the previous parallels, the influence on Xen. of the rationalistic interpretation of 

Homer (LI 6.6) appears here greater, since it focuses on the identification of Circe with 

a courtesan and of her palace as a brothel, which both seem to be exploited by our 

author. Given this framework, in this section I will focus on the first parallel, while in 

APP 1.11 on the second.

To begin with, Cyno explicitly asks Habrocomes to have sex with her: in the Odyssey 

Circe makes the same request (Od. 10.333-5). Although in the novel a similar proposal 

is made by Manto, in that case the barbaric heroine does not mention the erotic
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consummation ( 2 . 5 . 1 - 2 ) .  Thus, Cyno is definitely closer to Circe than any other 

character of the Eph.

Given this parallel based on the narrative situation, it is surprising how much Xen. 

emphasises the immorality o f Cyno.

a) This is evident in the expression anaoav dKpaalav U7i8ppspx,r|psvr|v ( 3 . 1 2 . 3 ) :  the 

word aKpaaia, which has a philosophical origin,398 traditionally designates the lack of 

self-restraint.399 The same immoral connotation also seems to concern other phrases 

which are part of Cyno’s portrait, such as yuvaika ocpGrjvai piapav, anoXaveiv xrj<; 

871100piaq and dKOoa0f|vai 710X0  xeipco.

b) Although the LSJ translates piapav as ‘physically ugly’, this adjective also means 

‘lustful’ and ‘wanton’ and Alciphron attributes it to a courtesan.400 In my opinion, the 

context of the passage makes the second interpretation more plausible and confirmation 

of this is also provided by the two other occurrences of this word in the novelistic 

corpus. First, Char, defines Theron as piapoq ( 1 . 4 . 4 :  o piapd<; eKetvog av0pco7to<;) and 

the immorality o f this character is clearly emphasised ( 1 . 7 . 1 :  Tiavobpyog av0pco7to<;, e£, 

a5uda<; nXscov xrjv 0aXaaaav). Similarly, in Daphnis and Chloe Gnathon is piapoq 

( 4 . 1 8 . 3 )  and his lack o f self-restraint is evident ( 4 . 1 1 . 2 :  pa0d)v ea0ieiv av0pco7io  ̂ Kai 

7iiv8iv ei; pe0rjv Kai Xayvebsiv peia xrjv pe0rjv [...]).

c) The expression aTtoXaueiv xfjq 87ii0up(a<; describes the physical side of love and it is 

part o f the erotic vocabulary which in the Eph. progressively becomes a trait o f the 

uncivilised world (LI 3.2b).

More precisely, In addition, since Aristotle the phrase OTioXaueiv xrjq 87ii0opia<; implies 

the lack of self-control401 and Plutarch in his Amatorius shows clearly how this meaning 

was still present in the Imperial Literature. In his dialogue Protogene draws a distinction 

between noble love ("Epox;) and erotic desires (oi 87ii0upiai): while the former 

terminates in virtue, the aim of the latter is f|5ovf|v Kap7ioua0ai Kai a7ioXauaiv <npa<; Kai 

acbpaxoq.402

398 See Ocellus in De Universi Natura, 4.4.

399 See, e.g., Xenophon o f Athens 4.5.7: aura yap 5f|xou xa evavxia acocppocruvri; Kai aKpamaq epya 
eaxiv.

400 Alciph. 3.26.4: r| piapa 6e yuvf) xiasi xrjv a^iav xfjq aKo^acrlaq Siicriv.

401 Arist. W  1250bl2-4: eyKpaxeia; 6’ eaxi xo 6uvao0ai Kaxaaxsiv xw Xoyiopw xf|v emGupiav oppcoaav 
£7ri cpau^aq dnoTauasiq Kai f|6ovd(;, Kai xo Kapxepetv.

402 Plut. Mor. 750d.
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d) Given the previous examples, the ambiguous phrase cucobaGfjvai 7ioX.i) yelpcD might 

suggest that Cyno is saying obscene things: this would confirm her lack o f shame.

In conclusion, Cyno is clearly the most immoral rival of the Eph. and she appears a 

possible representation o f a whore: only her desire for money is omitted.

Having analysed Xen.’s portrait, the study o f the Homeric interpretations o f Circe offers 

a representation of this character which appears very similar to that o f Cyno. As a result, 

I would conclude that Cyno is a plausible double o f Circe.

To begin with, in the allegorical approach Circe is a symbol o f intemperance and 

pleasure403 and special attention is paid to her gluttony (f| paoxptpapyla). This 

interpretation closely follows the Homeric texts, where Odysseus’ companions are 

transformed into pigs because they eat food mixed with poison {OdAO. 233-6). In 

addition, it was quite widespread in the Greek society.404

If this focus on Circe’s pleasure accords with the lack o f self-restraint which emerges in 

the Eph., the rationalistic interpretation of the same character fits even better Cyno’s 

presentation: since Aristophanes Circe has been seen as a courtesan, who attracts 

Odysseus’ companions with her lust.405 This association is particularly clear in the 

pseudo-Heraclitus, who defines Circe as an exaipa406: after having seduced Odysseus’ 

companions, yevopevouc; 5e ev 7ipoo7ca0ela Kaxeixe xatq £7u0uplaic; aXoyloxax; 

tpepopevoxx; 7tpo<; xaq f|6ova<^07; only Odysseus was not defeated by her.408 Three 

elements are here combined: the definition o f Circe as a courtesan, her attractive lust 

and Odysseus’ exemplary resistance. The same representation was also popular in Latin 

literature: in Horace Circe is a whore and in his view Odysseus’ submission to her 

would constitute an act of profound immorality.409

403 See Heraclitus’ Homeric problems 72: kuksgjv f|8ovfjc; saxiv ayysiov, o tuivovte^ oi aKoXaaxoi 8ia xfjc; 
etpripepov 7rXr|C|iovfi<; aocov aOXubxspov piov £,(ibcn.

404 On this, see Bettini - Franco 2010, 96: ‘la visione moraleggiante - Circe tentatrice, che awelena  
l’uomo di piacere offuscandone le capacita di pianificazione e autocontrollo [...], doveva essere la piu 
diffusa* (96; see also Dio 8.20.5, who reflects how this interpretation was also supported by Cynics).

405 See Ar. PL 302-308. On this passage, see Bettini - Franco 2010, 94-5.

406 [Heraclit.] Incred. 16

407 Ibid.

408 See ibid.: rjrrrias 5s Kai xauxriv OSuoosuq.

409 Hor. Ep. 1.2.25: sub domina meretrice fuisset turpis et excors [...].
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Given this framework, I would speculate that with his Cyno Xen. might be here 

following this interpretation o f the Odyssean character.

This hypothesis seems to be supported by the name of Cyno. His story is not 

complicated: it is first introduced by Herodotus (cf. 1.110 and 1.122) and is the 

‘traduzione della parola Meda Spako, che significa appunto “cane”, che era un animale 

sacro nella religione iranica’ (Borgogno 2005, 464, n. 145). The reason why an immoral 

character like her deserves this name is that in the Greek world, unlike the 

contemporaneous one, dogs were not symbols o f loyalty and intelligence, but ‘sont 

traditionellement associees a la fois a la representation de la furie et a celle de 

Timpudence’ (Laplace 1994, 458). Within this pattern, dogs were more precisely 

symbol of sexual incontinence (see Phidalios of Corinth 30 F 2 Jacoby). As a result, this 

name further emphasises Cyno’s lustfulness. In addition, the adoption o f the name of an 

animal might recall Circe’s power o f dehumanising human beings. Finally, in two other 

novels there are two characters whose names have a connection with dogs and are 

compared to Circe too, namely Longus’ Licenius and Ach.’ Melite. Licenius’ name is a 

‘prostitute name’410 and this is the only character in the novel who has sex with Daphnis 

apart from Chloe (3.18.4), while Melite’s name comes from pcAr, which means 

“honey” (LSJ) and thus “sweet”, but also “Cyprian dog”, and she makes sex with 

Cleithophon (5.27.3).

In conclusion, I would accept the subtle presence o f Circe in the Cyno episode.

81 Cyno like Clvtemnestra

At the same time, Xen. seems to associate Cyno with another Homeric character, who is 

Clytemnestra.

The origin of this interpretation again in the name of this character: although its first 

attestation is in Herodotus (1.12.4, n.: dream, b), in the Homeric poems similar nouns 

such as k u v o m ik ;  and kucov , “dog” and “bitch”, are given to “immoral” characters. Since 

our author is keen on Homer and on names, I would speculate that he might be subtly 

using Kuvd) to allude to one of these figures.

Since Cyno is a woman, I would exclude the men and, thus, there are three heroines 

who Xen. might here have in mind:

410 Morgan 2004, 208-9.
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a) Helen (77. 3.180: kuvg)7u8o<;, 6.344: icuvoq KaKojxrixdvon OKpnosaariq and 356: Kuvoq, 

Od. 4.145);

b) Clytemnestra (Od. 11.424: f| Kuvomic; and 11.427: ouk [...] Kuvxspov aXko yuvatKoq 

[•••]);

c) Melantho, a servant o f Penelope (Od. 18.338: kuov and 19.21: kuov a5s£<;).41]

As I will shortly demonstrate, the second heroine is the most plausible and this perfectly 

fits into the ideological framework o f the Eph.: in the Odyssey Clytemnestra is twice 

mentioned by Agamemnon as the opposite to Penelope (cf. Od. 11.444-446 and Od. 

24.192-202). As a result, Xen.’s choice to introduce an echo o f Clytemnestra would 

further emphasise the distance which the rivals of the Eph. maintain from conjugal 

fidelity and, by contrast, the importance which this virtue has for the protagonists.

While in the Odyssey only Helen calls herself “bitch”, Clytemnestra receives this label 

by Agamemnon, who accuses his wife o f having plotted his death (Od. 11.430: 

KoupiSico xsu^aoa 7roasi cpovov) and Melantho by both Penelope and Odysseus, because 

she twice addresses the latter with arrogant and injurious words.

a) Since Cyno kills her husband Araxus (3.12.5) and wants to have a relationship with a 

new partner, this character seems to recall Clytemnestra among the three Homeric 

figures.

b) Araxus’ definition as a 7ipeapuxr|q axpaxicbxric; (rjv 8c TteTcaupevog) (3.12.3) might be 

an echo o f Agamemnon, who is killed by Clytemnestra when he has just return home 

after the Trojan war. In the Odyssey this cruel act is recalled by Agamemnon through 

expressions like spyov aciKcq (Od. 11.429) and f) 8,cZpxa Anypa i5uia (Od. 11.432).

c) While Cyno’s immorality seems to have a focus on her lustfulness (see above, APP 

1.7), Xen.’s definition o f her as piouxpovoq, which is focused on Habrocomes (3.12.5), 

might link her with other famous killers o f the Greek tradition (1.13.5, n.: GmAxapevoi). 

As a result, the immoral portrait of Cyno goes beyond her lustfulness and this 

strengthens the hypothesis o f her parallel with Clytemnestra.

Finally, this possibility is also supported by the fact that in the Odyssey Helen has a 

positive characterization, as it emerges in the fourth book; thus, she is not really

411 In Greek Archaic poetry also Pandora is given a kuvsov xe voov Kai 87UKXo7rov f|0o<; (Hesiod, Works 
67). However, Xen.’s deliberate exploitation o f Homer makes this case less relevant for the interpretation 
of Cyno.
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comparable with Cyno. The same conclusion can be extended to Melantho: although 

she shares an erotic lust with Xen.’s character, as she makes sex with Eurymachus (see 

Od. 18.325), she does not commit any shameful act and her status as a servant lacks any 

connection with Cyno’s social condition.

As a result, since Xen. is keen on Odyssean figures, the identification o f Clytemnestra 

as a double of Cyno appears very plausible.

9) The katabasis of Anthia in the pit and Amphinomus. the good “suitor”

Anchialus’s punishment against Anthia consists o f a xatppoq p£yaXr| Kai PaGsTa (4.6.3), 

in which the heroine is forced to live with 8uo k 6 v e <; (ibid.), which are Aiyoxcxioi, 

psyaAoi Kai ocpGfjvai cpopspoi (4.6.4). Although this situation appears the end o f the 

heroine’s life, Amphinomus, who is the guardian o f this pit, gives the dogs apxouq 

£vePa>»<X>E Kai i)5cop 7iapsTxe to them, so that they avxfj pr)5sv £voxXf|acoai (4.6.5). 

This action has a positive effect: oi Kuvsq xpEtpopevot [...] f|8f| xtGaaoi Eyivovxo Kai 

ripspoi (4.6.6).

In my opinion, this scene might have two different epic echoes, which might work 

together in Xen.’s mind: the whole episode would recall the meeting with Cerberus in 

the Underworld, while Amphinomus the homonymous suitor o f the Odyssey.

a) The unexpected meeting with Cerberus in the Underworld

The first echo is first suggested by the pit, because its underground location recalls the 

Underworld and this connection is commonly recognised in ancient society: for 

instance, the Bible acknowledges this in the story of Joseph, which is “buried” in a pit 

by his brothers.412

Accepted this general link, I would argue that the presence o f dogs might convey further 

meanings 413

412 See Genesis 37.24 and Doody 1996, 338-9 for the parallel.

413 Strangely, the Egyptian origin o f the dogs does not seem to be source o f further nuances. We are rather 
dealing with a a simply exotic element, which depends on the setting o f the scene in Egypt: Egyptian 
dogs, in fact, were quite famous in the antiquity, since they were worshipped as gods and were not 
considered cruel (see, e.g., Diod. Sic. BH 20.58.4: Oeoi 7tap’auToT<; vopi^opevoi Ka0&7rep 7tap’Aiyu7moi<; 
oi kuve<; and Plut. Mor. 703A: ibonep Aiyurrriojv evlouq pev xov kuvwv ytvoq anew aePeoOai Kai xipav).
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Although Homer does not mention these animals in the Hades, since Hesiod the Greek 

world has considered Cerberus, the multi-headed hound, the guardian of this dark 

kingdom. The description made by Hesiod offers an interesting portrait: Cerberus is 

5sivo<; 5s kucov [...] vqX£if|<;,414 whose xsxyr | Kaictj415 consist of attracting people and 

then devouring them.416 As a result, fearfulness, lack o f pity, cunningness and hunger 

characterise this monster.

Later on, in Virgil Cerberus constitutes an obstacle to Aeneas in his journey through the 

Underworld.417 Luckily, the Sybil helps the hero to overcome this cruel guardian with 

the offering o f a soporific cake.418

In my opinion, the fearful portrait o f Cerberus, his location in front of the cave and the 

interplay between his hunger and the Sybil’s action suggest that Xen. might have here 

this episode in mind.

That said, the element which apparently does not fit into this comparison is the absence 

in the Eph. o f a monster like Cerberus. However, on further examination, the 

representation o f the dogs suggests a possible connection with him: as with Scylla and 

other supernatural beings (1.12.4, n.: dream, 2), Xen. might be transforming Cerberus 

into creatures which belong to the real world. Interestingly, this hypothesis is part of the 

rationalistic interpretation o f Cerberus’ episode: according to this theory, this guardian 

was no longer considered a monster, but a man who had two dogs 419 In my opinion, 

this humanised portrait seems to accord with Xen.’s scene, where Amphinomus is 

accompanied by two dogs. In addition, the same representation o f Cerberus appears in 

Palephatus’ On incredible things: this author offers a new version o f Heracles’ capture 

of this monster in the Underworld, in which real dogs substitute the original Cerberus. 

More precisely, Euristheus decides to hide in a cave one o f Cerberus’ dogs, named 

Cerberus from his master, and after his long search Heracles finds him in the pit and he

414 Theog. 769-770.

415 Ibid., 770.

4,6 See 773-4: Sokeugjv ectGiei, ov te XaPpcn tiuXegov ekxooGev iovxa.

417 This is the description o f the monster: ‘haec ingens latratu regna trifauci personat aduerso recubans 
immanis in antro’ (Aen. 6.417-8).

418 See Aen. 6.419-423: ‘cui uates horrere uidens iam colla colubris melle soporatam et medicatis frugibus 
offam obicit. ille fame rabida tria guttura pandens corripit obiectam, atque immania terga resoluit fiisus 
humi totoque ingens extenditur antro’.

4,9 This piece o f information comes from the Pseudo-Heraclitus, 33, who states that Cerberus is a man 
who Eixe 5uo cncupvoix;, oov aci oupPaSi^ovxcov x<S natpi EcpaivEto Eivai xpiKEtpaXoq.
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brings it back to the earth. This action makes the people say: 8ia to o  avxpou Kaxapaq 

six; At5ou 'HpaicXf|c; avriyaye xov Ki)va 420 This short tale seems to confirm the 

association between Xen.’s dogs and to strengthen the plausibility o f the identification 

of the cave with the Underworld.

Finally, Petronius’ novel might also support our interpretation, since at the end o f the 

Cena Trimalchionis ‘Trimalchio’s house is connected with the Underworld’421 through 

the mention o f the same action made by Amphinomus, which consists o f Giton’s 

feeding o f scraps to the watchdog.422

Having accepted this association, also the figure of Amphinomus is difficult to fit into 

it, since his benign behaviour reveals produces an evident contrast with that o f the 

Cerberus. In my opinion, two interpretations of him can be offered. On the one hand, 

since in the rationalistic interpretation Cerberus has emerged as a master o f two dogs, 

Xen. might be introducing a deviation from the model, making Amphinomus a sort o f  

anti-Cerberus and leaving the fearful trait only to the dogs. On the other hand, 

Amphinomus can be also interpreted as a double o f the Sybil, since this figure is the one 

who in Virgil gives the food to the animals. A support to this association comes from the 

fact that the brigand hides later himself in another cave to avoid the departure o f his 

band (5.2.3: a7iOKpu7CT8Tai ev avxpco) and Xen. might be subtly playing this place, 

which is the home typical o f brigands’ homes but also the place where the Sybil lives. 

That said, in my opinion it is difficult to choose between these two options, because we 

cannot be sure whether and how Xen. was aware of the Virgilian version o f the 

Cerberus episode.

As a result, I would argue that, as in the Cyno episode, Xen. might be here following the 

rationalistic interpretation o f ancient epic, which made Anthia’s pit a realistic image o f 

the Underworld. However, unlike that episode, Xen.’s model does not come from the 

Odyssey and it is not easy to understand from which author he is drawing this story. 

Given this impasse, I would speculate that, since the Homeric poem is so important for 

the Eph., Xen. might have decided to use this monster in relationship with the Odyssey.

420 Paleph. 39. See also Pseudo-Heraclitus’ On Incredible Things, 5, where the same association between 
Cerberus and the cave occurs.

421 Morgan 2009, 35.

422 See Petron. Sat. 72.9 and Morgan 2009, 35 for other secondary bibliography on this episode. The 
presence o f the hunger in Xen’s passage might also suggest a connection with the Cyclops’ episode, since 
Polyphemus eats Odysseus’ companions (see Od. 9.291-3). However, it is difficult to find a connection 
between the dogs and Polyphemus and, thus, I would conclude that this passage is not in Xen.’s mind.
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As it was probably well-known in the Imperial world, as his attestation in the 

rationalistic interpretations proves, the adapted version of Cerberus probably evoked in 

the readers the image of the Underworld. Then, since most o f the previous episodes of 

the Eph. are constructed as Odyssean scenes, one could easily connect this setting with 

Odysseus’ visit to Hades, although Cerberus is absent in the Odyssey. That said, in the 

second part of this section I will offer more reasons for including this parallel in Xen.’s 

Homeric framework.

b) Amphinomus as the Odyssean good suitor

While the relationship between Amphinomus and Cerberus is difficult to establish, there 

is another Odyssean model which Xen. is clearly exploiting here: Amphinomus is a 

suitor in the Odyssey, where he constitutes the only positive fellow among them. Since 

the construction o f this figure is carefully made by Homer, it is very plausible that Xen. 

had this model in his mind.423

The first episode of the episode in which this character is introduced is the sixteenth 

book of the Odyssey: when Telemachus comes home, Amphinomus is the only suitor 

who does not want to kill him (Od. 16.400-405). Before speaking, the narrator says that 

he paAioia 5e HqveAoTmip ryvSavs puOoiar (ppeoi yap Ks%pr|i’{xya0fjaiv (Od. 

16.397-398) and, shortly after, the other suitors appreciate his words (Od. 16.406-8). 

Then, in the eighteenth book Amphinomus speaks directly with Odysseus. The former 

starts wishing him a happy destiny (Od. 18.122-123) and then the latter praises his 

wisdom (see Od.18.125: Apcplvop’, rj pdXn pot 8ok££k; 7t£7m>p£vo<; £ivai) and affability 

(see Od. 18.128: £7tr|Tfj S’avSpi coucaq). Then, after a tense debate with suitors, 

Odysseus Apcpivopoo npoq yovva kolQs^exo AonX,ixirjoq, Eupupa/ov Sdaaq- (Od. 

18.394-6) and Amphinomus invites the other companions not to lose their temper, 

playing the role o f a peacemaker (Od. 18.414-421). Finally, in the twentieth book 

Amphinomus’ interpretation of the eagle’s omen is accepted by the other suitors (Od. 

20.244-246). This is his last wise action, before his death caused by Telemachus during 

the final fight (Od. 22.91-94).

423 This connection is already suggested by Bierl 2006, 91, while Hagg 2004b, 213 is more sceptic: ‘there 
is a vague correspondence in the moral qualities o f the two characters, the noble suitor and the noble 
robber; but it is by no means sufficiently marked to be called an allusion’ .
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In my opinion, this summary confirms the plausibility of our association and suggests 

an alternative interpretation o f the dogs o f the pit. Although Cerberus does not appear in 

the Homeric poems, these animals are quite present in the Odyssey and, as Faust 1970 

clearly shows, they perform four different functions: they are not only domestic 

animals, but they also play the role of “Leichenffesser” and, finally, they appears in 

similes and in metaphors. The first three categories are not really interesting for us, 

since in the first and in the third dogs are usually depicted as quiet animals, while in the 

second their mention is brief and lacks any characterization.424 In this respect, I would 

exclude that Xen. is referring in the present passage to the famous dog Argos, given his 

mild character. On the other hand, in metaphors Penelope and Eurycleia compare twice 

their servants to bitches 425 while Odysseus during his fight against the suitors addresses 

them as © k u v s<; 426 Since the Odyssean apostrophe is the only passage in which 

Homeric characters are compared to dogs, I would suggest that Xen. might have the 

suitors in mind when he introduces these animals427. This hypothesis would allows us to 

interpret Amphinomus’ action o f feeding the dogs as a parallel o f his control over the 

suitors in the Odyssey.

Overall, the discovery of these two parallels invites our interpretation. First, if  the dogs 

and Amphinomus are the suitors, the latter’s mild and inspiring behaviour would also 

make this episode a prolepsis of the end o f the novel, where the protagonists will end 

their fight against their enemies. This would introduce a further element which confirms 

the basic nature of Xen.’s proleptic apparatus (NA 1.2). Second, it is not unthinkable 

that this subtle reference to the suitors was deliberately mixed by Xen. with the motif of 

the visit to the Hades. In this respect, I would speculate that our author might be using 

this clear Odyssean parallel to clarify to his readers that Cerberus’ scene must be read as 

an Odyssean scene, despite the different origin of the monster.

424 See Faust 1970 for all the Homeric references to dogs.

425 Cf. respectively Od. 19.154: Kuvaq ouk aXeyouoac; and 19.372: ai kuve<;.

426 Od. 22.35. In the Iliad  the metaphor twice concerns also the Achaians and the Trojans, but in a context 
which does not have connection with ours: cf. II. 8.527 and II. 13.623.

427 In theory, another possible parallel might concern Eumaeus’ dogs, who attack Odysseus and are 
stopped by their master (Od. 14.21-36). In addition, they are interestingly described as icuvsq Oripsacnv 
eoik6te<; (21) and without Eumaeus’ intervention Odysseus cieikeXiov 7ta0£v akyoc, (Od. 14.32). However, 
since the presence o f the swineherd is not recalled later and Xen’s Amphinomus, despite his positive 
behaviour, is killed by Polyidus, his parallel with Eumaeus does not have a good foundation and cannot 
be accepted.
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c) Further meanings of the Amphinomus episode

Having offered this hypothesis, I would like to look again at the parallel between this 

episode and Odysseus’ visit to the Hades: interestingly, a closer link seems to concern 

the two, which confirms the correctness o f the connection. In the Odyssean Underworld 

the hero undergoes ‘quella fatica che consentira all’eroe di conseguire cio che 

desidera’,428 since he discovers from Tiresias his oSov K ai pet pa K EtauG ou voaxov 429 

After the previous demonstration, the same value can be extended to the Xenophontic 

episode: the pit seems to constitute the most dangerous o f her trials for Anthia but, at the 

same time, the first step towards her final reunion with the beloved.

At the same time, following Dowden’s suggestion, I wonder whether in the mind of 

Xen’s readers the pit would have also evoked the Platonic image o f the cave too 430 In 

my opinion, the possible acceptance o f this hypothesis would suggest two conclusions: 

to begin with, since the men in the cave are those who are detached from a 

philosophical knowledge, this definition would portray the bandits not only as 

uncivilised people, but also as uneducated people. This would draw a further distinction 

between the Xen.’s civilised and uncivilised worlds.

In addition, if we look at the whole scene o f the cave within the Platonic perspective, 

we could also reverse the interpretation o f Amphinomus’ conversion: Xen. might be 

suggesting that we are dealing with an illusion o f liberation given to Anthia instead of 

an authentic prolepsis. In my opinion, this reading would play at two different levels. 

First, it would fit well into the incomplete status o f Anthia’s journey, in which more 

sufferings are still to come. Second, ‘the cave is also the place of storytelling, of the 

poetic art’:431 this emerges clearly in Apuleius, whose story of Cupid and Psyche is told 

by an old woman in a bandits’ cave. Given this value, I would speculate that this scene 

might also imply that Amphinomus’ compassion and love, which is symbol for human 

affects, can defeat the enemies only in fiction, but not in reality. This statement would 

be a further metaliterary reflection on the Eph., whose existence I leave as a speculative 

hypothesis.

428 Bettini - Franco 2010, 302, 67.

429 Od. 11.539-540.

430 See Dowden 2007, 144: ‘there is also an obvious philosophic reference: a prisoner in a pit, cut off 
from a real world, is not far from a prisoner in Plato’s Cave

431 Doody 1996, 345.
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10) Habrocomes in the quarry like Odysseus in Polyphemus* cave

The episode which involves Habrocomes in the quarry reveals the apex of the hero’s 

weakness. In my opinion, this episode might recall Odysseus’ meeting with Polyphemus 

and emphasise the anti-heroic nature o f Habrocomes, who would be constructed here as 

no Odysseus (see above, APP 1.4).

A first hint is suggested by Xen. himself, who starts the episode by describing how 

Habrocomes us losing courage in his search for Anthia and then in Italy he is 

characterised by a7topiq 8s xcov £7iiTr|5elcov apqxavcov o xi 7iovr)G£i (5.8.1). Here the verb 

dprixaveco has its only occurrence in the novel, while the noun appxavia appears only 

another time in the novel to describe the reaction o f the protagonists’ father to the oracle 

(1.7.1, n.: oux£ yap xtc). Interestingly, Odysseus and his companions express the same 

feeling - dppxavla - when Polyphemus performs his act of cannibalism in front o f them: 

ripeTc; 8e icAmovxec; avecxsGopev Aii X£ipa<;,

Gyixkm Epy’opocovxeq- dprjxavlri Gupov {Od. 9.294-5).

Given this introduction, I would like to focus on the location of Xen.’s episode. To 

begin with, the quarries are a place familiar with the Cyclops432. In Greek mythology 

these supernatural beings were used to work with metals: to begin with, Tes K. 

batisseurs, deja evoques apr Pindare (frg. 169 A7 Snell/Maehler), Bacchylide (11.67) et 

Pherecyde (FGrH3 FI2) se retrouvent dans le fonds legendaire de maintes cites 

pourvues de remparts “cyclopeens”, mais nont pas ete representes dans l ’Antiquite’ 433 

At the same time, in Hesiod’s Theogony the Cyclops are three gods, named Arges, 

Brontes and Steropes, whose main function is ‘de forger objects d’investiture’.434 

Later on, in the Hellenistic Era they started to forge iron for Vulcan, who habitually 

worked in quarries, and they joined him in his cave in Sicily. The first text which attests 

this tradition is Callimachus’ Hymn to Artemis, in which Artemis goes to Lipari’s Island

432 The place itself chosen by Xen., Nucerium, does not seem to have any connection with Polyphemus. 
Following Scarcella’s identification o f  this city with Nocera Terinese, its location in the hilly country 
would ‘fit Habrocomes’ employment in a quarry’ (Elpiniki 2010, 178). Perhaps, the choice instead o f  
Nuceria Altafema, ‘which used Pompeii a its port’ (ibid., 177) would be the most Homeric between those 
available (for a complete list, see ibid. 177-8), since in the House o f the Ancient Hunt in Pompei there is a 
Fresco about Polyphemus and Galatea and this makes the presence o f this hero closer than in the other 
cities (see LIMC 6, s.v. Kyklops, no. 28 and LIMC 5, s.v. Galateia, no. 9).

433 LIMC 6, s.v. Kyklops, 154.

434 Ibid. and see Apollod. Bibl. 1.2.1.
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to receive her weapons from Hephaestus and he finds there the Cyclops who are 

working with him.435 Interestingly, although in this situation the Cyclops are hard 

workers and not wild creatures as in the Odyssey, they still frighten people, as it 

happens with Artemis’ Nymphs.436 Then, the same representation o f the Cyclops occurs 

in Virgil’s Aeneid, when Venus asks Vulcan weapons for Aeneas.437 Finally, in the 

Imperial Era “Hephaestus and the Cyclops” became a common theme in Roman artistic 

representations (see LIMC Kyklops 32-41).

In my opinion, this framework can help to interpret the present passage o f the Eph.: the 

existence in Xen.’s time o f a well-known tradition of the Cyclops collaborators with 

Hephaestus suggests that their original caves were transformed into quarries. As a 

result, it is not unlikely that with his quarry Xen. might be subtly alluding to the 

Cyclops’ cave.

That said, it is difficult to understand what role Odysseus could play within this 

association. A possible answer comes from Philoxenus, an ancient Greek author who 

wrote a lyric poem about Polyphemus’ love for Galatea in 400 BC ca. The origin o f this 

text seems to coincide with a personal event o f the author’s life: as Hopkinson argues, 

‘it was widely believed that Philoxenus had an affair with a certain Galatea, mistress of 

Dionysius tyrant o f Syracuse, that he had been punished by imprisonment in the stone 

quarries, and that he had composed his poem as an allegory’.438 As a result, following 

the two preserved summaries o f this work,439 in this text Philoxenus was presenting

435 See Call. Dian. 46-86 and esp. 46-49: auOi 8e KuKtaonaq pexeidaOe- xouq pev exexpe vrjaw evi Autapq 
[...] en’dKpocnv 'Htpaiatoio ecrraoxaq rcepi pu8pov-.

436 Ibid, 51: ai vupcpai 8 ’e88eiaav.

437 See Verg. Aen. 8.416-453 and esp. 418-9: “quam subter specus et Cyclopum exesa caminis antra 
Aetnaea tonant and 424: ferrum exercebant vasto Cyclopes in antro”.

438 Hopkinson 2000, 36. Plutarch in Nicias ’Life, 29.1 provides confirmation o f the existence in Syracuse 
of this stone quarry which functioned as a prison: the Athenians were there taken after their defeat.

439 The first comes from Phaenias (see fr. 13 = Ath. 1.7a): ouvepeOue 8e rep <J>iAx)£evcp f|5ecoq o 
Aiovumoq. ercei 8e rf)v eptopevqv TaXfrxsiav e(poop&0r| 5ia(p0eipcov, eiq xaq kaxopiaq ev£pX.f|0q ev alq 
7ioia>v xov KvKAu)7ta (7uve0T|K£ xov puGov eiq xo xxepi auxov yevopevov 7ta0oq, xov pev Aiovooiov 
KvKXxana UTOaxqaapevoq, xf)v 5’ auXqxpiSa TaXaxeiav, eauxov 6’ ’08uaaea.
The second testimony comes from Tzetzes in the Scholia at Aristophanes’ Plutus, which contained a 
parody o f this text:
OiXo^evov xov 8i0upapPo7toi6v rj xpaya)5o5iSd(jKa>.ov 5iacrupei, oaxiq ev EuceXip qv 7tapa Acopievai- 
Aeyexai 8e oxi 7toxe TaXaxeia xivi 7raA.A«id8i Aiovuaiou KpoaepaX£, Kai pa0(bv Aiovucnoq e^wpiaev auxov 
eiq Xctxopiav. (peuycov 8’ exeTGev eiq <xa> pepq xtov KuGrjptov f|X,0e Kai eksi 8papa xrjv TaXaxeiav 
£7toiqaev, ev qj eicrr|yaye xov KuKXxjcura epwvxa xfjq TaXaxeiaq (Sch. ad 290).
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himself as an Odysseus imprisoned in the cave, while Dionysius was the Cyclops and 

this transformation suggests the existence of ‘a comic treatment of his subject’.440 

Since unfortunately only a few fragments survive’441 o f this text, we do not know how 

this story was developed. Among the few extant fragments, a passage from Zenobius 

suggests that Odysseus was lamenting about his imprisonment.442 

In my opinion, the existence o f this poem is interesting for two reasons: first, it 

confirms the association between the Cyclops’ cave and quarries and it suggests that in 

the Hellenistic Era the former was seen as the allegorical version of the latter. Second, 

Philoxenus’ identification o f himself with Odysseus the desperate lover and of 

Polyphemus with his erotic rival offer a pattern which is similar to that o f the Eph.: it is 

not unthinkable that Xen. might be exploiting the same framework as Philoxenus, 

placing Habrocomes, who is double o f Odysseus, in a quarry which alludes to the 

Cyclops’ cave. Finally, Habrocomes is desperate for Anthia as Philoxenus was for his 

beloved. The only difference would be that Xen. would have preferred the realistic 

quarry to the allegorical cave, leaving to the readers to establish the comparison.

Having proposed this parallel, it is difficult to understand whether our author might 

have been aware o f Philoxenus’ story. Although a definite answer cannot be given, as 

the circulation o f Philoxenus’ work is difficult to establish, this hypothesis is not 

unlikely, since ‘Philoxenus seems to have been popular well into the Hellenistic period 

and his work may easily have survived in performance until a much later date’.443 In 

addition, this poem was the model o f Theocritus’ Idyllia 6 and 11, which both address 

Polyphemus’ love for Galatea and start a new important tradition on this hero. As a 

result, this allegory of the quarry might have become part o f the common knowledge of 

educated Imperial readers. Having said that, the picture is not completely clear, since in 

all the later versions ‘Odysseus completely disappears from the narrative’.444 

In conclusion, I would argue that the existence in Xen.’s quarry o f an allusion to 

Cyclops’ cave was easy to detect by the readers o f the Eph. Since Odysseus is

440 Hordern 1999, 445.

441 Hordern 1999, 446.

442 See PMG 824 = Zenob. 5.45: Knidxoy yap ecm 8papa <t>iAo êvou t o o  7roiTpoi>, ev co o ’OSuaaeix; 
7repioxe0ei<; xco xou KoKXwrcoq a7rr|Xalcp Xeyet, O'ud p’ o baiptov xepaxi cruyKaOeip^ev.

443 Hordern 1999, 287.

444 Ibid., 248.
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introduced as a double o f Habrocomes in this episode, they could also be able to see in 

this scene the image o f the epic hero imprisoned by Polyphemus, even without the help 

of Philoxenus.

In addition, if Philoxenus was part o f Xen.’s library, the role o f Odysseus in the episode 

would become clearer: his presence in the quarry could be interpreted not as a mere 

physical suffering, but as a description o f his desperation for the apparent loss of 

Anthia. As a result, the erotic connotation o f this episode would be subtly explained, 

while without this model it might be just interpreted as an element typical of the plot of 

the Eph.

Having offered these speculative hypotheses, I would conclude with a certainty: unlike 

Odysseus in the Polyphemus episode, in which the hero uses all his intelligence to 

defeat the Cyclops,445 in the quarry Habrocomes has a very different passive reaction. 

As a result, while Odysseus at the end o f the episode becomes O utk; to cheat 

Polyphemus (Od. 9.366-7), Habrocomes is literally outk;. For this reason, I have argued 

that this episode is used by Xen. to place a special emphasis on Anthia.

11) The brothel in Taras as Circe’s house

Within the rationalistic interpretation of Circe, which supports the parallel between 

Cyno and Circe (see above, APP 1.7), the Byzantine scholar Tzetzes suggests that 

Circe’s palace was a brothel.446 This hypothesis is not very different from what Pallada 

writes in an epigram, when he defines Circe as an exaipa [...] 7tavoupyo<; xoxx; 

5e7£ao0£VTa<; 7rrcoxoT&TOu<; e^oiEr.447 This emphasis on money demonstrates that 

‘Circe poteva infatti diventare il prototipo della cupidigia delle cortigiane’448 and this 

makes her connection with the brothel plausible, as it was attended by people who paid 

for having sex.

In my opinion, the existence of this tradition can shed new light on the passage of the 

Eph.: although in Taras Xen. does not introduce a female figure which might recall 

Circe, our author mentions that the visitors to the brothel exoipoi apyupiov KaxaxlGeaxai 

xrj<; 87ti0u|iia<; (5.7.3). Since no other Homeric model is introduced in this passage, I

445 See esp. 9.422-3 on his ability: navxaq 8s 8oXon<; Kai (ifjnv wpaivov, ioq ts 7rspi

446 See Allegoriae in Odyssaea librosX  108.

447 AP  10.50.4-5.

448 Bettini - Franco 2010, 102.
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would speculate that Circe might again be in Xen.’s mind. Since this episode constitutes 

the apex of Anthia’ trials, it would be strange that our author decided to omit here his 

main hypotext. Conversely, the presence o f Circe, which is so dangerous for Odysseus, 

would further emphasise the importance o f the Odyssey for the Bildung o f Anthia.

12) Achilles and Patrorius

This last parallel constitutes an exception in this sequence of Homeric parallels, because 

it concerns the Iliad. As I suggested in LJ 4.3-4, throughout their journey the 

protagonists often alludes at the burial with the beloved and the origin o f this motif has 

been defined as epic-tragic, since no precise intertext seems to emerge.

That said, however, there are two passages o f this group in which Xen. seems to allude

to Achilles and Patroclus, who, as Fusillo argues, ‘costituiscono il modello piu illustre

della poesia antica [...] per dare un forte rilievo alia fase cruciale della separazione tra i

due protagonisti, in cui entrambi credono alia morte o all’infedelta del partner’.449

To begin with, in the third book, when Habrocomes wants to find Anthia’s body, he

expresses his desire to bury himself with it: id  rcpcoTa KapTspqaoo, p£%pi non to ocopa

supco to gov  xai rcspiPaAxbv spauxov eksivco G u y K a x a G d y c o  (3.10.3). This shared

sepulture recalls what Patroclus asks Achilles:

pq spa acov <x7tdvsuGs xtGqpsvat oars’, AxiAAsu,

aAX’opou, cbq xpacpopsv rcsp sv upsxspoiai Sopotaiv (II 23.83-84)450

The plausibility o f this connection is supported by the fact that also the Odyssey, which

is well known by Xen., mentions this shared sepulture (Od. 24.76-7: tv  tcd xoi Ksixai

XsuK’oaxsa, cpalSip’AxiMsu, ply5a 5s naxpoK^oio MsvoixtaSao Gavovxoc;). This

supports the likeness o f this Homeric exploitation.

Then, in the fifth book, Habrocomes’ desperation in the quarry is mitigated by the 

certainty that his beloved will never forget him, even when she is dead: 7CE7isiapai yap, 

<piA,xaxq, dx; o u k  av 7ioxs o u t s  <^waa ouxs> arcoGavouaa s k XxxGo io  pou ( 5 .8 . 4 ) .

This motif has its first attestation in the Iliad, when Achilles says about Patroclus:

Ksixai 7iap vqsaai vsiax; aictaxuTog dGaTrxoq, 

ndxpoicAoq- xou 5 ’o uk  £7iiA,f|oopai, ocpp’av sycb ys 

^cooTaiv psxsco xai poi cpiXxx youvax’opcbpq-

449 Fusillo 1989, 37.

450 For this connection, see also Letoublon 1994, 265.
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ei 5s Gavovxcov 7cep KaxaAfjGovx’siv Aibao,

abxap eyd) Kai ksTGi cpiXou pspvfioop’Exaipou (77. 22.386-390).

Since these two themes are explored only once each in the Eph, Xen. might be here 

suggesting a more direct connection with Homer. In addition, if Xen. wrote after Char., 

since in the latter these last two lines o f the Iliad  are mentioned when Chaereas is 

certain to remember Callirhoe in the Underworld, the parallel with Patroclus would find 

here further confirmation (Char. 5.10.9).
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APPENDIX 2: XENOPHON’S HOMER 

AND THE OTHER NOVELISTS

1) Introduction

The analysis o f Homeric parallels has further proved that the Odyssey is the main 

hypotext of the Eph. In this chapter I would like to compare Xen.’s approach to Homer 

with the exploitation of this author made by the other novelists. Since a topic like this 

could require another dissertation, I would here outline only the main issues.

To begin with, Xen.’s paraphrasis o f the Odyssey is original in the corpus. As is 

commonly known, the Odyssey is the main model of the whole genre and every author 

follows the Homeric plot, introduces parallels between his own characters and the 

Odyssean ones and more specific allusions. In this respect, the creativity and 

sophistication o f these “operations” is often richer in the other authors than in Xen.

That said, the “coincidence” between the novel and the Odyssey at every level seems to 

concern only Xen., since he is the only one who includes in this parallel each element of 

his text, with the inclusion o f the style. In this respect, the author who is closer to the 

Eph. is Hid., as he introduces a clear Odyssean mark in both his plot and his characters. 

A second element of originality of the Eph. lies in Xen.’s moral focus on fidelity. While 

the erotic reading of the Odyssey characterises each novelist and, more widely, the 

erotic literature, only Xen. and Hid. highlight the importance o f conjugal fidelity. 

Conversely, the other novelists are less radical: Longus places more emphasis on love, 

while Char, and especially Ach. subtly subvert this ideal introducing infidelity. On 

further inspection, Xen. is also slightly different from Hid.: while the latter, as also 

Char, does, focus on fidelity but, at the same time, attributes to his male protagonist the 

traditional epic ideal based on physical strength and military virtue, the former seems to 

deconstruct it to focus only on Odysseus the lover and on Penelope’s conjugal fidelity. 

As a result, love becomes the new and only source o f heroism. Also Ach. seems to adopt 

the same technique, as he emphasises the association between Leucippe and Odysseus 

and he makes Clitophon Odysseus the lover. However, his aim is different from that of 

Xen., since he subverts the importance o f fidelity.

As a result, Xen.’s elaboration o f an exclusive epic ideal is a distinctive feature in the 

whole novelistic corpus. This novelty appears to be even greater if we accept that
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Callirhoe was written before the Eph.: Char.’s focus on Chaereas’ epic glory produces 

an evident contrast with Xen.’s construction of Habrocomes (APP 1.4). Finally, the 

discovery o f a similar approach to the Odyssey in Xen. and in Hid. works as a 

confirmation o f their closeness. (GI 5.1). In addition, the inclusion o f Homer in this 

parallel might support our hypothesis o f Xen.’s acquaintance o f interpreters of Homer 

(LI 6.6), since Hld.’s knowledge o f them is commonly accepted by scholars.

Given this framework, in the following analysis, I will focus on how each novelist 

approaches Homer, in order to demonstrate the truth o f these general conclusions.

1) Chariton

a) Structural role

The identification between Miletus and Scheria suggests that in Callirhoe the 

protagonists move from Ithaca to Scheria and then, after their journey to Babylon and 

the war, they return to Ithaca. This pattern suggests two differences between Char, and 

Xen. The first concerns the Syracuse and the Ephesus of the beginning o f their novels 

(1.1.1, n.: avrjp): Char.’s novel starts in a real city, which has just touched by the 

military victory of Hermocrates, while the Eph. is set in an ideal Ephesus. The second 

lies concerns war, which appears only in Callirhoe: although Char.’s characters fight for 

love, the military performance ‘e anche l’occasione per un omaggio all’eroismo 

epico’.451 As a result, in Char, the //zW becomes a significant intertext in the last books 

of the novel. This exploitation o f the Iliad  is missing in the Eph.

b) Parallels with characters

1) Callirhoe

a) Helen

- Char. 2.6.1: Callirhoe is more than Helen for Dionysius.

- Char. 5.5.9: Callirhoe is Helen in the Babylonian court.

b) Nausicaa

451 Fusillo 1990,38.
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- Char. 6.4.6: Callirhoe is Nausicaa in Artaxerses’ mind.

c) Penelope

-Char. 1.1.14: Callirhoe reacts to her marriage as Penelope does to Telemachus’ 

departure.

- Char. 1.2.1: Callirhoe’s marriage provokes the suitors’ revenge.

- Char. 4.4.5: Chaereas is encouraged by Mithridates to test whether Callirhoe is

enjoying her stay with Dionysius.

- Char. 4.7.5: Callirhoe is compared like Penelope to Artemis and Aphrodite.

- Char. 5.5.9: in the Babylonian court Callirhoe attracts the suitors as Penelope.

d) Odysseus

- Char. 2.2.2: Callirhoe is bathed in Miletus, a new Scheria.

- Char. 2.3.7: in Ithaca Callirhoe is identified with a hidden god, following a metaphor

attributed by a suitor to Odysseus;

- 2.5.11-12: Callirhoe is Odysseus who addresses Dionysius as Alcinous.

2) Chaereas

a) Achilles

- Char. 1.1.3: Chaerea’s beauty is compared to that of Achilles.

- Char. 1.4.6: Chaereas is desperate like Achilles for Callirhoe’s adultery and then he

becomes angry like him.

- Char. 1.5.2: Polycharmus, Chaereas’ special friend, is Patroclus;

- Char. 4.1.5: Dionysius wants to build a tomb for Chaereas which resembles that of

Achilles.

- Char. 5.2.4: Chaereas is again desperate like Achilles for his missed encounter with 

Callirhoe in Babylonia.

- Char. 5.10.9: Chaereas, after his suicide, will never forget Callirhoe, as Achilles does 

with Patroclus.

b) Odysseus
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- Char. 7.4.6: Chaereas kills the enemies like Odysseus eliminates the suitors.

- Char. 8.6.4: Chaereas tells the Siracusans a false Egyptian tale.

c) Agamemnon

- Char. 8.2.13: Chaereas’ false disagreement about the idea to go to Syracuse recalls 

Agamemnon’s tactic of testing his troops (II. 2.73-5).

d) Hector

- Char. 7.2.4: before fighting against Artaxerses, Chaereas compares himself with 

Hector before his fatal duel with Achilles.

e) Diomedes

- Char. 7.3.5: in his an answer to the Egyptian king Chaereas uses the same words said 

by Diomedes to Agamemnon when he proposes to flee from Troy.

f) Patroclus

- Char. 2.9.6: Chaereas appears to Callirhoe as Patroclus and suggests her to raise their 

child.

- Char. 4.1.3: Dionysius tells Callirhoe to imagine that Chaereas is asking her to bury 

him.

Like Xen., Chaereas compares his protagonists to different Homeric characters: the 

result of this “game” is more sophisticated than that o f our author. On the one hand, 

Char, makes his Callirhoe not only Penelope but also an Iliadic and tragic Helen, who 

uses her beauty to attract men. The introduction o f the latter is significant, because it 

gives to Callirhoe a malicious and wanton trait which Anthia lacks in her purity. In 

addition, the presence of Helen also affect the nature of the parallel with Penelope: 

Callirhoe is Penelope because she is pursued by suitors and not, as in Xen., also because 

she strenuously fights to preserve her fidelity.

On the other hand, Chaereas assumes the Iliadic status o f epic warrior, as the numerous 

parallels with Achilles, Agamemnon, Hector, Diomedes and Patroclus prove. This is 

clear in his conquest of Tyre, where ‘Chaereas exhibits a traditional martial aristeia’452

452 Smith 2007, 93.
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and his troops’ movements are featured with an typical Iliadic action (Char., 7.4.3, with 

a quotation from II. 13.131 = 16.215). This draws a remarkable difference from the 

Eph., where Habrocomes lacks any desire for military glory. In addition, as with 

Penelope the association between Chaereas and Iliadic warriors also affects Char.’s use 

of Odysseus. Before being Odysseus the deceiver, Chaereas is Odysseus the killer: we 

are very far from Xen.’s erotic exploitation o f the same hero, which appears in the novel 

only through Dionysius (Char. 3.2.9).

Finally, this web o f associations culminates in the last scene o f the novel, where Char., 

like Xen., makes the protagonists spend together the last Odyssean night (Char. 

8.1.14-17), as the quotation of an Odyssean verse clearly establishes (Od. 23.296). 

Although Fusillo 1990, 42 argues that ‘il rapporto tra Caritone ed Omero e qui di 

imitazione fedele e dichiarata’, there is a difference in the former which confirms the 

previous consideration of the protagonists: Callirhoe does not appear as a faithful wife, 

since she cannot tell her whole story. Then, she is not Penelope, but Helen or Odysseus 

himself.453 Similarly, Cheareas appears an Iliadic warrior who focuses on his military 

glory: 7E£7iA,f)pcoK<x yrjv Kai GaAxxaoav xpo7caicov”. Kai 7cdvia aKpipocx; 8irjyf|oaTO, 

evappuvopevoq tou; Kaxop06paaiv (8.1.17). As a result, as Smith states, ‘victory in 

marriage can be joined by victory in war’454 and this proves the coexistence in Callirhoe 

of Iliadic and Odyssean models.

If we compare this event with Xen’s final night,455 the aforementioned differences 

between the two authors become more evident: unlike our author, Char, does not focus 

on fidelity and includes the traditional epic heroism. As a result, this passage is one in 

which the difference between the two authors emerge very clearly.

2) Longus

a) Structural role

Since Longus does not develop his novel through a journey, the comparison with the 

Odyssey does not concern the core of its structure, as it happens in the other works of

453 On this, see Smith 2007, 161: ‘Callirhoe’s silence about her sexual life with Dionysius places her in 
the role o f the cunning Odysseus’.

454 Smith 2007, 95.

455 See LJ 5.4c for a first comparison which concerns the role played by sex.
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the genre. Having said that, Homer is still important for this author. First, Longus 

introduces some connections between his episodes and those o f the Homeric poems. 

Second, as Pattoni argues, this author ‘trasferisce nel suo romanzo bucolico uno degli 

aspetti piu tipici e caratterizzanti dell’epica arcaica, quello della ripetizione’,456 which 

affects the construction of the novel457

bf Parallels with characters

1) Chloe

a) Nausicaa

-Longus 1.13.2, 5: Chloe watch Daphnis’ bath as Nausicaa does in Scheria with 

Odysseus.

b) Penelope

- Longus 3.25.1: Chloe is pursued by many erotic suitors.

2) Daphnis 

a) Odysseus

- Longus 1.13.1-5: Daphnis is bathed by Chloe like Odysseus in Scheria.

- Longus 3.26.1: Daphnis decides to become a suitor in order to marry Chloe.

- Longus 4.17.5: Gnathon gives to Daphnis a physical trait o f Odysseus (cf. Opac; cb<; 

uaidvGcp pev tt)v Kopqv opoiav s%8t [...] and Od. 6.229-231) 458

2) Penelope

- Longus 4.17.5: Gnatus defines Daphnis’ teeth as white like ivory. The same colour 

characterises Penelope’s appearance after Athena’s divine touch {Od. 18.196).

The reason why these Homeric parallels are important is that they show how Longus 

gives systematically an erotic reading of Odyssean motifs.459

456 Pattoni 2005, 116.

457 See, e.g., Longus’ oaths in 1.11.3-5, n.: oath o f fidelity, e.

458 See on this Pattoni 2005, 90.

459 See Pattoni 2005, 83 on this: Longus looks at Homer and ‘ne accentua i risvolti erotici, sulla scorta 
dell’esperienza della letteratura d’amore’.
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The most significant example of this technique is Daphnis’ bath, whose erotic 

interpretation is realised through its inclusion in the protagonists’ falling in love. This 

approach to Homer concerns also Odysseus: the comparison between Daphnis’ beauty 

and that of the Homeric hero and the former’s fight for Anthia makes Longus’ 

protagonist Odysseus the lover like Habrocomes. Finally, the same transformation also 

concerns Dorcon, who is compared with Dolon and with Agamemnon, but in a new 

erotic context (cf. Longus 1.20-21 and 1.29.1).460 These two parallels are interesting, 

because they demonstrate that the erotic reading o f Homer also included the Iliad.

As a result, this framework demonstrates that the erotic reading o f Homer is a T07to<; of 

the novelistic genre which occurs also in the Eph.

That being said, in his approach to Homer Longus includes sophistication and irony. 

This particularly emerges in the Lycaenion episode (3.16.2-4), in which this erotic suitor 

tells Daphnis a false story about an eagle which kidnaps a goose. This cruel act recalls 

Penelope’s dream of the eagle (Odysseus) which kills twenty geese (the suitors) {Od. 

19.536-543). Within this parallel, Longus is clearly making a variation to accommodate 

the Odyssean story in his novel: he introduces only a goose and ‘the eagle is now 

Lykainion herself, who will take him into the wood and do her worst’ 461 (ibid.). This 

transformation provides confirmation o f Longus’ erotic approach to Homer and adds an 

ironical trait, since ‘a dream of the archetypal chaste wife is transposed into an 

instrument of seduction by a promiscuous and predatory female’.462 

Finally, the sophistication of this passage is also proven by the fact that Longus 

associates with Lycaenion other homeric characters:

- Longus’ variation in the dream appears the fruit o f his contamination o f another 

Odyssean passage, where in Sparta a real eagle catches a goose {Od. 15. 160-163). 

Since in this episode it is Helen who interprets this omen, Lycaenion is subtly compared 

to this heroine.463

- Since Lycaenion’s speech is a lie, she also recalls Odysseus the deceiver;

460 On these parallels, see Pattoni 2005 33-44.

461 Morgan 2004,211.

462 Ibid.

463 On this comparison, see Pattoni 2005, 21, n. 23.
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- At the end of the episode, when Lycaenion greets Daphnis, her farewell recalls that of 

Nausicaa to Odysseus (cf. Longus 3.19.3: pspvrjao on  o£ £y© av5pa npo XXdrjq 

7i£7ioiT]Kct and Od. 8.462 pvfjop £|i£i’, oil pot 7tpcbir| ^coaypt’ocpeX^ic;).

Although this sequence of parallels appears similar to that of Xen., it is evident how 

Longus is using this expedient in a subversive way: to begin with, Lykainion is no 

Penelope, because she violates Daphnis’ chastity. Then, she is no Nausicaa, since in her 

farewell she refers to a sexual intercourse that Alcinous’ daughter does not have with 

Odysseus. This contrast confirms the existence of an ‘effetto ironico’464 and makes her 

more a Calypso or a Circe. This proves how subtle can be Longus’ erotic interpretation 

of Homer.

3) Achilles Tatius

a) Structural role

As Repath forth, argues in his dissertation, Ach.’s debt to Homer is significant, as his 

name already suggests, and clear proof of this is the introduction in the novel of two 

first-person narrators, who inevitably activate the comparison with Odysseus the 

storyteller. The Homeric mark of this narratological expedient is widely recognised in 

the Imperial Era: Lucian proves this at the beginning of his Historia Vera, where the 

first-narrator explicitly declares this parallel.465

In addition, Ach. like Xen. uses the Odyssey to construct some scenes of his novel. To 

begin with, the identification between Sidon and Scheria, which is suggested by the 

early appearance of Clitophon the narrator, makes the novel start from the same 

Homeric land as the Eph. Then, since Melite is Penelope and comes from Ephesus, the 

last chapters of the novel are set in Ithaca. Thus, although at the very end of the story 

Clitophon moves to Byzantium, Ach. places his story in an Odyssean trajectory which is 

very similar to that of Xen. (LI 6.2c). In addition, in the first part of the text there is a 

narrative sequence which appears to be drawn from the epic poem: while ‘in the 

Odyssey we have the Cyclops, escape, Aeolus and the storm, and then the

464 Pattoni 2005, 27.

465 See 1.2: dpxriyoq hi auxoiq Kai SiSaaKaXoq rfjc; TOiauTr  ̂PoopoXoxiai; o ton 'Oprjpou 'Ohvoaevq.
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Laestrygonians; in Achilles Tatius we find the evasion of Conops, Clitophon’s escape, 

the eloping of the protagonists, a storm, and death and destruction at sea’.466 

As this sequence of event does not have the same positive effect on Clitophon as on 

Odysseus, we are dealing here with a first sign of Ach.’s sophisticated approach to 

Homer, which will emerge more clearly in the following section.

b̂ l Parallels with characters

1) Leucippe

a) Helen

- Ach. 5.17.5: Leucippe’s name as a slave is Aaicaiva, which recalls Helen.

- Ach. 6.16.5-6: Leucippe decides to remain Adicaiva to defend Clitophon’s destiny.

b) Penelope

- Ach. 7.16.3: Leucippe strongly believes in Clitophon’s virginity.

- Ach. 8.7.1: Leucippe’s aco(ppocruvr| is appreciated by the Ephesian priest.

c) Odysseus

- Ach. 1.3.6: the heroine is described as a fugitive since her first presentation.

- Ach. 5.17.3-6; 10: Leucippe addresses Melite as a beggar and she is bathed by her 

servants, like Odysseus in Scheria.

- Ach. 5. 18.3-6: in her letter to Clitophon Leucippe presents herself as a wanderer who 

has undergone many sufferings for him.

- Ach. 8.13: Leucippe’s virginity test recalls Odysseus’ trial of the bow.

- Ach. 8.15.3: Leucippe’s long account of misadventures to Clitophon makes her more 

Odysseus than Penelope.

2) Clitophon

a) Achilles

- Ach. 6.1.3: Melite defines the feminised Clitophon as Achilles in Scyrus.

466 Repath, forth.
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b) Odysseus

- Ach. 1.3.1: from this passage onwards Clitophon is Odysseus the storyteller and Sidon 

can be compared with Scheria.

- Ach. 2.23.3: Satyrus compares Clitophon’s fight against Conops to have sex with 

Leucippe with Odysseus’ battle against Polyphemus.

- Ach. 3.4.6 and 3.5.1: the storm of the third book recalls the Odyssean one of the fifth 

book, as is attested by the presence of a trunk of the boat; further, the death of 

Clitophon’s companions recalls that of Odysseus’ ones provoked by the Lestrigonians 

{Od. 10.124).467

- Ach. 5.7.2: Clitophon has been wounded at his thigh: this recalls Odysseus’ scar.

- Ach. 7.4.4: Clitophon alludes to the origin of Odysseus’ scar {Od. 19. 392-394).

-Ach 8.5.1-8: Clitophon’s account of misadventures recalls both Odysseus and

Penelope’s stories. Conversely, his lie about the relationship with Melite makes him 

Odysseus the deceiver.

- Ach. 8.15.3: Clitophon shares his misadventures with Leucippe: he is again Odysseus 

the storyteller.

Overall, with these associations Ach. confirms how the novelists approach Homer from 

an erotic perspective. This is particularly clear in the construction of Clitophon, since he 

is Odysseus the lover. In addition, the balance of the protagonists’ couple is very close 

to that of the Eph. and Homer seems to be part of this parallel. On the one hand, 

Leucippe in the second part of the novel becomes a paladin of conjugal fidelity like 

Penelope and Anthia. At the same time, she also ‘reminds the reader of Odysseus’.468 

On the other hand, in some passages Clitophon becomes no Odysseus (Repath forth.),469 

especially when he loses the battle against Conops and he lacks courage during the 

storm. As in the Eph., this loss of authentic epic heroism leaves more space to the erotic 

interpretation of the Odyssey and to Leucippe’s “epic” fidelity. In this respect, further 

confirmation of this is provided by the parallel with the feminised Achilles in Scyrus.

467 On this parallel, and Ciccolella 1999, 155, n. 2.

468 Dummler 2008, 6.

469 Repath, forth.
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That being said, unlike Xen., Ach.’s reason for choosing this approach to Homer is not 

to highlight the importance of fidelity: as the presence of Helen suggests, Ach. enjoys 

opposing infidelity to fidelity and the peak of this interest occurs when Clitophon has 

sex with Melite (5.27.3). Further, unlike the other novelistic betrayals which involve 

Callirhoe and Daphnis, ‘Clitophon’s attitude here is quite different from the former’s 

desperation and the latter’s ignorant innocence’,470 because it is the fruit of a ‘conscious 

and knowing lapse’ 471

Finally, this subtle play with this theme is enriched by Ach. through the creation of 

another Odyssean couple, namely Melite and Thersander.

3) Melite

a) Nausicaa

- Ach. 5.17.3, 10: Melite is Nausicaa when Leucippe is a beggar.

b) Penelope

- Ach. 5.11.6: Melite, like Penelope, has lost his husband Thersandros in the sea.

- Ach. 27.3-4: Melite is no Penelope when she has sex with Clitophon, but she can 

compared with Circe, as she explicitly asks Odysseus to have sex as does the Homeric 

witch.

- Ach. 6.1.2 and 6.2.1: Melite has the servant Melantho with her, whose name and social 

position coincide with that of the Odyssean’ Melantho, who works for Penelope. The 

difference between the two lies in the behavior: Ach.’s Melantho, unlike the Homeric 

one, is a faithful person.

4) Thersander 

a) Odysseus

-Ach. 8.10.9: his lawyer compares Thersander with Odysseus as he mentions his 

journey away from Ephesus.

The introduction of this second couple is significant, because it further proves that Ach. 

exploits the Odyssean model in order to reverse it: since Melite has sex with Clitophon,

470 Repath 2009, 258, n. 46.

471 Ibid.
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our author could have chosen to compare her only with Circe or Calypso, but he 

enriches these “obvious” parallels with the subversive one with Penelope. In addition, 

this status of Melite as anti-Penelope is paradoxically emphasised through her battle 

against Leucippe, who is Penelope.

As a result, at the end Ach.’s exploration of conjugal fidelity appears more a game than 

a serious issue: this author lacks Xen.’s moral concern.

4) Heliodorus

a) Structural role

The Aethiopica is the novel in which, according to the scholarly consensus, Homer 

exerts the most significant influence and this is proved first by the trajectory of the 

protagonists’ journey, which is no longer circular like in the other novels, but a real 

voaxoq which Charicleia makes to her homeland.

In addition, some sequences of the journey activate ‘meaningful resonances of 

Odyssean scenes’:472 - ‘Charicleia’s 10-year stay at Delphi [...] echoes Odysseus’s 10- 

year detention by Calypso’.473

- The protagonists’ sojourn in Zakynthos in Nausicles’ house corresponds to the 

Phaeacian episode.

- ‘Charicleia’s encounter with an Egyptian necromancer (Hid. 6.14-15) is linked by 

precise allusion to Odysseus’s meeting with the dead {Od. 11.13-640);

- the protagonists’ tribulations in the luxurious but brutal Persian palace (Hid. 7.12-8.13) 

correspond to the Cyclops episode {Od. 9.105-566);

- at the very end of the novel, like Odysseus, the heroine is united with her father and 

her true-beloved’ 474

The existence of this framework recalls that of the Eph.: the Odyssey lies at the core of 

the structure of the Aethiopica and strengthens the closeness between Xen. and Hid.

472 Morgan 2009, 25.

473 Morgan 2009, 35.

474 Morgan 2009, 35.
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Along with this structural role, it must be said that Hid. is the novelist who adopts the 

widest range of approaches to Homer: besides quotations, episodes and paralles with 

characters, we find in him ‘la tendenza [...] a presupporre nel riuso del testo omerico la 

mediazione della lunga tradizione critico-retorica, formatasi a partire dall’eta ellenistica 

e testimoniata principalmente dalla letteratura scoliastica’.475 This clearly emerges in the 

passage where Homer is used to interpret the gods’ epiphany (3.12.2) and in two 

metaliterary parenthesis, where Hid. introduces the technical terms rcpoava^cbvrjcnc; 

(8.17.5) and 87isiao5iov (1.8.7 and 2.24.4). Interesting, both expressions belong to the 

Homeric critical literature and, therefore, ‘ancora una volta il narratore non nasconde di 

trattare la sua opera come un nuovo poema omerico, per la lettura del quale propone 

linee interpretative, chiaramente derivate dal lungo lavoro critico di commento ai testi 

epici’.476

Finally, Morgan highlights a passage of the Aethiopica in which Hid. uses the rhetorical 

interpretation of Homer: the Homeric quotation made by Hydaspe in his speech in the 

tenth book (10.16), which would precede Charicleia’s religious murder, ‘est une 

communication adressee au lecteur a l’insu, pour ainsi dire, du personnage’477 to reveal 

the value of his words as a Xbyoq EoxntiaTicpcvoq.

Overall, Hld.’s clear exploitation of secondary readings of Homer might support our 

hypothesis of Xen.’s knowledge of moral interpretations, although the difference in time 

and in length makes this parallel a mere speculation.

b! Parallels with characters

1) Charicleia

a) Penelope

- Hid. 1.21.3: Charicleia answers Thyamis’ proposal of marriage with a false Ephesian 

story and a request for delay.

- Hid. 5.22.2-3: in a dream Odysseus tells Calasiris that Penelope wishes Charicleia 

every best, because of her aw^poowq.

475 Telo 1999,71.

476 Telo 1999, 85.

477 Morgan 2006, 55.
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- Hid. 6.8-9: in Nausicles’ palace Charicleia is desperate for Theagenes’ loss, like 

Penelope mourning for Odysseus.

-Hid. 7.21: Charicleia suggests Theagenes to accept Arsace’s love and delay the 

consummation, as Penelope does with the suitors.

b) Odysseus

- Hid. 1.22: Charicleia is Odysseus the deceiver in her false story told to Thyamis.

- Hid. 2.31.3: Charicleia in Delphi is like Odysseus in Calypso’s cave, since this city is 

the last trap before starting her journey home.

-Hid. 6.11.3-4: Charicleia and Calasiris become beggars after having left Nausicles’ 

house.

- Hid. 6.15.4: in the episode which Hid. clearly calls veiona, the corpse of the witch’s

son gives a prophecy about Charicleia, which recalls that of Odysseus made by Tiresias

{Od. 11. 100-137).

- Hid. 7.7.6: when Charicleia receives a slap from Theagenes, who has not recognised 

her, she recalls Odysseus beaten on a shoulder by Antinous {Od. 17. 462-465).

- Hid. 7.7.7: Charicleia is finally identified by Theagenes, after his strategic delay which 

recalls that adopted by Penelope with Odysseus.

- Hid. 10.15.2: Charicleia shows her spot on her body and helps the other to recognise 

her: this echoes Odysseus’ scar {Od. 19.467-475).

- Hid. 10.16: Persinna’s recognition of Charicleia recalls that of Laertes’ towards 

Odysseus (<W. 24.331-348).

2) Theagenes

a) Achilles

- Hid. 2.34.4: Theagenes is proud to be a descendant from Achilles.

- Hid. 2.35.1: Calasiris admits that Theagenes is similar to Achilles.

- Hid. 4.3.1: Theagenes is compared to Achilles during the games in Delphi.

- Hid. 4.7.4: Charicleia invokes Theagenes as Achilles, using Patroclus’ words {II. 

16.21).

b) Odysseus
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- Hid. 2.19.1: Theagenes has the plan to disguise himself and Charicleia as beggars, as 

Odysseus does in Ithaca {Od. 17.222).

- Hid. 5.5.2: Theagenes shows Charicleia the wound on his knee: this recalls Odysseus’ 

scar.

Overall, Charicleia seems to be strongly associated with both the protagonists of the 

Odyssey, while Odysseus’ dream clearly establishes Charicleia’s o©(ppo<ruvr| as her 

main virtue, Hid. attributes to her all the most traditional elements of Odysseus’ 

personality: she is Odysseus the deceiver, the beggar, the sufferer; further, she receives a 

similar prophecy and she has an important token on her body. As a result, this frame of 

associations makes Charicleia both Penelope and Odysseus, like Anthia.

On the other hand, Theagenes is both an Iliadic and an Odyssean character, who in 

Delphi displays an epic traditional heroism: thus, he recalls more Chaereas than 

Habrocomes. This, however, does not reduce the importance of Odysseus’ model for 

male figures, since this hero is the model of two other characters, like Calasiris and 

Cnemon.

Finally, Hld.’s interest in parallels with Odysseus is enriched by the involvement of 

other two characters.

3) Calasiris 

a) Odysseus

-Hid. 2.21.5: Calasiris is introduced as a wanderer and a storyteller and his words 

’IAioGev (is cp8pei<; recall those used by Odysseus in his account of his visit to the 

Cicones {Od. 9.39).

- Hid. 2.22.1: Calasiris is hosted in Nausicles’ house in a scene that recalls the Scheria 

episode.

- Hid. 5.16.1-2: Calasiris is again the Odysseus storyteller.

- Hid. 5.22.3: Odysseus prophesies to Calasiris that he will undergo his same 

misadventures.

- Hid. 5.33.4: Nausicles makes a wish to Calasiris which recalls that made by Alcinous 

to Odysseus;

- Hid. 6.11.3-4: Calasiris becomes a beggar like Charickleia after having left Nausicles’ 

house.
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- Hid. 7.7.2-3: Thyamis and Petosiris recognise their father Calasiris: this scene 

constitutes a parallel with Telemachus’ recognition of Odysseus {Od. 16.172-219).

4) Cnemon

a) Odysseus

- Hid. 2.20.3: Cnemon spends the night hidden under a pile of leaves, like Odysseus in 

Scheria.

- Hid. 2.22.1: Calasiris is hosted with Cnemon in Nausicles’ house.

- Hid. 6.2.2: Cnemon becomes Odysseus the storyteller in Nausicles’ house.

Overall, both Calasiris and Cnemon prove that Hid. is very interested in Odysseus’ 

figure and in his traditional features. His subtle construction of these parallels 

particularly emerges in Nausicles’ episode: as Dowden argues, in this episode 

‘Odysseus undergoes a sort of Freudian fragmentation or segmentation. Cnemon is the 

Odysseus who stays; Charicleia is the true Odysseus who goes on. Presently Charicleia 

and Calasiris will both be Odysseus disguised as a beggar’.478 This framework has a 

sophistication which is unknown to Xen.

Despite this stylistic difference, however, Hid. seems to share the authentic and 

comprehensive exploitation of Homer which characterises the Eph.. The only main 

difference is the preservation in Theagenes of an authentic epic dimension.

5) Brief analysis of Homer in the Roman novels: introduction

The results of this study of the relationship between the Greek novel and Homer can be 

also tested by a brief analysis of the Roman novels. To begin with, Petronius’ and 

Apuleius’ works share with the Greek “cousins” the structural use of the Odyssey and 

the erotic reading of epic.

At the same time, two main differences emerge from the comparison: first, unlike the 

Greek authors, the Latin novelists are keen on a comic and often ironical reading of the 

Odyssey. A possible echo of this attitude seems to appear in Xen’s association of 

Corymbus with Calypso479 and in other few passages of Greek texts, but Petronius’ and

478 Dowden 2007, 147.

479 See 1.16.2, n.: Aiyei, c.
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Apuleius’ emphasis on this aspect is clearly original. Second, these writers do not focus 

their attention on Penelope: this omission makes their study less interesting from the 

specific perspective of Xen.

61 Petronius

ai The structural role

As Jensson argues, the Satyricon ‘can be thought of as a complicated literary game, 

informed by a sophistic reading of the Homeric Odyssey\m  The truth of this 

assessment can be widely demonstrated. To begin with, this model concerns the 

structure of the extant work: along with the first-person narrator, ‘the anger of Priapus, 

which overhangs the hero throughout the extant novel, is clearly a comic evocation of 

the wrath of Poseidon against Odysseus in Homer’s Odyssey\m  Second, Homer is 

evoked through characters whom Encolpius meets during his journey: two are even 

called Agamemnon and Menelaus. Third, in the relationship with the Odyssey Petronius 

uses subtle intertextuality which performs a threefold function: while sometimes ‘the 

epic allusions are at the service of the characterization’,482 as the characters are aware of 

them, ‘at other times the reference seems to be the property of Encolpius the 

narrator’ 483 Finally, ‘the third layer of epic reference resides with the author’484 and 

remains ‘a tool in the communication between author and reader’.485 

Finally, clear confirmation of Petronius’ intense approach to Homer comes from the 

famous episode of the Cena Trimalchionis: to begin with, ‘the Cena recalls the Cyclops 

episode of Odyssey 9. Like Polyphemus, Trimalchio is a monster baited in his lair, 

whose guests are destroyed be eating’.486 In addition, ‘a cluster of images towards the 

end of the episode connect Trimalchio’s house with the Underworld’487 of Virgil, which

480 Jensson 2004, X.

481 Walsh 1970, XXV.

482 Morgan 2009, 37.

483 Ibid.

484 Ibid., 38.

485 Ibid.

486 Morgan 2009, 36.

487 Ibid., 35.
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is directly connected with Homer. The same link with death is suggested by the parallel 

between Trimalchio and the Minotaur. Finally, in Harrison’s interpretation ‘the Cena 

Trimalchionis, as an extensive entertainment offered to the protagonist, has a clear epic 

ancestor in the entertainment of Odysseus in Phaeacia’.488 As a result, this preserved 

scene of the Satyricon can be considered as ‘a parodic version of epic poetry’.489 

This discovery is significant and opens a question about what exploitation of Homer 

Petronius introduced in his whole novel. In Morgan’s view, the framework thus far 

provided suggests that the whole text might have been conceived as a ‘comic rewriting 

of the Odyssey on an epic scale’ 490 Within this hypothesis, ‘it would be surprising if 

there were not macro-structural correspondences to the Homeric epics as well as 

allusive details’ (ibid.).

Since this speculative hypothesis appears plausible, it might introduce an interesting 

parallel with Xen.: in Morgan’s view, the deep way in which the Odyssey would affect 

the structure of the Satyricon recalls the paraphrasis that Xen. is writing of the Homeric 

poem. Although Petronius’ “operation” would certainly imply more sophisticated 

devices, it is not unthinkable that his approach to Homer was comparable to that of our 

author. This hypothesis is definitely interesting, because it could make us rethink the 

relationship between Greek and Roman novels.

bi Parallels with characters

1) Encolpius

a) Achilles

- Sat. 81.1-3: Encolpius broods morosely by the shore when robbed of Giton by 

Ascyltus, and he promises revenge, like Achilles robbed by Agamemnon of Briseid (II. 

1.348 ff.).

- Sat. 129: when Encolpius speaks with Giton, he compares himself with Achilles.

b) Odysseus

488 Harrison 1998a, 583.

489 Morgan 2009, 37.

490 Morgan 2009, 34.
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- Sat. 103: ‘the disguise adopted by Encolpius and Giton recalls Athene’s transformation 

of Odysseus into an old man when he returns to Ithaca {Od. 13.392-438)’.491

-Sat. 105: Lichas easily recognises Encolpius from touching his groin. This action is 

compared by Encolpius to Eurycleia’s recognition of Odysseus’ scar. As a result, 

Encolpius here identifies himself with the Homeric hero.

-Sat. 126 ff: when Encolpius meets Circe, this beautiful woman calls him 

“Polyaenus” (127), which is the Latin transliteration of the epithet 7roX.uaivo<; {Od. 

12.184) given by the Sirens to Odysseus. After this meeting, they try in vain to have 

sex together.

- Sat. 139: Encolpius complains that he is hounded by the wrath of Priapus, which he 

compares to Poseidon’s anger against Poseidon.

2) Giton

a) Odysseus

- Sat. 98.5: Giton hides himself from Ascyltos using a stratagem which recalls what 

Odysseus does in Cyclops’ cave and Encolpius notes this.

Overall, these passages show how far Petronius exploits both the erotic and the comic 

reading of Homer. This particularly emerges in the “Circe” episode: while in the epic 

model Odysseus is not defeated by the witch, ‘Encolpius is likewise immune to Circe’s 

spell, but only in the sense that he is repeatedly impotent with her’.492 As a result, ‘here 

it is not the companions but the hero himself who is metaphorically dehumanized’.493 

At the same time, the same double reading is evident in the first passage where 

Encolpius / Achilles describes his rival: his Agamemnon is a man ‘qui die togae virilis 

stolam sumpsit, qui ne vir esset a matre persuasus est’ {Sat. 81). Thus, Encolpius is not a 

traditional Achilles, but a special Achilles the lover.

In conclusion, Petronius shares with Greek novelists the erotic reading of Homer, while 

he originally introduces the comic one.

491 Ibid., 36.

492 Morgan 2009, 33.

493 Ibid.
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7) Apuleius

a) The structural role

The plot of this novel has a clearly Odyssean foundation: ‘somewhat similarly to 

Odysseus in the Odyssey, Lucius is on a quest for homecoming that pits him against a 

wide variety of challenges before he can come home to his human form’.494 Further, in 

Svenden view, the Homeric poems have a wider influence on Apuleius’ narratological 

technique, as the the ‘use of the interpolated (or inserted) tale-within-a-tale’495 and the 

presence of a ‘highly dramatic narrative’496 prove.

That said, the extensive exploitation of the Odyssey which is proper of Xen. and Hid. 

and probably of Petronius does not concern Apuleius: as a result, his study is less 

interesting for us than that of the Satyricon.

b) Parallels with characters

1) LUCIUS

a) Odysseus

- Met. 2.7: in the liaison between Lucius and Photis ‘the stupefaction of the hero at the 

sight of her attractions, and his rhetorical congratulations to the one who is to enjoy 

them, recall and invert Odysseus’ and Nausicaa’s meeting on the beach’.497

- Met. 9.13.4: in the ninth book the protagonist describes himself as a wanderer 

Odysseus, whose key feature is curiosity: ‘Nec ullum uspiam cruciabilis vitae

494 Adlington 1996, X.

495 Svenden 1983, 23.

496 Ibid.

497 Harrison 1990, 197.
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solacium aderat, nisi quod ingenita mihi curiositate recreabar’. Further, shortly after 

this sentence, Lucius compares directly himself with the epic hero, making an 

authorial side: ‘Nec immerito priscae poeticae divinus auctor apud Graios summae 

prudentiae virum monstrare cupiens, multarum civitatium obitu et variorum 

populorum cognitu summas adeptum virtutes cecinit’ (ibid.). This sentence clarifies 

his parallel with Odysseus;

-Met. 11.14.3-5: when in the eleventh book Lucius returns again to be a man, Isis’ 

priest, like Nausicaa, gives him a piece of linen cloth to cover himself.

b) Telemachus

- Met. 2.2.5: in the market in Hypata Lucius is hailed by an old woman, who compares 

him with his mother. This scene recalls Telemachus’s appearance in Sparta, where 

Menelaus identifies in him the physical traits of his father.498

Overal, Lucius seems to be both Odysseus the adventurer and Odysseus the lover. The 

first identification is stressed with the introduction of a formula - multarum civitatium 

obitu et variorum populorum cognitu summas adeptum - which recalls Xen.’s epic 

formulae (LI 6.6). The second parallel, instead, is based on a comic and erotic reading 

of epic, which coincides with Petronius’ technique. This is clear in Lucius’ meeting with 

Photis, where the former is identified with Nausicaa but is ‘a slave of low origins, low 

activities and low desires, [...] a sexual athlete of a high order’ (Harrison 1990, 198). 

Then, the comic colour also appears in the parallel with Telemachus, since Lucius with 

his youthful ignorance ignores the good manners of Odysseus’ child.

Finally, also other characters reflect a Homeric inspiration: since they are connected 

with the main protagonist by the multiple structure of the novel, Apuleius seems here to 

follow the Odyssean technique of building parallels within its characters. In this respect, 

this author seems to constitute a possible parallel with Xen.’s construction of Anthia (LI 

6.3).

498 On this, see Harrison 1990, 195-197.
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2) Socrates

- Odysseus

- Met. 1.5-1.19: In her inn Meroe tries to tempt the guest Socrates into her bed and to 

steal all his money. After the failure of her attempt, she manages to transform Socrates’ 

heart into a sponge. As a result, Meroe is Circe and Socrated Odysseus.

3) Psyche

- Odysseus

- Met. 5.1.1: after Apollo’s oracle, Psyche’s arrival in Cupid’s palace can be seen as a 

version of Odysseus’ arrival in Phaeacia. More specifically, ‘Cupid’s realm shares with 

Alcinous’ domain the combination of an outstanding garden and a superhuman 

architecture’.499 Finally, in both cases ‘the protagonist receives a pleasant surprise’,500 

since both Odysseus and Psyche avoid the danger that they were expecting (cf. Met. 

5.1.1 and Od. 6.119-120).

4) Tlepolemus

- Odysseus

In the seventh book Tlepolemus deceives the robbers in the cave to rescue his beloved 

Charite: this operation recalls Odysseus’ successful battle against the suitors, as the 

disguise, the false-tale, the robbers’ punishment and the etymology of Tlepolemus 

prove. Here Apuleius does not seem to vary Odysseus’ model: ‘Apuleius invokes him 

[...] in order to stress the high qualities of this attractive young man’.501

These three parallels confirm the double nature of Apuleius’ Odysseus and they also 

suggest that the existence of a shift from a passive hero like Socrates, who is won by 

Meroe, to the active and honest Tlepolemus. As a result, the use of Odysseus seems to 

support the Bildung of the protagonist, as each of these secondary characters is 

associated with him. At the same time, Circe’s appearance is interesting too: it definitely 

confirms the comic reading of epic, which appears the most peculiar feature of the 

Roman novelistic approach to Homer.

499 Harrison 1998b, 59.

500 Ibid.

501 Harrison 1990, 200.
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APPENDIX 3: THE TRADITIONAL CONSIDERATION 

OF ARETE AND PENELOPE AS IDEAL WIVES

While in LI 6.6, during the commentary and in APP 1 I demonstrated that Xen.’s in his 

approach to the Odyssey is influenced by moral interpretations of this text, I would like 

to focus now on the most important Homeric theme of the novel, Penelope’s conjugal 

fidelity. While the Imperial literary texts often play ironically with this theme 502 - and 

thus, they are comparable with Char, and, especially, with Ach., the following data 

prove that the symbolic positive interpretation of this heroine was widespread in other 

kinds of sources. This variety makes it difficult to identify the source of Xen.’s 

approach. As a result, I would conclude with Penelope our author is following a 

common pattern of Greek culture. Finally, in this section I am including also Arete, 

because she is clearly linked with Penelope both in Homer and in Xen.

That said, the existence of a good number of Imperial writers who allude to Penelope’s 

infidelity also suggests that, from a literary point of view, Xen. appears innovative: this 

confirms our hypothesis that his focus on fidelity is original (APP 2.1).

1) Arete in Greek literature and iconography: a conservative character

In the Greek world the reception of Arete is simple to reconstruct, since she is not very 

popular.

After her definition as the most honoured wife given by Athena in the Odyssey (Od. 

7.66-72), the only extant text where Arete appears is the Argonautica. As in Homer, 

Arete offers her hospitality to Medea as soon as the heroine arrives at Scheria 

(4.1014-1028). In addition, Arete suggests Jason to marry her, in order to stop

502 While in Classical Greece Penelope the symbolic wife is a popular theme, as Euripides’ Helen and 
Xenophon o f Athens’ Cyropedia prove with their “Penelope” Helen (APP 4.3) and Panthea (GI 1.4), in 
the Imperial Era a good number o f Imperial writers attribute to Penelope ‘the scandalous story o f  a a 
shameless woman’ (Mactoux 1975, 97). While Dio raises suspicions about Penelope’s integrity (see 
Mactoux 1975, 156 and Dio 7.83-86), Lucian in his Historia vera makes Calypso ask ironically whether 
Penelope is really prudent or not (see 2.36). Finally, a similar connotation characterises a passage from 
Athenaeus on Demetrius’ life, when he says: ‘Any whore at my court lives more chastely than any 
Penelope at his’ (615 A; see also Plut. Demetr. 25.6).
The existence o f this negative interpretation o f Penelope is already attested in the Hellenistic Era, and it is 
likely that Duris o f Samos was his inventor, as he created the new version o f Penelope mother o f Pan with 
a suitor (see Duris in Tzetzes, Schol. on Lycophron 772 and Verg. Aen. 2.44, but also Lycophron and 
Dicearchus adopted the same approach to the heroine). However, the sophisticated use o f  this tradition in 
fiction is an original fruit o f the Imperial Era.
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Colchians’ pretences. As a result, Medea and Jason celebrate their wedding in Scheria 

(4.1164) and they depart together (4.1219-1225).

Although we do not know whether Xen. read Apollonius, I would use the Argonautica 

to prove that in the Hellenistic Era Arete was still considered as a positive and virtuous 

woman, as she is both the Odyssey and the Eph.

That said, scholars infer that Te cote insolite de T autorite d’Arete n’a sans doute pas 

echappe a la satire des comiques’ (LIMC 1, s.v. Alkinoos I, 545). However, no preserved 

fragment offers us a comic reading of Arete. The only testimony of this is the early 

Hellenistic representation of a grotesque meeting between Arete, Alkinoos and 

Odysseus {LIMC, Alkinoos 1). However, as this scene involves three Homeric 

characters, the comic transformation seems to be attributed to the whole episode and 

this weakens its influence on Arete.

As a result, I would conclude that, unlike Nausicaa, Xen. was drawing this character 

from Homer.

2) The symbolic value of Penelope as a faithful bride

Unlike Arete, Penelope as a symbol of fidelity is addressed by the moral interpreters of 

Xen. as well as by sources which express the common thought of Ancient Greeks, such 

as epitaphs and iconography. This confirms how Xen.’s interest in this heroine reflects a 

cornerstone of the Greek tradition. At the same time, the evidence provided in this 

section might also support the hypothesis of Xen.’s acquaintance of the Ephesian statue 

of Penelope (G I3), since the positive fame of the heroine was widely recognised in the 

Imperial Era.

a) Moral interpretations of Homer: Penelope is the faithful wife

The moral focus on Penelope is clearly proved by Heraclitus: in his Homeric Allegories, 

he first stresses that Homer, unlike Plato, is keen on marriage: xco 5 ’apcpco id  acopaxia 

yapoiq adxppocn icaGcoalcoxai- 5ia psv yap 'EA^vqv eoxpaxsnKaaiv "EA,A,r|V£<;, Sia 

nr|V£X67rr|v 5”05uao£\)<; 7cTavaxai (76.12-13). Then, his list of the virtues of the 

Homeric characters, he includes Penelope’s ococppoouvri: rcavxa xa 7rap’'Opf|pcp y£wucfj<; 

dpcxfjq ycpcr adxppcov nr|V£Xd7rr|- (78.2-3).

Similarly, Maximus Tyrius defines Penelope as yuvq adxppcov, avxixaxxop£vr| nppiaxaTq 

v£avlai<; (26-9a).
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b) Greek epitaphs

This symbolic value of Penelope appears also in the Greek sepulchral poetry: although 

epitaphs often allude to mythological figures503, the high number of references to 

Penelope is comparable only with that of Alcestis.

1) List o f epitaphs with quotations

- Peek 693: stele, Naxos, III century AD: the young dead wife is ococppocruvriq 5’dpEifj 

7iapiooupsvr|v nrivsAxmslp (v. 3).

- Peek 727: stele, Syria, II / III century AD: the dead wife was owcppcov dya0f| (v. 1), 

uTiepsaxev I~Ir|V£?u37rr|v epyoic; (3-4) and was characterised by t o  cpiAav8pov (7).

- Peek 848: stele, Panticapaeum, I century AD: the dead woman is celebrated for dpsxa<; 

vvEKa navsAx}7ta[v].

- Peek 885: V century AD = AP 7.557 (Cyrus): the dead woman was 

7iavT ’a7topa^apsvqv epya xa FIr|V£A67rri<;.

- Peek 1115: Amorgos, Late Antiquity: the dead woman is speaking in the first person 

and she compares herself with both Penelope and Alcestis: v ik ]c q  yap ndcac, zaq 

a©[cppovaq ooaag] [K>xivf|v x’ ’AX,icr|a]xiv Kai IIr|V£A67t£[iav [...] (w. 3-4).

- Peek 1735: Stele, Cleonae, II / I century BC: the dead woman is identified with 

Penelope: ’iKapioo psv Tcatba 7ioX,û f)Xcoxov "Opr|po<; qiv[ri]a’ sv beXxoiq etqo%a 

ITr|V£A,67nyv aqv 5’ap£xf)v Kai ku5o<; u7t£pxaxov obxu; £7iap[Ka><;] iq[xu£i] Xiyupcov aaai 

ano axo[paxcov] (w. 1-4).

- Peek 1736: Roman sarcophagus, II century AD: the dead wife is compared with 

Penelope at the beginning of the epitaph (see 1-2: o£pvf|v Ilr|V£A67rr|v o raxXai pioc;, eg%e 

be Kai vbv acpvqv OqXiKlxav ob ra^a piox£pr|v) and at the end she is interestingly 

defined as pdpxo<; aco(ppoauvr|(; (9);

Peek 1737: Relief, Rhossos (Syria), III century AD: the dead wife’s virtue is bigger than 

that of Penelope, because it is proved by facts and not only by words: d pcv ’ObvaoEioq 

yapexa puGoiaiv 'Opf|poo xav upvoiq apcxav eg%ev ai&<; KXnpcvav- a be xpo^ou; acpvf] 

Pcpouq naxpoq Xpoai7i7i;oo £pyoi<;, ou p60oi<; Ilr]V£Xd7ca y&yovcv, a6cppcov £v yapoxr|Ti, 

7t£pi(ppa>v 5’cv pioxqxi, oiKOupdc; 5’ayaGf| Kai pioo qvioxoc; (1-6).

503 See Maffei 1987, 152: ‘la poesia sepolcrale greca e latina mostra una simile ricchezza di paragoni [...] 
mitologici’.
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- Peek 1999: Nicaea, end IV century AD: the dead wife, after a long piece, highlights 

her prfound union with her partner (see 31-32: sic; yapoq apxpoxepcov, ^ovoc; pioc;, ob5s 

0avovT8<; X,f|cjpov£<; dAA,f|A,cov ea^ov a7toiK8cnr|v) and then she compares herself with 

Penelope (see 35-36: abxap epe Heoooripav avf|p, x£ko<;, r̂ Gea, k<xXAo<; xf̂ q rcpiv 

Ilriv8A.67tr|<;, 0f|asi aoi8oxepr|v).

- Peek 2005: Inscription on a rock, Sardinia, I / II century AD: the dead woman outdoes 

Penelope, Evadne and Alcestis (cf 22: pr|K8x[i IIr|vsX,[67cr|[v] pr|8 ’Eba8vr|v [KsXnSeixs] 

and 26: aiyao0[co] 5’ ’AA-Krj[a]xi<;).

- Peek 2031: the dead woman is first defined as dyvf| (v. 1) and then compared with 

Penelope: rjxi<; ev avGpwrcoic; KXeo<; rpaxo IIr|V£Ao7i£ir|(; acotppocruvp (9-10).

2) Analysis

To begin with, these inscriptions were part of a private production and they all date in 

the Hellenistic and Imperial Era, with a recurrent provenance from the East or Rome: 

this proves that we are dealing with a phenomenon which happened after the Classical 

Era.

The main reason why their collection is significant is that Penelope is used ‘per esaltare 

[...] le doti morali di donne o fanciulle morte nelle piu diverse eta’504 and, therefore, ‘per 

l’espressione di valori individuals.505 Conversely, physical details are not described. As 

a result, Penelope’s ococppocruvri is mentioned six times, while her ap8xf| four. A case in 

point is the inscription 1736, where the dead woman, after her comparison with 

Penelope, is defined as papxix; aoKppocruvri .̂ In addition, the virtue of the mourned 

people is three times emphasised with the word epya. This is striking in the epitaph 

1737, where there is the opposition between facts and words: epyoig, ou puGoiq 

Ilr|veAx)7ca yeyovev.

Finally, it is significant that, as Lattimore argues, these epitaphs usually targeted ‘people 

of inferior education’.506

As a result, the moral use of Penelope appears to be a popular element of the Greek 

Imperial tradition. A similar conclusion can be drawn by the analysis of the 

iconography.

504 Maffei 1987, 154.

505 Ibid.

506 Lattimore 1962, 290.
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c) Iconography

Also on the iconographic tradition Penelope is a very popular figure and she is 

subjected to an interesting evolution: since the middle of the fifth century BC ‘she is no 

more considered as the cunning woman, but as the symbol of the conjugal faithfulness 

and of the virtuous wife’.507 For this reason, it is very difficult to find Penelope depicted 

with her loom508 or the old type of her as ‘trauemden’, which would have characterised 

her original image.509 Moreover, the artistic objects in which Penelope became a 

recurrent motif were essentially gold rings and glass gems, which were commonly used 

by the whole population.

As a result, as with epitaphs, the artistic representations of Penelope seemed to fulfil the 

desire of ancient population for expressing personal feelings. This conclusion is 

suggestive: since Xen. shares with both media this emphasis on Penelope’s virtue and 

his work belongs to the era when these other sources very popular, I would speculate 

that his moral focus on this heroine might be interpreted as a traditional element of the 

post-Classical Greek way of thought.

A hypothesis like this would strengthen the possibility that Xen. was aware of the 

Ephesian statue of Penelope, since Thrason’s work is clearly a product of the post- 

Classical Era too.

507 LIMC Penelope, 295.

508 (cf. ibid. 14, 16, 19; it is once substituted by a spindle, see 29)

509 (see ibid. 18, 2 and Palagia 2008
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APPENDIX 4: TRAGIC ECHOES IN THE EPHES1ACA

Although Xen. is keen on a theatrical style (NA 5) and many of his monologues contain 

tragic motifs (NA 4), the presence of tragic intertexts is more difficult to detect. For this 

reason, I already argued that Xen. owes a debt to an epic-tragic tradition (LI 4.3-4) 

which is mostly based on simple echoes of motifs. That said, there are three tragic 

models which seem to be exploited by Xen. Interestingly, they all come from Euripides 

and this makes Xen.’s use of them more plausible, since his tragedies were commonly 

known by educated readers of the Imperial Era.510 More precisely, possible intertexts 

concerns only the Helen, while Xen. recalls motifs of both the Electra and Alcestis. 

Overall, the main aim of this exploitation sees to be the association of tragic figures 

with Anthia: Electra, Alcestis and Helen share with her a profound and tragic 

commitment to love. For this reason, these parallels might play a role similar to that of 

Panthea (Q I4).

That being said, however, our author gives the impression of using these models 

without a deep and detailed awareness of their content. This seems to be part of Xen.’s 

cautious approach to tragedy, which is further suggested by the exclusion of a direct 

debt to Euripides’ Hippolytus (LI 2.1), which I will broadly discuss at the end of this 

chapter. For this reason, I would conclude that it is not from these texts that the main 

interpretation of the Eph. passes.

1) Euripides’ Electra: Lampo as the Euripidean peasant. Anthia as Electra and 

Habrocomes as Orestes

The first tragic model of Xen. is Euripides’ Electra. At the beginning of this tragedy, the 

protagonist has already married off to a farmer. If we compare this text with our novel, 

we find some similarities with Anthia’s experience with Lampo: as a result, I would 

conclude that in the second book of the Eph. Anthia is Electra and Lampo the tragic 

peasant. These are the parallel motifs:

510 To begin with as Morgan 1998, table 15, 313 proves, Euripides follows only Homer in the hierarchy o f  
the most common authors in Imperial schooltexts. Similarly, in Cribiore’s (2001, 198) analysis o f the 
papyri - both the scholastic and the literary ones - ‘an absolute preference for Euripides 
emerges4 (Cribiore 2001, 198). As ‘a good knowledge o f his work [...] was fundamental for the student 
who continued to rhetorical education, as Quintilian and Libanius testify’ (ibid.), Xen.’s knowledge o f  
Euripides is very likely.
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a) Manto’s decision that Anthia will become the wife of a goatherd is her personal 

revenge against the heroine (2.9.2: rf|v 5s AvBiav oiKsxri crovoooia^eiv evevoei 

[...] ai7ioXxp xivi aypoucco). In Euripides, Aegisthus gives Electra as a wife to the 

Macedonian peasant. He is worried with Clytemnestra that Electra could wed a 

nobleman in the royal household and that the children bom from this relationship could 

try to avenge Agamemnon's death (34-35, as the peasant himself says in the prologue: 

f](i!v 5e 8r| 5i5cooiv ’HAixxpav Eyeiv 8apapxa).

b) Lampo the goatherd is the most miserable of Manto’s servants (2.9.2: xcov 

dxipoT&Tcov). In Electra the peasant, despite his noble Macedonian origin, has lost this 

status and has become poor (38: q6yEVEi’d7i6Mmai).

c) Anthia informs Lampo about her story and her noble birth. As a result, the goatherd 

takes pity on her and promises to preserve her pure. As I argued in NA 1.1a, this is the 

only mention of nobility made by the heroine. Similarly, in the Electra the difference in 

status is the reason why the peasant does not have sex with Electra (43-46: rjv ourcoG’ 

avf|p 65s [...] rjiaxuv’ ev euvrj- 7tap08vo<; 5’ ex’ eaxi 6f|. aia^uvopai yap oAjfrcov avSpcov 

xeKva Xapcbv bppi^eiv, on Kaxa^ux; yEyax;).

d) Anthia implicitly praises Lampo’s pity and, because of his benign attitude (2.11.4: cbq 

pexpi vuv suoePrjaaq), she asks him to remember Habrocomes during her burial. In his 

answer, Lampo mentions his devotion to gods (2.11.7: eyd) 8e K ai Geoix; 5e5idx; [...]) 

and promises to spare her life. Interestingly, the Euripidean Electra defines the peasant 

as equal to gods, because of his respect toward her (67-8: ey6  a ’ iaov GsoTaiv qyoupai 

cplXov- 8V xoix; epoiq yap o u k  evuppioaq K aK oiq).

The discovery of this link is significant for two reasons. First, it confirms that the few 

good people whom the protagonists encounter during their journey have a clear literary 

characterisation (cf. Eudoxus in APP 1.2 and Amphinomus in APP 1.9). Second, it 

opens the possibility that the story of Electra might have further resonances in the novel. 

At a first glance, this hypothesis does not seem to be acceptable, since Anthia’s story is 

not focused on a revenge as that of Electra. Later in the text, however, the parallel with 

this tragedy seems to be activated other two times. To begin with, after Manto is sold by 

Lampo to Cilician merchants, the goatherd receives the unexpected visit of 

Habrocomes, who asks him news about Anthia (2.12.2: eSeixo 5e xou AdprccDvoq Eircsfv 

auxco Ei xi 0188 TiEpi Kopr|<; 8K Tupou) without revealing his name (2.12.3: o 5e auxov
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ooxic; rjv oi) Asyei). Although Anthia is no longer with Lampo, this visit recalls that of 

Orestes and Pylades to the peasant’s house, in which they conceal their identity in order 

to get information. The real difference is that Habrocomes is not accompanied as 

Orestes by a friend. In my opinion, this parallel might suggest that Habrocomes is 

Orestes and, thus, this tragic model would involve both protagonists, making Lampo 

episode a tragic scene.

This leads us back to the possibility of a connection between their story and that of 

revenge which characterises Electra. A positive answer comes in the fourth book: when 

Anthia kills Anchialus, her reaction of shame is not epic (4.5.6: f| 8e Av0ta ciq cpopov 

pev xcov dedpapsvcov spxcxai) and she also thinks to commit suicide, because of the 

impossibility of fleeing away. Personally, this behaviour might recall that of Electra in 

the same tragedy: shortly after Clytemnestra’s murder, which is not described on the 

scene, Electra first a sense of guilt (1182: aixia 5’syd>) and she expresses it with a 

sequence of rhetorical questions: id) 16 poi. 7coi 5’ eyco, xtv’ eg xopov, xiva yapov dpi; xiq 

7toai<; pe ds^sxai vopcpucoK; eg suvok;; (1198-1200). Then, in the subsequent description 

of the homicide, her role of murderess becomes clear: we discover that, after the sword 

fell from her brother’s hands, she took the courage to kill her mother (1224-6). As a 

result, the existence of this parallel suggests that Anthia becomes again Electra with the 

inclusion of the revenge.

In conclusion, the hypothesis of this intertext can be accepted and this fits well into the 

construction of Anthia. since through Electra Xen. seems to strengthen her personality. 

Conversely, the parallel between Habrocomes and Orestes is no longer exploited and, 

thus, it seems to be only functional to that of Anthia.

2) Alcestis

The second plausible tragic intertext in the Eph. is Euripides’ Alcestis, since Xen. recalls 

a good number of motifs of this tragedy:

a) In Xen.’s oracle there is the famous expression x<xq>o<; 0dXapo<; (1.6.2, n.: oracle, 3). 

See ibid. for the parallel with Alcestis.

b) A common theme of the protagonists’ dialogues in the Eph. is “fidelity in life as well 

as in death” (LI 5). In Alcestis this theme is often repeated by Admetus it in a way that 

especially recalls Habrocomes’ invitation to Anthia in the wedding night. Cf. Xen.
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1.9.4 : xov £paaif)v s%sk; av8pa, p£0’oo f̂jv Kai a7io0av£iv imap^ai yuvaud ocbcppovi; 

and Ale. 367-368: pqSs yap 0av6v tcoxe oob /copiq £ir|v xrjg povr|<; 7iioxf|<; spot.

c) In the Eph. Xen. twice introduces the m otif o f  “death as a display o f  virtue”. The first 

is in Habrocomes’ lament at the beginning o f the second book, when he states: 

xsOvf^opai 5e 7tpox£pov Kai cpavoupai vEKpoq ocbcppcov (2.1.4). Then, Anthia after her 

nightmare states: cpot 5e d7io0av£iv KaX6<; e%ei ococppovoucrrj (5.8.9). The same m otif 

has an occurrence in Alcestis, when the chorus speaks o f  the heroine’s death: toxco vuv 

eukXet)^ ys Kax0avoup£vr| yuvf) x’apioxr| xcov i3cp’f|Xiq> paKpco (150-1).

d) In the Eph. Anthia expresses to Habrocomes her desire to die with him: 

a7io0vrjoKG)pev, A(3poKopr|. "E£,op£v aXXTjXmx; psxa Oavaxov, u7r’ou5£vo<; 

Evo%XoupEvoi. Similarly, Admetus expresses his desire o f  share death with his wife: xi 

p’ EKttX-uoaq pT\|/ai xupPou xacppov eg KoiXrjv Kai pcx’ £ke1vt|<; xfjq pcy’ aploxr|<; K£io0ai 

<p0ipcvov; (Ale. 897-9).

e) In the Eph. Anthia describes her path toward death as a journey. Alcestis does the 

same: cf. Eph. 3.6.5: 68ov sp^opat xf)v 7iapa ge and also 3.8.1 and Ale. 262-263: oiav 

65ov a SsiXaioxaxa rcpopatvco);

f) In Aegialeus’ story the fisherman tells Habrocomes about his physical relationship 

with his wife after death: xauxp [...] as! xe cog Cfbar\ XaXco Kai cruyKax&KEipai Kai 

GUVEucoxoupai (5.1.11). Likewise, Admetus, as Borgogno 2005, 483, n. 186 states, 

would like to have an image o f her dead wife shaped by skilled craftsmen, so that he 

could TrpoG^EGOupai Kai 7r£pi7rxuoocov %£pag ovopa KaXcov gov xt)v (piXxyv ev ayKaXau; 

So^co yuvaiKa Kaursp ouk e^cov £%eiv (350-352).

In my opinion, this list o f parallel motifs makes the hypothesis o f  Xen.’s use o f  this 

tragedy very plausible.

3) Helen

To begin with, it is important to remind not only that Topera di Euripide e una presenza 

incisiva per il romanzo antico’ (Fusillo 1989, 33), but that, in particular, T'Elena e stata 

considerata un prototipo del romanzo: basta pensare alia coppia che si riconosce e si 

riunifica, all’ambientazione esotica e al tema del doppio’ (ibid., 345]1). Finally, his two

511 For the presence o f Helen in Char., see Marini 1993.
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protagonists, Menelaus and Helen, aim to go back to Sparta: as a consequence, they 

share also the novelistic motif of the return home.

Given this framework, there are two passages where a textual connection might be 

established between Xen. and Euripides.

a) When Anthia pronounces her desperate monologue after her nightmare, she states: xi 

ouv 8Ti â>; (5.8.8) and then she expresses her desire for suicide (5.8.9). In the tragedy, 

shortly after the beginning, when Helen is desperate for being falsely considered guilty 

of the burst of the Trojan war, she asks the same question (56: xi ouv sxi â>;). Then, 

shortly after, she reinforces the idea by saying: xi 5fjx’ sxi â>; xiv’ U7co>xi7copai xuxqv; 

(293). The first of these two interrogatives is still very close to Xen’s one. Finally, in the 

same monologue Helen also mentions her loss of status (275: 8ouXr| Ka08axr|K’ ouo’ 

sXsuBepcov ano ) and her desire of a noble death (298: 0aveTv icpaxiaxov rcax; Oavoip’ 

av ouv KaX&q;). Since in the whole Greek literature the question xi ouv sxi ĉo; occurs 

only in this tragedy and in Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazuse, 868, which makes a 

parody of this work, an intertextual relationship here between Euripides and Xen. is not 

impossible.

b) When Habrocomes starts his speech in the last night of the novel he exclaims: xqv 

poyi<; f||i!v qpepav TtoOeivqv eupr|pevr|v (5.14.4). The combination of the adjective 

7io0etvo<; and the noun qpepa occurs only twice in Greek texts prior to the Eph.: first, in 

Aristophanes’ Peace, where the leader of the Chorus reacts to Hermes’ invitation to the 

farmers to go home with the following sentence: cb 7to0sivf) xoiq Sucaioiq K ai yecopyoic; 

f|pepa (556). Second, in the Helen, where it is pronounced by Menelaus in the 

recognition scene with Helen (623: a> 7io0eivoc; fjpepa). Since the context of the former 

reference is quite distant from that of our novel while the second is identical, I would 

argue that Xen. might be also here intertexting with the tragedy.

c) Oupiov 7tvsupa, an expression adopted by Xen. in the description of the journey 

(1.11.2: ouplco xpqaapevoi 7iv8upaxi, n.), is invented by Euripides who twice adopts it 

in his Helen. In the first passage Menelaus remembers how the lack of an oupiov 

7tv8upa made his return home impossible, while in the second the Diouskoroi wish 

Helen to have it in her journey back to Sparta with her husband (cf. 406 and 1663). 

Later, in the Imperial Era, oupiov 7rvsupa is adopted by many prose writers in relation to
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a naval context512 and Xen. himself uses it again in 1.12.3. As a result, in this case the 

connection between Xen. and Eur. is not impossible, but less convincing,

d) After her nightmare Anthia describes her battle to preserve her ocoq)pocn3vr|: xsxvaq 

ococppocruvrn; imep yuvaiKou; suplaKco (5.8.7 and LI 4.2a). Later in the tragedy, the 

“enemy” of Helen Theoclymenos describes himself as yi)vaiK£iai<; xsxvaiaiv aipsGeig 

(1621).

Overall, Xen. seems to have in his mind the text of Euripides’ Helen. Similarly with the 

Alcestis, the reason why this intertext is interesting is that it introduces a character 

extremely devoted to her husband, like Anthia, in a tragic light: as the Panthea of 

Xenophon of Athens, Xen. might have been helped by Euripides to model his Anthia. 

The Euripidean Helen, in fact, is no longer ‘il paradigma della seduzione, dell’adulterio, 

di un eros funesto e distruttivo, mentre qui diventa una sposa fedele e 

innamorata’ (Fusillo 1997, 6). This virtue of Helen is often emphasised in the tragedy: 

in the aforementioned monologue (255-305), where the same question as Xen’s one 

appears, she wants to commit suicide to avoid marrying another suitor (296-7: oxav 

Tcoaig 7iiKpd<; ^uvrji yuvaud, Kai xo oa>|T eaxiv rciKpov) and she thinks that her husband 

has died (308: Kai pf]v aacpwq y’fiX^’oXcoXEvai rcoaiv). In this passage, it is also evident 

Euripides’ debt to Homer, as the former recalls Penelope’s desire of suicide in the 

twelfth book (see Od. 20.79-82) and the mention of the £,upPoAa is another Homeric 

theme (Od. 23.110: oripaxa). As a result, Helen is a tragic Penelope and this might have 

influenced Anthia, since this protagonist sometimes has her same tragic approach to 

fidelity (LI 4.3-4). Finally, in the tragedy ‘Helen’s intervention is illustrated by constant 

reference to the female ability for plotting and deception’ (Holmberg 1995, 36): also this 

aspect makes her similar to Anthia.

4) Habrocomes as Hippolvtus

Giovannelli 2008, 277 suggests that ‘a suggerire l’esistenza di una connessione fra i due 

testi e la confluenza, nelle Efesiache, di due filoni tematici molto differenti, accomunati 

soltanto dall’essere entrambi presenti ne\YIppolito: un giovane che si crede immune 

dall’influenza di una divinita e la reazione ineluttabile della divinita stessa; la ricorrenza

512 See, e.g., Plut. Mar. 8.9, Pomp. 32.4; App. BC  2.6.40, D. Chr. 68.7, Luc. Herm. 28 and Nav. 13; Ach. 
2.32.1, 3.1.2 and 8.19.2.
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del Potiphar m otif513. In my opinion, however, the existence of these two themes does 

not lead to the conclusion that Xen. is drawing on Euripides. On the one hand, 

Habrocomes’ story has three important differences from that of Hippolytus:

a) the former’s contempt concerns Eros, while that of the latter Aphrodite (cf. Xen. 

1.1.5: TEpcoxa ye pf|v ou5e evopi^ev stvai Gsov and Hipp. 15-16: Ooipou 8’d5sXcpfiv 

ApTspiv Aioq Koprjv xipa, psyioir|v Salpovcov qyoupevoq).

b) In his impious attitude towards Eros Habrocomes lacks any explicit hostility to 

marriage, while Hippolytus has it (see 14: dvalvstai be Xcicxpa kou v|/au£t yapcov).

c) Habrocomes is proud of his beauty and of the praises he receive and he deemphasises 

his intellectual achievements: this suggests that his behaviour is not completely moral 

(1.1.2, n.: TcaiSdav, d). Conversely, Hippolytus is essentially proud of his virtues (cf. 

Hipp. 73-87).

As a result, only two motifs seem to be really shared: the divine revenge against hostile 

men (cf. Xen. 1.2.1: o "Epccx; [...] e^xci be x£xyqv and Hipp. 21-22: a 8’ei^ cp’fipapxrpcc 

xipcopf|oopai 'l7r7roXi)xov £v xrj5’f|p£pa) and the falling in love in a religious procession 

(cf. Xen. 1.2 and Hipp.24-28). However, both motifs are so widespread that Xen. was 

certainly aware of these without Euripides’ mediation (for the former, see “Eros’ 

revenge against the arrogant lovers” in table 2 and 3, LI 2.3). Finally, both texts lack 

textual connections: they only share the common combination between cppovcco and the 

adverbs pcya and pcyaXa (cf. Xen. 1.1.4: £(ppov£i [...] pcyaXa, n. and 3.2.5 : pcya 

cppovcov and Hipp. 6: (ppovouoi [...] p£ya and 444: cppovouvG’ £upp pcya). As a result, it 

is unlikely that Xenophon is building his character by looking at the Euripidean text. 

That being said, since the Euripidean Hippolytus was very famous in the Imperial Era, it 

is very plausible that both he and his readers were aware of the story of Hippolytus and 

could associate Habrocomes with him, but this would work only on a generic scale.

The same conclusion concerns the issue of the Potiphar motif. To begin with, it is too 

widespread to constitute an element of intertextuality514. That said, Giovannelli 2008, 

283 argues that Manto might be a double of Phaedra: in her view ‘molte sono le 

analogie [...]: Manto, come Fedra, percepisce il suo amore come impossibile da

513 On this connection, cf. also Dalmeyda 1926, XVIII and Cueva 2004, 39.

5,4 See, e.g., Parth. 5.2; 13.1; 16.1; 17.1-2; 36.3, Luc. Syr. D. 17-18 and 21-22.
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corrispondere, ma si mostra incapace di nasconderlo’515; other shared elements are the 

presence of an intermediary (the nurse in the tragedy and Rhode in the novel), their 

beloved’ strong reactions (cf. Xen. 2.4.3-4 and Hipp. 616-668) and the use of a written 

word (Xen. 2.5.1-2 and 2.10.1 and Hipp. 856-865). Although these similarities can be 

accepted, Manto’s love is not immoral as that of Phaedra: this marks an important 

difference between the two and suggests that Nausicaa’s model, with the birth of her 

genuine love, is the model here (1.2, n.: introd., 3). In addition, unlike Giovannelli 2008, 

Cheyns 2005, 271 argues that ‘Xenophon d’Ephese est plus proche d’Homere que 

d’Euripide dans al mesure ou son heros, comme Bellerophon, voit son innocence 

reconnue avant de trouver la mort’ and the reason for this statement is that, at the end of 

the Potiphar Motif, Habrocomes’ special consideration by the Egyptian governor seems 

to be comparable with that given by Bellerophon in Homer. In the Eph. the Egyptian 

governor, after Habrocomes’ overcoming of both crucifixion and pyre, gives the order 

to keep him in prison, sco<; pa0copev ocrax; o dv0pco7co<; sail Kai o n  oikcoc; autou petal 

0eot<; (4.2.10). Similarly, in the Iliad the Lycian king Proitos after Bellerophon’s 

successful enterprises recognises him as 0eou yovov f)uv eovta (II. 6.191). Since Xen. is 

keen on Homer, the hypothesis of this connection is not unlikely and, thus, the 

significance of Euripides’ for our text would be again deemphasised. As a result, I 

would conclude that, as in Hippolytus’ case, the memory of Phaedra would be probably 

recalled by the readers only in a generic way.

5,5 See on this also Schmeling 1980, 42: ‘We see here shades o f  the Potiphar’s wife and Phaedra’
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